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HISTORICAL GREECE 

(Continued) 

CHAPTER LIV 

TRUCE FOR ONE YEAR-RENEWAL OF WAR AND BATTLE OF 

AMPHIPOLIS-PEACE OF NIKIAS 

THE eighth year of the war, described in the last chapter,~~~ 
had opened with sanguine hopes for Athens, and with dark'\ \l 
promise for Sparta, chiefly in consequence of the memorable~
capture of Sphakteria towards the end of the preceding summer. ~
!t included, not t~ mention other events, two cons!derable and ~.v. 
Important enterpnses on the part of Athens-agamst Megara v.·, 
and against Bc:eotia; the former plan, partially successful-the, 1' ' 
latter, not merely unsuccessful, but attended with a ruinous"'"'~ 
defeat. Lastly, the losses in Thrace following close upon the~~ 
defeat at Delium, together with the unbounded expectations~~ 
everywhere entertained from the future career of Brasidas, had \rl 
again seriously lowered the impression entertained of Athenian 
power. The year thus closed amidst humiliations the more 
painful to Athens, as contrasted with the glowing hopes with 
which it had begun. 

It was now that Athens felt the full value of those prisoners 
whom she had taken at Sphakteria. With those prisoners, as 
Kleon and his supporters had said truly, she might be sure 
of making peace whenever she desired it. 1 Having such a 
certainty to fall back upon, she had played a bold game, and 
aimed at larger acquisitions during the past year. This specula
tion, though not in itself unreasonable, had failed : moreover a 
new pha:nomenon, alike unexpected by all, had occurred, when 
Brasidas broke open and cut up her empire in Thrace. Still, 

1 Thucyd. iv. zr. 
YOL. VII. I B 
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2 History of Greece 
so great was the anxiety of the Spartans to regain their captives, 
who had powerful friends and relatives at home, that th~y 
considered the victories of Brasidas chiefly as a stepping-stone 
towards that object, and as a means of prevailing upon Athens 
to make peace. To his animated representations sen t home 
from Amphipolis, setting forth the prospects of still further 
success and entreating reinforcements-they had returned a 
discouraging reply, dictated in no small detree by the miserable 
jealousy of some of their chief men ; 1 who, feeling the mselves 
cast into the shade, and looking upon his splendid career as an 
eccentric movement breaking loose from Spartan routine, were 
thus on personal as well as political grounds disposed to labour 
for peace. Such collateral motives, 'vorking upon the caution 
usual with Sparta, determined her to make use of the present 
fortune and realised conquests of Drasidas, as a basis for negoti
ation and recovery of the prisoners; without opening the chance 
of ulterior enterprises, which, though they might perhaps end in 
results yet more triumphant, would unavoidably put in risk that 
which was now secure. 2 The history of the Athenians during 

1 Thucyd. iv. 108. 'o o€ ls T1}v i\o.I(EOO.!fJ. OVO. E</JtEfJ.EVOS CTTpo.ncfv T E 

7rpouatrotrTEAAfLII ~KEi\EUf • • 0 0 ot BE Aa.Kt00.L!J-6VLOL ,.a ftfv l(al cp86vce it.7r0 
,-wv 7rpW'rwV a..vOpWv ol>x u~"11P~'T'1)CJ'~V aU·np, &~. I , .... I 

2 Thucyd. IV. I 17. Tovs -yo.p 01J lfvlipo.s 7rEpL 1rl\ewvos E7rowvvTo ~<op.Lcro.cr 8o.L , 
&s t·n Bpa(J'[Oas eUTVxet' Kal tJ.LEA.i\ov, brl fL E'i(ov xwpf,uav-ros a.UToV Kal 
&wrl1ral\.a KarauTf,uavros, 'TWv ,ufv urEpflr8u.t, Tots 0, ~K Toii l'G"ou &fLuY6J.LEVo t 
KLV0uveJlELV Kal Kpa-r.f,G'ELY . 

This is a perplexing passage and the sense put upon it by the best com
mentators appears to me unsatisfactory. 

Dr. Arnold observes, " the sense required must be something of this sort. 
If Brasidas were still more successful , the consequence would be that they 
would lose their men taken at Sphakteria, and after all would run the risk 
of not being finally victo rious." T o the same purpose, substan tially, 
Haack, Poppo, Goller, &c. But surely this is a meaning which cannot 
have been present to the mind of Thucydides. For how could the fac t, of 
Brasidas being mort successful, cause the Lacedo:monians to lose the chance 
of regaining their prisoners ? The larger the acquisitions of Brasidas, th ~ 
greater chance did the Lacedo:monians stand of getting back their prisoners, 
because they would have more to give up in exchange for them. And the 
meaning proposed by the commentators is still more excluded by the very 
words immediately preceding in Thucyclides : "The L'lcedcemonians were 
above all things anxious to get back their prisoners, bec:lnse Brasidas was 
still in full success." It is impossible, immediately after this, that he can 
go on to say, " Yet if Brasi clas became still mort surcessfu!, they wou ld lose 
the chance of getting the prisoners back." Bauer and Poppo, who notice 
th is contradiction, profess to soh·e it by saying "that if Brasidas pushed 
his successes fur ther, the Athenians would be seized with such violence of 
hatred and indignation, that they would put the prisoners to death." 
Poppo supports this by appealing to iv. 41, which passage, however, will 
be found to carry no proof in the case. 
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the past year might indeed serve as a warning to deter the 
Spartans from playing an adventurous game. 

Next, as to the words aYT i'll"all.a t<CJ.'ratrT~ traYTOS ( E7rl }1-Ei(ov xwp~G'O.YTOS 
o.bTOU t<al av'ri'll"all.a KaTO.trT~;O.YTOS )-Goller translates these, "Post
quam Brasidas in majus profecisset, et sua arma cum potestate Athenien
sium aquasset." T o the same purpose also Haack and Poppo. But if 
this were the meaning, it would seem to imply, that Brasidas had as yet. 
done nothing and gained nothing ; that his gains were all to be made 
during the future. · Whereas the fact is distinctly the reverse, as Thucy
dides himself had told us in the line preceding; Brasidas had already made 
immense acquisitions-so great and serious, that the principal anxiety of 
the Laceda!monians was to make use of what he had already gained as a 
means of getting back their prisoners, before the tide of fortune could turn 
against him. 

Again, the last part of the sentence is considered by Dr. Arnold and 
other commentators as corrupt. It is not agreed to what previous subject 
'Tois- ll.! is intended to refer. 

So unsatisfactory, in my judgement, is the meaning assigned by the com
mentators to the general passage, that if no other meaning could be found 
in the words, I should regard the whole sentence as corrupt in some way 
or other. But I think another meaning may be found. 

I admit that the words e1rl f'•i(ov xwp~trav.,.os auTov migM signify 
" if he should arriYe at greater success "-upon the analogy of i. 17 and i. 
II8-brl 'll"li.Et(j'rOY •x"'P7JG'O.Y llvYcff'•ws-brl /o'fYt:t exwp7}trav llvv&,tews. But 
they do not necessarily, nor even naturally, bear this signification. Xwpeiv 
J.,( (with accus. case) means to march upon, to aim at, to go at, or go for 
(adopting an English colloquial equivalent)-exwpouv €1rl .,.hv lfVTtKpvs 
.!71.ev8ep(o.v (Thucyd. viii. 64). The phrase might be used, whether the 
person, of whom it was affirmed, succeeded in his object or not. I conceive 
that in this place the words mean-" if Brasidas should go at something 
greater "-if he sliould aim at, "or march upon, greater objects ; " wi th
out affirming the point, one way or the other, whether he would attain or 
miss what he aimed at. 

Next, the words avT('II"O.AO. KaTO.trT~O'O.YTOS do not refer, in my judge
ment, to the future gains of Brasidas, or to their magnitude and compara
tive avail in negotiation. The words rather mean-" if he should stake in 
open contest and hostility that which he had already acquired "-(thus 
exposing it to the chance of being lost)-" if he should put himself and his 
already acquired gains in battle-front against the enemy." The meaning 
would be then substantially the same as KO.TO.tr'r-htro.Y'ros eavTov cwTl7ra.A.ov . 
The two words here discussed are essentially obscure and elliptical, and 
every interpretation must proceed by bringing into light those ideas which 
they imperfectly indicate. Now the interpretation which I suggest keeps 
quite as closely to the meaning of the two words as that of Haack and 
Goller; while it brings out a general sense, making the whole sen tence (of 
which these two words form a part) distinct and instructive. The sub
stantive, which would be understood along with &vT(?ra>..a, would be 
7·& 7rpdy}J-a'ra--or perhaps .-il. ebTvXh!J-aTa, borrowed from the verb eurux<t, 
which immediately precedes. 

In the latter part of the sentence, I think that 'rois ll.! refers to the 
same subject as avT[rra l\a : in fact, &;,-(, Toil ra-ov &f<vv6f'evot is only a fuller 
expression of the same general idea as &vTl11'o.ll.a. 

The whole sentence would then be construed thus :-"For they were 
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Ever since the capture of Sphakteria, the Lacedremonians 

had been attempting, directly or indirectly, negotiations for 
peace and the recovery of the prisoners. Their pacific dis
positions were especially instigated by King Pleistoanax, whose 
peculiar circumstances gave him a strong motive to bring the 
war to a close. He had been banished from Sparta, fourteen 
years before the commencement of the war, and a little before 
the Thirty years' truce, under the charge of having taken bribes 
from the Athenians on occasion of invading Attica. For more 
than eighteen years, he lived in banishment close to the temple 
of Zeus Lykreus in Arcadia; in such constant fear of the 
Lacedremonians, that his dwelling-house was half within the 
consecrated ground.1 But he never lost the hope of procuring 

most anxious to recover their captives, because Brasidas was still in good 
fortune ; while they were likely, if he should go at more and put himself as 
he now stood into hostile contention, to remain deprived of their captives ; 
and even in regard to their successes, to take the chance of danger or 
victory in equal conflict." 

The sense here brought out is distinct and rational ; and I think it lies 
fairly in the words. Thucydides does not intend to represent the Lacedre
monians as feeling, that if Brasidas should real !y gain more than he hacl 
gained already, such further acquisition would be a disadnmtage to them 
and prevent them from recovering their captives. He represents them as 
preferring the certainty of those acquisitions which Brasidas had already 
made, to the chance and hazard of his aiming at greater; which could not 
be done without endangering that which was now secure-and not only 
secure, but sufficient, if properly managed, to procure the restoration o! 
the captives. 

Pappa refers 'T'o'is 5.! to the Athenians; Goller refers it to the remaining 
Spartan military force, apart from the captives who were detained at 
Athens. The latter reference seems to me improper, for .,.o£s liE must 
signify some persons or things which have been before specified or indi
cated ; and that which Goller supposes it to mean has not been before ' 
indicated. To refer it to the Athenians, with Poppo and Haack in his 
second edition, we should have to look a great way back for the subject, 
and there is moreover a difficulty in construing af.wv6,uevoL with the dative 
case. Otherwise this reference would be admissible : though I think it 
better to refer 7o'is IJe to the same subject as av'T'[Tro.il.o.. In the phrase 
KLviJuvevELv (or KLv5uvev<IELV, for there seems no sufficient reason why this old 
reading should be altered) Kal Kpa'T'/t<IELV, the particle Kai has a disjunctive 
sense, of which there are analogous examples-see Kiihncr, Griechische 
Grammatik, sect. 726, signifying substantially the same as 7) : and examples 
even in Thucydicles, in such phrases as Towv'T'a Kal 1Tapa1ril.huw (i. 22, 143)
'T'OLaVT'fJ kal 8'1'L l-y-yv'T'a7a 'T'ov'T'wv, v. 74-see Poppo's note on i. 22. Also 
i. 118, 1<o.l 1Tapo.Kail.ovf.Levos Kal liKil.'fJTos-where "d must be used disjunc
tively, or equivalent to 7); since the two epithets expressly exclude each 
other. 

1 Thucyd. v. 117. ;]p.Luu T1]s oiKlas Toil lepoV T6TE 'TDV .6..t0s ol1wVvTa ¢6!3cp 
TWv AaKE0aLfLDVlwv~ 

"The reason was, that he might be in sanctuary at an instant's notice, 
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restoration, through the medium of the Pythian priestess at~ .. "( 
Delphi, whom he and .his br~ther Aristokles kept in their pal:. ~,.. 
To every sacred legatiOn which went from Sparta to Delphi, .._...;."~ 
she repeated the same imperative injunction-" They must v,~ 
bring back the seed of (Herakles) the demi-god son of Zeus \ 
from foreign land to their own; if they did not, it would be V \
their fate to plough with a silver ploughshare." The command ~d" 
of the god, thus incessantly repeated and backed by the 
influence of those friends who supported Pleistoanax at home, 
at length produced an entire change of sentiment at Sparta. In 
the fourth or fifth year of the Peloponnesian war, the exile was 
recalled ; and not merely recalled, but welcomed with un
bounded honours-received with the same sacrifices and choric 
shows as those which were said to have been offered to the 
primitive kings, on the first settlement of Sparta. 

As in the case of Kleomenes and Demaratus, however, it was 
not long before the previous intrigue came to be detected, or 
at least generally suspected and believed; to the great discredit 
of Pleistoanax, though he could not be again banished. Every 
successive public calamity which befell the State-the mis
carriages of Alkidas, the defeat of Eurylochus in Amphilochia, 
and above all, the unprecedented humiliation in Sphakteria
were imputed to the displeasure of the gods in consequence of 
the impious treachery of Pleistoanax. Suffering under such an 
imputation, this king was most eager to exchange the hazards 
of war for the secure march of peace, so that he was thus 
personally interested in opening every door for negotiation with 
Athens, and in restoring himself to credit by regaining the 
prisoners.1 

After the battle of Delium,2 the pacific dispositions ofNikias, 
Laches, and the philo-Laconian party, began to find increasing 
favour at Athens ; s while the unforeseen losses in Thrace, 
coming thick upon each other-each successive triumph of 
Brasidas apparently increasing his means of achieving more
tended to convert the discouragement of the Athenians into 
positive alarm. Negotiations appear to have been in progress 
throughout great part of the winter. The continual hope that 
and yet might be able to perform some of the common offices of life with
out profanation, which could not have been the case had the whole dwelling 
been within the sacred precinct." (Dr. Arnold's note.) 

1 Thucyd. v. 17, r8. 
2 Thucyd. v. !5. crcpa;>..lvTWV o' a!JTwV ~,.l .. <e l>7);>..{rp 1rapa.xpfip.a ol 

A.aiCEOatp.OVIOt, ')'VOVTES VVV p.Ci;>..;>..ov av ~voe~ap.£vovs, 11"010VVTC1.1 'T~/V lVIC!.O<TIOV 
i~eex.,plav, &c. • 

s Thucyd. iv. I r8 ; v. 43· 
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these might be brought to a close, combined with the impolitic 
aversion of Nikias and his friends to energetic military action, 
help to explain the unwonted apathy of Athens, under the 
pressure of such disgraces. But so much did her courage flag, 
towards the close of the winter, that she came to look upon a 
truce as her only means 1 of preservation against the victorious 
progress of Brasidas. What the tone of Kleon now was, we 
are not directly informed. He would probably still continue 
opposed to the propositions of peace, at least indirectly, by insist
ing on terms more favourable than could be obtained. On this 
point, his political counsels would be wrong ; but on another 
point, they would be much sounder and more judicious than 
those of his rival Nikias : for he would recommend a strenuous 
prosecution of hostilities by Athenian force against Brasidas in 
Thrace. At the present moment this was the most urgent 
political necessity of Athens, whether she entertained or 
rejected the views of peace. And the policy of Nikias, who 
cradled up the existing depression of the citizens by encourag
ing them to rely on the pacific inclinations of Sparta, was ill
judged and disastrous in its results, as the future will hereafter 
show. 

Attempts were made by the peace-party both at Athens and 
Sparta to negotiate at first for a definitive peace. But the 
conditions of such a peace were not easy to determine, so as to 
satisfy both parties-and became more and more difficult, with 
every success of Brasidas. At length the Athenians, eager 
above all things to arrest his progress, sent to Sparta to propose 
a truce for one year-desiring the Spartans to send to Athens 
envoys with full powers to settle the terms : the truce would 
allow time and tranquillity for settling the conditions of a 
definitive treaty. The proposition of the truce for one year, 2 

together with the first two articles ready prepared, came from 
Athens, as indeed we might have presumed even without proof; 
since the interest of Sparta was rather against it, as allowing to 
the Athenians the fullest leisure for making preparations against 
further losses in Thrace. But her main desire was, not so much 
to put herself in condition to make the best possible peace, as 
to ensure some peace which would liberate her captives. She 
calculated that when once the Athenians had tasted the sweets 

1 Thucyd. iv. II7. VOf<l<Tavns 'ABrwa<ot f'fV OOK av ln .. ~v BpatT{8av <Ttpwv 
1rpO<Ta1rO<T'T1j<Tal ob8ev 1rplv Trapa<TKEUJ.<TatV'TO 1<a8' 7}<Tux{av, &c. 

2 This appears from the form of the truce in Thucyd. iv. u8; it is pre
pared at Sparta, in consequence of a previous proposition from Athens ; in 
sect. 7, ol 0€ l6vTes, 'TE'A.os lxoJITES i6J'TC.I.W, j11rep Kal Vp.e'i~ ru.tas KEAeVt:TE. 
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of peace for one year, they would not again voluntarily impose 
upon themselves the rigorous obligations of war.l 

In the month of March 423 B.C., on the fourteenth day of ~ 
the month Elaphebolion at Athens, and on the twelfth day of the(/'\;; 
month Gerastius at Sparta, a truce for one year was concluded t,... ! 
and sworn, between Athens on one side, and Sparta, Corinth, ~ 
Sikyon, Epidaurus, and Megara, on the other. 2 The Spartans,¥ 
instead of merely despatching plenipotentiaries to Athens, as the 
Athenians had desired, went a step further. In concurrence 
with the Athenian envoys, they drew up a form of truce, 
approved by themselves and their allies, in such manner that it 
only required to be adopted and ratified by the Athenians. The 
general principle ofthe truce was uti possidetis, and the conditions 
were in substance as follows:-

I. Respecting the temple at Delphi, every Greek shall have 
the right to make use of it honestly and without fear, pursuant 
to the customs of his particular city.-The main purpose of 
this stipulation, prepared and sent verbatim from Athens, was 
to allow Athenian visitors to go thither, which had been im
possible during the war, in consequence of the hostility of the 
Bceotians 8 and Phokians. The Delphian authorities also were 
in the interests of Sparta, and doubtless the Athenians received 
no formal invitation to the Pythian games. But the Bceotians 
and Phokians were no parties to the truce : accordingly the 
Lacedremonians, while accepting the article and proclaiming the 
general liberty in principle, do not pledge themselves to enforce 
it by arms as far as the Bceotians and Phokians are concerned, 
but only to try and persuade them by amicable representations. 
The liberty of sacrificing at Delphi was at this moment the 
more welcome to the Athenians, as they seem to have fancied 
themselves under the displeasure of Apollo. 4 

1 Thucyd. iv. 117. Kal 'Y•vop.Eli'T/S &.vo~<wx~s I<CJ.Kwv «al Ta:>..at'!l"wplas 
p.a:>..J..ov ~'!1"<6up.f!O"e<V (ToOs 'A67]valous) avTovs 'll"etpaO"ap.evous ~uvaAJ..ariva<, 
&c. 

8 Thucyd. iv. I 19. The fourteenth of Elaphebolion, and the twelfth of 
Gerastius, designate the same day. The truce went ready-prepared from 
Sr.arta to Athens, together with envoys Spartan, Corinthian, Megarian, 
S1kyonian, and Epidaurian. The truce was accepted by the Athenian 
assembly, and sworn to at once by all the envoys as well as by three 
Athenian Strategi(0"11"EiO"a0"6a< Of audKa p.ti.J..a TCIS1rpeO"fJelaslvTf ll1)p.<p 
Tas 1rapouO"as, iv. II8, II9); that day being fixed on as the commence
ment. 

The lunar months in different cities were never in precise agreement. 
3 See Aristophan. Aves, r88. 
• Thucyd. v. 1-32. They might perhaps believe that the occupation of 

Delium had given offence to Apollo. 
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2. All the contracting ·parties will inquire out and punish, 

each according to its own laws, such persons as may violate the 
property of the Delphian god.-This article also is prepared at 
Athens, for the purpose seemingly of conciliating the favour of 
Apollo and the Delphians. The Lacedremonians accept the 
article literally, of course. 

3· The Athenian garrisons at Pylus, Kythera, Nisrea and 
Minoa, and Methana in the neighbourhood of Trcezen, are 
to remain as at present. No communication to take place 
between Kythera and any portion of the mainland belonging 
to the Lacedremonian alliance. The soldiers occupying Pylus 
shall confine themselves within the space between Buphras and 
Tomeus; those in Nisrea and Minoa, within the road which 
leads from the chapel of the hero Nisus to the temple of 
Poseidon-without any communication with the population 
beyond that limit. In like manner the Athenians in the penin
sula of Methana near Trcezen, and the inhabitants of the latter 
city, shall observe the special convention concluded between 
them respecting boundaries.1 

4· The Lacedremonians and their allies shall make use of 
the sea for trading purposes, on their own coasts, but shall not 
have liberty to sail in any ship of war, nor in any rowed 
merchant-vessel of tonnage equal to soo talents. [All war
ships were generally impelled by oar : they sometimes used 
sails, but never when wanted for fighting. Merchant-vessels 
seem generally to have sailed, but were sometimes rowed : the 
limitation of size is added, to ensure that the Lacedremonians 
shall not, under colour of merchantmen, get up a warlike navy.] 

5· There shall be free communication by sea as well as by 
land, between Peloponnesus and Athens for herald or embassy, 
with suitable attendants, to treat for a definitive peace or for 
the adjustment of differences. 

6. Neither side shall receive deserters from the other, · 
whether free or slave. [This article was alike important to both 
parties. Athens had to fear the revolt of her subject-allies
Sparta the desertion of Helots.] 

7. Disputes shall be amicably settled, by both parties, 
according to their established laws and customs. 

Such was the substance of the treaty prepared at Sparta
seemingly in concert with Athenian envoys-and sent by the 
Spartans to Athens for approval, with the following addition
" If there be any provision which occurs to you, more honour
able or just than these, come to Lacedremon and tell us : for 

I Thucyd. iv. II8: see Poppo's note. 
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neither the Spartans nor their allies will resist any just sugges
tions. But let those who come bring with them full powers to 
conclude-in the same manner as you desire of us. The truce 
shall be for one year." ~ 

By the resolution which Laches proposed in the Athenian\"" 
public ass~m.bly, ratifying the truce, the people .f~rther decreed S'j; 
that negot1at10ns should be opened for a defimt1ve treaty, and~ JJ 
directed the Strategi to propose to the next ensuing assembly, V ' 
a scheme and principles for conducting the negotiations. But \f:: 
at the very moment when the envoys between Sparta and }lf 
Athens were bringing the truce to final adoption, events hap- (I' 
pened in Thrace which threatened to cancel it altogether. Two 
days 1 after the important fourteenth of Elaphebolion, but before 
the truce could be made known in Thrace, Ski6ne revolted 
from Athens to Brasidas. ~' 

Ski6ne was a town calling itself Achrean, one ofthe numerous Ll 
colonies which, in the want of an acknowledged mother-city, t(,v;l 
traced its origin to warriors returning from Troy. It was ,) 
situated in the peninsula of Pallene (the westernmost of those1\, ; 
three narrow tongues of land into which Chalkidike branches ~ 
out); conterminous with the Eretrian colony Mende. The ~ 
Ski6nreans, not without considerable dissent among themselves, ~ 
proclaimed their revolt from Athens, under concert with (',../ 
Brasidas. He immediately crossed the Gulf into Pallene, \ 1 · 

himself in a little boat, but with a trireme close at his side ; 
calculating that she would protect him against any small 
Athenian vessel-while any Athenian trireme which he might 
encounter, would attack his trireme, paying no attention to the 
little boat in which he himself was. The revolt of Ski6ne was, 
from the position of the town, a more striking defiance of 
Athens than any of the preceding events. For the isthmus 
connecting Pallene with the mainland was occupied by the town 
of Potidrea-a town assigned at the period of its capture, seven 
years before, to Athenian settlers, though probably containing 
some other residents besides. Moreover the isthmus was so 
narrow, that the wall of Potidrea barred it across completely 
from sea to sea. PalU!ne was therefore a quasi-island, not open 
to the aid of land-force from the continent, like the towns pre
viously acquired by Brasidas. The Ski6nreans thus put them
selves, without any foreign aid, into conflict against the whole 
force of Athens, bringing into question her empire not merely 
over continental towns, but over islands. 

Even to Brasidas himself, their revolt appeared a step of 
I Thucyd. iv. 122. 

B 2 
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astonishing boldness. On being received into the city, he con
vened a public assembly, and addressed to them the same 
language which he had employed at Akanthus and Tor6ne ; 
disavowing all party preferences as well as all interference with 
the internal politics of the town, and exhorting them only to 
unanimous efforts against the common enemy. He bestowed 
upon them at the same time the warmest praise for their 
courage. "They, though exposed to all the hazards of 
islanders, had stood forward of their own accord to procure 
freedom, 1 without waiting like cowards to be driven on by a 
foreign force towards what was clearly their own good. He 
considered them capable of any measure of future heroism, if 
the danger now impending from Athens should be averted
and he should assign to them the very first post of honour 
among the faithful allies of Laced~mon." 

This generous, straightforward, and animating tone of ex
hortation-appealing to the strongest political instinct of the 
Greek mind, the love of complete city-autonomy, and coming 
from the lips of one whose whole conduct had hitherto been 
conformable to it-had proved highly efficacious in all the 
previous towns. But in Ski6ne it roused the population to the 
highest pitch of enthusiasm.2 It worked even upon the feelings 
of the dissentient minority, bringing them round to partake 
heartily in the movement. It produced a unanimous and 
exalted confidence which made them look forward cheerfully 
to all the desperate chances in which they had engaged them
selves ; and it produced at the same time, in still more un
bounded manifestation, the same personal attachment and 
admiration as Brasidas inspired elsewhere. The Ski6n~ans 
not only voted to him publicly a golden crown, as the liberator 
of Greece, but when it was placed on his head, the burst of 
individual sentiment and sympathy was the strongest of which 
the Grecian bosom was capable. "They crowded round him 
individually, and encircled his head with fillets, like a victorious 
athlete," 3 says the historian. This remarkable incident illus
trates what I observed before-that the achievements, the self-

1 Thucyd. iv. 120. 6v-res ovo~v liMo :f) v1JrTtw-rcu, &c. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 121. Kal ol p.~v ::.:S~<twva(ot br1Jp81Jrr&.v TE -ro(s 7\o-yots, ~eal 

8aprr-hrravTES ?rdVT<S ~p.olws, /Cal oTs 'lrpo-r<pov p.~ 1/pErTICE -ra 1rparrrr6p.<va, &c. 
" Thucyd. iv. 121. Kal 01Jp.orrlct p.~v xpurr<f rr-r•cp&.v'l' aVE01JrTav &s ~l\eu8E· 

povVTa T~V 'El\7\cfoa, io['f 0~ ~Tatv[ouv TE /Cal ?rporr-hpXOIITO tfJrT?t:Ep a8l\1JTp. 
Compare Plutarch, Perikles, c. 28: compare also Krause (Olympia), 

sect. 17, p. r62 (Wien, 1838). It was customary to place a fillet of cloth 
or linen on the head of the victors at Olympia, before putting on the olive 
wreath. 
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relying march, the straightforward politics, and probity of this 
illustrious man-who in character was more Athenian than 
Spartan, yet with the good qualities of Athens predominant
inspired a personal emotion towards him such as rarely found 
its way into Grecian political life. The sympathy and admira
tion felt in Greece towards a victorious athlete was not merely 
an intense sentiment in the Grecian mind, but was perhaps, 
of all others, the most widespread and Pan-Hellenic. It was 
connected with the religion, the taste, and the love of recrea
tion, common to the whole nation-while politics tended rather 
to disunite the separate cities : it was further a sentiment at 
once familiar and exclusively personal. Of its exaggerated 
intensity throughout Greece the philosophers often complained, 
not without good reason. But Thucydides cannot convey a 
more lively idea of the enthusiasm and unanimity with which 
Brasidas was welcomed at Skione, just after the desperate 
resolution taken by the citizens, than by using this simile. 

The Lacedcemonian commander knew well how much the 
utmost resolution of the Skionceans was needed, and how 
speedily their insular position would draw upon them the 
vigorous invasion of Athens. He accordingly brought across 
to Pallene a considerable portion of his army, not merely wjth 
a view to the defence of Skjone, but alw with the intention of 
surprising both Mende and Potidcea, in both which places there 
were small parties of conspirators prepared to open the gates. 

It was in this position that he was found by the com- · 
missioners who came to announce formally the conclusion of 
the truce for one year, and to enforce its provisions : Athenceus 
from Sparta-one of the three Spartans who had sworn to the 
treaty ; Aristonymus, from Athens. The face of affairs was 
materially altered by this communication ; much to the satis
faction of the newly-acquired allies of Sparta in Thrace, 
who accepted the truce forthwith-but to the great chagrin 
of Brasidas, whose career was thus suddenly arrested. Yet 
he could not openly refuse obedience, and his army was 
accordingly transferred from the peninsula of Pallene to 
Torone. 

The case of Ski6ne however immediately raised an obstruc
tion, doubtless very agreeable to him. The commissioners, 
who had come in an Athenian trireme, had heard nothing of 
the revolt of that p:ace, and Aristonymus was astonished to find 
the enemy in Pal:<!ne. But on inquiring into the case, he 
discovered that the Ski6nceans had not revolted until two 
days after the day fixed for the commencement of the truce. 
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Accordingly, while sanctioning the truce for all the other cities 
in Thrace, he refused to comprehend Skione in it, sending 
immediate news home to Athens. Brasidas, protesting loudly 
against this proceeding, refused on his part to abandon Skione, 
which was peculiarly endeared to him by the recent scenes ; 
and even obtained the countenance of the Laceda:monian com-

~issioners, by falsely asseverating that the city had revolted 

~
' efore the day named in the truce. 

Violent was the burst of indignation when the news sent 
. ;-home by Aristonymus reached Athens. It was nowise softened, 
~. Jfl when the Laceda:monians, acting upon the version of the case 
r ~nt to them by Brasidas and Athena:us, despatched an 
~ ~bassy thither to claim protection for Skione-or at any rate 
:-.yto procure the adjustment of the dispute by arbitration or 
· cific decision. Having the terms of the tfeaty on their side, 

e Athenians were least of all disposed to relax from their 
ghts in favour of the first revolting islanders. They resolved 
t once to undertake an expedition for the reconquest of 
kione ; and further, on the proposition of Kleon, to put to 

· death all the adult male inhabitants of that place as soon as it 
should have been reconquered. At the same time, they showed 
no disposition to throw up the truce generally. The state of 
feeling on both sides tended to this result-that while the war 
continued in Thrace, it was suspended everywhere else.1 

fJ. Fresh intelligence soon arrived-carrying exasperation at 
}' a\thens yet further-of the revolt of Mende, the adjoining town 

oJflo Skione. Those Mendreans, who had laid their measures for 
~ secretly introducing Brasidas, were at first baffled by the arrival 
~ of the truce-commissioners. But they saw that he retained his 
~.,;~~hold on Skione, in spite of the provisions of the truce ; and 
l they ascertained that he was willing still to protect them if they 

revolted, though he could not be an accomplice, as originally 
projected, in the surprise of the town. Being moreover only 
a small party, with the sentiment of the population against 
them-they were afraid, if they now relinquished their scheme, 
of being detected and punished for the partial steps already 
taken, when the Athenians should come against Skione. They 
therefore thought it on the whole the least dangerous course to 
persevere. They proclaimed their revolt from Athens,· con
straining the reluctant citizens to obey them.2 The government 

1 Thucyd. iv. 122, 123. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 123. a.o Kal ol M•vaalot p.a"A.l\ov ~TOll.p.r;crav, 'f~V .,~ 'fOU 

6pacrlaov -yvwp.rw bpwvTes ~.,o[p.rw, Kal 1/.p.a ,.&v .,.pacrcr&v.,wv crcplcrtv 
tAl')'"'" Tf: ~JI'rCdv, ~eal Ws T6'TfE EJJ.fi\A7Juav oVKET, U..vEvr~v, clAAc%. 
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seems before to have been democratical, but they now found 
means to bring about an oligarchical revolution along with 
the revolt. Brasidas immediately accepted their adhesion, 
and willingly undertook to protect them ; professing to think 
that he had a right to do so, because they had revolted openly 
after the truce had been proclaimed. But the truce upon this 
point was clear-which he himself virtually admitted, by setting 
up as justification certain alleged matters in which the Athenians 
had themselves violated it. He immediately made preparation 
for the defence both of Mende and Ski6ne against the attack 
which was now rendered more certain than before; conveying 
the women and children of those two towns across to the 
Chalkidic Olynthus, and sending thither as garrison soo 
Peloponnesian hoplites, with 300 Chalkidic peltasts ; the com
mander of which force, Polydamidas, took possession of the 
acropolis with his own troops separately.! 

Brasidas then withdrew himself with the greater part of his 
army, to accompany Perdikkas on an expedition into the 
interior against Arrhibceus and the Lynkestce. On what ground, 
after having before entered into terms with Arrhibceus, he now 
became his active enemy, we are left to conjecture. Probably 
his relations with Perdikkas, whose alliance was of essential 
importance, were such that this step was forced upon him 
against his will; or he may really have thought that the force 
under Polydamidas was adequate to the defence of Mende and 
Skione-an idea which the unaccountable backwardness of 
Athens for the last six or eight months might well foster. Had 
he even remained, indeed, he could hardly have saved them, 
considering the situation of Pallene and the superiority of 
Athens at sea: but his absence made their ruin certain. 2 

While Brasidas was thus engaged far in the interior, the 
Athenian armament under Nikias and Nikostratus reached 
Potidcea: fifty triremes, ten of them Chian-1ooo hoplites and 
6oo bowmen from Athens-Iooo mercenary Thracians-with 
some peltasts from Methane and other towns in the neighbour
hood. From Potidcea they proceeded by sea to Cape 
Poseidonium, near which they landed for the purpose of 

t<a.Ta.{3ta.<Ta.p.evwv 1ra.pd. 'YvJJp..,v ToiJs 1rol..l..ot\s-iv. I30· o li~p.os 
Ev8vs &va.l..a{36w Ta 81r;>..a. 1rEptop"J'~S ~XdJpet br£ TE llEA0'1rOVV7f<T[ovs KCJ.) 

T-oVs 'Ta ~vav'Tla. crcplcrt p.ET, a.bTWv 1rp&.~avTa.s, &c. 
The Athenians, after the conquest of the place, desire the Mendreans 

1Z"Oi\t'T'Elr€tv {f,(J'7rEp elw6fcra.v. 
Mende is another case in which the bulk of the citizens were averse 

to revolt from Athens, in spite of neighbouring example. 
1 Thucyd. iv. I30. 2 Thucyd. iv. 123, I24. 
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attacking Mende. Polydamidas, the Peloponnesian com
mander in the town, took post with his force of 700 hoplites, 
including 300 Skion<eans, upon an eminence near the city, 
strong and difficult of approach: upon which the Athenian 
generals divided their forces; Nikias, with sixty Athenian 
chosen hoplites, 120 Methonean peltasts, and all the bowmen, 
tried to march up the hill by a side path and thus turn the 
position-while Nikostratus with the main army attacked it in 
front. But such were the extreme difficulties of the ground 
that both were repulsed: Nikias was himself wounded, and the 
division of Nikostratus was thrown into great disorder, narrowly 
escaping a destructive defeat. The Mend<eans however 
evacuated the position in the night and retired into the city ; 
while the Athenians, sailing round on the morrow to the suburb 
on the side of Skione, ravaged the neighbouring lands; and 
Nikias on the ensuing day carried his devastations still farther, 
even to the border of the Skion<ean territory. 

But dissensions so serious had already commenced within 
the walls, that the Skion<ean auxiliaries, becoming mistrustful 
of their situation, took advantage of the night to return home. 
The revolt of Mende had been brought about against the will 
of the citizens, by the intrigues and for the benefit of an 
oligarchical faction. Moreover, it does not appear that Brasidas 
personally visited the town, as he had visited Skione and the 
other revolted towns. Had he come, his personal influence 
might have done much to soothe the offended citizens, and 
create some disposition to adopt the revolt as a fact accom
plished, after they had once been compromised with Athens. 
But his animating words had not been heard, and the Pelopon
nesian troops, whom he had sent to Mende, were mere instru
ments to sustain the newly-erected oligarchy and keep out the 
Athenians. The feelings of the citizens generally towards them 
were soon unequivocally displayed. Nikostratus with half of 
the Athenian force was planted before the gate of Mende which 
opened towards Potida-a. In the neighbourhood of that gate, 
within the city, was the place of arms and the chief station 
both of the Peloponnesians and of the citizens. Polydamidas, 
intending to make a sally forth, was marshalling both of them 
in battle order, when one of the Mend<ean Demos, manifesting 
with,a~gry vehemence a sentiment common to most of them, 
~ltl'liirri 'i"that he would not sally forth, and did not choose to 

.'take part in the contest." Polydamidas seized hold of the man 
1 to punish him, when the mass of the armed Demos, taking part 

with• -their comtade, made a sudden rush upon the Pelopon-
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nesian~. The latter, unprepared for such an onset, sustained 
at first some loss, and were soon forced to retreat into the 
acropolis-the rather as they saw some of the Mend::eans open 
the gates to the besiegers without, which induced them to 
suspect a preconcerted betrayal. No such concert however 
existed; though the besieging generals, when they saw the 
gates thus suddenly opened, soon comprehended the real 
position of affairs. But they found it impossible to restrain 
their soldiers, who pushed in forthwith, from plundering the 
town: and they had even some difficulty in saving the lives of 
the citizens.l 

Mende being thus taken, the Athenian generals desired the 
body of the citizens to resume their former government, leaving 
it to them to single out and punish the authors of the late 
revolt. What use was made of this permission, we are not 
told: but probably most of the authors had already escaped 
into the acropolis along with Polydamidas. Having erected a wall 
of circumvallation, round the acropolis, joining the sea at both 
ends-and left a force to guard it-the Athenians moved away 
to begin the siege at Skione, where they found both the citizens 
and the Peloponnesian garrison posted on a strong hill, not far 
from the walls. As it was impossible to surround the town 
without being masters of this hill, the Athenians attacked it at 
once and were more fortunate than they had been before 
Mende ; for they carried it by assault, compelling the defenders 
to take refuge in the town. After erecting their trophy, they 
commenced the wall of circumvallation. Before it was finished, 
the garrison who had been shut up in the acropolis of Mende 
got into Skione at night, having broken out by a sudden sally 
where the blockading wall around them joined the sea. But 
this did not hinder Nikias from prosecuting his operations, so 
that Skione was in no long time completely enclosed, and a 
division placed to guard the wall of circumvallation.2 

Such was the state of affairs which Brasidas found on return
ing from the inland :rv:acedonia. Unable either to recover 
~I en de or to relieve Ski6ne, he was forced to confine himself to 
the protection of Torone. Nikias, however, without attacking 
Torone, returned soon afterwards with his armament to Athens, 
leaving Skione under blockade. 

The march of Brasidas into Macedonia had been yne~r~te 
in every way. Nothing but his extraordinary gal~'fty rescY~,
him from utter ruin. The joint force of himsel~d Perdikkas~..-
consisted of 3ooo Grecian hoplites,-Peloponn~n, Akanth~n, 'i 

1 Thucyd. iv. IJO; Diodor. xii. 72. 2 Tfmcyd. J#.l~~ • r 
9~onR ~ ~ 
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and Chalkidian-with 1ooo Macedonian and Chalkidian horse 
-and a considerable number of non-Hellenic auxiliaries. As 
soon as they had got beyond the mountain-pass into the 
territory of the Lynkestre, they were met by Arrhibreus, and a 
battle ensued, in which that prince was completely worsted. 
They halted here for a few days, awaiting-before they pushed 
forward to attack the villages in the territory of Arrhibreus
the arrival of a body of Illyrian mercenaries, with whom 
Perdikkas had concluded a bargain.1 At length Perdikkas 
became impatient to advance without them, while Brasidas, 
on the contrary, apprehensive of the fate of Mende during 
his absence, was bent on returning back. The dissension be
tween them becoming aggravated, they parted company and 
occupied separate encampments at some distance from each 
other-when both received unexpected intelligence which 
made Perdikkas as anxious to retreat as Brasidas. The 
Illyrians, having broken their compact, had joined Arrhibreus, 
and were now in full march to attack the invaders. The untold 
number of these barbarians was reported as overwhelming, 
while such was their reputation for ferocity as well as for valour, 
that the Macedonian army of Perdikkas, seized with a sudden 
panic, broke up in the night and fled without orders; hurrying 
Perdikkas himself along with them, and not even sending notice 
to Brasidas, with whom nothing had been concerted about the 
retreat. In the morning, the latter found Arrhibreus and the 
Illyrians close upon him; the Macedonians being already far 
advanced in their journey homeward. 

The contrast between the men of Hellas and of Macedonia
general as well as soldiers-was never more strikingly exhibited 
than on this critical occasion. The soldiers of Brasidas, though 
surprised as well as deserted, lost neither their courage nor 
their discipline : the commander preserved not only his 
presence of mind, but his full authority. His hoplites were 
directed to form in a hollow square or oblong, with the light
armed and attendants in the centre, for the retreating march. 
Youthful soldiers were posted either in the outer ranks, or in 
convenient stations, to run out swiftly and repel the assailing 
enemy; while Brasidas himself, with 300 chosen men, formed 

• -~~ rear-guard. 2 

y ~)Pfhe short harangue which (according to a custom universal 
~vith Grecian generals) he addressed to his troops immediately 
p~efore the enemy approached, is in many respects remarkable. 

Though some were Akanthians, some Chalkidians, some Helots, 
~~ 1 Thucyd. iv. 124. 2 Thucyd. iv. 125. 
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he designates all by the honourable title of "Peloponnesians.'\c.~ 
Reassuring them against the desertion of their allies, as well as ~ 
against the superior numbers of the advancing enemy-he -f 
invokes their native, homebred courage.1 "Ye do not require 
the presence of allies to inspire you with bravery,-nor do ye 
fear superior numbers of an enemy; for ye belong not to those 
political communities in which the larger number governs the 
smaller, but to those in which a few men rule subjects more 
numerous than themselves-having acquired their power by no 
other means than by superiority in battle." Next, Brasidas 
tried to dissipate the prestige of the Illyrian name. His army 
had already vanquished the Lynkestre, and these other bar
barians were noway better. A nearer acquaintance would soon 
show that they were only formidable from the noise, the 
gestures, the clashing of arms and the accompaniments of their 
onset ; and that they were incapable of sustaining the reality of 
close combat, hand to hand. "They have no regular order 
(said he) such as to impress them with shame for deserting 
their post. Flight and attack are with them in equally honour
able esteem, so that there is nothing to test the really 
courageous man : their battle, wherein every man fights as he 
chooses, is just the thing to furnish each with a decent pretence 
for running away."-" Repel ye their onset whenever it comes, 
and so soon as opportunity offers, resume your retreat in rank 
and order. Ye will soon arrive in a place of safety: and ye 
will be convinced that such crowds, when their enemy has stood 
to defy the first onset, keep aloof with empty menace and a 
parade of courage which never strikes-while if their enemy 
gives way, they show themselves smart and bold in running 
after him where there is no danger." 2 

1 Thucyd. iv. !26. 'Aya(}o'is yap ~iva• bp.'iv 1rpountm ra 'lrOAEf'la, ob t•a 
l;up.p.&.xwv 1rapouulav ~"&.uron, &>..>..a SL' ol~<•lav &pernv, Kal p.1/S~v w>..1jeos 
1recpo~fju8a& E-rlpoov, ot j'E Cu710~) &.1rO '1J'DJ\.tTetWv TotaVTwv 71k€"re, lv ais oV 
1roMol l>>..lywv lipxouuw, &>..>..a 'II"Aet6vwv p.a>..>..ov i>..rf.uuovs· ou1< li>..>..'f' rtvl 
KT7)rT&.p.~vot r~v lluvaur<lav 1i rt)J p.ax6p..vot Kpareiv. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 126. OiiT< yap rdl;w txovTES aluxuv8<'iev li.v >..t1relv T<?a 
xwpav /3ta(6p.EVO<. !I TE <J>uyq aU..wv !<ttl TJ f<J>olios 11T7)P lxouua ll6l;av TOV I<C!AQU 

av•l;<><•yi<TOV Kal TO &vope'iov fxH. aU..oKp&.rwp ll~ p.rJ.x1/ p.d>..ttTT' li.v Kal 
'~~"p6<J>autv Toil uw(•u8al (se sauver) rtvt 'll"p<'II"OVTws ... aplu«<. 

la<J>ws Te 'll"av TO 7rpoii7rdpxov ll•wov & ... ' abrwv l!pii.-., fpycp p.~v /3paxiJ Sv, 
15y, .. o~ J<al lt~toil JtaTatT1Ttpxov. •o fnrop.ElvaPT.s ~'11"<</J<pOp.<vov ~tal, g.,.av 
l(tttpos p, i<OITp.tp Kttl ra/;fl a08<S {nrayayOvns, fs TE 7"0 du<J>a>..es llatTO'OV 
lt<J>ll;•u8•, Kal yvwu•u8• ro >..ot1rov 3n ol rowiJTo< 15x>..ot ro'is JJ,~V r~v '11"pWT1/P 
l<J>oliov Sel;ap.evo<s li'll"o 8ev d7Tet>..a7s To &vllpeiov p.<>..>..f)ue< ~ ... tl<op.
,.oiiutv, ot 8' li.v <1/;w<Ttll auTo'is, KaTa 1r01las TO eliljluxov tv rt)J au<J>a>..<'i ~~<'is 
i'll"t8<ii<PUV'TC!t. 
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The superiority of disciplined and regimented force over dis

~orderly numbers, even with equal individual courage, is now a 
~.truth so familiar, that we require an effort of imagination to put 

o<V. ~urselves back into the fifth century before the Christian rera, 
-;: when this truth was recognised only among the Hellenic 
·~ :J"Cmmunities; when the practice of all their neighbours, 
~.~ lyrians, Thracians, Asiatics, Epirots, and even Macedonians-

implied ignorance or contradiction of it. In respect to the 
} ,J~pirots, the difference between their military habits and those 
~cll'tlf the Greeks has been already noticed-having been pointedly 

-1 manifested in the memorable joint attack on the Akarnanian 
'I;.,V"town of Stratus, in the second year of the war.1 Both Epirots 
' -:itnd Macedonians however are a step nearer to the Greeks than 
"' either Thracians, or these Illyrian barbarians against whom 

Brasidas was now about to contend, and in whose case the 
contrast comes out yet more forcibly. It is not merely the 
contrast between two modes of fighting which the Lace
dremonian commander impresses upon his soldiers. He gives 
what may be called a moral theory of the principles on which 
that contrast is founded ; a theory of large range, and going to 
the basis of Grecian social life, in peace as well as in war. The 
sentiment, in each individual man's bosom, of a certain place 
which he has to fill and duties which he has to perform
combined with fear of the displeasure of his neighbours as well 
as of his own self-reproach if he shrinks back-but at the same 
time essentially bound up with the feeling, that his neighbours 
are under corresponding obligations towards him-this senti
ment, which Brasidas invokes as the settled military creed of 
his soldiers in their ranks, was not less the regulating principle 
of their intercourse in peace as citizens of the same community. 
Simple as the principle may seem, it would have found no 
response in the army of Xerxes, or of the Thracian Sitalkes, or 
of the Gaul Brennus. The Persian soldier rushes to death by 
order of the Great King, perhaps under terror of a whip which 

The word p.tA.ll:q<f<s, which occurs twice in this chapter in regard to the 
r:Jyrians, is very expressive and at the same time difficult to translate into 
any other language-" what they seem on the point of doing, but never 
realise." See also i. 69. 

The speech of the Roman consul Manlius, in describing the Gauls, 
deserves to be compared-" Procera corpora, promissoe et rutilatre com~, 
vasta scuta, pr~longi gladii : ad hoc cantus ineuntium pr~lium, et ululatus 
et tripudia, et quatientium scuta in patrium quendam morem horrendus 
armorum crepitus : omnia de industriti composita ad terrorem" (Livy, 
xxxviii. I 7 ). 

1 Thucyd. ii. Sr. See vol. vi. chap. xlviii. of this History. 
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the Great King commands to be administered to him. The 
Illyrian or the Gaul scorns such a stimulus, and obeys only the 
instigation of his own pugnacity, or vengeance, or love of blood, 
or love of booty-but recedes as soon as that individual senti
ment is either satisfied, or overcome by fear. It is the Greek 
soldier alone who feels himself bound to his comrades by ties 
reciprocal and indissoluble 1-who obeys neither the will of a 
king, nor his own individual impulse, but a common and im
perative sentiment of obligation-whose honour or shame is 
attached to his own place in the ranks, never to be abandoned 
nor overstepped. Such conceptions of military duty, estab
lished in the minds of these soldiers whom Brasidas addressed, 
will come to be further illustrated when we describe the memor
able Retreat of the Ten Thousand. At present I merely 
indicate them as forming a part of that general scheme of 
morality, social and political as well as military, wherein the 
Greeks stood exalted above the nations who surrounded them. ~ 

But there is another point in the speech of Brasidas which ~ 
deserves notice: he tells his soldiers-" Courage is your home- ~ ! 
bred property: for ye belong to communities wherein the small~ 
number governs the larger, simply by reason of superior prowess iV'\ 
in themselves and conquest by their ancestors." First, it is ~ 
remarkable that a large proportion of the Peloponnesian ..,'f 
soldiers, whom Brasidas thus addresses, consisted of Helots- ~ 
the conquered race, not the conquerors : yet so easily does the r 
military or regimental pride supplant the sympathies of race, 
that these men would feel flattered by being addressed as if 
they were themselves sprung from the race which had enslaved 
their ancestors. Next, we here see the right of the strongest 
invoked as the legitimate source of power, and as an honour
able and ennobling recollection, by an officer of Dorian race, 
oligarchical politics, unperverted intellect, and estimable char
acter. We shall accordingly be prepared, when we find a 
similar principle hereafter laid down by the Athenian envoys at 
Melos, to disallow the explanation of those who treat it merely 
as a theory invented by demagogues and sophists-upon one or 
other of whom it is common to throw the blame of all that is 
objectionable in Grecian politics or morality. 

1 See the memorable remarks of Hippokrates and Aristotle on the differ
ence in respect of courage between Europeans and Asiatics, as well as 
between Hellens and non-Hellens (Hippokrates, De Aere, Locis, et Aquis, 
c. 24~ ed. Littre, sect. u6 seq. ed. Petersen; Aristotel. Politic. vii. 6, 1-5), 
and the conversation between Xerxes and Demaratus (Herodot. vii. 
IOJ, 104). 
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Having finished his harangue, Brasidas gave orders for 

retreat. As soon as his march began, the Illyrians rushed 
upon him with all the confidence and shouts of pursuers 
against a flying enemy, believing that they should completely 
destroy his army. But wherever they approached near, the 
young soldiers specially stationed for the purpose turned upon 
and beat them back with severe loss ; while Brasidas himself 
with his rear-guard of 300 was present everywhere rendering 
vigorous aid. When the Lynkestre and Illyrians attacked, the 
army halted and repelled them, after which it resumed its 
retreating march. The barbarians found themselves so rudely 
handled, and with. such unwonted vigour-for they probably 
had had no previous experience of Grecian troops-that after a 
few trials they desisted from meddling with the army in its · 
retreat along the plain. They ran forward rapidly, partly in 
order to overtake the Macedonians under Perdikkas, who had 
fled before-partly to occupy the narrow pass, with high hills 
on each side, which formed the entrance into Lynkestis, and 
which lay in the road of Brasidas. When the latter approached 
this narrow pass, he saw the barbarians masters of it. Several 
ofthem were already on the summits, and more were ascending 
to reinforce them ; while a portion of them were moving down 
upon his rear. Brasidas immediately gave orders to his chosen 
3oo, to charge up the most assailable of the two hills, with their 
best speed, before it became more numerously occupied-not 
staying to preserve compact ranks. This unexpected and 
vigorous movement disconcerted the barbarians, who fled, 
abandoning the eminence to the Greeks, and leaving their own 
men in the pass exposed on one of their flanks. 1 The retreat
ing army, thus master of one of the side hills, was enabled to 
force its way through the middle pass, and to drive away the 
Lynkestian and Illyrian occupants. Having got through this 
narrow outlet, Brasidas found himself on the higher ground. 
His enemies did not dare to attack him further : so that he was 

1 Thucyd. iv. 128. It is not possible clearly to understand this passage 
without some knowledge of the ground to which it refers. I presume, that 
the regular road through the defile, along which the main army of Brasidas 
passed, was long and winding, making the ascent to the top very gradual, 
but at the same time exposed on both sides from the heights above. The 
detachment of 300 scaled the steep heights on one side and drove away the 
enemy, thus making it impossible for him to remain any longer even in the 
main road. But I do not suppose, with Dr. Arnold, that the main army of 
Brasidas followed the 300, and " broke out of the valley by scaling one 
of its sides : " they pursued the main road, as soon as it was cleared 
for them. 
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enabled to reach, even in that day's march, the first town or 
village in the kingdom of Perdikkas, called Arnissa. So 
incensed were his soldiers with the Macedonian subjects of 
Perdikkas, who had fled on the first news of danger without 
giving them any notice-that they seized and appropriated all 
the articles of baggage, not inconsiderable in number, which 
happened to have been dropped in the disorder of a nocturnal 
flight. They even unharnessed and slew the oxen out of the 
baggage carts.1 

Perdikkas keenly resented this behaviour of the troops of 
Brasidas, following as it did immediately upon his own quarrel 
with that general, and upon the mortification of his repulse 
from Lynkestis. From this moment he broke off his alliance 
with the Peloponnesians, and opened negotiations with Nikias, 
then engaged in constructing the wall of blockade round 
Skione. Such was the general faithlessness of this prince, 
however, that Nikias required as a condition of the alliance, 
some manifest proof of the sincerity of his intentions ; and 
Perdikkas was soon enabled to afford a proof of considerable 
importance. 2 

The relations between Athens and Peloponnesus, since the 
conclusion of the truce in the preceding March, had settled 
into a curious combination. In Thrace, war was prosecuted 
by mutual understanding, and with unabated vigour; but every
where else the truce was observed. The main purpose of the 
truce, however, that of giving time for discussions preliminary 
to a definitive peace, was completely frustrated. The decree 
of the Athenian people (which stands included in their vote 
sanctioning the truce), for sending and receiving envoys to 
negotiat~ such a peace, seems never to have been executed. 

Instead of this, the Laced::emonians despatched a consider
able reinforcement by land to join Brasidas; probably at his 
own request, and also instigated by hearing of the Athenian 
armament now under Nikias in Pallene. But Ischagoras, the 
commander of the reinforcement, on reaching the borders of 
Thessaly, found all further progress impracticable, and was 
compelled to send back his troops. For Perdikkas, by whose 
powerful influence alone Brasidas had been enabled to pass 

1 Thucyd. iv. 127, 128. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 128-132. Some lines of the comic poet Hennippus are 

preserved (in the 4>opp.ocp&po•, Meineke, Fragm. p. 407) respecting Sitalkes 
and Perdikkas. Among the presents brought home by Dionysius in his 
voyage, there is numbered " the itch from Sitalkes, intended for the Lace
dremo~ians-and Il)any ship~oads of lies from Perdikkas." Ked.,..~ fi•plili<
ICOV ljt<vli'l vavulv 1ravv 1ro?..?..a.s. 
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through Thessaly, now directed his Thessalian guests to keep 
the new-comers off; which was far more easily executed, and 
was gratifying to the feelings of Perdikkas himself, as well as 
an essential service to the Athenians.1 

Ischagoras however-with a few companions but without his 
army-made his way to Brasidas, having been particularly 
directed by the Laceda!monians to inspect and report upon the 
state of affairs. He numbered among his companions a few 
select Spartans of the military age, intended to be placed as 
harmosts or governors in the cities reduced by Brasidas. This 
was among the first violations, apparently often repeated after
wards, of the ancient Spartan custom-that none except elderly 
men, above the military age, should be named to such posts. 
Indeed Brasidas himself was an illustrious departure from the 
ancient rule. The mission of these officers was intended. to 
guard against the appointment of any but Spartans to such 
posts-for there were no Spartans in the army of Brasidas. 
One of the new-comers, Klearidas, was made governor of 
Amphipolis-another, Pasitelidas, of Torone.2 It is probable 
that these inspecting commissioners may have contributed to 
fetter the activity of Brasidas. Moreover the newly-declared 
hostility of Perdikkas, together with disappointment in the non-

1 Thucycl.. iv. 132. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 132. Kal 'rWV ~{3ri>v-roov ao-rwv 'll"apav&p.oos liv5pas ~~fi')'DV 

~I(; ::e ... &.p-r'l)s, &un-rwv 'lf"Oll.eoov lipxov-ras KaOtu-rcfvat Kal p.t) -roi's ~v-ruxovutv 
f1fl!rp~1rELJI. 

Most of the commentators translate ~fJri>v-roov, "young men," which is 
not the usual meaning of the word : it signifies " men o.f military age," 
which includes both young and middle-aged. If we compare iv. 132 with 
iii. 36, v. 32, and v. I r6, we shall see that ~fJwvns really has this larger 
meaning: compare also p.lxp< 'i}fJ'I)s (ii. 46), which means "until the age of 
military service commenced." 

It is not therefore necessary to suppose that the men taken out by Ischa
goraswereveryyoung, for example that they were below the age of thirty
as Manso, 0. MUller, and Goller would have us believe. It is enough that 
they were within the limits of the military age, both ways. 

Comidering the extraordinary reverence paid to old age at Sparta, it is 
by no means wonderful that old men should have been thought exclusively 
fitted for such commands, in the ancient customs and constitution. This 
seems to be implied in Xenoph. Repub. Laced. iv. 7· 

The extensive operations, however, in which Sparta became involved 
through the Peloponnesian war, would render it impossible to maintain such 
a maxim in practice : but at this moment, the step was still recognised as a 
departure from a received maxim, and is characterised as such by Thucy
dides under the term 'll"apav&p.oos. 

I explain -roi's lv-ruxovutv to refer to the case of men m;t Spartans being 
named to these posts : see in reference to this point, the stress which 
Brasidas lays on the fact that Klearidas was a Spartan, Thucyd. v. g. 
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arrival of the fresh troops intended to join him, much abridged 
his means. We hear of only one exploit performed by him at 
this time-and that too, more than six months after the retreat 
from Macedonia-about January or February 422 B.C. Having 
established intelligence with some parties in the town of 
Potidfea, in the view of surprising it, he contrived to bring up 
his army in the night to the foot of the walls, and even to plant 
his scaling-ladders, without being discovered. The sentinel 
carrying and ringing the bell had just passed by on the wall, 
leaving for a short interval an unguarded space (the practice 
apparently being, to pass this bell round along the walls from 
one sentinel to another throughout the night)-when some of 
the soldiers of Brasidas took advantage of the moment to try 
and mount. But before they could reach the top of the wall, 
the sentinel came back, alarm was given, and the assailants 
were compelled to retreat.1 

In the absence of actual war between the ascendent powers 
in and near Peloponnesus, during the course of this summer, 
Thucydides mentions to us some incidents which perhaps he 
would have omitted had there been great warlike operations to 
describe. The great temple of Here, between Mykenfe and 
Argos (nearer to the former, and in early times more intimately 
connected with it, but now an appendage of the latter; Mykenre 
itself having been subjected and almost depopulated by the 
Argeians)-enjoyed an ancient Pan-Hellenic reputation. The 
catalogue of its priestesses, seemingly with a statue or bust of 
each, was preserved or imagined through centuries of past 
time, real and mythical, beginning with the goddess herself or 
her immediate nominees. Chrysis, an old woman who had 
been priestess there for fifty-six years, happened to fall asleep in 
the temple with a burning lamp near to her head : the fillet 
encircling her head took fire, and though she herself escaped 
unhurt, the temple itself, very ancient and perhaps built of 
wood, was consumed. From fear of the wrath of the Argeians, 
Chrysis fled to Phlius, and subsequently thought it necessary 
to seek protection as a suppliant in the temple of Athene Alea 
at Tegea : Phaeinis was appointed priestess in her place.2 The 

1 Thucyd. iv. 135· 
2 Thucyd. ii. 2; iv. 133; Pausan. ii. 17, 7; iii. 5, 6. Hellanikus (a 

contemporary of Thucydides, but somewhat older-coming in point of age 
between him and Herodotus) had framed a chronological series of these 
priestesses of Here, with a history of past events belonging to the supposed 
times of each. And such was the Pan-Hellenic importance of the temple at 
thts time, that Thucydides, when he describes accurately the beginning of 
tht! Peloponnesian war, tells us as one of his indications of time, that Chrysis 
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temple was rebuilt on an adjoining spot by Eupolemus of 
Argos, continuing as much as possible the antiquities and 
traditions of the former, but with greater splendour and magni
tude. Pausanias the traveller, who describes this second edifice 
as a visitor near 6oo years afterwards, saw near it the remnant 
of the old temple which had been burnt. 

We hear further of a war in Arcadia, between the two im
portant cities of Mantineia and Tegea-each attended by its 
Arcadian allies, partly free, partly subject. In a battle fought 
between them at Laodikion, the victory was disputed. Each 
party erected a trophy-each sent spoils to the temple of 
Delphi. We shall have occasion soon to speak further of these 
Arcadian dissensions. 

The Bceotians had been no parties to the truce sworn 
between Sparta and Athens in the preceding month of March. 
But they seem to have followed the example of Sparta in 
abstaining from hostilities de facto: and we may conclude that 
they acceded to the request of Sparta so far as to allow the 
transit of Athenian visitors and sacred envoys through Bceotia 
to the Delphian temple. The only actual.incident which we 
hear of in Bceotia during this interval, is one which illustrates 
forcibly the harsh and ungenerous ascendency of the Thebans 
over some of the inferior Bceotian cities.1 The Thebans de
stroyed the walls of Thespi::e, and condemned the city to 
remain unfortified, on the charge of atti'ci'sing tendencies. How 
far this suspicion was well founded, we have no means of 
judging. But the Thespians, far from being dangerous at this 
moment, were altogether helpless_:_having lost the flower of 
their military force at the battle of Delium, where their station 
was on the defeated wing. It was this very helplessness, 
brought upon them by their services to Thebes against Athens, 
which now both impelled and enabled the Thebans to enforce 
the rigorous sentence above-mentioned.2 

But the month of March (or the Attic Elaphebolion) 422 B.C. 
-the time prescribed for expiration of the One year's truce
had now arrived. It has already been mentioned that this truce 
had never been more than partially observed. Brasidas in 

had then been forty-eight years priestess at the Herreum. To employ the 
series of Olympic prize-runners and Olympiads as a continuous distribution 
of time, was a practice which had not yet got footing. 

The catalogue of these priestesses of Here, beginning with mythical and 
descending to historical names, is illustrated by the inscription belonging 
to the temple of Halikarnassus in Boeckh, Corpus Inscr. No. 2655: see 
Boeckh's Commentary, and Preller, Hellanici Fragmenta, pp. 34, 46. 

1 Xenoph. Memorabil. iii. 5, 6. 2 Thucyd. iv. 133· 
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Thrace had disregarded it from the beginning. Both the con
tracting powers had tacitly acquiesced in the anomalous con
dition of war in Thrace coupled with peace elsewhere. Either 
of them had thus an excellent pretext for breaking the truce 
altogether; and as neither acted upon this pretext, we plainly 
see that the paramount feeling and ascendent parties, among • 
both, tended to peace of their own accord, at that time. There 
was nothing except the interest of Brasidas, and of those re
volted subjects of Athens to whom he had bound himself, 
which kept alive the war in Thrace. Under such a state of 
feeling, the oath taken to maintain the truce still seemed 
imperative on both parties-always excepting Thracian affairs . 
.:Vloreover the Athenians were to a certain degree soothed by 
their success at Mende and Skione, and by their acquisition 
of Perdikkas as an ally, during the summer and autumn of 
423 B.c. But the state of sentiment between the contracting 
parties was not such as to make it possible to treat for any 
longer peace, or to conclude any new agreement; though 
neither were disposed to depart from that which had· been 
already concluded. 

The mere occurrence of the last day of the truce made no 
practical difference at first in this condition of things. The 
truce had expired: either party might renew hostilities; but 
neither actually did renew them. To the Athenians there was 
this additional motive for abstaining from hostilities for a few 
months longer : the great Pythian festival would be celebrated 
at Delphi in July or the beginning of August, and as they had 
been excluded from that holy spot during all the interval 
between the beginning of the war and the concl~ion of the 
One year's truce, their pious feelings seem now to have taken 
a peculiar longing towards the visits, pilgrimages, and festivals 
connected with it. Though the truce therefore had really ceased, 
no actual warfare took place until the Pythian games were over.1 

1 This seems to me the most reasonable sense to put upon the much
debated passage of Thucyd. v. I. Toil a· i.7rt'YI'YVOfl.lvOv 6€povs a! J.I.EV 
i.vta.Vcnot IT7rovoa.l ot€/l.eAvVTOJ.I.fXp<-rwv lluOlwv· Kal (v -rjl (KEX€tp('f 'AO'f}va.lot 
A'f}Alovs &veiTT'f}ITa.V (I< A7)Aov-again v. 2. KAewv oe 'AOrwalovs 7r<lcra.s (s 
Ta (7rlEJp41<'1/S xwp(a (~btAEvCTE J.I.ETlr. -rhv h<XEtp(a.v, &c. 

Thucydid~s says here, that "the truce was dissolved : " the bond im
posed upon both parties was untied, and both resumed their natural liberty. 
But he does not say that "hostilities ncommenctd" before the Pythia, as 
Goller and other critics affirm that he says. The interval between the 14th 
of the month Elaphebolion and the Pythian festival was one in which there 
was no binding truce any longer in force, and yet no actual hostilities: it 
was an &~oK«>X~ 11cr7rovoos, to use the words of Thucydid@s when he describes 
the relations between Corinth and Athens in the ensuing year (v. 32). 
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~ ut though the actions of Athens remained unaltered, the 

" at Athens became very different. Kleon and his supporters 
.;- ewed their instances to obtain a vigorous prosecution of the 
\~ 'f , and renewed them with great additional strength of argu
:ltil'ment; the question being now open to considerations of 
~- ,t?Oi!tical prudence, without any binding obligation. 
-v:--'11'" At this time (observes Thucydides 1) the great enemies of 
\~eace were, Brasidas on one side, and Kleon on the other : 
~\l:~e former, because he was in full success and rendered illus
~'"1 trious by the war-the latter because he thought that, if peace 
(?were concluded, he should be detected in his dishonest politics, 

.):.)la~d be less easily credited in his criminations of others." As 
, r'i'~..The word ~~texetpla. here means, in my judgement, the truce proclaimed 
J\Jft the season of the Pythian festival-quite distinct from the truce for one 
, ·" ~ear which had expired a little while before. The change of the word in 

HI the course of one line from O"Jrovl$a.l to ~~t•X••pla. marks this distinction. 
Ni •/"1. agree with Dr. Arnold (dissenting both from M. Boeckh and from Mr. 
'· . ''Clinton) in his conception of the events of this year. Kleon sailed on his 
\'"' expedition to Thrace after the Pythian holy truce, in the beginning of 

August: between that date and the end of September, happened the cap
ture of Tor6ne and the battle of Amphipolis. But the way in which Dr. 
Arnold defends his opinion is not at all satisfactory. In the dissertation 
appended to his second volume of Thucydides (p. 458), he says, "The 
words in Thucydides, a.! ~vta.IHrtot o"•rovl$a.ll$teil.liwv-ro f'lxp< nv6lwv, mean, as 
I understand them,-' that the truce for a year had lasted on till the Pythian 
games, and then ended:' that is, instead of expiring on the 14th of Elaphe
bolion, it had been taci'tly continued nearly four months longer, till after 
Midsummer : and it was not till the middle of Hecatombreon that Kleon 
was sent out to recover Amphipolis." 

Such a construction of the word l$teil.bwv-ro appears to me not satisfac
tory-nor is Dr. Arnold's defence of it, p. 454, of much value : u,.-ov~Jas IJta.-
1\{JEtv is an expression well known to Thucydides (iv. 23 ; v. 36)-" to 
dissolve the ttuce." I go along with Boeckh and Mr. Clinton in constru
ing the words-except that I strike out what they introduce from their 
own imagination. They say-" The truce was ended, and the war again 
renewed, up to the time of the Pythian games." Thucydides only says, 
"That the truce was dissolved "-he does not say "that the war was 
renewed." It is not at all necessary to Dr. Arnold's conception of the facts 
that the words should be translated as he proposes. His remarks also 
(p. 460) upon the relation of the Athenians to the Pythian games, appear to 
me just: but he does not advert to the fact (which would have strengthened 
materially what he there says) that the Athenians had been excluded from 
Delphi and from the Pythian festival between the commencement of the 
war and the One year's truce. I conceive that the Pythian games were 
celebrated about July or August. In an earlier part of this History (ch. 
xxviii. vol. iv. Ist edit.) I say that they were celebrated in autumn; it 
ought rather to be "towards the end of summer." 

1 Thucyd. v. 16. Kil.lwv TE ~tal Bpa.rl5as, oY1rep «wt>OTtpw6ev f'&.il.t<TTa. 
-i]JiaJI'TlOVVTO -rfi elp~vv, a p.fv o,a TO Eirruxelv 'J'"E Kal Tlf.Lau8at EK ToiJ 1rO'X.Ef.LElv, 
0 'fi~ "fEVOJ.'fVT}S 7}uvxla.s ltaTa.<f>a.Vf<1T€pos VOJ.<{(wv l'tv fiva.t ltU.Itovp-ywv, Kal 
a11"t<TT67Ep0S 'fita./3&./l./l.wV, &c. 
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to Brasidas, the remark of the historian is indisputable. It ~He 
would be wonderful indeed, if he, in whom so many splendid \T~ 
qualities were brought out by the war, and who had moreover o
contracted obligations with the Thracian towns which gave him ~ 
hopes and fears of his own, entirely apart from Laced~mon- \ · 
it would be wonderful if the war and its continuance were not.~ 
in his view the paramount object. In truth his position in \ •; 
Thrace constituted an insurmountable obstacle to any solid or', "' 
steady peace, independently of the dispositions of Kleon. 

But the colouring which Thucydides gives to Kleon's support~ 
of the war is open to much greater comment. First, we may~~ 
well raise the question, whether Kleon had any real interest in ~r 
war-whether his personal or party consequence in the city \!' 
was at all enhanced by it. He had himself no talent or com- \o 
petence for warlike operations-which tended infallibly to place".;~ 
ascendency in the hands of others, and to throw him into the ~ 
shade. As to his power of carrying on dishonest intrigues ,';). 
with success, that must depend on the extent of his political C? • 
ascendency. Matter of crimination against others (assuming \)1\ 1 
him to be careless of truth or falsehood) could hardly be want- ;;~ 
ing either in war or peace. And if the war brought forward ~~-i 
unsuccessful generals open to his accusations, it would also ~ 
throw up successful generals, who would certainly outshine him~ , 
and would probably put him down. In the life which Plutarch :J 
has given us of Phokion, a plain and straightforward military ~ 
man-we read that one of the frequent and criminative 
speakers of Athens (of character analogous to that which is 
ascribed to Kleon) expressed his surprise on hearing Phokion 
dissuade the Athenians from embarking in a new war : "Yes 
(said Phokion), I think it right to dissuade them; though I 
know well, that if there be war, I shall have command over 
you-if there be peace, you will have command over me." 1 

This is surely a more rational estimate of the way in which war 
affects the comparative importance of the orator and the mili
tary officer, than that which Thucydides pronounces in refer
ence to the interests of Kleon. Moreover, when we come to 
follow the political history of Syracuse, we shall find the 
demagogue Athenagoras ultra-pacific, and the aristocrat Her
mokrates far more warlike.2 The former is afraid, not without 
reason, that war will raise into consequence energetic military 
leaders dangerous to the popular constitution. We may add, 

1 Plutarch, Phokion, c. 16. Compare also the conversation of Mene
kleides and Eparninondas-Comel. Nepos, Eparnin. c. S· 

2 See the speeches of Athenagoras and Herrnokrates, Thucyd. vi. 33-36. 
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that Kleon himself had not been always warlike. He com
menced his political career as an opponent of Perikles, when 
the latter was strenuously maintaining the necessity and 
prudence of beginning the Peloponnesian war.l 
~.,But further-if we should even grant that Kleon had a 
eparate party-interest in promoting the war-it will still 

· jil'emain to be considered, whether at this particular crisis, the 
....rJmployment of energetic warlike measures in Thrace was not 
~,·-~~ally the sound and prudent policy for Athens. Taking 
~-;..rPerikles as the best judge of that policy, we shall find him 
i', at the outset of the war inculcating emphatically two important 
~points-;-r. !o star:d vig?~ously ul?on the de~ensive,_ main~ain-

,;.~~ng ummpaired their mantime emprre, "keepmg their subJect
j. ~lies well in hand," submitting patiently even to see Attica 
~avaged-2. To abstain from trying to enlarge their empire or 
> Jfo make new conquests during the war.2-Consistently with 
1-l?;..t(lis well-defined plan of action, Perikles, had he lived, would 
'(""have taken care to interfere vigorously and betimes to prevent 
' Brasidas from making his conquests. Had such interference 

been either impossible or accidentally frustrated, he would have 
thought no efforts too great to recover them. To maintain 
undiminished the integrity of the empire, as well as that im
pression of Athenian force upon which the empire rested, was 
his cardinal principle. Now it is impossible to deny that in 
reference to Thrace, Kleon adhered more closely than his rival 
Nikias to the policy of Perikles. It was to Nikias, more than 
to Kleon, that the fatal mistake made by Athens in not inter
fering speedily after Brasidas first broke into Thrace is to be 
imputed. It was Nikias and his partisans, desirous of peace at 
almost any price, and knowing that the Lacedremonians also 
desired it-who encouraged the Athenians, at a moment of 
great public depression of spirit, to leave Brasidas unopposed 
in Thrace, and rely on the chance of negotiation with Sparta 
for arresting his progress. The peace-party at Athens carried 
their point of the truce for a year, with the promise, and for 
the express purpose, of checking the further conquests of 
Brasidas ; also with the further promise of maturing that truce 
into a permanent peace, and obtaining under the peace even 
the restoration of Amphipolis. 

Such was the policy of Nikias and his party, the friends of 

1 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 33-35· 
2 Thucyd. i. !42, I43. 144; ii. IJ. Kal 'TO vall'TIKOV, V'~~'•P lax6ovO'tv, e~ap

... 6.a8at, TCi .,. • .,.r;,, ~vp.p.dxwv ~.Ct XFtpos ~Xetv-ll.e-ywv .,.~, lux/w 
au"To'is l11ro -ro6-rwv eivat -row XP7JP.t1.Twv -rijs 1rpouo6ov, &c. 
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peace, and opponents of Kleon. And the promises which they 
thus held out might perhaps appear plausible in March B.C. 423, 
at the moment when the truce for one year was concluded. 
But subsequent events had frustrated them in the most glaring 
manner, and had even shown the best reason for believing that 
no such expectations could possibly be realised, while Brasidas 
was in unbroken and unopposed action. For the Lace
dremonians, though seemingly sincere in concluding the truce 
on the basis of uti possidetis, and desiring to extend it to Thrace 
as well as elsewhere, had been unable to enforce the observance 
of it upon Brasidas, or to restrain him even from making new 
acquisitions-so that Athens never obtained the benefit of the 
truce, exactly in that region where she most stood in need of 
it. Only by the despatch of her armament to Skione and 
Mende had she maintained herself in possession even of 
Pallen e. 

Now what was the lesson to be derived from this experience,.,~"" 
when the Athenians came to discuss their future policy, after ,A.\ 
the truce was at an end? The great object of all parties atJ\tJ 
Athens was, to recover the lost possessions in Thrace-especi-~. 
ally Amphipolis. Nikias, still urging negotiations for peace, q:, 
continued to hold out hopes that the Lacedremonians would\J'I' 
be willing to restore that place, as the price of their captives~.;. 
now at Athens. His connexion with Sparta would enable him ~ 
to announce her professions even upon authority. But to this l~q, 
Kleon might make, and doubtless did make, a complete reply, .t~ 
grounded upon the most recent experience:-" If the Lace- \.1, 
dremonians consent to the restitution of Amphipolis (he would .,.t, 
say), it will probably be only with the view of finding some) 
means to escape performance, and yet to get back their pris- 1\ ~ 
oners. But granting that they are perfectly sincere, they will U'" 
never be able to control Brasidas, and those parties in Thrace ~ ' 
who are bound up with him by community of feeling and 
interest ; so that after all, you will give them back their pris
oners, on the faith of an equivalent beyond their power to 
realise. Look at what has happened during the truce ! So 
different are the views and obligations of Brasidas in Thrace 
from those of the Laced<emonians, that he would not even 
obey their order when they directed him to stand as he was, 
and to desist from further conquest. Much less will he obey 
them when they direct him to surrender what he has already 
got: least of all, if they enjoin the surrender of Am phi polis, his 
grand acquisition and his central point for all future effort. 
Depend upon it, if you desire to regain Am phi polis, you will 
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only regain it by energetic employment of force, as has 
happened with Skione and Mende. And you ought to put 
forth your strength for this purpose immediately, while the 
Lacedremonian prisoners are yet in your hands-instead of 
waiting until after you shall have been deluded into giving 
them up, thereby losing all your hold upon Lacedremon." 

·,., Such anticipations were fully verified by the result: for 
;~ Absequent history will show that the Lacedremonians, when 
,,..:;; tliey had bound themselves by treaty to give up Amphipolis, 
J\~either would not, or could not, enforce performance of their 
~\""~tipulation, even after the death of Brasidas. Much less could 
•?¥:1.\cthey have done so during his life, when there was his great 
~', sonal influence, strenuous will, and hopes of -future con
~ ' uest, to serve as increased obstruction to them. Such antici-
\ ~ations were also plainly suggested by the recent past : so 

· . ~hat in putting them into the mouth of Kleon, we are only 
"'~, • supposing him to read the lesson open before his eyes. 
' · ·, Now since the war-policy of Kleon, taken at this moment 
\~'~after the expiration of the One year's truce, may be thus shown 
'~:~,~to b,e not only more conformable to the genius of Perikles, but 
'-./" founded on a juster estimate of events both past and 
t ~ uture, than the peace-policy of Nikias-what are we to say to 
~I" lthe historian, who, without refuting such presumptions, every 

one of which is deduced from his own narrative-nay, without 
even indicating their existence-merely tells us that " Kleon 
opposed the peace in order that he might cloke dishonest 
intrigues and find matter for plausible crimination "? We can
not but say of this criticism, with profound regret that such 
words must be pronounced respecting any judgement ofThucy
dides, that it is harsh and unfair towards Kleon, and careless in 
regard to truth and the instruction of his readers. It breathes 
not that same spirit of honourable impartiality which pervades 
his general history. It is an interpolation by the officer whose 
improvidence had occasioned to his countrymen the fatal loss 
of Amphipolis, retaliating upon the citizen who justly accused 
him. It is conceived in the same tone as his unaccountable 
judgement in the matter of Sphakteria. 

Rejecting on this occasion the judgement of Thucydides, we 
may confidently affirm that Kleon had rational public grounds 
for urging his countrymen to undertake with energy the recon
quest of Amphipolis. Demagogue and leather-seller though 
he was, he stands here honourably distinguished, as well from 
the tameness and inaction of Nikias, who grasped at peace 
with hasty credulity, through sickness of the efforts of war-as 
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from the restless movement, and novelties, not merely unprofit
able, but ruinous, which we shall presently find springing up ~ 
under the auspices of Alkibiades. Perikles had said to his~~ 
countrymen, at a time when they were enduring all the~\ 
miseries of pestilence, and were in a state of despondency )..V. 
even greater than that which prevailed in B.C. 422-" You~..!
hold your empire and your proud position, by the condition ofV'., 
being willing to encounter cost, fatigue, and danger : abstain ~""'. 
from all views of enlarging the empire, but think no effort too : .• ~ 
great to maintain it unimpaired.-To lose what we have once .' 1t 
got is more disgraceful than to fail in attempts at acquisition." 1 ~ · .;!" 
The very same language was probably held by Kleon when~·;,. 
exhorting his countrymen to an expedition for the reconquest\~\~ .. 
of Amphipolis. But when uttered by him, it would have a ... .,... 
very different effect from that which it had formerly produced · 
when held by Perik!es-and different also from that which it 
'would now have produced if held by Nikias. The entire peace
party would repudiate it when it came from Kleon,-partly out 
of dislike to the speaker, partly from a conviction, doubtle~s 
felt by every one, that an expedition against Brasidas would be 
a hazardous and painful service to all concerned in it, general 
as well as soldiers-partly also from a persuasion, sincerely 
entertained at the time though afterwards proved to be illusory 
by the result, that Amphipolis might really be got back through 
peace with the Laced::emonians. 

If Kleon, in proposing the expedition, originally proposed 
himself as the commander, a new ground of objection, and a 
very forcible ground, would thus be furnished. Since every
thing which Kleon does is understood to be a manifestation of 
some vicious or silly attribute, we are told that this was an 
instance of his absurd presumption, arising out of the success 
of Pylus, and persuading him that he was the only general who 
could put down Brasidas. But if the success at Pylus had 
really filled him with such overweening military conceit, it is 
most unaccountable that he should not have procu~ed for 
himself some command during the year which immediately 
succeeded the affair at Sphakteria-the eighth year of the war : 
a season of most active warlike enterprise, when his presumption 
and influence arising out of the Sphakterian victory must have 

1 Thucyd. ii. 6J. T~s 0~ 1r0li.EWS ilp.as EiiCOS TtjJ TtfJ.WfJ.EII<p a1I'O TOV lfpx•w, 
if;1rep a11'U.IITES aycJ.l\l\ECT8E, /3o7]6ilv, ICa.l p.~ </><V-y<tv TOVs ,-6vous 1) f.J.T)OE Tits Ttp.Ca 
o"fJKEtll, &c. c. 62. at<TXIOV OE lxovTar a<J>atpEO~va.t It KTOJfJ.EIIOUS &.ruxfiCTa.l. 
Contrast the tenor of the two speeches of Perikl~s (Thucyd. i. 140-144 ; ii. 
6o-64) with the description which Thucydid~s gives of the simple "avoid
ance of risk" (Th aKivliuvov) which characterised Nikias (v. 16). 
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been fresh and glowing. As he obtained no command quring 
this immediately succeeding period, we may fairly doubt 
whether he ever really conceived such excessive personal pre
sumption of his own talents for war; and whether he did not 
retain after the affair of Sphakteria the same character which 
he had manifested in that affair-reluctance to engage in mili
tary expeditions himself, and a disposition to see them com
manded as well as carried on by others. It is by no means 

. ~ertain that Kleon, in proposing the expedition against Amphi-
• "' polis, originally proposed to take the command of it himself : I 
~:rthink it at least equally probable, that his original wish was to 
'""'~nduce Nikias or the Strategi to take the command of it, as in 
). the case of Sphakteria. Nikias doubtless opposed the expedi
_j,V'tion as much as he could. When it was determined by the 
'vi-~eople, in spite of his opposition, he would peremptorily 
Kttiecline the command for himself, and would do all he could 
\.#.to force it upon Kleon, or at least would be better pleased to 

+.';;ee it under his command than under that Of any one else . 
./"~' ' ''•ould be not less glad to exonerate himself from a danger

s service, than to see his rival entangled in it. And he 
~\ would have before him the same alternative which he and his 

friends had contemplated with so much satisfaction in the 
affair of Sphakteria ; either the expedition would succeed, in 
which case Amphipolis would be taken-or it would fail, and 
the consequence would be the ruin of Kleon. The last of the 
two was really the more probable at Amphipolis-as Nikias 
had erroneously imagined it to be at Sphakteria. 

It is easy to see however that an expedition proposed under 
these circumstances by Kleon, though it might command a 
majority in the public assembly, would have a large proportion 
of the citizens unfavourable to it, and even wishing that it 
might fail. Moreover, Kleon had neither talents nor experi
ence for commanding an army ; so that the being engaged 
under his command in fighting against the ablest officer of the 
time, could inspire no confidence to any man in putting on 
his armour. From all these circumstances united, political as 
weB as military, we are not surprised to hear that the hoplites 
whom he took out with him went with much reluctance.1 An 
ignorant general with unwilling soldiers, many of them politic
ally disliking him, stood little chance of wresting Amphipolis 
from Brasidas. But had Nikias or the Strategi done their duty 
and carried the entire force of the city under competent com
mand to the same object, the issue would probably have been 

1 Thucyd. v. 7· Kal o1Ko8<v ws li.KoV'TES ab'Tfji ~uv~A8ov. 
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different as to gain and loss-certainly very different as to 
dishonour . 

. Kleon started fr?m Peirreus, apparently t~wards the beg;in-~ 
nmg of August, w1th rzoo Atheman, Lemman, and Imbnan 'i 
hoplites, and 300 horsemen-troops of excellent quality and~ Ci 
condition; besides an aux liary force of allies (number notr.vr 
exactly known) and thirty triremes. This armament was not::f.:"" 
of magnitude at all equal to the taking of Amphipolis; for" ,,,L 
Brasiaas had equal numbers, besides all the advantages of the'\o"'y . .' 
position. But it was a part of the scheme of Kleon, on arriv- \-" ( 
ing at Eion, to procure Macedonian and Thracian reinforce- ~ 
ments before he commenced his attack. He first halted in his 
voyage near Skione, from which place he took away such of 
the hoplites as could be spared from the blockade. He next 
sailed across the Gulf from Pallene to the Sithonian peninsula, 
to a place called the Harbour of the Kolophonians near 
Torone. 1 Having here learnt that neither Brasidas himself 
nor any considerable Peloponnesian garrison were present in 
Torone, he landed his forces, and marched to attack the town 
-sending ten triremes at the same time round a promontory 
which separated the harbour of the Kolophonians from Torone, 
to assail the latter place from seaward. 

It happened that Brasidas, desiring to enlarge the fortified 
circle of Torone, had broken down a portion of the old wall, 
and employed the materials in building a new and larger wall 
enclosing the proasteion or suburb. This new wall appears to 
have been still incomplete and in an imperfect state of defence. 
Pasitelidas, the Peloponnesian commander, resisted the attack 
of the Athenians as long as he could; but when already begin
ning to give way, he saw the ten Athenian triremes sailing into 
the harbour, which was hardly guarded at all. Abandoning 
the defence of the suburb, he hastened to repel these new 
assailants, but came too late, so that the town was entered 
from both sides at once. Brasidas, who was not far off, 
rendered aid with the utmost celerity, but was yet at five 
miles' distance from the city, when he learnt the capture and 

1 The town of TorC\n@ was situated near the extremity of the Sithonian 
peninsula, on the side looking towards Pall@n@. But the territory belong
ing to the town comprehended all the extremity of the peninsula on both 
sides, including the terminating point Cape Ampelos- 'Ap.1r€A.ov T1,v Top
"'val'llv li.~p'l/~ (Hero,dot. vi.i_. 122). Herodotus calls the Singitic Gulf, Oc!A.au
uav T't}ll avnov Topu>V'I/S (vu. 122). 

The ruins of Torone, bearing the ancient name, and Kufo, a land-locked 
harbour near it, are still to be seen (Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, 
vol. iii. ch. xxiv. p. IIg). 
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was obliged to retire unsuccessfully. Pasitelidas the com
mander, with the Peloponnesian garrison and the Toronrean 
male population, were despatched as prisoners to Athens ; 
while the Toronrean women and children, by a fate but too 
common in those days, were sold as slaves.l 
~ After this not unimporta~t success, Kleon sailed round the 

~:.: . ~·promontory of Athos to Ewn at the mouth of the Strymon, 
,~:11 within three miles of Amphipolis. From hence, in execution 
I" 'of his original scheme, he sent envoys to Perdikkas, urging 

' him to lend effective aid as the ally of Athens in the attack of 
Amphipolis, with his whole forces; and to Polles the king of 
the Thracian Odomantes, inviting him also to come with as 
many Thracian mercenaries as could be levied. The Edonians, 
the Thracian tribe nearest to Amphipolis, took part with 
Brasidas. The local influence of the banished Thucydides 
would no longer be at the service of Athens-much less at the 
service of Kleon. Awaiting the expected reinforcements, Kleon 
employed himself, first in an attack upon Stageirus in the 
Strymonic Gulf, which was repulsed-next upon Galepsus, on 
the coast opposite the island of Thasos, which was succes·sful. 
But the reinforcements did not at once arrive, and being too 
weak to attack Amphipolis without them, he was obliged to 
remain inactive at Eion; while Brasidas on his side made 
no movement out of Amphipolis, but contented himself with 
keeping constant watch over the forces of Kleon, the view of 
which he commanded from his station on the hill of Kerdy
lium, on the western bank of the river, communicating with 
Amphipolis by the bridge. Some days elapsed in such in
action on both sides. But the Athenian hoplites, becoming 
impatient of doing nothing, soon began to give vent to those 
feelings of dislike which they had brought out from Athens 
against their general, "whose ignorance and cowardice (says 
the historian) they contrasted with the skill and bravery of his 
opponent." 2 Athenian hoplites, if they felt such a sentiment, 
were not likely to refrain from manifesting it. And Kleon was 
presently made aware of the fact in a manner sufficiently 
painful to force him against his will into some movement ; 
which however he did not intend to be anything else than a 

1 Thucyd. v. 3· 
2 Thucyd. v. 7· '0 Bt Kll.lwv Tlws f."EV i)cnlxa.(<v, (?rELTa. ~VC1.')'H:J.cr871 

7rOI1jCTa.L 81r<p b Bpa.cr[Ba.s 7rpocreBIXETO. Twv ')'ap CTTpa.TLWTWV ax9of."lvwv f."OV Tjl 
i!l!p'fo ava.li.O')'I(OJ."'""'" BE TYJV iH:Eivov T/')'Ef."OVia.v, 7rpbs o¥a.v iJ."7r<Lp[a.v H:a.l TOll.
p.o.v !J.EfP o1as 0.VE1rLU'T1JfJ.OUflv1]s Kal p.n;l\aKlas 'Y~JI-fiuotTo, ttal ot~eoOev &s lf~eovres 
a.bnp ~uv1jll.8ov, a.lcr86wvos .,-bv 8poiiv, ~ea.l ob {3ouli.Of."EVos a.hoh O<a 'TO lv Trf 
a.!mp H:a.e'l/f."Evovs {3a.pvvecr8a.•, O.vcx.ll.a.{3i;,v ~'Y·· 
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march for the purpose of surveying the ground all round the 
city, and a demonstration to escape the appearance of doing 
nothing-being aware that it was impossible to attack the place 
with any effect before his reinforcements arrived. 

To comprehend the important incidents which followed, it 
is necessary to say a few words on the topography of Amphi
polis, as far as we can understand it on the imperfect evidence 
beforE; us. That city was placed on the left bank of the 
Strymon, on a compicuous hill around which the river makes 
a bend, first in a south-westerly direction, then, after a short 
course to the southward, back in a south-easterly direction. 
Amphipolis had for its only artificial fortification one long wallj 
which began near the point north-east of the town, where the 
river narrows again into a channel, after passing through the 
lake Kerkinitis-ascended along the eastern side of the hill, 
crossing the ridge which connects it with Mount Pangreus,
and then descended so as to touch the river again at another 
point south of the town-thus being as it were a string to the 
highly-bent bow formed by the river. On three sides, north, 
west, and south, the city was defended only by the Strymon. 
It was thus visible without any intervening wall to spectators 
from the side of the sea (south), as well as from the side of the 
continent (or west and north 1). At some little distance below 

1 Thucyd. iv. 102. 'A1rl> T7)s vvv 1!"0li.Ec.s, ~v 'Ap.<f>[7roll.w•kyvc.v ?.Jvop.arrev, 
3Tt br' &p.rp&npa ""'P'PP'OVTO$ 'TOV ~Tpup.&vos, ot?t TO 1rEptEX<LV «~T~v, nlxEL 
p.aKprji &1roll.a.{36,v eK 'lroTap.ov is 'lrOTap.l>v 7r<ptrpav'ii ~s Odll.arrrrdv TE Kal 'T~JV 
15..-etpov tiJKtrTEV. 

'0 Kl<~ll.t-y,cpupos "IrO'Tap.l>s ~'Tpvp.C:w, Euripid. Rhesus, 346. 
At the end of this volume is a plan which will convey some idea of the 

hill of Am phi polis and the circumjacent territory: compare the plan in 
Colonel Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, vol. iii. ch. xxv. p. 191, and 
that (from Mr. Hawkins) which is annexed to the third volume of Dr. 
Arnold's Thucydides, combined with a Dissertation which appears in the 
second volume of the same work, p. 450. See also the remarks in Kutzen, 
De Atheniensium imperio circa Strymonem, ch. ii. p. 18-21; Weissenborn, 

· Beitrage zur genaueren Erforschung der alt-griechiscben Geschichte, p. 152-
156: Cousinery, Voyage dans Ia Macedoine, val. i. ch. iv. p. 124 seq. 

Colonel LeaA:e supposes the ancient bridge to have been at the same point 
of the river as the modern bridge ; that is north of Am phi polis, and a little 
westward of the corner of the lake. On this point I differ from him, and 
have placed it (with Dr. Arnold) near the south-eastern end of the reach of 
the Strymon, which flows round Arnphipolis. But there is another circum
stance, in which Colonel Leake's narrative corrects a material error in Dr. 
Arnold's Dissertation. Colonel Leake particularly notices the high ridge 
which connects the hill of Amphipolis with Mount Pangreus to the eastward 
(pp. 182, 183, 191-194), whereas Dr. Arnold represents them as separated 
by a deep ravine (p. 451): upon which latter supposition the whole account 
of Kleon's march and survey appears to me unintelligible. 
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the point where the wall touched the river south of the city, 
was the bridge,1 a communication of great importance for the 
whole <;ountry, which connected the territory of Amphipolis 
with that of Argilus. On the western or right bank of the 
river, bordering it and forming an outer bend corresponding to 
the bend of the river, was situated Mount Kerdylium. In fact, 
the course of the Strymon is here determined by these two 
steep eminences, Kerdylium on the west and the hill of 
Amphipolis on the east, between which it flows. At the time 
when Brasidas first took the place, the bridge was totally 
unconnected with the long city wall. But during the interven
ing eighteen months, he had erected a palisade work (probably 
an earthen bank topped with a palisade) connecting the two. 
By means of this palisade, the bridge was thus at the time of 
Kleon's expedition comprehended within the fortifications of 
the city; so that Brasidas, while keeping watch on Mount 
Kerdylium, could pass over whenever he chose into the city, 
without impediment. 2 

The epithet which Thucydid~s gives to Am phi polis, "conspicuous both 
towards the sea and towards the land," which occasions some perplexity to 
the commentators, appears to me one of obvious propriety. Amphipolis 
was indeed situated on a hill ; so were many other towns : but its peculi
arity was, that on three sides it had no wall to interrupt the eye of the 
spectator : one of those sides was towards the sea. 

Kutzen and Cousinery make the Long Wall to be a segment of a curve 
highly bent, touching the river at both ends. But I agree with Weissen
born that this is inadmissible ; and that the words "long wall" imply 
something near a straight direction. 

1 'A7dxe< ll€ Tb 1rOJ\.<tTp.a 'lril.,ov Ti]s llta/3cftT<"'s: see a note a few pages ago 
upon these words. This does not necessarily imply that the bridge was at 
any considerable distance from the extreme point where the Long \Vall 
touched the river to the south : but this latter point was a good way off 
from the town properly so called-which occupied the higher slope of the 
hill. We are not to suppose that the whole space between the Long Wall 
and the river was covered by buildings. 

2 Thucyd. v. ro. Kal o p.€v (Brasidas) /CaTil. Til.s ~7rl Tb tTTaVpwp.a 7rVJI.as, 
ICU.l, Til.s "',Pw;:as :,_ov '""'!!POV nlxovs ,.&,.. IIVTOS ~~eJI.8~v {Oet llp&p.'l' T~V ollbv 
TauT1'JV t:u8Etav, yTrEP vuv, &c. 

The explanation which I have here given to the word tTTa6p"'P."' is not 
given by any one else : but it appears to me the only one calculated to 
impart clearness and consistency to the whole narrative. 

When Brasidas surprised Amphipolis first, the bridge was completely un
cqnnected with the Long Wall, and at a certain distance from it. But when 
Thucydid~s wrote his history, there were a pair of connecting walls between 
the bridge and the fortifications of the city as they then stood-au 1Ca8€i'ro 
T<lX'l £tT7r<p vvv (iv. 103): the whole fortifications of the city had been 
altered during the intermediate period. 

Now the question is-was the Long Wall of Am phi polis connected, or un
connected, with the bridge, at the time of the conflict between Brasidas and 
Kleon? Whoever reads the narrative of Thucydides attentively will see, I 
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In the march which Kleon now undertook, he went up to the 

top of the ridge (which runs nearly in an easterly direction from 
Amphipolis to Mount Pangreus) in order to survey the city and 
its adjoining ground on the northern and north-eastern side, 
which he had not yet seen ; that is, the side towards the lake, 
and towards Thrace 1-which was not visible from the lower 
ground near Eion. The road which he was to take from Eion 
lay at a small distance eastward of the city Long Wall, and from 
the palisade which connected that wall with the bridge. But 
he had no expectation of being attacked in his march-the 

think, that they must have been connected, though Thucydid~s does not in 
express terms specify the fact. For if the bridge had been detached from the 
wall, as it was when Brasidas surprised the place first-the hill of Kerdy. 
lium on the opposite side of the river would have been an unsafe position for 
him to occupy. He might have been cut off from Am phi polis by an enemy 
attacking the bridge. But we shall find him remaining quietly on the hill 
of Kerdylium with the perfect security of entering Amphipolis at any 
moment that he chose. If it be urged, that the bridge, though unconnected 
with the Long Wall, might still be under a strong separate guard, I reply, 
that on that supposition an enemy from Eion would naturally attack the 
bridge first. To have to defend a bridge completely detached from the city, 
simply by means of a large constant guard, would materially aggravate the 
difficulties of Brasidas. If it had been possible to attack the bridge 
separately from the city, something must have been said about it in describ
ing the operations of Kleon, who is represented as finding nothing to meddle 
with except the fortifications of the town. 

Assuming then that there was such a line of connexion between the bridge 
and the Long Wall, added by Brasidas since his first capture of the place
r know no meaning so natural to give to the word IJ'-ra6pwp.a. No other 
distinct meaning is proposed by any one. There was of course a gate (or 
more than one) in the Long Wall, leading into the space enclosed by the 
palisade ; through this gate Brasidas would enter the town when he crossed 
from Kerdylium. This gate is called by Thucydid~s al l,.-l TO IJ'Ta6pwp.a 
1rV.\a1. There must have been also a gate (or more than one) in the palisade 
itself, leading into the space without: so that passengers or cattle traversing 
the bridge from the westward and going to Myrkinus (e.g.) would not 
necessarily be obliged to turn out of their way and into the town of 
Am phi polis. 

On the plan at the end of this volume, the line running nearly from north 
to south represents the Long Wall of Agnon, touching the river at botl1 
ends, and bounding as well as fortifying the town of Amphipolis on its 
eastern side. 

The shorter line, which cuts off the southern extremity of this Long Wall, 
and joins the river immediately below the bridge, represents the IJ'Ta6pwp.a. 
or palisade : probably it was an earthen mound and ditch, with a strong 
palisade at the top. 

By means of this palisade, the bridge was included in the fortifications of 
Amphipolis, and Brasidas could pass over from Mount Kerdylium into the 
ci7 whenever he pleased. 

Thucyd. v. 7-compare Colonel Leake, I. c. p. I82-a.~-ros~lO<aTo To 
.\1,wrwll<s Toil ::i.Tpup.6vos, Ka.l T~W OeiJ'IV Ti)s 1r6.\•ws t1rl ry 0p4x:p, &s ~xo1. 
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rather as Brasidas with the larger portion of his force was visible 

Mount Kerdylium. Moreover the gates of Am phi polis were 
-~ all shut-not a man was on the wall-nor were any symptoms 
.,J1 of movement to be detected. As there was no evidence before 
~ him of intention to attack, he took no precautions, and marched 
1 'in careless and disorderly array. 1 Having reached the top of 
('the ridge, and posted his army on the strong eminence fronting 

1 •@e highest portion of the Long Wall, he surveyed at leisure 
/! o~~\..'fhe lake before him, and the side of the city which lay towards 
.). ... Thrace-or towards Myrkinus, Drabeskus, &c.-thus viewing 
A/' lll-1 the descending portion of the Long Wall northward towards 
~),~the Strymon. The perfect quiescence of the city imposed upon 
~' and even astonished him. It seemed altogether undefended, 

and he almost fancied, that if he had brought battering engines, 
he could have taken it forthwith. 2 Impressed with the belief 
that there was no enemy prepared to fight, he took his time to 
survey the ground ; while his soldiers became more and more 
relaxed and careless in their trim-some even advancing close 
up to the walls and gates. 

1 Thucyd. v. 7· Kari1. elav OE p.all.li.OII (tpn ll.va{Jafv£111 TOU Xa>plov, Kal T~Jll 
p.el(a> 1rapacrKev~v 1rep.lp.etvev, ovx &>s Trj ll.cr¢all.et, '/jv ll.va"(Kcf(>rrat, 7rep<crxf)crwv, 
?.11.11.' &>s KVI<ll'f' 1reptcr-ri1.s fJicr alpf)crwv -r~v 1rOll.tv. 

The words ovx &>s Tcf ll.crcpallet, &c., do not refer to p.el(w 7rapa<TI<<vf)v, as 
the Scholiast (with whom Dr. Arnold agrees) considers them, but to the 
general purpose and dispositions of Kleon. "He marched up, not like one 
who will have more than sufficient means of safety, in case of being put on 
his defence; but like one who is going to surround the city and take it at 
once." 

Nor do these last words represent any real design conceived in the mind 
of Kleon (for Am phi polis from its locality could mt be really surnmnded), 
but are merely given as illustrating the careless confidence of his march 
from Eion up to the ridge : in the same manner as Herodotus describes the 
forward rush of the Persians before the battle of Plata:a, to overtake the 
Greeks whom they supposed to be running away-Kal oiho< p.€v {Jop -re 1<al 
op.[ll.'f' l1rf)icrav, &s ll.vap.,.acr&p.evot -rol!s"Ellllrwas (ix. 59): compare viii.28. 

2 Thucyd. v. 7· 1/;cr-rc l<ctl JI.1/Xavi1.s g.,.. ov KaT~li.BEJI ~xwv, ap.ap-retv loOK£1" 
~llftv "(i1.p liv T~JI rr&ll.tv lltii. TO ~p~p.ov. 

I apprehend that the verb 1<a-r~ll.8ev refers to the coming of the armament 
to Eion, analogous to what is said v. 2, tra'rlrrllevcrev ls -rov Topwvaiwv 
ll.tp.lva: compare i. 51, iii. 4, &c. The march from Eion up to the ridge 
could not well be expressed by the word Ka-r~ll.8ev: but the arrival of the 
expedition at the Strymon, the place of its destination, might be so described. 
Battering-engines would be brought from nowhere else but from Athens. 

Dr. Arnold interprets the word 1<a-r~ll8ev to mean that Kleon had first 
marched up to a higher point, and then descended from this point upon 
Amphipolis. But I contest the correctness of this assumption, as a matter 
of topography. It does not appear to me that Kleon ever reached any 
point higher than the summit of the hill and wall of Am phi polis. Besides, 
even if he had reached a higher point of the mountain, he could not well 
talk of" bringing down battering-machines from that point.'' 
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But this state of affairs was soon materially changed. 

Brasidas, knowing that the Athenian hoplites would not long 
endure the tedium of absolute inaction, calculated that by 
affecting extreme backwardness and apparent fear, he should 
seduce Kleon into some incautious movement, of which 
advantage might he taken. His station on Mount Kerdylium 
enabled him to watch the march of the Athenian army from 
Eion, and when he saw them pass up along the road outside 
of the Long Wall of Amphipolis,1 he immediately crossed the 
river with his forces and entered the town. But it was not his 
intention to march out and offer them open battle. For his 
army, though equal in number to theirs, was extremely inferior 
in arms and equipment ; 2 in which points the Athenian force 
now present was so admirably provided, that his own men 
would not think themselves a match for it, if the two armies 
faced each other in open field. He relied altogether on the 
effect of sudden sally and well-timed surprise, when the Athe
nians should have been thrown into a feeling of contemptuous 
security by an exaggerated show of impotence in their enemy. 

Having offered the battle sacrifice at the temple of Athene, 
Brasidas called his men together to address to them the usual 
encouragements prior to an engagement. After appealing to 
the Dorian pride of his Peloponnesians, accustomed to triumph 
over Ionians, he explained to them his design of relying 
upon a bold and sudden movement with comparatively small 
numbers, against the Athenian army when not prepared for it 3 

-when their courage was not wound up to battle pitch-and 

1 Thucyd. v. 6. Bpa:crlBas 1i~-&v•m<d8wo Kal auTos ~,.l Trj! Kepoull.lcp· tun 
Of 'TO xwplov ToVTo 'T~)J/) AfYYLAlwv, 7r'pav 'TOV 'trOTap.oV, ob 7roA.V &:rrExov T7js 
'Ap.</><1rOll.ews, Kal I<CJ.TE</>alveTo 1rdvTa aiir68ev, &!TTE oii1< &.v (ll.a8ev 
abr68ev l>op.J.p.evos ~ Kll.lwv Trj! crrpaTrf, &c. 

2 Thucyd. v. 8. 
3 Thucyd. v. 9· To/Js /'i'tp lvaJI'Tlovs elKd(w Kara<Ppov~CTEI TE 7}p.wv Kal obK 

tiv lMrlcravTas C:.s &.v E1r<~£71.8o< TIS aiiTo1s ls p.dx11v, &va{31jval TE 'll'pos TO 
xwplov, Kal JIVV &rdi<'TWS t<aTi't 8£av 'TE'Tpap.p.evovs OAI/'WPELV • • • • "Ews o~v 
(•n &7ra.p&.u1C€VOL 8apCToiiO't, ~eal Toil {nrarrdvat 1rJ\.~ov f} Toil p.JvoPTos, ~; 
c:iv lp.ol <Palvoii'Ta<, 'T~IV o<dvo<av lxovuw, lv T<i! &v€1p.ev<p aiirwv T;js 
'YVJ.p.1/S, Kal 'll'plv ~VJI'Tax81Jval p.all.ll.ov T1)V o&~av, E/'W p.lv, &c. 

The words TO av<1p.£vov Ti)s 'Y"J,J11/S are full of significance in regard to 
ancient military affairs. The Grecian hoplites, even the best of them, 
required to be peculiarly wound up for a battle : hence the necessity of the 
harangue from the general which always preceded. Compare Xenophon's 
eulogy of the nanreuvres of Epaminondas before the battle of Mantineia, 
whereby he made the enemy fancy that he was not going to fight, and took 
down the preparation in the minds of their soldiers for battle-fll.vue p.ev 
T&v 'll'll.eicrTwv 1roll.ep.lwv T1)v ~v Tats 1/Jvxa<s 7rpOs p.dX11" 7rapa!TK<~v, &c. 
(Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 5, 22.) 
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when, after carelessly mounting the hill to survey the ground, 
they were thinking only of quietly returning to quarters. He 
himself at the proper moment would rush out from one gate, 
and be foremost in conflict with the enemy. Klearidas, with 
that bravery which became him as a Spartan, would follow the 
example by sallying out from another gate; and the enemy, 
taken thus unawares, would probably make little resistance. 
For the Amphipolitans, this day and their own behaviour 
would determine whether they were to be allies of Laced<emon, 
or slaves of Athens-perhaps sold into captivity, or even put to 
death, as a punishment for their recent revolt. 

These preparations, however, could not be completed in 
~v\; secrecy. Brasidas and his army were perfectly visible while 
(:'1 ,descending the hill of Kerdylium, crossing the bridge and 
r-~~tering Amphipolis, to the Athenian scouts without. More
lf~Kver, so conspicuous was the interior of the city to spectators 
"' without, that the temple of Athene, and Brasidas with its 

l ministers around him performing the ceremony of sacrifice, was 
distinctly recognised. The fact was made known to Kleon as 
he stood on the high ridge taking his survey, while at the same 
time those who had gone near to the gates reported that the 
feet of many horses and men were beginning to be seen under 
them, as if preparing for a sally.1 He himself went close to 
the gate, and satisfied himself of this circumstance : we must 
recollect that there was no defender on the walls, nor any 
danger from missiles. Anxious to avoid coming to any real 
engagement before his reinforcements should arrive, he at once 
gave orders for retreat, which he thought might be accomplished 
before the attack from within could be fully organised. For 
he imagined that a considerable number of troops would be 
marched out, and ranged in battle order, before the attack was 
actually begun,-not dreaming that the sally would be instanta
neous, made with a mere handful of men. Orders having 
been proclaimed to wheel to the left, and retreat in column on 
the left flank towards Eion-Kleon, who was himself on the 
top of the hill with the right wing, waited only to see his left 

1 Thucyd. v. IO. TI)J li€ Kll.,olVI, cpavepoii "fEIIO,UEIIOV aUTOV &,.b TOV 
Kepovll.(ov KaTa/3civTos Kal lv TP 1rOAH ~11"Lcf>avil oli<rp l~w8ev 1repl Tov /epoiJ 
T1]s )A81}Vas 9vop..fvov Kal Tail-ra -rrp&.crdovTos, O.ryEAi\erat ( wpalncexwp{]KeL i'aP 
TOTE KaTil T~ll 8lav) Sn ~ TE <TTpaTLCl l£,.a<Ta cpavepil Tow 1Toil.e!Llwv ~~~ Tp 
71"0AEL, &c. 

Kleon did not himself see Brasidas sacrificing, or see the enemy's army 
within the city : others on the lower ground were better situated, for 
seeing what was going on in Amphipolis, than he was while on the hi<>h 
ridge. Others saw it, and gave intimation to him. " 
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and centre actually in march on the road to Eion, and then 
directed his right also to wheel to the left and follow them. 

The whole Athenian army were thus in full retreat, marching 
in a direction nearly parallel to the Long Wall of Amphipolis, 
with their right or unshielded side exposed to the enemy
when Brasidas, looking over the southernmost gates of the 
Long Wall with his small detachment ready marshalled near 
him, burst out into contemptuous exclamations on the disorder 
of their array.r "These men will not stand us: I see it by the 
quivering of their spears and of their heads. Men who reel 
about in that way never stand an assailing enemy. Open the 
gates for me instantly, and let us sally out with confidence." 

With that, both the gate of the Long Wall nearest to 
the palisade, and the adjoining gate of the palisade itself, 
were suddenly thrown open, and Brasidas with his I so 
chosen soldiers issued out through them to attack the 
retreating Athenians. Running rapidly down the straight 
road which joined laterally the road towards Eion along 
which the Athenians were marching, he charged their central 
division on the right flank. 2 Their left wing had already 

1 Thucyd. v. IO. Ol lfvlipes nf.laS ob f.IEVOVfr< (q. f.IEVOV(fl ?)· oi);\ot lie 'TOJV 
TE oopcf"Twv Tp K<Vf}<Tet t<al "TWV t<E</><tAWV' ofs -yl..p f.v "TOV"TO -y(-yv1)TCU, OVK 
flWOat7l f.tiVElV ToVs ~1n&nas~ 

This is a remarkable illustration of the regular movement of heads and 
spears, which characterised a well-ordered body of Grecian hoplites. 

2 Thucyd. v. IO. Kal ~ f.IOV Ka"Tiz Tizs ~,-lTD fiTa6pwf.1a ,-6;1.as, 1<al Tizs ,-pd,,.as 
'TOV f.1allpOv nlxovs TOTE 6VTOS ~~E;\0wv tOE< opOf.l<p Tt}V ~ODV Ta6T1)V Eu6ei'av, 
V""•P vvv /la'TCz 'TD llapTEpd,TaTOV 'TOV xwplov lOV'Tt 'rD TP01rai'ov EO"'Tiji<E. 

Brasidas and his men sallied forth by two different gates at the same 
time. One was the first gate in the Long Wall-that is, the gate marked 
No. 3 in the plan at the end of this volume, which would be the first gate 
in order, to a person coming from the southward. The other was, the gate 
upon the palisade (a! ~,.lTD cr,.a6p"'f'" ,-6;\.at)-that is, the gate in the Long 
Wall which opened from the tow1t upon the palisade: as marked No. 4 in 
the plan. The persons who sallied out by this gate would get out to 
attack the enemy by the gate in the palisade itself, marked No. 5· 

The gate No. 4 would be that by which Brasidas himself with his army 
entered Amphipolis from ~fount Kerdylium. It probably stood open at 
this moment when he directed the sally forth: that which had to be opened 
at the moment was, the gate in the palisade, together with the gate (3) first 
in the Long Wall. 

The last words cited from Thucydid~s-i'i,-•P vvv lla'riz TD llap'r<pd,Ta'rov 
'TOV xwplov lov'Tt 'TD 7p01rai'ov EO"'r1)1<E-are not intelligible without better 
knowledge of the topography than we possess. What Thucydid~s means 
by "the strongest point in the place" we cannot tell. We only under
stand that the trophy was erected in the road by which a person went up to 
that point. We must recollect that the expressions of Thucydid~s here refer 
to the ground as it stood sometime afterwards-not as it stood in the time 
of the battle between Kleon and Brasidas. 

c 2 
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got beyond him on the road towards Eion. Taken completely 
unprepared, conscious of their own disorderly array, and 
astounded at the boldness of their enemy-the Athenians of 
the centre were seized with panic, made not the least resist
ance, and presently fled. Even the Athenian left, though not 
attacked at all, instead of halting to lend assistance, shared the 
panic and fled in disorder. Having thus disorganised this part 
of the army, Brasidas passed along the line to press his attack 
on the Athenian right: but in this movement he was mortally 
wounded and carried off the field unobserved by his enemies. 
Meanwhile Klearidas, sallying forth from the Thracian gate, 
had attacked the Athenian right on the ridge opposite to him, 
immediately after it began its retreat. But the soldiers on the 
Athenian right had probably seen the previous movement of 
Brasidas against the other division, and though astonished 
at tQ.e sudden danger, had thus a moment's warning, before 

~
ey were themselves assailed, to halt and form on the hill. 

Klearidas here found a considerable resistance, in spite of the 
l t ~("(l.esertion of Kleon; who, more astounded than any man in his 
~~·.atmy by a catastrophe so unlooked for, lost his presence of 

~
ill' ind and fled at once ; but was overtaken by a Thracian 

eltast from Myrkinus, and slain. His soldiers on the right 
""-~ wing, however, repelled two or three attacks in front from J Klearidas, and maintained their ground, until at length the 
, Chalkidian cavalry and the peltasts from Myrkinus, having 
~~- come ·forth out of the gates, assailed them with missiles in 
~1-lank and rear so as to throw them into disorder. The whole 
~ Athenian army was thus put to flight; the left hurrying to 

Eion, the meh of the right dispersing and seeking safety among 
the hilly grounds of Pang::eus in their rear. Their sufferings 
and loss in the retreat, from the hands of the pursuing peltasts 
and cavalry, were most severe. When they at last again 
mustered at Eion, not only the commander Kleon, but 6oo 
Athenian hoplites, half of the force sent out, were found 
missing.1 

So admirably had the attack been concerted, and so entire 
was its success, that only seven men perished on the side of 
the victors.- But of those seven, one was the gallant Brasidas 

1 It is almost painful to read the account given by Diodorus (xii. 73, 74) 
of the battle of Amphipolis, when one's mind is full of the distinct and 
admirable narrative of Thucydides-<>nly defective by being too brief. It 
is difficult to believe that Diodorus is describing tile same event; so totally 
different are all the circumstances, except that the Lacedremonians at last 
gain the victory. To say, with Wesseling in his note-" Hrec nM 
usquequaque conveniunt Thucydideis" is prodigiously below the truth. 
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himself, who being carried into Amphipolis, lived just long 
enough to learn the complete victory of his troops and then 
expired. Great and bitter was the sorrow which his death--(.' 
occasioned throughout Thrace, especially among the Am phi-)~. 
politans. He received, by special decree, the distinguished~ 
honour of interment within their city-the universal habit being~.,., 
to inter even the most eminent deceased persons in. a suburb~~ 
without the walls. All the allies attended his funeral, in t\J, 
arms, and with military honours. His tomb was encircled by~,1V 
a railing, and the space immediately fronting it was consecrated \~ 
as the great agora of the city, which was remodelled accordingly. y/ 
He was also proclaimed CEkist or Founder of Amphipolis, ~ 
and as such, received heroic worship with annual games andY: 
sacrifices to his honour.1 The Athenian Agnon, the real "":'~ 
founder and originally recognised CEkist of the city, wasV 
stripped of all his commemorative honours and expunged from ('1,. 
the remembrance of the people; the buildings, which served 
as visible memento of his name, being destroyed. Full of 
hatred as the Amphipolitans now were towards Athens-and 
not merely of hatred, but of fear, since the loss which they 
had just sustained of their saviour and protector-they felt 
repugnance to the idea of rendering further worship to an 
Athenian CEkist. It was inconvenient to keep up such a 
religious link with Athens, now that they were forced to 
look anxiously to Lacedremon for assistance. Klearidas, as 
governor of Amphipolis, superintended those numerous alter
ations in the city which this important change required, together 
with the erection of the trophy, just at the spot where Brasidas 
had first charged the Athenians; while the remaining armament 
of Athens, having obtained the usual truce and buried their 
dead, returned home without further operations. ~to 

There are few battles recorded in history wherein the disparity ,..) 
and contrast of the two generals opposed has been so manifest-' 
consummate skill and courage on the one side against ignorance \t' 
and panic on the other. On the singular ability and courage of~~ 
Brasidas there can be but one verdict of unqualified admiration. \~ 

1 Thucyd. v. II. Aristotle (a native of Stageirus near to Amphipolis) 
cites the sacrifices rendered to Brasidas as an instance of institutions 
established by special and local enactment (Ethic. Nikornach. v. 7). 

In reference to the aversion now entertained by the Amphipolitans to the 
continued worship of Agnon as their CEkist, compare the discourse addressed 
by the Platreans to the Lacedremonians, pleading for mercy. The The bans, 
if they became possessors of the Platreid, would not continue the sacrifices 
to the gods who had granted victory at the great battle of Plat:ea-nor 
funereal mementoes to the slain (Thucyd. iii. 58). 
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But the criticism passed by Thucydides on Kleon, here as else-

·~~ .where, cannot be adopted without reserves. He tells us that 
'"¥]{leon undertook his march, from Eion up to the hill in front 
of ;tof Amphipolis, in the same rash and confident spirit with which 
(o/ he had embarked on the enterprise against Pylus-in the blind 
\w ... confidence that no one would resist him.1 Now I have already, 

• in a former chapter, shown grounds for concluding that the 
anticipations of Kleon respecting the capture of Sphakteria, 
far from being marked by any spirit of unmeasured presumption, 
were sober and judicious-realised to the letter without any 
unlooked-for aid from fortune. The remarks, here made by 
Thucydides on that affair, are not more reasonable than the 
judgement on it in his former chapter; for it is not true (as he 
here implies) that Kleon expected no resistance in Sphakteria
he calculated on resistance, but knew that he had force sufficient 
to overcome it. His fault even at Amphipolis, great as that 
fault was, did not consist in rashness and presumption. This 
charge at least is rebutted by the circumstance, that he himself 
wished to make no aggressive movement until his reinforce
ments should arrive-and that he was only constrained, against 
his own will, to abandon his intended temporary inactivity 
during that interval, by the angry murmurs of his soldiers, who 
reproached him with ignorance and backwardness-the latter 
quality being the reverse of that with which he is branded by 
Thucydides. 

When Kleon was thus driven to do something, his march up 
to the top of the hill, for the purpose of reconnoitring the 
ground, was not in itself ill-judged. It might have been 
accomplished in perfect safety, if he had kept his army in 
orderly array, prepared for contingencies. But he suffered 
himself to be out-generalled and over-reached by that simulated 
consciousness of impotence and unwillingness to fight, which 
Brasidas took care to present to him. Among all military 
stratagems, this has perhaps been the most frequently practised 
with success against inexperienced generals; who are thrown 
off their guard and induced to neglect precaution, not because 
they are naturally more rash or presumptuous than ordinary men, 
but because nothing except either a high order of intellect, or 
special practice and training, will enable a man to keep steadily 
present to his mind liabilities even real and serious, when there 

1 Thuc,Yd. v. 7· Kal ixp~o-a-ro Tcp Tp07rrp rji'll"<p Kal ls T~v IT6A.ov <bTvX~tTas 
f1rltrTEvCTE 'T£ tppoveLv· Es p.dxrw p.Ev ')'?tp oV8f 11A:rrtulv oi l1rE~tfva: oUBiva, ~ea-ra 
elav ll~ p.aA.A-oJI tcp'l} &va.Balvell' TOV xwplou, ""l T~l' p.El(w 'll"apa<TKfV~V 
'll"<ptlp.•w•v, &c. 
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is no discernible evidence to suggest their approach-much 
more when there zs positive evidence, artfully laid out by a 
superior enemy, to create belief in their absence. A fault 
substantially the same had been committed by Thucydides 
hir:1self and his colleague Eukles a year and a half before, when 
thty suffered Brasidas to surprise the Strymonian bridge and 
Am phi polis; not even taking common precautions, nor thinking 
it 1ecessary to keep the fleet at Eion. They were not men 
peculiarly rash and presumptuous, but ignorant and unpractised, 
in .1 military sense; incapable of keeping before them dangerous 
contingencies wl;J.ich they perfectly knew, simply because there 
wa:; no present evidence of approaching explosion. 

This military incompetence, which made Kleon fall into the 
trap laid for him by Brasidas, also made him take wrong measures 
against the danger, when he unexpectedly discovered at last 
that the enemy within were preparing to attack him. His fatal 
error consisted in giving instant order for retreat, under the vain 
hoF'e that he could get away before the enemy's attack could 
be )rought to bear.1 An abler officer, before he commenced 
the retreating march so close to the hostile walls, would have 
taktm care to marshal his men in proper array, to warn and 
address them with the usual harangue, and to wind up their 
cou:age to the fighting-point. Up to that moment they had no 
ideB of being called upon to fight; and the courage of Grecian 
hop.ites-taken thus unawares while hurrying to get away in 
discrder visible both to themselves and their enemies, with
out any of the usual preliminaries of battle-was but too apt 
to prove deficient. To turn the right or unshielded flank to 
the ·~nemy, was unavoidable, from the direction of the retreat
ing movement ; nor is it reasonable to blame Kleon for this, 
as some historians have done-or for causing his right wing to 
mov:: too soon in following the lead of the left, as Dr. Arnold 
seerr.s to think. The grand fault seems to have consisted in 
not "•aiting to marshal his men and prepare them for standing 
fight during their retreat. Let us add however-and the remark, 
if it serves to explain Kleon's idea of being able to get away 
before he was actually assailed, counts as a double compliment 
to the judgement as well as boldness of Brasidas-that no other 
Lacedremonian general of that day (perhaps not even Demo
stheds, the most enterprising general of Athens) would have 
ventured upon an attack with so very small a band, relying 
altog::ther upon the panic produced by his sudden movement. 

Bt t the absence of military knowledge and precaution is not 
1 Thucyd. v. IO. Olop.<vos <J>61Jcmr6at a7r<A6cfov, &c. 
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the worst of Kleon's faults on this occasion. His want of 
courage at the moment of conflict is yet more lamentable, and 
divests his end of that personal sympathy which would otherwise 
have accompanied it. A commander who has been out-gener
alled is under a double force of obligation to exert and expose 
himself to the uttermost, in order to retrieve the consequences 
of his own mistakes. He will thus at least preserve his own 
personal honour, whatever censure he may deserve on the score 
o~ deficient knowledge and judgement.1 

1
;tWhat is said about the disgraceful flight of Kleon himself 

:(~lUst be applied, with hardly less severity of criticism, to the 
; / Athenian hoplites under him. They behaved in a manner 
~altogether unworthy of the reputation of their city ; especially 
,. ~e left wing, which seems to have broken and run away without 
("~~iting to be attacked. And when we read in Thucydides, 
~V. JRat the men who thus disgraced themselves were among the 
~)\b~st and the best-armed hoplites in Athens-that they came 
)!Out unwillingly under Kleon-that they began their scornful mur
' , murs against him before he had committed any error, despising 
• him for backwardness when he was yet not strong enough to 
·:JJ attempt anything serious, and was only manifesting a reasonable 
,.~"Prudence in awaiting the arrival of expected reinforcements
~~?hen we read this, we shall be led to compare the expedition 
~ against Am phi polis with former artifices respecting the attack of 
\oi"Sphakteria, and to discern other causes for its failure besides 
~~.the military incompetence of the commander. These hoplites 
· brought out with them from Athens the feelings prevalent 

among the political adversaries of Kleon. The expedition was 
proposed and carried by him, contrary to the wishes of these 
adversaries. They could not prevent it, but their opposition 
enfeebled it from the beginning, kept within too narrow limits 
the force assigned, and was one main reason which frustrated 
its success. 

Had Perikles been alive, Amphipolis might perhaps still have 
been lost, since its capture was the fault of the officers employed 
to defend it. But if lost, it would probably have been attacked 
and recovered with the same energy as the revolted Samos had 
been ; with the full force, and the best generals, that Athens 
could furnish. With such an armament under good officers, 
there was nothing at all impracticable in the reconquest of the 
place; especially as at that time it had no defence on three 

1 Contrast the brave death of the Lacedremonian general Anaxibius, when 
he found himself out-generalled and surprised by the Athenian Iphikrates 
(Xenophon, Hellen. iv. 8, 38). 
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sides except the Strymon, and might thus be approached by 
Athenian ships on that navigable river. The armament of 
Kleon, 1 even if his reinforcements had arrived, was hardly 
sufficient for the purpose. But Perikles would have been able 
to concentrate upon it the whole strength of the city, without 
being paralysed by the contentions of political party. He 
would have seen as clearly as Kleon, that the place could 
only be recovered by force, and that its recovery was the 
most important object to which Athens could devote her 
energies. 

It was thus that the Athenians, partly from political intrigue, 
partly from the incompetence of Kleon, underwent a disastrous_. L 
defeat instead of carrying Amphipolis. But the death or,vr 
Brasidas converted their defeat into a substantial victory. ~If 
There remained no Spartan, like or second to that eminent v-1 

man, either as a soldier or a conciliating politician; none who!:~· 
could replace him in the confidence and affection of the allies,,.~:-: 
of Athens in Thrace; none who could prosecute those enter- ~1 
prising plans against Athens on her unshielded side, which he V.O:, 
had first shown to be practicable. With him the fears oW,. 1 

Athens, and the hopes of Sparta, in respect to the future, alike.lf 
disappeared. The Athenian generals Phormio and Demo-!'f' 
sthenes had both of them acquired among the Akamanians an r" 
influence personal to themselves, apart from their post andL; 
from their country. But the career of Brasidas exhibited an~!,<; 
extent of personal ascendency and admiration, obtained as well(. l
as deserved, such as had never before been paralleled by any 
military chieftain in Greece : and Plato might well select him 
as the most suitable historical counterpart to the heroic 
Achilles. 2 All the achievements of Brasidas were his own 
individually, with nothing more than bare encouragement, 
sometimes even without encouragement, from his country. 
And when we recollect the strict and narrow routine in which 
as a Spartan he had been educated, so fatal to the development 

1 Amphipolis was actually thus attacked by the Athenians, though without 
success, eight years afterwards, by ships, on the Strymon-Thucyd. vii. 9· 
Eve'Tlwv U'Tpa'T'I/"fbS 'A8'1/valwv, p.e'T?!. llepll[J<J<ev U'Tpa'TEVO'as i1r' 'Ap.rpl1roll.w 
0p~~l 1roll.ll.o!s, 'T~V p.~v 1rOli.1V ovx i!'ll.ev, ls ll~ 'Tbv ~'Tpvp.ova. 11"Ep<~<op.luas 
.,..p,~pe<s i~t 'Tov 1rO'Ta.p.ov l,.oli.<Opi<E<, !Jpp.wp.evos i~ 'lp.epa.lov. (In the eighteenth 
year of the war.) But the fortifications of the place seem to have been 
materially altered during the interval. Instead of one long wall, with three 
sides open to the river, it seems to have acquired a curved wall, only open to 
the river on a comparatively narrow space near to the lake ; while this 
curved wall joined the bridge southerly by means of a parallel pair of long 
walls with road between. 

2 Plato, Symposion, c. 36, p. 221. 
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of everything like original thought or impulse, and so com
pletely estranged from all experience of party or political 
discussion-we are amazed at his resource and flexibility of 
character, his po'wer of adapting himself to new circumstances 
and new persons, and his felicitous dexterity in making himself 
the rallying-point of opposite political parties in each of the 
various cities which he acquired. The combination "of every 
sort of practical excellence "-valour, intelligence, probity, and 
gentleness of dealing-which his character presented, was never 
forgotten among the subject-allies of Athens; and procured for 
other Spartan officers in subsequent years favourable pre
sumptions, which their conduct was seldom found to realise.1 

At the time when Brasidas perished, in the flower of his age, 
he was unquestionably the first man in Greece. And though 
it is not given to us to predict what he would have become had 
he lived, we may be sure that the future course of the war would 
have been sensibly modified; perhaps even to the advantage of 
Athens, since she might have had sufficient occupation at home 
to keep her from undertaking her disastrous enterprise in Sicily. 

~"'\:. ~~hucydides seems to take pleasure in setting forth the gallant 
bPloits of Brasidas, from the first at Methane to the last at 
~Amphipolis-not less than the dark side of Kleon; both, 
A.'.ilehough in different senses, the causes of his banishment. He 
(" ;;~ver mentions the latter except in connexion with some pro
t ,.ceeding represented as unwise or discreditable. The barbarities 
~;- which the offended majesty of empire thought itself entitled to 

practise in ancient times against dependencies revolted and re
conquered, reached their maximum in the propositions against 
Mitylene and Skione : both of them are ascribed to Kleon by 
name as their author. But when we come to the slaughter of 
the Melians-equally barbarous, and worse in respect to grounds 
of excuse, inasmuch as the Melians had never been subjects of 
Athens-we find Thucydides mentioning the deed without 
naming the proposer.2 

;'A-. Respecting the foreign policy of Kleon, the facts already 
1ifilarrated will enable the reader to form an idea of it as compared 
~ with that of his opponents. I have shown grounds for believing 

hat Thucydides has forgotten his usual impartiality in criticising 
his personal enemy ; that in regard to Sphakteria, Kleon was 

~V\eally one main and indispensable cause of procuring for his 
~- ~untry the greatest advantage which she obtained through

out the whole war; and that in regard to his judgement, as 
I Thucyd. iv. 81. li&~as eiva• Ka-rlt. ?rcl.v-ra &"Ya86s, &c. 
2 Thucyd. v. I r6. 
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advocating the prosecution of war, three different times must 
be distinguished-I. After the first blockade of the hoplites in 
Sphakteria-2. After the capture of the island-3. After the 
expiration of the One-year truce. On the earliest of those 
three occasions, he was wrong, for he seems to have shut the 
door on all possibilities of negotiation, by his manner of dealing 
with the Lacedremonian envoys. On the second occasion, he 
had fair and plausible grounds to offer on behalf of his opinion, 
though it turned out unfortunate : moreover, at that time, all 
Athens was warlike, and Kleon is not to be treated as the 
peculiar adviser of that policy. On the third and last occasion, 
after the expiration of the truce, the political counsel of Kleon 
was right, judicious, and truly Periklean-much surpassing in 
wisdom that of his opponents. We shall see in the coming 
chapters how those opponents managed the affairs of the state 
after his death-how Nikias threw away the interests of Athens 
in the enforcement of the conditions of peace-how Nikias and 
Alkibiades together shipwrecked the power of their country on 
the shores of Syracuse. And when we judge the demagogue 
Kleon in this comparison, we shall find ground for remarking 
that Thucydides is reserved and even indulgent towards the 
errors and vices of other statesmen-harsh only towards those " 
of his accuser. \¥ 

As to the internal policy of Kleon, and his conduct as a .~. 
politician in Athenian constitutional life, we have but little\"'~ 
trustworthy evidence. There exists indeed a portrait of him ~t. 1 

drawn in colours broad and glaring-most impressive to the fe 
imagination, and hardly effaceable from the memory ; the r 
portrait in the "Knights" of Aristophan€:s. It is through this < 
representation that Kleon has been transmitted to posterity,, !t' 
crucified by a poet who admits himself to have a personal \f''' 
grudge against him, just as he has been commemorated in the." ... 
prose of an historian whose banishment he had proposed. Of~ 
all the productions of Aristophan€:s, so replete with comiC!"~ 
genius throughout, the " Knights" is the most consummate / 
and irresistible-the most distinct in its character, symmetry, 
and purpose. Looked at with a view to the object of its 
author, both in reference to the audience and to Kleon, it 
deserves the greatest possible admiration, and we are not 
surprised to learn that it obtained the first prize. It dis
plays the maximum of that which wit combined with malice 
can achieve, in covering an enemy with ridicule, contempt, 
and odium. Dean Swift could have desired nothing worse, 
even for Ditton and Whiston, The old man Demos of Pnyx, 
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introduced on the stage as personifying the Athenian people
Kleon, brought on as his newly-bought Paphlagonian slave, 
who by coaxing, lying, impudent and false denunciation of 
others, has gained his master's ear, and heaps ill-usage upon 
every one else, while he enriches himself-the Knights or 
chief members of what we may call the Athenian aristocracy, 
forming the Chorus of the piece as Kleen's pronounced enemies 
-the Sausage-seller from the market-place, who instigated by 
Nikias and Demosthenes along with these Knights, overdoes 
Kleon in all his own low arts, and supplants him in the favour of 
Demos-all this, exhibited with inimitable vivacity of expression, 
forms the masterpiece and glory of libellous comedy. The 
effect produced upon the Athenian audience when this piece 
was represented at the Lenrean festival (January B.C. 424, about 
six months after the capture of Sphakteria), with Kleon himself 
and most of the real Knights present, must have been intense 
beyond what we can now easily imagine. That Kleon could 
maintain himself after this humiliating exposure, is no small 
proof of his mental vigour and ability. It does not seem to 
have impaired his influence-at least not permanently. For 
not only do we see him the most effective opponent of peace 

~
ring the next two years, but there is ground for believing that 

\:'li e poet himself found it convenient to soften his tone towards 
f'~ 1s powerful enemy. 
~f e,:l""So ready are most writers to find Kleon guilty, that they are 
I ~Y"~atisfied with Aristophanes as a witness against him; though 
~_'~l}O other public man, of any age or nation, has ever been con
.t.('~emned upon such evidence. No man thinks of judging Sir 
~~~11iobert \Valpole, or Mr. Fox, or Mirabeau, from the numerous 
.' .. '~" ampoons put in circulation against them. No man will take 
il..l'\: easure of a political Englishman from" Punch," or of a French
•'r;.;r{nan from the "Charivari." The unrivalled comic merit of the 
\' /1, Knights" of Aristophanes is only one reason the more for 
)~{tdistrusting the resemblance of its picture to the real Kleon. 

V"\~e have means too of testing the candour and accuracy of 
t' Aristophanes by his delineation of Sokrates, whom he introduced 

in the comedy of " Clouds " in the year after that of the 
"Knights." As a comedy, the "Clouds" stands second only 
to the "Knights" : as a picture of Sokrates, it is little better 
than pure fancy: it is not even a caricature, but a totally 
different person. We may indeed perceive single features of 
resemblance; the bare feet, and the argumentative subtlety, 
belong to both : but the entire portrait is such, that if it bore 
a different name, no one would think of comparing it with 
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Sokrates, whom we know well from other sources. With such 
an analogy before us, not to mention what we know generally 
of the portraits of Perikles by these authors, we are not 
warranted in treating the portrait of Kleon as a likeness, except 
on points where there is corroborative evidence. And we may 
add, that some of the hits against him, where we can acci
dentally test their pertinence, are decidedly not founded in fact 
-as for example where the poet accuses Kleon of having 
deliberately and cunningly robbed Demosthenes of his laurels 
in the enterprise against Sphakteria.l ·' l f 

In the prose of Thucydides, we find Kleon described as a•""~ 
dishonest politician-a wrongful accuser of others-the mostv.-" .1 
violent of all the citizens. 2 Throughout the verse of Aristo;;t ;" 
phanes, these same charges are set forth with his characteristic V\,.'~ 
emphasis, but others are also superadded-Kleon practises the \~1 
basest artifices and deceptions to gain favour with the people,rv ~· 
steals the public money, receives bribes and extorts com-v: 6)'1!. 
positions from private persons by wholesale, and thus enriches J) 
himself under pretence of zeal for the public treasury. In the,., ,11 
comedy of the "Acharnians," represented one year earlier than \~ 
the "Knights," the poet alludes with great delight to a sum of · 
five talents, which Kleon had been compelled "to disgorge" : . · 
a present tendered to him by the insular subjects of Athens 
(if we may believe Theopompus) for the purpose of procuring 
a remission of their tribute, and which the Knights, whose 
evasions of military service he had exposed, compelled him to 
relinquish. s 

But when we put together the different heads of indictment 
accumulated by Aristophanes, it will be found that they 
are not easily reconcileable one with the other. For an 
Athenian, whose temper led him to violent crimination of 
others, at the inevitable price of multiplying and exasperating 
personal enemies, would find it peculiarly dangerous, if not 
impossible, to carry on peculation for his own account. If, on 
the other hand, he took the latter turn, he would be inclined 

1 Aristophan. Equit. 55, 391, 740, &c. In one passage of the play, Kleon 
is reproached with pretending to be engaged at Argos in measures for 
winnmg the alliance of that city, but in reality, under cover of this pro
ceeding, carrying on clandestine negotiations with the Lacedremonians 
(464). In two other passages, he is denounced as being the person who 
obstructs the conclusion of peace with the Lacedremonians (790, 1390). 

2 Thucyd. v. 17; iii. 45· ~ea-rarpavlcr-repos p.<v elva< ~ea~eovp-ywv, 1<al 
lnncr-r&-repos 1i<a/3dil.il.wv-/3<a<<i'Ta-ros -rwv wo/1.<-rwv. 

a Aristophan. Acharn. 8, with the Scholiast, who quotes from Theopom
pus. Theopompus, Fragment. 99, roo, IOI, ed. Didot. 
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to purchase connivance from others even by winking at real 
guilt on their part, far from making himself conspicuous 
as a calumniator of innocence. We must therefore discuss 
the side of the indictment which is indicated in Thucydides; 
not Kleon as truckling to the people and cheating for his own 
pecuniary profit (which is certainly not the character implied 
in his speech about the Mitylemeans as given to us by the 
historian 1), but Kleon as a man of violent temper and fierce 
political antipathies-a bitter speaker-and sometimes dishonest 
in his calumnies against adversaries. These are the qualities 
which, in all countries of free debate, go to form what is called 
a great opposition speaker. It was thus that the elder Cato
" the universal biter, whom Persephone was afraid even to 
admit into Hades after his death "-was characterised at Rome, 
even by the admission of his admirers to some extent, and in a 
still stronger manner by those who were unfriendly to him, as 
Thucydides was to Kleon.2 In Cato such a temper was not 

1 The public speaking of Kleon was characterised by Aristotle and Theo
pompus (see Schol. ad Lucian. Timon, c. 30), not as wheedling, but as full 
of arrogance : in this latter point too like that of the elder Cato at Rome 
(Plutarch, Cato, c. I4). The derisory tone of Cato in his public speaking, 
too, is said to have been impertinent and disgusting (Plutarch, Reipub. 
Gerend. Prrecept., p. 803, c. 7). 

2 An epigram which Plutarch (Cato, c. I) gives us, from a poet con
temporary of Cato the Censor, describes him-

IT vPPOv, 1r Cl v 8 a 1t. iT '11 v, y>..a.vtcOIJ.JJ.aTov, oVBa 6av6vTa. 
IIOpKtav ei~ 'At8rw Ut:pcrE<f>OV'tJ BixE-rat. 

Livy says, in an eloquent encomium on Cato (xxxix. 40)-" Simultates 
nimio plures et exercuerunt eum, et ipse exercuit eas: nee facile dixeris 
utrum magis presserit eum nobilitas, an ille agitaverit nobilitatem. Asperi 
proculdubio animi, et lingure acerbre et immodice liberre fuit : sed invicti a 
cupiditatibus animi et rigidre innocentire: contemptor gratire, divitiarum .... 
H unc sicut omni vitfi, tum censuram petentem premebat nobilitas; coierantque 
candidati omnes ad dejiciendum honore eum ; non solum ut ipsi potius adi
piscerentur, nee quia indignabantur novum hominem censorem videre; sed 
etiam quod tristem censuram, periculosamque multorum famre, et ab l<Eso a 
plerisque et l<Edendi cupido, expectabant." 

See also Plutarch (Cato, c. IS, I6-his comparison between Aristeides 
and Cato, c. 2) about the prodigious number of accusations in which Cato 
was engaged, either as prosecutor or as party prosecuted. His bitter feud 
with the mJbilitas is analogous to that of Kleon against the Hippeis. 

I need hardly say that the comparison of Cato with Kleon applies only to 
domestic politics; in the military courage and energy for which Cato is dis
tinguished, Kleon is utterly wanting. '>Ve are not entitled to ascribe to him 
anything like the superiority of knowledge and general intelligence which 
we find recorded of Cato. 

The expression of Cicero respecting Kleon-" turbulentum quidem civem, 
sed tamen eloquentem" (Cicero, Brutus, 7) appears to be a translation of the 
epithets of Thucydides-.Btcu&TaTos-'To/ B-hf''l' 7rt8avwTaTos (iii. 45). 
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inconsistent with a high sense of public duty. And Plutarch 
recounts an anecdote respecting Kleon, that on first beg1ru1ing 
his political career, he called his friends together, and dissolved 
his intimacy with them, conceiving that private friendships 
would distract him from his paramount duty to the common-
wealth.! ~;;. 

Moreover, the reputation of Kleon, as a frequent and un-~V 
measured a~cuser of o.thers, may be explained partly by a\'; : 
passage of h1s enemy Anstophanes: a passage the more deserv·.:'\t,L
ing of confidence as a just representation of fact, since it ~ 
appears in a comedy (the "Frogs") represented (405 B.c.)\-;\~ 
fifteen years after the death of Kleon, and five years after that, f ~·. 
of Hyperbolus, when the poet had less motive for misrepre-'\?.' 
sentations against either. In the "Frogs," the scene is laid in pl.r" 
Hades, whither the god Dionysus goes, in the attire of Herakles ~·" 
and along with his slave Xanthias, for the purpose of bringing :\ ~ 
up again to earth the deceased poet Euripides. Among the~ ):1 
incidents, Xanthias in the attire which his master had worn, Y' 
is represented as acting with violence and insult towards two 
hostesses of eating-houses; consuming their substance, robbing 
them, refusing to pay when called upon, and even threatening 
their lives with a drawn sword. Upon which, the women, 
having no other redress left, announce their resolution of calling, 
the one upon her protector Kleon, the other on H yperbolus, 
for the purpose of bringing the offender to justice before the 
dikastery.2 This passage shows us (if inferences on comic 
evidence are to be held as admissible) that Kleon and Hyper
bolus became involved in accusations partly by helping poor 
persons, who had been wronged, to obtain justice before the 
dikastery. A rich man who had suffered injury might purchase 
of Antipho or some other rhetor, advice and aid as to the 
conduct of his complaint. But a poor man or woman would 
think themselves happy to obtain the gratuitous suggestion, 
and sometimes the auxiliary speech, of Kleon or Hyperbolus; 

The remarks made too by Latin critics on the style and temper of Cato's 
speeches, might almost seem to be a translation of the words of Thucydides 
about Kleon_ Fronto said about Cato-" Concionatur Cato z'nftste, Gracchus 
turbulente, Tullius copiose. Jam in judiciis srevit idem Cato, triumphat 
Cicero, tumultuatur Gracchus." See Dtibner's edition of Meyer's Oratorum 
Romanorum Fragmenta, p. 117 (Paris, 1837). 

1 Plutarch, Reip. Ger. Prrecep., p. 8o6. Compare two other passages 
in the same treatise, p. 805, where Plutarch speaks of the chr&va~a Kal ~e<vOT'T/S 
of Kleon; and p. 812, where he says, with truth, that Kleon was not at all 
qualified to act as general in a campaign. 

2 Aristophan. Ran. 566-576. 
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who would thus extend their own popularity, by means very 
similar to those practised by the leading men in Rome.1 

But besides lending aid to others, doubtless Kleon was often 
t_~lso a prosecutor, in his own name, of official delinquents, real 

••• t'or alleged. That some one should undertake this duty, was 
··' lhdispensable for the protection of the city ; otherwise the 

,,:te'sponsibility to which official persons were subjected after 
:;·i":~eir term of office would have been merely nominal: and we 
~e proof enough that the general public morality of these 

, ·~ qfficial persons, acting individually, was by no means high. 
- .•!rut the duty was at the same time one which most persons 

· .. ~would and did shun. The prosecutor, while obnoxious to 
general dislike, gained nothing even by the most complete 

_- success ; and if he failed so much as not to procure a minority 
- · ~votes among the dikasts, equal to one-fifth of the numbers 
:. ~plesent, he was condemned to pay a fine of rooo drachms. 
\; ".,(.What was still more serious, he drew upon himself a formidable 

,._. mass of private hatred, from the friends, partisans, and the 
political club, of the accused party-extremely menacing to his 
own future security and comfort, in a community like Athens. 
There was therefore little motive to accept, and great motive to 
decline, the task of prosecuting on public grounds. A prudent 
politician at Athens would undertake it occasionally, and against 
special rivals ; but he would carefully guard himself against the 
reputation of doing it frequently or by inclination-and the 
orators constantly do so guard themselves, in those speeches 
which yet remain. 

\~-!:is this reputation which Thucydides fastens upon Kleon, 
:-t,:'t!'nd which, like Cato the censor at Rome, he probably merited; 

1 ~::,l:f.om native acrimony of temper, from a powerful talent for 
&'{.Jfuective, and from his position both inferior and hostile to the 
..,I':"~"Mlenian knights or aristocracy, who overshadowed him by 

".)'t't,heir family importance. But in what proportion of cases his 
t('~ usations were just or calumnious-the real question upon 

\ 
ICh a candid judgement turns-we have no means of deciding 

, · V er in his case or in that of Cato. "To lash the wicked 
~\(observes Aristophanes himself2) is not only no blame, but is 

1 Here again we find Cato the elder represented as constantly in the 
forum at Rome, lending aid of this kind and espousing the cause of others 
who had grounds of complaint (Plutarch, Cato, c. 3), wpwt p."Ev •ls a-yopav 
/3aoi(E< Kal wapi<TTaTat TOtS oeop.,V01S--'TOVS p.EV 6avp.a<TTaS Kal </J(}..ovs EK'I'RTO 
odt TOW ~VV1)')!0ptow, &c. 

2 Aristophan. Equit. 1271-

AotBop~ua., ToV~ fi'OJ11fpV;, oVO€v lrrr' l'ITl~8ovov, 
'AA.A.fl. 'TtJ.L~ TOi'o-&. XPlJCTTOi~, OCTTti w Aoyt~~Tilt. 
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even a matter of honour to the good." It has not been common 
to allow to Kleon the benefit of this observation, though he is 
much more entitled to it than Aristophanes. For the attacks 
of a poetical libeller admit neither of defence nor retaliation ; 
whereas a prosecutor before the dikastery found his opponent 
prepared to reply or even to retort-and was obliged to specify 
his charge, as well as to furnish proof of it-so that there was 
a fair chance for the innocent man not to be confounded with 
the guilty. . 

The quarrel of Kleon with Aristophanes is said to have arisen~-.. : 
out of an accusation which he brought against that poet 1 in the6--j 
senate of Five Hundred, on the subject of his second comedy, 1 ~~ 
the "Babylonians," exhibited B.c. 426, at the festival of the\!,~~ 
urban Dionysia in the month of March. At that season many \l-_,. 
strangers were present at Athens; especially many visitors and~/" '; 
deputies from the subject-allies, who were bringing their annual\;.,..', 
tribute. And as the "Babylonians" (now lost), like so many '\ .. 
other productions of Aristophanes, was full of slashing ridicule 
not only against individual citizens, but against the functionaries 
and institutions of the city 2-Kleon instituted a complaint 
against it in the senate, as an exposure dangerous to the public 
security before strangers and allies. We have to recollect that 
Athens was then in the midst of an embarrassing war-that the 
fidelity of her subject-allies was much doubted-that Lesbos, 
the greatest of her allies, had been reconquered only in the 
preceding year, after a revolt both troublesome and perilous to 
the Athenians. Under such circumstances, Kleon might see 
plausible reason for thinking that a political comedy of the 
Aristophanic vein and talent tended to degrade the city in the 
eyes of strangers, even granting that it was innocuous when 
confined to the citizens themselves. The poet complainss that 
Kleon summoned him before the senate, with terrible threats 
and calumny : but it does not appear that any penalty was 
inflicted. Nor indeed had the senate competence to find him 
guilty or punish him, except to the extent of a small fine. 

1 It appears that the complaint was made ostensibly against Kallistratus, 
in whose name the poet brought out the " Babylonians" (Schol. ad Arisr. 
Vesp. 1284), and who was of course the responsible party-though the real 
author was doubtless perfectly well known. The "Knights" was the first 
play brought out by the poet in his own name. 

2 See Acharn. 377, with the Scholia, and the anonymous biography of 
Aristophan&s. 

Both Meineke (Aristoph. Fragm. Comicq. Gr. vol. ii. p. g66) and Ranke 
(Commentat. de Aristoph. Vita, p. cccxxx) try to divine the plot of the 
"Babylonians ; " but there is no sufficient information to assist them. 

3 Aristoph. Acharn. 355-475· 
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They could only bring him to trial before the dikastery, which 
in this case plainly was not done. He himself however seems 
to have felt the justice of the warning: for we find that three out 
of his four next following plays, before the peace of Nikias (the 
"Acharnians," the "Knights," and the "Wasps"), were repre
sented at the Lemean festival, 1 in the month of January, a season 
when no strangers nor allies were present. Kleon was doubtless 
much incensed with the play of the" Knights," and seems to have 
annoyed the poet either by bringing an indictment against him 
for exercising freeman's rights without being duly qualified 
(since none but citizens were allowed to appear and act in the 
dramatic exhibitions), or by some other means which are not 
clearly explained. We cannot make out in what way the poet 
met him, though it appears that finding less public sympathy 
than he thought himself entitled to, he made an apology without 
intending to be bound by it. 2 Certain it is, that his remaining 
plays subsequent to the "Knights," though containing some few 
bitter jests against Kleon, manifest no second deliberate plan 
of attack against him. 

1 See the arguments prefixed to these three plays ; and A cham. 47 5 ; 
Equit. 88r. 

It is not known whether the first comedy entitled the "Clouds" (repre
sented in the earlier part of B.C. 423, a year after the "Knights," and a year 
before the" Wasps") appeared at the Lenrean festival of January, or at the 
urban Dionysia in March. It was unsuccessful, and the poet partially 
altered it with a view to a second representation. If it be true that this 
second representation took place during the year immediately following 
(B.C. 422: see Mr. Clinton's Fasti Hellenici ad ann. 422), it must have 
been at the urban Dionysia in March, just at the time when the truce for 
one year was coming to a close ; for the " Wasps " was represented in that 
year at the Lenrean festival, and the same poet would hardly be likely to 
bring out two plays. The inference which Ranke draws from Nubes 3IO, 
that it was represented at the Dionysia, is not however very conclusive 
(Ranke, Commentat. de Aristoph. Vita, p. dcxxi, prefixed to his edition of 
the Plutus). 

2 See the obscure passage, Vespae 1285 seq.; Aristoph. Vita Anonymi, 
p. xiii. ed. Bekker ; Demosthen. cont. Meid. p. 532. 

It appears that Aristophanes was of ..iEginetan parentage (Acharn. 629) ; 
so that the ')'pa</>h ~evlas (indictment for undue assumption of the rights of an 
Athenian citizen) was founded upon a real fact. Between the time of the 
conquest of JEgina by Athens, and the expulsion of the native inhabitants 
in the first year of the Peloponnesian war (an interval of about twenty 
years), probably no inconsiderable number of ..iEginetans became inter
mingled or intermarried with Athenian citizens. Especially men of poeti
cal talent in the subject-cities would find it their interest to repair to 
Athens : Ion came from Chios, and Achreus from Eretria; both tragic 
composers. 

The comic author Eupolis seems also to have directed some taunts 
against the foreign origin of Aristophanes-if Meineke is correct in his 
interpretation of a passage (Historia Comicor. Gr::ec. i. p. II I). 
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The battle of Amphipolis removed at once the two most pro- , 

nounced individual opponents of pe~ce, Kleon and Brasidas.~"'·, 
Athens too was more than · ever drscouraged and a verse t;\ .~' 
prolonged fighting; for the number of hoplites slain at Am ph~ 
polis doubtless filled the city with mourning, besides the 
unparalleled disgrace now tarnishing Athenian soldiership. 
The peace-party under the auspices of Nikias and Laches, 
relieved at once from the internal opposition of Kleon, as 
well as from the foreign enterprise of Brasidas, were enabled to 
resume their negotiations with Sparta in a spirit promising 
success. King Pleistoanax, and the Spartan ephors of the year, 
were on their side equally bent on terminating the war, and the 
deputies of all the allies were convoked at Sparta for discussion 
with the envoys of Athens. Such discussion was continued 
during the whole autumn and winter after the battle of Amphi
polis, without any actual hostilities on either side. At first the 
pretensions advanced were found very conflicting ; but at length, 
after several debates, it was agreed to treat upon the basis of 
each party surrendering what had been acquired by war. The 
Athenians insisted at first on the restoration of Plat~a; but the 
Thebans replied that Plat~a was theirs neither by force nor by 
treason-but by voluntary capitulation and surrender of the 
inhabitants. This distinction seems to our ideas somewhat 
remarkable, since the capitulation of a besieged town is not less 
the result of force than capture by storm. But it was adopted 
in the present treaty ; and under it the Athenians, while fore
going their demand of Plat~a, were enabled to retain Nis~, 
which they had acquired from the Megarians, and Anaktorium 
and Sollium 1 which they had taken from Corinth. To ensure 
accommodating temper on the part of Athens, the Spartans 
held out the threat of invading Attica in the spring, and of 
establishing a permanent fortification in the territory : and they 
even sent round proclamation to their allies, enjoining all the 
details requisite for this step. Since Attica had now been 
exempt from invasion for three years, the Athenians were 
probably not insensible to this threat of renewal under a 
permanent form. 

At the beginning of spring-about the end of March, 421 

B. c.-shortly after the urban Dionysia at Athens-the important 
1 Thucyd. v. 17-30. The statement in cap. 30 seems to show that this 

was the ground on which the Athenians were allowed to retain Sol!ium and 
Anaktorium. For if their retention of these two places had been distinctly 
and in terms at variance with the treaty, the Corinthians would doubtless 
have chosen this fact as the ostensible ground of their complaint : whereas 
they preferred to have recourse to a 7rp0UX7Ji'a. or sham-plea. 
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-Y,;.., treaty was concluded for the term of fifty years. The following 
:~·· (iwere its principal conditions:-
~""' ,I. All shall have full liberty to visit all the public temples of 

·~reece-for purposes of private sacrifice, consultation of oracle, 
or visit to the festivals. Every man shall be undisturbed both 
in going and coming.-[The value of this article will be felt 
when we recollect that the Athenians and their allies had been 
unable to visit either the Olympic or the Pythian festival since 
the beginning of the war.] 

:2. The Delphians shall enjoy full autonomy and mastery of 
their temple and their territory.-[This article was intended to 
exclude the ancient claim of the Phokian confederacy to the 
management of the temple; a claim which the Athenians had 
once supported, before the Thirty years' truce: but they had 
now little interest in the matter, since the Phokians were in the 
ranks of their enemies.] 

3· There shall be peace for fifty years between Athens and 
Sparta with their respective allies, with abstinence from mischief 
either overt or fraudulent, by land as well as by sea. 

4· Neither party shall invade for purposes of mischief the 
territory of the other-not by any artifice or under any pretence. 

Should any subject of difference arise, it shall be settled by 
equitable means, and by oaths tendered and taken, in form to 
be hereafter agreed on. 

5· The Lacedremonians and their allies shall restore Amphi
polis to the Athenians. 

They shall further relinquish to the Athenians Argilus, 
Stageirus, Akanthus, Skolus, Olynthus, and Spartolus. But 
these cities shall remain autonomous, on condition of paying 
tribute to Athens according to the assessment of Aristeides. 
Any citizen of these cities (Amphipolis as well as the others) 
who may choose to quit them shall be at liberty to do so, and to 
carry away his property. Nor shall the cities be counted here
after either as allies of Athens or of Sparta, unless Athens shall 
induce them by amicable persuasions to become her allies, 
which she is at liberty to do if she can. 

The inhabitants of :Mekyberna, Sane, and Singe, shall dwell 
independently in their respective cities, just as much as the 
Olynthians and Akanthians.-[These were towns which adhered 
to Athens and were still numbered as her allies ; though they 
were near enough to be molested by Olynthus 1 and Akanthus, 
against which this clause was intended to ensure them.] 

1 Compare v. 39 with v. 18, which seems to me to refute the explanation 
suggested by Dr. Arnold, and adopted by Poppo. 
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The Lacedremonians and their allies shall restore Panaktum 

to the Athenians. 
~ 6. The Athenians shall restore to Sparta Koryphasium, 
fKythera, MetMne, Pteleum, Atalante-with all the captives in 
their hands from Sparta or her allies. They shall further release 
all Spartans or allies of Sparta now blocked up in Skione. 

7. The Lacedremonians and their allies shall give back all the 
captives in their hands, from Athens or her allies. 

8. Respecting Skione, Tor6ne, Sermylus, or any other town 
in the possession of Athens-the Athenians may take their own 
measures. 

9· Oaths shall be exchanged between the contracting parties 
according to the solemnities held most binding in each city 
respectively, and in the following words-" I will adhere to this 
convention and truce sincerely and without fraud." The oaths 
shall be annually renewed, and the terms of peace shall be in
scribed on columns at Olympia, Delphi, and the Isthmus, as 
well as at Sparta and Athens. 

ro. Should any matter have been forgotten in the present 
convention, the Athenians and Lacedremonians may alter it by 
mutual understanding and consent, without being held to violate 
their oaths. 

These oaths were accordingly exchanged. They were taken 
by seventeen principal Athenians, and as many Spartans, on 
behalf of their respective countries-on the 26th day of the 
month Artemisius at Sparta, and on the 24th day of Elaphe
bolion at Athens, immediately after the urban Dionysia ; Plei
stolas being Ephor eponymus at Sparta, and Alkreus Archon 

The use of the word &,.,.oli&nwv in regard to the restoration of Amphi
polis to Athens-and of the word 1tape/iocrav in regard to the relinquish
ment of the other cities--deserves notice. Those who drew up the treaty, 
which is worded in a very confused way, seem to have intended that the 
word 7tapeoocrav should apply both to Amphipolis and the other cities
but that the word lt7too6vTwv should apply exclusively to Amphipolis. 
The word 7tapeooO'av is applicable also to the restoration of Amphipolis
for that which is restored is of course delivered up. But it is remarkable 
that this word 7tapeliocrav does not properly apply to the other cities ; 
for they were not ddivend up to Athens-they were only relinquished, as 
the clauses immediately following further explain. Perhaps there is a 
little Athenian pride in the use of the word-first to intimate indirectly 
that the Lacedremonians were to deliver up various cities to Athens-then 
to add words afterwards, which show that the cities were only to be 
relinquished-not surrendered to Athens. 

The provision for guaranteeing liberty of retirement and carrying away 
of property, was intended chiefly for the Amphipolitans, who would 
naturally desire to emigrate, if the town had been actually restored to 
Athens. 
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eponymus at Athens. Among the Lacedremonians swearing 
are included the two kings, Agis and Pleistoanax-the Ephor 
Pleistolas (and perhaps other ephors, but this we do not know).( 
-and Tellis, the father of Brasidas. Among the Athenians \ 
sworn are comprised Nikias, Laches, Agnon, Lamachus, and 
Demosthenes.1 

Such was the peace (commonly known by the name of the 
f'. peace of Nikias) concluded in the beginning of the eleventh 
~spring of the war, which had just lasted ten full years. Its 
'/'conditions being put to the vote at Sparta in the assembly 

'\ , t;>f deputies from the Lacedremonian allies, the majority 
}!\ t..itcepted them ; which, according to the condition adopted 
,fro/ and sworn to by every member of the confederacy,2 made it 
·;;_... binding upon all. There was indeed a special reserve allowed 
~ .. ;\o any particular state in case of religious scruple, arising out of 

~.;the fear of offending some of their gods or heroes. Saving this 
"'/. reserve, the peace had been formally acceded to by the decision 

of the confederates. But it soon appeared how little the vote 
of the majority was worth, even though enforced by the strong 
pressure of Lacedremon herself-when the more powerful 

. members were among the dissentient minority. The ]3~otians, 
~~garians, and Corinthians all refused to accept it. 
~~'The Corinthians were displeased because they did not recover 
''f. J. Sollium and Anaktorium; the Megarians, because they did not 
~dgain Nisrea ; ffie B}:eotians, because they were required to 
:-' 0\1 surrender- Pana!.Jl1m. In spite of the urgent solicitations of 
t.':'...,~ISparta, the aeputie5 of all these powerful states not only 
.~denounced the peace as unjust, and voted against it in the 
~).. general assembly of allies-but refused to accept it when the 

vote was carried, and went home to their respective cities for 
instructions. 3 

Such were the conditions, and such the accompanying 
circumstances, of the peace of Nikias, which terminated, or 
professed to terminate, the great Peloponnesian War, after a 
duration of ten years. Its conseql!ences and fruits-in many 
respects such as were not anticipated by either of. the concluding 
parties-will be seen in the following chapters. 

1 Thucyd. v. 19. ' 
2 Thucyd. v. I 7-30. ?rapo.{J~a-ea-8o.( "T< tcpa.a-o.v (the Lacedremonians said) I 

a~-rovs (the Corinthians) "Tous llp~eovs ~eo.l if~'l &ll<~eeiv lin o~ ~exov"To.< .,.u.s ( 
'A87}vo.lwv G'?rova&.s, elpTJp.lvov ~e6pwv elva< g .,., t.v "TO wA.i)8os "TWV Evp.udxw• 
o/TJcf>la-7}"Ta<, :tw p.~ .,., 8ewv f) ~pwwv ~ewA-v.uo. V· 

a Thucyd. v. 22. 

J 
f 
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CHAPTER LV 

FROM THE PEACE OF NIKIAS TO THE OLYMPIC FESTIVAL OF 

OLYMPIAD 90 

MY last chapter terminated with the peace called the Peace ~·1:\~ 
of Nikias, concluded in March 421 B.c.-between Athens andtcr' 
the Spartan confederacy, for fifty years. ~ 

This peace-negotiated during the autumn and winter sue- \1 
/ 

ceeding the defeat of the Athenians at Am phi polis, wherein V, ·~~ 
both Kleon and Brasidas were slain-resulted partly from the~11 1 
extraordinary anxiety of the Spartans to recover their captives~\~,< 
who had been taken at Sphakteria, partly from the discourage-\,..ijl.', 
ment of the Athenians, leading them to listen to the peace;:;(; 
party who acted with Nikias. The general principle adopted '\:J.. 
for the peace was, the restitution by both parties of what had 
been acquired by war-yet excluding such places as had been 
surrendered by capitulation : according to which reserve, the~~ 
Athenians, while prevented from recovering Plat:Ea, continued V)J..) 
to hold Nis:Ea, the harbour of Megara. The Lacedremonians 
engaged to restore Amphipolis to Athens, and to relinquish1~ 
their connexion with the revolted allies of Athens in Thrace- tl-"\1.-' 
that is, Argilus, Stageirus, Akanthus, Skolus, Olynthus, and~· 
Spartolus. These six cities, however, were not to be enrolled :4 
as allies of Athens unless they chose voluntarily to become so (/I' I) i 
-but only to pay regularly to Athens the tribute originally ~ J 
assessed by Aristeides, as a sort of recompense for the pro- v· 
tection of the JEgean sea against private war or piracy. Any .. :'j \··' 
inhabitant of Amphipolis or the other cities, who chose to 'l 
leave them, was at liberty to do so and to carry away his pro
perty. Further, the Lacedremonians covenanted to restore 
Panaktum to Athens, together with all the Athenian prisoners 
in their possession. As to Skione, Torone, and Sermylus, the 
Athenians were declared free to take their own measures. On 
their part, they engaged to release all captives in their hands, 
either of Sparta or her allies; to restore Pylus, Kythera, 
Methane, Pteleon, and Atalante ; and to liberate all the 
Peloponnesian or Brasidean soldiers now under blockade in 
Skione. 

Provision was also made, by special articles, that all Greeks 
should have free access to the sacred Pan-Hellenic festivals, 
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either by land or sea; and.that the autonomy of the Delphian 
temple should be guaranteed. 

The contracting parties swore to abstain in future from all 
injury to each other, and to settle by amicable decision any 
dispute which might arise.l 

Lastly, it was provided that if any matter should afterwards 
occur as having been forgotten, the Athenians and Lace
dremonians might by mutual consent amend the treaty as 
they thought fit. So prepared, the oaths were interchanged 
between seventeen principal Athenians and as many principal 
Lacedremonians . 

. '· \, Earnestly bent as Sparta herself was upon the peace-and 
· '·, ratified as it had been by the vote of a majority among her 
~:' ·;> confederates-still there was a powerful minority who not only . 
' ... ' .refused their assent, but strenuously protested against its con- 1 

~ .. ,.>~,~itions. The Corinthians were discontented because they did 
:\;·~:ot receive back Sollium and Anaktorium; the Megarians, 
,/,1 b~puse they did not regain Nisrea; the Bceotians, because 
~ ,.,.flinaktum was to be restored to Athens ; the Eleians also, on 
l\ J" ..Jo,me other ground which we do not distinctly know. All 

-:__ of them moreover took common offence at the article which 
,'-"~ provided that Athens and Sparta might by mutual consent, and 

without consulting the allies, amend the treaty in any way that 
~hey thought proper.2 Though the peace was sworn, there

~1ifore, the most powerful members of the Spartan confederacy 
> · \ remained all recusant. 
J~'.)' o strong was the interest of the Spartans themselves, how
li'!. ./; r, that having obtained the favourable vote of the majority, 

' 'they resolved to carry the peace through, even at the risk of 

Q !Sreaking up the confederacy. Besides the earnest desire of 
recovering their captives fro~ the Athenia':s, they were further 

~alarmed by the fact that the1r truce for thrrty years concluded 
" , with Argos was just now expiring. They had indeed made 

\;~~plication to Argos for renewing it, through Lichas the Spartan 
:A'!'"~...Woxenus of that city. But the Argeians had refused, except 
~ yupon the inadmissible condition that the border territory of 
.~ ....,·Kynuria should be ceded to them: there was reason to fear 
1-V therefore that this new and powerful force might be thrown· 

into the scale of Athens, if war were allowed to continue. 3 

Accordingly, no sooner had the peace been sworn, than the 
Spartans proceeded to execute its provisions. Lots being 
drawn to determine whether Sparta or Athens should be the 

1 Thucyd. v. r7-29. 
s Thucyd. v. I4, 22, 76. 

2 Thucyd. v. r8. 
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first to make the cessions required, the Athenians drew the~~'
favourable lot :-an advantage so very great, under the circum-''& &J 
stances, that Theophrastus affirmed Nikias to have gained th~~ 
point by bribery. There is no ground for believing suchy4. L~ 
alleged bribery; the rather, as we shall presently find Nikias ._.,.~~ 
gratuitously throwing away most of the benefit which the lucky!: y.' 
lot conferred.! ~~ .)c 

The Spartans began their compliance by forthwith releasing , ~ : 
all the Athenian prisoners in their hands, and despatching,~.,.. 
Ischagoras with two others to Amphipolis and the Thracian \. ~ 
towns. These envoys were directed to proclaim the peace {1 ~ 
as well as to enforce its observance upon the Thracian towns, "? 11 
and especially to command Klearidas, the Spartan commander 1i\'-' 
in Amphipolis, that he should surrender the town to the Athe-

1 vf 
nians. But on arriving in Thrace, Ischagoras met with nothing Vf.J 
but unanimous opposition : and so energetic were the remon- t-/" ~ 
strances of the Chalkidians, both in Amphipolis and out of it, CiV , 
that even Klearidas refused obedience to his own government, 1)\'""
pretending that he was not strong enough to surrender the place .p"•l 
against the resistance of the Chalkidians. Thus completely~, ,;; 
baffied, the envoys returned to Sparta, whither Klearidas thought yl 
it prudent to accompany them, partly to explain his own conduct, 
partly in hopes of being able to procure some modification of 
the terms. But he found this impossible. He was sent back 
to Amphipolis with peremptory orders to surrender the place 
to the Athenians, if it could possibly be done; if that should 
prove beyond his force, then to come away, and bring home 
every Peloponnesian soldier in the garrison. Perhaps the 
surrender was really impracticable to a force no greater than 
that which Klearidas commanded, since the reluctance of the 
population was doubtless obstinate. At any rate, he repre
sented it to be impracticable : the troops accordingly came 
wme, but the Athenians still remained excluded from Amphi-
c;olis, and all the stipulations of the peace respecting the 
fhracian towns remained unperformed. Nor was this all. 
The envoys from the recusant minority (Corinthians and others), 
~after having gone home for instructions, had now come back 
r .o Sparta with increased repugnance and protest against the 
:.1justice of the peace, so that all the efforts of the Spartans to 
bring them to compliance were fruitless. 2 

The Spartans were now in serious embarrassment. Not 
having executed their portion of the treaty, they could not 
demand that Athens should execute hers : and they were 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 10. 2 Thucyd. v. 21, 22. 
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threatened with the double misfortune of forfeiting the con
fidence of their allies without acquiring any of the advantages 
of the treaty. In this dilemma they determined to enter into 
closer relations, and separate relations, with Athens, at all 
hazard of offending their allies. Of the enmity of Argos, 
if unaided by Athens, they had little apprehension; while the 
moment was now favourable for alliance with Athens, from the 
decided pacific tendencies reigning on '!:loth sides, as well as 
from the known philo-Laconian sentiment of the leade~s Nikias 
and Laches. The Athenian envoys had remained at Sparta 
ever since the swearing of the peace-awaiting the fulfilment 
of the conditions; Nikias or Laches, one or both, being very 
probably among them. When they saw that Sparta was unable 
to fulfil her bond, so that the treaty seemed likely to be 
cancelled, they would doubtless encourage, and perhaps may 
even have suggested, the idea of a separate alliance between 
Sparta and Athens, as the only expedient for covering the 
deficiency; promising that under that alliance the Spartan 
captives should be restored. Accordingly a treaty was con
cluded between the two, for fifty years-not merely of peace, 
but of defensive alliance. Each party pledged itself to assist in 
repelling any invaders of the territory of the other, to treat 
them as enemies, and not to conclude peace with them without 
the consent of the other. This was the single provision of the 
alliance,-with one addition, however, of no mean importance, 
for the security of Lacedremon. The Athenians engaged to 
lend their best and most energetic aid in putting down any 
rising of the Helots which might occur in Laconia. Such 
a provision indicates powerfully the uneasiness felt by the 
Lacedremonians respecting their serf-population. But at the 
present moment it was of peculiar value to them, since it 
bound the Athenians to restrain, if not to withdraw, the Messe
nian garrison of Pylus, planted there by themselves for the 
express purpose of provoking the Helots to revolt. 

An alliance with stipulations so few and simple took no long 
time to discuss. It was concluded very speedily after the 
return of the envoys from Amphipolis-probably not more than 
a month or two after the former peace. It was sworn to by the 
same individuals on both sides; with similar declaration that 
the oath should be annually renewed,-and also with similar 
proviso that Sparta and Athens might by mutual consent either 
enlarge or contract the terms, without violating the oath.1 

1 Thucyd. v. 23. The treaty of alliance seems to have been drawn up at 
Sparta, and approved or concerted with the Athenian envoys; then sent to 
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:\foreover the treaty was directed to be inscribed on two 
c'.llumns; one to be set up in the temple of Apollo at Amyklre, 
the other in the temple of Athene in the acropolis of Athens. 

The most important result of this new alliance was something 
not specified in its provisions, but understood, we may be well 
assured, between the Spartan Ephors and Nikias at the time 
when it was concluded. All the Spartan captives at Athens 
were forthwith restored.l . ~ 
~ othing can demonstrate more powerfully the pacific and .\\1"' II' 

acquiescent feeling now reigning at Athens, as well as the~'\\ 
strong philo-Laconian inclinations of her leading men, (at this~ 1 
moment Alkibiades was competing with Nikias for the favour: \. ..:' 
of Sparta, as will be stated presently,) than the terms of thisi\_ r:;..t 
alliance, which bound Athens to assist in keeping down th~ ~· 
Helots-and the still more important after-proceeding, of re- ;, ·~ 
storing the Spartan captives. Athens thus parted irrevocably l;~: .. , 
with_ her best c~r?, and promised to r~nounce her second best ·~""-t. 
-without obtammg the smallest eqmvalent beyond what was; ,.~·1 

contained in the oath of Sparta ~o become her ally. For t?e ~,.;J 
last three years and a half, ever smce the capture of Sphaktena, • 
the possession of these captives had placed her in a position of 
decided advantage in regard to her chief enemy-advantage, 
however, which had to a certain extent been countervailed by 
subsequent losses. This state of things was fairly enough 
represented by the treaty of peace deliberately discussed during 
the winter, and sworn to at the commencement of spring; 
whereby a string of concessions, reciprocal and balancing, had 
been imposed on both parties. Moreover, Athens had been 
lucky enough in drawing lots to find herself enabled to wait for 
th<: actual fulfilment of such concessions by the Spartans, 
bt:fore she consummated her own. Now the Spartans had not 
as yet realised any one of their promised concessions : nay 
more-in trying to do so, they had displayed such a want either 
of power or of will, as made it plain, that nothing short of the 
most stringent necessity would convert their promises into 
realities. Yet under these marked indications, Nikias per
suades his countrymen to conclude a second· treaty which 
practically annuls the first, and which ensures to the Spartans 
Athen•, and there adopted by the people ; then sworn to on both sides. 
Tht! interval between this second treaty and the first ( ob 1rol\Jo.tp ll<TTepov, 
v. 24) may have been more than a month; for it comprised the visit of the 
Lacedremonian envoys to Amphipolis and the other towns of Thrace-the 
manifestation of resistance in those towns, and the return of Klearidas to 
Sparta to give an account of his conduct. 

l Thucyd. v. 24. 
VOL. VII. D 
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gratuitously all the main benefits of the first, with little or none . 
of the correlative sacrifices. The alliance of Sparta couid 
hardly be said to count as a consideration : for such alliance 
was at this moment (under the uncertain relations with Argos) 
not less valuable to Sparta herself than to Athens. There can 
be little doubt that if the game of Athens had now been played 
with prudence, she might have recovered Amphipolis in 
exchange for the captives : for the inability of Klearidas to 
make over the place, even if we grant it to have been a real 
fact and not merely simulated, might have been removed by 
decisive co-operation on the part of Sparta with an Athenian 
armament sent to occupy the place. In fact, that which 
Athens was now induced to grant was precisely the original 
proposition transmitted to her by the Lacedremonians four 
years before, when the hoplites were first enclosed in 
Sphakteria, but before the actual capture. They then tendered 
no equivalent, but merely said, through their envoys, "Give us 
the men in the island, and accept, in exchange, peace, together 
with our alliance." 1 At that moment there were some plausible 
reasons in favour of granting the proposition: but even then, 
the case of Kleon against it was also plausible and powerful, 
when he contended that Athens was entitled to make a better 
bargain. But now, there were no reasons in its favour, and a 
strong concurrence of reasons against it. Alliance with the 
Spartans was of no great value to Athens: peace was of 
material importance to her-but peace had been already sworn 
to on both sides, after deliberate discussion, and required now 
only to be carried into execution. That equal reciprocity of 
concession, which presented the best chance of permanent 
result, had been agreed on ; and fortune had procured for her 
the privilege of receiving the purchase-money before she handed 
over the goods. Why renounce so advantageous a position, 
accepting in exchange a hollow and barren alliance, under the 
obligation of handing over her most precious merchandise 
upon credit-and upon credit as delusive in promise as it 
afterwards proved unproductive in reality? The alliance in 
fact prevented the peace from being fulfilled : it became (as 
Thucydides himself2 admits) no peace, but a simple suspension 
of direct hostilities. 

1 Thucyd. iv. !9. ll.a!<Eac<lf<OVW< a~ ilf'aS 1rpO!<all.ovJI1'at ~s IT'IrOVad.s l<al 
otMUIT<V 'ITOA,f'OV, litaOV'TES f<~V elpt)V'I/V 1<al ~Vf'f"'X[av Kal /!.71.71.'1/JI cJ>tll.[av 
7r0l\A.1JV Kal olKet6Tr}Ta ~s &AA1]A.ovs {rrrdpxeUI, 0.vTalTOVJIT€S oe ToUs EJC Tijs 

v{Juou lfvlipas. 
2 Thucyd. v. 26. oh el~<bs ov elp{Jv'I/V ain~v ~<p<81iva<, &c. 
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Thucydides states on more than one occasion,-and it was 

the sentiment of Nikias himself,-that at the moment of 
concluding the peace which bears his name, the position of 
Sparta was one of disadvantage and dishonour in reference to 
Athens.! He alludes chiefly to the captives in the hands of 
the latter-for as to other matters, the defeats of Delium and 
Amphipolis, with the serious losses in Thrace, would more than 
countervail the acquisitions of Nis::ea, Pylus, Kythera, and 
Methone. Yet so inconsiderate and short-sighted wen~ the 
philo-Laconian leanings of Nikias and the men who now 
commanded confidence at Athens, that they threw away this 
advantage-suffered Athens to be cheated of all those hopes 
which they had themselves held out as the inducement for 
peace-and nevertheless yielded gratuitously to Sparta all the 
main points which she desired. Most certainly, there was 
never any public recommendation of Kleon (as far as our 
information goes) so ruinously impolitic as this alliance with 
Sparta and surrender of the captives, wherein both Nikias and 
Alkibiades concurred. Probably the Spartan Ephors amused 
Nikias, and he amused the Athenian assembly, with falla
cious assurances of certain obedience in Thrace, under alleged 
peremptory orders given to Klearidas. And now that the 
vehement leather-dresser, with his criminative eloquence, had 
passed away,-replaced only by an inferior successor, the lamp
maker 2 Hyperbolus-and leaving the Athenian public under 
the undisputed guidance of citizens eminent for birth and 
station, descended from gods and heroes-there remained 
no one to expose effectively the futility of such assurances, or 
to enforce the lesson of simple and obvious prudence-" Wait, 
as you are entitled to wait, until the Spartans have performed 
the onerous part of their bargain, before you perform the 
onerous part of yours. Or if you choose to relax in regard 
to some of the concessions which they have sworn to make, at 
any rate stick to the capital point of all, and lay before them 
the peremptory alternative-Amphipolis in exchange for the 
captives." 

The Athenians were not long in finding out how completely 
they had forfeited the advantage of their position, and their chief 

1 Thucyd. v. 28. l<a:rli. oyli.p .,-bv xp&Yov 'TOV'TOV 11 .,.. Acucelkdp.wv p.&."A.uT'Ta 
lin ~ea/Cws 1//Coucr€ /Cai v1r•pdJ8qrq lid: .,./is ~up.</>optls.-(Nt/Clas) lllyuw lv p.£v Trjj 
<r</><Tip<e /Ca"A.rji (Athenian), lv o~ Trji l"ivwv &.7rp<7r<t (Lacedremonian) -rbv 
1r6"A.ep.ov &.vaj3cl"A."A.eu8at, &c. (v. 46).-0fs ozrpW'Tov p.~v (to the Lacedremonians) 
otli. ~up.</>opwv ~ ~6p.j3auts, &c. 

2 Aristophan. Pac. 665-887. 
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means of enforcement, by giving up the captives; which imparted 
a freedom of action to Sparta such as she had never enjoyed 
since the first blockade of Sphakteria. Yet it seems that under 
the present Ephors Sparta was not guilty of any deliberate or 
positive act which could be called a breach of faith. She gave 
orders to Klearidas to surrender Am phi polis, if he could; if 
not, to evacuate it, and bring the Peloponnesian troops home. 
Of course the place was not surrendered to the Athenians, but 
evacuated ; and she then considered that she had discharged 
her duty to Athens, as far as Amphipolis was concerned, 
though she had sworn to restore it, and her oath remained 
unperformed.1 The other Thracian towns were equally deaf 
to her persuasions, and equally obstinate in their hostility to 
Athens. So also were the Bceotians, Corinthians, Megarians, 
and Eleians : but the Bceotians, while refusing to become 
parties to the truce along with Sparta, concluded for themselves 
a separate convention or armistice with Athens, terminable at 
ten days' notice on either side.2 

In this state of things, though ostensible relations of 
peace and free reciprocity of intercourse between Athens 
and Peloponnesus were established-the discontent of the 
Athenians, and the remonstrances of their envoys at Sparta, 
soon became serious. The Lacedremonians had sworn for 
themselves and their allies-yet the most powerful among these 
allies, and those whose enmity was most important to Athens, 
continued still recusant. Neither Panaktum, nor the Athenian 
prisoners in Bceotia, were yet restored to Athens ; nor had the 
Thracian cities yet submitted to the peace. In reply to the 
remonstrances of the Athenian envoys, the Lacedremonians 
affirmed that they had already surrendered all the Athenian 
prisoners in their own hands, and had withdrawn their troops 
from Thrace, which was (they said) all the intervention in 
their power, since they were not masters of Amphipolis, nor 
capable of constraining the Thracian cities against their will. 
As to the Bceotians and Corinthians, the Lacedremonians went 
so far as to profess readiness to take arms along with Athens, 3 

for the purpose of constraining them to accept the peace, and 
even spoke about naming a day, after which these recusant 
states should be proclaimed as joint enemies, both by Sparta 
and Athens. But their propositions were always confined to 

1 Thucyd. v. 21-35· 2 Thucyd. v. 32. 
s Thucyd. v. 35· ll.l-yoii'TES aEl C:.s JJ.ET' 'A8'l)valwv TOVTovs, 'liv p.1q elll.wrn, 

KO<Vil avayiCduovu•· XPOPOVS 8~ 7rpoil8evTo llvEv ~v-y-ypa.p1js, ~" 
ofs Xp1jP 'TOUS p.1q tO'<OVTas ap..pOTlpo<S 'ITOJI.ep.(ovs Eivat. 
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vague words, nor would they consent to bind themselves by any 
written or peremptory instrument. Nevertheless, so great was 
their confidence either in the sufficiency of these assurances, or 

I in the facility of Nikias, that they ventured to require from 
Athens the surrender of Pylus-or at least the withdrawal of 
the Messenian garrison with the Helot deserters from that 
place-leaving in it none but native Athenian soldiers, until 
further progress should be made in the peace. But the feeling 
of the Athenians was now seriously altered, and they received 
this demand with marked coldness. None of the stipulations 
of the treaty in their favour had yet been performed-none 
even seemed in course of being performed ; so that they now 
began to suspect Sparta of dishonesty and deceit, and deeply 
regretted their inconsiderate surrender of the captives.1 Their 
remonstrances at Sparta, often repeated during the course of 
the summer, produced no positive effect: nevertheless, they 
suffered themselves to be persuaded to remove the Messenians 
and Helots from Pylus to Kephallenia, replacing them by an 
Athenian garrison. 2 

The Athenians had doubtless good reason to complain of 
Sparta. But the persons of whom they had still better reason 
to complain, were Nikias and their O\v'll philo-Laconian leaders; 
who had first <J,ccepted from Sparta promises doubtful as to 
execution, and next-though favoured by the lot in regard to 
priority of cession, and thus acquiring proof that Sparta either 
would not or could not perform her promises-renounced a;! 
these advantages, and procured for Sparta almost gratuitously 
the only boon for which she seriously cared. The many critics 
on Grecian history who think no term too harsh for the 
demagogue Kleon, ought in fairness to contrast his political 
counsel with that of his rivals, and see which of the two 
betokens greater forethought in the management of the foreign 
relations of Athens. Amphipolis had been once lost by the 
improvident watch of Thucydides and Eukles : it was now 
again lost by the improvident concessions of :-\ikias. 

So much was the Peloponnesian alliance unhinged by the 
number of states which had refused the peace, and so 
greatly was the ascendency of Sparta for the time impaired, 

1 Thucyd. v. 35· TOVTW>' ovv bpwVTES o1 'AOrwa'ioz obO~v ~PI''f yz-yv&l'~vov, 
{nrE'I"07rEVOV TOVs /l.aKEOatf<OViovs f<7}0~V ofKa<OV o"taVOEtU8at, {J;fTTE oliTE fiVAOV 
O:rratTo{JVTWV a.lrri;Jv Cnre3l0ouav, aua Kal Toils fK 'Tijs v~uov o~up.W
TaS f<ETEp.EAOVTO a'!rOOEOWKO'TES, &c. 

2 Thucyd. v. 35· 7roii.J\c!1Cts o~ 1eal 7ro"Ail.wv ii.07wv -y•vop.ivwv Ev Ttj) ()/pe• 
'TOVT'f, &c. 
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?..;t~ew combinations were now springing up in the peninsula. 
}i'\i~'lt has already been mentioned that the truce between Argos 
~ ,;_PC Sparta was just now expiring: Argos therefore was free, 
J,f, . her old pretensions to the headship of Peloponnesus, 
' \_; acked by an undiminished fulness of wealth, power, and 

population. Having taken no direct part in the late exhausting 
fi'*'Var, she had even earned money by lending occasional aid on 

1/ \)Joth sides; 1 while her military force was just now further 
· ir-' strengthened by a step of very considerable importance. She 
:./''had recently set apart a body of a thousand select hoplites, 
•' composed of young men of wealth and station, to receive f .. c~stant military training at the public expense, and to be 
~;r.'~J:\Olled as a separate regiment by themselves, apart from the 
'rvr p~her citizens.2 To a democratical government like Argos such 
~ ... an institution was internally dangerous, and pregnant with 
, .. J, mischief, which will be hereafter described. But at the present 
{ y"' Jl.lOment the democratical leaders of Argos seem to have 
, ~ "'?thought only of the foreign relations of their city, now that her 
\\·, • ):ruce with Sparta was expiring, and that the disorganised state 
~./'of the Spartan confederacy opened new chances to her ambition 
· • p-~t5j,'I gaini?g something like headship in Pelopon~esus. . 
~.·~.1 he discontent of the recusant Pe!oponnes1an alhes was 
A"( ow inducing them to turn their attention towards Argos as 
~+ t.f\ new chief. They had mistrusted Sparta, even before the 
1 :./ ,f>eace, well knowing that she had separate interests from the 
•' o-',,confederacy, arising from desire to get back her captives. In ""v'\ the terms of peace, it seemed as if Sparta and Athens alone 

• 1 Thucyd. v. 28. Aristophan. Pac. 477, about the Argeians-o•x<>O•v 
p.lfr8o<j>opovV'r<s lil\cp<'Tct. 

He characterises the Argeians as anxious for this reason to prolong the 
war between Athens and Sparta. This passage, as well as the whole tenor 
of the play, affords ground for affirming that the Pax was represented 
during the winter immediately preceding the peace of Nikias-about four 
or five months after the battle of Amphipolis and the death of Kleen and 
Brasidas ; not two years later, as Mr. Clinton would place it, on the 
authority of a date in the play itself upon which he lays too great stress. 

2 Thucyd. v. 67. 'Ap-ydwv ol X£1\<o< 1\o-ydoes, ofs 7) '11'01\ts l1< ,.oA-1\ov 
'il.!I'K1J!I'Lv 'Twv €s 'TOV 7rOI\fJ.WV 01Jp.o!I'lq. 1rape'ixe. 

Diodorus {xii. 75) represents the first formation of this Thousand-regi
ment at Argos as having taken place just about this time, and I think he is 
here worthy of credit, so that I do not regard the expression of Thucydides 
~I< 1roA.J..ov as indicating a time more than two years prior to the battle of 
"Nlantineia. For Grecian military training, two years of constant practice 
would be a long time. It is not to be imagined that the Argeian demo
cracy would have incurred the expense and danger of keeping up this select 
regiment, during all the period of their long peace, just now coming to an 
end. 
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were regarded, the interests of the remaining allies, especially 
those in Thrace, being put out of sight. Moreover that article 
in the treaty of peace whereby it was provided that Athens 
and Sparta might by mutual consent add or strike out any 
article that they chose, without consulting the allies, excited 
general alarm, as if Sparta were meditating some treason in 
conjunction \Vith Athens against the confederacy.1 And the 
alarm, once roused, was still further aggravated by the separate 
treaty of alliance between Sparta and Athens, which followed 
so closely afterwards, as well as by the restoration of the "' 
Spartan captives. ',7 

Such general displeasure among the Peloponnesian states at l« ;.·· 
the unexpected combination of Athenians and Lacedremonians, \'" 
strengthened in the case of each particular state by private .,,:;. 
interests of its own, first manifested itself openly through the~ ~.; 
Corinthians. On retiring from the conferences at Sparta- ~ ;4 
where the recent alliance between the Athenians and Spartans tt
had just been made known, and where the latter had vainly f 1, 
endeavoured to prevail upon their allies to accept the peace- :-. ', 
the Corinthians went straight to Argos to communicate what ~ 
had passed, and to solicit interference. They suggested to the ~J 
leading men in that city, that it was now the duty of Argos to;·J .. •' 
step forward as saviour of Peloponnesus, which the Lacedre- Y""' 
monians were openly betraying to the common enemy-and !Jr 
to invite for that purpose, into alliance for reciprocal defence, 
every autonomous Hellenic state which would bind itself to 
give and receive amicable satisfaction in all points of differ
ence. They affirmed that many cities, from hatred of Sparta, 
would gladly comply with such invitat.ion ; especially if a board 
of commissioners in small number were named, with full 
powers to admit all suitable applicants j so that, in case of 
rejection, there might at least be no exposure before the 
!JUblic assembly in the Argeian democracy. This suggestion 

privately mad~ by the Corinthians, who returned home 
immediately afterwards-was eagerly adopted both by leaders 
and people at Argos, as promising to realise their long-cherished 
pretensions to headship. Twelve commissioners were accord-' 
ingly appointed, with power to admit any new allies whom 
they might think eligible, except Athens and Sparta. With 
either of those two cities no treaty was allov1ed without the 
formal sanction of the public assembly.2 

1 Thucyd. v. 29. p.1f, p.ETd 'A9rwaiwv cnpas {3o6li.<~>VTa< AaJ<e8o;tp.ovwl 
~ovA<furau8at : compare Diodoms, xii. 7 :;. 

2 Thucyd. v. 28. 
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J~";t\reanwhile the Corinthians, though they had been the first 
~ ~f'-o set the Argeians in motion, nevertheless thought it right, 

h.;tr hdtore enrolling themselves publicly in the new alliance, to 
1' .6~ite a congress of Peloponnesian malcontents to Corinth . 
.,:;~t .),It was the Mantineians who made the first application to 
' · \1 • Ar~s under the notice just issued. And here we are admitted 
Y'~l t;ya partial view of the relations among the secondary and 
/'' ",Snterior states of Peloponnesus. Mantineia and Tegea, being 
)1,:~~..,~~terminous as well as the two most considerable states in 
'J \t 'Arcadia, were in perpetual rivalry, which had shown itself, 
'·~ , only ~ year and a half before, in a bloody, but indecisive 

. ·,' b~ttle.1 Tegea, situated on the frontiers of Laconia and 
, ·. ·.:biigarchically governed, was tenaciously attached to Sparta; 
, . ··while for that very reason, as well as from the democratical 

,. , icharacter of her government, Mantineia was less so-though 
. she was still enrolled in, and acted as a member of, the 

~.. Pylpponnesian confederacy. She had recently conquered for 
\ ~rself 2 a little empire in her own neighbourhood, composed 

t-of village districts in Arcadia, reckoned as her subject-allies, 
and comrades in her ranks at the last battle with Tegea. This 
conquest had been made even during the continuance of the 
war with Athens-a period when the lesser states of Pelopon
nesus generally, and even subject-states as against their own 
imperial states, were under the guarantee of the confederacy, 
to which they. were required to· render their unpaid service 
against the common enemy-so that she was apprehensive of 
Lacedremonian interference at the request and for the emanci
pation of these subjects, who lay moreover near to the borders 
of Laconia. Such interference would probably have been 
invoked earlier; only that Sparta had been under pressing 
embarrassments_:__and further, had assembled no general 
muster of the confederacy against Athens-ever since the 
disaster in Sphakteria. But now she had her hands free, 
together with a good pret~xt as well as motive for interference. 

To maintain the autonomy of all the little states, and 
prevent any of them from being mediatised or grouped into 

·aggregations under the ascendency of the greater, had been 
the general policy of Sparta,-especially since her own infiu-

1 Thucyd. iv. 134· 
2 Thucyd. v. 29. Tois jtlip Mav·rtvev<Tt p.lpos .,., .,.ijs 'ApKaalas Ka-rl

r:r-rpa.7rTo lnr~Koov, lTL Toil 7rp~s 'A8rwalovs 7roA.Jf.tov ~vTos, ~eal ~~~&p.t(ov oV 
1TEpt61jte<T8at <Tcpiis Taos !l.aKe1iatp.ovlovs lfpxew, e?Tet1i~ Kal <TXoA~v ?}yov. 

As to the way in which the agreement of the members of the confederacy 
modified the relations between subordinate and imperial states, see further 
on, pages 76 and 77, in the case of Elis and Lepreum. 
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ence as general leader was increased by ensuring to every 
lesser state a substantive vote at the meetings of the con
federacy.1 Moreover the rivalry of Tegea would probably 
operate here as an auxiliary motive against Mantineia. Under 
such apprehensions, the Mantineians hastened to court the 
alliance and protection of Argos, with whom they enjoyed the 
additional sympathy of a common democracy. Such revolt 
from Sparta 2 (for so it was considered) excited great sensation 
throughout Peloponnesus, together with considerable dispo
sition, amidst the discontent then prevalent, to follow thf: 
example. · Qvi 

In particular, it contributed much to enhance the importance~ ~· 
of the congress at Corinth; whither the Laced::emonians \... 
thought it necessary to send special envoys to counteract thd\~ 
intrigues going on against them. Their envoy addressed tOt~ 
the Corinthians strenuous remonstrance, and even reproach,.·""' 
for the leading part which they had taken in stirring up dis-,

1 
.• /' 

sension among the old confederates, and organising a new:-
confederacy under the presidency of Argos. "They (the·' Jt..~ 
Corinthians) were thus aggravating the original guilt and'!"~ 
perjury which they had committed by setting at nought the '1 :. 
formal vote of a majority of the confederacy, and refusing to tJ.--.~ 
accept the peace-for it was the sworn and fundamental ~~ 
maxim of the confederacy, that the decision of the majority J 
should be binding on all, ~xcept in such cases as involved\~J 
some offence to Gods or Heroes." E;ncouraged by the pres-~.,..1 
ence of many sympathising deputies-Bceotian, M~r_i?.nPj' J 
Chalkidian from Thrace,s &c.,-the Corinthians replied withv,·' 
firmness. "Etit tney did not think it good policy to proclaim 
their real ground for rejecting the peace-viz. that it had 
not procured for themselves the restoration of Sollium and 
Anaktorium; since, first, this was a question in which their 
allies present had no interest-next, it did not furnish any 
valid excuse for their resistance to the vote of the majority. 
Accordingly, they took tpeir stand upon a pretence at once 
generous and religious-upon that reserve for religious scruples, 
which the Laced::emonian envoy had himself admitted, and 

1 Thucyd. i. 125. 
2 Thucyd. v. 29. 'A1rO<TTdJITWJI IH 'TWJI Mo.VTtv.!wv, Kalil UAA'l 

llel\o7r6Vv7)rros ~. 8povv Ko.BlrrTo.To ws Ko.l rr<f>lrr< 1rOL7JTtov TOvTo, vof.'i(ovTH 
'lfA.kv TJ 'Tt el56Tas JLETauT1}vat aVTobs ~eal ToVs Aa.~eeOazp.ovlous ll.}La Ot' Op-y1js 
(xovTes, &c. 

3 Thucyd. v. 30. Koplv8LOL a€ 7rapOV'TWJI rr<f>lrrL 'TWJI ~Uf.'f'dxwv, 3rrot obli' 
aUTol EOt~awro .,.-Q.s 0"1Tov0Ct.s (-:rape~edi\EG'av ·OE aVToVs aVTol1rp6Tepov), ltVTb .... Pyot• 
-roi"s Ao.Kelio.tp.ovlo<s, & JLEV illiaovvTo, ou 07Jl\ovvTes llVTLKpu•, &c. 

D 2 
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which of course was to be construed by each member with 
reference to his own pious feeling. " It was a religious 
impediment (the Corinthians contended) which prevented us 
from acceding to the peace with Athens, notwithstanding the 
vote of the majority; for we had previously exchanged oaths, 
ourselves apart from the confederacy, with the Chalkidians of 
Thrace at the time when they revolted from Athens ; and we 
should have infringed those separate oaths, had we accepted a 
treaty of peace in which these Chalkidians were abandoned. 
As for alliance with Argos, we consider ourselves free to adopt 
any resolution which we may deem suitable, after consultation 
with our friends here present." With this unsatisfactory 
answer the Lacedremonian envoys were compelled to return 
home. Yet some Argeian envoys, who were also present in 
the assembly for the purpose of urging the Corinthians to 
realise forthwith the hopes of alliance which they had held 
out to Argos, were still unable on their side to obtain a 
decided affirmative-being requested to come again at the 
next conference.l 

Though the Corinthians had themselves originated the idea 
of the new Argeian confederacy and compromised Argos in 
an open proclamation, yet they now hesitated about the 
execution of their own scheme. They were restrained in 
part, doubtless, by the bitterness of Lacedremonian reproof
for the open consummation of this revolt, apart from its grave 
political consequences, shocked a train of very old feelings- -
but still more by the discovery that their friends, who agreed 
with them in rejecting the peace, decidedly refused all open 
revolt from Sparta and all alliance with Argos. In this 
.category were the Ba:otians and Megarians. Both of these 
states-left to their own impression and judgement by the 
Lacedremonians, who did not address to them any distinct 
appeal as they had done to the Corinthians-spontaneously 
turned away from Argos, not less from aversion towards the 
Argeian democracy than from sympathy with the oligarchy at 
Sparta.2 They were linked together by communion of interest, 

1 Thucyd. v. 30. 
2 Thucyd. v. 3I. BoLOI'TOl o€ Kal M"')'ap~s T~ alrr~ 'AlyovT<S 7]!1'vxa(ov, 

7rEp<opdJp.evoL thro Twv AaKeiia<p.oviwv, Kal vop.i(ovT<S !1'</Ji!J'L Thv 
'Apyelwv O'IJfJ.OKpaTiav ainols o'Aqapxoup.lvoLS ~!J'O'OV ~6p.¢opov eivaL Ti)S 
AaKeoa<p.oviwv 7ro'A.Lnlas. 

These words, 1repwpc!Jp.evo• b1ro TWP AaKeomp.ovlwv, are not clear, and have 
occasioned much embarrassment to the commentators, as well as some 
propositions for altering the text. It would undoubtedly be an improve· 
ment in the sense, if we were permitted (with Dobree) to strike out the 
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not merely as being both neighbours and intense enemies of 
Attica, but as each having a body of democratical exiles who 
might perhaps find encouragement at Argos. Discouraged by 
the resistance of these two important allies, the Corinthians 
hung back from visiting Argos, until they were pushed forward 
by a new accidental impulse-the application of the Eleians ; 
who, eagerly embracing the new project, sent envoys first to 
conclude alliance with the Corinthians, and next to go on and 
enrol Elis as an ally of Argos. This incident so confirmed 
the Corinthians in their previous scheme, that they speedily 

words {nrb Tfiw ll.aK<IlcnJ.<.oViwv as a gloss, and thus to construe 'lr<ptopWJ.<.<Vot 
a:; a middle verb, "waiting to see the event," or literally, "keeping a 
look-out about them." But taking the text as it now stands, the sense 
which I have given to it seems the best which can be elicited. 

i'>Iost of the critics translate 'lr<pcopWJ.<.<voc "slighted or despised by the 
Laceda:monians." But in the first place, this is not true as a matter of fact : 
in the next place, if it were true, we ought to have an adversative conjunc
tion instead of t<al before >oJ.<.l(ovTEs, since the tendency of the two motives 
indicated would then be in opposite directions. " The Bceotians, though 
despised by the Lacedremonians, still thought a junction with the Argeian 
democracy dangerous." And this is the sense which Haack actually pro· 
poses, though it does great violence to the word Kai. 

Dr. Thirlwall and Dr. Arnold translate wepcopWJ.<.<Vot" feeling themselves 
slighted ; " and the latter says, " The Bceotians and Megarians took neither 
side ; not the Lacedremonian, for they felt that the Lacedremonians had 
slighted them ; not the Argive, for they thought that the Argive democracy 
would suit them less than the constitution of Sparta." But this again puts 
an inadmissible meaning on ~IJ'oxa(ov, which means " stood as they were." 
The Bceotians were not called upon to choose between two sides or two 
positive schemes of action : they were invited to ally themselves with 
Argos, and this they decline doing : they prefer to remain as they are, 
allies of Lacedremon, but refusing to become parties to the peace. More
over, in the sense proposed by Dr. Arnold, we should surely find an 
adversative conjunction in place of t<al. 

I submit that the word w<pcop~v does not necessarily mean "to slight or 
despise," but sometimes " to leave alone, to take no notice of, to abstain 
from interfering." Thus, Thucyd. i. 24. 'E1rt'6r!.J.<.vtot--'lrlf''lrOVIJ'tv is T?jv 
Ktpt<vpav .,.piiJ'{3<ts-ll<oJ.<.evoc J.<.'ti IJ'tpiis 'II'< p top~ v tpOecpoj.<.Jvovs, &c. Again, 
i. 69. t<al VVV 'TOVs 'AOrwalovs obx ~l<ds lt.ll.ll.' i')'')'Os livTas 1r<ptop aT<, &c. 
The same is the sense of 7r<pti"oEiv and 'lr<pcol[ieiJ'Ocu, ii. 20. In all these 
passages there is no idea of contempt implied in the word: the "leaving 
alone," or " abstaining from interference," proceeds from feelings quite 
different from contempt. 

So in the passage here before us, wepcopWJ.<.<Vot seems the passive participle 
in this sense. Thucydides, having just described an energetic remonstrance 
sent by the Spartans to prevent Corinth from joining Argos, means to 
intimate (by the words here in discussion) that no similar interference 
was resorted to by them to prevent the Bceotians and Megarians from join
ing her : " The Bceotians and .Megarians remained as they were-/if/ to 
themsehes by the Lacedtemoniam, and thinking the Argeian democracy less. 
suitable to them than the oligarchy of Sparta." 
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went to Argos, along with the Chalkidians of Thrace, to join 
the new confederacy. 

The conduct of Elis, like that of Mantineia, in thus revolt
ing from Sparta, had been dictated by private grounds of 
quarrel, arising out of relations with their dependent ally 
Lepreum. The Lepreates had become depepdent on Elis 
some time before the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, in 
consideration of aid lent by the Eleians to extricate them 
from a dangerous war against some Arcadian enemies. To 
purchase such aid, they had engaged to cede to the Eleians 
half their territory ; but had been left in residence and occu
pation of it, under the stipulation of paying one talent yearly 
as tribute to the Olympian Zeus-in other words, to the 
Eleians as his stewards. When the Peloponnesian war began,1 

and the Lacedremonians began to call for the unpaid service 
of the Peloponnesian cities generally, small as well as great, 
against Athens-the Lepreates were, by the standing agree
ment of the confederacy, exempted for the time from con
tinuing to pay their tribute to Elis. Such exemption ceased 
with the war; at the close of which Elis became entitled, 
under the same agreement, to resume the suspended tribute. 
She accordingly required that the payment should then be 
recommenced : but the Lepreates refused, and when she 
proceeded to apply force, threw themselves on the protection 
of Sparta, by whose decision the Eleians themselves at first 
agreed to abide, having the general agreement of the con
federacy decidedly in their favour. But it presently appeared 
that Sparta was more disposed to carry out her general system 
of favouring the autonomy of the lesser states, than to enforce 
the positive agreement of the confederacy. Accordingly the 
Eleians, accusing her of unjust bias, renounced her authority 
as arbitrator, and sent a military force to occupy Lepreum. 
Nevertheless the Spartans persisted in their adjudication, pro
nounced Lepreum to be autonomous, and sent a body of their 
own hoplites to defend it against the Eleians. The latter 
loudly protested against this proceeding, and denounced the 
Lacedremonians as having robbed them of one of their 
dependencies, contrary to that agreement which had been 
adopted by the general confederacy when the war began,
to the effect that each imperial city should receive back at the 

1 Thucyd. v. 31. Kal p.lxp• Toil 'ATTII<ov .roll.lp.ov &..rl<f><pov, {.rEI'ra, 
wavuap.lv.,v 1i1a 1rp&¢auu' Toil '11'o71.lp.ov, ol 'Hll.<tol i'll'1JVd')l«a(ov, ol o' 
•hpd'll'oVTo .rpos Tolls Aa«eoatp.ovfovs. 

For the agreement here alluded to, see a few lines fOrward. 
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end of the war all the dependencies which it possessed at the 
beginning, on condition of waiving its title to tribute and 
military service from them so long as the war lasted. After 
fruitless remonstrances with Sparta, the Eleians eagerly em
braced the opportunity now offered of revolting from her, and 
of joining the new league with Corinth and Argos.l 

That new league, including Argos, Corinth, Elis, and 
Mantineia, had now acquired·-such strengfli and confidence, 
that the Argeians and Corinthians proceeded on a joint 
embassy to Tegea to obtain the junction of that city-seem
ingly the most powerful in Peloponnesus next to Sparta and 
Argos. What grounds they had for expecting success, we are 
not told. The mere fact of Mantineia having joined Argos, 
seemed likely to deter Tegea, as the rival Arcadian power, from 
doing the same: and so it proved,-for the Tegeans decidedly 
refused the proposal, not without strenuous protestations that 
they would stand by Sparta in everything. The Corinthians 

1 Thucyd. v. 31. or~v {uvef/1<1/V 7rpo<PlpovorfS tv p e!p'T/TO, &. fxovores ls orbv 
'AororzKbv 7r0l..Ep.ov Ka8£c:roravor6 orzves, oravora (xovoras Kal ~{EA.6€iv, &Is obK trrov 
txov-res lt,qJlcrrawro.t, &c. 

Of the agreement here alluded to among the members of the Pelopon
nesian confederacy, we hear only in this one passage. It was extremely 
important to such of the confederates as were imperial cities-that is, which 
had subordinate or subject-allies. 

Poppo and Bloomfield wonder that the Corinthians did not appeal to 
this agreement in order to procure the restitution of Sollium and Anak
torium. But they misconceive, in my opinion, the scope of the agreement, 
which did not relate to captures made during the war by the common 
enemy. It would be useless for the confederacy to enter into a formal 
agreement that none of the members should lose anything through capture 
made by the enemy. This would be a question of superiority of force
for no agreement could bind the enemy. But the confederacy might 
very well make a covenant among themselves, as to the relations 
between their own imperial immediate members, and the mediate or 
subordinate dependencies of each. Each imperial state consented to 
forego the tribute or services of its dependency, so long as the latter was 
called upon to lend its aid in the general effort of the confederacy against 
the common enemy. But the confederacy at the same time gave its guarantee 
that the imperial state should re-enter upon these suspended rights, so soon 
as the war should be at an end. This guarantee was clearly violated by 
Sparta in the case of Elis and Lepreum. On the contrary, in the case of 
Mantineia (mentioned a few pages back, p. 72) the Mantineians had violated 
the maxim of the confederacy, and Sparta was justified in interfering at the 
request of their subjects to maintain the autonomy of the latter. For 
Thucydid@s expressly states, that the Mantineians had subdued these 
Arc.?..dian districts, during the very time while the war against Athens was 
goir:g on--'ToLs "YaP MavTlV€iJO"L p.lpos Tl T1]s 'Ap~eaOlos tcaTiuTpa7rTO fnr1,Koov, 
("TZ -roil 1rpos 'A671valous "lrOl..fp.ov ~voros (v. 29). The Eleians were in pos
session of Lepreum, and in receipt of tribute from it, before that war 
began. 
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were greatly disheartened by this repulse, which they had by 
no means expected-- having been so far misled by general 
expressions of discontent against Sparta as to believe that they 
could transfer nearly the whole body of confederates to Argos. 
But they now began to despair of all further extension of 
Argeian headship, and even to regard their own position 
insecure on the side of Athens ; with whom they were not at 
peace, while by joining Argos they had forfeited their claim 
upon Sparta and all her confederacy, including Breotia and 
~Iegara. In this embarrassment they betook themselves to 
the Breotians, whom they again entreated to join them in the 
Argeian alliance: a request already once refused, and not 
likely to be now granted-but intended to usher in a different 
request preferred at the same time. The Breotians were 
entreated to accompany the Corinthians to Athens, and obtain 
for them from the Athenians an armistice terminable at ten 
days' notice, such as that which they had contracted for them
selve.s. In case of refusal, they were further entreated to throw 
up their own agreement, and to conclude no other without the 
concurrence of the Corinthians. So far the Breotians complied, 
as to go to Athens with the Corinthians, and back their 
application for an armistice-which the Athenians declined to 
grant, saying that the Corinthians were already included in the 
general peace, if they were allies of Sparta. On receiving this 
answer, the Corinthians entreated the Breotians, putting it as a 
matter of obligation, to renounce their own armistice, and make 
common cause as to all future compact. But this request was 
steadily refused. The Breotians maintained their ten days' 
armistice ; and the Corinthians were obliged to acquiesce in 
their existing condition of peace de facto, though not guaranteed 
by any pledge of Athens.1 

1 Thucyd. v. 32. Koptv8lots o< U.vOI<"'X'h ifcnrovoos ~~~ 1rpos 'A87]valous. 
Upon which Dr. Arnold remarks-" By llcnrovoos is meant a mere agree

ment in words, not ratified by the solemnities of religion. And the Greeks, 
as we have seen, considered the breach of their word very different from the 
breach of their oath." 

Not so much is here meant even as that which Dr. Arnold supposes. 
There was no agreement at all-either in words or by oath. There was a 
simple absence of hostilities, de facto, not arising out of any recognised 
pledge. Such is the meaning of U.vo""'X'h, i. 66; iii. 25, 26. 

The answer here made by the Athenians to the application of Corinth 
is not easy to understand. They might, with much better reason, have 
declined to conclude the ten days' armistice with the B~otians-because 
these latter still remained allies of Sparta, though refusing to accede to the 
general peace ; whereas the Corinthians, having joined Argos, had less 
right to be considered allies of Sparta. Nevertheless, we shall still find 
them attending the meetings at Sparta, and acting as allies of the latter. 
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~1eanwhile the Lacedremonians were not unmindful of the 

affront which they had sustained by the revolt of Mantineia 
and Elis. At the request of a party among the Parrhasii, the 
Arcadian subjects of Mantineia, they marched under king 
I'leistoanax into that territory, and compelled the Mantineians 
to evacuate the fort which they had erected within it ; which 
the latter were unable to defend, though they received a body 
of Argeian troops to guard their city, and were thus enabled 
to march their whole force to the threatened spot. Besides 
liberating the Arcadian subjects of Mantineia, the Lacedre
monians also planted an additional body of Helots and 
Neodamodes at Lepreum, as a defence and means of obser
vation on the frontiers of Elis.1 These were the Brasidean 
soldiers, whom Klearidas had now brought back from Thrace. 
The Helots among them had been manumitted as a reward, 
and allowed to reside where they chose. But as they had 
imbibed lessons of bravery under their distinguished com
mander, their presence would undoubtedly be dang~rous 
among the serfs of Laconia : hence the disposition of the 
Lacedremonians to plant them out. We may recollect that 
not very long before, they had caused 2ooo of the most 
soldierly Helots to be secretly assassinated, without any ground 
of suspicion against these victims personally, but simply from fear 
of the whole body, and of course greater fear of the bravest.2 

It was not only against danger from the returning Brasidean 
Helots that the Lacedremonians had to guard-but also against 
danger (real or supposed) from their own Spartan captives, 
liberated by Athens at the conclusion of the recent alliance. 
T~ough the surrender of Sphakteria had been untarnished by 
any real cowardice or military incompetence, nevertheless, 
under the inexorable customs and tone of opinion at Sparta, 
these men would be looked upon as more or iess degraded ; or 
at least, there would be enough to make them fancy that they 
were so looked upon, and thus become discontented Some of 
them were already in the exercise of various functions, when 
t:1e Ephors, contracting suspicions of their designs, condemned 
them all to temporary disqualification for any official post ; 
placing the whole of their property under trust-management, 
and interdicting them, like minors, from every act either of 
purchase or sale.3 This species of disfranchisement lasted for a 

1 Thucyd. v. 33, 34· The Neodamodes were Helots previously enfran· 
chised, or the sons of such. 2 Thucyd. iv. So. 

'l Thucyd. v. 34· 'A-rfp.ous ~'ll'oi?wav, &:np.lav o€ To<a6-r1}v, t:Jure p.~-re 
li,>XELV, fL~TE 7rpLa.p.€vous 'Tl, n 1rWAoiJvTas, Kvp(ov S dvat. 
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considerable time ; but the sufferers were at length relieved 
from it-the danger being supposed to be over. The nature 
of the interdict confirms, what we know directly from Thucy
dides, that many of these captives were among the first and 
wealthiest families in the state; and the Ephors may have 
apprehended that they would employ their wealth in acquiring 
partisans and organising revolt among the Helots. We have 
no facts to enable us to appreciate the situation ; but the 
ungenerous spirit of the regulation, as applied to brave warriors 
recently come home from a long imprisonment (justly pointed 
out by modern historians), would not weigh much with the 
Ephors under any symptoms of public danger. 

J.Qf the proceedings of the Athenians during this summer 
. .t '\':"·t! hear nothing, except that the town of Ski6ne at length 
~./'!'Surrendered to them after a long-continued blockade, and that 
\ ')!fhey put to death ~he ma~e population of milita.ry age-sell!ng 
;/-t the women and children mto slavery. The odmm of havmg 
·,;-.!<'proposed this cruel resolution two years and a half before, 't; belongs to Kleon ; that of executing it, nearly a year after his 

t)l<;leath, to the leaders who succeeded him, and to his country
·i-'. tnen generally. The reader will however now be sufficiently 

•:Jtcs.:ustomed to the Greek laws of war, not to be surprised at 
, r ~ch treatment against subjects revolted and reconquered. 
J.- Ski6ne and its territory was made over to the Plata!an refugees. 

\' The native population of Delos, also, who had been removed 
from that sacred spot during the preceding year, under the 
impression that they were too impure for the discharge of the 
sacerdotal functions-were now restored to their island. The 
subsequent defeat at Amphipolis had created a belief in Athens 
that this removal had offended the gods-under which 
impression, confirmed by the Delphian oracle, the Athenians 
now showed their repentance by restoring the Delian exiles.1 

They further lost the towns of Thyssus on the peninsula of 
., ~thos, and Mekyberna on the Sithonian Gulf, which were 
\,.v'-aptured by the Chalkidians of Thrace. 2 

l) • :..~eanwhile the political relations throughout the powerful 
\:?:~ciao states remained all provisional and undetermined. 
~\J'fJ:;he alliance still subsisted between Sparta and Athens, yet 

·~ For the usual treatment of Spartan soldiers who fled from battle, see 
Xenophon, Rep. Laced. c. 9 ; Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 30 ; Herodot. vii. 
23!. 

1 Thucyd. v. 32. 
2 Thucyd. v. 35-39· I agree with Dr. Thirlwall and Dr. Arnold in pre

ferring the conjecture of Poppo-Xalo.~<<5~s-in this place. 
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with continual complaints on the part of the latter that the~ 
prior treaty remained unfulfilled. The members of the Spartan 1\ i 
confederacy were discontented , some had seceded, and others OJ
seemed likely to do the same; ,while Argos, ambitious to sup- " 
plant Sparta, was trying to put herself at the head of a new ~J 
confederacy, though as yet with very partial success. Hitherto, ~V' 
however, the authorities of Sparta-King Pleistoanax as well as \...; 
the Ephors of the year-had been sincerely desirous to main- \1 ~ 
tain the Athenian alliance, so far as it could be done without 
sacrifice, and without the real employment of force against 
recusants, of which they had merely talked in order to amuse 
the Athenians. Moreover, the prodigious advantage which 
they had gained by recovering the prisoners, doubtless making 
them very popular at home, would attach them the more firmly 
to their own measure. But at the close of the summer (seem
ingly about the end of September or beginning of October, 
B.C. 42 I) the year of these Ephors expired, and new Ephors 
were nominated for the ensuing year. Under the existing 
state of things this was an important revolution: for out of the 
five new Ephors, two. (Kleobt1lus and Xenares) were decidedly 
?os~ile _!? -F;~£.e Fi.tl;J. A.tl;J.ens, and the remaining thr.ee appare~tly 
md1fferent. ,And we may here remark, that th1s fluctuatiOn 
and instability of public policy, which is often denounced as if 
it were the peculiar aftribute of a democracy, occurs quite as 
much under the constitutional monarchy of Sparta-the least 
popular government in Greece, both in principle and detail.. , .A 

The new Ephors convened a special congress at Sparta forvs. ' 
the settlement of the pending differences, at which, among the j)
rest, Athenian, Breotian, and Corinthian envoys were all pre- t,'V 
sent. But, after prolonged debates, no approach was made to \.: 
agreement ; so that the congress was on the point of breaking / 
up, when Kleobt1lus and Xenares, together with many of their ~ 
partisans, 2 originated, in concert with the Breotian and Corin- \.--1 
thian deputies, a series of private underhand manreuvres for , \t 
the dissolution of the Athenian alliance. This was to be Y 
effected by bringing about a separate alliance between Argos 
and Sparta, which the Spartans sincerely desired, and would 
grasp at it in preference (so these Ephors affirmed), even if it 
cost them the breach of their new tie with. Athens. The 
Breotians were urged, first to become allies of Argos them
selves, and then to bring Argos into alliance with Sparta. 

1 T:1ucyd. v. 36. 
2 Thucyd. v. 37· bmrru.ll.p.{vot &,,.& TE Tau Kl\<o{Jo67~.au Ku.l 'a<vcl.povs KU.l 

iJ<rot <J>Ill.ot ,juu.v u.vTo'is, &c. 
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But it was further essential that they should give up Panaktum 
to Sparta, so that it might be tendered to the Athenians in 
exchange for Pylus-for Sparta could not easily go to war 
with them while they remained masters of the latter.1 

Such were the plans which Kleobfrlus and Xenares laid with 
the Corinthian and Bceotian deputies, and which the latter 
went home prepared to execute. Chance seemed to favour 
the purpose at once : for on their road home, they were 
accosted by two Argeians, senators in their own city, who 
expressed an earnest anxiety to bring about alliance between 
the Bceotians and Argos. The Bceotian deputies, warmly 
encouraging this idea, urged the Argeians to send envoys to 
Thebes as solicitors of the alliance ; and communicated to 
the Bceotarchs, on their arrival at home, both the plans laid 
by the Spartan Ephors and the wishes of these Argeians. 
The Bceotarchs also entered heartily into the entire scheme; 
receiving the Argeian envoys with marked favour, and 
promising, as soon as they should have obtained the 
requisite sanction, to send envoys of their own and ask for 
alliance with Argos. . 

That sanction was to be obtained from "the Four Senates 
of the Bceotians "-bodies, of the constitution of which nothing 
is known. But they were usually found so passive and acqui
escent, that the Bceotarchs, reckoning ,upon their assent as a 
matter of course, even without any full exposition of reasons, 
laid all their plans accordingly.2 They proposed to these four 
Senates a resolution in general terms, empowering themselves 
in the name of the Bceotian federation to exchange oaths of 
alliance with any Grecian city which might be willing to con
tract on terms mutually beneficial. Their particular object 
was (as they stated) to form alliance with the Corinthians, 
Megarians, and Chalkidians of Thrace-for mutual defence, 
and for war as well as peace with others only by common con
sent. To this specific object they anticipated no resistance on 
the part of the Senates, inasmuch as their connexion with 
Corinth had always been intimate, while the position of the 
four parties named was the same-all being recusants of the 
recent peace. But the resolution was advisedly couched in 
the most comprehensive terms, in order that it might authorise 
them to proceed further afterwards, and conclude alliance on 

1 Thucyd. v. 36. 
2 Thucyd. v. 38. olOp.<vo• T~W {3ovll.1w, Kttv p.~ <hwrnv, o~K !fll.ll.a o/71</>t<t· 

u6a1 'f) & u<J>[u, 1rpoa•a-yv6v-res 1rapawoiirnv. • • • • -ra'is -r1611'apu• fJovll.a'is -rwv 
BoLwTWv, a1rrep li.1rav TO KVpas txov(TL. 
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the part of the Bc:eotians and Megarians with Argos; that 
ulterior purpose being however for the present kept back, 
because alliance with Argos was a novelty which might sur
prise and alarm the Senates. The manc:euvre, skilfully con
trived for entrapping these bodies into an approval of measures 
which they never contemplated, illustrates the manner in which 
an oligarchical executive could elunetl1e checks c!evised to 
control its proceedings. But the Bc:eotarchs, to their astonish
ment, found themselves defeated at the outset: for the Senates 
would not even hear of alliance with Corinth-so much did 
they fear to offend Sparta by any special connexion with a city 
which had revolted from her. Nor did the Bc:eotarchs think 
it safe to divulge their communications with Kleob(llus and 
Xenares, or to acquaint the Senates that the whole plan origin
ated with a powerful party in Sparta herself. Accordingly, 
under this formal refusal on the part of the Senates, no further 
proceedings could be taken. The Corinthian and Chalkidian 
envoys left Thebes, while the promise of sending Bc:eotian 
envoys to Argos remained unexecuted.1 

But the anti-Athenian Ephors at Sparta, though baffled in 
their schemes for arriving at the Argeian alliance through the 
agency of the Bc:eotians, did not the less persist in their views 
upon Pan-.e_ktum. That place-a frontier fortress in the 
mountamous range between Attica and Bceotia, apparently on 
the Bc:eotian side of Phyle, and on or near the direct road from 
Athens to Thebes which led through Phyle 2-had been an 
Athenian possession, until six months before the peace, when 
it had been treacherously betrayed to the Bceotians. 3 A 
special provision of the treaty between Athens and Sparta 
prescribed that it should be restored to Athens ; and Lacedae
monian envoys were now sent on an express mission to Bceotia, 
to request from the Bceotians the delivery of Panaktum as well 
as of their Athenian captives, in order that by tendering these 
to Athens, she might be induced to surrender Pylus. The 
Bc:eotians refused compliance with this request, except on 
condition that Sparta should enter into special alliance with 
them as she had done with the Athenians. Now the Spartans 
stood pledged by their covenant with the latter (either by its 
terms or by its recognised import) not to enter into any new 
alliance without their consent. But they were eagerly bent 
upon getting possession of Panaktum-while the prospect of 

1 Thucyd. v. 38. 
2 See Colonel Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, vol. ii. ch. xvii. 

p. 370. 3 Thucyd. v. 3· 
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breach with Athens, far from being a deterring motive, was 
exactly that which Kleobtllus and Xenares desired. "Under 
these feelings, the Lacedremonians consented to and swore the 
special alliance with Bceotia. But the Bceotians, instead of 
handing over Panaktum for surrender as they had promised, 
immediately razed the fortress to the ground ; under pretence 
of some ancient oaths which had been exchanged between 
their ancestors and the Athenians, to the effect that the dis
trict round it should always remain without resident inhab
itants,-as a neutral strip of borderland, and under common 
pasture. 

These negotiations, after having been in progress throughout 
the winter, ended in the accomplishment of the alliance and 
the destruction of Panaktum at the beginning of spring or 
about the middle of March. And while the Lacedremonian 
Ephors thus seemed to be carrying their point on the side of 
Bceotia, they were agreeably surprised by an unexpected 
encouragement to their views from another quarter. An 
embassy arrived at Sparta from Argos, to solicit renewal of the 
peace just expiring. The Argeians found that they made no 
progress in the enlargement of their newly-formed confederacy, 
while their recent disappointment with the Bceotians made 
them despair of realising their ambitious projects of Pelopon
nesian headship. But when they learnt that the Lacedre
monians had concluded a separate alliance with the Bceotians, 
and that Panaktum had been razed, their disappointment was 
converted into positive alarm for the future. Naturally infer
ring that this new alliance would not have been concluded 
except in concert with Athens, they interpreted the whole pro
ceeding as indicating that Sparta had prevailed upon the 
Bceotians to accept the peace with Athens-the destruction of 
Panaktum being conceived as a compromise to obviate dis
putes respecting possession. Under such a persuasion-noway 
unreasonable in itself, when the two contracting governments, 
both oligarchical and both secret, furnished no collateral 
evidence to explain their real intent-the Argeians saw them
selves excluded from alliance not merely--with Bceotia, Sparta, 
and Tegea, but also with Athens; which latter city they had 
hitherto regarded as a sure resort in case of hostility with 
Sparta. Without a moment's delay, they despatched Eustro
phus and JEson-two Argeians much esteemeaat Sparta, and 
perhaps proxeni of that city-to press for a renewal of their 
expiring truce with the Spartans, and to obtain the best terms 
they could. 
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To the Lacedremonian Ephors this application was eminently 

acceptable-the very event which they had been manreuvring 
underhand to bring about. Negotiations were opened, in which 
the Argeian envoys at first proposed that the disputed posses
sion of Thyrea should be referred to arbitration. But they 
found their demand met by a peremptory negative-the Lace
dremonians refusing to enter upon such a discussion, and 
insisting upon simple renewal of the peace now at an end. At 
last the Argeian envoys, eagerly bent upon keeping the question 
respecting Thyrea open, in some way or other-prevailed upon 
the Lacedremonians to assent to the following singular agree
ment. Peace was concluded between Athens and Sparta for 
fifty years; but if at any moment within that interval, excluding 
either periods of epidemic or periods of war, it should suit the 
views of either party to provoke a combat by chosen champions 
of equal number for the purpose of determining the right to 
Thyrea-there was to be full liberty of doing so; the combat 
to take place within the territory of Thyrea itself, and the 
victors to be interdicted from pursuing the vanquished beyond 
the undisputed border of either territory. It will be recollected, 
that, about 120 years before this date, there had been a combat 
of this sort by 300 champions on each side, in which, after 
desperate valour on both sides, the victory as well as the dis
puted right still remained undetermined. The proposition 
made by the Argeians was a revival of this old practice of 
judicial combat : nevertheless, such was the alteration which 
the Greek mind had undergone during the interval, that it 
now appeared a perfect absurdity-even in the eyes of the 
Lacedremonians, the most old-fashioned people in Greece.l 
Yet since they hazarded nothing, practically, by so vague a 
concession, and were supremely anxious to make their relations 
smooth with Argos, in contemplation of a breach with Athens 
-they at last agreed to the condition, drew up the treaty, and 
placed it in the hands of the envoys to carry back to Argos. 
Formal acceptance and ratification, by the Argeian public 
assembly, was necessary to give it validity: should this be 
granted, the en_v~ys were_ invit_ed to return to Sparta at the 

1 Thucyd. v. 4I. Tois 5~ AaK€Oa<p.ovlots 'TO p.~v 'ITpw'Tov ~OOIC€1 Jl."'p[a €lvat 
.,.aiJ.,.a· l1r«'T« ( bre86p.avv -yap 'TO~ Ap-yas 1rd.,.,...,s <f>lll.tov lx•w) ~~v•xwp7J!Tav ~</>' 
oTs fl~low, Kal ~vve-ypc£1/Jaii'To. 

By the forms of treaty which remain, we are led to infer that the treaty 
was not subscribed by any signatures, but drawn up by the secretary or 
authorised officer, and ultimately engraved on a column. The names of 
those who take the oath are recorded, but seemingly no official signature. 
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festival of the Hyakinthia, and there go through the solemnity 
of the oaths. 

Amidst such strange crossing of purposes and interests, the 
Spartan Ephors seemed now to have carried a11 their points
friendship with Argos, breach with Athens, and yet the means 
(through the possession of Panaktum) of procuring from Athens 
the cession of Pylus. But they were not yet on firm ground. 
For when their deputies, Andromedes and two colleagues, 
arrived in Bceotia for the purpose of going on to Athens and 
prosecuting the negotiation about Panaktum (at the time when 
Eustrophus and JEson were carrying on their negotiation at 
Sparta), they discovered for the first time that the Bceotians, 
instead of performing their promise to hand over Panaktum, 
had razed it to the ground. This was a serious blow to their 
chance of success at Athens : nevertheless Andromedes pro
ceeded thither, taking with him aU the Athenian captives in 
Bceotia. These he restored at Athens, at the same time 
announcing the demolition of Panaktum as a fact : Panaktum 
as well as the prisoners were thus restored (he pretended)-for 
the Athenians would not now find a single enemy in the place : 
and he claimed the cession of Pylus in exchange.1 

But he soon found that the final term of Athenian com
pliance had been reached. It was probably on this occasion 
that the separate alliance concluded between Sparta and the 
Bceotians first became discovered at Athens; since not only 
were the proceedings of these oligarchical governments habit
ually secret, but there was a peculiar motive for keeping such 
alliance concealed until the discussion about Panaktum and 
Pylus had been brought to a close. Both the alliance, and the 
demolition of Panaktum, excited among the Athenians the 
strongest marks of disgust and anger; aggravated probably 
rather than softened by the quibble of Andromedes-that 
demolition of the fort, being tantamount to restitution and 
precluding any further tenancy by the enemy, was a substantial 
satisfaction of the treaty; and aggravated still further by the 
recollection of all the other unperformed items in the treaty. 
A whole year had now elapsed, amidst frequent notes and 
protocols (to employ a modern phrase): nevertheless not one 
of the conditions favourable to Athens had yet been executed 
(except the restitution of her captives, seemingly not many in 
number)-while she on her side had made to Sparta the cap
ital cession on which almost everything hinged. A long train 

1 Thucyd. v. 42. 
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of accumulated indignation, brought to a head by this mission 
of Andromedes, discharged itself in the harshest dismissal and 
rebuke of himself and his colleagues.1 

Even Nikias, Laches, and the other leading Athenians, to 
whose improvilleniTacility and misjudgement the embarrass
ment of the moment was owing, were probably not much 
behind the general public in exclamation against Spartan 
IJerfidy-if it were only to divert attention from their own 
mistake. But there was one of them~Alkibiades son of 
Kleinias-who took this opportunity of putting himself at 
the head of the vehement anti-Laconian sentiment which 
now agitated the Ekklesia, and giving to it a substantive~~ 
~~ ~, 

The present is the first occasion on which we hear of this• fJ" 
remarkable man as taking a prominent part in public life. H~e "i ~ 
was now about thirty-one or thirty-two years old, which i t' 

Greece was considered an early age for a man to exercise,v ,i 
important command. But such was the splendour, wealth, and V · 
antiquity of his family, of .iEakid lineage through the heroes\.IP' 
Eurysakes and Ajax,-and such the effect of that lineage upon · 
the democratical public of Athens 2-that he stepped speedily H 
and easily into a conspicuous station. Belonging also through tM 
his mother Deinomache to the gens of the Alkma:onida:, he was V"" 
related to Perikles, who became his guardian when he was left (t
an orphan at about five years old, along with his younger 
brother Kleinias. It was at that time that their father Kleinias 
was slain at the battle of Koroneia, having already served with 
honour in a trireme of his own at the sea-fight of Artemisium 
against the Persians. A Spartan nurse named Amykla was 
provided for the young Alkibiades, and a slave named Zopyrus 
rhosen by his distinguished guardian to watch over him. But 
even his boyhood was utterly ungovernable, and Athens was full 
of his freaks and enormities, .to the unavailing regret of Perikles 
and his brother Ariphron.3 His violent passions, love of enjoy-

1 Thucyd. v. 42. 
2 Thucyd. v. 43· 'AAict/3<J.o?)s •••• U.v~p ~;>.."d'f p.'ev t>v ('1', TD'T'e v<ios, ws 

lv i[;>..;>..p 71'0AEt, a~16Jp.o.n /le 11'po-yovwv '1'1p.6Jp.evos. 
The expression of Plutarch, however, ln p.••pJ.~<wv, seems an exaggeration 

(.\!'.,ibiad. c. ro). 
Kritias and Charikl@s, in reply to the question of Sokrati~s, whom they 

h,rJ. forbidden to converse with or teach young men--defined a youn;r man 
! u be one under thirty years ol' -age-the senatorial age at Athens 
,X, nophon, ~emor. i. 2, 35). · 

" Plato, Protagoras, c. ro, p. 320 ; Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 2, 3, 4 ; 
Isokrates, De Bigis, Orat. xvi. p. 353, sect. 33, 34; Cornel. Nepos, 
.\lkibiad. c. r. 
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ment, ambition of pre-eminence, and insolence towards others, I 

'-\.. were manifested at an early age, and never deserted him through
! ~out his life. His finished beauty of person both as boy, youth, 
,. '1 "and mature man, caused him to be much run after by women 2_ 

) (and even by women of generally reserved habits. Moreover, even 
.tftbefore the age when such temptations were usually presented, 

\f1;.. 'the beauty of his earlier youth, while going through the ordinary 
tf~gymnastic training, procured for him assiduous caresses, com
';.IJ iments, and solicitations of every sort, from the leading 

.'e: :Athenians who frequented the public palrestr<e. These men 
r':·,.,..-,not only endured his petulance, but were even flattered when 
\!,· he would condescend to bestow it upon them. Amidst such 
v/,;tpiversal admiration and indulgence-amidst corrupting in
.. ~ ~ences exercised from so many quarters and from so early 
'.)• an age, combined with great wealth and the highest position 
~. -it was not likely that either self-restraint or regard for 
. ' · the welfare of others would ever acquire development in the 

mind of Alkibiades. The anecdotes which fill his biography 
reveal the utter abs¢nce of both these constituent elements of 
morality; and though, in regard to the particular stories, 
allowance must doubtless be made for scandal and exaggera
tion, yet the general type of character stands plainly marked 
and sufficiently established in all. 

A dissolute life, and an immoderate love of pleasure in all 
its forms, is what we might naturally expect from a young man 
so circumstanced; and it appears that with him these tastes 
were indulged with an offensive publicity which destroyed the 
comfort of his wife Hipparete, daughter of Hipponikus who 
was slain at the battle of Delium. She had brought him a 
large dowry of ten talents : when she sought a divorce, as the 
law of Athens permitted, Alkibiades violently interposed to 
prevent her from obtaining the benefit of the law, and brought 
her back by force to his house even from the presence of the 

1 llbrov8a OE 1rpbs 'TOV'TOII (:::f.wKpcf.T1)) p.OIIOII av8pW7rWV1 tJ obK lfv 'TIS 
ofo<To iv ip.ol ~ve£va•, 'I"O alux6veo-8a• ov'l"tvovv. 

This is a part of the language which Plato puts into the mouth of 
Alkibiad<!s, in the Syrnposion, c. 32, p. 216; see also Plato, Alkibiad. i. 
C. I, 2 1 3· 

Compare his other contemporary, Xenophon, Memor. i. 2, 16-25. 
4>6o-H ll€ 1roll.ll.wv llvTwv Kal p.e-y&.ll.o"' 1ra8wv iv ab...rj) .,.b </>tll.ovellwv luxvpo

'l"a'l"ov 1jv Kal 'l"b cp171.07rpW'TOII1 &Is Oi)li.OII ~0''1"1 'I"O£s 7raiOtKO£S iJ7rop.l"f/p.aO't 
(Plutarch, Alkib. c. 2). 

2 I translate, with some diminution of the force of the words, the 
expression of a contemporary author, Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2, 24. 
'AAKI.Bui.01)S o' a~ Ola p.EII Kcf.ll.ll.os b7ro 7r0AAWJI Kd O'Ep.viiw -yvvatiCWV' 
81)pwp.evos, &c. 
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magistrate. It is this violence of selfish passion, an. reckless 
disregard of social obligation towards every one, whi forms 
the peculiar characteristic of Alkibiades. He str ~s the 
schoolmaster whose house he happens to find unprovi d with 
a copy of Homer-he strikes Taureas, 1 a rival choregt in the 
public theatre, while the representation is going on-r ;trikes 
Hipponikus (who afterwards became his father-in-law •ut of 
a wager of mere wantonness, afterwards appeasing n by 
an ample apology-he protects the Thasian poet H{ 'llon, 
against whom an indictment had been formally lodged ;fore 
the archon, by effacing it with his own hand from the 1 p~t 
up in the public edifice, called Metroon; defying both 1 o;Is
trate and accuser to press the cause on for trial.2 IN or do it 
appear that any injured person ever dared to bring Alkibi~ Jd 

to trial before the dikastery, .though we read with amazement 
the tissue of lawlessness 3 which marked his private life-a com
bination of insolence and ostentation with occasional mean 
deceit when it suited his purpose. But amidst the perfect 
legal, judicial, and constitutional equality, which reigned 
among the citizens of Athens, there still remained great social 
inequalities between one man and another, handed down from 
the times preceding the democracy: inequalities which the 
democratical institutions limited in their practical mischiefs, 
but never either effaced or discredited-and which were recog
n:,ed as modifying elements in the current, unconscious vein 
of sentiment and criticism, by those whom they injured as well 

1 Demosthen. cont. Meidiam, c. 49; Thucyd. vi. r6 ; Antipho apud 
Athenreum, xii. p. 525. 

2 Athenreus, ix. p. 407. 
8 Thucyd. vi. 15. I translate the expression of Thucydides, which is of 

great force and significance-.po.B'18ev-res f'ap ab-rov oi 'lroMol -rb p.e('<8os Ti)s 
n Ka-ra Tb ~avTov trwp.a 'lrapavop.ias ~s .,.~v <Siat-rav, &c. The same word 
is repeated by the historian, vi. 28, -r1w ll.ll.ll.'lv ab-rov ~s .,.a ~,.,.,.1/li•vp.a-ra ob 
81Jp.nTtK~V 'lrapavop.(av. 

The same phrase is also found in the short extract from the ll.a<liopia of 
Antipho (Athenreus, xii. p. 525). 

The description of Alkibiades, given in that Discourse called the 'Epw'TtKbs 
A6('os, erroneously ascribed to Demosthenes (c. 12, p. 1414}, is more d]s
criminating than we commonly find in rhetorical compositions. Tov-ro o' 
'All.t«.BufiS?)V EOp{fu«s </>VUE! fLEV 'lrpbs ap•-r~v '11"01\.ll.tji xeipov O!CXKEip.evov, Kal -ri'z. 
fJ.~ v tJ'1f'Ep71c/JJ.vws, Tc\ S~ Ta7reLvWs, 'T(t 0' {nrepJ.~epws, (~v 1rpopp11p./vov· chr0 0~ 
-rijs 'lwt<pd-rous bp..ll.ias 'JI"oll.ll.a p.'Ev ~7ravop8w8evTa Tov ,Biov, .,.a o€ ll.ot'll"a Trp 
p.•{'e8El -rwv ll.ll.ll.wv ~Pf'WV l'lr<Kpu'fdp.wov. 

Of the three epithets, whereby the author describes the bad tendencies of 
A!kibiades, full illustrations will be seen in his proceedings, hereafter to be 
d~,cribed. The improving influence here ascribed to Sokrates is unfor
tanately far less borne out. 
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as by those whom they favoured. In the speech which Thucy
dides 1 ascribes to Alkibiades before the Athenian public 
assembly, we find the insolence of wealth and high social 
position not only admitted as a fact, but vindicated as a just 
morality; and the history of his life, as well as many other 
facts in Athenian society, show that if not approved, it was at 
least tolerated in practice to a serious extent, in spite of the 
restraints of the democracy. 

Amidst such unprincipled exorbitances of behaviour, 
Alkibiades stood distinguished for personal bravery. lie 
served as a hoplite in the army under Phormion at the siege of 

__ ~tidrea in 432 B.C. Though then hardly twenty years of age, 
~: was among the most forward soldiers in the battle, received 

~,.}~severe wound, and was in great danger; owing his life only 
to the exertions of Sokrates, who served in the ranks along 

-~ C:,~~ him. Eight years afterwards, Alkibiades_ also served with 
:~,JJ N"'edit in the cavalry at the battle of Delium, and had the 
'ri"' opportunity of requiting his obligation to Sokrates by protecting 
·' him against the Breotian pursuers. As a rich young man, also, 

choregy and trierarchy became incumbent upon him: expensive 
duties, which (as we might expect) he discharged not merely 
with sufficiency, but with ostentation. In fact expenditure of 
this sort, though compulsory up to a certain point upon all 

1 Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 4; Cornel. Nepos, Alkibiad. c. 2; Plato, 
Protagoras, c. I. 

I do not know how far the memorable narrative ascribed to Alkibiades in 
the Symposium of Plato (c. 33, 34, pp. 216, 217) can be regard<ed as matter 
of actual fact and history, so far as Sokrates is concerned ; but it is abun
dant proof in regard to the general relations of Alkibiades with others : 
compare Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2, 29, 30; iv. r-2. 

Several of the dialogues of Plato present to us striking pictures of the 
palrestra, with the boys, the young men, the gymnastic teachers, engaged in 
their exercises or resting from them-and the philosophers and spectators 
who came there for amusement and conversation. See particularly the 
opening chapters of the Lysis and the Charmides-also the Rivales, where 
the scene is laid in the house of a "YPaf.'p.anrTT~s or schoolmaster. In the 
Lysis, Sokrates professes to set his own conversation with these interesting 
youths as an antidote to the corrupting flatteries of most of those who 
s<>ught to gain their goodwill. O~'T<-" xp~, if, 'hr,-68aA<s, 'TOtS ?ratOII<OtS llta
r..E'YEG'8at, Ta7retvoVv-ra ~ea.l (J'V(J'TEAAovra, cXi\AO. p:f,, tlJa'?rEp uV, xa.uvoilvTa KO.l 
lita8pV7r'Toll'l'a (Lysis, c. 7, p. 210). 

See, in illustration of what is here said about Alkibiades as a vouth, 
Euripid. Supplic. 9o6 (about Parthenopreus), and the beautiful lines 'in the 
Atys of Catullus, 6o-69. 

There cannot be a doubt that the characters of all the Greek youth of 
any pretensions were considerably affected by this society and conversation 
of their boyish years ; though the subject is one upon which the full 
evidence cannot well be produced and discussed. 
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rich men, was so fully repaid, to all those who had the least 
;,mbition, in the shape of popularity and influence, that most 
of them spontaneously went beyond the requisite minimum for 
the purpose of showing themselves off. The first appearance 
of Alkibiades in public life is said to have been as a donor, for 
some special purpose, in the Ekklesia, when various citizens 
were handing in their contributions : and the loud applause 
which his subscription provoked was at that time so novel and 
exciting to him, that he suffered a tame quail which he carried 
in his bosom to escape. This incident excited mirth and 
sympathy among the citizens present: the bird was caught and 
re~tored to him by Antiochus, who from that time forward 
acquired his favour, and in after days became his pilot and 
confidential lieutenant.1 

To a young man like Alkibiades, thirsting for power and 
pre,eminence, a certain measure of rhetorical facility and 
persuasive power was indispensable. With a view to thi~ 
acquisition, he frequented the society of various sophistical 
and rhetorical teachers 2-Prodikus, Protagoras, and others; 
but most of all, that of Sokrates. His intimacy with Sokrates 
has become celebrated ·on many grounds, and is commemor
ated both by Plato and Xenophon, though unfortunately with 
;ess instruction than we could desire. We may readily believe 
Xenophon, when he tells us that Alkibiades (like the oligarchi
cal Kritias, of whom we shall have much to say hereafter) was 
attracted to Sokrates by his. unrivalled skill of dialectical con
versation-his suggestive influence over the minds of his 
hearers, in eliciting new thoughts and combinations-his 
mastery of apposite and homely illustrations-his power of 
seeing far beforehand the end of a long cross-examination-his 
ironical affectation of ignorance, whereby the humiliation of 
opponents was rendered only the more complete, when they 
were convicted of inconsistency and contradiction out of their 
own answers. The exhibitions of such ingenuity were in 
themselves highly interesting, and stimulating to the mental 
activity of listeners, while the faculty itself was one of peculiar 
va:ue to those who proposed to take the lead in public debate; 
with which view both these ambitious young men tried to 
catch the knack from Sokrates, 3 and to copy his formidable 

1 Plutarch, Alkihiades, c. ro. 
2 See the description in the Protagoras of Plato, c. 8, p. 317. 
3 See Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2, 12-24, 39-47. 
Kpt-rla.s f.J.EV Ked )AA.Kt$ul.Of]s, olnc O.p€nJCov-ros alYro'is lwKp&Tovs, &p.t.AT'fcrc!T7JV, 

f.v xp6vov &fltA<lT'YfV <LVT~, a}o.}o.' eu8Vs t~ apx~s &pfl7]1<6Te 7rpOEUTrJ.vat rijs 
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string of interrogations. Both of them doubtless involuntarily 
respected the poor, self-sufficing, honest, temperate, and brave 
citizen, in whom this eminent talent resided; especially , 
Alkibiades, who not only owed his life to the generous valour 
of Sokrates at Potidfea, but had also learnt in that service to 
admire the iron physical frame of the philosopher in his 
armour, enduring hunger, cold, and hardship.l But we are 
not to suppose that either of them came to Sokrates with the 
purpose of hearing and obeying his precepts on matters of 
duty, or receiving from him a new plan of life. They came 
partly to gratify an intellectual appetite, partly to acquire a 
stock of words and ideas, with facility of argumentative 
handling, suitable for their after-purpose as public speakers. 
Subjects moral, political, and intellectual, served as the theme 
sometimes of discourse, sometimes of discussion, in the society 
of all these sophists-Prodikus and Protagoras, not less than 
Sokrates ; for in the Athenian sense of the word, Sokrates was 
a sophist as well as the others : and to the rich youths of 
Athens, like Alkibiades and Kritias, such society was highly 
useful. 2 It imparted a nobler aim to their ambition, including 

w&,\<ws. "ETt -yap lw~<pci:r<~ ~vv&vT<S obJ< /l.,\,\ots Ttul p.a,\l\ov br•x•lpouv li<al\E
-yev6at 1J To 'is p.d.A.tuTa. 1rpdTroucrt Ta 7roi\.tTtKd . . . . 1E1rel Tolvuv Tcf.xurra Tcdv 
7roAt'TEUOf.dVCJJV inr€A.a/3ov Kpe[-rToves elvat, lw~epdTet p.Ev oVK t·n 7rpoa"rfHrav, 
oVOf f'Q.p aVTols liAAws 11pEUKEJI• etTE wpou€l\8otev, {rrrf:p Cfw -l]p.J.pTavov tAE"'f· 
x&p.<vot 1ixBovTO' Ttt a< Tijs ... &l\<ws ¥wpaTTov, Wv7r<p ~v<J<<v J<al :;ilwl<p&..,. .. 
7rpouijl\8ov. Compare Plato, Apolog. Sokrat. c. ro, p. 23 ; c. 22, p. 33· 

Xenophon represents Alkibiades and Kritias as frequenting the society of 
Sokrates, for the same reason and with the same objects as Plato affirms 
that young men generally went to the Sophists : see Plato, Sophist, c. 20, 

p. 232 D. S . ( b Q . '1' I 0 .. 6) b" . . . " N am et ocrat! o serves umtl 1an, nst. r. n. I o jlcmnt com1c1, 
docere eum, quomodo pejorem causam meliorem reddat ; et contra Tisiam 
et Gorgiam similia dicit polliceri Plato." 

The representation given by Plato of the great influence acquired by 
Sokrat<~s over Alkibiades, and of the deference and submission of the latter, 
is plainly not to be taken as historical, even if we had not the more simplt! 
and trustworthy picture of Xenophon. Isokrates goes so far as to say that 
Sokrates was never known by any one as teacher of Alkibiades ; which is 
an exaggeration in the other direction (Isokrates, Busiris, Or. xi. sect. 6, 
p. 222). 

1 Plato, Symposion, c. 35-36, p. 220, &c. 
2 See the representation given in the Protagoras of Plato, of the temper 

in which the young and wealthy Hippokrates goes to seek instruction from 
Protagoras-and of the objects which Protagoras proposes to himself in 
imparting the instruction (Plato, Protagoras, c. 2, p. 310 D; c.'S, p. 316 C; 
c. 9, p. 318, &c. : compare also Plato, Meno. p. 9I, and Gorgias, c. 4, 
p. 449 E-asserting the connexion, in the mind of Gorgias, between 
teaching to speak and teaching to think-l\€-y<tv J<al <f>poveiv, &c.). 

It would not be reasonable to repeat, as true and just, all the polemical 
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mental accomplishments as well as political success: it 
enlarged the range of their understandings, and opened to 
them as ample a vein of literature and criticism as the age 
afforded : it accustomed them to canvass human conduct, with 
the causes and obstructions of human well-being, both public 
and private :-it even suggested to them indirectly lessons of 
duty and prudence from which their social position tended to 
estrange them, and which they would hardly have submitted 
to hear except from the lips of one whom they intellectually 
admired. In learning to talk, they were forced to learn more or 
less to think, and familiarised with the difference between truth 
and error: nor would an eloquent lecturer fail to enlist their 
feelings in the great topics of morals and politics. Their 
thirst for mental stimulus and rhetorical accomplishments had 
thus, as far as it went, a moralising effect, though this was 
rarely their purpose in the pursuit. 1 

I 
charges against those who are called the Sophists, even as we find them in 
Plato-without scrutiny and consideration. But modem writers on Grecian 
affairs run down the Sophists even )'l!Ore than Plato did, and take no notice 
of the admissions in their favour which he, though their opponent, is 
perpetually making. ' 

This is a very extensive subject, to which I hope to revert. 
1 I dissent entirely from the judgement of Dr. Thirlwall, who repeats 

what is the usual representation of Sokrat~s and the Sophists, depicting 
Alkibiades as "ensnared by the Sophists," while Sokrates is described as a 
good genius preserving him from their corruptions (Hist. of Greece, vol. iii. 
ch. xxiv. pp. 312, 313, 314). I think him also mistaken when he distin
guishes so pointedly Sokrates from the Sophists-when he describes the 
Sophists as "pretenders to wisdom," -as " a new school," -as " teaching 
that there was no real difference between truth and falsehood, right and 
wrong," &c. 

All the plausibility that there is in this representation arises from a confusion 
between the original sense, and the modern sense, of the word Sophist; the 
latter seemingly first bestowed upon the word by Plato and Aristotle. In the 
r•Jmmon ancient acceptation of the word at Athens, it meant not a school of 
pdsons professing common doctrines-but a class of men bearing the same 
name, because they derived their celebrity from analogous objects of study and 
common intellectual occupation. The Sophists were men of similar calling 
ard pursuits, partly speculative, partly professional ; but they differed 
w;dely from each other, both in method and doctrine. (See for example 
lsokrates cont. Sophistas, Orat. xiii. ; Plato, Meno. p. 87 B.) Whoever 
made himself eminent in speculative pursuits, and communicated his 
c pinions by public lecture, disc\lssion, or conversation-was called a Sophist, 
"hatever might be the conclusions which he sought to expound or defend. 
The difference between taking money, and expounding gratuitously, on 
which SokrB :es himself was so fond of dwelling (Xenophon, Memor. i. 6, 
12), has plainly no essential bearing on the case. When JEschin~s the 
orator reminds the Dikasts, " Recollect that you Athenians put to death 
the Sophist Sokrates, because he was shown to have been the teacher of l Kritias" (JEschin. cont. Timarch, c. 34, p. 74), he uses the word in its 
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}jiw~lkibiades, full of impulse and ambition of every kind, 

/\~. .e · yed the conversation of all the eminent talkers and lecturers 
'c.YJ o be found in Athens, that of Sokrates most of all and most 
, Q0 frequently. The philosopher became greatly attached to him, 
~,.,.,u;}hd doubtless lost no opportunity of inculcating on him salutary 
·1:.../ 1essons, as far as could be done without disgusting the pride 
~v- .. ,;/'\ 
\/;i.. ~attfral and true Athenian sense. He had no point to make against 

·I Sokrat&s, who had then been dead more than forty years-but he describes 
,-.\1 lhim by his profession or occupation, just as he would have said, Hippokrates 
· :,.~·l the physician, Pheidias the sculptor, &c. Dionysius of Halikarn. calls 
.J' ,.;t'both Plato and Isokrat~s sophists (Ars Rhetor. De Compos. Verborum, 
.r "p. 2o8 R.). The Nubes of Aristophanes, and the defences put forth by 

}: Plato and Xenophon, show that Sokrates was not only called by the nam" 
Sophist, but regarded just in the same light as that in which Dr. Thirlwall 
presents to us what he calls "the new School of the Sophists "-as "a cor
ruptor of youth, indifferent to truth or falsehood, right or wrong," &c. See 
a striking passage in the Politicus of Plato, c. 38, p. 299 B. Whoever 
thinks (as I think) that these accusations were falsely advanced against 
Sokrates, will be careful how he advances them against the general 
profession to which Sokrat&s belonged. 

That there were unprincipled and immoral men among the class of 
Sophists, (as there are and always have been among schoolmasters, pro· 
fessors, lawyers, &c., and all bodies of men,) Ido not doubt; in what pro
portion, we cannot determine. But the extreme hardship of passing a 
sweeping condemnation on the great body of intellectual teachers at Athens, 
and canonising exclusively Sokrates and his followers-will be felt when 
we recollect, that the well-known Apologue, called the Choice of Hercules, 
was the work of the Sophist Prodikus, and his favourite theme of lecture 
(Xenophon, Memor. ii. r, 21-34). To this day, that Apologue remains 
without a superior, for the impressive simplicity with which it presents one 
of the most important points of view of moral obligation : and it has been 
embodied in a greater number of books of elementary morality than anything 
of Sokrates, Plato, or Xenophon. To treat the author of that Apologue, 
and the class to which he belonged, as teaching " that there was no real 
difference between right and wrong, truth and falsehood," &c., is a criticism 
not in harmony with the just and liberal tone of Dr. Thirlwall's history. 

I will add that Plato himself, in a very important passage of the Republic 
(vi. c. 6, 7, p. 49Z-493T, refutes the imputation against the Sophists of 
being specially the corruptors of youth. He represents them as inculcating 
upon their youthful pupils that morality which was received as true and just 
in their age and society-nothing better, nothing worse. The grand cor
ruptor (he says) is society itself: the Sophists merely repeat the voice and 
judgement of society. Without inquiring at present how far Plato or 
Sokrat@s were right in condemning the received morality of their country
men, I must fully accept his assertion that the great body of the contem
porary professional teachers taught what was considered good morality 
among the Athenian public : there were doubtless some who taught a 
better morality, others who taught a worse. And this may be said with equal 
truth of the great body of professional teachers in every age and nation. 

Xenophon enumerates various causes to which he ascribes the corruption 
of the character of Alkibiad@s-wealth, rank, personal beauty, flatterers, &c.; 
but he does not name the Sophists among them (Memorab. i. 2, 24, 25). 
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of a haughty and spoilt youth who was looking forward to the .:J'• 
celebrity of public life. But unhappily his lessons never pro-\\-V. 
duced any serious effect, and ultimately became even distasteful J';' 
to the pupil. The whole life of Alkibiades attests how faintly~ ';J! 
the sentiment of obligation, public or private, ever got footing~,1/ ~ 
in his mind-how much the ends which he pursued were •. .1!' .• 4 

dictated by overbeari?g vanity ~nd love of aggrandisemen.t. · ~;:"'. 
In the later part of hfe, Sokrates was marked out to public '}..fJ 
hatred by his enemies, as having been the teacher of Alkibiades \1 V' 
and Kritias. And if we could be so unjust as to judge of the V', ' 
morality of the teacher by that of these two pupils, we should \ 
certainly rank him among the worst of the Athenian sophists. 

At the age of thirty-one or thirty-two, the earliest at which 
it was permitted to look forward to an ascendent position in 
public life, Alkibiades carne forward with a reputation stained 
by private enormities, and with a number of enemies created 
by his insolent demeanour. But this did not hinder him from 
stepping into that position to which his rank, connexions, and 
club-partisans, afforded him introduction; nor was he slow in 
displaying bis extraordinary energy, decision, and capacity of 
command. 1 From the beginning to the end of his eventful 
political life, he showed a combination of boldness in design, 
resource in contrivance, and vigour in execution-not surpassed 
by any one of his contemporary Greeks : and what distinguished. / 
him from all, was his extraordinary flexibility of character,! and 
consummate power of adapting hiinsdf to new habits, new 
necessities, and new persons, whenever circumstances required. 
Like Themistokles-whom he resembled as well in ability and 
vigour as in want of public principle and in recklessness about 
means-Alkibiades was essentially a man of action. Eloquence 
was in him a secondary quality subordinate to action ; and 
though he possessed enough of it for his purposes, his speeches 
were distinguished only for pertinence of matter, often im
perfectly expressed, at least according to the high standard of 
Athens.2 But his career affords a memorable example of 

1 Cornel. Nepos, Alcibiad. c. I; Satyrus apud Athemeum, xii. p. 534; 
l'1utarch, Alkibiad. c. 23. 

Oi'i 'Yap Tow{rrwv lie?, To<ouTos elp.' ~'YJ., says Odysseus in the Philokteti!s 
ff Sophok!Cs. 

~ I follow the criticism which PLutarcJ:!.. £it~ from Tf,eophrastus, seem
l•t,;ly discriil"linating and measured: mucn more -trustw(...fthy than the vague 
<.eulogy of Nepos, or even of Demosthenes (of course not from his own know
ledge), upon the eloquence of Alkibiades (Plutarch, Alkib. c. IO); Plutarch, 
kdpubl. Gerend. Pr::ecept. c. 8, p. 804. 

Antisthenes-coJ?panion and pupil of Sokrates, and originator of what is 
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splendid qualities both for action and command, ruined and 
turned into instruments of mischief by the utter want of 
morality, public and private. A strong tide of individual 
hatred was thus roused against him, as well from meddling 
citizens whom he had insulted, as from rich men whom his 
ruinous ostentation outshone. For his exorbitant voluntary 
expenditure in the public festivals, transcending the largest 
measure of private fortune, satisfied discerning men that he 
would reimburse himself by plundering the public, and even, 
if opportunity offered, by overthrowing 1 the constitution to 
make himself master of the persons and properties of his fellow, 
citizens. He never inspired confidence or esteem to any one ; 
and sooner or later, among a public like that of Athens, so 
much accumulated odium and suspicion was sure to bring a 
public man to ruin, in spite of the strongest admiration for 
his capacity. He was always the object of very conflicting 
sentiments : " the Athenians desired him, hated him, but still 
wished to have him,"-was said in the latter years of his life 
by a contemporary poet-while we find also another pithy 
precept delivered in regard to him-" You ought not to keep a 
lion's whelp in your city at all; but if you choose to keep him, 
you must submit yourself to his behaviour." 2 Athens had to 
called the Cynic philosophy-contemporary and personally acquainted with 
Alkibiad~s-was full of admiration for his extreme personal beauty, and 
pronounced him to be strong, manly, and audacious-but unschooled
o. ... alllevTov. His scandals about the lawless life of Alkibiades, however,· 
exceed what we can reasonably admit, even from a contemporary (Anti
sthenes ap. Athenreum, v. p. 220, xii. p. 534). Antisthen~s had compo~t!d 
a dialogue, called Alkibiades (Diog. Laert. vi. 15). 

See the collection of the Fragmenta Antisthenis (by A. G. Winckelmann, 
Zurich, 1842, p. I7-I9). 

The comic writers of the day-Eupolis, Aristophan~s, Pherekrates, and 
others-seem to have been abundant in their jests and libels against the 
excesses of Alkibiades, real or supposed. There was a tale, untrue, but 
current in common tradition, that Alkibiades, who was not a man to sufrer 
.himself to be insulted with impunity, had drowned Eupolis in the sea, in 
revenge for his comedy of the Baptre. See Meineke, Fragm. Com. Gne. 
Eupolidis Bc!,.ra• and K6?..atc•s (vol. ii. p. 447-494) and Aristophanes 
Tpupa?..'l)s, p. u66: also Meineke's first volume, Historia Critica Comicc. 
Grrec. p. 124-136; and the Dissertat. xix. in Buttmann's JJ/ytho!ogus, oh 
the Baptre and the Cotyttia. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 15. Compare Plutarch, Reip. Ger. Prrec. c. 4, p. Soo. 
The sketch which Plato draws (in the first three chapters of the ninth Book 
of the Republic) of the citizen who erects himself into a despot and enslaves 
his fellow-citizens-exactly suits the character of Alkibiades. See also the 
~ame treatise, vi. 6-8, p. 491-494, and the preface of Schleiermacher to his 
German translation of the Platonic dialogue called Alkibiades the first. 

2 Aristophan. Ranre. 1445-1453; Plutarch, Alkibiades, c. 16; Plutarch, 
Kikias, c. 9· · · 
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feel the force of his energy, as an exile and enemy; but the 
great harm which he did to her was, in his capacity of adviser 
-awakening in his countrymen the same thirst for showy, 
rapacious, uncertain, perilous aggrandisement which dictated 
his own personal actions. 

Mentiop.ing Alkibiades now for the first time, I have some
what anticipated on future chapters, in order to present a 
general idea of his character, hereafter to be illustrated. But 
at the moment which we have now reached (March, 420 B.c.) • 
the lion's whelp was yet young, and had neither acquired his ·...) 
entire strength, nor disclosed his full-grown claws. \,\f"' • 

He began to put himself forward as a party leader, seemingl~ .. ~ 
not long before the peace of Nikias. The pc~!tical traditions\./'1../ 
hereditary in his family, as in that of his relation Perikles, were f" t"" 
~democratical : his grandfather Alkibiades had been vehement V, 
in his opposition to the Peisisttatids, and had even afterwards ?_(. 
publicly renounced an established connexion of hospitality with V' L~, 
the Lacedremonian government, from strong antipathy to them~~./' 
on political grounds. But Alkibiades himself, in commencing .~ft"~ 
political life, departed from this family tradition, and presented!JII\,.1' 
himself as a partisan of oligarchical and philo-Laconian senti- f'1 v:;.,1 

ment-doubtless far more consonant to his natural temper r.\,
than the democratical. He thus started in the same general .._,;• . 
party with Nikias, and with Thessalus son of Kimon, who : •. 1.)·• 
afterwards became his bitter opponents. And it was in part • 
probably to put himself on a par with them, that he took the 
p1arked step of trying to revive the ancient family tie of 

ospitality with Sparta, which his grandfather had broken off.l 
To promote this object, he displayed peculiar solicitude for 

1e good treatment of the Spartan captives, during their 
etention at Athens. Many of them being of high family at 
parta, he naturally calculated upon their gratitude, as well as 
pan the favourable sympathies of their countrymen, whenever 
~ey should be restored. He advocated both the peace and 
;e alliance with Sparta, and the restoration of her captives. 
p.deed he not only advocated these measures, but tendered 
Is services, and was eager to be employed, as the agent of 
parta, for carrying them through at Athens. From such 

(:lfish hopes in regard to Sparta, and especially from the 
rxpectation of acquiring, through the agency of the restored 

• 1 Thucyd. Y. 43, vi. 90; Isokrat~s, De Bigis, Or. xvi. p. 352, sect. 
27-30. 

Plutarch (Alkibiad. c. 14) carelessly represents Alkibiades as being 
p.ctually proxenus of Sparta at Athens. 

VOL. VII. E 
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captives, the title of Proxenus of Sparta-Alkibiades thus 

1 became a partisan of the blind and gratuitous philo-Laconi:m 
·"I' \p'toncessions of Nikias. But the captives on their return were 
:\ .c\ ;either unable, or unwilling, to carry the point which he wished ; 
.,\",)' while the authorities at Sparta rejected all his advances-nr-'. 
'\./\.·without a contemptuous sneer at the idea of confiding important 
~-,..t~ ~,.. litical interests to the care of a youth chiefly known for 
\ .. ;.""f · tentation, profligacy, and insolence. That the Spartam 
·.··~ ~hould thus judge, is noway astonishing, considering theiJ-
r,~, ;,\~treme reverence both fo~ <;>ld age and f;>r strict discipline ) 
\·:\ 'Yf.hey naturally preferred N1k1as and Laches, whose prudenc<~ 
'· ·~:V• would commend, if it did not originally suggest, their mistrus t 
\-.'' of the new c:aimant. Nor had Alkibiades yet shown th6 

mighty movement of which he was capable. But this con .~ 
temptuous refusal from the Spartans stung him so to the quick, l 
that, making an entire revolution in his political course, 1 he ~ 
immediately threw himself into anti-Laconian politics with an 1 

energy and ability which he was not before known to possess. 
The moment was favourable, since the recent death of 

Kleon, for a new political leader to espouse this side ; and 
was rendered still more favourable by the conduct of the 
Lacedcemonians. Month after month passed, remonstrance 
after remonstrance was addressed, yet not one of the restitutions r 

prescribed by the treaty in favour of Athens had yet been I 

." accomplished. Alkibiades had therefore ample pretext for ) 
\oi-..,altering his tone respecting the Spartans-and for denouncing! 

t:t~l., thei_D. as deceivers who had broken their solemn oaths, abusing 
. """ )}f"~enerous confidence of Athens. Under his present anti ( 
" ' athies, his attention naturally turned to Argos, in which cit)i 
J \.) q; he possessed some powerful friends and family guests. Th·; 
~~\•- condition of that city, disengaged by the expiration of tht' 
v.-• r peace with Sparta, opened a possibility of connexion witl! 
.('\ Athens-a policy now strongly recommended by Alkibiaded 

\ ,. who insisted that Sparta was playing false with the Athenian{ 
merely in order to keep their hands tied until she had attacke• 
and put down Argos separately. This particular argume1/ 
had less force when it was seen that Argos acquired new an, 
powerful allies-Mantineia, Elis, and CoriPth; but on tl:~ 

1 Thucyd. v. 43· Ob JJ-~VTOt ai\Aa /Cal cppov-fJp. Tt </><AOV€1/C;;!V f7vaVTtOVT( i 
<lTt AaKEOatp.Ovwt liti'< Nt~dov Kal ArfX7JTOS ~1rpa~av ras <17rovl5rfs, abrov ot0. Tt}l 

ve&T1lTa inrept06vTEs ~eal Ka'TU. T1JV ?rai\a1clv '11"poEc:vlav ?rOT~ oVcrav oU Ttp..f,craJ"'· 
'TES, ~v ToV ?rd11"'71"ou &1ret?r6v,.os aUTOs -roVs E~e r;}s v-f,t1ou abTfiJv alxJ.l.a.A.dJTovs 
8epa7rEVWV OtEVOElTO &vaved,qa<T8al' navrax68ev TE vop.i(wv lAa(f<fOV•; 
118at TO re 7rpWTOV &vre'i1rev, &c. I 
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I other hand, such acquisitions rendered Argos positively more 
~ va4Jable as an ally to the Athenians. 

It was not so much however the inclination towards Argos, 
but the growing wrath against Sparta, which furthered the 
~ ~ilo-Argeian plans of Alkibiades. And when the Laced~

~ monian envoy Andromedes arrived at Athens from Bceotia, 
i tendering to the Athenians the mere ruins of Panaktum in 
exchange for Pylus,-when it further became known that the 

'

Spartans had already concluded a special alliance with the 
Bceotians without consulting Athens-the unmeasured ex
Jression of displeasure in the Athenian Ekklesia showed Alki
Jiades that the time was now come for bringing on a substantive 
decision. While he lent his own voice to strengthen the dis
~ontent against Sparta, he at the same time despatched a 
private intimation to his correspondents at Argos, exhorting 
them, under assurances of success and promise of his own 
strenuous aid, to send without delay an embassy to Athens in 
conjunction with the Mantineians and Eleians, requesting to 
be admitted as Athenian allies. The Argeians received this 
intimation at the very moment when their citizens Eustrophus 
and LEson were negotiating at Sparta for the renewal of the 
peace; having been sent thither under great uneasiness lest 
Argos should be left without allies, to contend single-handed 
against the Laced~monians. But no sooner was the unexpected 
chance held out to them of alliance with Athens-a former 
friend, a democracy like their own, an imperial state at sea, yet 
not interfering with their own primacy in Peloponnesus-than 

J,_hey became careless of Eustrophus and LEson, and despatched 
forthwith to Athens the embassy advised. · It was a joint 

t ·mbassy, Argeian, Eleian and Mantineian.1 The alliance 
( Jetween these three cities had already been rendered more 
~ ntimate, by a second treaty concluded since that treaty to 
urhich Corinth was a party-though Corinth had refused all 
ti :mcern in the second. 2 

t1 But the Spartans had been already alarmed by the harsh 
il: :pulse of their envoy Andromedes, and probably warned by 
~;~ports from Nikias and their other Athenian friends of the 
~ i.sis impending- ~especting alliance between Athens and Argos. 

f
•ccordingly they sent off without a moment's delay three 
itizens extremely ppular at Athens 3-Philocharidas, Leon 
nd Endius ; with full powers to settle all matters of difference. 

1 Thucyd. v. 43· 2 Thucyd. v. 48. l • Thucyd. v. 44· 'A¢l~<ovro o~ Kal ll.cuceoa<p.ov£wv Tplrr/3ets KaTQ; 
fcfxos, &c. 
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The envoys were instructed to deprecate all alliance of A then { 
with Argos-to explain that the alliance of Sparta with Breoti 
had been concluded without any purpose or possibility of evi. 
to Athens-and at the same time to renew the demand thai 
Pylus should be restored to them in exchange for the demolishec 
Panaktum. Such was still the confidence of the Lacedremo~ 
nians in the strength of assent at Athens, that they did not yeti 
despair of obtaining an affirmative, even to this very unequal' 
proposition. And when the three envoys, under the introdua' 
tion and advice of Nikias, had their first interview with th~ 
Athenian senate, preparatory to an audience before the publi( 
assembly,-the impression which they made, on stating thai 
they came with full powers of settlement, was highly favourable·, 
It was indeed so favourable, that Alkibiades became alarmedi 
lest, if they made the same statement in the public assembly, 
holding out the prospect of some trifling concessions, the philo
Laconian party might determine public feeling to accept a 
compromise, and thus preclude all idea of alliance with 
Argos. 

To obviate such a defeat of his plans, he resorted to ~'' 
singular manreuvre. One of the Lacedremonian envoys ' 
Endius, was his private guest, by an ancient and particula 
intimacy subsisting between their two families. I This probably 
assisted in procuring for him a secret interview with the envoys, 
and enabled him to address them with greater effect, on the day 
before the meeting of the public assembly, and without the 
knowledge of Nikias. He accosted them in the tone of a 
friend of Sparta, anxious that their proposition should succeed ; 
but he intimated that they would find the public assembly 
turbulent and angry, very different from the tranquil demeanom , 
of the senate: so that if they proclaimed themselves to have 
come with full powers of settlement, the people would burst' 
out with fury, to act upon their fears and bully them into: 
extravagant concessions. He therefore strongly urged them1 
to declare that they had come, not with any full powers of~ 
settlement, but merely to explain, discuss, and report: thPI 
people would then find that they could gain nothing by ir 
timidation-explanations would be heard, and disputed point; 
be discussed with temper-while he (Alkibiades) would speall 
emphatically in their favour. He would advise, and felt confi I 
dent that he could persuade, the Athenians to restore Pylus-/ 
a step which his opposition had hitherto been the chief mean~ 
of preventing. He gave them his solemn pledge-confirme~ 

1 Thucyd. viii. 6. / 

l 
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~y an oath, according to Plutarch-that he would adopt this 
bnduct, if they would act upon his counsel,l The envoys 
rere much struck with the apparent sagacity of these sugges
ions, 2 and still more delighted to find that the man from whom 
iey anticipated the most formidable opposition was prepared 
) speak in their favour. His language obtained with them, 
,robably, the more ready admission and confidence, inasmuch 
s he had volunteered his services to become the political agent 
f Sparta, only a few months before; and he appeared now to 
,e simply resuming that policy. They were sure of the support 
f Nikias and his party, under all circumstances: if, by com
,)ying with the recommendation of Alkibiades, they could gain 
is strenuous advocacy and influence also, they fancied that 
:1eir cause was sure of success. Accordingly, they agreed to 
ct upon his suggestion, not only without consulting, but with
ut even warning, Nikias-which was exactly what Alkibiades 
esired, and had probably required them to promise. 
~ext day, the public assembly met, and the envoys were 

1troduced ; upon which Alkibiades himself, in a tone of 
eculiar mildness, put the question to them, upon what footing 
1ey came ? 3 what powers they brought with them ? They 
nmediately declared that they had brought no full powers 
)r treating and settlement, but only came to explain and 
.iscuss. Nothing could exceed the astonishment with which 
'1eir declaration was heard. The senators present, to whom 
:1ese envoys a day or two before had publicly declared the 
istinct contrary ; the assembled people, who, made aware of 
:1at previous affirmation, had come prepared to hear the 
ltimatum of Sparta from their lips ; lastly, most of all, Nikias 
imself-their confidential agent and probably their host at 
lthens-who had doubtless announced them as plenipotenti
ries, and concerted with them the management of their case 

1 Thucyd. v. 45. M?JxavaTa< oe 1rpbs abToVs To<6vli• .,., 6 'Ail.~e</3ul.lhw 
oh Aa.~eelia<p.oviovs 'lrE(O<~, 1rl<TTLV ai.To'is lio6s, fiv p.~ ~p.oil.o-y~<T<>J<Ttv iv 
~· ~~~}J.Cf a.b'TOicpa'Topes ?)Ketv, llvil.ov 'TE a.b'TOtS a'li:OOW<TELV (..-e(o'ELV "(aJ> 
b'TOS 'A61)va.£ovs, /I,u7rep ~eal vvv aV'Tiil.l-yew) ~eo.\ 'T~il.il.a. ~vvail.l..a~ew. 
ov'A.&p.EVOS se aU-roBs Nudou TE 0.7roO'TijUal TaUra 17rpa7T~, Ka2 81r{J)S, ~, 'T'o/ 
~fJ.~ Stal3aAWv aV-roVs Ws obOEv 0.A7]8Es ~v vqi ~xovcrtv, oOOE AI· 
uvu<v oi.ol1ro'Te Ta.b.,-&., .,-ovs 'Ap-yelovs ~vp.p.&.xovs wo<~up. 
2 Plutarch (Alkibiad. c. 14). TavTa II' el1ril>v 3p~eovs (liw~eev abTo'is, 

al p.erl.u-r'l]G'EV cl1rO 'roil N oclov 1rav-rcf.zra0"' 1rLC1T€6ovTa.S aVT~, 1eal 6 a v p. & ( o v
as lJ.p.a .,-hv li«v6-r?J-ra 1<al IJ"6vedtv, ws ou roil rvx6VTos O:vopas 
~uav. Again, Plutarch, Nikias, c. 10. 

3 Plutarch, Alkib. c. 14. 'Epo.mhp.EVOI o' .5..-o 'TOV 'Ail.t<t/3uf.oov 7r&.vvc 
'Lil.a.v8pW1rWS1 ~rp' ofs arp<'yp.eVoL TV"(XrfVOVdW, oi•IC (rpa<Tctv ?)ICE<V abro
pci:ropos. 
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before the assembly-all were alike astounded, and none kne\~ 
what to make of the words just heard. But the indignatiorl 
of the people equalled their astonishment. There was ar. 
unanimous burst of wrath against the standing faithlessnes 
and duplicity of Lacedremonians ; never saying the same thin, 
two days together. To crown the whole, Alkibiades himsel 
affected to share all the surprise of the multitude, and was ever 
the loudest of them all in invectives against the envoys ; de· 
nouncing Lacedremonian perfidy and evil designs in language 
far more bitter than he had ever employed before. Nor was 
this all: 1 he took advantage of the vehement acclamation 
which welcomed his invectives to propose that the Argeian 
envoys should be called in and the alliance with Argos con
cluded forthwith. And this would certainly have been done, 
if a remarkable phrenomenon-an earthquake-had not occurred 
to prevent it ; causing the assembly to be adjourned to the 
next day, pursuant to a religious scruple then recognised as 
paramount. 

This remarkable anecdote comes in all its main circumstances 
from Thucydides. It illustrates forcibly that unprincipled 
character which will be found to attach to Alkibiades through 
life, and presents indeed an unblushing combination of im
pudence and fraud, which we cannot better describe than by 
saying that it is exactly in the vein of Fielding's Jonathan 
Wild. In depicting Kleon and H yperbolus, historians vie with 
each other in strong language to mark the impudence which 
is said to have been their peculiar characteristic. Now we 
have no particular facts before us to measure the amount of 
truth in this, though as a general charge it is sufficiently 
credible. But we may affirm, with full assurance, that none' 
of the much-decried demagogues of Athens-not one of those 
sellers of leather, lamps, sheep, ropes, pollard, and other com
modities, upon whom Aristophanes heaps so many excellent 
jokes-ever surpassed, if they ever equalled, the impudence 
of this descendant of JEakus and Zeus in his manner of over
reaching and disgracing the Lacedremonian envoys. These 
latter, it must be added, display a carelessness of public faith 
and consistency-a facility in publicly unsaying what they have 
just before publicly said-and a treachery towards their own 
confidential agent-which is truly surprising, and goes far to 

I Thucyd. v. 45· 01 'A87Jva'io• ob!c€n hvelxovro, lti\i\a roil 'Ail.~<•f3•doou 
w:oi\i\<f p.ai\i\ov :f) 1rp6repov 1<araf3owvros rwv Aai<EOa.Lp.ovlwv, 
Eu.f}JCov6v TE ~eal ETo'ifJ.Ol 1juav r:U9Vs 1rapa')'a:ye'iv ToVs 'Ap-ytdovs, &c. { 

Compare Plutarch, Alkib. c. 14 ; and Plutarch, Nikias, c. 10, ~ 
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ustify the general charge of habitual duplicity so often alleged 
tgainst the Lacedremonian charac~r.1 

The disgraced envoys would doubtless quit Athens immedi
\tely : but this opportune earthquake gave Nikias a few hours 
o recover from his unexpected overthrow. In the assembly
>f the next day, he still contended that the friendship of Sparta 
.vas preferable to that of Argos, and insisted on the prudence 

~of postponing all consummation of engagement with the latter 
until the real intentions of Sparta, now so contradictory and 
inexplicable, should be made clear. He contended that the 

1 position of Athens, in regard to the peace and alliance, was 
I that of superior honour and advantage-the position of Sparta, 
f one of comparative disgrace: Athens had thus a greater interest 
r than Sparta in maintaining what had been concluded. But 
~he at the same time admitted that a distinct and peremptory 
I explanation must be exacted from Sparta as to her intentions, 
and he requested the people to send himself with some other 
colleagues to demand it. The Lacedremonians should be 

: apprised that Argeian envoys were already present in Athens 
with propositions, and that the Athenians might already have 
concluded this alliance, if they could have permitted themselves 
to do wrong to the existing alliance with Sparta. But the 
Lacedremonians, if their intentions were honourable, must show 
it forthwith-!. By restoring Panaktum, not demolished, but 
standing. 2. By restoring Ai:nphipolis also. 3· By renouncing 
their special alliance with the Bceotians, unless the Bceotians 
on their side chose to become parties to the peace with Athens. 2 

The Athenian assembly, acquiescing in the recommendation 
of ~ ikias, invested him with the commission which he required; 
~a remarkable proof, after the overpowering defeat of the pre
, c>ding day, how strong was the hold which he still retained 
l u;)(m them, and how sincere their desire to keep on the best 
! terms with Sparta. This was a last chance granted to Nikias 
,and his policy-a perfectly fair chance, since all that was asked 
'of Sparta was just-but it forced him to bring matters to a 
decisive issue with her, and shut out all further evasion. His 
mission to Sparta failed altogether ; the influence of KleobOJus 

nd Xenares, the anti-Athenian Ephors, was found predominant, 
o that not one of his demands was complied with. And even 
vhen he formally announced that unless Sparta renounced her 
pecial alliance with the Bceotians or compelled the Bceotians 

t

to accept the peace with Athens, the Athenians would immedi-
1 Euripid. Andromach. 445-455 ; Herodot. ix. 54 ; Thucyd. iv. 50. 
2 Thucyd. v. 46. 
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ately contract alliance with Argos-the menace produced nc 
effect. He could only obtain, and that too as a persona 
favour to himself, that the oaths as they stood should bt.._ 
formally renewed; an empty concession, which covered bu~ 
faintly the humiliation of his retreat to Athens. The Athenian 
assembly listened to his report with strong indignation agains~ 
the Laced::emonians, and with marked displeasure even agains'~. 
himself, as the great author and voucher of this unperformec , 
treaty; while Alkibiades was permitted to introduce the envoy~ : 
{already at hand in the city), from Argos, Mantineia, and Elis, 
with whom a pact was at once concluded.1 r' 
. ,,t~The words of this convention, which Thucydides gives usl 

. ,:.doubtless from the record on the public column, comprise 
~·~;two engagements-one for peace, another for alliance. 1: !"the Athenians, Argeians, Mantineians, and Eleians, have 
;.'i:oncl~de? a treaty of peace by sea and by land,. without fraudi 

-:1 or m1schtef, each for themselves and for the alhes over whom\ 
• ea~h exercise empire.2 [The express terms in which thesej 
),' cmates announce themselves as imperial states and their allies( 
/as dependencies, deserve notice. No such words appear in' 
,,.,the treaty between Athens and Laced::emon. I have already 

1 
· mentioned that the main ground of discontent on the part 1 

of Mantineia and Elis towards Sparta, was connected with l 
their imperial power.] /' 

Neither of them shall bear arms against the other for 
purposes of damage. i 

The Athenians, Argeians, Mantineians, and Eleians, shall be ~ 
allies with each other for one hundred years. If any enemy J 
shall invade Attica, the three contracting cities shall lend the{ 
most vigorous aid in their power at the invitation of Athens. 
Should the forces of the invading city damage Attica and then 
retire, the three will proclaim that city their enemy and attack) 
it ; neither of the four shall in that case suspend the war,j 
without consent of the others. 1 

Reciprocal obligations are imposed upon Athens, in casej 
Argos, Mantineia, or Elis, shall be attacked. ) 

Neither of the four contracting powers shall grant passage to1 
troops through their own territory or the territory of allies ove1 
whom they may at the time be exercising command, either b 
1and or sea, unless upon joint resolution. 3 

1 Thucyd. v. 46; Plutarch, Nikias, c. IO. 
2 Thucyd. v. 47· v7r€p rnpwv abrwv IUJ.l 'fwv ~up.f<dxwv ii;v lfpxournv ~dnpo<. 
3 Thucyd. v. 47· !<al 'fWV ~Uf',u&xwv iliv av ll.pxwrnv ¥1<aa'TOI. Thr 

tense and phrase here deserve notice, as contrasted with the phrase in th< 
former part of the treaty-1"wv {uf<f<dxwv &v 11. p x o u ,,.. v ~"dnpo•. 
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r In case auxiliary troops shall be required and sent under this 
'treaty, the city sending shall furnish their maintenance for the 
space of thirty days, from the day of their entrance upon the 
territory of the city requiring. Should their services be needed 
for a longer period, the city requiring shall furnish their main
tenance, at the rate of three JEgimean oboli for each hoplite, 
light-armed or archer, and of one JEginrean drachma or six 
Jboli for each horseman, per day. The city requiring shall 
possess the command, so long as the service required shall 
be in her territory. But if any expedition shall be undertaken 
by joint resolution, then the command shall be shared equally \ 
between all. , ., 

Such were the substantive conditions of the new alliance.';: .. ' 
Provision was then made for the oaths-by whom ? where ? , ~N 
when? in what words? how often? they were to be taken.~ 
Athens was to swear on behalf of herself and her allies ; but T". 
Argos, Elis, and Mantineia, with their respective allies, wereJ\:~ 
to swear by separate cities. _ The oaths were to be renewed"'. V 
every four years; by Athens, within thirty days before each~., ( 
Olympic festival, at Argos, Elis, and Mantineia; by these three (' 
cities, at Athens, ten days before each festival of the greater ~ 
Panathenrea. "The words of the treaty of peace and alliance, 
and the oaths sworn, shall be engraven on stone columns, and 
put up in the temples of each of the four cities-and also upon 
a brazen column, to be put up by joint cost, at Olympia, for 
the festival now approaching." 

"The four cities may by joint consent make any change 
they please in the provisions of this treaty, without violating 
~heir oaths." 1 

The conclusion ·of this new treaty introduced a greater 
iegree of complication into the grouping and association of 
he Grecian cities than had ever before been known. The 
.ncient Spartan confederacy, and the Athenian empire, still 
ubslsted. A peace had been concTuded between them, 
atified by the formal vote of the majority of the confederates, 
·et not accepted by several of the minority. Not merely 
leace, but also special alliance had been concluded between 
\thens and Sparta; and a special alliance between Sparta and 
lceotia. Cmjnth, member of the Spartan confederacy, was 
lso member of a defensive alliance with Argos, Mantineia, 
nd Elis; which three states had concluded a more intimate 
The clause imposing actual obligation to hinder the passage of troops, 

·quired to be left open for application to the actual time. 
1 Thucyd. T. 47• 

E2 
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alliance, first with each other (without Corinth), and now 
recently with Athens. Yet both Athens and Sparta still re- • 
tained the alliance 1 concluded between themselves, without : 
formal rupture on either side, though Athens still complained 
that the treaty had not been fulfilled. No relations whatever 
subsisted between Argos and Sparta. Between Athens and 
Bceotia there was an armistice terminable at ten days' notice. 
Lastly, Corinth could not be prevailed upon, in spite of 
repeated solicitation from the Argeians, to join the new alliance 
of Athens with Argos : so that no relations subsisted between 
Corinth and Athens; while the Corinthians began, though 
!fintly, to resume their former tendencies towards Sparta.2 

\ ·1 The alliance between Athens and Argos, of which particulars 
f 1t1ave just been given, was concluded not long before the 
·, Olympic festival of the 9oth Olympiad or 420 B.C.; the festival 

,, ~g about the beginning of July, the treaty might be in 
.• \l::_~"!· 3 That festival was memorable, on more than one 
"' ground. It was the first which had been celebrated since 
\, t~~ftonclusion of the peace, the leading clause of which had 
,'-, '"Jtti!p expressly introduced to _guarantee t~ al~ Greeks fre~ 
:r"'l41\\;.ress to the great Pan-Hellemc temples, with liberty of sacn-

M:ing, consulting the oracle, and witnessing the matches. For 
)/'the last eleven years, including two Olympic festivals, Athens 
· herself, and apparently all the numerous allies of Athens, had 

been excluded from sending their solemn legations or Theories, 
and from attending as spectators, at the Olympic games.4 Now 
that such exclusion was removed, and that the Eleian heralds 
(who came to announce the approaching games and proclaim 
the truce connected with them) again trod the soil of Attica,
the visit of the Athenians was felt both by themselves and by 

1 Thucyd. v. 48. 2 Thucyd. v. 48-so. 
3 KaraOJvrwv li€ l<al 'Oll.vp.11"iaut O"T~li.1/V xali.J<i)v I<OLVj1 '0 }1. v tJ.11" { 0 L s T 0;: s 

vvvi (Thucyd. v. 47)-words of the treaty. 
4 Dorieus of Rhodes was victor in the Pankration, both in Olyrnp. 88 

and 89 (428-424 B.c.). Rhodes was included among the tributary allies of 
Athens. But the athletes who came to contend were privileg~d and (as it 
were) sacred persons, who were never molested or hindered from coming 
to the festival, if they chose to come, under any state of war. Their in
violability was never disturbed even down to the harsh proceeding of 
Aratus (Plutarch, Aratus, c. 28). 

But this does not prove that Rhodian visitors generally, or a Rhodian 
The6ry, could have come to Olympia between 431-421 in safety. 

;From the presence of individuals, even as spectators, little can be 
inferred; because even at this very Olympic festival of 420 B.c., Lichas the 
Spartan was present as a spectator-though all Lacedremonians were 
formally excluded by proclamation of the Eleians (Thucyd. v. 50). 
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others as a novelty. No small curiosity was entertained to 
see what figure the Theory of Athens would make as to show 
and splendour. Nor were there wanting spiteful rumours, 
that Athens had been so much impoverished by the war, as 
to be prevented from appearing with appropriate magnificence 
at the altar and in the presence of Olympic Zeus. 

Alkibiades took pride in silencing these surmises, as well as 
in glorifying his own name and person, by a display more 
imposing than had ever been previously beheld. He had 
already distinguished himself in the local festivals and liturgies 
of Athens by an ostentation surpassing Athenian rivals: but he 
now felt himself standing forward as the champion and leader 
of Athens before Greece. He had discredited his politica~ 
rival Nikias, given a new direction to the politics of Athens by 
the Argeian alliance, and was about to commence a series of 
intra-Peloponnesian operations against the Laceda:monians. 
On all these grounds he determined that his first appearance 
on the plain of Olympia should impose upon all beholders. 
The Athenian Theory, of which he was a member, was set out 
with first-rate splendour, and with the amplest show of golden 
ewers, censers, &c., for the public sacrifice and procession.1 

But when the chariot-races came on, Alkibiades himself 
appeared as competitor at his own cost-not merely with one 
well-equipped chariot and four, which the richest Greeks had 
hitherto counted as an extraordinary personal glory, but with 
the prodigious number of seven distinct chariots, each with a 
team of four horses. And so superior was their quality, that 
one of his chariots gained a first prize, and another a second 
prize, so that Alkibiades was twice crowned with sprigs of the 
sacred olive-tree, and twice proclaimed by the herald. Another 
of his seven chariots also came in fourth: but no crown or 
proclamation (it seems) was awarded to any after the second in 
order. We must recollect that he had competitors from all 
parts of Greece to contend against-not merely private men, 
but even despots and governments. Nor was this all. Tbe 
tent which the Athenian Theors provided for their countrymen 
visitors to the games, was handsomely adorned; but a separate 
tent which Alkibiades himself provided for a public banquet 
to celebrate his triumph, together with the banquet itself, was 
set forth on a scale still more stately and expensive. The rich 
allies of Athens-Ephesus, Chios, and Lesbos-are said to 

1 Of the taste and elegance with whiCh these exhibitions were usually 
got up in Athens, surpassing generally every other city in Greece, see a 
remarkable testimony in Xenophon, Memorabil. iii. 3, 12. 
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have lent him their aid in enhancing this display. It is highly 
probable that they would be glad to cultivate his favour, as he 
had now become one of the first men in Athens, and was in 
an ascendent course. But we must further recollect that they, 
as well as Athens, had been excluded from the Olympic 
festival, so that their own feelings on first returning might 
well prompt them to take a genuine interest in this imposing 
reappearance of the Ionic race at the common sanctuary of 
Hellas. 

Five years afterwards, on an important discussion which will 
be hereafter described, Alkibiades maintained publicly before 
the Athenian assembly that his unparalleled Olympic display 
had produced an effect upon the Grecian mind highly bene
ficial to Athens ; 1 dissipating the suspicions entertained that 

1 Thucyd. vi. r6. 0/ -yap "Eli.J.:I/VES Kal ~1r~p liVvaf'LV f'El(w nf'WV 'r~)V 7r0Alll 

iv&f'<Uav Tcj! lf'rp lha1rp<1rEt Ti)s 'Oli.Vf''lrla(e 8ewplas, 7rp&.,.epov ~ll.1rl(ovTES 
all-r~v KaTa7rE7roAEIJ.7jtT8cu.· OuS-rt li.pp.aTa p.'Ev E1r'TO. Ka87jtca, 8cra oUOEls 'TrW 
io<CM'I}S 7rp&.,.epov, ~V{K'I}Ua 0~ Kal oe{,'rE~OS Kal .,.,.,.apTOS ~"fEJI0f'7)V, Kal Ta}\.}\.a 
~(ws Ti)s v!l<'r)s 1raperrt<<varr0.J.L'IJV. 

The full force of this grandiose display cannot be felt unless we bring to 
our minds the special position both of Athens and the Athenian allies 
towards Olympia-and of Alkibiad@s himself towards Athens, Argos, and 
the rest of Greece-in the first half of the year 420 B. c. 

A!kibiades obtained from Euripides the honour of an epinikian ode, or 
song of triumph, to celebrate this event ; of which a few lines are preserved 
by Plutarch (Alkib. c. rr). It is curious that the poet alleges Alkibiades 
to have been first, second, and third, in the course ; while Alkibiades him
self, more modest and doubtless more exact, pretends only to first, second, 
and fourth. Euripides informs us that Alkibiades was crowned twice and 
proclaimed twice-ols rrn<j>M,.,.' lll.al'f t<O.pvK< {3o~v ..-apaoovva<. Reiske, 
Coray and Schafer, have thought it right to alter this word ols to Tpls, with
out any authority-which completely alters the asserted fact. Sintenis in 
his edition of Plutarch has properly restored the word ols. 

How long the recollection of this famous Olympic festival remained in 
the Athenian public mind, is attested partly by the Oratio de Bigis of 
Isokrates, composed in defence of the son of A!kibiades at least twenty-five 
years afterwards, perhaps more. Isokrates repeats the loose assertion of 
Euripides, 1rpwTos, oevT<pos, and .,.p[.,.os (Or. xvi. p. 353, sect. 40). The 
spurious Oration called that of Andokides against Alkibiades also preserves 
many of the current tales, some of which I have admitted into the text, 
because I think them probable in themselves, and because that oration 
itself may reasonably be believed to be a composition of the middle of the 
fourth century B.c. That oration sets forth all the proceedings of Alki
biades in a very invidious temper and with palpable exaggeration. The 
story of Alkibiades having robbed an Athenian named Diomedes of a fine 
chariot, appears to be a sort of variation on the story about Tisias, which 
figures in the oration of Isokrates-see Andokid. cont. Alkib. sect. z6 : 
possibly Alkibiades may have left one of the teams not paid for. The aid 
lent to Alkibiades by the Chians, Ephesians, &c., as described in. that 
oration, is likely to be substantially true, and may easily be explamed. 
Cotnpare Athenre. i. p. 3· 
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she was ruined by the war, and establishing beyond dispute 
her vast wealth and power. He was doubtless right to a 

Our information about the arrangements of the chariot-racing at Olympia 
is very imperfect. We do not distinctly know how the seven chariots of 
Alkibiades ran-in how many races-for all the seven could not (in my 
judgement) have run in one and the same race. There must have been 
many other chariots to run, belonging to other competitors : and it seems 
difficult to believe that ever a greater number than ten can have run in the 
same race, since the course involved going twelve times round the goal 
(Pindar, 01. iii. 33; vi. 75). Ten competing chariots run in the race 
described by Sophokl~s (Electr. 708), and if we could venture to construe 
strictly the expression of the poet-Oitca-rov ttc1rll.1/p&v ilxov-it would 
seem that ten was the extreme number permitted to run. Even so great a 
number as ten was replete with danger to the persons engaged, as may be 
seen by reading the description in Sophokles (compare Demosth. 'Ep(I)T. 
Ao')'. p. 1410), who refers indeed to a Pythian, and not an Olympic 
solemnity : but the main circumstances must have been common to both
and we know that the twelve turns (liwliEttd')'Vap:;r-rov-Ou(l)oEtcdopof!ov) wen 
common to both (Pindar, Pyth. v. 31). 

Alkibiades was not the only person who gained a chariot-victory at this 
90th Olympiad, 420 B.c.-Lichas the Lacedremonian also gained one 
(Thucyd. v. 50), though the chariot was obliged to be entered in another 
name, since the Lacedremonians were interdicted from attendance. 

Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. of Greece, vol. iii. ch. xxiv. p. 316) says, "We are 
not aware that the Olympiad (in which these chariot victories of Alkibiades 
were gained) can be distinctly fixed. But it was probably Olymp. 89, B.C. 
424-" 

In my judgement, both Olymp. 88 (B.C. 428) and Olymp. 89 (B.C. 424) 
are excluded from the possible supposition, by the fact that the general war 
was raging at both periods. To suppose that in the midst of the summer of 
these two fighting years, there was an Olympic truce for a month, allowing 
Athens and her allies to send thither their solemn legations, their chariots 
for competition, and their numerous individual visitors-appears to me con
trary to all probability. The Olympic month of B.C. 424 would occur just 
about the time when Brasidas was at the Isthmus levying troops for his 
intended expedition to Thrace, and when he rescued Megara from the 
Athenian attack. This would not be a very quiet time for the peaceable 
Athenian visi~ors, with the costly display of gold and silver plate and the 
ostentatious Thellry, to pass by, on its way to Olympia. During the time 
when the Spartans occupied Dekeleia, the solemn processions of communi
cants at the Eleusinian mysteries could never march along the Sacred Way 
from Athens to Eleusis. Xen. Hell. i. 4, 20. 

:Vloreover, we see that the very first article both of the Truce, for one 
year, and of the Peace of Nikias-expressly stipulate for liberty to all to 
attend the common temples and festivals. The first of the two relates to 
Delphi expressly : the second is general, and embraces Olympia as well as 
Delphi. If the Athenians had visited Olympia in 428 or 424 B.c., without 
imp~diment, these stipulations in the treaties would have no purpose nor 
meaning. But the fact of their standing in the front of the treaty, proves 
that they were looked upon as of much interest and importance. 

I have placed the Olympic festival wherein Alkibiades contended with 
his seven chariots, in 420 B. c., in the peace, but immediately after the war. 
No other festival appears to me at all suitable. 
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considerable extent ; though not sufficient to repel the charge 

.f!om himself (which it was his purpose to do) both of over
,·r.;eening personal vanity, and of that reckless expenditure which 
''"Ufwould be compelled to try and overtake by peculation or 
rt<violence at the public cost. All the unfavourable impressions 
~uggested to prudent Athenians by. his previous life, were 
· aggravated by such a stupendous d1splay; much more, of 

course, the jealousy and hatred of personal competitors. And 
this feeling was not the less· real, though as a political man he 
was now in the full tide of public favour. 

If the festival of the 9oth Olympiad was peculiarly dis
tinguished by the reappearance of Athenians and those con
nected with them, it was marked by a further novelty yet more 
striking-the exclusion of the Lacedremonians. Such exclusion 
was the consequence of the new political interests of the 
Eleians, combined with their increased consciousness of force 
arising out of the recent alliance with Argos, Athens, and 
Mantineia. It has already been mentioned that since the 
peace with Athens, the Lacedremonians acting as arbitrators 
in the case of Lepreum, which the Eleians claimed as their 
dependency, had declared it to be autonomous and had sent 
a body of troops to defend it. Probably the Eleians had 
recently renewed their attacks upon the district, since the 
junction with their new allies ; for the Lacedremonians had 
detached thither a fresh body of 10oo hoplites immediately 

Dr. Thirlwall further assumes, as a matter of course, that there was only 
otze chariot-race at this Olympic festival-that all the seven chariots of 
Alkibiades ran in this one race-and that in the festival of 420 B.c., Lichas 
gained the prize: thus implying that Alkibiades could not have gained the 
prize at the same festival. 

I am not aware that there is any evidence to prove either of these three 
propositions. To me they all appear improbable. 

We know from Pausanias (vi. 13, 2) that even in the case of the Stadio
dromi or runners who contended in the stadium, all were not brought out 
in one race. They were distributed into sets or batches, of what number 
we know not. Each set ran its own heat, and the victors in each then 
competed with each other in a fresh heat ; so that the victor who gained the 
grand final prize was sure to have won two heats. 

Now if this practice was adopted with the foot-runners, much more 
would it be likely to be adopted with the chariot-racers in case many 
chariots were brought to the same festival. The danger would be lessened, 
the sport would be increased, and the glory of the competitors enhanced. 
The Olympic festival lasted five days, a long time to provide amusement 
for so vast a crowd of spectators. Alkibiades and Lichas may therefore 
both have gained chariot-victories at the same festival : of course only one 
of them can have gained the grand final prize-and which of the two that 
was, it is impossible to say. 
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prior to the OlympiC' festival. Out of the mission of this fresh 
detachment the sentence of exclusion arose. The Eleians 
were privileged administrators of the festival, regulating the 
details of the ceremony itself, and formally proclaiming by 
heralds the commencement of the Olympic truce, during which 
all violation of the Eleian territory by an armed force was a 
sin against the majesty of Zeus. On the present occasion they 
affirmed that the Laced::emonians had sent the rooo hoplites 
into Lepreum, and had captured a fort called Phyrkus, both 
Eleian possessions-after the proclamation of the truce. They 
accordingly imposed upon Sparta the fine prescribed by the 
" Olympian law," of two minre for each man-zooo min::e in 
all; a part to Zeus Olympius, a part to the Eleians themselves. 
During the interval between the proclamation of the truce and 
the commencement of the festival, the Lacedremonians sent to 
remonstrate again.st this fine, which they alleged to have been 
unjustly imposed, inasmuch as the heralds had not yet pro
claimed the truce at Sparta when the hoplites reached Lepreum. 
The Eleians replied that the truce had already at that time 
been proclaimed among themselves (for they always proclaimed 
it first at home, before their heralds crossed the borders), so 
that they were interdicted from all military operations ; of which 
the Laced::emonian hoplites had taken advantage to commit 
their last aggressions. To which the Laced::emonians rejoined, 
that the behaviour of the Eleians themselves contradicted their 
own allegation, for they had sent the Eleian heralds to Sparta 
to proclaim the truce after they knew of the sending of the 
hoplites-thus showing that they did not consider the truce to 
have been already violated. The Laced::emonians added, that 
after the herald reached Sparta, they had taken no further 
military measures. How the truth stood in this disputed 
question, we have no means of deciding. But the Eleians 
rejected the explanation, though offering, if the Laced::emonians 
would restore to them Lepreum, to forego such part of the fine 
as would accrue to themselves, and to pay out of their own 
treasury on behalf of the Lacedremonians the portion which 
belonged to the god. This new proposition being alike refused, 
was aga:.-: modified by the Eleians. They intimated that they 
would :.,c satisfied if the Laced::emonians, instead of paying the 
fine at once, would publicly on the altar at Olympia, in presence 
of the assembled Greeks, take an oath to pay it at a future date. 
But the Lacedremonians would not listen to the proposition 
either of payment or of promise. Accordingly the Eleians, as 
judges under the Olympic law, interdicted them from the 
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temple of Olympic Zeus, from the privilege of sacrificing there, 
and from attendance and competition at the games ; that is, 
from attendance in the form of the sacred legation called 
Theory, occupying a formal and recognised place at the 
solemnity.1 

As all the other Grecian states (with the single exception of 
Lepreum) were present by their The6ries2 as well as by indi
vidual spectators, so the Spartan Theory "shone by its absence " 
in a manner painfully and insultingly conspicuous. So extreme 
indeed was the affront put upon the Lacedremonians, connected 
as they were with Olympia by a tie ancient, peculiar, and never 
yet broken-so pointed the evidence of that comparative 
degradation into which they had fallen, through the peace with 
Athens coming at the back of the Sphakterian disaster 3-that 
they were supposed likely to set the exclusion at defiance ; and 
to e-scort their The6rs into the temple at Olympia for sacrifice, 
under the protection of an armed force. The Eleians even 
thought it necessary to put their younger hoplites under arms, 
and to summon to their aid Iooo hoplites from Mantineia as 
well as the same number from Argos, for the purpose of repell
ing this probable attack; while a detachment of Athenian 
cavalry were stationed at Argos during the festival, to lend 
assistance in case of need. The alarm prevalent among the 
spectators of the festival was most serious, and became con
siderably aggravated by an incident which occurred after the 
chariot-racing. Lichas, 4 a Lacedremonian of great wealth and 
consequence, had a chariot running in the lists, w'hich he was 
obliged to enter, not in his own name, but in the name of the 
Breotian federation. The sentence of exclusion hindered him 
from taking any ostensible part, but it did not hinder him from 
being present as a spectator; and when he saw his chariot pro
claimed victorious under the title of Breotian, his impatience to 
make himself known became uncontrollable. He stepped into 
the midst of the lists, and placed a chaplet on the head of the 
charioteer, thus advertising himself as the master. This was a 
rlagrant indecorum, and known violation of the order of the 
festival : accordingly the official attendants with their staffs 

1 Thucyd. v. 49, 50 . 
. 2 Thucyd. v. so. Aai<EOal!LOVlOl !LEV e1pj'OVTO TOV l•pov, Ovcrlas /Cal aj'rf>VO!II, 

1<al oti<Ol tOvov- ol oe lfll.ll.o< "Ell.ll.?)ves ~Occ!Jpovv, 71:1\.~JV Ae7rp<aTwv. 
3 Thucyd. v. 28. KaT<l j'ap T~V xp6vov TOVTOV ll 'I"E Aal!eoal!L.,V p.dli.L!J"Ta 

lih 1<0./CWS i}~<ov<re, /Cal imepc!J<jJ0?) lila TaS ~V/L<jloprf.s, of 'TE 'Apj'<tOL lfp<<TTa (crxov 
To'is 1TCiO't, &c. 

4 See a previous note, p. 109. 
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interfered at once in performance of their duty, chastising and 
driving him back to his place with blows.1 Hence arose an 
increased apprehension of armed Lacedremonian interference. 
None such took place, however : the Lacedremonians, for the 
first and last time in their history, offered their Olympic sacri
fice at home, and the festival passed off without any inter
ruption. 2 The boldness of the Eleians in putting this affront 
upon the most powerful state in Greece is so astonishing, that 
we can hardly be mistaken in supposing their proceeding to 
have been suggested by Alkibiades and encouraged by the 
armed aid from the allies. He was at this moment not less 1 ostentatious in humiliating Sparta than in showing off Athens. ~ 

Of the depressed influence and estimation of Sparta, a further , ~ 
proof was soon afforded by the fate of her colony the Trachinian"" 
Herakleia, established near Thermopylre in the third year of fl 
the war. That colony-though at first comprising a numerous(. 
body of settlers, in consequence of the general trust in Lace-~ 
dremonian power, and though always under the government 
of a Lacedremonian harmost-had never prospered. It had ~ 
been persecuted from the beginning by the neighbouring tribes;' \C 
and administered with harshness as well as peculation by its 
governors. The establishment of the town had been regarded 
from the beginning by the neighbours, especially the Thessa
lians, as an invasion of their territory: and their hostilities, 
always vexatious, had, in the winter succeeding the Olympic 
festival just described, been carried to a greater point of violence 

I Thucyd. v. 50. Alxa• ~ 'Apt<E<Tt>..dov Aa!Ceoatuovtos lv -rtj &'Yo;,, {nr/, 
TWv /Jaf35oVxwv 7rA?1'Y?ts lAa{JEv, 5·n vuciiJv-ros Toii ~a.IJ'ToV (eV")'ovs, ~eal &va~ 
"11pvx6ePTos Botw-rwv 01Jf<O<Tiov /Ca-r(. T~W ov/C l~ov<Tiav Ti)s &')'wPitTews, 1rpoe>..6wv 
is TbP l<')'WVa &ve01JtTE -rbv nvloxov, {3ov>..6p.evos 01]J..wtTat 8Tt ~av'TOV ;)v .,.1, 
ll.pua. 

We see by comparison with this incident how much less rough and harsh 
w<J.s the manner of dealing at Athens, and in how much more serious a 
light blows to the person were considered. At the Athenian festival of 
the Dionysia, if a person committed disorder or obtruded himself into a 
place not properly belonging to him in the theatre, the archon or his 
officials were both empowered and required to repress the disorder, by 
t.rrning the person out, and fining him, if necessary. But they were upon no 
account to strike him. If they did, they were punishable themselves by 
the dikastery afterwards (Demosth. cont. Meidiam, c. 49).-It may be 
remarked that more summary measures would probably be required to 
maintain order in an open race-course than in a closed theatre. Some 
allowance ought reasonably to be made for this .difference. 

2 It will be seen, however, that the Lacedremonians remembered and 
revenged themselves upon the Eleians for this insult twelve years after
wards, during the plenitude of their power (Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 2, 21 ; 
Diodor. xiv. r7). 
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than ever. They had defeated the Herakleots m a rumous 
battle, and slain Xenares the Lacedremonian governor. But 
though the place was so reduced as to be unable to maintain 
itself without foreign aid, Sparta was too much embarrassed by 
Peloponnesian enemies and waverers to be able to succour it ; 
and the Bceotians, observing her inability, became apprehensive 
that the interference of Athens would be invoked. Accord
ingly they thought it prudent to occupy Herakleia with a body 
of Bceotian troops ; dismissing the Lacedremonian governor 
Hegesippidas for alleged misconduct. Nor could the Lacedre
monians prevent this proceeding, though it occasioned them to 
make indignant remonstrance.1 

CHAPTER LVI 

FROM THE FESTIVAL OF OLYMPIAD 90, DOWN TO THE 
BATTLE OF MANTINEIA 

SHORTLY after the remarkable events of the Olympic festival 
· '\described in my last chapter, the Argeians and their allies sent 
~~ a fresh embassy to invite the Corinthians to join them. They 

~
hought it a promising opportunity, after the affront just put 

• t 
1 
pon Sparta, to prevail upon the Corinthians to desert her : 

tbut Spartan envoys were present also, and though the dis
~~~ cussions were much protracted, no new resolution was adopted. 
~1An earthquake-possibly an earthquake not real, but simulated 

>" for convenience- abruptly terminated the congress. The 
Corinthians-though seemingly distrusting Argos now that she 
was united with Athens, and leaning rather towards Sparta-
were unwilling to pronounce themselves in favour of one so as 
to make an enemy of the other.2 

In spite of this first failure, the new alliance of Athens and 
Argos manifested its fruits vigorously in the ensuing spring. 
Under the inspirations of Alkibiades, Athens was about to 
attempt the new experiment of seeking to obtain intra
Peloponnesian followers and influence. At the beginning of 
the war she had been maritime, defensive, and simply con
servative, under the guidance of Perikles. After the events of 
Sphakt~ia, she made use of that great advantage to aim at the 
recovery of Megara and Bceotia, which she had before been 
compelled to abandon by the Thirty years' truce-at the 

1 Thucyd. v. 51, 52. 2 Thucyd. v. 48-50. 
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rscommendation of Kleon. In this attempt she employed the 
ti,.;hth year of the war, but with signal ill success; while 
Brasidas during that period broke open the gates of her mari
time empire, and robbed her of many important dependencies. 
The grand object of Athens then became, to recover these lost 
dependencies, especially Amphipo1is : Nikias and his partisans 
sought to effect such recovery by making peace, while Kleon 
and his supporters insisted that it could never be achieved 
except by military efforts. The expedition under Kleon 
r.gainst Amphipolis had failed-:-the peace conc1uded by Nikias 
:1ad failed also : Athens had surrendered her capital advantage 
without regaining Amphipolis ; and if she wished to regain it, ~ 
there was no alternative except to repeat the attempt which had~, 
failed under Kleon. And this perhaps she might have done (as~ 
we shall find her projecting to do in the course of about four~ 
years forward), if it had not been, first, that the Athenian mind ~ 
was now probably sick and disheartened about Amphipolis, in {l' 
consequence of the prodigious disgrace so recently undergone 4l ~ 
there; next, that Alkibiades, the new chief adviser or prime'" 
minister of Athens (if we may be allowed to use an inaccurate 
expression, which yet suggests the reality of the case), was 
prompted by his personal impulses to turn the stream of 
Athenian ardour into a different channel. Full of antipathy to 
Sparta, he regard~d the interior of Peloponnesus as her most 
vulnerable point, especially in the present disjointed relations 
of its componerrt cities. Moreover, his personal thirst for 
glory was better gratified amidst the centre of Grecian life than 
by undertaking an expedition into a distant and barbarous 
region: lastly, he probably recollected with discomfort the 
hardships and extreme cold (insupportable to all except the 
iron frame of Sokrates) which he had himself endured at the 
blockade of Potidrea twelve years before,1 and which any arma
ment destined to conquer Amphipolis would have to go through 
again. It was under these impressions that he .!1~ .Q~_gan to 
press his intra-Peloponnesian operations against Lacedremon, 
with the view of organising a counter-alliance under Argos 
sufficient to keep her in check, and at any rate to nullify her 
power of carrying invasion beyond the isthmus. All this was 
to be done without ostensibly breaking the peace and alliance 
between Athens and Lacedremon, which stood in conspicuous 
letters on pillars erected in both cities. 

Coming to Argos at the head of a few Athenian hoplites and 
1 Plato, Symposion, c. 35, P· 220. a .. vol '}'i't.p aimie, x••p.wvES, 'lJ"d'YOII 

o1ou a .. vo'Td'Toll, &c. 
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bowmen, and reinforced by Peloponnesian allies, Alkibiades 
exhibited the spectacle of an Athenian general traversing the 
interior of the peninsula, and imposing his own arrangements 
in various quarters-a spectacle at that moment new and strik
ing.1 He first turned his attention to the Ach::ean towns in the 
north-west, where he persuaded the inhabitants of Patr::e to ally 
themselves with Athens, and even to undertake the labour of 
connecting their town with the sea by means of long walls, so as 
to place themselves within the protection of Athens from sea
ward. He further projected the erection of a fort and the 
formation of a naval station at the extreme point of Cape 
Rhium, just at the narrow entrance of the Corinthian Gulf; 
whereby the Athenians, who already possessed the opposite 
shore by means of Naupaktus, would have become masters of · 
the commerce of the Gulf. But the Corinthians and Siky
onians, to whom this would have been a serious mischief, 
despatched forces enough to prevent the consummation of the 
scheme-and probably also to hinder the erection of the walls 
at Patr::e. 2 Yet the march of Alkibiades doubtless strengthened 
the anti-Laconian interest throughout the Ach::ean coast. 

•-v He then returned to take part with the Argeians in a war 
' against Epidaurus. To acquire possession of this city would 
~uch facilitate the communication between Athens and Argos, 

:_.,since it was not only immediately opposite to the island of 
'{ JEgina now occupied by the Athenians, but also opened to the 
, latter an access by land, dispensing with the labour of circum
,. ,riavigating Cape Skyll::eum (the south-eastern point of the 
,.r Argeian and Epidaurian peninsula) whenever they sent forces 

to Argos. Moreover the territory of Epidaurus bordered to the 
north on that of Corinth, so that the possession of it would be 
an additional guarantee for the neutrality of the Corinthians. 
Accordingly it was resolved to attack Epidaurus, for which a 
pretext was easily found. As presiding and administering state 
of the temple of Apollo Pythaeus (situated within the walls 
of Argos), the Argeians enjoyed a sort of religious supremacy 
over Epidaurus and other neighbouring cities-seemingly the 
remnant of that extensive supremacy, political as well as religious, 
which in early times had been theirs.8 The Epidaurians owed 
to this temple certain sacrifices and other ceremonial obligations 

l Thucyd. v. 52. Isokrat~s (De Bigis, sect. 17, p. 349) speaks of tl1is 
expedition of Alkibiad~s in his usual loose and exaggerated language : but 
he has a right to call attention to it as something very memorable at the 
time. 

2 Thucyd. v. 52. 3 Thucyd. v. 53, with Dr. Arnold's note. 
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-one of which, arising out of some circumstance which we 
cannot understand, was now due and unperformed: at least so 
the Argeians alleged. Such default imposed upon them the 
duty of getting together a military force to attack the Epidaurians 
and enforce the obligation. 

Their invading march however was for a time suspended by Jt! 
the news that king Agis, with the full force of Laced::emon and ~ 
her allies, had advanced as far as Leuktra, one of the borderc.;, 
towns of Laconia on the north-west, towards i\-Iount Lykxum .!
and the Arcadian Parrhasii. What this movement meant was'f/ 
known only to Agis himself, who did not even explain the pur
pose to his own soldiers or officers, or allies.l But the sacrifice 
constantly offered before passing the border was found so un-

. favourable that he abandoned his march for the present and 
returned home. The month Karneius, a period of truce as well 
as religious festival among the Dorian states, being now at hand, 
he directed the allies to hold themselves prepared for an out
march as soon as that month had expired. 

On being informed that Agis had dismissed his troops, the 
Argeians prepared to execute their invasion of Epidaurus. The 
day on which they set out was already the 26th of the month 
preceding the Karneian month, so that there remained only 
three days before the commencement of that latter month with 
its holy truce, binding upon the religious feelings of the Dorian 
states generally, to which Argos, Sparta, and Epidaurus all be
longed. But the Argeians made use of that very peculiarity of 
the season, which was accounted likely to keep them at home, 
to facilitate their scheme, by playing a trick with the calendar, 
and proclaiming one of those arbitrary interferences with the 
reckoning of time which the Greeks occasionally employed 
to correct the ever-recurring confusion of their lunar system. 
Having begun their march on the 26th of the month before 
Kameius, the Argeians called each succeeding day still the 
z6th, thus disallowing the lapse of time, and pretending that 
the Karneian month had not yet commenced. This proceed
ing was further facilitated by the circumstance, that their allies 
of Athens, Elis, and Mantineia, not being Dorians, were under 
no obligation to observe the Karneian truce. Accordingly the 
~rmy marched from Argos into the territory of Epidaurus, and 

, 1, Thucyd. v. 54· ~OEI ll~ obll<ls 37rot f1'Tpa:re6ovaw, ovllli a! 7r0AfiS i~ iliv 
~7rep.tp81}fJ'av. 

This incident shows that Sparta employed the military force of her allies 
without any regard to their feelings-quite as decidedly as Athens; though 
there were some among them too powerful to be thus treated, 
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spent seemingly a fortnight or three weeks in laying it waste ; 
all this time being really, according to the reckoning of the 
other Dorian states, part of the Kameian truce, which the 
Argeians, adopting their own arbitrary computation of time, 
professed not to be violating. The Epidaurians, unable to 
meet them single-handed in the field, invoked the aid of their 
allies, who however had already been summoned by Sparta for 
the succeeding month, and did not choose, any more than the 
Spartans, to move during the Kameian month itself. Some 
allies however, perhaps the Corinthians, came as far as the 
Epidaurian border, but did not feel themselves strong enough 
to lend aid by entering the territory alone.! 

1 Thucyd. v. 54· 'Ap"fELO< o' ava.xwp1)0"cf.V'rwv a.OTWV (the Lacedremonians), 
Tov 1rpo Tov Ka.pvelov p.7]vos ~~ell.f!ovTEs TETpcf.o< ¢fllvovTos, Ka.l ll.')'o V'T e s T h v , 
-fJp.€pu.v 'TU.6T1)V 7rcf.V'TU. 'TOV xp&vov, l<TE{3u.ll.ov ~. Ti!V 'E1r<OU.vpla.v Ku.l 
~5?fovv· 'E1rt8a6ptot 8E -roils ~up.p.dxous ~?reKalt..oiivTo· Ciiv ol pJv T0v p.1jva 
'1TpoUtpa.u£uavTo, ol Of Kal ~s p.e8nplav T1}s 'E7rt0avp£as ~A80vTES 7}uVxa(ov. 

In explaining this passage, I venture to depart from the views of all the 
commentators ; with the less scruple, as it seems to me that even the best 
of them are here embarrassed and unsatisfactory. 

The meaning which I give to the words is the most strict and literal 
possible-" The Argeians, having set out on the 26th of the month before 
Kameius, and kuping that day during tht whole time, invaded the Epidau
rian territory, and went on ravaging it." By " during the whole time" is 
meant, during the whole time that this expedition lasted. That is, in my 
judgement-they kept the 26th day of the antecedent month for a whole 
fortnight or so-they called each successive day by the same name-they 
stopped the computed march of time-the 27th was never admitted to have 
arrived. Dr. Thirlwall translates it (Hist. Gr. vol. iii. ch. xxiv. p. 331)
" they began their march on a day which they had always been used to 
keep holy." But the words on this construction introduce a new fact 
which has no visible bearing on the main affirmation of the sentence. 

The meaning which I give may perhaps be called in question on the 
ground that such tampering with the calendar is too absurd and childish to 
have been really committed. Yet it is not more absurd than the two votes 
said to have been passed by the Athenian assembly (in 290 B.c.), who 
being in the month of Munychion, first passed a vote that that month 
should be the month Anthesterion-next that it should be the month 
Boedromion ; in order that Demetrius Poliorketes might be initiated both 
in the lesser and greater mysteries of Demeter, both nearly at the same 
time. Demetrius, being about to quit Athens in the month Munychion, 
went through both ceremonies with little or no delay (Plutarch, Demetrius, 
c. 26). Compare also the speech ascribed to Alexander at the Granikus, 
directing a second month Artemisius to be substituted for the month Daesius 
(Plutarch, Alex. c. r6). 

Besides if we look to the conduct of the Argeians themselves at a subse
quent period (B.C. 389, Xenophon, Hellen. iv. 7, 2, 3; v. r, 29), we shall 
see them playing an analogous trick with the calendar in order to get the 
benefit of the sacred truce. When the Lacedremonians invaded Argos, the 
Argeians despatched heralds with wreaths and the appropriate insignia, to 
warn them off on the ground of it being the period of the holy truce-
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Meanwhile the Athenians had convoked another congress ofV 

deputies at Mantineia, for the purpose of discussing propositions c~ 

t:1cmgh it reallj- was not so-ovx o1r&Te 1<a8~ Kat o xp&vos, all. A.' o1r&TE »J 
i,p.{:Jall.ll.flv p.~ll.ll.ot.v !l.aKe&atp.ovtot, TOTE {,.zr~<P•pov Toiis p.1jvas- t6 
ol &< 'Ap-yeiot, l7rel l'Yvourav ov &uv1j<T&p.evot /Cwll.vew, f.,.•p.>/lav, tfJ (f7r E p ' 
~LWBEuav, ~uTepa.v"'p.Evous BVo K-l,puKas, U7rocJ>~povTas uwovO&.s. On \rJ 
more than one occasion, this stratagem was successful : the Lacedremonians ~ 
did not dare to act in defiance of the summons of the heralds, who 
affirmed that it was the time of the truce, though in reality it was not so. r~ 
At last the Spartan king Agesipolis actually went both to Olympia and 1". 
Delphi, to put the express question to those oracles, whether he was ~1'1· 
bound to accept the truce at any moment, right or wrong, when it might 
,;uit the convenience of the Argcians to bring it forward as a sham plea 
( u7ro</>~p«v). The oracles both told him that he was under no obliga
tion to submit to such a pretence: accordingly, he sent back the heralds, 
rdu~ing to attend to their summons ; and invaded the Argeian territory . 

.l\' ow here is a case exactly in point, with this difference-that the 
Argeians, when they are invaders of Epidaurus, falsifY the calendar in order 
to blot out the holy truce where it really ought to have come : whereas 
when they are the party invaded, they commit similar falsification in order 
to introduce the truce where it does not legitimately belong. I conceive, 
therefore, that such an analogous incident justifies the interpretation which 
I have given of the passage now before us in Thucydides~ 

But even if I were unable to produce a case so exactly parallel, I should 
still defend the interpretation. Looking to the state of the ancient Grecian 
calendars, the proceeding imputed to the Argeians ought not to be looked 
on as too preposterous and absurd for adoption-with the same eyes as we 
,;hould regard it now. 

With the exception of Athens, we do not know completely the calendar 
of a single other Grecian city : but we know that the months of all were 
lunar months, and that the practice followed in regard to intercalation, for 
the prevention of inconvenient divergence between lunar and solar time, 
was different in each different city. Accordingly the lunar month of one 
city did not (except by accident) either begin or end at the same time as the 
lunar month of another. M. Boeckh observes (ad Corp. Inscr. t. i. p. 
734)-" Variorum populorum menses, qui sibi secundum legitimos annorum 
cardines respondent, non quovis conveniunt anno, nisi cyclus intercalatio
num utrique populi idem sit : sed ubi differunt cycli, altero populo prius 
intercalante mensem dum non intercalat alter, eorum qui non intercalarunt 
tnensis certus cedit jam in eum mensem alterorum qui prrecedit ilium cui 
vulgo respond.et certus iste mensis: quod tam en negligere so lent chronologi." 
Compare also the valuable Dissertation of K. F. Hermann, Ueber die 
Griechische Monatskunde, Gi:itting. 1844, p. 21-27-where all that is 
known about the Grecian names and arrangement of months is well brought 
together. 

The names of the Argeian months we hardly know at all (see K. F. 
Hermann, p. 84-124) : indeed the only single name resting on positive 
?roof, is that of a month Hernuzus. How far the months of Argos agreed 
"ith those of Epidaurus or Sparta we do not know, nor have we any right 
to presume that they did agree. Nor is it by any means clear that every 
city in Greece had what may properly be called a system of intercalation, 
so correct as to k,eep the calendar .right without frequent arbitrary inter
ferences. Even at Athens, it is not yet satisfactorily proved that the 
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of peace: perhaps this may have been a point carried by Nikias 
at Athens, in spite of Alkibiades. What other deputies at
tended, we are not told : but Euphamidas, coming as envoy 
from Corinth, animadverted, even at the opening of the de
bates, upon the inconsistency of assembling a peace congress 
while war was actually raging in the Epidaurian territory. So 
much were the Athenian deputies struck with this observation, 
that they departed, persuaded the Argeians to retire from 
Epidaurus, and then came back to resume negotiations. Still 
however the pretensions of both parties were found irreconcile
able, and the congress broke up ; upon which the Argeians 
again returned to renew their devastations in Epidaurus, while 
the Lacedremonians, immediately on the expiration of the 

::\fetonic calendar was ever actually received into civil use. Cicero, in 
describing the practice of the Sicilian Greeks about reckoning of time, 
characterises their interferences for the purpose of correcting the calendar 
as occasional rather than systematic. Verres took occasion from these 
interferences to make a still more violent change, by declaring the ides of 
January to be the calends of March (Cicero, Verr. ii. 52, 129). 

Now where a people are accustomed to get wrong in their calendar, and 
to see occasional interferences introduced by authority to set them right, 
the step which I here suppose the Argeians to have taken about the inva
sion of Epidaurus will not appear absurd and preposterous. The Argeians 
would ptetend that the real time for celebrating the festival of Karneia had 
not yet arrived. On that point, they were not bound to follow the views 
of other Dorian states-since there does not seem to have been any recog
nised authority for proclaiming the commencement of the Karneian truce, 
a,s the Eleians proclaimed the Olympic, and the Corinthians the Isthmiac 
truce. In saying therefore that the 26th of the month preceding Karneius 
should be repeated, and that the 27th should not be recognised as arriving 
for a fortnight or three weeks, the Argeian government would only be em
ploying an expedient the like of which had been before resorted to-though, 
in the case before us, it was employed for a fraudulent purpose. 

The Spartan month Hekatombeus appears to have corresponded with 
the Attic month Hekatombreon-the Spartan month following it, Karneius, 
with the Attic month Metageitnion (Hermann, p. II2)---<>ur months July 
and August ; such correspondence being by no means exact or constant. 
Both Dr. Arnold and Goller speak of Hekatombeus as if it were the 
Argeian month preceding Kameius; but we only know it as a Spartan 
month. Its name does not appear among the months of the Dorian cities 
in Sicily, among whom nevertheless Kameius seems universal. See Franz, 
Comm. ad Corp. Inscript. Grrec. No. 5475, 5491, 5640. Part xxxii. 

P· ~~~-tricks played with the calendar at Rome, by political authorities for 
party purposes, are well known to every one. And even in some states of 
Greece, the course of the calendar was so uncertain as to serve as a 
proverbial expression for inextricable confusion. See Hesychius-'Ev Ke'l' 
.,-is -l}p.epa; 'E,-1.,-i;,v o{nc eb'YVWIJ'Twv· ob~els 1ap oiliev iv Kerp .,-[s 7} -iJJ-Lt!pa, 
3n olnc EIJ'TUIJ<V al T,p.epa•, all.ll.' &.s El<aiJ'TOI 6ell.oucnv l!"'tOUIJI.-See also 
Aristoph. Nubes, 6o5. 
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Karneian month, marched out again, as far as their border town 
of Kary::e, but were again arrested and forced to return by 
unfavourable border-sacrifices. Intimation of their out-march, 
however, was transmitted to Athens ; upon which Alkibiades, 
at the head of Iooo Athenian hoplites, was sent to join the 
Argeians. But before he arrived, the Laced::emonian army 
had been already disbanded : so that his services were no 
longer required, and the Argeians carried their ravages over 
one-third of the territory of Epidaurus before they at length 
evacuated it.l ~~ 

The Epidaurians were reinforced about the end of Septem-~· J 
ber by a detachment of 300 Lacedremonian hoplites underv.-"· 
Agesippidas, sent by sea without the knowledge of the Athe- i\ 
1nians. Of this the Argeians preferred loud complaints at t d 
Athens. They had good reason to condemn the negligence of ru,. 
the Athenians as allies, for not having kept better naval watch .,-, 
at their neighbouring station of JEgina, and for having allowed \;' 
this enemy to enter the harbour of Epidaurus. But they took f'rv. 
another ground of complaint somewhat remarkable. In the 
alliance between Athens, Argos, Elis, and Mantineia, it had •-:": 
been stipulated that neither of the four should suffer the pas-~.;.. 
sage of troops through its territory without the joint consent ofc,.J-, 
all. Now the sea was accounted a part of the territory of VVj,. 
Athens : so that the Athenians had violated this article of the ~'I'· 
treaty by permitting the Laced::emonians to send troops by sea i.N' 
to Epidaurus. And the Argeians now required Athens, in J.· 
compensation for this wrong, to carry back the Messenians ~ , 
and Helots from Kephallenia to Pylus, and allow them to ravage ~ 
IT .aconia. The Athenians, under the persuasion of Alkibiades, 

omplied with their requisition ; inscribing~ at the foot of the 
mar on which their alliance with Sparta stood recorded, that 

l Thucyd. v. 55· /Cal 'A871va.lwv ab'To'is xlll.wt l{3ot,871dav 6?rll.t'Tat Kal 
lli.1CL/3Hf.o71s d'TpaTrry&s, 'lrv86p.evot 'TOVs AaiCeoatp.ovlovs €~err'Tpa.Hva-8at· 1<al &s 
~OEV (.,., abTWV (oet, a1Ti)ll.8ov. This is the reading which Portus, Bloomfield, 
lidut, and Goller, either adopt or recommend ; leaving out the particle o' 
hich stands in the common text after ?rv96wvo<. 
If we do not adopt this reading, we must construe l~ea-TpaTevrr8at (as Dr . 

.mold and Poppo construe it) in the sense of "had already completed 
teir expedition and returned home." But no authority is produced for 
Jtting such a meaning upon the verb EICdTpaTevw : and the view of Dr. 
mold, who conceives that this meaning exclusively belongs to the preter· 
e or pluperfect tense, is powerfully contradicted by the use of the word 
;.a-.,.pa'Tevp.evwv (ii. 12), the same verb and the same tense-yet in a 
teaning contrary to that which he assigns. 
It appears to me the less objectionable proceeding of the two, to dispense 

ith the particle o,. 
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the Lacedcemonians had not observed their oaths. Neverthe-/ 
less they still abstained from formally throwing up their treaty; 
with Lacedcemon, or breaking it in any other way.1 The re-1 
lations between Athens and Sparta thus remained, in name
peace and alliance-so far as concerns direct operations against: 
each other's territory; in reality-hostile action as well as)' 
hostile manceuvring, against each other, as allies respectively 
cl~~~ I 

The Argeians, after having prolonged their incursions on the1 
Epidaurian territory throughout all the autumn, made in the\ 
winter an unavailing attempt to take the town itself by storm) 
Though there was no considerable action, but merely a succes-( 
sion of desultory attacks, in some of which the Epidaurianf 
even had the advantage-yet they still suffered serious hard( 
ship, and pressed their case forcibly on the sympathy of Sparta, 
Thus importuned, and mortified as well as alarmed by tht 

· 1 increasing defection or coldness which they now experience(\ 
;/ throughout Peloponnesus-the Lacedcemonians determined, 
J1 during the course of the ensuing summer, to put forth their' 
i!tl\

1strength vigorously, and win back their lost ground.2 . 

'\, Towards the month of June (B.C. 418), they marched with 
l'their full force, freemen as well as Helots, under king Agis, , 
~/~ainst Argos. The Tegeans and other Arcadian allies joined! 

them on the march, while their other allies near the Isthmus-/ 
Bceotians, Megarians, Corinthians, Sikyonians, Phliasians, &c.\ 
-were directed to assemble at Phlius. The number of thesef 
latter allies was very considerable-for we hear of sooo Bceotian, 
hoplites, and 2ooo Corinthian: the Bceotians had with them! 
also sooo light-armed, soo horsemen, and soo foot-soldiers I 
who ran alongside of the horsemen. The numbers of the rest
or of Spartans themselves, we do not know ; nor probably di(\ 
Thucydides himself know : for we find him remarking else 
where the impenetrable concealment of the Lacedcemonians o·j 
all public affairs, in reference to the numbers at the subsequer 1 
battle of Mantineia. Such muster of the Lacedcemonian al1 
ance was no secret to the Argeians, who marching first tl 
Mantineia, and there taking up the force of that city as well [\ 
3000 Eleian hoplites who came to join them, met the Laceda

1 
monians in their march at Methydrium in Arcadia. The tw< 
armies being posted on opposite hills, the Argeians had resolve() 
to attack Agis the next day, so as to prevent him from joinin~· 
his allies at Phlius. But he eluded this separate encount 
by decamping in the night, reached Phlius, and operated hi 

1 Thucyd. v. 56. 2 Thucyd. v. 57· l. 

I 
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unction in safety. We do not hear that there was in the Lace
:l~monian army any commander of lochus, who, copying the 
mreasonable punctilio of Amompharetus before the battle of 
Plat~a, refused to obey the order of retreat before the enemy, 
:o the imn.inent risk of the whole army. And the fact that no 
;imilar incident occurred now, may be held to prove that the 
Lacedremc,nians had acquired greater familiarity with the 
~xigencies of actual warfare. V' 

As soon as the Lacedremonian retreat was known in the~1· V 
norning, the Argeians left their position also, and marched ~~ , 
iVith their allies, first to Argos itself-next, to Nemea, on the, .r 
Jrdinary r•Jad from Corinth and Phlius to Argos, by which they \-1 \'J 
magined that the invaders would approach. But Agis acted V\~ 
iifferently. Distributing his force into three divisions, he him- \ 
;elf with the Laceda:monians and Arcadians, taking a short, 
Jut very rugged and difficult road, crossed the ridge of the "'~" 
nountains and descended straight into the plain near Argos. 
fhe Corinthians, Pellenians, and Phliasians were directed to 
allow another mountain road, which entered the same plain 
1pon a different point : while the Bceotians, Corinthians, and 
Sikyonians, followed the longer, more even, and more ordinary 
·oute, by Nemea. This route, though apparently frequented 
md convenient, led for a considerable distance along a narrow 
·avine caJed the Tretus, bounded on each side by mountains. 
fhe unit.;d army under Agis was much superior in number to 
:he Argeians : but if all had marched in one line by the fre-· 
1uented route through the narrow Tretus, their superiority of 
mmber would have been of little use, whilst the Argeians 
;vould ht.ve had a position highly favourable to their defence. 

y dividing his force, and taking the mountain road with his 
wn division, Agis got into the plain of Argos in the rear of the 

geian position at Nemea. He anticipated that when the 
rgeiam saw him devastating their properties near the city, 
ey would forthwith quit the advantageous ground near 
emea ~o come and attack him in the plain : the Bceotian 

ivision would thus find the road by N emea and the Tretus 
·pen, ar d would be able to march without resistance into the 
lain of Argos, where their numerous cavalry would act with 

:!feet a~;ainst the Argeians engaged in attacking Agis. This 

r

iple march was executed. Agis with his division, and the 
orinth·ans with theirs, got across the mountains into the 
rgeian plain during the night; while the Argeians, 1 hearing at 
1 Thucyd. v. 59· O! li€ 'Apyilo< "')'V6wres ~!3oMovv ~p.{;pas 1)1i1} OK Ti)s 

ep.eas, nc. 
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daybreak that he was near their city, ravaging Saminthus andl 
other places, left their position at N emea to come down to the' 
plain and attack him. In their march they had a partial skir-. 
mish with the Corinthian division, which, having reached a! 
high ground immediately above the Argeian plain, was found 
nearly in the road. But this affair was indecisive, and they/1 
soon found themselves in the plain near to Agis and the 
Lacedremonians, who lay between them and their city. · 

On both sides the armies were marshalled, and order taken! 
for battle. But the situation of the Argeians was in reality! 
little less than desperate : for while they had Agis and his; 
division in their front, the Corinthian detachment was nea1) 
enough to take them in flank, and the Breotians marchin1 1 

along the undefended road through the Tretus would attad~ 
them in the rear. The Breotian cavalry too would act with full 
effect upon them in the plain, since neither Argos, Elis, no 1 

Mantineia, seem to have possessed any horsemen : a descrip 
1 

tion of force which ought to have been sent from Athens,, 
though from some cause which does not appear, the Athenian· 
contingent had not yet arrived. Nevertheless, in spite of a 
position so very critical, both the Argeians and their allies were 
elate with confidence and impatient for battle; thinking only 
of the division of Agis immediately in their front which appeared i 
to be enclosed between them and their city-and taking no; 
heed to the other formidable enemies in their flank and rear.; 
But the Argeian generals were better aware than their soldiers! 
of the real danger : and just as the two armies were about to!' 
charge, Alkiphron, proxenus of the Lacedremonians at Argos,. 
accompanied Thrasyllus, one of the five generals of thfl 
Argeians, to a separate parley with Agis, without consultatiol{ 
or privity on the part of their own army. They exhorted Agi 
not to force on a battle, assuring him that the Argeians wer 
ready both to give and receive equitable satisfaction, in a· 
matters of complaint which the Lacedremonians might ur 
against them-and to conclude a just peace for the futun 
Agis, at once acquiescing in the proposal, granted them a true 
of four months to accomplish what they had promised. He o 
his part also took this step without consulting either his arm • 
or his allies, simply addressing a few words of confidential tal~:) 
to one of the official Spartans near him. Immediately he gav 
the order for retreat, and the army, instead of being led t 
battle, was conducted out of the Argeian territory, through th 
Nemean road whereby the Breotians had just been enterint1 
But it required all the habitual discipline of Lacedremonia1 

l 
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oldiers to make them obey this order of the Spartan king, alike 
mexpected and unwelcome.1 For the army were fully sensible 
>oth of the prodigious advantages of their position, and of the 
>ver,vhelming strength of the invading force, so that all the 
hree divisions were loud in their denunciations of Agis, and 
>ene :rated with shame at the thoughts of so disgraceful a 
etreat. And when they all saw themselves in one united body 
tt ~~:mea, previous to breaking up and going home,-so as to 
1ave before their eyes their own full numbers and the complete 
:quipment of one of the finest Hellenic armies which had ever 
>een assembled-the Argeian body of allies, before whom 
hey were now retiring, appeared contemptible in the com· 
>arison, and they separated with yet warmer and more 
mivnsal indignation against the king who had betrayed their 
:ause. r .. 

On returning home, Agis incurred not less blame from the Y;.J 
)partm authorities than from his own army, for having thrown lu. 
tway so admirable an opportunity of subduing Argos. This·\?; 
11as assuredly no more than he deserved : but we read, with V:' 
10 small astonishment, that the Argeians and their allies on~ CJ.J 
·eturring were even more exasperated against Thrasyllus, 2 

11horr: they accused of having traitorously thrown away a certain 
rictory. They had indeed good ground, ill the received 
>racti~e, to .censure him for having concluded a truce without 
aking the sense of the people. It was their custom, on 
-eturning from a march, to hold a public court-martial before 
:nteri.1g the city, at a place called the Charadrus or winter 
orrent near the walls, for the purpose of adjudicating on 
>ffencs and faults committed in the army. Such was their 
vrath on this occasion against Thrasyllus, that they would 
:carce y be prevailed upon even to put him upon his trial, but 

~
gan to stone him. He was forced to seek personal safety 
the altar ; upon which the soldiers tried him, and he was 

nde·nned to have his property confiscated. 3 ,, 9 
Verr shortly afterwards the expected Athenian contingent \.4"". 

mive<:, which probably ought to have come earlier: Iooo o-'f. 
10plit( s, with 300 horsemen, under Laches and Nikostratus. t-. ~ 
:\.lkibiades came as ambassador, probab~y serving ~s a sol~ier ~ 
tlso a:nong the horsemen. The Arge1ans, notwJthstandmgt~V 

I 1 Tht.cyd. v. 6o. Ol a€ Aai<EaalJLOVLOl l<al oi ~VJLJLO.XOl e11rOV'rO JLfV &s 
p•Et'TO St<. 'TOV VOJLov, lv a.hlq. li€ elxov tca'T' all.li.TJ/I.ovs "lTOil.ll.jl 'TOV • A-y1v, &c. 
, 2 Tht cyd. v. 6o. 'Ap-yei"o• lie «al al!Tol t"' lv 1roll.ll.<j 1rll.eiov• a.hiq. 
lxov Tovs cT1rEl<Ta.p.lvovs l<vev 'TOV 7rli.1JOovs, &c. 

3 ThJ:Cyd. v. 6o. 
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' their displeasure against Thrasyllus, nevertheless felt the·.· 

selves pledged to observe the truce which he had conclude · 
and their magistrates accordingly desired the newly-arrive' 
Athenians to depart. Nor was Alkibiades even permitted ti 
approach and address the public assembly, until the Mantineia~ 
and Eleian allies insisted that thus much at least should not b]' 
refused. An assembly was therefore convened, in which thes 
allies took part, along with the Argeians. Alkibiades contende 
strenuously that the recent truce with the Lacedremonians wa~ 
null and void ; since it had been contracted without the privit~ 
of all the allies, distinctly at variance with the terms of th~ 
alliance. He therefore called upon them to resume militar~ 
operations forthwith, in conjunction with the reinforcement now' 
seasonably arrived. His speech so persuaded the assembly, that 
the Mantineians and Eleians consented at once to join him i:r.l 
an expedition against the Arcadian town of Orchomenus ; the 
Argeians also, though at first reluctant, very speedily followe~ 
them thither. Orchomenus was a place important to acquir~ 
not merely because its territory joined that ofMantineia on th~1 
northward, but because the Lacedremonians had deposited 
therein the hostages which they had taken from Arcadian town 
ships and villages as guarantee for fidelity. Its walls were how 
ever in bad condition, and its inhabitants, after a shor 
resistance, capitulated. They agreed to become allies of 
Mantineia-to furnish hostages for faithful adhesion to such 
alliance-and to deliver up the hostages deposited with them 
by Sparta.1 

~J Encouraged by first success, the allies debated what the) 
;r should next undertake. The Eleians contended strenuous!> 
~.~~ a march against Lepreum, while the Mantineians wer·f, 

r:,~uxious to attack their enemy and neighbour Tegea. Th( 
if.. Argeians and Athenians preferred the latter-incomparably thf 
~"'"'I?wre impo:tant enterpris~ o~ the two : _but such ~.as the disgu~ 

/-of the Ele1ans at the reJectwn of the1r propos1t1on, that the\ 
,"'· abandoned the army altogether, and went home. NotwitH, 

standing their desertion, however, the remaining allies con 
tinued together at Mantineia organising their attack upo 
Tegea, in which city they had a strong favourable party, who 
had actually laid their plans, and were on the point of pro
claiming the revolt of the city from Sparta,2 when the philo 
Laconian Tegeans just saved themselves by despatching a 
urgent message to Sparta and receiving the most rapid succou -
The Lacedremonians, filled with indignation at the news of the 

1 Thucyd. v. 6z. 2 Thucyd. v. 64. liG"ov ob;c &tpei17"1JK<V, &c. 
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~ •rrender of Orchomenus, vented anew all their displeasure 
~ainst Agis, whom they now threatened with the severe 
unishment of demolishing his house and fining him in the 
urn of 10o,ooo drachmce or about 27! Attic talents. He 
ugently entreated, that an opportunity might be afforded to him 
-lf redeeming by some brave deed the ill name which he had 
[ncurred : if he failed in doing so, then they might inflict upon 
t1im what penalty they chose. The penalty was accordingly 
1vithdrawn : but a restriction, new to the Spartan constitution, 
Has now placed upon the authority of the king. It had been, 
Jefore, a part of his prerogative to lead out the army single
r.;anded and on his own authority ; but a council of Ten was 
'lOW named, without whose concurrence he was interdicted ttl 
tom exercising such power.1 ~ 

To the great good fortune of Agis, the pressing messaget'\r\'• 
now arrived announcing imminent revolt of Tegea-the most 1;1. ',

1 
important ally of Sparta, and close upon her border. Such~1~ 
was the alarm occasioned by this news, that the whole ~' 
military population instantly started off to relieve the place, y·, 
Agis at their head-the most rapid movement ever known to ''r 
have been made by Lacedcemonian soldiers.2 When they t'':' 
arrived at Orestheium in Arcadia in their way, perhaps hearing 
that the danger was somewhat less pressing, they sent back to 
Sparta one-sixth part of the forces, for home defence-the 
oldest as well as the youngest men. The remainder marched 
forward to Tegea, where they were speedily joined by their Arca
iian allies. They further sent messages to the Corinthians and 
:l3ccotians, as well as to the Phokians and Lokrians, invoking 
! he immediate presence of these contingents in the territory of 

Iantineia. The arrival of such reinforcements, however, even 
rith all possible zeal on the part of the cities contributing, 
ould not be looked for without some lapse of time ; the 
Lther, as it appears that they could not get into the territory 
f Mantineia except by passing through that of Argos s-which 
ould not be safely attempted until they had all formed a 

runction. Accordingly Agis, impatient to redeem his reput:!-
:ion, marched at once with the Lacedcemonians and the 
.\rcadian allies present into the territory ofMantineia, and took 

1 Thucyd. v. 63. 
~ Thucyd. v. 64. ~vTa.vea. l)ij /3o~8ua Twv ll.cuceiJa.tp.ovCwv 'Yf'YVE'I"«< a.lmov 

TE 1<a.l Twv E[,._.:,.,..,, 'lra.VIJ7]JJ.El b~•'" tad o1a. oii1rw 7rpOT•pov. The outrnarch 
)f the Spartans just before the battle of Platrea (described in Herodot. vii. 
'0) seems however to have been quite as rapid and instantaneous. 

3 Thucyd. v. 64. Evvi""-?IE -yap IJ<a piuov. 
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up a pos1t1on near the Herakleion or temple of Herakles, 1 
from whence he began to ravage the neighbouring lands. The 
Argeians and their allies presently came forth from Mantineia, 
planted themselves near him, but on very rugged and im· 
practicable ground-and thus offered him battle. Nothing 
daunted by the difficulties of the position, he marshalled his 
army and led it up to attack them. His rashness on the 
present occasion might have produced as much mischief as his 
inconsiderate concession to Thrasyllus near Argos, had not an 
ancient Spartan called out to him that he was now merely pro
ceeding "to heal mischief by mischief." So forcibly was Agis 
impressed either with this timely admonition, or by the closer 
view of the position which he had undertak~n to assault, that he 
suddenly halted the army, and gave orders for retreat-thoug!1 
actually within distance, no greater than the cast of a javelin,\ 

.Jfom the enemy.2 · 
1 

His march was now intended to draw the Argeians away 
, .. ~ from the difficult ground which they occupied. On the frontier 
,, ,·~etween Mantineia and Tegea-both situated on a lofty, but 
- 'Lctnclosed plain, drained only by katabothra or natural subter-

't r;tnean channels in the mountains-was situated a head of 
't.,+-Ner, the regular efflux of which seems to have been kept up 
·\ ;~ joint operations of both cities for their mutual benefit. 
!~!" Thither Agis now conducted his army, for. the purpose of 

turning the water towards the side of Mantineia, where it would 
occasion serious damage ; calculating that the Mantineians 
and their allies would certainly descend from their position to / 
hinder it. No stratagem however was necessary to induce the 
latter to adopt this resolution. For so soon as they saw the 
Laced::emonians, after advancing to the foot of the hill, firs~ 
suddenly halt-next retreat-and lastly disappear-their sur; 
prise was very great ; and this surprise was soon converte9 
into contemptuous confidt;nce and impatience to pursue tht 
flying enemy. The generals, not sharing such confidence; 
hesitated at first to quit their secure position: upon which thd 
troops became clamorous, and loudly denounced them for: 
treason in letting the Laced::emonians quietly escape a second, 
time, as they had before done near Argos. These generals\ 

I 
1 The Lacedremonian kings appear to have felt a sense of protection in; 

encamping near a temple of H@rakl@s, their heroic progenitor (see Xenophon, : 
Hellen. vii. I, 31). 

2 Thucyd. v. 65. See an exclamation by an old Spartan mentioned a~ 
productive of impor~ant consequences, at tb_t; moment when a battle wa~ 
going to commence, m Xenophon, Hellen. vu. 4, 25. 

I 
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would probably not be the same with those who had incurred, 
1 short time before, so much undeserved censure for their 
:onvention with Agis : but the murmurs on the present 
:>ccasion, hardly less unreasonable, drove them, not without 
:onsiderable shame and confusion, to give orders for advance. 
They abandoned the hill, marched down into the plain so as 
to approach the Lacedcemonians, and employed the next day 
in arranging themselves in good battle order, so as to be ready 
to fight at a moment's notice. 

Meanwhile it appears that Agis had found himself disap
pointed in his operations upon the water. He had either not 
done so much damage, or not spread so much terror, as he 
had expected : and he accordingly desisted, putting himself 
again in march to resume his position at the Herakleion, and 
supposing that his enemies still retained their position on the 
hill. But in the course of this march he came suddenly upon 
the Argeian and allied army where he was not in the least 
prepared to see them. They were not only in the plain, but 
already drawn up in perfect order of battle. The Mantineians 
occupied the right wing, the post of honour, because the 
ground was in their territory : next to them stood their 
dependent Arcadian allies : then the chosen Thousand-regi
ment of Argos, citizens of wealth and family trained in arms 
at the cost of the state : alongside of them, the remaining 
Argeian hoplites with their dependent allies of Kleonre andy 
Ornece : last of all, on the left wing, stood the Athenians, their ; 
hoplites as :well as their horsemen. '1.~ 

It was with the greatest surprise that Agis and his army u-' 
beheld this unexpected apparition. To any other Greeks \~~ 
than Lacedcemonians, the sudden presentation of a formidable II 

enemy would have occasioned a feeling of dismay from which?;, 
they would have found it difficult to recover; and even the 
Lacedcemonians, on this occasion, underwent a momentary 
shock unparalleled in their previous experience.! But they 
now felt the full advantage of their rigorous training and habit 
of military obedience, as well as of that subordination of 
officers which was peculiar to themselves in Greece. In other 
Grecian armies orders were proclaimed to the troops in a loud 
voice by a herald, who received them personally from the 
general : each taxis or company, indeed, had its own taxiarch, 
but the latter did not receive his orders separately from the 

1 Thucyd. v. 66. J.ldll.tuTa 6€ AaK•6aiJ.IOVwt, ~s ~ lJ.11J.IV7JVTo, '" To6T<p 
Ttji Katptji ~~f'lrll.a')'7JcTav• 6ta /3pax•las ')'ap J.I•MfJv<WS TJ 7raparTKfu1J auTo'is 
~')'l')'V<To, &c. 
, VOL. VII. 1-' 
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general, and seems to have had no personal responsibility fo 
the execution of them by his soldiers. Subordinate and~ 
responsible military authority was not recognised. Among the· 
Laced::emonians, on the contrary, there was a regular gradation 
of military and responsible authority-" commanders of com
manders "-each of whom had his special duty in ensuring the 
execution of orders.1 Every order emanated from the Spartan 
king when he was present, and was given to the Polemarchs 
(each commanding a Mora, the largest military division), who, 
intimated it to the Lochagi, or colonels of the respective Lochi-f 
These again gave command to each Pentekonter, or captain of· 
a Pentekosty; lastly, he to the Enomotarch, who commanded\ 
the lowest subdivision called an Enomoty. The soldier thus · 
received no immediate orders except from the Enomotarch, • 
who was in the first instance responsible for his Enomoty ; but 
the Pentekonter and the Lochage were responsible also each 
for his larger division ; the pentekosty including four enomoties, 
and the lochus four pentekosties-at least so the numbers 
stood on this occasion. All the various military manceuvres 
were familiar to the Laced::emonians from their unremitting 
drill, so that their armies enjoyed the advantage of readier 
obedience along with more systematic command. Accordingly, 
though thus taken by surprise, and called on now for the first 
time in their lives to form in the presence of an enemy, they 
only manifested the greater promptitude 2 and anxious haste 
in obeying the orders of Agis, transmitted through the regular 
series of officers. The battle array was attained, with regularity 
as well as with speed. 

The extreme left of the Laced::emonian line belonged by 
ancient privilege to the Skirit::e; mountaineers of the border 
district of Laconia skirting the Arcadian Parrhasii, seemingly 
east of the Eurotas near its earliest and highest course. 
These men, originally Arcadians, now constituted a variety of; 
Laconian Periceki, with peculiar duties as well as peculiar ; 
privileges. Numbered among the bravest and most activel 
men in Peloponnesus, they generally formed the vanguard in I 
an advancing march ; and the Spartans stand accused of 

1 Thucyd. v. 66. ::Sxe51w -yelp 'TI ... av, '!l'll.:qv oll.l-yov, 'TO CT'Tp11.'T011'E6ov 'TOJV 
Aa.Ke~a.tp.ovlwv lfpXDV7'€S &.pXOV'TWV elcr£, Kal 7'0 brtp.ell.h 'TOV apwp.ivov 'R'oll.ll.o'Ls 
11'pO<T'I)KEI. 

Xenophon, De Republ. Laced. xi. 5· A! ... apa-yw')'al tfJcr.,.•p 011'0 t<1)pv«os 
0,.0 Tov . ~vwp.o.,.dpxov li.O')'<p o'l)ll.ovvTa< : compare xi. 8. ..q; ~vwp.o .. c£px1. 
"aP•'Y'YVii'Tal els p.&w,.ov 'll'ap' &u ... lBa. Ka8lcrTacr8a•, &c. 

~ Thucyd. v. 66. eb8os {J,.b CT7rovo1)s «a8ltrTavTo ~s «O<rp.ov 'TOV ~avTwv 
-A'YtBos 'TOV /3acrtll.lws ~KaCTTa ~~'YJ'YOVp.lvov KaTa 7'0V vop.ov, &c. 
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~aving exposed them to danger as well as toil with unbecoming 
ccklessness.1 Next to the Skirit::e, who were 6oo in number, 
tood the enfranchised Helots, recently returned from serving 
~ith Brasidas in Thrace, and the Neodamodes, both probably 
ummoned home from Lepreum, where we were told before 
hat they had been planted. After them, in the centre of the 
:ntire line, came the Laced::emonian lochi, seven in number, 
~ith the Arcadian dependent allies, Her::ean and M::enalian, 
1ear them. Lastly, in the right wing, stood the Tegeans, with 
t small division of Laced::emonians occupying the extreme 
ight, as the post of honour. On each flank there were some 
~aced::emonian horsemen.2 

l Thucydides, with a frankness which enhances the value of 
is testimony wherever he gives it positively, informs us that 

1e cannot pretend to set down the number of either army. It 
~ evident that this silence is not for want of having inquired 
!t.but none of the answers which he received appeared to him 
rustworthy : the extreme secrecy of Laceda!monian politics 
Ldmitted of no certainty about tlzeir numbers, while the empty 
mmerical boasts of other Greeks served only to mislead. In 
:he absence of assured information about aggregate number, 
he historian gives us some general information accessible to 
:very inquirer, and some facts visible to a spectator. From 
1is language it is conjectured, with some probability, by Dr. 
fhirlwall and others, that he was himself present at the battle, 
:hough in what capacity, we cannot determine, as he was an 
:xile from his country. First he states that the Laced::emonian 
trmy appeared more numerous than that of the enemy. Next 
1e tells us, that independent of the Skirit::e on the left, who 
.vere 6oo in number-the remaining Laced::emonian front, to 
:he extremity of their right wing, consisted of 448 men; each 
m6moty having four men in front. In respect to depth, the 
iifferent enomoties were not all equal; but for the most part, 
:he files were eight deep. There were seven lochi in all (apart 
rom the Skirit::e); each lochus comprised four pentekosties
!::tch pentekosty contained four enomoties. 3 Multiplying 448 

1 Xenophon, Cyrop. iY. z, I : see Diodor. xv. c. 32; Xenophon, Rep. 
["aced. xiii. 6. 

2 Thucyd. v. 67. 
3 Very little can be made out respecting the structure of the Lacedre

nonian army. We know that the EnCimoty was the elementary division
he military unit: that the Pentekosty was composed of a definite (not 
tlways the same) number of EnCimoties: that the Lochus also was com· 
Josed of a definite (not always the same) number of Pentekosties. The 
\Iora appears to have been a still larger division, consisting of so many 

! 
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by 8, and adding the 6oo Skirit<e, this would make a tot2 
of 4184 hoplites, besides a few horsemen on each flan1 
Respecting light-armed, nothing is said. I have no confidenc 
in such an estimate-but the total is smaller than we shoul• 
have expected, considering that the Laced:~monians ha< 
marched out from Sparta with their entire force on a pressini 
emergency, and that they had only sent home one-sixth o 

~ >~t~tr total, their oldest and youngest soldiers . 
.. }~'II' It does not appear that the generals on the Argeian sid, 

,. · made any attempt to charge while the Laced<emonian battlt 
array was yet incomplete. It was necessary for them, accordinl 
to Grecian practice, to wind up the courage of their troops b: 
some words of exhortation and encouragement ; and befor1 
these were finished, the Laced<emonians may probably hav• 

Lochi (according to X enophon, of four Lochi) : but Thucydides speaks a 
if he knew no division larger than the Lochus. { 

Beyond this very slender information, there seems no other fact certain. 
established about the Lacedremonian military distribution. Nor ought w 
reasonably to expect to find that these words En/Jmoty, Pentekosty, Lochus 
&c., indicate any fixed number of men: our own names 1·egiment, company 
troop, brigade, division, &c., are all more or less indefinite as to positiv• 
numbers and proportion to each other. 

That which was peculiar to the Lacedremonian drill, was, the teaching : 
small number of men like an Enomoty (25, 32, 36 men, as we sometime: 
find it), to perform its evolutions under the command of its En6motarch 
When this was once secured, it is probable that the combination of thes• 
elementary divisions was left to be determined in every case by circumstances 

Thucydides states several distinct facts. 1. Each Enomoty had four me> 
in frottt. 2. ·Each Enon10ty varied in depth, according as every lochagu: 
chose. 3· Each lochus had four pentekosties, and each pentekosty foUl 
enomoties.-Now Dobree asks, with much reason, how these assertions an 
to be reconciled? Given the number of men in front, and the number o 
en6moties in each Lochus-the depth of the Enomoty is of course deter 
mined, without reference to the discretion· of any one. These two assertion: 
appear distinctly contradictory; unless we suppose (what seems very diffi 
cult to believe) that the Lochage might make one or two of the four files o 
the same Enomoty deeper than the rest. Dobree proposes, as a means o 
removing this difficulty, to expunge some words from the text. One canna 
have confidence, however, in the conjecture. 

Another solution has been suggested, viz. that each lochagus had tht 
power of dividing his lochus into more or fewer enomoties as he chose, on!J 
under the obligation that four men should constitute the front rank of eacl 
en6moty : the depth would then of course be the variable item. I incline 
to believe that this is what Thucydides here means to indicate. When he 
says, therefore, that there were four pentekosties in each lochus, and fou 
enomoties in each pentekosty-we must suppose him to allude to the arm~ 
as it marched out from Sparta ; and to intimate, by the words which follow, 
that each lochagus had the power of modifying that distribution in regan: 
to his own loch us, when the order of battle was about to be formed. This. 
at any rate, seems the least unsatisfactory solution of the difficulty. 
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tained their order. The Mantineian officers reminded their 
untrymen that the coming battle would decide whether 
antineia should continue to be a free and imperial city, with 
rcadian dependencies of her own, as she now was-or should 

tgain be degraded into a dependency of Lacedcemon. The 
'\.rgeian leaders dwelt upon the opportunity which Argos now 

f
d of recovering her lost ascendency in Peloponnesus, and of 
venging herself upon her worst enemy and neighbour. The 
thenian troops were exhorted to show themselves worthy of 
1e many brave allies with whom they were now associated, as 
ell as to protect their own territory and empire by vanquishing 

heir enemy in Peloponnesus. 
It illustrates forcibly the peculiarity of Lacedcemonian char

·cter, that to them no similar words of encouragement were 
.ddressed either by Agis or any of the officers. " They knew 
~ays the historian 1) that long practice beforehand, in the busi-
~ss of war, was a better preservative than fine speeches on the 

[PUr of the moment." As among professional soldiers, bravery 
~as assumed as a thing of course, without any special exhorta
:ion : but mutual suggestions were heard among them with a 
riew to get their order of battle and position perfect,-which 
Lt first it probably was not, from the sudden and hurried 
nanner in which they had been constrained to form. More
>ver various war-songs, perhaps those of Tyrtceus, were chanted 
n the ranks. At length the word was given to attack : the 
mmerous pipers in attendance (an hereditary caste at Sparta) 
)egan to play, while the slow, solemn, and equable march of 
he troops adjusted itself to the time given by these instruments 
¥ithout any break or wavering in the line. A striking contrast 
o this deliberate pace was presented by the enemy; who having 
10 pipers or other musical i'nstruments rushed forward to the 
:barge with a step vehement and even furious, 2 fresh from the 
:.l..hortations just addressed to them. 

It was the natural tendency of all Grecian armies, when 
:oming into conflict, to march not exactly straight forward, but 
;omewhat aslant towards the right. The soldiers on the 

1 Thucyd. v. 69. ll.a><elia<p.&vw< li~ ~eaO' ~"clcrTovs T< ~eal fL€Ta Twv 71'oA.e
wcwv v&p.wv ~~~ crcp1crtv abTo"is 6iv 1rndcrTaVTa Tl)V 7rapa.~eb,•vcrw Ti)s p.v~p.7JS 
~-ya6ots olio-tv E1rotoVv-ro, ela6TES lp')'CIJV ~JC 1roAA.oU p.eAir7JV 1ri\elw udJ(ouuav 
; A.6-ywv lit' 6;>..(-yov ~ea.A.&s p7J9,vTwv 7rapalvecr<v. 

2 Thucyd. v. 70. > Ap"f<LOI p.ev Kal o[ ~vp.p.a.xo•, lv'TOVWS Kal 6m xw
IOVV'T<S, ll.o.Keliat;.<6vto< o~ /3pa.li,ws Kal {nrb ailA7JTwv 7roA.A.wv v6;.<'1' I"{Ka9ecrTWTwv, 
:0 'TOV Oeluv xclptv, aA.A.' rva O;.<a.A.ws f'€'T0. pv9p.ov {3alvoVTES 7rpa,A90I€1( KO.l f'~ 
'acnrcr.u8el7] airrWv 7] -rd~ts, 8trep cprAeL -r¢ p.e"'yd}t..a (T'rpa.T6we&a Ev Ta~s 1rpou&OOls 

r·<v. 
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extreme right of both armies set the example of such inclin. 
tion, in order to avoid exposing their own unshielded sidt( 
while for the same reason every man along the line took cat\ 
to keep close to the shield of his right-hand neighbour. W! 
see from hence that, with equal numbers, the right was no 
merely the post of honour, but also of comparative safety. Sc 
it proved on the present occasion; even the Laced<emonia! 
discipline being noway exempt from this cause of disturbanc) 
Though the Laced<emonian front, from their superior number~ 
was more extended than that of the enemy, still their right fil 
did not think themselves safe without slanting still farther t 
the right, and thus outflanked very greatly the Athenians or 
the opposite left wing; while on the opposite side the Man 
tineians who formed the right wing, from the same dispositior 
to keep the left shoulder forward, outflanked, though not in sc 
great a degree, the Skirit<e and Brasideians on the Laced<e 
monian left. King Agis, whose post was with the Lochi in tht 
centre, saw plainly that when the armies closed, his left wouk 
be certainly taken in flank and perhaps even in the rear' 
Accordingly he thought it necessary to alter his disposition~ 
even at this critical moment, which he relied upon being abh 
to accomplish through the exact discipline, practised evolutions 
and slow march of his soldiers. · 

The natural mode of meeting the impending danger woulC 
have been to bring round a division from the extreme right, 
where it could well be spared, to the extreme left against thE 
advancing Mantineians. But the ancient privilege of thE 
Skirit<e, who always fought by themselves on the extreme left, 
forbade such an order.1 Accordingly, Agis gave signal to thE 
Brasideians and Skirit<e to make a flank movement on the lefl 
so as to get on equal front with the Mantineians; while ir 
order to fill up the vacancy thus created in his line, he senl 
orders to the two polemarchs Aristokles and Hipponoidas, whc 
had their Lochi on the extreme right of the line, to move tc 
the rear and take post on the right of the Brasideians, so a' 
again to close up the line. But these two polemarchs, whc 
had the safest and most victorious place in the line, chose tc 

1 Thucyd. v. 67. T6Te o~ tdpas p.~v ebdJvvp.ov lKzptTCil abTots Ka8E
ITTCIVTo, zhl Ta6T7JV Thv Tcl.~zv p.6voz AaKeoazp.ovEwv E1rlutpwv abTwl 
rxoJIT€S, &c. 

The strong and precise language, which Thucydides here uses, show~ 
~hat this was a privilege pointedly noted and much esteemed : among th'J 
Lacedremonians, especially, ancient routine was more valued than elsewhere 
And it is essential to take notice of the circumstance, in order to appreciatl 
the generalship of Agis, which has been rather hardly criticised. 
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' !ep it, disobeying his express orders : so that Agis, when he 
'(w that they did not move, was forced to send a second order 
1 mntermanding the flank movement of the Skirit<e, and 
.' irecting them to fall in upon the centre, back into their 
xmer place. But it had now become too late to execute this 
econd command before the hostile armies closed : and the 

1kirit<e and Brasideians were thus assailed while in disorder 
·, 1d cut off from their own centre. The Mantineians, finding 
\ em in this condition, defeated and drove them back; while 
11e chosen Thousand of Argos, breaking in by the vacant 
lflace between the Brasideians and the Laced<emonian centre, 

~
ok them on the right flank and completed their discomfiture. 
hey were routed and pursued even to the Laced<emonian 
aggage-waggons in the rear; some of the elder troops who • tJ 
~uard~d the waggons _being slain, and the whole Laced<emonian tl!'; 
dt wmg altogether dispersed. J.l.: 

But the victorious Mantineians and their comrades, thinking ·i.JII 
mly of what was immediately before them, wasted thus a'f 1 ~ 
)recious time when their aid was urgently needed elsewhere.y.J • 
\1atters passed very differently on the Laced<emonian centre~V·:A' 
md right; where Agis, with his body-guard of 300 chosen 
rouths called Hippeis, and with the Spartan Lochi, found him-
>elf in front conflict with the centre and left of the enemy ;·-
vith the Argeians, their elderly troops and the so-called Five 
:_ochi-with the Kleon<eans and Orneates, dependent allies of 
\rgos- -and with the Athenians. Over all these troops they 
vere completely victorious, after a short resistance-indeed on 
;orne points with no resistance at all. So formidable was the 
tspect and name of the Laced<emonians, that the opposing 
roops gave way without crossing spears, and even with a panic 
:o headlong, that they trod down each other in anxiety to 
'scape.1 While thus defeated in front, they were taken in 

1 Thucyd. v. 72. (01 AaJ<e5att-L0VtOt TOVs 'Ap-yelovs) ITpe'fav, o~a< is 
:eLpa.s Toils 7rOA.i\oUs {nrop.e[va.v-ras, 0.AA,, &s br?fe<Tav ol AaKeOatp.Ovtot, e\tlJVs 
vil&v-ras, J<al tqTLv ofis Kal J<aTa7ra'T71e.iv-ras, -roil t-L'ti <f>O~vat T~W ~KaTci.li.7J>/IIV. 

The last words of this sentence present a difficulty which has perplexed 
11 the commentators, and which none of them have yet satisfactorily 
teared up. 

They all admit that the expressions, -r o v, To v !L 1,, preceding the infinitive 
1ood as here, signify design or purpose; f!veJ<a. being understood. But none 
f them can construe the sentence satisfactorily with this meaning: accord
lgly they here ascribe to the words a different and exceptional meaning. 
:ee the notes of Poppo, Goller, and Dr. Arnold, in which notes the views 
f other critics are cited and discussed. 
Some say that -ruv !L~ in this place means the same as !lo--re !L~ : others 

irm, that it is identical with ou\ -ro t-L-h or with -r<)J t-L-h· " Formula -r o ;;, 
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flank by the Tegeans and Lacedremonians on the right o\ 
Agis's army, and the Athenians here incurred serious hazarti 

.,-oil p.~ (say Bauer and Goller), plerumque consilium significat: interdum 
e(lectum (i.e. {{,(J'T< p.~); hie causatn indicat (i.e. out .,-(, p.~, or 'Trp p.~)." 
But I agree with Dr. Arnold in thinking that the last of these three alleged 
meanings is wholly unauthorised; ·while the second (which is adopted by 
Dr. Arnold himself) is sustained only by feeble and dubious evidence-for 
the passage of Thucydides (ii. 4, 'Toil p.'l} ~"<P•h·•w) may be as well construed 
(as Poppo's note thereupon suggests) without any such supposed exceptional, 
sense of the words. ' 

Now it seems to me quite possible to construe the words .,-oil p.'l} cp8ijva 1 

here in their regular and legitimate sense of i!ve1<a .,-oii or consilium. Bu. I 
first an error must be cleared up which pervades the view of most of the cotf 
mentators. They supposed that those Argeians, who are here affirmed t· 
have been "trodden zmder .foot," were so trodden down by the Lacedie~ 
1tians in their advance. But this is in every way improbable. The Laced<~ 
monians were particularly slow in their motions, regular in their ranks, ar 
backward as to pursuit-qualities which are dwelt upon by Thucydides. 1 
regard to this very battle. They were not all likely to overtake such terr.\ 
fied men as were only anxious to run away: moreover, if they did overtak,j 
them, they would spear them,-not trample them under foot. 

To be trampled under foot, though possible enough from the numerous 
Persian cavalry (Herodot. vii. 173; Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 4, I:Z), is not the 
treatment which defeated soldiers meet with from victorious hostile infantry 
in the field, especially Lacedremonian infantry. But it is precisely the treat
ment which they meet with, if they be in one of the hinder ranks, from 
their own panic-stricken comrades in the front rank, who find the enemy 
closing upon them, and rush back madly to get away from him. Of course 
it was the Argeians in the front rank who were seized with the most violent 
panic, and who thus fell back upon their own comrades in the rear ranks,, 
overthrowing and treading them down to secure their own escape. It 
seems quite plain that it was the Argeians in front (not the Lacedremonians·1 
who trod down their comrades in the rear (there were probably six or eigh·. 
men in every file) in order to escape themselves before the Lacedremonian5 
s~.?uld be upon them: compare Xenophon, Hellenic. iv. 4, I I ; CEconomic~ 
Vlll. 5· 

There are therefore in the whole scene which Thucydides describes, three 
distinct subjects-!. The Lacedremonians. 2. The Argeian soldiers who 
were trodden down. 3· Other Argeian soldiers who trod them down ir, 
order to get away themselves.-Out of these three he only specifies the first 
two; but the third is present to his mind, and is implied in his narrative 
just as much as if he had written t<O.'T<1:rro.T1)eEv.,-a.s {;.,.' ll.?..A.wv, or u"'l 
O.?..?..{}ll.wv, as in Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 4, I r. 

N?w it i_s to this third _subject, implied in the. narrative b':t not forman~! 
specified (z.e. those Argeians who trod down their comrades m order to ge i 
away themselves)-or rather to the second and third conjointly and con: 
fusedly-that the design or purpose (consiliztm) in the words .,-ou p.'l} cp8ijva.j 
refers. • 

Further, the commentators all construe .,-ou p.'l} cp8ijva< 'T'I}v lyJ<a'TdA'IJlf<Vj 
as if the last word were an accusative case coming after cp8ijva< and governeq 
by it. But there is also another construction, equally good Greek, an4 
much better .for the sense. In my judgement, 'T~v ~'Yt<ct'Tdli.1JI/tlll is here th~ 
accusative case coming before ¢8~va.< and forming the subject of it. T~ 
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)f being all cut to pieces, had they not been effectively aided 
JY their own cavalry close at hand. Moreover Agis, having 
decidedly beaten and driven them back, was less anxious to 
pursue them than to return to the rescue of his own defeated 
left wing; so that even the Athenians, who were exposed both 
in flank and front, were enabled to effect their retreat in safety. 
The Mantineians and the Argeian Thousand, though victorious 
on their part of the line, yet seeing the remainder of their army 
in disorderly flight, had little disposition to renew the combat 
against Agis and the conquering Lacedaomonians. They sought 
only to effect their retreat, which however could not be done 
vithout severe loss, especially on the part of the Mantineians-
nd which Agis might have prevented altogether, had not the 

~ ..acedremonian system, enforced on this occasion by the coun
~ls of an ancient Spartan named Pharax, enjoined abstinence 

rom prolonged pursuit against a defeated enemy.! 
There fell in this battle 700 men of the Argeians, Kleonreans, 

and Orneates ; 200 Athenians, together with both the generals 
Laches and Nikostratus ; and 200 Mantineians. The loss of 
the Laced~monians, though never certainly known, from the 
habitual secrecy of their public proceedings, was estimated at 

·about 300 men. They stripped the enemy's dead, spreading 
out to view the arms thus acquired, and selecting some for a 

~
ords will thus read (E've~<a) Tau T1)v E')'l<a'TctA.7Jo/"' p.1} cp91jvat ( e1r•A.Oo~uav 
uTols)-"in order that the actual grasp of the Lacedremonians might not 

be beforehand in coming upon them"-" might not come upon them too 
soon," £.e. "sooner than they could get away." And since the word E')'l<aTtf
"-711/1•• is an abstract active substantive, so, in order to get at the real mean
ing here, we may substitute the concrete words with which it correlates-
i.e. -rovs Aa~<•Scup.ov!ous E')'l<aTa.\a,BovTas-subject as well as attribute-for 
the active participle is here essentially involved. 

The sentence would then read, supposing the ellipsis filled up and the 
meaning expressed in full and concrete words-lu ... w o~s 1<al l<a'Ta11"aT7)8Jv.,.as 
inr' cXN\17.\<»v qmryOVT<»II (or ,Bta(of'lv<»v), lve1<a Toil -roh Aat<e/Jatp.ovlous p.t, 
<f>Ofiva• E')'l<a-ra.\a,BovTas abToOs (Taus cpev'YovTas) : "As soon as the Laced«:
monians approached near, the Argeians gave way at once, without staying 
for hand-combat; and some were even trodden down by each other, or by 
their own comrades running away in order that the Lacedremonians might 
not be beforehand in catching them sooner than they could escape." 

Construing in this way the sentence as it now stands, we have Too p.1} 
p97jvat used in its regular and legitimate sense of purpose or cousi!ium. 
We have moreover a plain and natural state of facts, in full keeping with 
the general narrative. Nor is there any violence put upon the words. 
Nothing more is done than to expand a very elliptical sentence, and to fill 
.up that entire sentence which was present to the writer's own mind. To 
'lo this properly is the chief duty, as well as the chief difficulty, of an 
, "'fositor of Thucydid?s. .. 

Thucyd. v. 73 ; D10dor. xu. 79· 
F2 
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trophy; then picked up their own dead and carried them away 
for burial at Tegea, granting the customary burial-truce to the 
defeated enemy. Pleistoanax, the other Spartan king, had 
advanced as far as Tegea with a reinforcement co1 ~ed o( 
the elder and younger citizens ; but on hearing of t ctoryJ 

• he returned home.l 
·fJ Such was the important battle of Mantineia, fa ·in th 
~.'month of June 418 B.C. Its effect throughout 'ce wa 
iJ' prodigious. The numbers engaged on both sidt :re ver 

1 , considerable for a Grecian army of that day, thor :emingl ' 
l•o~vhot so large as at the battle of Delium five yea :ore : th ' 
1:'\mm'lber and grandeur of the states whose troops _; engage< 
:j lvas however greater than at Delium. But whr o ~ peculia( 
, i')-alue to the battle was, that it wiped off at once '·}re-existi~) 
1\.J,tain upon the honour of Sparta. The disaster m Sphakteri· 
~A~disappointing all previous expectation, had drawn upon her t \ 
· .. ' tmputat~on of s~methi?g like cowardice; and there were othej 

:j ·proceedmgs wh1ch, With far better reason, caused her to b:\ 
\·· · stigmatised as stupid and backward. But the victory of Man1 

tineia silenced all such disparaging criticism, and replace 
Sparta in her old position of military pre-eminence before the 
eyes of Greece. It worked so much the more powerfully 
because it was entirely the fruit of Lacedremonian courage, 
with little aid from that peculiar skill and tactics, which was 
generally seen concomitant, but had in the present case bee 
found comparatively wanting.· The manceuvre of Agis, i 
itself not ill-conceived, for the purpose of extending his lefc 
wing, had failed through the disobedience of the two refractory . 
polemarchs : but in such a case the shame of failure falls more 1 
or less upon all parties concerned ; nor could either general or l 
soldiers be considered to have displayed at Mantineia any of 
that professional aptitude which caused the Lacedremonians to 
be styled "artists in warlike affairs.'' So much the more con
spicuously did Lacedremonian courage stand out to view. 
After the left wing had been broken, and when the Argeian 
Thousand had penetrated into the vacant space between the left 
and centre, so that they might have taken the centre in flank, 
and ought to have done so had they been well advised-thf 
troops in the centre, instead of being daunted as most Greciar, 
soldiers would have been, had marched forward against thf 
enemies in their front, and gained a complete victory. Tht 
consequences of the battle were thus immense in re-establishint_ 

1 Thucyd. v. 73· 
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the reputation of the Laced::emonians, and in exalting them 
again to their ancient dignity of chiefs of Peloponnesus.1 

We are not surprised to hear that the two polemarchs, Ari
-tokles and Hipponoidas, whose disobedience had well-nigh 
caused the ruin of the army, were tried and condemned to 
banishment as cowards on their return to Sparta. 2 

Looking at the battle from the point of view of the other 
side, we may remark, that the defeat was greatly occasioned by 
the selfish caprice of the Eleians in withdrawing their 3ooo 
~ 1en immediately before the battle, because the other allies, 
r nstead of marching against Lepreum, preferred to attempt the 
1 ar more important town of Tegea: an additional illustration"-" 
of the remark of Perik!es at the beginning of. the war, ~hat il\~ 
numerous and equal allies could never be kept m harmomous 1'1 \ 
co-Qperation.3 Shortly after the defeat, the 3ooo Eleians came i}\; 
back to the aid of Mantineia-probably regretting their previous j• 
untoward departure-together with a reinforcement of r ooo d .. 
Athenians. Moreover, the Karneian month began-a season V' 
which the Laced::emonians kept rigidly holy ; even despatching 
messengers to countermand their extra-Peloponnesian allies, 
whom they had invoked prior to the late battle 4-and remain
ing themselves within their own territory, so that the field was 
for the moment left clear for the operations of a defeated 
enemy. Accordingly, the Epidaurians, though they had made 
an inroad into the territory of Argos during the absence of the 
Argeian main force at the time of the late battle, and had 
gained a partial success-n9w found their own territory over
run by the united Eleians, Mantineians, and Athenians, who 
were bold enough even to commence a wall of circumvallation 
round the town of Epidaurus itself. The entire work was 
distributed between them to be accomplished : but the superior 
activity and perseverance of the Athenians were here displayed 
m a conspicuous manner. For while the portion of work com
mitted to them (the fortification of the cape on which the 
Her::eum or temple of Here was situated) was indefatigably 
prosecuted and speedily brought to completion-their allies, 
both Eleians and Mantineians, abandoned the tasks respectively 
tllotted to them, in impatience and disgust. The idea of 
_:ircumvallation being for this reason relinquished, a joint 

1 Thucyd. v. 7 5· Ka1 T~v 01rb Tow 'EA.").:fw.,v TOT< bruf>•pop.lvrw al·rlav (, 
• p.<>.A.cudav otO. T~V ~~~TV v~rr'l' ~up.rpopO.v Kal ~. 'T~V li.A.A.r/f/ M3ouA.[av n Kal 

:l;JaBvrij'Ta, Evl fpf'rp ToUTrp l1.1reA:furavro· TVX'[l p.~v &s i5&tcovv ICatct(&p.evot, 
yvt!Jp.p OE ol at'rr•l 4El ~JI'TES. 

2 Thucyd. v. 72. 3 Thucyd. i. 141. 4 Thucyd. v. 7 5· 
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garrison was left in the new fort at Cape Heneum, after which 
the allies evacuated the Epidaurian territory.1 

.-- ,.}'.,So far the Lacedremonians appeared to have derived little. 
tl J·~I.:Jmsitive benefit from their late victory : but the fruits of it were 
\"~A~ soon manifested in the very centre of their enemy's force-at 
,) . 1 Argos. A material change had taken place since the battle in 
'-JII~.".t~e political tendencies of that city. There had been within it ; 
1,')·"A~~vays an opposition party-philo-Laconian and anti-demo
<;: ·prW;ical : and the effect of the defeat at Mantineia had been to 
:;or \i J.Wengthen this. party as much as i~ depre?sed _their ?PPOnentsf 
\};. The democratical leaders-who, m conJunctlon w1tb Athens 

r and Alkibiades, had aspired to maintain an ascendency in; 
\1 Peloponnesus hostile and equal, if not superior, to Sparta-now\ 

found their calculations overthrown and exchanged for the dis-\ 
couraging necessities of self-defence against a victorious enemy. · 
And while these leaders thus lost general influence by so com
plete a defeat of their foreign policy, the ordinary democratical
soldiers of Argos brought back with them from the field of 
Mantineia, nothing but humiliation and terror of the Lacedre-; 
monian arms. But the chosen Argeian Thousand-regiment _ 
returned with very different feelings. Victorious over the left 
wing of their enemies, they had not been seriously obstructed 
in their retreat even by the Lacedremonian centre. They had 
thus reaped positive glory,2 and doubtless felt contempt for 
their beaten fellow-citizens. Now it has been already mentioned 
that these Thousand were men of rich families, and the best 
military age, set apart by the Argeian democracy to receive 
permanent training at the public expense, just at a time when 
the ambitious views of Argos first began to dawn, after the 
peace of Nikias. So long as Argos was likely to become or 
continue the imperial state. of Peloponnesus, these Thousand 
wealthy men would probably find their dignity sufficiently con- , 
suited in upholding her as such, and would thus acquiesce in · 
the democratical government. But when the defeat of Man
tineia reduced Argos to her own limits, and threw her upon the · 
defensive, there was nothing to counterbalance their natura~ 

1 Thucyd. v. 7 5· · 
2 Aristotle (Politic. v .. ~, 9) expressly notices the credit gained by tht • 

oligarchical force of Argos in the battle of Mantineia, as one main cause or
the subsequent revolution-notwithstanding that the Argeians generally; 
were beaten-Ol 711Wpep.oe ebooJop.'huav-r•s iv Mav-rtv•ia, &c. · · 

An example of contempt entertained by victorious troops over defeated 
fellow-countrymen, is mentioned by Xenophon in the Athenian army unde, 
Alkibiades and Thrasyllus, in one of the later years of the Peloponnesiao. 
war: see Xenophon, Hellen. i. 2, 15-17. 
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,)ligarchical sentiments, so that they became decided oppo
nents of the democratical government in its distress. The 
oligarchical party in Argos, thus encouraged and reinforced, 
entered into a conspiracy with the Laced::emonians to bring 
the city into alliance with Sparta as well as to overthrow 
the democracy.! 

As the first step towards the execution of this scheme, the 
Laced::emonians, about the end of September, marched out G 
their full forces as far as Tegea, thus threatening invasion, an&y;.:'· 
inspiring terror at Argos. From Tegea they sent forward as h,~i·' 
envoy Lichas, proxenus of the Argeians at Sparta, with two l .. • 
alternative propositions: one for peace, which he was instructed~·!"_; 
to tender and prevail upon the Argeians to accept, if he could; t,l;.i· 

.- another, in case they refused, of a menacing character. It was .•'< 
the scheme of the oligarchical faction first to bring the city into f:'1: 
alliance with Laced::emon and dissolve the connexion with ' 
Athens, before they attempted any innovation in the govern
ment. The arrival of Lichas was the signal for them to manifest 
themselves by strenuously pressing the acceptance of his pacific 
proposition. But they had to contend against a strong resi~r
ance ; since Alkibiades, still in Argos, employed his utmost 
energy to defeat their views. Nothing but the presence of the 
Laced::emonian army at Tegea, and the general despondency of 
the people, at length enabled them to carry their point, and 
to procure acceptance of the proposed treaty ; which, beir.g 
already adopted by the Ekklesia at Sparta, was sent ready pre
pared to Argos,-and there sanctioned without alteration. 
The conditions were substantially as follows :-

"The Argeians shall restore the boys whom they have 
received as hostages from Orchomenus, and the men-hostages 
from the M::enalii. They shall restore to the Laced::emonians 
-he men now in Mantineia, whom the Laced::emonians had 
-,laced as hostages for safe custody in Orchomenus, and whom 
•he Argeians and Mantineians have carried away from that 
;Jlace. They shall evacuate Epidaurus, and raze the fort 
~ecently erected near it. The Athenians, unless they also 
forthwith eYacuate Epidaurus, shall be proclaimed as enemies 
•,o Laced::emon as well as to Argos, and to the allies of both. 
The Laceda:monians shall restore all the hostages whom they 
now have in keeping, from whatever place they may have been 
taken. Respecting the sacrifice alleged to be due to Apollo 
Ly the Epidaurians, the Argeians will consent to tender to 

1 Thucyd. v. 76; Diodor. xii. 8o. 
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them an oath, which if they swear, they shall clear themselves. I 
Every city in Peloponnesus, small or great, shall be autonomous 
and at liberty to maintain its own ancient constitution. If 
any extra-Peloponnesian city shall come against Peloponnesus 
with mischievous projects, Laceda'!mon and Argos will take 
joint counsel against it, in the manner most equitable for the 
interest of the Peloponnesians generally. The extra-Pelopon
nesian allies of Sparta shall be in the .same position with refer
ence to this treaty as the allies of Laceda'!mon and Argos in 
Peloponnesus-and shall hold their own in the same manner. 
The Argeians shall show this treaty to their allies, who shall be 
admitted to subscribe to it, if they think fit. But if the allies 
desire anything different, the Argeians shall send them home 

()• about their business." 2 

, )~ ...£.i3uch was the agreement sent ready prepared by the Laceda'!- ,_ 
~:1.;;:-monians to Argos, and there literally accepted. It presented a 
~:r, ~ciprocity little more than nominal, imposing one obligation of 
'.~no importance upon Sparta ; though it answered the purpose 

~l )eJ:.e Thucyd. v. 77. The text of Thucydid€s is incurably corrupt, in regard 
wr). '<\!several words of this clause ; though the general sense appears sufficiently 
~· certain, that the Epidaurians are to be allowed to clear themselves in respect 
• to this demand by an oath. In regard to this purifying oath it seems to 

have been essential that the oath should be tendered by one litigant party 
and taken by the other; perhaps therefore o-ep.ev or 8ep.ev .>..jiv (Valkenaer's 
conjecture) might be preferable to elp.ev .>..jiv. 

To Herodot. vi. 86 and Aristotel. Rhetoric. i. r6, 6, which Dr. Arnold 
and other commentators notice in illustration of this practice, we may add 
the instructive exposition of the analogous practice in the procedure of 
Roman law, as given by Von Savigny in his System des heutigen Romischen 
Rechts, sect. 309-313, vol. vii. p. 53-83. It was an oath tendered by one 
litigant party to the opposite in hopes that the latter would refuse to take 
it; if taken, it had the effect of a judgement in favour of the swearer. But 
the Roman lawyers laid down many limits and formalities, with respect to 
this ;its;urandum delatum, which Von Savigny sets forth with his usual 
perspicuity. 

z Thucyd. v. 77. 'E,.<oe[~av'Tas o~ 'Tots ~vp.p.J.xo•s ~vp.{3a.>..eo-8a•, at Ka 
av'TOLS OoiCjl' alOE.,., Kallf.>...>..o OOICjl 'TOLS ~VfL!<rlxo<s, otKao' lx,,.,rJ..>...>..Eiv. See 
Dr. Arnold's note, and Dr. Thirlwall, Hist. Gr. ch. xxiv. vol. iii. p. 342. 

One cannot be certain about the meaning of these last two words-but I 
incline to believe that they express a peremptory and almost a hostile senti· 
ment, such as I have given in the text. The allies here alluded to are 
Athens, Elis, and Mantineia; all hostile in feeling to Sparta. The Lace· 
dxmonians could not well decline admitting these cities to share in this 
treaty as it stood ; but would probably think it suitable to repel them even 
with rudeness, if they desired any change. 

I rather imagine, too, that this last clause (~11'Loel~av'Tas) has reference ex· 
elusively to the Argeians, and not to the Laceda:monians also. The form of 
the treaty is, that of a resolution already taken at Sparta, and sent for 
approval to Argos. 
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of the latter by substantially dissolving the alliance of Argos ~~· , 
with its three confederates. 

But this treaty was meant by the oligarchical party in Argos • ' 
11 

only as preface to a series of ulterior measures. As soon as it h \'11 
was concluded, the menacing army of Sparta was withdrawn \·~ 
from Tegea, and was exchanged for free and peaceful inter- IJI',,J 
communication between the Lacedremonians and Argeians. •;r· \1 
P_n?bably Alkib_iad~~ at the same time_ retired, while the renewed V "'. 
vtstts and hospttaltttes of Lacedremomans at Argos strengthened v 
the interest of their party more than ever. They were soon ~ 
powerful enough to persuade the Argeian assembly formally to 
renounce the alliance with Athens, Elis, and Mantineia-and 
to conclude a special alliance with Sparta, on the following 
terms:-

" There shall be peace and alliance for fifty years between 
the Lacedremonians and the Argeians-upon equal terms
each giving amicable satisfaction, according to its established 
constitution, to all complaints preferred by the other. On the 
same condition, also, the other Peloponnesian cities shall par
take in this peace and alliance-holding their own territory, 
laws, and separate constitution. All extra-Peloponnesian allies 
of Sparta shall be put upon the same footing as the Lacedre
monians themselves. The allies of Argos shall also be put 
upon the same footing as Argos herself, holding their own 
territory undisturbed. Should occasion. arise for common 
military operations on any point, the Lacedremonians and 
Argeians shall take counsel together, determining in the most 
equitable manner they can for the interest 'of their allies. If 
any one of the cities hereunto belonging, either in or out of 
Peloponnesus, shall have disputes either about boundaries or 
other topics, she shall be held bound to enter upon amicable 
adjustment.! If any allied city shall quarrel with another allied 

1 Thucyd. v. 79· Al li~ TWl TaV 7ro!l.[wv if afl</J[!I.o-ya, 1) rav ~vrbs f) rav 
t~<Tbs ll£!1.o7rovvdtrov, atre 1repl 8pwv aT7E 1repl lf!l.!l.ov nv6s, lital<ptOilflEJI. 

The object of this clause I presume to be, to provide that the joint forces 
of Lacedfl:mon and Argos should not be bound to interfere for every separat<' 
dispute of each single ally with a foreign state, not included in the alliance. 
Thus, there were at this time standing disputes between Breotia and Athens 
--and between ~Iegara and Athens : the Argeians probably would not 
choose to pledge themselves to interfere for the maintenance of the alleged 
r;.ghts of Breotia and Megara in these disputes. They guard themselves 
against such necessity in this clause. 

~I. H. Meier, in his recent Dissertation (Die Privat. Schiedsrichter und 
die offentlichen Diiiteten Athens {Halle, 1846), sect. 19, p. 41), has given 
an analysis and explanation of this treaty which seems to me on many points 
unsatisfactory. 
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city, the matter shall be referred to some third city satisfactory 
to both. Each city shall render justice to her own citizens 
according to her own ancient constitution." 

It will be observed that in this treaty of alliance, the disputed 
question of headship is compromised or evaded. Laced<emon 
and Argos are both put upon an equal footing, in respect to 
taking joint counsel for the general body of allies : they two 
alone are to decide, without consultinf the other allies, though 
binding themselves to have regard to the interests of the latter. 
The policy of Laced<emon also pervades the treaty-that of 
ensuring autonomy to all the lesser states of Peloponnesus, and 
thus breaking up the empire of Elis, Mantineia, or any other 
la,.rger state which might have dependencies.l And accordingly 

.,;.~}Pe)\~antineians, finding themselves abandoned by Argos, were 
'~,·: !,oti:strained to make their submission to Sparta, enrolling them
J> I selves again as her allies, renouncing all command over their 

Arcadian subjects, and delivering up the hostages of these 
latter-according to the stipulation in the treaty between Lace
daomon and Argos. 2 The Laced<emonians do not seem to 
have meddled further with Elis. Being already possessed of 
Lepreum (through the Brasideian settlers planted there), they 
perhaps did not wish again to provoke the Eleians, from fear of 
p~ng excluded a second time from the Olympic festival. 
~Meanwhile the conclusion of the alliance with: Laced<emon 

~-1 llf.>bout November or December 418 B.c.) had still further de
,;f.!~ssed the popular ·leaders at Argos. The oligarchical faction, 

:l..Jt.ind the chosen regiment of the Thousand, all men of wealth 
\'[ ?lnd family, as well as bound together by their common military 'iq training, now saw their way clearly to the dissolution of the 
tfo'l ~ocracy by force, and to the accomplishment of a revolution. 

1 d'lr1stigated by such ambitious views, and flattered by the idea of 
,;t.l'./tiClmitted headship jointly with Sparta, they espoused the new 

' yolicy of the city with ~xtreme vehemence, and began immedi
·lt·· ~.,:')tely to multiply occasions of collision with Athens. Joint 

VI 
1 All the smaller states in Peloponnesus are pronounced by this treaty to 

be (if we repeat the language employed with reference to the Delphians 
peculiarly in the peace of Nikias) abTov&p.ovs, abToTeA.iis, abTolii~eovs, 
Thucyd. v. 19. The last clause of this treaty guarantees abToliudav to all 
-though in language somewhat different--'Tots lie tTacs l<aT(t 'll'ci.Tpca 
oc~eci.(ecreac. The expression in this treaty abTo,.-&A.ces is substantially 
equivalent to avTO'TEAeLS in the former. 

It is remarkable that we never find in Thucydid~s the very convenient 
Herodotean word 1iwalot1<ot (Herodot. vi. 42), though there are occasions in 
these fourth and fifth books on which it would be useful to his meaning. 

2 Thucyd. v. 81 ; Diodor. xii. Sr. 
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Lacedremonian and Argeian envoys were despatched to Thrace 
and Macedonia. With the Chalkidians of Thrace, the revolted 
subjects of Athens, the old alliance was renewed, and even new 
engagements concluded ; while Perdikkas of Macedonia was 
urged to renounce his covenants with Athens, and join the new 
confederacy. In that quarter the influence of Argos was con
siderable; for the Mac:edonian princes prized very highly their 
ancient descent from Argos, which constituted them brethren 
of the Hellenic family. Accordingly Perdikkas consented to 
the demand and concluded the new treaty ; insisting, however, 
with his habitual duplicity, that the step should for the moment 
be kept secret from Athens.! In further pursuance of the new 
tone of hostility to that city, joint envoys were also sent thither, 
to require that the Athenians should quit Peloponnesus, and 
especially that they should evacuate the fort recently erected 
near Epidaurus. It seems to have been held jointly by Argeians, 
Mantineians, Eleians, and Athenians ; and as the latter were 
only a minority of the whole, the Athenians in the city judged 
it prudent to send Demosthenes to bring them away. That 
general not only effected the retreat, but also contrived a 
stratagem which gave to it the air almost of an advantage. · On 
his first arrival in the fort, he proclaimed a gymnastic match 
outside of the gates for the amusement of the whole garrison, 
contriving to keep back the Athenians within until all the rest 
had marched out: then hastily shutting the gates, he remained 
master of the place.2 Having no intention however of keeping 
it, he made it over presently to the Epidaurians themselves, 
with whom he renewed the truce to which they had been parties 
jointly with the Lacedremonians five years before, two years 
before the peace of Nikias.s 

The mode of proceeding here resorted to by Athens, in 
respect to the surrender of the fort, seems to have been dictated 
by a desire to manifest her displeasure against the Argeia.ns. 
This was exactly what the Argeian leaders and oligarchical party, 

1 Compare Thucyd. v. So, and v. S3. 
2 The instances appear to have been not rare, wherein Grecian towns 

changed masters, by the citizens thus going out of the gates all together, or 
most part of them, for some religious festival. See the case of Smyrna 
(Herodot. i. 150) and the precautionary suggestions of the military writer 
h:neas, in his treatise called Poliorketicus, c. I 7. 

3 Thucyd. v. So. Kal t!G'Tepov 'E'll"tliavplots avavew G'&.f!EVOL TCtS U'll"ovli&.s, 
a~Tol ol 'ABrwalot a'll"eliouav TO TEiX<Uf!a. We are here told that the 
Athenians RENEWED their truce with the Epidaurians: but I know no truce 
previously between them, except the general truce for a year, which the 
Fpic'.aurians swore to, in conjunction with Sparta (iv. II g), in the beginning 
oi r..c. 423. 
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on their side, mist desired ; the breach with Athens had be
come irreparable, and their plans were now matured for violently 
subverting their own democracy. They concerted with Sparta 
a joint military expedition, of Iooo hoplites from each city (the 
first joint expedition under the new alliance), against Siky6n, 
~~ the purpose of introducing more thoroughpaced oligarchy 

.,, 1o.lo the already oligarchical Siky6nian government. It is 
""1 possible that there may have been some democratical opposition 
:" \,;•gradually acquiring strength at Siky6n : yet that city seem~ to 
~~. ·• have been, as far as we know, always oligarchical in policy, 
I"" and passively faithful to Sparta. Probably therefore the joint 
!J enterprise against Siky6n was nothing more than a pretext to 
r, ,"cover the introduction of Iooo Lacedcemonian hoplites into 
~ Argos, whither the joint detachment immediately returned, 
, 1~~lter the business at Siky6n had been accomplished. Thus 
.~ reinforced, the oligarchical leaders and the chosen Thousand 

at Argos put down by force the democratical constitution in 
that city, sTew the democratical leaders, and established them
selves in complete possession of the government,! 

This revolution (accomplished about February B.c. 4I7)
the result of the victory of Mantineia and the consummation of 
a train of policy laid by Sparta-raised her ascendency in 
Peloponnesus to a higher and more undisputed point than it 
had ever before attained. The towns in Achaia were as yet 
not sufficiently oligar~hical for her purpose-perhaps since the 
m~rch of Alkibiades thither two years before-accordingly she 
now remodelled their governments in conformity with her own 
views. The new rulers of Argos were subservient to her, not 
merely from oligarchical sympathy, but from need of her aid to 
keep down internal rising against themselves : so that there was 
neither enemy, nor even neutral, to counterwork her or to favour 
Athens, throughout the whole peninsula . 

. ;'.But the Spartan ascendency at Argos was not destined 
~~ to st. Though there were many cities in Greece, in which 
'-( V""r · archies long maintained themselves unshaken, through 

adherence to a traditional routine, and by being usually in the 
hands of men accustomed to govern-yet an oligarchy erected 

,¥('.by force upon the ruins of a democracy was rarely of long 
~ ,duration. The angry discontent of the people, put down by 

! Thucyd. v. 8!. Kal Aai<<OatfL6VtoL !<al , Apyiiot, xi!l.wt ~l<ctT<pot, ~UO'Tpa
'TEVUo.V'TES, Td. •l ~v ~tKv&>vt js bi\l'Yovs p.U.J\7\.ov tcaTEUT'f}(!av aUTol ol AaKe5a'~ 
!L6vwt ~!1.86vr<s, 1<al fL<T' ~Jciiva ~uvafLcf>Or<pot i!li11 Kal rbv ~v "AP'Y<< lii)fLOV 
karlil.t!tTav, "'"' oil.tyapxia EtrLT710da. ro'is AaK<IiatfLOViots KaT,O'T71. Compare 
Diodor. xii. So. 
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'"' temporary' i ation, usually revived, and threatened the~ 

security of lers enough to render them suspicious and ~r. 
probably cruel. Such cruelty moreover was not their only~._.\\.' 
fault : they found their emancipation from democratical re-V, 
straints too tempting to be able to control either their lust or .[~ 
their rapacity. With the population of Argos-<:omparatively~,... 
coarse and brutal in all ranks, and more like Korkyra than liket\ , 
Athens-such abuse was pretty sure to be speedy as well as6-'t'(; 
flagrant. Especially the chosen regiment of the Thousand
men in the vigour of their age, and proud of their military 
prowess as well as of their wealthier station-construed the 
new oligarchical government which they had helped to erect as 
a period of individual licence to themselves. The behaviour 
and fate of their chief, Bryas, illustrates the general demeanour 
of the troop. After many other outrages against persons of 
poorer condition, he one day met in the streets a wedding pro
cession, in which the person of the bride captivated his fancy. 
He caused her to be violently tom from her company, carried 
her to his house, and possessed himself of her by force. But 
in the middle of the night, this high-spirited woman revenged 
herself for the outrage by putting out the eyes of the ravisher 
while he was fast asleep : 1 a terrible revenge, which the pointed 
clasp-pins of the feminine attire sometimes enabled women 2 

to take upon those who wronged them. Having contrived to 
make her escape, she found concealment among her friends, 
as well as protection among the people generally, against the 
indignant efforts of the chosen Thousand to avenge their 
leader. ~'I"' ~':J 

From incidents such as this, and from the multitude of petty If' • 
insults which so flagitious an outrage implies as co-existent, we t(l 
are not surprised to learn that the Demos of Argos soon re-"1-ft· 
covered their lost courage, and resolved upon an effort to put r.\_..,. 
down their oligarchical oppressors. They waited for the moment ~ '\ .. 
when the festival called the Gymnopcedice was in course of~" 1 , 

being solemnised at Sparta-a festival at which the choric per-· •.· 
formances of men and boys were so interwoven with Spartan~··',. 
religion as well as bodily training, that the Lacedcemonians 
would make no military movement until they were finished. 
At this critical moment, the Argeian Demos rose in insurrection ; 
and after a sharp contest, gained a victory over the oligarchy, 
some of whom were slain, while others only saved themselves 

I Pausanias, ii. 20, r. 
2 See Herodot. v. 87; Euripid. Hecub. II 52, and the note of Mus!!rave 

on line I I 35 of that drama. " 
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by flight. Even at the first instant of danger, pressing messages 
had been sent to Sparta for aid. But the Lacedremonians at 
first peremptorily refused to move during the period of their 
festival : nor was it until messenger after messenger had arrived 
to set forth the pressing necessity of their friends, that they re
luctantly put aside their festival to march towards Argos. They 
were too late : the precious moment had already passed by. 
They were met at Tegea by an intimation that their friends 
were overthrown, and Argos in possession of the victorious 
people. Nevertheless, various exiles who had escaped still 
promised them success, urgently entreating them to proceed ; 
but the Lacedremonians refused to comply, returned to Sparta, 
and resumed their intermitted festival.l 

Thus was the oligarchy of Argos overthrown-after a con
tinuance of about four months,2 from February to June 417 B.c. 

-and the chosen Thousand-regiment either dissolved or 
destroyed. The movement excited great sympathy in several 
Peloponnesian cities,3 who were becoming jealous of the exor
bitant preponderance of Sparta. Nevertheless the Argeian 
Demos, though victorious within the city, felt so much distrust of 
being able to maintain themselves, that they sent envoys to Sparta 
to plead their cause and to entreat favourable treatment: a 
proceeding which proves the insurrection to have been spon
taneous, not fomented by Athens. But the envoys of the 
expelled oligarchs were there to confront them, and the Lacedre
monians, after a lengthened discussion, adjudging the Demos 
to have been guilty of wrong, proclaimed the resolution of 
sending forces to put them down. Still, the habitual tardiness 
of Lacedremonian habits prevented any immediate or separate 
movement. Their allies were to be summoned, none being 
very zealous in the cause,-and least of all at this moment, 
when the period of harvest was at hand : so that about three 
months intervened before any actual force was brought 
together. 

This important interval was turned to account by the Argeian 
Demos, who, being plainly warned that they were to look on 
Sparta only as an enemy, immediately renewed their alliance 

1 Thucyd. v. Sz; Diodor. xii. So. 
2 Diodorus (xii. So) says that it lasted eight months: but this, if correct at 

all, must be taken as beginning from the alliance between Sparta and Argos, 
and not from the first establishment of the oligarchy. The narrative of 
Thucydid@s does not allow more than four months for the duration of the 
latter. 

3 Thucyd. v. Sz. ~vv-ptEO'av t~ -rov TEtX<ITp.Ov Kal -rwv lv TIEll.o7rovv1wcp 
T<Vts '11"6li.€WV. 
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with Athens. Regarding her as their main refuge, they com-,.~~· 
menced the building of long walls to connect their city with the'«' ... ~ 
sea, in order that the road might always be open for supplies \t~ 
and r~inforcement from ~thens in case they should be confi~ed ~~ 
to theu. walls by a supenor Spartan force. The whole Arge1an \\( 't, 
populatwn-men and women, free and slave-set about the \_.~~ 
work with the utmost ardo~r : wh~le Alkibiades brought assist- : .• /1 \ 
ance from Athens 1-espec1ally skilled masons and carpenters, ! VI 
of whom they stood in much need. The step may probably ~f¥ 
have been suggested by himself, as it was the same which, two (v,. .I' 
years before, he had urged upon the inhabitants of Patrre. But if 
the construction of walls adequate for defence, along the line of f,.V · 
four miles and a half between Argos and the sea,2 required a ;;.'' 
long time. Moreover the oligarchical party within the town, as 
well as the exiles without-a party defeated but not annihilated 
-strenuously urged the Lacedremonians to put an end to the 
work, and even promised them a counter-revolutionary move-
ment in the town as soon as they drew near to assist-the same 
intrigue which had been entered into by the oligarchical party 
at Athens forty years before, when the walls down to Peirreus 
were in course of erection.8 Accordingly about the end of 
September (417 B.c.), King Agis conducted an army of Lacedre
monians and allies against Argos, drove the population within 
the city, and destroyed so much of the Long Walls as had been 
already raised. But the oligarchical party within were not able 
to realise their engagements of rising in arms, so that he was 
obliged to retire after merely ravaging the territory and taking 
the town of Hysire, where he put to death all the freemen who 
fell into his hands. After his departure, the Argeians retaliated 
these ravages upon the neighbouring territory of Phlius, where 
the exiles from Argos chiefly resided.4 

The close neighbourhood of such exiles-together with the 
declared countenance of Sparta, and the continued schemes 
of the oligarchical party within the walls-kept the Argeian 
democracy in perpetual uneasiness and alarm throughout the 
winter, in spite of their recent victory and the suppression of 

1 Thucyd. v. 82. Kctl ol p.~v 'Ap-yiioc 11'avli71p.<(, leal «~Tol Kal -yvva'iKes Kal 
ol~elTa<, ~Telxc(ov, &c. Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 15. 

2 Pausanias, ii. 36, 3· 
8 Thucyd. i. 107. 
4 Thucyd. v. 83. Diodorus inaccurately states that the Argeians had 

already built their long walls down to the sea-'l!'u86p.evoc 'To/Js 'Ap-yelovs 
, qJI<oOOf.''T/I<EV<Xt 'Ttt p.«Kptt nlx'TI p.oxpc 'T1)s 8aA.J.O'o"'IS (xii. 81). 
Thucydidt'!s uses the participle of the present tense-'Ttt ol~<oliop.o6p.eva. 

' 'TeiX'T/ eA.6vTES 1<a.l I<<X'T<XO'Kt£'faVTES1 &c. 
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the dangerous regiment of a Thousand. To relieve them in 
part from embarrassment, Alkibiades was despatched thither 
early in the spring with an Athenian armament and twenty 
triremes. His friends and guests appear to have been now in 
ascendency, as leaders of the democratical government; and in 
concert with them, he selecte<? 300 marked oligarchical persons, 
whom he carried away and deposited in various Athenian 
islands, as hostages for the quiescence of the party (B.C. 416). 
Another ravaging march was also undertaken by the Argeians 
into the territory of Phlius, wherein however they sustained 
nothing but loss. And again about the end of September, the 
Laced<emonians gave the word for a second expedition against 
Argos. But having marched as far as the borders, they found 
the sacrifices (always offered previous to leaving their own 
territory) so unfavourable that they returned back and disbanded 
their forces. The Argeian oligarchical party, in spite of the 
postages recently taken from them, had been on the watch for 

• ·lhis Laced<emonian force, and had projected a rising; or at 
1 t ~least were suspected of doing so-to such a degree that some 
"' 7r of them were seized and imprisoned by the government, while 
\ii: , <;>)hers made the!r escape.1 Later in the same :vinter, ):lowever, 
,/

1 ,.Abe Laced<emomans became more fortunate wtth thetr border 
•"',;,-.- sacrifices,-entered the Argeian territory in conjunction with 
·'y·, .}Peir allies (exce~t the Corinthi~ns, w~o ref~sed t<;> take 

\·."·part)-and established the Arge~an oligarchiCal ex1les at 
\ ·~, :.•·Orne<e; from which town these latter were again speedily 
.<,,.'.ei'pelled, af~er the retiremel!t of th~ Laced<emonia~ arn;y, 

' ~y the Argemn democracy With the atd of an Atheman rem-
1.';1 forcement.2 

To maintain the renewed democratical government of Argos, 
against enemies both internal and external, was an important 
policy to Athens, as affording the basis, which might after
wards be extended, of an anti-Laconian party in Peloponnesus. 
But at the present time the Argeian alliance was a drain and 
an exhaustion rather than a source of strength to Athens ; very 
different from the splendid hopes which it had presented prior 

1 Thucyd. v. rr6. AaH:eoatp.&vw<, p.e"AlvfwavTES Els T'i)v 'Ap-yeiav <YTpa- / 
TeVetv ..... &vexcJ.,p1JC1av. Kal 'Ap')'eLot OH); T1,;t ~Kelvwv p.EAl\1J(}'LV TWv 
€v 7 f1 1r6AH TtvO.s inroTo'1f'{Jcrall'TES, -roils p.Ev ~vv€A.a/3ov, oi 0' a.UToVs teal J 
oti<P~-yov. 

I presume p.<"A"A'f/fT<V here is not used ill: its ordinary m;aning of /oitedng; . 
delay but is to be construed by the previOus verb p.e"A"A'f/<Yavns, and agree- l. 
ably to the analogy of iv. 126-" prospect of action immediately impending:".: 
compare Diodor. xii. Sr. 1 

2 Thucyd. vi. 7· / 
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to the battle of Mantineia-hopes of supplanting Sparta in her 
ascendency within the Isthmus. It is remarkable, that in spite 
of the complete alienation of feeling between Athens and Sparta 
-and continued reciprocal hostilities, in an indirect manner, 
so long as each was acting as ally of some third party-never
theless neither the one nor the other would formally renounce 
the sworn alliance, nor obliterate the record inscribed on its 
stone column. Both parties shrank from proclaiming the real 
truth, though each half-year brought them a step nearer to it 
in fact. Thus during the course of the present summer 
(416 B.c.) the Athenian and Messenian garrison at Pylus 
became more active than ever in their incursions on Laconia, 
and brought home large booty; upon which the Lacedcemonians, 
though still not renouncing the alliance, publicly proclaimed 
their willingness to grant what we may call letters of marque, 
to any one, for privateering against Athenian commerce. The 
Corinthians also, on private grounds of quarrel, commenced 
hostilities against the Athenians. 1 Yet still Sparta and her 
allies remained in a state of formal peace with Athens : the 
Athenians resisted all the repeated solicitations of the Argeians 
to induce them to make a landing on any part of Laconia and 
commit devastation.2 Nor was the licence of free intercourse 
for individuals as yet suspended. We cannot doubt that the 

'Athenians were invited to the Olympic festival of 416 B.c. (the • 
91st Olympiad), and sent thither their solemn legation along ,lc'' 
with those of Sparta and other Dorian Greeks. ~<.'•· · 

Now that they had again become allies of Argos, the Athenians A ~t 1 

probably found out, more fully than they had before known, o. v.: 
the intrigue c<~;rried on \;>Y the former Argeian governm~nt. with...,..<;!.~:
the Macedoman Perd1kkas. The effects of these mtngue~J J!r · 
however had made themselves felt even earlier in the conduct~.~ 
of that prince, who, having as an ally of Athens engaged to ry 

, co-operate with an Athenian expedition projected under Nikias 
or the spring or summer of 417 B.c. against the Chalkidians 
f Thrace and Amphipolis-now withdrew his concurrence, 
eceded from the alliance of Athens, and frustrated the whole 
cheme of expedition. The Athenians accordingly placed 

1 Thucyd. v. IIS. 
~ Thucyd. vi. 105. Andokides affirms, that the war was resumed by 

Athens against Sparta on the persuasion of the Argeians (Orat. de Pac. c. 
I, 6, 3, 31, p. 93-105). This assertion is indeed partially true: the alliance 
with Argos was one of the causes of the resumption of war, but only one 
mong others, some of them more powerful. Thucydid~s tells us that the 
'crsuasions of Argos to induce Athens to throw up her alliance with Sparta, 
were repeated and unavailing. 
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the ports of Macedonia under naval blockade, proclaiming (i 
Perdikkas an enemy.l 

., .• //'Nearly five years had elapsed since the defeat of Kleon, ( 
· , )'Without any fresh attempt to recover Amphipolis : the project ! 

:, · \;~~s~ alluded t~ appe3:rs to have been t~e ~rst. The proceedings\ 
· ,' ~· ~~}'\the Athemans With regard to thts important town afford 1 

. , _ .Xoll-?t'Ie proof of that want of wisdom on the part of their leading ! 
· .· · ~men Nikias and Alkibiades, and of erroneous tendencies on the \ 
',)~ .. J*rt of the body of the citizens, which we shall gradually find\ 
· v ,1;r~onducting their empire to ruin. Among all their possessions 
l\.• 1 ~ut of Attica, there was none so valuable as Amphipolis : the 
}·',,centre ?f a great commer_cial and mininf? region-situated o~ a 
· ,..'>'large nver and lake whtch the Atheman navy could readtly 'f: ·' c:;ommand-and claimed by them with reasonable justice, since . 

. . : \ i~as their original colony, planted by their wisest statesman 
.' .}11?-eiikles. It had been lost only through unpardonable negli
.,.'"'. ·. ),ttnce on the part of their g~nerals ; ~nd when lost, ~e should 
• l}l>· _have expected to see the chtef energtes of Athens dtrected to 
·': J.;•ithe recovery of it ; the more so as, if once recovered, it 

\ · admitted of being made sure and retained as a future possession. 
Kleon is the only leading man who at once proclaims to his 
countrymen the important truth that it never can be recovered 
except by force. He strenuously urges his countrymen to make: 
the requisite military effort, and prevails upon them in part to 
do so, but the attempt disgracefully fails-partly through his 
own incompetence as commander, whether his undertaking of 
that duty was a matter of choice or of constraint-partly through 
the strong opposition and antipathy against him from so large 
a portion of his fellow-citizens, which rendered the military 
force not hearty in the enterprise. Next, Nikias, Laches, and 
Alkibiades, all concur in making peace and alliance with the . 
Laced::emonians, under express promise and purpose to procure~· 
the restoration of Amphipolis. But after a series of diplomatic 
proceedings which display as much silly credulity in Nikias a! 
selfish deceit in Alkibiades, the result becomes evident, as Kleon 
had insisted, that peace will not restore to them Amphipolis 
and that it can only be regained by force. The fatal defec 
of Nikias is now conspicuously seen : his inertness of characte: 
and incapacity of decided or energetic effort. When he dis 
covered that he had been out-manoeuvred by the Laced::emoniar 
diplomacy, and had fatally misadvised his countrymen int 
making important cessions on the faith of equivalents to come 
we might have expected to find him spurred on by indignan 

1 Thucyd. v. 83. 
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~
epentance for this mistake, and putting forth his own strongest 
fforts, as well as those of his country, in order to recover those 
ortions of her empire which the peace had promised, but did 
ot restore. Instead of which he exhibits no effective move

lment, while Alkibiades begins to display the defects of his 
political character, yet more dangerous than those of Nikias
lthe passion for showy, precarious, boundless, and even perilous 
novelties. It is only in the year 417 B.c., after the defeat of 
Mantineia had put an end to the. political speculations of 
Alkibiades in the interior of Peloponnesus, that Nikias projects 
an expedition against Amp hi polis ; and even then it is projected 
only contingent upon the aid of Perdikkas, a prince of notorious 
perfidy. It was not by any half-exertions of force that the 
place could be regained; as the ae!eat of Kleon had sufficiently 
proved. We obtain from these proceedings a fair measure of 
the foreign politics of Athens at this time, during what is called 
the peace of Nikias, preparing us for that melancholy catastrophe 
which will be developed in the coming chapters-where she is 
brought near to ruin by the defects of Nikias and Alkibiades , 
combined: for by singular misfortune, she does not reap the. _.,Jf 
benefit of the good qualities of either. \-(JJ.}~ 

It was in one of the three years between 420-416 B.c., though c.J~ · .. 
ve do not know in which, that the vote of ostracism took place, I\ :V; 
trising out of the contention between Nikias and Alkibiades.1 .J. 
The political antipathy between the two having reached a point 1.. 7 

of great violence, it was proposed that a vote of ostracism should J ""'1~,.}' 
be taken, and this proposition (probably made by the partisans 1- · .. ~ 
of Nikias, since Alkibiades was the person most likely to be ;;"' \ ,; 
re[:uted dangerous) was adopted by the people. Hyperbolus~"-'·1,~. 
the lamp-maker, son of Chremes, a speaker of considerable :· · 
influence in the public assembly, strenuously supported it, 
hating Nikias not less than Alkibiades. Hwr:b.Plus is named 

y Aristophan2s as having succeeded Kleon in the mastership 

1 Dr. Thirlwall (History of Greece, vol. iii. ch. xxiv. p. 360) places this. 
·''" of ostracism in midwinter or early spring of 415 B.c., immediately 
.:fore the Sicilian expedition. 
His grounds for this opinion are derived from the Oration called Ando

ides against Alkibiades, the genuineness of which he seems to accept (see 
is Appendix II. on that subject, vol. iii. p. 494, seq.). 
The more frequently I read over this Oration, the more do I feel per

uaded that it is a spurious composition of one or two generations after the 
me to which it professes to refer. My reasons for this opinion have been 
lready stated in previous notes. I cannot think that Dr. Thirlwall's 
ppendix is successful in removing the objections against the genuineness. 
f the speech. See vol. vi. ch. xlvii. note. 
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" .•. ~Jl.the ro~trum in !he Pnyx: 1 if this were true, his supposed• 

'(,;•1 .Nfemagogrc pre-emmence would commence about Septemb,J 
1 -~·~ ..4,22 B.c., the period of the death of Kleon. Long before that 
· • {'time, however, he had been among the chief butts of the comic 

.• \ '' -~uthors, who ascrib~ t<;> hi_m the sat;Je baseness, dis_honesty, 
'\\ · Impudence, and mahgmty m accusatiOn, as that whrch they 

\ fasten upon Kleon, though in language which seems to imply' 
an inferior idea of his power. And it may be doubted whether 
Hyperbolus ever succeedr<d to the same influence as had been 
enjoyed by Kleon, when we observe that Thucydides does not 
name him in any of the important debates which took place at 
and after the peace of Nikias. Thucydides only mentions him 
once-in 41 I B.c., while he was in banishment under sentence 
of ostracism, and resident at Samos. He terms him, "one 
H yperbolus, a person of bad character, who had been ostracised, 
not from fear of dangerous excess of dignity and power, but 
through his wickedness and his being felt as a disgrace to the 
city." 2 This sentence ofThucydides is really the only evidence 
against Hyperbolus: for it is not less unjust in his case than in 
that of Kleon to cite the jests and libels of comedy as if they 
were so much authentic fact and trustworthy criticism. It was 
at Samos that Hyperbolus was slain by the oligarchical con
spirators who were aiming to overthrow the democracy at 
Athens. We have no particular facts respecting him to enable 

• ~!5 to test t~e general character gi':en by Thucydides. 
· ·fi,I.At the trme when the resolutwn was adopted at Athens, 

\<·' J';{o take a vote of ostracism suggested by the political dissension 
~~-~ between Nikias and Alkibiades, about twenty-four years had 
~~~~· psed since a similar vote had been resorted to; the last 
f\ ,' ..... xample having been that of Perikles and Thucydides 3 son of 

~· ~. I Aristophan. Pac. 68o. 
2 Thucyd. viii. 73· "'i''ll"lp/3o'A6v .,.l "T"tva "T"wv 'AOrwalwv, p.ox011pov 

lfvOpw"'I"OV, ~rr"T"pa1WJ'P,EVOV ou ata auvcf,uews l<al &~tdJp.a-ros cp6Sov, &u .. a Otjt 
"'I"OV17Plav «al alrrxvv17v -ri)s "11"6'Aews. According to Androtion {Fragm. 48 
ed. Didot)-~rr"T"pal<trrp.lvov ata cpau/'..6-r'T)Ta. 

Compare about Hyperbolus, Plutarch, Nikias, c. II ; Plutarch, Alki 
biades, c. 13; JElian. V. H. xii. 43; Theopompus, Fragm. 102, 103, ed\ 
Didot. 

a I ought properly to say, the last example fairly comparable to thi: 
st:uggle between Nikias and Alkibiades, to whom, as rival politicians ap/ 
men of great position, Perikles and Thucydides bore a genuine analog. ··1 
There had been one sentence of ostracism passed more recently ; th' 
against Damon, the musical teacher, sophist, and companion of Peri~le~. 
The political enemies of Peril~les procured that Dam_on ,should be ost:acJsell,
a little before the Peloponnesmn war (Plutarch, Penkles, c. 4). Th1s was~ 
great abuse and perversion of the ostracism, even in its principle- We} 
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~Ielesias, the latter of whom was ostracised about 442 B.c. V 
;rhe democratical constitution had become sufficiently confirmed r.~ ,V· 
to lessen materially the necessity for ostracism as a safeguard ~J 
against individual usurpers : moreover there was now full con- J,;'~ 
fidence in the numerous dikasteries as competent to deal with ~~-~ 
the greatest of such criminals-thus abating the necessity as 
conceived in men's minds, not less than the real necessity, for 
such precautionary intervention. 1 Under such a state of things, 
altered reality as well as altered feeling,-we-are not surprised to 
!find that the vote of ostracism now invoked, though we do not 
~now the circumstances which immediately preceded it, ended 
In an abuse, or rather in a sort of parody, of the ancient pre
yentive. At a moment of extreme heat of party--dispute, the 
friends of Alkibiades probably accepted the challenge of Nikias 
and concurred in supporting a vote of ostracism; each hoping 
ito get rid of the opponent. The vote was accordingly decreed, 
but before it actually took place, the partisans of both changed 
their views, preferring to let the political dissension proceed 
without closing it by separating the combatants. But the 
ostracising vote, having been formally pronounced, could not 
now be prevented from taking place : it was always however 
perfectly general in its form, admittinf of any citizen being 
selected for temporary banishment. Accordingly the two 
opposing parties, each doubtless including various clubs or 
Hetreries, and according to some accounts, the friends of 
Phreax also, united to turn the vote against some one else. 
They fixed upon a man whom all of them jointly disliked-

~
'Hyperbolus.l By thus concurring, they obtained a sufficient 

umber of votes against him to pass the sentence which sent 
im into temporary banishment. But such a result was in no 
ne's contemplation when the vote was decreed to take place, 
nd Plutarch even represents the people as clapping their 
ands at it as a good joke. It was presently recognised by 
very one, seemingly even by the enemies of Hyperbolus, as a 
ross abuse of the ostracism. And the language of Thucydides 
imself distinctly implies this: for if we even grant that Hyper
olus fully deserved the censure which that historian bestows. 
rlow not how it was brought about : nor can I altogether shut out a 
"ipicion, that Damon was sentenced to banishment, as a consequence 
her of trial or of non-appearance to an accusation-not ostracised at 

L 
1 Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 13; Plutarch, Nikias, c. II. Theophrastus says 

1at the violent opposition at first, and the coalition afterwards, was not 
:tween Nikias and Alkibiades, but between Phreax and Alkibiades. 
The coalition of votes and parties may well have included all three. 
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no one could treat his presence as dangerous to the common-: 
wealth ; nor was the ostracism introduced to meet low dishonestyj 
or wickedness. It was, even before, passing out of the political' 
morality of Athens; and this sentence consummated its extinc-, 
tion, so that we never hear of it as employed afterwards. It: 
had been extremely valuable in earlier days, as a security to thel 
growing democracy against individual usurpation of power, and; 
against dangerous exaggeration of rivalry between individual; 
leaders : but the democracy was now strong enough to dispense/ 
with such exceptional protection. Yet if Alkibiades had re-\ 
turned as victor from Syracuse, it is highly probable that the) 
Athenians would have had no other means than the pre-' 
cautionary antidote of ostracism to save themselves from him! 
as despot. I 

.. /'~ It was in the beginning of summer 416 B.c., that the Athenians/ 
.:,}~,undertook the siege and conquest of the Dorian island oq 
'l):l ~ Me~os-one of the Cyclades, and the only one, except Thera,j 
~. r 5'1\ich was not already included in their empire. Melos and: 
'~ ..l'fhera were both ancient colonies of Laced ::em on, with whom they· 
·' ' had strong sympathies of lineage. They had never joined the i 

confederacy of Delos, nor been in anyway connected with Athens;: 
but at the same time, neither had they ever taken part in the 1 

recent war against her, nor given her any ground of complaint,1 ~ 
until she landed and attacked them in the sixth year of the: 
recent war. She now renewed her attempt, sending against,; 
the island a considerable force under Kleomedes and Tisias :' 
thirty Athenian triremes, with six Chian, and two Lesbia'rr~i 
r2oo Athenian hoplites, and rsoo hoplites from the allies~: 
with 300 bowmen and twenty horse-bowmen. These officers~ 
after disembarking their forces, and taking position, sentl 
envoys into the city summoning the government to surrender,! 

,)tnd to become a subject-ally of Athens. ) 
.. ~' r~\., It ~as a practice, frequent, if not univers~l, in Gre~ce-~· 
.... v:even m governments not professedly democratical-to d1scus 
ljl. t/~:opositions for peace or war before the assembly of th 
••. ).. people. But on the present occasion the Melian leader 
J,lt~l ,;Je rted from this practice, admitting the envoys only to 
~ ate conversation with their executive council. Of thj 

;• 'conversation which passed, Thucydides professes to give j 
~.~ltletailed and elaborate account-at surprising length, con 
/,~'sidering his general brevity. He sets down thirteen distinc 
~ observations, with as many replies, interchanged between th 
, Athenian envoys and the Melians ; no one of them separately 
~I' 1 Thucyd. iii. 9 r. ! 

J 
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rung, and some very short-but the dialogue carried on is'~" 
:iramatic and very impressive. There is indeed every reason ::: 
"or concluding that what we here read in Thucydides is in far I· . .J. 

arger proportion his own, and in smaller proportion authentic ': 
:eport, than any of the other speeches which he professes to 
;et down. For this was not a public harangue, in respect to 
vhich he might have had the opportunity of consulting the 
·ecollection of many different persons : it was a private con
rersation, wherein three or four Athenians, and perhaps ten 
>r a dozen Melians, may have taken part. Now as all the 
vlelian prisoners of military age, and certainly all those leading 
:itizens then in the town who had conducted this interview, 
>Tere slain immediately after the capture of the town, there 
·emained only the Athenian envoys through whose report 
fhucydides could possibly have heard what really P<!-SSed. 
fhat he did hear either from or through them, the general 
:haracter of what passed, I make no doubt : but there is no 
;round for believing that he received from them anything 
,ike the consecutive stream of debate, which, together with 
part of the illustrative reasoning, we must refer to his dramatic 
genius and arrangement. Jr 

The Athenian begins by restricting the subject of discussion 11/JV 
to the mutual interests of both parties in the peculiar circum- '\ 
>tances in which they now stand; in spite of the disposition of~ 8 
the Melians to enlarge the range of topics, by introducing ~ 
::onsiderations of justice and appealing to the sentiment of ~ 
'mpartial critics. He will not multiply words to demonstrate ..,.t# 
:he just origin of the Athenian empire, erected on the expulsion.-' 
•f the Persians-or to set forth injury suffered, as pretext forr'> 
he present expedition. Nor will he listen to any plea on the~: 
>art of the Melians, that they, though colonists of Sparta, have V.1 

1ever fought alongside of her or done Athens wrong. He " · 1 

:.resses upon them to aim at what is attainable under existing·. ,
1
' 

ircumstances, since they know as well as he, that justice in 
1e reasoning of mankind is settled according to equal com- ,}.w 
ulsion on both sides; the strong doing what their power 
lows, and the weak submitting to it.l To this the Melians 

t In reference to this argumentation of the Athenian envoy, I call 
tention to the attack and bombardment of Copenhagen by the English 
overnment in 18o7, together with the language used by the English envoy 
the Danish Prince Regent on the subject. We read as follows in M. 

hiers' Histoire du Consulat et de !'Empire:-
" L'agent choisi etoit digne de sa mission. C'etoit M. Jackson qui avoit 

J: autrefois charge d'affaires en France, avant l'arrivee de Lord Whitworth 
Paris, mais qu'on n'avoit pas pu y laisser, a cause du mauvais esprit qu'i! 
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reply, that (omitting all appeal to justice and speaking only 
of what was expedient) they hold it to be even expedient for 
Athens not to break down the common moral sanction of 
mankind, but to permit that equity and justice shall still 
remain as a refuge for men in trouble, with some indulgence 
even towards those who may be unable to make out a case of 
full and strict right. Most of all was this the interest of Athens 
herself, inasmuch as her ruin, if it ever occurred, would be 
awful both as punishment to herself and as lesson to others. 
"We are not afraid of that (rejoined the Athenian) even if our 
empire should be overthrown. It is not imperial cities like 
Sparta who deal harshly with the conquered. Moreover our 
present contest is not undertaken against Sparta-it is a contest 
to determine whether subjects shall by their own attack prevaiL~ 
over their rulers. This is a risk for us to judge of: in the 
mean time let us remind you that we come here for the 
advantage of our own empire, and that we are now speaking 
with a view to your safety-wishing to get you under our 
empire without trouble to ourselves, and to preserve you for 
the mutual benefit of both of us."-" Cannot you leave us 
alone, and let us be your friends instead of enemies, but 
neither allies of you nor of Sparta? "-said the .Melians. "No. 
(is the reply)-your friendship does us more harm than your. 

manifestoit en toute occasion. Introduit aupres du regent, il allevua de 
pretendues stipulations secretes, en vertu desquelles le Danemark devoit, 
( disoit on) de gre ou de force, faire partie d'une coalition contre l' Ang!eterre ! 
il donna comme raison d'agir Ia necessite oit se trouvoit le cabinet Britanniqu( 
de prendre des precautions pour que Ies forces navales du Danemark et It. 
passage du Sund ne tombassent pas au pouvoir des Fran9ois: et en con; 
sequence il demanda au nom de son gouvernement, qu'on livr!lt a l'arme• 
Angloise Ia forteresse de Kronenberg qui commande le Sund, le port d1 
Copenhague, et enfin Ia flotte elle-meme-promettant de garder le tout eJ
depbt, pour le compte du Danemark, qui seroit remis en possession de c: 
qu on alloit lui enlever, des que le danger seroit passe. M. Jackson assura 
que le Danemark ne perdroit rien, que l'on se conduiroit chez lui er. 
auxiliaires et en amis--<jue les troupes Britanniques payeroient tout C( 

qu'elles consommeroient.-Et avec quoi, repondit le J;>rince indigne 
payeriez vous notre honneur perdu, si nous adherions a cette infam( 
proposition ?-Le prince continuant, et opposant a cette perfide intentio) 
Ia conduite loyale du Danemark, qui n'avoit pris aucune precaution contr
les Anglois, qui les avoit toutes prises contre les Fran9ois, ce dont t l 
abusoit pour le surprendre-.M. Jackson dpondit a cette juste indignation pc 1 
une t"nsolente jami!iarz"te, disant que Ia gtterre etoit !a guerre, qu'il fa!lot"t a 

resigner a ces ntcessites, et ceder au plus fort qttand on eto£1 le plus faib, ~ 
Le prince congedia !'agent Anglois avec des paroles fort dures, et lui decll r 
qu'il alloit se transporter a Copenhague, pour y remplir ses devoirs "
prince et de citoyen Danois." (Thiers, Histoire du Consulat et l ; 

l'Empire, tome viii. livre xxviii. p. 190.) 
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enmity : your friendship is a proof of our weakness, in the eyes 
uf our subject-allies-your enmity will give a demonstration of 
uur power."-" But do your subjects really take such a measure 
of equity, as to put us, who have no sort of connexion with you, 
on the same footing with themselves, most of whom are your 
own colonists, while many of them have even revolted from 
you and been reconquered?"-" They do: for they think that 
both one and the other have fair ground for claiming inde
pendence, and that if you are left independent, this arises only 
from your power and from our fear to attack you. So that 
your submission will not only enlarge our empire, but strengthen 
our security throughout the whole ; especially as you are 
islanders, and feeble islanders too, while we are lords of the 
.iea."-" But surely that very circumstance is in Dther ways a 
protection to you, as evincing your moderation : for if you 
attack us, you will at once alarm all neutrals, and convert them 
into enemies.''-" We are in little fear of continental cities, 
who are out of our reach and not likely to take part against 
us,-but only of islanders; either yet unincorporated in our 
empire, like you,-or already in our empire and discontented 
with the constraint which it imposes. It is such islanders who • 
iby their ill-judged obstinacy are likely, with their eyes open, to 
)bring both us and themselves into peril.''-" We know well 
:(said the Melians, after some other observations had been 
'interchanged) how terrible it is to contend against your superior 
'power, and your good fortune; nevertheless we trust that in 
!point of fortune we shall receive fair treatment from the gods, 
f;ince we stand upon grounds of right against injustice-and as 
~o our inferior power, we trust that the deficiency will be made 
up by our ally Sparta, whose kindred race will compel her from 

!,ery shame to aid us."-" We too (replied the Athenians) think 
t.hat we shall not be worse off than others in regard to the 
divine favour. For we neither advance any claim, nor do any 
act, overpassing that which men believe in regard to the gods, 
and wish in regard to themselves. What we believe about the 
gods is the same as that which we see to be the practice of 
-len: the impulse of nature inclines them of necessity to rule 
ver what is inferior in force to themselves. This is the 
rinciple on which we now proceed-not having been the first 
ither to lay it down or to follow it, but finding it established 
nd likely to continue for ever-and knowing well too that you 
r others in our position would do as much. As for your 
xpectations from the Lacedfemonians, founded on the disgrace 
f their remaining deaf to your call, we congratulate you on 
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your innocent simplicity, but we at the same time deprecate 
such foolishness. For the Laced::emonians are indeed most 
studious of excellence in regard to themselves and their own 
national customs. But looking at their behaviour towards 
others, we affirm roundly, and can prove by many examplt·~ 
of their history, that they are of all men the most conspicuous 
in construing what is pleasing as if it were honourable, and 
what is expedient as if it were just. Now that is not the state 
of mind which you require, to square with your desperate 
calculations of safety." 

.~ After various other observations interchanged in a similar. 
,tl tenor, the Athenian envoys, strenuously urging upon the 
~. Melians to reconsider the matter more cautiously among 
~<,.~~ht::mselves, withdrew, and after a certain interval, were n.._ 
f"' · it!alled by the Melian council to hear the following words
,f'l'" We hold to the same opinion, as at first, men of Athens. 
' We shall not surrender the independence of a city which has 

already stood for 700 years : we shall yet make an effort to 
save ourselves-relying on that favourable fortune which the 
gods have hitherto vouchsafed to us, as well as upon aid from 

• men, and especially from the Lacedremonians. We requesq 
that we may be considered as your friends, but as hostile tc; 
neither party ; and that you will leave the island after con' 
eluding such a truce as may be mutually acceptable."-" Wei~ 
(said the Athenian envoys), you alone seem to consider future: 
contingencies as clearer than the facts before your eyes, and tq 
look at an uncertain distance through your own wishes, as if it 
were present reality. You have staked your all upon th~ 
Laced::emonians, upon fortune, and upon fond hopes ; and 
with your all you will come to ruin." : 

).· The siege was forthwith commenced. A wall of circumvalla1 
• :. ~tion, distributed in portions among the different allies ot 
' • I 

j J.l · thens, was constructed round the town ; wh1ch was left under 
·f full blockade both by sea and land, while the rest of the! 
fl' armament retired home. The town remained blocked up for' 

several months. During the course of that time the besieged 
made two successful sallies, which afforded them some tern! 
porary relief, and forced the Athenians to send an addition~ 
detachment under Philokrates. At length the provisions withi~ 
were exhausted ; plots for betrayal commenced among thj 
Melians themselves, so that they were constrained to surrend{j 
at discretion. The Athenians resolved to put to death all thl 
men of military age, and to sell the women and children a~ 
slaves. Who the proposer of this barbarous resolution was;· 
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Thucydides does not say; but Plutarch and others inform us 
that Alkibiades 1 was strenuous in supporting it. Five hundred 
Athenian settlers were subsequently sent thither, to form a new 
~ommunity; apparently not as kleruchs, or out-citizens of 
r\then~,-but as new. Melians.2 • , () v/ 
' Takmg the proceedmgs of the Athenians towards Melos from 1\ 
the beginning to the end, they form one of the grossest and ..,\..r 
most inexcusable pieces of cruelty combined with injustice !,)"' 
which Grecian history presents to us. In appreciating the 
cruelty of such wholesale executions, we ought to recollect that 
lhe laws of war placed the prisoner altogether at the disposal 
of his conqueror, and that an Athenian garrison, if captured 
py the Corinthians in Naupaktus, Nisiea, or elsewhere, would 
kssuredly have undergone the same fate, unless in so far as 
:hey might be kept for exchange. But the treatment of the 
~lelians goes beyond all rigour of the laws of war ; for they 
had never been at war with Athens, nor had they done any
thing to incur her enmity. Moreover the acquisition of the 
lsland was of no material value to Athens ; nor sufficient to 
pay the expenses of the armament employed in its capture. 
And while the gain was thus in every sense slender, the shock 
to Grecian feeling by the whole proceeding seems to have 

· serious mischief to Athens. Far from tending to 
~ .. ,, .... ~ .. her entire empire, by sweeping in this small insular 

who had hitherto been neutral and harmless, it 
nothing but odium against her, and was treasured up in 

. times as among the first of her misdeeds.} 
l'o gratify her pride of empire, by a n~c6nquest-easy to 

though of small value-was doUOtless her chief motive ; 
y also strengthened by pique against Sparta, between 

and herself a thoroughly bostTie fee1ing subsisted-and by 
desire to humiliate Sparta through the Melians. 'This passion 

new acquisition, superseding the more reasonllble hopes of 
the lost portions of her empire, will be seen in the 

rh,>nt·Pr~ breaking out with still more fatal predominance. 
1 Plutarch, Alkibiades, c. 16. This is doubtless one of the statements 

the composer of the Oration of Andokides against Alkibiades found 
in respect to the conduct of the latter (sect. 123). Nor is there 

for questioning the truth of it. 
v. 116. TO 0~ xwplov aVTol ifKLG'a.v, lt.7rol1COVS fJUT€f>OV 

-v-ra•·nrrl.ntJ< ?rep.l/tav'Tfs. Lysander restored some Melians to the island 
the battle of 1Egospotami (Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 2, 9): some therefore 
have escaped or must have been spared, or some of the youths and 

sold as slaves at the time of the capture, must have been redeemed 
emancipated from captivity. 

VOL. VII. G 
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:}• Both t~ese two. points, it will be observed, ar_e prominently /1 

·,,..marked m the d1alogue set forth by Thucyd1des. I have 
t; ,already stated that this dialogue can hardly represent what/ 
1/ actually passed, except as to a few general points, which th( 
I.-.. ;) historian has followed out into deductions and illustrations,1 
-;:f. qfJ:v.ls dramatising the given situation in a powerful and char( 
1• ;acteristic manner. The language put into the mouth of tht:' 
;'I Athenian envoys is that of pirates and robbers ; as Dionysiu~j 

of flalikarnassus 2 long ago remarked, intimating his suspicio~ 
that Thucydides had so set out the case for the purpose o.' 
discrediting the country which had sent him into exile. What! 
ever may be thought of this suspicion, we may at least affirn1. 

that the arguments which he here ascribes to Athens are no/ 
in harmony even with the defects of the Athenian character~ 
Athenian speakers are more open to the charge of equivoca"O; 
wording, multiplication of false pretences, softening down thd 
bad points of their case, putting an amiable name upon viciou 1 
acts, employing what is properly called sophistry where thei~ 
purpose needs it.3 Now the language of the envoy at ::VIelos: 
which has been sometimes cited as illustrating the immoralit:~ 
of the class or profession (falsely called a school) namec; 
Sophists at Athens, is above all things remarkable for a sort, 
of audacious frankness-a disdain not merely of ~ ophistry in 
the modern sense of the word, but even of such plausibl9 
excuse as might have been offered. It has been st~angel{ 
argued as if " the good old plan, That they should take w,:(l ha1 
the power, And they should keep who can "-had been first eli\ 
covered and openly promulgated by Athenian sophists: wh< ,,., ' 
the true purpose and value of sophists, even in the r,wdez 1 

and worst sense of the word (putting aside the perversion ~ 
applying that sense to the persons called Sophists at Athens' 
is, to furnish plausible matter of deceptive justification-so th' 
the strong man may be enabled to act upon this "good ol. 
plan" as much as he pleases, but without avowing it, ani 
while professing fair dealing or just retaliation for sorr( 
imaginary wrong. The wolf in JEsop's fable (of the W~ 
and the Lamb) speaks like a sophist; the Athenian env 

1 Such is also the opinion of Dr. Thirlwall, Hist. Gr. val. iii. ch. xxi 
p. 348. j 

2 Dionys. Hal. Judie. de Thucydid. c. 37-42, p. go6-920 Reisk: em 
pare the remarks in his Epistol. ad Cn, Pompeium, de Prrecipuis His tor~ 
p. 774 Reisk. 

3 Plutarch, Alkibiad. r6. "TOVS 'Aih)va!ovs a<l .,.a, 7rpa6"Ta"Ta .,.r;,, OVOf'li.· 
"To'is af'ap7"hf'aUt n8<f'EVous, 71'UlO!aS Kal cptll.av8pw7rias.-To the same purf' ~ 
Plutarch, Solon, c. 15. i 

I 
I 
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at 1fdos speaks in a manner totally unlike a sophist, either 
in the Athenian sense or in the modern sense of the word ; 
we may add, unlike an Athenian at all, as Dionysius has 
observed. ~tr' 

As a matter of fact and prar.tice, it is true that stronger ·1 .. 
states, in Greece and in the contemporary world, did habitually ~t' 
tend, as they have tended throughout the course of history i,; 1 

down to the present day, to enlarge their power at the expense~~ 
of the weaker. Every territory in Greece, except Attica and ~o;.w 
Arcadia, had been seized by conquerors who dispossessed or ~ 
enslaved the prior inhabitants. We find Brasidas reminding \.XI\ 
his soldiers of the good sword of their forefathers, which had ,r;L 
established dominion over men far more numerous than them-~~"' . 
selves, as matter of pride and glory : 1 and when we come to&;_ 
the times of Philip and Alexander of Macedon, we shall see ~; 
the lust of conquest reaching a pitch never witnessed among 1 
free Greeks. Of right thus founded on simple superiority of 
force, there were abundant examples to be quoted, as parallels 
to the Athenian conquest of Melos : but that which is un
paralleled is the mode adopted by the Athenian envoy of 
justifying it, or rather of setting aside all justification, looking 
at the actual state of civilisation in Greece. ' A barbarous in
vader ca~ ts his sword into the scale in lieu of argument : a 
civilised conqueror is bound by received international morality 
to furnish some justification-a good plea, if he can-a false 
plea;· or sham plea, if he has no better. But the Athenian 
em·oy .neither copies the contemptuous silence of the barbarian 
.. vr the smooth lying of the civilised invader. Though coming 
from the most cultivated city in Greece, where the vices pre
valent were those of refinement and not of barbarism, he 
disdains the conventional arts of civilised diplomacy more than 
would have been done by an envoy even of Argos or Korkyra. 
He even disdains to mention-what might have been said with 
perfect truth as matter of fact, whatever may be thought of its 

:sufficiency as a justification-that the Melians had enjoyed for 
the last fifty years the security of the h:gean waters at the cost 
of Athens and her allies, without any payment of their own. 

I 
So at least he is made to do in the Thucydidean dramatic 

!ragment-M~A.ov •AA.w(n> (The. Capt_ure of Mel()s)-if we may 
parody the title of the lost tragedy of Phrynichus-" The Cap

:e"·ue of Miletus." And I think a comprehensive view of the 
o·,istory of Thucydides will suggest to us the explanation of this 

1 Compare also what Brasidas says in his speech to the Akanthians, v. 1 86.-l.,.xoos 5•Ko.ufD"e•, ~v -lj .,.{;X'TI l5wKev, &c. 
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drama, with its powerful and tragical effect. The capture of 
Melos comes immediately before the great Athenian expedition 
against Syracuse, which was resolved upon three or four months 
afterwards, and despatched during the course of the following 
summer. That expedition was the gigantic effort of Athens, 
which ended in the most ruinous catastrophe known to ancient 
history. From such a blow it was impossible for Athens to 
recover. Though crippled, indeed, she struggled against its 
effects with surprising energy; but her fortune went on, in the 
main, declining-yet with occasional moments of apparent 
restoration-until her complete prostration and subjugation by 
Lysander. Now Thucydides, just before he gets upon the 
plane of this descending progress, makes a halt, to illustrate 
the sentiment of Athenian power in its most exaggerated, in
solent, and cruel manifestation, by his dramatic fragment of 
the envoys at Melos. It will be recollected that Herodotus, 
when about to describe the forward march of Xerxes into 
Greece, destined to terminate in such fatal humiliation-im
presses his readers with an elaborate idea of the monarch's 
insolence and superhuman pride by various conversations 
between him and the courtiers about him, as well as by other 
anecdotes, combined with the overwhelming specifications of 
the muster at Doriskus. Such moral contrasts and juxtaposi
tions, especially that of ruinous reverse following upon over
weening good fortune, were highly interesting to the Greek 
mind. And Thucydides-having before him an act of great 
injustice and cruelty on the part of Athens, committed exactly 
at this point of time-has availed himself of the form of dia
logue, for once in his history, to bring out the sentiments of a 
disdainful and confident conqueror in dramatic antithesis. 
They are however his own sentiments, conceived as suitable 
to the situation; not those of the Athenian envoy-still less, 
those of the Athenian public-least of all, those of that much 
calumniated class of men, the Athenian sophists. 

CHAPTER LVII 

SICILIAN AFFAIRS AFTER THE EXTINCTION OF THE GELONIAN 

DYNASTY 

IN the preceding chapters, I have brought down the general. 
history of the Peloponnesian war to the time immediately pre
ceding the memorable Athenian expedition against Syracuse, 
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which changed the whole face of the war. At this period, and 
for some time to come, the history of the Peloponnesian Greeks 
becomes intimately blended with that of the Sicilian Greeks. 
But hitherto the connexion between the two has been merely 
occasional, and of little reciprocal effect; so that I have thought 
it for the convenience of the reader to keep the two streams 
entirely separate, omitting the proceedings of Athens in Sicily 
during the first ten years of the war. I now proceed to fill up 
this blank; to recount as much as can be made out of Sicilian 
events during the interval between 46r-4r6 B.c.; and to assign 
the successive steps whereby the Athenians entangled them
selves in ambitious projects against Syracuse, until they at 
length came to stake the larger portion of their force upon that 
fatal hazard. 

The extinction of the Gelonian dynasty at Syracuse, 1 

followed by the expulsion or retirement of all the other despots· 
throughout the island, left the various Grecian cities to re
organise themselves in free and self-constituted governments. 
"C nfortunately our memorials respecting this revolution are 
miserably scanty; but there is enough to indicate that it was some
thing much more than a change from single-headed to popular 
government. It included, further, transfers on the largest 
scale both of inhabitants and of property. The preceding 
despots had sent many old citizens into exile, transplanted 
others from one part of Sicily to another and provided settle
ments for numerous immigrants and mercenaries devoted to 
their interest. Of these proceedings much was rev<;rsed, when 
the dynasties were overthrown, so that the personal and pro
prietary revolution was more complicated and perplexing than 
the political. After a period of severe commotion, an accom
modation was concluded, whereby the adherents of the 
expelled dynasty were planted partly in the territory of ~Iessene, 
partly in the re-established city of Kamarina, in the eastern 
portion of the southern coast, bordering on Syracuse. 2 

1 See vol. v. ch. xliii. for the history of these events. I now take up 
the thread from that chapter. 

2 Mr. ~Iitford, in the spirit which is usual with him, while enlarging 
upon the suffering occasioned by this extensive revolution both of inhabitants 
and of property throughout Sicily, takes no notice of the cause in which it 
originated-viz. the number of foreign mercenaries whom the Gelonian 
dynasty had brought in and enrolled as new citizens (Gelon alone having 
brought in IO,ooo, Diodor. xi. 72), and the number of exiles whom they 
had banished and dispossessed. 

I will here notice only one of his misrepresentations respecting the 
~vents of this period, because it is definite as well as important (vol. iv. 
p. 9, chap. xviii. sect. r ), 
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But though peace was thus re-established, these large muta

tions of inhabitants, first begun by the despots,-and the in- 1 
coherent mixture of races, religious institutions, dialects, &c., 
which was brought about unavoidably during the process-left 
throughout Sicily a feeling of local instability, very different 
from the long traditional tenures in Peloponnesus and Attica, 
and numbered by foreign enemies among the elements of its 
weakness.l The wonder indeed rather is, that such real and 
powerful causes of disorder were soon so efficaciously con
trolled by the popular governments, that the half-century now 
approaching was decidedly the most prosperous and undisturbed ; 
period in the history of the island. 1

1 

The southern coast of Sicily was occupied (beginning from I 
the westward) by Selinus, Agrigentum, Gela, and Kamarina. 
Then came Syracuse, possessing the south-eastern cape, and 
the southern portion of the eastern coast: next, on the 1 
eastern coast, Leontini, Katana, and N axos : Messene, on the 1 

strait adjoining Italy. The centre of the island, and even [ 
much of the northern coast, was occupied by the non-Hellenic 
Sikels and Sikans : on this coast, Himera was the only Grecian 

"But thus (he says) in every little state, lands were left to become 
public property, or to be assigned to new individual owners. Everywhere, 
then, that .favourite measure of democracy, the equal division of the lands of ' 
the state, was resolved upon: a measure impossible to be perfectly executed; I 
impossible to be maintained as executed ; and of very doubtful advantage, l 
if it could be perfectly executed and perfectly maintained." 

Again-sect. iii. p. 23-he speaks of "that incomplete and iniquitous 
partition of lands," &c. 

Now, upon this we may remark-
r. The equal division of the lands of the state, here affirmed by Mr. 

Mitford, is a pure fancy of his own. He has no authority for it whatever. 
Diodorus says {xi. 76) Ka'I'EJcJo.:qpovx'YJO"av 'l'~v xC:,pav, &c.; and again (xi. 86) 
he speaks of 'l'lw b.valiaO"p.lw 'l'i)s xC:,pas, the re-division of the territory : but 
respecting equality of division-not one word does he say. Nor can any 
principle of division, in this case, be less probable than equality. For one 
of the great motives of the re-division, was to provide for those exiles who 
had been dispossessed by the Gelonian dynasty : and these men would 
receive lots, greater or less, on the ground of compensation for loss, greater 
or less as it might have been. Besides, immediately after the re-division, 
we find rich and poor mentioned just as before (xi. 86}. 

2. Next Mr. Mitford calls "the equal division of all the lands of the 
state" the .favourite measure of democracy. This is an assertion not less 
incorrect. Not a single democracy in Greece (so for as my knowledge 
extends) can be produced in which such equal partition is ever known to 
have been carried into effect. In the Athenian democracy, especially, not 
only there existed constantly great inequality of landed property, but the 
oath annually taken by the popular Heliastic judges had a special clause, 
protesting emphatically against re-divz'sion of the land or extinction o.f debts. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 17. 
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city. Between Himera and Cape Lilyb<eum, the western 

,corner of the island was occupied by the non-Hellenic cities of 
Egesta and Eryx, and by the Carthaginian seaports, of which 

I
Panormus (Palermo) was the principal. 

Of these various Grecian cities, all independent, Syracuse 
was the first in power, Agrigentum the second. The causes 
above noticed, disturbing the first commencement of popular 
governments in all of them, were most powerfully operative at 
Syracuse. We do not know the particulars of the demo-

f ratical constitution which was there established, but its 
tability was threatened by more than one ambitious pretender, 

eager to seize the sceptre of Gelo and Hiero. The most 
prominent among these pretenders was Tyndarion, who em
ployed a considerable fortune in distributing largesses and 
procuring partisans among the poor. His political designs 
were at length so openly manifested, that he was brought to 
trial, condemned, and put to death; yet not without an abortive 
:insurrection of his partisans to rescue him. After several 
lleading citizens had tried and failed in a similar manner, the 
!people thought it expedient to pass a law similar to the 
Athenian ostracism, authorising the infliction of temporary 
preventive banishment.1 Under this law several powerful citi
zens were actually and speedily banished; and such was the 
abuse of the new engine by the political parties in the city, 
that men of conspicuous position are said to have become 
afraid of meddling with public affairs. Thus put in practice, 
the institution is said to have given rise to new political con
tentions not less violent than those which it checked, insomuch 
that the Syracusans found themselves obliged to repeal the law 
not long after its introduction. We should have been glad to 
learn some particulars concerning this political experiment, 
beyond the meagre abstract given by Diodorus-and especially 
to know the precautionary securities by which the application 
of the ostracising sentence was restrained at Syracuse. Perhaps 
no care was taken to copy the checks and formalities provided 
by Kleisthenes at Athens. Yet under all circumstances, the 
institution, though tutelary if reserved for its proper emergencies, 
was eminently open to abuse, so that we have no reason to 
wonder that abuse occurred, especially at a period of great 
violence and discord. The wonder rather is, that it was so 
little abused at Athens. 
~ 1 Diodor. xi. 86, 87. Tbe institution at Syracuse was called the 
relalism, because in taking the votes, the name of the citizen intended to 
be banished was written upon a leaf of olive, instead of a shell or potsherd. 
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Although the ostracism (or petalism) at Syracuse was 

speedily discontinued, it may probably have left a salutary 
impression behind, as far as we can judge from the fact that 
new pretenders to despotism are not hereafter mentioned. The 
republic increases in wealth and manifests an energetic action 
in foreign affairs. The Syracusan admiral Phayllus was 
despatched with a powerful fleet to repress th·: piracies of the 
Tyrrhenian maritime towns, and after ravag· .1g the island of 
Elba, returned home, under the suspicion of having been 
bought off by bribes from the enemy ; on which accusation hr 
was tried and banished-a second fleet of sixty triremes undeC 
Apelles being sent to the same regions. The new admiral not 
only plundered many parts of the Tyrrhenian coast, but also 
carried his ravages into the island of Corsica (at that time a 
Tyrrhenian possession), and reduced the island of Elba com
pletely. His return was signalised by a large number of 
captives and a rich booty.l 

Meanwhile the great antecedent revolutions, among the 
Grecian cities in Sicily, had raised a new spirit among thej 
Sikels of the interior, and inspired the Sikel prince Duketius, a 
man of spirit and ability, with large ideas of aggrandisement. 
Many exiled Greeks having probably sought service with him,. 
it was either by their suggestion, or from having himself caught 
the spirit of Hellenic improvement, that he commenced the 
plan of bringing the petty Sikel communities into something 
like city-life and collective co-operation. Having acquired 
glory by the capture of the Grecian town of Morgantine, he 
induced all the Sikel communities (with the exception of 
Hybla) to enter into a sort of federative compact. Next, in 
order to obtain a central point for the new organisation, he 
transferred his own little town from the hill top, called Menre, 
down to a convenient spot of the neighbouring plain, near to 
the sacred precinct of the gods called Paliki.2 As the vener
ation paid to these gods, determined in part by the striking 
volcanic manifestations in the neighbourhood, rendered this 
plain a suitable point of attraction for Sikels generally, Duketius 
was enabled to establish a considerable new city of Palike, 
with walls of large circumference, and an ample range of 

1 Diodor. xi. 87, 88. 
2 Diodor. xi. 78, 88, go. The proceeding of Duketius is illustrated by 

the description of Dardanus in the Iliad, xx. zr6-
K ·rtcrue ae ~czp8o.vt1Jv, E1n:l oihrw "IA'oS" ipl} 
:Ev ~€~{~. 7TEm:i~tUT~, '1T0Ats p.€p6;rrwv ci~8pWrrwv, 
AAA d} v7rwpeta§' <t' KOVV7roA.v7Tt.0aKos IcSqs-. 

Compare Plato, De Legg. iii. pp. 68r, 682. 

( 
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adjacent land which he distributed among a numerous Sikel 
uopulation, probably with some Greeks intermingled. 

The powerful position which Duketius had thus acquired is 
.ttested by the aggressive character of' his measures, intended 
;radually to recover a portion at least of that ground which the 
;reeks had appropriated at the expense of the indigenous 
lopulation. The Sikel town of Ennesia had been seized by the 
'Iieronian Greeks expelled from JEtna, and had received from 
hem the name of JEtna: 1 Duketius now found means to 
.)conquer it, after ensnaring by stratagem the leading magis-
ate. He was next bold enough to invade the territory of the 

\grigentines, and to besiege one of their country garrisons 
:alled ::\iotyum. We are impressed with a high idea of his 
lower when we learn that the Agrigentines, while marching to 
elieve the place, thought it necessary to invoke aid from the 
)yracusans, who sent to them a force under Bolkon. Over 
his united force Duketius gained a victory-in consequence 
lf the treason or cowardice of Bolkon, as the Syracusans 
>elieved-insomuch that they condemned him to death. In 
lhe succeeding year, however, the good fortune of the Sikel 
)nnce changed. The united army of these two powerful cities 
faised the blockade of Motyum, completely defeated him in 
he field, and dispersed all his forces. Finding himself 
leserted by his comrades and even on the point of being 
)etrayed, he took the desperate resolution of casting himself 
1pon the mercy of the Syracusans. He rode off by night to 
:he gates of Syracuse, entered the city unknown, and sat down 
lS a suppliant on the altar in the agora, surrendering himself 
:ogether with all his territory. A spectacle thus unexpected 
Jrought together a crowd of Syracuse citizens, exciting in them 
:he strongest emotions : and when the magistrates convened 
he assembly for the purpose of deciding his fate, the voice of 
nercy was found paramount, in spite of the contrary recom
nendations of some of the political leaders. The most 
·espected among the elder citizens-earnestly recommending 
nild treatment towards a foe thus fallen and suppliant, coupled 
;:ith scrupulous regard not to bring upon the city the avenging 
1and of Nemesis-found their appeal to the generous sentiment 
>f the people welcomed by one unanimous cry of "Save the 
:uppliant." 2 Duketius, withdrawn from the altar, was sent off 
p Corinth under his engagement to live there quietly for the 

1 Diodor. xi. 76. 
2 Diodor. xi. 91' gz. '0 a€ ~1j,uos C,u7rep nvl I''~ .pwvji u~(ew a7ro.WrES 
lowv ... ~v lK~nw. 

G 2 
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future ; the Syracusans providing for his comfortable mam
tenance. 

Amidst the cruelty habitual in ancient warfare, this remark
able incident excites mingled surprise and admiration. Doubi 
less the lenient impulse of the people mainly arose from thei 
seeing Duketius actually before them in suppliant posture a 
their altar, instead of being called upon to determine his fat 
in his absence-just as the Athenian people were in lik 
manner moved by the actual sight of the captive Dorieus, an 
induced to spare his life, on an occasion which will be hereaftet 
recounted.1 If in some instances the assembled people, obey 
ing the usual vehemence of multitudinous sentiment, carrie 
severities to excess,-so, in other cases, as well as in this, th 
appeal to their humane impulses will be found to have triumphe 
over prudential regard for future security. Such was the fruit 
which the Syracusans reaped for sparing Duketius, who, after 
residing a year or two at Corinth, violated his parole. Preten 
ing to have received an order from the oracle, he assembled 
number of colonists, whom he conducted into Sicily to foun 
a city at Kale Akte on the northern coast belonging to th 
Sikels. We cannot doubt that when the Syracusans found i 
what manner their lenity was requited, the speakers who ha 
recommended severe treatment would take great credit on th 
score of superior foresight. 2 

But the return of this energetic enemy was not the only! 
mischief which the Syracusans suffered. Their resolution toj 

1 Xenophon, Hellen. i. 5, 19; Pausanias, vi. 7, 2. J 
2 Mr. Mitford recounts as follows the return of Duketius to Sicily-!: 

"The Syracusan chiefs brought back Ducetius from Corinth, apparently t 
make him instrumental to their own views for advancing the power o 
their commonwealth. They permitted, or rather encouraged, him t 
establish a colony of mixed people, Greeks and Sicels, at Ca!e Acte, oz 
the northern coast of the island" (ch. xviii. sect. i. vol. iv. p. 13). 

The statement that "the Syracusans brought back Duketius, or en 
couraged him to come back or to found the colony of Kale Actil," is 
complete departure from Diodorus on the part of Mr. Mitford ; wh 
transforms a breach of parole on the part of the Sikel prince into az 
ambitious manceuvre on the part of the Syracusan democracy. The wor 
of Diodorus, the only authority in the case, are as follows (xii. 8) :-Oi'iT~ 
~~ (Duketius) oll.l-yov xp&vov ,_.elvas ~~~ Tjl Koplvlffe, Td.s op.oll.o-ylas lll.v<T 
,.u ?rpo<T?rO<'I/<Tdp.<vos XP'TI<TP.~" v?r~ "'"" 6<wv ~auT</) ~.a&<T6at, IM"l<Ta< Tlj 
Ka~:lw 'AKTflV ~~~ ~'"•Met, KaTbrli.Eu<TEII •is Ti!v vf)croP p.ETd. ?roll.li.O,v olt<11TOpw~ 
<TVIIE7r<ll.af3ovTo li€ Krll TWV :::i;tl<<ll.wv Ttv<s, ~~~ ofs ;jv tcal 'Apxwv(li'Tis, ~ 'TW 
'Ep/3tTalwv ~VII<l<f'TEVWV. oii-ros p.EV oZv 'lrEpl ... ~, oll<t<Fp.h Tl)S Kall.l)s 'AI<'T . 
~-y(v<To• 'AKpaoyavTtVOL a~ lf.p.a !"Ell <f>6ovovVTES TOtS :::i;vpai<OVU(ots, IJ.p.a ~ 
E-yKa.AoVvTt:s a.VToLs 8TL ll.ovK~·nov ~vTa. Kon/O_v 7rol\Jp.tov 8t~tTwuuv ltv~v 'T~ 

.....:.._AKpa-yavTlvwv 'r"d,P.'TI s, ?rOMu.ov i~~verKav To'is ~vra~<ou<Tlots. 
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spare Duketius had been adopted without the concurrence of 
the Agrigentines, who had helped to conquer him; and the 
latter, when they saw him again in the island and again 
formidable, were so indignant that they declared war against 
Syracuse. A standing jealousy prevailed between these two 
great cities, the first and second powers in Sicily. War actually 
broke out between them, wherein other Greek cities took part. 
After lasting some time, with various acts of hostility, and 
especially a serious defeat of the Agrigentines at the river 
Himera, these latter solicited and obtained peace.1 The 
discord between the two cities however had left leisure to 
Duketius to found the city of Kale Akte, and to make some 
progress in re-establishing his ascendency over the Sikels, in 
·r;hich operation he was overtaken by death. He probably 

ft no successor to carry on his plans, so that the Syracusans, 
essing their attacks vigorously, reduced many of the Sikel 
wnships in the island-regaining his former conquest 
organtine, and subduing even the strong position and town 
:Ued Trinakia, 2 after a brave and desperate resistance on the 
.rt of the inhabitants. 
By this large accession both of subjects and of tribute, com

ned with her recent victory over Agrigentum, Syracuse was 
~levated to the height of ?Ower, and began to indulge schemes 
for extending her ascendency throughout the island : with 
which view her horsemen were doubled in number, and one 
hundred new triremes were constructed.3 Whether any, or 
1vhat steps were taken to realise her designs, our historian does 
not tell us. But the position of Sicily remains the same at the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian war: Syracuse, the first cit)' as 
to power-indulging in ambitious dreams, if not in ambitious 
a :gressions; Agrigentum, a jealous second, and almost a rival ; 
• ··1e remaining Grecian states maintaining their independence, 
l"tt not W1thout mistrust and apprehension. 
: I T>iodor. xii. 8. 

' Diodor. xii. 29. For the reconquest of Morgantine, see Thucyd. iv. 65. 
Respecting this town of Trinakia, known only from the passage of 

lwdorus here, Paulmier (as cited in Wesseling's note), as well as Marmert 
Geographie der Griechen und Romer, b. x. ch. xv. p. 446), intimate 
,ume scepticism ; which I share so far as to believe that Diodorus has 

r
•reatly overrated its magnitude and importance. 

Nor can it be true, as Diodorus affirms, that Trinakia was the tmly Sikel 
;t'nship remaining unsubdued by the Syracusans, and that, after con
: "'-"·';hat place, they had subdued them all. We know that there were 

inconsiderable number of independent Sikels, at the time of the 
henian invasion of Sicily (Thucyd. vi. 88; vii. 2). 
3 Diodor. xii. 30. 
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Though the particular ph:enomena of this period, however, · 

have not come to our knowledge, we see enough to prove that 
it was one of great prosperity for Sicily. The wealth, com- · 
merce, and public monuments of Agrigentum, especially, 
appear to have even surpassed those of the Syracusans. Her 
trade with Carthage and the African coast was both extensive 
and profitable ; for at this time neither the vine nor the olive 
were much cultivated in Libya, and the Carthaginians derived 
their wine and oil from the southern territory of Sicily, 1 particu- : 
larly that of Agrigentum. The temples of the city, among 
which that of Olympic Zeus stood foremost, were on the 
grandest scale of magnificence, surpassing everything of the 
kind in Sicily. The population of the city, free as well as 
slave, was very great: the number of rich men, keepin 
chariots, and competing for the prize at the Olympic gam 
was renowned-not less than the accumulation of works of a 
statues and pictures,2 with manifold insignia of ornament a 
luxury. All this is particularly brought to our notice, beca 
of the frightful catastrophe which desolated Agrigentum in 4 
B.c. from the hands of the Carthaginians. It was in 
interval which we are now describing, that such prosperity '\\ 
accumulated; doubtless not in Agrigentum alone, but more 
less throughout all the Grecian cities of the island. 

Nor was it only in material prosperity that they were distin 
guished. At this time, the intellectual movement in some o . 
the Italian and Sicilian towns was very considerable. The\ 
inconsiderable town of Elea in the Gulf of Poseidonia nourished · 
two of the greatest speculative philosophers in Greece--/ 
Parmenides and Zeno. Empedokles of Agrigentum was, 
hardly less eminent in the same department, yet combining;, 
with it a political and practical efficiency. The popula~ 
character of the Sicilian governments stimulated the cultivatio~ 
of rhetorical studies, wherein not only Empedokles and Polur 
at Agrigentum, but Tisias and Korax at Syracuse, and still 
more, Gorgias at Leontini-acquired great reputation.8 Th~ 
constitution established at Agrigentum after the dispossession; 

1 Diodor. xiii. Sr. 2 Diodor. xiii. 82, 83, 90· \ 
3 See Aristotle as cited by Cicero, Bmt. c. 12; Plato, Phredr. p. 267>' 

c. II3, II4; Dionys. Halic. Judicium de Isocrate, p. 534 R, and Epist. ~ 
ad Ammreum, p. 792; also Quintilian, iii. r, 125. According to Cicer 
(de Inventione, ii. 2), the treatises of these ancient rhetoricians(" usque 
principe illo et inventore Tisia ") had been superseded by Aristotle, wl 
had collected them carefully, "nominatim," and had improved u~. 'lt" ~ 
expositions. Dionysius laments that they had been so superseded·, ~~l 
ad Ammre. p. 722). 

I 
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of the Theronian dynasty was at first not thoroughly democrati
ral, the principal authority residing in a large Senate of One 
Thousand members. We are told even that an ambitious club 
of citizens were aiming at the re-establishment of a despotism, 
when Empedokles, availing himself of wealth and high position, 
took the lead in a popular opposition ; so as not only to defeat 
this intrigue, but also to put down the Senate of One Thousand 
and render the government completely democratical. His 
influence over the people was enhanced by the vein of 
mysticism, and pretence to miraculous or divine endowments, 
which accompanied his philosophical speculations, in a manner 
similar to Pythagoras.l The same combination of rhetoric 
with metaphysical speculation appears also in Gorgias of 
Leontini; whose celebrity as a teacher throughout Greece was 
ltoth greater and earlier than that of any one else. It was a 
'lmilar demand for popular speaking in the assembly and the 
Cdicatures which gave encouragement to the rhetorical teachers 
\1);ias and Korax at Syracuse. 
aa:n such state of material prosperity, popular politics, and 
'~ellectual activity, the Sicilian towns were found at the break-
!, out of the great struggle between Athens and the Pelopon

esian confederacy in 431 B.C. In that struggle the Italian and 
~icilian Greeks had no direct concern, nor anything to fear 
"rom the ambition of Athens; who, though she had founded 
fhurii in 443 B.C., appears to have never aimed at any political 
1scendency even over that town-much less anywhere else on 
he coast. But the Sicilian Greeks, though forming a system 
1part in their own island, from which it suited the dominant 
1olicy of Syracuse to exclude all foreign interference 2-were 

yet connected by sympathy, and on one side even by alliances, 
with the two main streams of Hellenic politics. Among the 
allies of Sparta were numbered all or most of the Dorian cities 
of Sicily-Syracuse, Kamarina, Gela, Agrigentum, Selinus, 
perhaps Himera and Messene-together with Lokri and 
Tarentum in Italy: among the allies of Athens, perhaps, the 
Chalkidic or Ionic Rhegium in Italy.a Whether the Ionic 

1 Diogenes, Laert. viii. 64-71; Seyfert, Akragas und sein Gebiet, sect. ii. 
p. 70; Ritter, Geschichte der Alten Philosophie, vol. i. ch. vi. p. 533 seqq. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 61-64. This is the tenor of the speech delivered by 
Hermokrates at the congress of Gela in the eightb year of the Peloponnesian 

language is remarkable : he calls all non-Sicilian Greeks 

inscription in Boeckh's Corpus Inscriptt. (No. 74, Part I. p. II2) 
to the alliance between Athens and Rhegium, conveys little certain 
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cihes in Sicily-Naxos, Katana, and Leontini-were at this 
time united with Athens by any special treaty, is very doubtful. 
But if we examine the state of politics prior to the breaking out 
of the war, it will be found that the connexion of the Sicilian 
cities on both sides with Central Greece was rather one of 
sympathy and tendency, than of pronounced obligation and 
action. The Dorian Sicilians, though doubtless sharing the 
antipathy of the Peloponnesian Dorians to Athens, had never 
been called upon for any co-operation with Sparta; nor had 
the Ionic Sicilians yet learned to look to Athens for protection 
against their powerful neighbour, Syracuse. 

It was the memorable quarrel between Corinth and Korkyra, 
and the intervention of Athens in that quarrel (B.c. 433-432 ), 
which brought the Sicilian parties one step nearer to co-opera~ 
tion in the Peloponnesian quarrel, in two different ways; first, 
by exciting the most violent anti-Athenian war-spirit in Corinth, 
with whom the Sicilian Dorians held their chief commerce and 
sympathy-next, by providing a basis for the action of Athe
nian maritime force in Italy and Sicily, which would have been 
impracticable without an established footing in Korkyra. But 
Plutarch (whom most historians have followed) is mistaken, 
and is contradicted by Thucydides, when he ascribes to the 
Athenians at this time ambitious projects in Sicily of the 
nature of those which they came to conceive seven or eight 
years afterwards. At the outbreak, and for some years before 
the outbreak, of the war, the policy of Athens was purely conser
vative, and that of her enemies aggressive, as I have shown in 
a former chapter. At that moment Sparta and Corinth antici
pated large assistance from the Sicilian Dorians, in ships of 
war, in money, and in provisions; while the value of Korkyra ~ 
as an ally of Athens consisted in affording facilities for 

information. Boeckh refers it to a covenant concluded in the archonship 
of Apseudes at Athens (Olymp. 86, 4, B.c. 433-432, the year before the 
Peloponnesian war), renewing an alliance which was even then of old date. ,J 
But it appears to me that the supposition of a renewal is only his own~ 
conjecture: and even the name of the archon, Apseudts, which he has 
restored by a plausible conjecture, can hardly be considered as certain. 

If we could believe the story in Justin iv. 3, Rhegium must have ceased 
to be Ionic before the Peloponnesian war. He states, that in a sedition at 
Rhegium, one of the parties called in auxiliaries from Himera. These 
Himen:ean exiles having first destroyed the enemies against whom they 
were invoked, next massacred the friends who had invoked them-" ansi 
facinus nulli tyranno comparandum." They married the RhegineLv 
and seized the city for themselves. 

I do not know what to make of this story, which neither appears I 
in Thucydides, nor seems to consist with what he tells us. I 
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~structing such reinforcements, far more than fmm any 
tticipated conquests.1 

In the spring of 43 I B.c., the Spartans, then organising their 
first invasion of Attica and full of hope that Athens would be 
crushed in one or two campaigns, contemplated the building of 
a vast fleet of soo ships of war among the confederacy. A 
considerable portion of this charge was imposed upon the 
[talian and Sicilian Dorians, and a contribution in money 
besides ; with instructions to refrain from any immediate 
declaration against Athens until their fleet should be ready. 2 

Of such expected succour, indeed, little was ever realised in 
any way; in ships, nothing at all. But the expectations and 
orders of Sparta show, that here as elsewhere, she was then on 
the offensive, and Athens only on the defensive. Probably the 
Corinthians had encouraged the expectation of ample reinforce
ments from Syracuse and the neighbouring towns,-a hope 
which must have contributed largely to the confidence with 

1 Thucyd. i. 36. 
2 Thucyd. ii. 7. Kal i\a~eeoa<p.ovio<s p.€v 1rpiJs ra'is aurov Q7rapxoutTa<s, 

~! 'ITaAlas JCal ~t~eeA.las To'is TCt.JCe[vCtJv EAoft~Vots, va.Vs breT&x811uav 7rou/iu8at 
,·a.Td. JL~"Ye8os -rWv 7r6i\ewv, Ws ~s 'T~>V 1rdvra. O.pt8f.i.OV 7rEVTaKoO'[CtJP ve&v 
ffH5J.l.EVOV, &c. 

Respecting the construction of this perplexing passage, read the notes of 
l Jr. Arnold, .Poppo, and Goller: compare Poppo, ad Tlmcyd. vol. i. ch. xv. 
p. I8I. 

I agree with Dr. Arnold and Goller in rejecting the construction of et.!Jrov 
with €~ 'Irall.ias Kal "ttKell.ias, in the sense of "those ships which were in 
Peloponnesus from Italy and Sicily." This would be nntrue in point of 
fact, as they observe: there were no Sicilian ships of war in Peloponnesus. 

Nevertheless I think (differing from them) that aurov is not a pronoun 
,Jerring to e~ 'Irall.ias Kal l<Kell.ias, but is used in contrast with those 
v.ords, and really means "in or about Peloponnesus." It was contemplated 
<'1at new ships should be built in Sicily and Italy of sufficient number to 
make the total fleet of the Lacedremonian confederacy (including the 
uiremes already in Peloponnesus) equal to 500 sail. But it was never 
cuntemplated that the triremes in Italy and Sicily alone should amount to 
500 sail, as Dr. Arnold (in my judgement, erroneously) imagines. Five 
~: '.mdred sail for the entire confederacy would be a prodigious total : 500 
'"il for Sicily and Italy alone, would be incredible. 

To construe the sentence as it stands now (putting aside the conjecture 
,,f v~es instead of vavs, or brer&x077 instead of brer&x07)tTav, which would 
'"ake it run smoothly), we must admit the supposition of a break or double 
cunstruction, such as sometimes occurs in Thucydid€s. The sentence 
begins with one form of construction and concludes with another. We 
must suppose (with Goller) that al .,.&ll.e•s is understood as the nominative 
case to brErctx011fJav. The dative cases (1\aH:Eoatp.ovio<s-ell.op.evots) are to 
he :on~:.ireh.J., r apt-·~l.er:d, as governed by v~es ,.,.e;&x077iT":P: that is, 
these dative cases belong to the first form of constructwn, which Thucy
dides has not carried out. The sentence is begun as if v~es brer&x.e"lllT"" 
were intended to follow. 
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which they began the struggle. What were the causes wh· 
prevented it from being realised, we are not distinctly to! 
and we find Hermokrates the Syracusan reproaching I ,, 
countrymen fifteen years afterwards (immediately before t 
great Athenian expedition against Syracuse) with their am, 
cedent apathy.1 But it is easy to see, that as the Sicilil, 
Greeks had no direct interest in the contest-neither wron 
to avenge, nor dangers to apprehend, from Athens-nor at 
habit of obeying requisitions from Sparta; so they mig 
naturally content themselves with expressions of sympathy at 
promises of aid in case of need, without taxing themselves 1 

the enormous extent which it pleased Sparta to impose, f, , 
purposes both aggressive and purely Peloponnesian. Perha; " 
the leading men in Syracuse, from attachment to Corinth, m' :~ 
have sought to act upon the order. But no similar moti 
would be found operative either at Agrigentum or at Gela 
Selin us. 

Though the order was not executed, however, there can l 
little doubt that it was publicly announced and threatene•. 
thus becoming known to the Ionic cities in Sicily as well as · 
Athens; and that it weighed materially in determining tl 
latter afterwards to assist those cities, when they sent to invol 
her aid. Instead of despatching their forces to Peloponnesu 
where they had nothing to gain, the Sicilian Dorians prefem 
attacking the Ionic cities in their own island, whose territm 
they might have reasonable hopes of conquering and appr 
priating-Naxos, Katana, and Leontini. These cities doubtle· 
sympathised with Athens in her struggle against Sparta ; yt 
far from being strong enough to assist her or to threaten tht 
Dorian neighbours, they were unable to defend themselv1 
without Athenian aid. They were assisted by the Dorian ci 
of Kamarina, which was afraid of her powerful border ci· 
Syracuse-and by Rhegium in Italy; while Lokri in Italy, tl 
bitter enemy of Rhegium, sided with Syracuse against ther 
In the fifth summer of the war, finding themselves blockadt. 
by sea and confined to their walls, they sent to Athens, bot 
to entreat succour as allies 2 and Ionians-and to represer 
that if Syracuse succeeded in crushing them, she and the oth, 
Dorians in Sicily would forthwith send over the positive al 
which the Peloponnesians had so long been invoking. Tl 
eminent rhetor Gorgias of Leontini, whose peculiar style 
speaking is said to have been new to the Athe111an as~em'uJ, 
and to have produced a powerful effect, was at the head 

1 Thucyd. vi. 34: compare iii. 86. 2 Thucyd. vi. 86. 
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., embassy. It is certain that this rhetor procured for 
,nself numerous pupils and large gains not merely in Athens, 
mt in many other towns of Central Greece,1 though it is 
:xaggeration to ascribe to his pleading the success of the 
>resent application. 

Now the Athenians had a real interest as well in protecting 
hese Ionic Sicilians from being conquered by the Dorians in 
he island, as in obstructing the transport of Sicilian corn to 
:>eloponnesus : and they sent twenty triremes under Laches 
md Charceades,-with instructions, while accomplishing these 
>bjects, to ascertain the possibility of going beyond the defen
:ive, and making conquests. Taking station at Rhegium, 
l..aches did something towards rescuing the Ionic cities in part 
·wm their maritime blockade, and even undertook an abortive 
~xpedition against the Lipari isles, which were in alliance with 
)yracuse.2 Throughout the ensuing year, he pressed the war 
n the neighbourhood of Rhegium and Messene, his colleague 
<:~harceades being slain. Attacking M ylce in the Messenian 
·.erritory, he was fortunate enough to gain so decisive an 
,dvantage over the troops of Messene, that that city itself 
.:apitulated to him, gave hostages, and enrolled itself as ally of 
\.thens and the Ionic cities. 3 He also contracted an alliance 
.vith the non-Hellenic city of Egesta, in the north-west portion 
1f Sicily, and he invaded the territory of Lokri, capturing .one 

.)f the country forts on the river Halex :.4 after which, in a 
.econd debarkation, he defeated a Lokrian detachment under 
>roxenus. But he was unsuccessful in an expedition into the 

:nterior of Sicily against Inessus. This was a native Sikel 
ownship, held in coercion by a Syracusan garrison in the 
.cropolis; which the Athenians vainly attempted to storm, 
1eing repulsed with loss.5 Laches concluded his operations 
n the autumn by an ineffective incursion on the territory 
,f Himera and on the Lipari isles. On returning to Rhegium 

. t the beginning of the ensuing year (B.C. 42 5), he found 
'ythodorus already arrived from Athens to supersede him.~ 

1 Thucyd. iii. 86; Diodor. xii. 53; Plato, Hipp. Maj. p. 282 B. It is 
:markable that Thucydides, though he is said (with much probability) to 

' ave been among the pupils of Gorgias, makes no mention of that rhetor 
<:rsonally as among the envoys. Diodorus probably copied from Ephorus 
te pupil of Isokrates. Among the writers of the Isokratean school, the 

· crsons of distinguished rhetors, and their supposed political efficiency, 
,muted for much more than in the estimation of Thucydides. Pausanias 

. ;i. 17, 3) speaks of Tisias also as having been among the envoys in this 
elebrated legation. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 88 ; Diodor. xii. 54· 3 Thucyd. iii. 90 ; vi. 6. 
4 Thucyd. iii. 99· 6 Thucyd. iii. 103. 6 Thucyd. iii. II$. 
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That officer had come as the forerunner of a more consi 

.able expedition, intended to arrive in the spring under Eu 
medon and Sophokles, who were to command in conjunctio 
with himself. The Ionic cities in Sicily, finding the squadro 
under Laches insufficient to render them a match for thei 
enemies at sea, had been emboldened to send a secon 
embassy to Athens, with request for further reinforcements 
at the same time making increased efforts to enlarge their ow 
naval force. It happened that at this moment the Athenian 
had no special employment elsewhere for their fleet, whic 
they desired to keep in constant practice. They according! 
resolved to send to Sicily forty additional triremes, in ful 
hopes of bringing the contest to a speedy close.1 

Early in the ensuing spring, Eurymedon and Sophokle 
started from Athens for Sicily in command of this squadron, 
with instructions to afford relief at Korkyra in their way, and 
with Demosthenes on board to act on the coast of Pelopon
nesus. It was this fleet which, in conjunction with the land
forces under the command of Kleon, making a descent almost 
by accident on the Laconian coast at Pylus, achieved for 
Athens the most signal success of the whole war-the capture 
of the Lacedcemonian hoplites in Sphakteria. 2 But the fleet 
was so long occupied, first in the blockade of that island, next 
in operations at Korkyra, that it did not reach Sicily until 
about the month of September.3 

Such delay, eminently advantageous for Athens generally, 
was fatal to her hopes of success in Sicily during the whole 
summer. For Pythod6rus, acting only with the fleet previously 
commanded by Laches at Rhegium, was not merely defeated 
in a descent upon Lokri, but experienced a more irreparable 
loss by the revolt of Messene ; which had surrendered to Laches 
a few months before, and which, together with Rhegium, had 
given to the Athenians the command of the strait. Apprised 
of the coming Athenian fleet, the Syracusans were anxious to 
deprive them of this important base of operations against 
the island ; and a fleet of twenty sail,-half Syracusan, half 
Lokrian-was enabled by the concurrence of a party in Mes
sene to seize the town. It would appear that the Athenian 
fleet was then at Rhegium, but that town was at the same 
time threatened by the entrance of the entire land-force of 
Lokri, together with a body of Rhegine exiles : these latter were 
even not without hopes of obtaining admission by means 
of a favourable f"lrty in the town. Though such hopes were 

1 Thucyd. iii. 1 1 5· 2 See val. vi. ch. lii. 3 Thucyd. iv. 48. 
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disappointed, yet the diversion prevented all succour from Rhe
gium to Messene. The latter town now served as a harbour 
for the fleet hostile to Athens,1 which was speedily reinforced 
to more than thirty sail, and began maritime operations forth
with, in hopes of crushing the Athenians and capturing Rhe
gium, before Eurymedon should arrive. But the Athenians, 
though they had only sixteen triremes together with eight 
others from Rhegium, gained a decided victory-in an action 
brought on accidentally for the possession of a merchantman 
sailing through the strait. They put the enemy's ships to 
f.ight, and drove them to seek refuge, some under protection 
of the Syracusan land-force at Cape Pel6rus near Messene, 
others under the Lokrian force near Rhegium-each as they 
best could, with the loss of one trireme.2 This defeat so 
broke up the scheme of Lokrian operations against the latter 
place, that their land-force retired from the Rhegine territory, 
while the whole defeated squadron was reunited on the 
opposite coast under Cape PelOrus. Here the ships were 
moored close in shore under the protection of the land-force, 
when the Athenians and Rhegines came up to attack them; 
but without success, and even with the loss of one trireme 
which the men on shore contrived to seize and detain by a 
grappling iron; her crew escaping by swimming to the vessels 
of their comrades. Having repulsed the enemy, the Syra
cusans got aboard, and rowed close along-shore, partly aided 
by tow-ropes, to the harbour of Messene, in which transit they 
were again attacked, but the Athenians were a second time 
beaten off with the loss of another ship. Their superior 
seamanship was of no avail in this along-shore fighting.s 

The Athenian fleet was now suddenly withdrawn in order to 
I Thucyd. iii. IIS; iv. r. 
' Thucyd. iv. zs. l<al "'"710fVTES 011"0 TOW 'A871vaiwv a.a -rdxous b:tr€

-;r~evuav, &s EKauroc t-rvxov, ~s 'Tel. ol«.e'ia 11'TpaT67Te3a, r& Te ~v riJ Meuu~vrt 
rca\ lv Ttji cPrrylcp, p.la.v vaUv luroA.lcra.11TEs, &c. . 

[ concur in Dr. Arnold's explanation of this passage, yet conceiving 
that the words &s ~"auTo• (Tuxov ·designate the flight as disorderly, inso
much th3.t all the Lokrian ships did not get back to the Lokrian station, 
nvr all the Syracusan ships to the Syracusan station : but each separate 
sh~p fled to e~ther one or the ot~er, as, it ,best could. , 

,. Thucyd. IV. zs. a7rorr•p.wuav-rwv EJC<tVWV Kal 7rpo•p./3a71.oVTWV. 
I do not distinctly understand the nautical movement which is expressed 

by a'troUtp.wudvTCuv, in spite of the notes of the commentators. And I 
cannot but doubt the correctness of Dr. Arnold's explanation, when he says, 
" The Syracusans, on a sudden, threw off their towing-ropes, made their 
way to the open sea by a lateral movement, and thus became the assailants,,. 
&.c. The open sea was what the Athenians required, in order to obtain tht! 
bt:r.efit of their superior seamanship. 
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prevent an intended movement in Kamarina, where a philo
Syracusan party under Archias threatened revolt : and the 
Messenian forces, thus left free, invaded the territory of their 
neighbour the Chalkidic city of N"axos, sending their fled 
round to the mouth of the Akesines near that city. They 
were ravaging the lands, and were preparing to storm the town, 
when a considerable body of the indigenous Sikels was seen 
descending the neighbouring hills to succour the Naxians: 
upon which, the latter, elate with the sight and mistaking the 
new-comers for their Grecian brethren from Leontini, rushed 
out of the gates and made a vigorous sally at a moment when 
their enemies were unprepared. The Messenians were com
pletely defeated, with the loss of no less than rooo men, and 
with a still greater loss sustained in their retreat home from the 
pursuit of the Sikels. Their fleet went back also to Messene, 
from whence such of the ships as were not Messenian returned 
home. So much was the city weakened by its recent defeat, 
that a Lokrian garrison was sent for its protection under 
Demomeles, while the Leon tines and N axines, together with 
the Athenian squadron on returning from Kamarina, attacked 
it by land and sea in this moment of distress. A well-timed 
sally of the Messet1ians and Lokrians, however, dispersed the 
Leontine land-force, but the Athenian force, landing from their 
ships, attacked the assailants while in the disorder of pursuit, 
and drove them back within the walls. The scheme against 
Messene, however, had now become impracticable, so that the 
Athenians crossed the strait to Rhegium.1 

Thus indecisive was the result of operations in Sicily, during 
the first half of the seventh year of the Peloponnesian war : 
nor does it appear that the Athenians undertook anything 
considerable during the autumnal half, though the full fleet 
under Eurymedon had then joined Pythodorus. 2 Yet while 
the presence of so large an Athenian fleet at Rhegium would 
produce considerable effect upon the Syracusan mind,-the 
triumphant promise of Athenian affairs, and the astonishing 
humiliation of Sparta, during the months immediately following 
the capture of Sphakteria, probably struck much deeper. In 
the spring of the eighth year of the war, Athens was not only 
in possession of the Spartan prisoners, but also of Pylus and 
Kythera, so that a rising among the Helots appeared noway 
improbable. She was in the full swing of hope, while her 
discouraged enemies were all thrown on the defensive. Hence 
the Sicilian Dorians, intimidated by a state of affairs so different 

1 Thucyd. iv. 25. 2 Thucyd. iv. 48. 
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from that in which they had begun the war three years before, 
were now eager to bring about a pacification in their island. 1 

The Dorian city of Kamarina, which had hitherto acted along 
with the Ionic or Chalkidic cities, was the first to make a 
separate accommodation with its neighbouring city of Gela; 
at which latter place deputies were invited to attend from all 
the cities in the island, with a view to the conclusion of peace. 2 

This congress met in the spring of 424 B.c., when Syracuse, 
,the most powerful city in Sicily, took the lead in urging the 
common interest which all had in the conclusion of peace. 
The Syracusan Hermokrates, chief adviser of this policy in 
his native city, now appeared to vindicate and enforce it in 
the congress. He was a well-born, brave, and able man, 
superior to all pecuniary corruption, and clear-sighted in regard 
to the foreign interests of his country; 3 but at the same time, 

1 of pronounced oligarchical sentiments, mistrusted by the 
'people, seemingly with good reason, in regard to their internal 
constitution. The speech which Thucydides places in his 
mouth, on the present occasion, sets forth emphatically the 
necessity of keeping Sicily at all cost free from foreign inter
vention, and of settling at home all differences which might 
arise between the various Sicilian cities. Hermokrates impresses 
upon his hearers that the aggressive schemes of Athens, now 
the greatest power in Greece, were directed against all Sicily, 
and threatened all cities alike, Ionians not less than Dorians. 
If they enfeebled one another by internal quarrels, and then 
invited the Athenians as arbitrators, the result would be ruin 
and slavery to all. The Athenians were but too ready to 
encroach everywhere, even without invitation : they had now 
come, with a zeal outrunning all obligation, under pretence of 
aiding the Chalkidic cities who had never aided them,-but 
in the real hope of achieving conquest for themselves. The 
Chalkidic cities must not rely upon their Ionic kindred for 
security against evil designs on the part of Athens : as Sicilians, 
they had a paramount interest in upholding the independence 
of the island. If possible, they ought to maintain undisturbed 

' peace; but if that were impossible, it was essential at least to 
confine the war to Sicily, apart from any foreign intruders. 
Complaints should be exchanged, and injuries redressed, by 

1 Compare a similar remark made by the Syracusan Hermokrat@s, nine 
years afterwards, when the great Athenian expedition against Syracuse was 
on its way-respecting the increased disposition to union among the Sicilian 
cities, produced by common fear of Athens (Thucyd. vi. 33). 

2 Thucyd. iv. 58. a Thucyd. ,·iii. 45· 
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all, in a spirit of mutual forbearance; of which Syracuse-the 
first city in the island and best able to sustain the brunt of 
war,-was prepared to set the example; without that foolish 
over-valuation of favourable chances so ruinous even to first
rate powers, and with full sense of the uncertainty of the future. 
Let them all feel that they were neighbours, inhabitants of the 
same island, and called by the common name of Sikeliots ;! 
and let them all with one accord repel the intrusion of aliens1 
in their -affairs, whether as open assailants or as treacherous~ 
mediators.! , 

This harangue from Hermokrates, and the earnest disposi
tions of Syracuse for peace, found general sympathy among! 
the Sicilian cities, Ionic as well as Doric. All of them doubtless 
suffered by the war, and the Ionic cities, who had solicited the 
intervention of the Athenians as protectors against Syracuse,, 
conceived from the evident uneasiness of the latter a fair 
assurance of her pacific demeanour for the future. Accordingly 
the peace was accepted by all the belligerent parties, eacbl 
retaining what they possessed, except that the Syracusans agree~ 
to cede Morgantine to Kamarina, on receipt of a fixed sum o 
money.2 The Ionic cities stipulated that Athens should b 

1 See the speech of Hermokrat~s, Thucyd. h·. 59-64. One expression 
in this speech indicates that it was composed by Thucydid~s many years 
after its proper date, subsequently to the great expedition of the Atheniansll 
against Syracuse in 415 B.C. ; though I doubt not that Thucydides collected 
the memoranda for it at the time. 

Hermokrates says, " The Athenjans are now near us with a few ships, 
lying in wait for our blunders"-&~ 1ivvap.tv (xovT<S p.eyirnrw Tow 'EAA'l\vw>; 
-rds TE ap.apT(as 7}p.wv '1"1/povaw, bA("(ats vav<Tl 7rapclVTES, &c. (iv. 60). ' 

Now the fleet under the command of Eurymedon and his colleagues at 
Rhegium included all or most of the ships which had acted at Sphakteria 
and Korkyra, together with those which had been previously at the strait 
<>f Messina under Pythod6rus. It could not have been less than fifty sail, 
and may possibly have been sixty sail. It is hardly conceivable that any 
Greek, speaking in the early spring of 424 B.c., should have alluded to ' 
this as a small fleet : assuredly Hermokrates would not thus allude to it, 
since it was for the interest of his argument to exaggerate rather than 
extenuate, the formidable manifestations of Athens. 

But Thucydides composing the speech after the great Athenian expedition 
<>f 415 B.C., so much more numerous and commanding in every respect, 
might not unnaturally represent the fleet of Eurymedon as "a few ships," 
when he tacitly compared the two. This is the only way that I know, 
<>f explaining such an expression. 

The Scholiast observes that some of the copies in his time omitted th< 
words ol1.l"(ats vavu£: probably they noticed the contradiction whicl 
I have remarked ; and the passage may certainly be construed withou\ 
those words. j 

2 Thucyd. iv. 65. We learn from Polybius (Fragm. xii. 22, 23, one ol 
the Excerpta recently published by Maii from the Cod. Vatic.) that Tima:u;t 
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included in the pacification ; a condition agreed to by all, 
,except the Epizephyrian Lokrians.1 They next acquainted 
Eurymedon and his colleagues with the terms; inviting them 
to accede to the pacification in the name of Athens, and then 
to withdraw their fleet from Sicily. These generals had no 
choice but to close with the proposition. Athens thus was 

~
laced on terms of peace with all the Sicilian cities ; with 
berty of access reciprocally for any single ship of war, but 
ot for any larger force, to cross the sea between Sicily and 
eloponnesus. Eurymedon then sailed with his fleet home. 2 

, On reaching Athens, however, he and his colleagues were 
~eceived by the people with much displeasure. He himself 
~;as fined, and his colleagues Sophokles and Pythodorus 
banished, on the charge of having been bribed to quit Sicily, 
t a time when the fleet (so the Athenians believed) was strong 
nough to have made important conquests. Why the three 
olleagues were differently treated, we are not informed.3 This 
entence was harsh and unmerited ; for it does not seem that 
urymedon had it in his power to prevent the Ionic cities 

rom concluding peace-while it is certain that without them 
e could have achieved nothing serious. All that seems 
nexplained, in his conduct as recounted by Thucydides, is,
hat his arrival at Rhegium with the entire fleet in September 
25 B.c., does not seem to have been attended with any 

ncreased vigour or success in the prosecution of the war. 
ut the Athenians (besides an undue depreciation of the 
icilian cities which we shall find fatally misleading them here
fter) were at this moment at the maximum of extravagant 
opes, counting upon new triumphs everywhere, impatient of 
isappointment, and careless of proportion between the means 

~entrusted to, and the objects expected from, their commanders. 
Such unmeasured confidence was painfully corrected in the 
course of a few months, by the battle of Delium and the losses 
rin Thrace. But at the present moment, it was probably not 
ess astonishing than grievous to the three generals, who had 
11 left Athens prior to the success in Sphakteria. 

The Ionic cities in Sicily were soon made to feel that they 
ad been premature in sending away the Athenians. Dispute 
etween Leontini and Syracuse1 the same cause which had 
ccasio-ned the invocation of Athens three years before, broke 

ad in his 21st book described the Congress at Gela at considerable length, 
d had composed an elaborate speech for Hermokrat<?s: which sp~~cb 

olybius condemns, as a piece of empty declamation. 
1 Thucyd. v. 5· 2 Thucyd. vi. 13-52. 3 Thucyd. iv. 65. 
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out afresh soon after the pacification of Gela. The democratical 
government of Leontini came to the resolution of strengthening, 
thei: _c~ty by the en_ro!I?ent of many new citizens; and ':-! 
re-d1v1siOn of the terntonal property of the state was projecteclj 
in order to provide lots of land for these new-comers. Butl 
the aristocracy of the town, upon whom the necessity would( 
thus be imposed of parting with a portion of their lands, fore/ 
stalled the project, seemingly before it was even formally 
decided, by entering into a treasonable correspondence witH 
Syracuse, bringing in a Syracusan army, and expelling th~, 
Demos.1 While these exiles found shelter as they could in) 

I Thucyd. v. 4· AEDPTLPD< -ydp, &7r<A06PTwv 'A81waiwv ~IC ~<IC<Aias f'ETal 
Thv ~vp.fJauw, ?rDAiTas T< ~?re-ypd>/JavTo 'lrDAAoVs, ~eal o o~p.os TtW 'Y~> 
~7rev6EL &vao&uau8aL. Ol o€ ovvaTol a1u06p.ePDL ~vpaiCDUiovs 7"€ i'lrd'")'DP'ra 
1eal i~efJ&AADVU< TIJV l:i~p.DP. Kal ol f'EP i7rAaw{j8rjUaP &s ~/CaUTD<, &c. 

Gpon this Dr. Arnold observes-" The principle on which this &vaoaup.o 

7~s was re-demanded, was this ; that every citizen was entitled to h~·-l 
portion, I<A~pos, of the land of the state, and that the admission of ne 
citizens rendered a re-division of the property of the state a matter a 
once of necessity and of justice. It is not probable that in any case th 
actual ICA~po< (properties) of t~e old citizens were required to be share< 
with the new members of tlie state ; but oniy, as at Rome, the Age. 
Publicus, or land still remaining to the state itself, and not apportioned ou 
to individuals. This land, however, being beneficially enjoyed by number:! 
of the old citizens, either as common pasture, or as being farmed b:\ 
different in~ividuais. on very advantageous t<:rms, a divi~ion of it a~o~g th1 
newly-adm1tted c1tlzens, although not, stnctly speakmg, a spoliatwn oj 
private property, was yet a serious shock to a great mass of existin'j 
interests, and was therefore always regarded as a revolutionary measure." . 

I transcribe this note of Dr. Arnold rather from its intrinsic worth tha« 
from any belief that analogy of agrarian relations existed between Rom~ 
and Leontini. The Ager Publicus at Rome was the product of successiv~ 
conquests from foreign enemies of the city: there may indeed have beeilj 
originally a similar Ager Publicus in the peculiar domain of Rome itself, 1 
anterior to all conquests; but this must at any rate have been very small,j 
and had probably been all absorbed and assigned in private property before~ 
the agrarian disputes began. 

We cannot suppose that the Leontines had any Ager Publicus acquired 
by conquest, nor are we entitled to presume that they had any at all, 
capable of being divided. Most probably the lots for the new citizens were/ 
to be provided out of private property. But unfortunately we are not told! 
how, nor on what principles and conditions. Of what class of men were( 
the new immigrants? Were they individuals altogether poor, havin~ 
nothing but their hands to work with-or did they bring with them any 
amount of funds, to begin their settlement on the fertile and tempting plair 
of Leontini? (compare Thucyd. i. 27, and Plato de Legib. v. p. 744 A. 
If the latter, we have no reason to imagine that they would be allowed t 
acquire their new lots gratuitously. Existing proprietors would be forcec 
to sell at a fixed price, but not to yield their properties without compensaj 
tion. I have already noticed, that to a small self-working proprietor, wht) 
had no slaves, it was almost essential that his land should be near the city,\ 

) 
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ther cities, the rich Leontines deserted and dismantled their 
wn city, transferred their residence to Syracuse, and were 
nrolled as Syracusan citizens. To them the operation was 
Kceedingly profitable, since they became masters of the 
roperties of the exiled Demos in addition to their own. 
'resently, however, some of them, dissatisfied with their 
~sidence in Syracuse, returned to the abandoned city, a.nd 
tted up a portion of it called Phokeis, together with a 
eighbouring strong post called Brikinnies. Here, after being 
~ined by a considerable number of the exiled Demos, they 
[ontrived to hold out for some time against the efforts of the 

tracusans to expel them from their fortifications. 
The new enrolment of citizens, projected by the Leontine 
mocracy, seems to date during the year succeeding the 

iacification of Gela, and was probably intended to place the 
~ity in a more defensible position in case of renewed attacks 
rom Syracuse-thus compensating fc.r the departure of the 
1d provided this were ensured, it might be a good bargain for a new 
sident having some money, but no land elsewhere, to come in and buy. 
We have no means of answering these questions: but the jew words 
Thucydid@s do not present this measure as revolutionary, or as intended 

ainst the rich, or for the benefit of the poor. It was proposed on public 
ounds, to strengthen the city by the acquisition of new citizens. This 
i..ght be wise policy, in the close neighbourhood of a doubtful and superior 

, like Syracuse ; though we cannot judge of the policy of the measure, 
thout knowing more. But most assuredly Mr. Mitford's representation 
n be noway justified from Thucydid@s-"Time and circumstances had 
eatly altered the state of property in all the Sicilian commonwealths, since 
at incomplete and iniquitous partition if lands, which had been made, on 
e general establishment of democratical government, after the expulsion 

~
f the family of Gelon. In other cities the poor rested under their lot ; 
ut in Leontini, they wer· warm in projeCt for a fi·esh and equal partition; 
d to strengthen themselves against the party of the wealthy, they carried, 
the general assembly, a decree for associating a number of new citizens " 
itford, H. G., ch. xviii. sect. ii. vol. iv. p. 23). 
I have already remarked, in a previous note, that Mr. Mitford has mis-

sented the re-division of lands which took place after the expulsion of 
elonian dynasty. That re-division had not been on the principle 

uallots : it is not therefore correct to assert, as Mr. Mitford does, that 
resent movement at Leontini arose from the innovation made by time 
circumstances in that equal division : as little is it correct to say that 

• poor at Leontini now desired "a fresh and equal partition." Thucy
'.Cs says not one word about equal partition. He puts forward the enrol-

t
nt of new citizens as the substantive and primary resolution, actually 
en by the Leontines-the re-division of the lands as a measure conse
~nt and subsidiary to this, and as yet existing only in project (brev&et) . 
. :VIitford states the fresh and equal division to have been the real object 

,desire, and the enrolment of new citizens to have been proposed with a 
l w to attain it. His representation is greatly at variance with that of 
.ucydides. 
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Athenian auxiliaries. The Leontine Demos, in exile an( 
suffering, doubtless bitterly repenting that they had concurreq 
in dismissing these auxiliaries, sent envoys to Athens wit!l 
complaints, and renewed prayers for help.l 

But Athens was then too much pressed to attend to thei 
call. Her defeat at Delium and her losses in Thrace had bee· 
followed by the truce for one year, and even during that true 
she had been called upon for strenuous efforts in Thrace 
check the progress of Brasidas. After the expiration of t 
truce, she sent Phaoax and two colleagues to Sicily (B.C. 42 
with the modest force of two triremes. He was directed 
try and organise an anti-Syracusan party in the island, for tl 
purpose of re-establishing the Leontine Derbos. In passi 
along the coast of Italy, he concluded amicable relations wi 
some of the Grecian cities, especially with Lokri, which h 
hitherto stood aloof from Athens; and his first addresses 
Sicily appeared to promise success. His representations 
danger from Syracusan ambition were well received both 
Kamarina and Agrigentum. For on the one hand, th 
universa! terror of Athens which had dictated the pacificati 
of Gela, had now disappeared ; while on the other hand t 
proceeding of Syracuse in regard to Leontini was well calculat 
to excite alarm. We see by that proceeding that sympat 
between democracies in different towns was not universal : t 
Syracusan democracy had joined with the Leontine aristocra 
to expel the Demos-just as the despot Gelon had combin 
with the aristocracy of Megara and Eubrea, sixty years befo 
and had sold the Demos of those towns into slavery. Th) 
birthplace of the famous rhetor Gorgias was struck out of t~~ 
list of inhabited cities ; its temples were deserted ; and i1 
territory had become a part of Syracuse. All these wer 
circumstances so powerfully affecting Grecian imagination, t 
the Kamarinaoans, neighbours of Syracuse on the other · 
might well fear lest the like unjust conquest, expulsion, 
absorption, should soon overtake them. Agrigentum, th 
without any similar fear, was disposed, from policy, 
jealousy of Syracuse, to second the views of Phaoax. 
when the latter proceeded to Gela, in order to procure t 
adhesion of that city in addition to the other two, he fou 
himself met by so resolute an opposition, that his whole sche 

1 Jus tin (iv. 4) surrounds the Sicilian envoys at Athens with all t .. ~ 
insignia of misery and humiliation, while addressing the Athenian assem!r 
-" Sordida veste, capillo barbaque promissis, et omni squaloris habitu 
misericordiam commovendam conquisito, concionem deformes adeunt." 
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vas frustrated, nor did he think it advisable even to open his. 
ase at Selinus or Himera. In returning, he crossed the 
tterior of the island through the territory of the Sikels to 
~atana, passing in his way by Brikinnies, where the Leontine 
>emos were still maintaining a precarious existence. Having 
~1couraged them to hold out by assurances of aid, he proceeded 
,, his homeward voyage. In the strait of Messina he struck 
)On some vessels conveying a b?dY of expelled Lokrians 
-Jm :VIessene to Lokri. The Lokrians had got possession of 
(essene after the pacification of Gela, by means of an internal 
:dit"on; but after holding it some time, they were now driven 
; t by a second revolution. Ph::eax, being under agreement 
th Lokri, passed by these vessels without any act of hostility. 1 

lbTbe Leontine exiles at Brikinnies, however, received no benefit 
m his assurances, and appear soon afterwards to have been 

~mpletely expelled. Nevertheless Athens was noway disposed, 
r a considerable time, to operations in Sicily. A few months 
:er the visit of Ph::eax to that island, came the peace of Nikias. 
ne consequences of that peace occupied her whole attention 
Peloponnesus, while the ambition of Alkibiades carried her 

1 for three years in intra-Peloponnesian projects and co-opera
m with Argos against Sparta. It was only in the year 417 B.c., 
ten these projects had proved aborti~·e, that she had leisure 
1 turn her attention elsewhere. During that year, Nikias had 
1nte:nplated an expedition against Amphipolis in conjunction 
th Perdikkas, whose desertion frustrated the scheme. The 
:ar .,r6 B.C. was that in which Melos was besieged and taken
Meanwhile the Syracusans had cleared and appropriated all 
e territory of Leontini, which city now existed only in the 
.k and hopes of its exiles. Of these latter a portion seem to 
~ve continued at Athens pressing their entreaties for aid ; 
1ich began to obtain some attention about the year 417 B.c., 
1en another incident happened to strengthen their chance of 
ccess. A quarrel broke out between the neighbouring cities. 

rg: Selinus (Hellenic) and Egesta (non-Hellenic) in the western 
.n )mer of Sicily ; partly about a piece of land on the river which 
~~ ivided the two territories, partly about some alleged wrong in 
~ 1ses of internuptial conriexion. The Selinuntines, not satisfied 
b:ith their own strength, obtained assistance from the Syracu
nans their allies, and thus reduced Egesta to considerable straits 

1y land as well as by sea.2 Now the Egest::eans had allied 

J 'I'iiucyd. v. 4, 5· 
2 Thucyd. vi. 6 ; Diodor. xii. 82. The statement of Diodorus-that the 
est=ns applied not merely to Agrigentum but also to Syracuse-is highly 
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themselves with Laches ten years before, during the first ex 
pedition sent by the Athenians to Sicily; upon the strength o 
which alliance they sent to Athens, to solicit her interventim 
for their defence, after having in vain applied both to Agriger 
tum and to Carthage. It may seem singular that Carthage die 
not at this time readily embrace the pretext for interference~ 
considering that ten years afterwards she interfered with sud 
destructive effect against Selinus. At this time, however, th. 
fear of Athens and her formidable navy appears to have beer 
felt even at Carthage,1 thus protecting the Sicilian Greek~ 
against the most dangerous of their neighbours. l 

The Egest::ean envoys reached Athens in the spring of 4rf 
B.c., at a time when the Athenians had no immediate projec 
to occupy their thoughts, except the enterprise against u '·I or 
which could not be either long or doubtful. Though t. " l 
setting forth the necessities of their position, they at tf_ 1 
time did not appear like the Leontines, as mere helplt ) 
pliants, addressing themselves to Athenian compassion. 1 
rested their appeal chiefly on grounds of policy. The 
sans, having already extinguished one ally of Athens (Le 
were now hard pressing upon a second (Egesta), and 
thus successively subdue them all : as soon as this wa 
pleted, there would be nothing left in Sicily except an o 
tent Dorian combination, allied to Peloponnesus both · 
and descent, and sure to lend effective aid in putting 
Athens herself. It was therefore essential for Athens · 
stall this coming danger by interfering forthwith to uph 
remaining allies against the encroachments of Syracu 
she would send a naval expedition adequate to the res 
Egesta, the Egest::eans themselves engaged to provide 
funds for the prosecution of the war." ' 

Such representations from the envoys, and fears of Syr,. 
aggrandisement as a source of strength to Peloponnesus, ., 
along with-the prayers of the Leon tines in rekindling the a 
of Athens for extending her power in Sicily. The imp 
made upon the Athenian public, favourable from the fir 
wound up to a still higher pitch by repewed discussion. , 
envoys were repeatedly heard in the public assembly,3 to 
improbable. The war which he mentions a~ having taken place son 
before between Egesta and Lilybreum (xi. 86) in 454 B.c., may pl 

.l 

have been a war between Egesta and Selinus. 
1 Thucyd. vi. 34· 2 Thucyd. vi. 6; Diodor. xii. c- ./ 

3 Thucyd. vi. 6. &v lJ.KoVov-res ol ,ABrwa'iot Ev -rals EKKi\71ula.ts ..,c;w 1 
'E")'«T'Tafwv 11"0AAJ.I<tS l\.toy6V'TWV Kal 'TWV ~uvaoyopeu6V'TWV aU'TOtS, i>/J'1<1j 
<ravTo, &c. 1 

I 
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.~ 

1th those citizens who supported their propositions. At the ~l/r' 
<.:ad of these was Alkibiades, who aspired to the command of t\ V· 
1e intended expedition, tempting alike to his love of glory, of J;:, 
:!venture, and of personal gain. But it is plain from these t~ 
onewed discussions that at first the disposition of the people 'tv# 
·as ?Y no means decid.ed, mu~J: le~s unanimou.s ; and t~~t a ~ 
ons1derable party sustamed N1k1as m a prudential opposrtlon. (;c~: 
:ven at last, the resolution adopted was not one of positive ;t41 ' 4 

onsent, but a mean term such as perhaps Nikias himself could ·/l"l"',, 
.ot resist. Special envoys were despatched to Egesta-partly ~~v 
o ascertain the means of the town to fulfil its assurance of de
raying the costs of war-partly to make investigations on the 
pot, and report upon the general state of affairs. C. JJ 

Perhaps the commissioners despatched were men themselves .~ 
ot unfriendly to the enterprise ; nor is it impossible that some ( .[vi" 

~
them may have been individually bribed by the Egestreans: ~; 

at least such. a suppo?ition is ~ot forbidden by the average l ,r/.' 
te of Atheman public morality. But the most honest or ~ ··• 
en suspicious men could hardly be prepared for the deep-laid r~. 
atagems put in practice to delude them on their arrival at~" ~<'"I 

1gesta. They were conducted to the rich temple of Aphrodite 
ln Mount Eryx, where the plate and donatives were exhibited 
~fore them; abundant in number, and striking to the eye, yet 
omposed mostly of silver-gilt vessels, which, though falsely 
,assed off as solid gold, were in reality of little pecuniary 
·alue. Moreover, the Egestrean citizens were profuse in their 
LOspitalities and entertainments both to the commissioners and 
o the crews of the triremes.1 

They collected together all the gold and silver vessels, dishes, 
,nd goblets, of Egesta, which they further enlarged by borrow
ng additional ornaments of the same kind from the neigh
louring cities, Hellenic as well as Carthaginian. At each suc
:essive entertainment every Egestcean host exhibited all this 
arge stock of plate as his own property-the same stock being 

L :llr. Mitford ta!;:es no notice of all these previous debates, when he 
1putes to the Athenians hurry and passion in the ultimate decision (ch. 

~viii. sect. ii. val. iv. p. 30). 
1 Thucyd. vi. 46. lol<f ~·vl<T<<s 'lrOIOVp.•vot -rwv -rpt'T/pt-rwv, -rd -r• .!~ abrfis 

E')'E<T'T'T/S ~=dJp.a'Ta 1<al XPV<Ta 1<al ap')'upii ~ul\7\e~avns, 1<al Td lt< Twv .1/'/'US 
r.6Aewv Kal 4JowtKL1cWv ~eal cEi\i\rwlOwv alT?J<TCJ.f-Levoz, ~uEcpepov ~s TO.s €cr,ndu€ts 
:ds olKe'ia EKa(J'TOl. Kal 1r&V'TWV &s €71"1 TO 7roA0 To'is aUro'is xpwp.IV(A)JI; "a} 
~raVTaxov 1ro'AJ...wv tpawop.evwv, p.e')'dl\71v -rhv ~""'l\71~w -rois ~" -rwv -rpt'hpwv 
~ots 1rap•ixov, &c. 

Such loans of gold and silver plate betoken a remarkable degree of 
'ntimacy among the different cities. 
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transferred from house to house for the occasion. A false al; 
pearance was thus created, of the large number of wealthy mer 
in Egesta; and the Athenian seamen, while their hearts wer/ 
won by the caresses, saw with amazement this prodigious dis 
play of gold and silver, and were thoroughly duped by thi 
fraud.l To complete the illusion, by resting it on a basis ~ 
reality and profDpt payment, sixty talents of uncoined silvt 
were at once produced as ready for the operations of wa·: 
With this sum in hand, the Athenian commissioners, aftt< 
finishing their examination, and the Egestaoan envoys also, rt: 
turned to Athens, which they reached in the spring of 415 B.c., 
about three months after the capture of Melos. 

I"' ~The Athenian assembly being presently convened to he<.; 
; ,Meir report, the deluded commissioners drew a magnificeP 
.~·/'picture of the wealth, public and private, which they ha< 
t;"~ 'actually seen and touched at Egesta, and presented the sixf 
;~;alents (one month's pay for a fleet of sixty triremes) as a sm~ 
, ' stalment out of the vast stock remaining behind. "\\h~ 

.f ey thus officially certified the capacity of the Egestreans ( 
:~ erform their promise of defraying the cost of the war, t. 
' seamen of their trireme, addressing the assembly in the\ 

''character of citizens-beyond all suspicion of being bribed-j 
k"~';<>verftowing with sympathy for the town in which they had ju\ 
,}/._ ~een so cordially welcomed-and full of wonder at the displa 
• \.'~f wealth which they had witnessed- -would probably contribut 
(}· still more effectually to kindle the sympathies of their countr) 
, ,· men. Accordingly when the Egestaoan envoys again renewe• 
~.!'\their petitions and representations, confidently appealing to th1 

.scrutiny which they had undergone-when the distress of th 
suppliant Leon tines was again depicted-the Athenian assembl 
no longer delayed coming to a final decision. They determine• 
to send forthwith sixty triremes to Sicily, under three general 
with full powers-Nikias, Alkibiades, and Lamachus; for th 
purpose, first, of relieving Egesta; next, as soon as that primar 

1 Thucyd. vi. 46 ; Diodor. xii. 83. I 
2 To this winter or spring, perhaps, we may refer the representation I 

the lost comedy Tpupd11.7}s of Aristophanes. Iberians were alluded to in i1 

to be introduced by Aristarchus ; seemingly Iberian mercenaries, who Wel 

among the auxiliaries talked of at this time by Alkibiades and the otht 
prominent advisers of the expedition, as a means of conquest in Sici 
{Thucyd. vi. 90). The word Tptcpd11.7JS was a nickname (not difficult 1 

understand) applied to Alkibiades, who was just now at the height of h 
importance, and therefore likely enough to be chosen as the b~ 
.comedy. See the few fragments remaining of the Tptcpd11.7}s, in J\feinek. 
Fragm. Comic. Gr. vol. ii. p. u6z-u67. 
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I 
rJbject should have been accomplished, of re-establishing the 
~iry of Leontini; lastly, of furthering the views of Athens in 
·~icily, by any other means which they might find practicable.1 

l
:luch resolution being passed, a fresh assembly was appointed 
'or the fifth day following, to settle the details. · ,;-'~ 

We cannot doubt that this assembly, in which the reports~;~~/ 
!rom Egesta were first delivered, was one of unqualified triumph '\ · vJ 
to Alkibiades and those who had from the first advocated the I"~ . 
'~xpedition-as well as of embarrassment and humiliation to :-_A,.F 
Nikias who had opposed it. He was probably more astonished ft~ 
than any one else at the statements of the commissioners and ~') )4' 
~eamen, because he did not believe in the point which they &>-• 
vent to establish. Yet he could not venture to contradict eye

witnesses speaking in evident good faith-and as the assembly 
went heartily along with them, he laboured under great difficulty 

!' n repeating his objections to a scheme now so much strength
ned in public favour. Accordingly his speech was probably 
,esitating and ineffective; the more so, as his opponents, far 
~,om wishing to make good any personal triumph against him-
5t;lf, were forward in proposing his name first on the list of 
r,enerals, in spite of his own declared repugnance.2 But when 
[he assembly broke up, he became fearfully impressed with the 
!:J·erilous resolution which it had adopted, and at the same time 
· .onscious that he had not done justice to his own case against 
it. He therefore resolved to avail himself of the next assembly 
four days afterwards, for the purpose of reopening the debate, 
and again denouncing the intended expedition. Properly speak
! ng, the Athenians might have declined to hear him on this 
l,;ubject. Indeed the question which he raised could not be 
'IJUt without illegality; the principle of the measure had been 
• dready determined, and it remained only to arrange the details, 
11'or which special purpose the coming assembly had been 
tppointed. But he was heard, and with perfect patience ; 
and his harangue, a valuable sample both of the man and of 
,t'1e time, is set forth at length by Thucydides. I give here 

'r 1 Thucyd. vi. 8 ; Diodor. xii. 83. 
1 2 Thucyd. vi. 8. 'o o€ N<tclas, iuw6<Tws p.€v VP'T/f<lvos lfpxEtv, &c. The 
reading &.tco6<T<os appears better sustained by MSS., and intrinsically more 
suitable, than ¢.Ko6<Tas, which latter word probably arose from the correc
tion of some reader who was surprised that Nikias made in the second 
assembly a speech which properly belonged to the first-and who explained 
this by supposing that Nikias had not been present at the first assembly. 
'Time },e was not present, however, is highly improbable. The matter, 
nevertheless, does require some explanation; and I have endeavoured to
bupply one in the text. 
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the chief points of it, not confining myself to the exact 
expressions. I 

~~' "Though we are met to-day, Athenians, to settle the par~ 
'u.!\,;f1culars of the expedition already pronounced against Sicily) 

'.~~ yet I think we ought to take further counsel whether it be we!; 
' , •.• · 

1 
to send that expedition at all ; nor ought we thus hastily to . 

. · , ,.·.plunge, at the instance of aliens, into a dangerous war noway 
(•I·. 1 ~~elonging to us. To myself personally, indeed, your resolution I 
t, •, •1 as offered an honourable appointment, and for my own bodi!y1 
cy··,.;.... anger I care as little as any man : yet no considerations ofl. 
'r:~"'r.~I?ersonal dignity have ever before prevented me, nor shall now 

!
~ . .P~vent me, from giving you my honest opinion, however it 

~ ;r !llay clash w~th your habitu~l _judgements. I tell you th.en, that,; 
\ m your destre to go to Stctly, you leave many enemtes here; 

behind you, and that you will bring upon yourselves new 1 

enemies from thence to help them. Perhaps you fancy tha~:• 
your truce with Sparta is an adequate protection. In namt. 
indeed (though only in name, thanks to the intrigues of partieS; 
both here and there), that truce may stand, so long as your 
power remains unimpaired ; but on your first serious reverses, 

1 

the enemy will eagerly take the opportunity of assailing you. 
Some of your most powerful enemies have never even accept~d' 
the truce ; and if you dtvide your force as you now propose, , 
th~y will probably set upon you at once along with the Sicilians, • 
whom they would have been too happy to procure as co-operat-! 
ing allies at the beginning of the war. Recollect that your i 
Chalkidian subjects in Thrace are still in revolt, and have 
never yet been conquered : other continental subjects, too, are1 
not much to be trusted; and you are going to redress injuries 
offered to Egesta, before you have yet thought of redressing· 
your own. Now your conquests in Thrace, if you make any,' 
can be maintained; but Sicily is so distant and the people so 
powerful, that you will never be able to maintain permanent 
ascendency; and it is absurd to undertake an expedition where-. 
in conquest cannot be permanent, while failure will be de
structive. The Egestceans alarm you by the prospect of Syra~ 
cusan aggrandisement. But to me it seems, that the Sicilian·· 
Greeks, even if they become subjects of Syracuse, will be less' 
dangerous to you than they are at present : for as matters stand 
now, they might possibly send aid to Peloponnesus, from desire : 
on the part of each to gain the favour of Lacedcemon-but 1 

imperial Syracuse would have no motive to endanger bilE o·~ 
empire for the purpose of putting down yours. You are now 
full of confidence, because you have come out of the war better 
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than you at first feared. But do not trust the Spartans : they, 
the most sensitive of all men to the reputation of superiority, 
are lying in wait to play you a trick in order to repair their own 
dishonour : their oligarchical machinations against you demand 
all your vigilance, and leave you no leisure to think of these 
foreigners at Egesta. Having just recovered ourselves some
what from the pressure of disease and war, we ought to reserve 
this newly·acquired strength for our own purposes, instead of 
wasting it upon the treacherous assurances of desperate exiles 
from Sicily." 

Nikias then continued, doubtless turning towards Alkibiade~ : 
" If any man, delighted to be named to the command, though 
still too young for it, exhorts you to this expedition in his own 
selfish interests, looking to admiration for his ostentation in 
chariot-racing, and to profit from his command as a means of 
making good his extravagances-do not let such a man gain 
celebrity for himself at the hazard of the entire city. Be per
suaded that such persons are alike unprincipled in regard to 
the public property and wasteful as to their own-and that this 
matter is too serious for the rash counsels of youth. I tremble 
when I see before me this band sitting, by previous concert, 
close to their leader in the assembly-and I in my turn exhort 
the elderly men, who are near them, not to be shamed out of 
~heir opposition by the fear of being called cowards. Let them 
eave to these men the ruinous appetite for what is not within 
:each : in the conviction that few plans ever succeed from 
Jassionate desire-many, from deliberate foresight. Let them 
;ote against the expedition-maintaining undisturbed our 
Jresent relations with the Sicilian cities, and desiring the 
Egestreans to close the war against Selinus, as they have begun 
t, without the aid of Athens.! Nor be thou afraid, Prytanis 

1 Thucyd. vi. 9-14. Kal u6, iL 7rp6Ta.vt, Ta.vTa., d1rEp 1ry•7 <rot 7rpo<rf)KE<v 
<fla•u8al T• Tijs 7rOll.ews, Kal {3o6li.Et -y<vlu8at ... oll.lT7)s &.-ya8os, t7rtlJ;fl¢<(<, Kal 
·yvdJp.as 7rpoTl8Et av8ts 'A87)valots, vop.luas, . •• oppwaELS TO &.valj;7)¢luat, TO p.ev 
~6<tv TOUS v&p.ovs p.h f'ET"U. To<rwva' ltv p.apT6pwv alTlav ux•7v, Tijs a€ 7r0AfWS 
<U.Kws {3ovMvuap.lv7)s lu.Tpos ltv -yeviu8a.t, &c. 

I cannot concur in the remarks of Dr. Arnold either on this passage, or 
~pon the parallel case of the renewed debate in the Athenian assembly on 
~he subject of the punishment to be inflicted on the Mitylemeans (see 
~ol. vi. ch. I. and Thucyd. iii. 36). It appears to me that Nikias was here 
3.Sking the Prytanis to do an illegal act, which might well expose him to 
;,ccusation and punishment. Probably he wou!dhave been accused on this 
ground, if the decision of the second assembly had been different from what 
~ly turned out-if they had reversed the decision of the former 
assembly, but only by a small majority. 

The distinction taken by Dr. Arnold between what was illegal and what 
VOL. VII. H 
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(Mr. President), to submit this momentous question again to 
the decision of the assembly-seeing that breach of the law in 
the presence of so many witnesses, cannot expose thee to 1 

impeachment, while thou wilt afford opportunity for the 
C!jmection of a perilous misjudgement." 

Such were the principal points in the speech of Nikias on 
this memorable occasion. It was heard with attention, and 
probably made some impression ; since it completely reopened 
the entire debate, in spite of the formal illegality.: Immediately 
after he sat down, while his words were yet fresn in the ears of 
the audience, Alkibiades rose to reply. The speech just made, • 
bringing the expedition again into question, endangered his 
dearest hopes both of fame and of pecuniary acquisition. 
Opposed to Nikias both in personal character and in political 
tendencies, he had pushed his rivalry to such a degree of 
bitterness, that at one moment a vote of ostracism had been 
on the point of deciding between them. That vote had indeed 
been turned aside by joint consent, and discharged upon ' 
Hyperbolus; yet the hostile feelings still continued on both 
sides, and Nikias had just manifested it by a parliamentary 
attack of the most galling character-all the more galling 
because it was strictly accurate and well-deserved. Provoked 
as well as alarmed, Alkibiades started up forthwith-his 
impatience breaking loose from the formalities of an exordium. , 

~
1\ "Athenians, I both have better title than others to the post ' 

· ,., -r .Qf commander (for the taunts of Nikias force me to begin 
1 

•"' \ "me're), and I account myself fully worthy of it. Those very{ 
:). ':7matters, with which he reproaches me, are sour~~s not merelY', ,y of glory to my ancestors and myself, but of pos1t1ve advantage1 

' to my country. For the Greeks, on witnessing my splendic') 
Theory at Olympia, were induced to rate the power of Athen~ 
even above the reality, having before regarded it as broker\ 
down by the war; when I sent into the lists seven chariots i 
was merely irregular, was little marked at Athens : both were called( 
illegal----rovs v&!Lovs ll.v<w. The rules which the Athenian assembly, a' 
sovereign assembly, laid down for its own debates and decisions, were justi 
as much. law~ as those wh}ch it pas~ed for the guidance o~ private citizen;;. 1 

Both m th1s case, and m the M1tylenrean debate, I think the Atheruar 
Prytanis committed an illegality. In the first case, every one is glad of tht; 
illegality, because it proved the salvation of so many Mitylenrean lives. Ir
the second case, the illegality was productive of practical bad consequences,! 
inasmuch as it seems to have brought about the immense extension of t~• 
scale upon which the expedition was projected. But there will e=-u_ 
a few years a third incident (the condemnation of the six generals after1 

\ 

the battle of Arginus::e) in which the prodigious importance of a strict: 
observance of forms will appear painfully and conspicuously manifest. 

\ 
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being more than any private individual had ever sent before
winning the first prize, coming in also second and fourth, and 
performing all the accessories in a manner suitable to an 
Olympic victory. Custom attaches honour to such exploits, 
but the power of the performers is at the same time brought 
home to the feelings of spectators. My exhibitions at Athens, 
too, choregic and others, are naturally viewed with jealousy by 
my rivals here ; but in the eyes of strangers they are evidences 
of power. Such so-called folly is by no means useless, when a 
man at his· own cost serves the city as well as himself. !':or is 
it unjust, when a man has an exalted opinion of himself, that 
he should not conduct himself towards others as if he were 
their equal ; for the man in misfortune finds no one to bear a 
share of it. Just as, when we are in distress, we find no one to 
speak to us-in like manner let a man lay his account to bear 
the insolence of the prosperous ; or else let him give equal 
dealing to the low, and then claim to receive it from the high. 
I know well that such exalted personages, and all who have in 
any way attained eminence, have been during their lifetime 
unpopular, chiefly in society with their equals, and to a certain 
extent with others also ; while after their decease, they have 
left such a reputation as to make people claim kindred with 
them falsely-and to induce their country to boast of them, 
not as though they were aliens or wrong-doers, but as her own 
citizens and as men who did her honour. It is this glory which 
I desire ; and in pursuit of which I incur such reproaches for 
my private conduct. Yet look at my public conduct, and see 
whether it will not bear comparison with that of any other 
citizen. I brought together the most powerful states in Pelo
ponnesus without any serious cost or hazard to you, and made 
the Lacedremonians peril their all at Mantineia on the fortune 
of one day: a peril so great, that, though victorious, they have 
not even yet regained their steady belief in their own strength. 

"Thus did my youth, and my so-called monstrous folly, find 
suitable words to address the Peloponnesian powers, and 
earnestness to give them confidence and obtain their co-opera
tion. Be not now, therefore, afraid of this youth of mine : but 
so long as I possess it in full vigour, and so long as Nikias 
~etains his reputation for good fortune, turn us each to account 
in our own way." 1 

~ Having thus vindicated himself personally, Alkibiades went 
~deprecate any change of the public resolution already 
taken. The Sicilian cities (he said) were not so formidable as 

1 Thucyd. vi. 16, 17. 
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was represented. Their population was numerous indeed, but . 
fluctuating, turbulent, often on the move, and without local 1 

attachment. No man there considered himself as a permanent
1 resident nor cared to defend the city in which he dwelt; nor. 

were there arms or organisation for such a purpose. The1' 
native Sikels, detesting Syracuse, would willingly lend their aid 
to her assailants. As to the Peloponnesians, powerful as they\ 
were, they had never yet been more without hope of damagingi 
Athens, than they were now : they were not more desperate·) 
enemies now, than they had been in former days : 1 they( 
might invade Attica by land, whether the Athenians sailed to 
Sicily or not; but they could do no mischief by sea, for Athens 
would still have in reserve a navy sufficient to restrain them. 
What valid ground was there, therefore, to evade performing 
obligations which Athens had sworn to her Sicilian allies? To . 
be sure they could bring no help to Attica in return :-but i 
Athens did not want them on her own side of the water-she 1 

wanted them in Sicily, to prevent her Sicilian enemies from · 
coming over to attack her. She had originally acquired her 
empire by a readiness to interfere wherever she was invited ; 
nor would she have made any progress, if she had been back
ward or prudish in scrutinising such invitations. She could 
not now set limits to the extent of her imperial sway; she was 
under a necessity not merely to retain her present subjects, but 
to lay snares for new subjects-on pain of falling into depend- · 
ence herself if she ceased to be imperial. Let her then persist 
in the resolution adopted, and strike terror into the Pelo
ponnesians by undertaking this great expedition. She would 
urobably conquer all Sicily; at least she would humble 
Syracuse: in case even of failure, she could always bring back 
her troops, from her unquestionable superiority at sea. The 
stationary and inactive policy recommended by Nikias was not 
less at variance with the temper, than with the position, o11 
Athens, and would be ruinous to her if pursued. Her military/ 
organisation would decline, and her energies would be wasted~ 
in internal rub and conflict, instead of that aspiring readiness 
of enterprise, which, having become engrafted upon her lawS\ 
and habits, could not be now renounced, even if bad in itself/

1 
without speedy destruction.2 

Such was substantially the reply of Alkibiades to Nikias 
The debate was now completely reopened, so that s~~;,r1 

1 Thucyd. vi. I 7. Kal vi!v olin &vtli.11"L<TTol """' p.all.ll.ov TI<ll.o1roVV1J <s I 
-i]p.&s E,lvovTo, eY-re ~eal 1rcl.vu ~ppwv'Tat, &c. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 16-19. I 
! 
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speakers addressed the assembly on both sides ; more how-~u. 
ever, decidedly, in favour of the expedition than against it. tr..JJ 
The alarmed Egestreans and Leontines renewed their supplica-~· 
tions, appealing to the plighted faith of the city : probably also, 
those Athenians who had visited Egesta stood forward again to ,. 
protest against what they would call the ungenerous doubts an~ 
insinuations of Nikias. By all these appeals, after considerable¥':{' 
debate, the assembly was so powerfully moved, that their#.~, 
determination to send the fleet became more intense than·o.~,. 
ever; and Nikias, perceiving that further direct opposition was tt;~· t" 
useless, altered his tactics. He now attempted a manceuvre, ~' vo' 
designed indirectly to disgust his countrymen with the plan, by~ 
'=nlarging upon its dangers and difficulties, and insisting uponw j) 
1 prodigious force as indispensable to surmount them. Nor•tr, , 
was he without hopes that_ they mig~t be sufficiently dis- '!r-1~ 
11eartened by such prospective hardshtps, to throw up thel,.....-1 
;cheme altogether. At any rate, if they persisted, he himself~ ·t.ot\ 
1s commander would thus be enabled to execute it with ' " 
:ompleteness and confidence. 

Accepting the expedition, therefore, as the pronounced fiat 
of the people, he reminded them that the cities which they 
were about to attack, especially Syracuse and Selinus, were 
powerful, populous, free-well-prepared in every way with 
11oplites, horsemen, light-armed troops, ships of war, plenty of 
11orses to mount their cavalry, and abundant corn at home. 
At best, Athens could hope for no other allies in Sicily except 
Naxus and Katana, from their kindred with the Leontines. It 
was no mere fleet, therefore, which could cope with enemies 
like these on their own soil. The fleet indeed must be pro
digiously great, for the purpose not merely of maritime combat, 
but of keeping open communication at sea, and ensuring the 
importation of subsistence. But there must besides be a large 
force of hoplites, bowmen, and slingers-a large stock of pro
visions in transports-and above all, an abundant amount of 
money : for the funds promised by the Egestreans would be 
found mere empty delusion. The army must be not simply a 
match for the enemy's regular hoplites and powerful cavalry, buL • ). 
also independent of foreign aid from the first day of their land-~.J. · 
ing.1 If not, in case of the least reverse, they would findc,V;',·. 
everywhere nothing but active enemies, without a single friend.o\ rv-· 
"I know (he concluded) that there are many dangers against\c!o-~ 
~we must take precaution, and many more in which we must~ 
tr,st to good fortune, serious as it is for mere men to do so. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 22. 
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·"r't I choose to leave as little as possible in the power of fortune, 

'··. and to have in hand all means of reasonable security at the 
~~·· .'~time when I leave Athens. Looking merely to the interests of the 

):ommonwealth, this is the most assured course; while to us 
who are to form the armament,it is indispensable for preservation . 

. 1f any man thinks differently, I resign to him the command." 1 

, The effect of this second speech of Nikias on the assembly, 
· ,Cb@ing as it did after a long and contentious debate, was much 
, greater than that which had been produced by his first. But it 

; ;" was an effect totally opposite to that which he himself had 
-'
1 anticipated and intended. Far from being discouraged or 

':' r · alienated from the expedition by those impediments which 
; :, he had studiously magnified, the people only attached them·
\ .,i. · !!elves to it with yet greater obstir .:t.cy. The difficulties which 
'f ·' stood in the way of Sicilian conquest served but to endear it to 

them the more, calling forth increased ardour and eagerness 
~for personal exertion in the cause. The people not only 

11.,'.l;ccepted, without hesitation or deduction, the estimate which 
1J;.,Nikias had laid before them of risk and cost, but warmly f .~extolled his frankness not less than his sagacity, as the only 
~If' means of making success certain. They were ready to grant 
1 ;,p-• f!'ithout reserve everything which he asked, with an enthusiasm\

1 

' .~J¥1 unanimity such as was rarely seen to :e!gn in an Athenian 
~~11 assembly. In fact, the second speech of N1k1as had brought the 
.,. 1 :,..Ywo dissentient veins of the assembly into a confluence and har-
1:'1' .;,.tnony, all the more welcome because unexpected. While his 
;>1 partisans seconded it as the best way of neutralising the popular·l 

madness, his opponents-Alkibiades, the Egest<eans, and the 
Leontines-caught at it with acclamation, as realising morel 
than they had hoped for, and more than they could ever have 
ventured to propose. If Alkibiades had demanded an arma
ment on so vast a scale, the people would have turned a deaf 
ear. But such was their respect for Nikias-on the united 
grounds of prudence, good fortune, piety and favour with the 
gods-that his opposition to their favourite scheme had really 
made them uneasy; and when he made the same demand, 
they were delighted to purchase his concurrence by adopting 
all such conditions as he imposed.2 

1 Thucyd. vi. 23. z,.p iyi:o cpo/3ovp.evos, Kal e11$i:os 1r0AAil p.~v 1}p.as 1$lov 
f3ovA.etiuau8a1, l·r1 o~ TA.dw ein'vxfiua• (xaA.E'li'OV o~ ll.vepw1revs livTas), 
8n iA.clX'""'a ry .,.r,X?11rapaoovs ip.avTov /3ovA.op.a• iK1rA.iir, 1rapauKeufj li~ l1.1ro 
'I'WV e1KO'TWV lJ.ucpaA.~s iKWA.Ev<Tal. Tav'Ta yd.p 'l'fj 'I'E {vp.1rc£1T!1 1r0Ael,.fu/3(J,~-
67'a't'a 1ryovp.a1, Kal 1}p.iv 'rOtS IT't'pa't'EVITOJJ.EVOIS ITW'TfJp1a' El 1$l 'l''f' !'.A.A.w'S'10i(, 
1rapl11P.' aln-qi 'T~V lLpxfJv. 

2 Plutarch. Compare Nikias and Crassus, c. 3· 
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It was thus that Nikias, quite contrary to his own purpose, 

not only imparted to the enterprise a gigantic magnitude which 
its projectors had never contemplated, but threw into it the 
whole soul of Athens, and roused a burst of ardour beyond all 
former example. Every man present, old as well as young, rich 
and poor, of aU classes and professions, was eager to put down 
his name for personal service. Some were tempted by the love 
of gain ; others by the curiosity of seeing so distant a region, 
others again by the pride and supposed safety of enlisting in so 
irresistible an armament. So overpowering was the popular 
voice in calling for the execution of the scheme, that the small 
minority who retained their objections were afraid to hold 
up their hands, for fear of incurring the suspicion of want 
of patriotism. When the excitement had somewhat subsided, 
an orator named Demostratus, coming forward as spokesman 
of this sentiment, urged Nikias to declare at once, without 
further evasion, what force he required from the people. 
Disappointed as Nikias was, yet being left without any alterna
tive, he sadly responded to the appeal ; saying that he would 
take further counsel with his colleagues, but that speaking on 
his first impression, he thought the triremes required must be 
not less than one hundred, nor the hoplites less than sooo
Athenians and allies together. There must further be a pro
portional equipment of other forces and accompaniments, 
especially Kretan bowmen and slingers. Enormous as this 
requisition was, the vote of the people not only sanctioned it 
without delay, but even went beyond it. They conferred upon 
the generals full power to fix both the numbers of the armament 
and every other matter relating to the expedition, just as they 1 might think best for the interest of AtheQS. ~ tf'\, 

Pursuant to this momentous resolution, the enrolment and\ NV 
preparation of the forces was immediately begun. Messages f' r' 
were sent to summon sufficient triremes from the nautical allies, "f v 
as well as to invite hoplites from Argos and Mantineia, and to k• 
hire bowmen and slingers elsewhere. For three months the J,I 
generals were busily engaged in this proceeding, while the city ' 
was in a state of alertness and bustle-fatally interrupted how
ever by an incident which I shall recount in the next chapter. 

Considering the prodigious consequences which turned on 
the expedition of Athens against Sicily, it is worth while to 
bestow a few reflections on the preliminary proceedings of the 
-Atheftian people. Those who are accustomed to impute all 
the misfortunes of Athens to the hurry, passion, and ignorance 
of democracy, will not find the charge borne out by the facts 
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which we have been just considering. The supplications o 
Egestreans and Leon tines, forwarded to Athens about the spring 
or summer of 4 I 6 B. c., undergo careful and repeated discussion 
in the public assembly. They at first meet with considerable 
opposition, but the repeated debates gradually kindle both the 
sympathies and the ambition of the people. Still, however, no 
decisive step is taken without more ample and correct informa
tion from the spot, and special commissioners are sent to 
Egesta for the purpose. These men bring back a decisive 
report, triumphantly certifying all that the Egestreans had 
promised. We cannot at all wonder that the people never 
suspected the deep-laid fraud whereby their commissioners had 
been duped. 

, t) Upon the result of that mission from Egesta, the two parties 
\v! ~ r and against the projected expedition had evidently joined 
1 ; and when the commissioners returned, bearing testimony 

•1\..So decisive in favour of the former, the party thus strengthened 
1 • thought itself warranted in calling for a decision immediately, 
rr(:f.fter all the previous debates. Nevertheless, the measure still 
I 'l"lad to surmount the renewed and hearty opposition of Nikias, 
~,..·before it J:>ecame fi~~lly ratified. It was this long and frequent 
1 ~:!debate, With oppositiOn often repeated but always outreasoned, 
ci\ which working gradually deeper and deeper conviction in the 
•;A" minds of the people, brought them all into hearty unanimity 
' to support it, and made them cling to it with that tenacity 

which the coming chapters will demonstrate. In so far as the 
expedition was an error, it certainly was not error arising either 
from hurry, or want of discussion, or want of inquiry. Never 
in Grecian history was any measure more carefully weighed 
beforehand, or more deliberately and unanimously resolved . 

. V' The position of Nikias in reference to the measure is 
~~·· r to!larkable. .As a dissuasive and warning counsellor, he took 
/1: a right view o[ i!; bu_t in that capacity he co~ld not carry the 
r people atortg With him. Yet such was then steady esteem 
1·Jf8r him personally, and their reluctance to proceed in the 
~~~ enterprise without him, that they eagerly embraced any con-

ditions which he thought proper to impose. And the conditions 
which he named had the effect of exaggerating the enterprise 
into such gigantic magnitude as no one in Athens had ever I 

contemplated ; thus casting into it so prodigious a proportion j 
of the blood of Athens, that its discomfiture would be equi- · 
valent to' the ruin of the commonwealth. This was ta.e..fir.it J 
mischief occasioned by Nikias, when, after being forced to 
relinquish his direct opposition, he resorted to the indirect 
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tanceuvre of demanding more than he thought the people 
ould be willing to grant. It will be found only the first 
mong a sad series of other mistakes-fatal to his country as 
ell as to himself. 
Giving to Nikias, however, for the present, full credit for the 

isdom of his dissuasive counsel and his scepticism about the , 
:ports from Egesta, we cannot but notice the opposite g)Jality , ' 
1 Alkibiades. His speech is not merely full of overweening 

1 

insolence as a manifestation of individual character, but of rash 
and ruinous instig!lti<?ns in regard to the foreign policy of his 
country. The arguments whereby be enforces the expedition 
against Syracuse are indeed more mischievous in their tendency 
than the expedition itself, for the failure of which Alkibiades is 
not to be held responsible. It might have succeeded in its 
special object, had it been properly coridticted; but even if it 
had succeeded, the remark of Nikias is not the less just, that 
Athens was aiming at an unmeasured breadth of empire, which 
it would be altogether impossible for her to preserve. When 
we recollect the true political wisdom with which Perikles had 
advised his countrymen to maintain strenuously their existing 
empire, but by no means to grasp at any new acquisitions 
while they had powerful enemies in Peloponnesus-we shall 
appreciate by contrast \the feverish system of never-ending 
aggression inculcated by Alkibiades, and the destructive prin
ciples which he lays down that Athens must for ever be engaged 
in new conquests, on pain of forfeiting her existing empirel and 
tearing herself to pieces by internal discord. Even granting 
the necessity for Athens to employ her military and naval force 
(as Nikias had truly observed), Amphipolis and the revolted 
subjects in Thrace were still unsut5Gu.'eaTand the first employ
ment-of Athenian force ought to be directed against them, 
instea~ of being wasted in ~is!~nt,e,a_za~~~ a~~ treacherous 'IJ 
novelties, creating for Athens a positiOn m wli_ tch she could tfj 
never permanently maintain herself. fThe parallel which cl'!f_, 
Alkibiadesdraws, between the enterprislug spir1twhereby the (.v~ 
Athenian empire had been first acquired, and the undefinedf · 
speculations which he was himself recommending-is altogether . J 
fallacious. The Athenian empire took its rise from Athenian 
enterprise, working in concert with a serious alarm and necessity 
on the part of all the Grecian cities in or round the h:gean 
Sea. Athens rendered an essential service by keeping off the 
P(.'f"Sia~ and preserving that sea in a better condition than it 
had ever been in before : her empire had begun by being 
a voluntary confederacy, and had only passed by degrees into 

- - H 2 
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constraint; while the local situation of all her subjects was\ 
sufficiently near to be within the reach of her controlling 
navy. Her new career of aggression in Sicily was in all these) 
respects different. Nor is it less surprising to find Alkibiades 
asserting that th~ multiplication of subjects in that distant\ 
island, employing a large portion of the Athenian naval force \ 
to watch them, would impart new stability to the pre-existing 
Athenian empire. How strange also to read the terms in 
which he makes light of enemies both in Peloponnesus and in 
Sicily; the Sicilian war being a new enterprise hardly less 
in magnitude and hazard than the Peloponnesian !1-to notice 
the honour which he claims to himself for his operations in 
Peloponnesus and the battle of Mantineia,2 which had ended 
in complete failure, and in restoring Sparta to the maximum of 
)1er credit as it had stood before the events of Sphakteria! 
There is in fact no speech in Thucydides so replete with 
rash, misguiding, and fallacious counsels, as this harangue of 

.1 Alkibiades. 
\;·rwl' ·As a man of action, Alkibiades was always brave, vigorous, ( 'j-id fu1! of resource; as a politician and adviser, he was 
,..r."" specially mischievous to his country, because he addressed 
,.}") · mself exactly to their weak point, and exaggerated their 
d!i~ nguine and enterprising temper into a temerity which over
jJ ~ked all permanent calculation. The Athenians had now 
~ ~~otlntracted the belief that they, as lords of the sea, were entitled 
\{"~"t9 dominion and receipt of tribute from all islands-a belief 
t'>A'.~ich they had not only acted upon, but openly professed, 

' 11¥' .ill their attack upon Melos during the preceding autumn. As 
~'"(flicily was an·~*seemed to fall naturally under this category 
; "\ of subjects : for we ought not to wonder, amidst the inaccurate 
\,r.0· geographical data current in that day, that they were ignorant 

how much larger Sicily was 3 than the largest island in the 
JEgean. Yet they seem to have been aware that it was a 
prodigious conquest to struggle for; as we may judge from the 
fact, that the object was one kept back rather than openly 
avowed, and that they acceded to all the immense prepara
tions demanded by Nikias.4 Moreover we shall see presently 

1 Thucyd. vi. 1. ob woMrfi ""'' lnroli<~O'T<pov .,.&ll.<p.ov, &c. : compare 
vii. 28. 

2 Compare Plutarch, Prrecept. Reipubl. Gerend. p. 804. 
8 Thucyd. v. 99; vi. 1-6. ~ _ 
4 Thucyd. vi. 6. i<f>dp.evot p.~v -rjj dil.'l/6<0'-rd-rp 7rpo<f>dO'fl, T"fiS 1r&O''I/S 

(:StK<il.las) ~p~<IJI, fJo716eiv li~ l!.p.a <v7rpe7rws fJovil.&p.evot -ro'is ~au-rwv (uyy<IIEO't 
Kal -ro'is 7rpo0'-ye-yev'l/p.~vots ~up.p.&xo<s. 
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that even the armament which was despatched had conceived 
nothing beyond vague and hesitating ideas of something great 
to be achieved in Sicily. But if the Athenian public were rash 
and ignorant, in contemplating the conquest of Sicily, much 
more extravagant were the views of Alkibiades : though I 
cannot bring myself to believe that even he (as he afterwards 
asserted) really looked beyond Sicily to the conquest of 
Carthage and her empire. It was not merely ambition which 
he desired to gratify. He was not less eager for the immense 
priva:regains whkh would be consequent upon success, in order 
to supply those deficiencies which his profligate expenditure 
had occasioned.l ' 

When we recollect how loudly the charges have been pre• 
ferred against Kleon-of presumption;-of-rash policy, and 
of selfish moti\Ye, in reference to Sph,akteria, to the prosecution 
of the war genera1Ty, and ·to Am~sJlis; and when we com
pare these proceedings with the conduct of Alkibiades as here 
described-we shall see how much mor\e forcibly such charges 
attach to the latter than the former. It will be seen, before 
this volume is finished, that the vices of Alkibiades, and the 
defects of Nikias, were the cause of far greater ruin to Athens 
than either Kleon or Hyperbolus, even if w~ regard the two 
latter with the eyes of their worst enemies.) 

Even in the speech of Alki]liades, the conquest of Sicily is only once 
alluded to-and that indirectly; rather as a favourable possibility, than as 
a result to be counted upon. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 15. Kal p.rf.l\<11'1'a 11'1'panry~ua( ,.. l1r<Oup.wv Ka.l ll\1rl(wv 
::S<Kel\(av .,.. IJL' a6Tou ~eal Kapx11~&va 7\-f!>(euOat, t<ctl Ta 1~ta liJ.I.a eOTux-f!uas 
xpf,p.a.ul TE Kal ~6~?1 w4Jr"A-h<TetV. •nv -yap lv O.~td!J.I.a'l'l V'lrEP 'I'WV a<TTWV, 'l'ats 
E'lrt0up.la<S p.el(o<rtv 'lj KaTa T~V ;,,.&pxou<rav ou<Tlav lxpijTo ls 'I'E Tas 
;,.,.o,.po4Jlas Kal 'l'as lt"A.;I.as ~a1r&vas, &c. 

Compare vi. go. Plutarch (Alkib. c. 19; Nikias, c. 12). Plutarch 
sometimes speaks as if, not Alkibiades alone (or at least in conjunction 
witll a few partisans), but the Atllenians generally, set out with an expecta· 
tion of conquering Carthage as well as Sicily. In the speech which 
Alkibiades made at Sparta after his banishment (Thucyd. vi. 90), he does 
indeed state this as the general purpose of the.expedition. But it seems 
plain that he is here ascribing, to his countrymen generally, plans which 
were only fermenting in his own brain-as we may discern from a careful 
perusal of tlle first twenty chapters of the sixth book of Thucydid~s. 

In the Oratio de. Pace of Andokides (sect. 30), it is alleged that the 
Syracusans sent an embassy to Athens, a little before this expedition, 
entreating to be admitted as allies of tlle Athenians, and affirming that 
Syracuse would be a more valuable ally to Athens tllan Egesta or Katana. 
This statement is wholly untrue. 
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CHAPTER LVIII 

FROM THE RESOLUTION OF THE ATHENIANS TO ATTACK 
SYRACUSE, DOWN TO THE FIRST WINTER AFTER THEIR 

ARRIVAL IN SICILY 
I 

\hoR the two or three months immediately succeeding the final 
~~Resolution taken by the Athenians to invade Sicily (described 
I t.;dP the last chapter), the whole city was elate and bustling with 
tcr(~t~~paration. I have already mentioned that this resolution, 
1 10ugh long opposed by Nikias with a considerable minority, 
(}" • ad at last been adopted (chiefly through the unforeseen 
,~working of that which he intended as a counter-manceuvre) 
..; 'with a <legree of enthusiasm and unanimity, and upon an 
~"' r nlarged scale, which surpassed all the anticipations of its 
,_,pl-':rtlfomoters. The prophets, circulators of oracles, and other 
'va~credited religious advisers, announced generally the favour
"']· ·atJle dispositions of the gods, and promised a triumphant 
~result.1 All classes in the city, rich and poor-cultivators, 
... ~.jl·>i:.raders, and seamen-old and young-all embraced the project 
.J·._.Awith ardour; as requiring a great effort, yet promising un
'5:,..r paralleled results, both of public aggrandisement and individual 
' gain. Each man was anxious to put down his own name for 

personal service; so that the three generals, Nikias, Alkibiades, 
and Lamachus, when they proceeded to make their selection 
of hoplites, instead of being forced to employ constraint or 
incur ill-will, as happened when an expedition was adopted 
reluctantly with many dissentients, had only to choose the 
fittest among a throng of eager volunteers. Every man pro
vided himself with his best arms and with bodily accoutre
ments, useful as well as ostentatious, for a long voyage and for 
the exigencies of a v~ried land and sea-service. Among the 
trierarchs (or rich citizens who undertook each in his turn the 
duty of commanding a ship of war) the competition was yet 
stronger. Each of them accounted it an honour to be named, 
and vied with his comrades to exhibit his ship in the most 
finished state of equipment. The state indeed furnished both 
the trireme with its essential tackle and oars, and the regular 
pay for the crew; but the trierarch, even in ordinarJ',. cases, 
usually incurred various expenses besides, to make the equip-

1 Thncyd. viii. I. 
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ment complete and to keep the crew together. Such additional~ 
outlay, neither exacted nor defined by law, but only by custom ,,., 
and general opinion, was different in every individual case~ 
according to temper and circumstances. But on the present '.,fl 
occasion, t:eal and forwardness were universal. Each trierarch ~ , ~ 
tried to procure for his own ship the best crew, by offers of )?• 
additional rewa~d to all, but especi~lly to the . Thranitre or I\~ 
rowers on the hrghest of the three tiers : 1 and It seems that e>/V 
the seamen were not appointed especially to one ship, but D\ 
were at liberty to accept these offers and to serve in any ship Cl' · )' 
they preferred. Each trierarch spent more than had ever been ~ 
known before-in pay, outfit, provision, and even external V'"', 
decoration of his vesseL Besides the best crews which Athens r~· 
herself could furnish, picked seamen were also required from 
the subject-allies, and were bid for in the same way by the 
trierarchs. 2 

Such efforts were much facilitated by the fact, that five years 
had now elapsed since the peace of Nikias, without any con
siderable warlike operations. While the treasury had become 
replenished with fresh accumulations, 3 and the triremes in-

1 Thucyd. Yi. 3 I. brupopJ.s TE wpos -r<f l" l$1fp.orrlou p.trrO<f l},lJ&v-r«w -ro<s 
Opavl-ra<s -row vau-rwv Kal T a< s {, 1r 1f p • <rl a <S, Kal -rtt.<\.<\a <T1fp.eiots Kal Ka-ra
O'KEua'is 1roAv-reA.Efn XP71t1u.p.lvwv, &c. 

Dobree and Dr. Arnold explain 0'1r1ffJ•<Tla<s to mean the petty officers, 
such as Ku/3epv'h-r11s, KeMvu-r-hs, &c. Goller and Poppo construe it to mean 
''the servants of the sailors." Neither of the t"·o explanations seems, to 
me satisfactory. I think the word means "to the crews generally;" the 
word 01<1/p•rr[a being a perfectly general word, comprising all who received 
pay in the ship. All the examples produced in the notes of the commentators 
testify this meaning, which also occurs in the text itself two lines before. 
To construe -ra<s 01r7Jp•rrlats as meaning-" the crews generally, or the 
remaining crews, along with the Thranita! "-is doubtless more or less 
awkward. But it departs less from ordinary construction than either of the 
two senses which the commentators propose. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 13. o! ~{vo<, ol p.€v clva'YKa<T-rol lu/3J.vns, &c. 
3 Thucyd. vi. 26. I do not trust the statement given in .tEschines De 

Fals. Legat. c. 54, p. 302, and in Andokides, De Pace, sect. 8, that 7000 
talents were laid by as an accumulated treasure in the acropolis during 
the peace of Nikias, and that 400 triremes, or 300 triremes, were newly 
built. The numerous historical inaccuracies in those orations, concerning 
the facts prior to 400 B.c., are such as to deprive them of all authority, 
except where they are confirmed by other testimony. 

But there exists an interesting Inscription which proves that the sum of 
3000 talents at least must have been laid by, during the interval between 
the conclusion of the peace of Nikias and the Sicilian expedition, in the 
acropolis : that over and above this accumulated fund, the state was in 
condition to discharge, out of the current receipts, sums which it had 
borrowed during the previous war from the treasury of various temples : 
and that there was besides a surplus for docks and fortifications. The 
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creased in number-the military population, reinforced by 
additional numbers of youth, had forgotten both the hardships 
of the war and the pressure of epidemic disease. Hence the 
fleet now got together, while it surpassed in number all previous 
armaments of Athens, except a single one in the second year 
of the previous war under Perikles,-was incomparably superior 
even to that, and still more superior to all the rest, in the other 
ingredients of force, material as well as moral ; in picked men, 
universal ardour, ships as well as arms in the best condition, 
and accessories of every kind in abundance. Such was the 
confidence of success, that many Athenians went prepared for 
trade as well as for combat; so that the private stock thus 
added to the public outfit and to the sums placed in the hands 
of the generals, constituted an unparalleled aggregate of wealth. 
Much of this was visible to the eye, contributing to heighten 
that general excitement of Athenian imagination which per
vaded the whole city while the preparations were going 
forward : a mingled feeling of private sympathy and patriotism 
-a dash of uneasiness from reflection on the distant and 
unknown region wherein the fleet was to act-yet an elate 
confidence in Athenian force such as had never before been 
entertained.1 We hear of Sokrates the philosopher, and 
Meton the astronomer, as forming exceptions to this universal 
tone of sanguine anticipation : the familiar genius which con
stantly waited upon the philosopher is supposed to have 
forewarned him of the result. It is not impossible that he 
may have been averse to the expedition, though the fact is less 
fully certified than we could wish. Amidst a general pre
dominance of the various favourable religious signs and 
prophecies, there were also some unfavourable. Usually, on 
all public matters of risk or gravity, there were prophets who 
gave assurances in opposite ways : those which turned out 
right were treasured up; the rest were at once forgotten, or 
never long remembered. 2 

Inscription above named records the vote passed for discharging these 
debts, and for securing the sums so paid in the Opisthodomus or back
chamber of the Parthenon, for account of those gods to whom they 
respectively belonged. See Boeckh's Corp. Inscr. part ii. Inscr. Att. 
No. 76, p. II7; also the Staats-haushaltung der Athener of the same 
author, vol. ii. p. 198. This Inscription belongs unquestionably to one of 
the years between 421-415 B.c., to which year we cannot say. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 31; Diodor. xiii. 2, 3· 
9 Plutarcn (Nikias, c. 12, 13; Alkibiad. c. 17). Immediately after the 

catastrophe at Syracuse the Athenians were very angry with those prophets 
who had promised them success (Thucyd. viii. 1). 
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After between two and three months of active preparations, 

the expedition was almost ready to start, when an event 
happ~ned wh~ch fatally poiso~e~ the prevalent cheerfulness of -to. 
the city. This was, the mutilatiOn of the Hermre, one of thej.l...,r 
most extraordinary events in all Grecian history. ~-?t/ 

The Hermre, or half-statues of the god Hermes, were blocks 1 ~ 
of marble about the height of the human figure. The upper:t~ 
part was cut into a head, face, neck, and bust; the lower part 4oi 
was left as a quadrangular pillar, broad at the base, without tv-~ 
arms, body, or legs, but with the significant mark of the male ~ 
sex in front. They were distributed in great numbers through- e A 
out Athens, and always in the most conspicuous situations ;~'f. 
standing beside the outer doors of private houses as well as ~· 
of temples-near the most frequented porticos-at the inter-\tt;~ 
section of cross ways-in the public agora. They were thus 
present to the eye of every Athenian in all his acts of inter
communion, either for business or pleasure, with his fellow
citizens. The religious feeling of the Greeks considered the 
god to be planted or domiciliated where his statue stood,1 so 
that the companionship, sympathy, and guardianship of Hermes, 
became associated with most of the manifestations of conjunct 
life at Athens, political, social, commercial, or gymnastic. 
Moreover the quadrangular fashion of these statues, employed 
occasionally for other gods besides Hermes, was a most ancient 
relic handed down from the primitive rudeness of Pelasgian 
workmanship; and was popular in Arcadia, as well as peculiarly 
frequent in Athens.2 

About the end of May 415 B.c., in the course of one and the 
same night, all these Hermre, one of the most peculiar marks 
of the city, were mutilated by unknown hands. Their char
acteristic features were knocked off or levelled, so that nothing 

1 Cicero, Legg. ii. I I. "Melius Grreci atque nostri; qui, ut augerent 
pietatem in Deos, easdem illos urbes, quas nos, £ncolere voluerunt." 

How much the Grecian mind was penetrated with the idea of the god as 
an actual inhabitant of the town, may be seen illustrated in the Oration of 
Lysias, cont. Andokid. sect. I5-46: compare Herodotus, v. 67-a striking 
story, as illustrated in this History, ch. ix.-also Xenophon, Hellen. 
vi. 4-7 ; Livy, xxxviii. 43· 

In an inscription in Boeckh's Corp. Insc. (part ii. No. Igo, p. 320) 
a list of the names of Prytaneis appears, at the head of which list figures 
the name of Athene Polias. 

2 Pausanias, i. 24, 3; iv. 33, 4; viii. JI, 4; viii. 48, 4; viii. 41, 4· 
Plutarch, An Seni sit Gerenda Respubl. ad finem ; Aristophan. Plut. 
II 53, mid Schol. : compare 0. MUller, Archaologie der Kunst, sect. 67; 
K. F. Hermann, Gottesdienstl. Alterth. der Griechen, sect. IS; Gerhard, 
De Religione Hermarum. Berlin, 1845. 
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was left except a mass of stone with no resemblance to 
humanity or deity. All were thus dealt with in the same way, 
save and except very few: nay, Andokides affirms (and I 
incline to believe him) that there was but one which escaped 

•. 1 ullFarmed.1 

. \' V.t is of course impossible for .any one to sympathise fully 
, ";•.;.."with the feelings of a religion not his own : indeed the 
·;;l sentiment with which, in the case of persons of different creed, 
.;.~~ach regards the strong emotions growing out of causes peculiar 
Jfo~ to the other,-is usually one of surprise that such trifles and 
''.-V j.bsurdities can occasion any serious distress or excitement. 2 

::i}JIBut if we take that reasonable pains, which is incumbent on 
,r'~ , those who study the history of Greece, to realise in our minds 
· ~e religious and political associations of the Athenians 3-

~c noted in ancient times for their superior piety, as well as for 
~:;:....,their accuracy and magnificence about the visible monuments 
~11 'embodying that feeling-we shall in part comprehend the 
1 intensity of mingled dismay, terror, and wrath, which beset the 

1 Thucyd. vi. 27. SO"ol 'Ep,u.ai' ~O"av l\l61vo• ~v 'Tji 11"61\el Tj) 'A61)valcov • • • • 
jJ. tfj. V U /( 'T j 0 f 71" }1. E t ()" 'T 0 L 7rEptE!<67T1)0"aV 'Ta 7rp00"W7ra. 

Andokides (De l\1 yst. sect. 63) expressly states that only a single one 
was spared-Kal a.il. TavTa o 'Ep,u.7)s tv opii'Te .,.<fv'TEs, 6 "ll"apil. 'T~v 'll"aTpceav 
oldav 'T~V iJ,u.eT<pav, ov "li"Ep1eK0'11"1), ,u.ovos TWV 'Ep,u.wv Twv 'A'61)v!1<TI. 

Cornelius Nepos (Alkibiad. c. 3) and Plutarch {Alkib. c. 13) copy 
Andokides: in his life of Nikias (c. 18) the latter uses the expression of 
Thucydides-o[ ?Tll.eio-To<. This expression is noway at variance with 
Andokides, though it stops short of his affirmation. There is great mixture 
of truth and falsehood in the Oration of Andokides ; but I think that he is 
to be trusted as to this point. 

Diodorus (xiii. 2) says that all the Herm::e were mutilated-not recognis
ing a single exception. Cornelius Nepos, by a singular inaccuracy, talks 
about the Herm::e as having been all thrown down (dejicerentur). 

2 It is truly astonishing to read the account given of this mutilation of 
the Herm::e, and its consequences, by Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterthiimer, 
vol. ii. sect. 65, p. 191-196. 'While he denounces the Athenian people, 
for their conduct during the subsequent inquiry, in the most unmeasured 
language-you would suppose that the incident which plunged them into 
this mental distraction, at a moment of overflowing hope and confidence, 
was a mere trifle : so briefly does he pass it over, without taking the 
smallest pains to show in what way it profoundly wounded the religious 
feeling of Athens. 

Buttner (Geschichte der politischen Het::erieen zu Athen. p. 65), though 
very brief, takes a fairer view than Wachsmuth. 

3 Pausanias, i. 17, I; i. 24, 3; Harpokration v. 'Epp.a7. See Sluiter, 
Lectiones Andocide::e, cap. 2. 

Especially the 'A·ytJLdTt5es 9epa7Te"iat (Eurip. Ion. 187) were ~ted at 
Athens : ceremonial attentions towards the divine persons who protected 
the public streets-a function performed by Apollo Aguieus, as well as by 
Hermes. 
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public mind on the morning after this nocturnal sacrilege, alike 
unforeseen and unparalleled. Amidst all the ruin and im
poverishment which had been inflicted by the Persian invasion 
of Attica, there was nothing which was so profoundly felt or 
so long remembered as the deliberate burning of the statues 
and temples of the gods.1 If we could imagine the excitement 
of a Spanish or Italian town, on finding that all the images of 
the Virgin had been defaced during the same night, we should 
have a parallel, though a very inadequate parallel, to what was 
now felt at Athens-where religious associations and persons 
were far more intimately allied with all civil acts and with all 
the proceedings of every-day life-where, too, the god and his 
efficiency were more forcibly localised, as well as identified with 
the presence and keeping of the statue. To the Athenians, 
when they went forth on the following morning, each man 
seeing the divine guardian at his doorway dishonoured and 
defaced, and each man gradually coming to know that the 
devastation was general,-it would seem that the town had 
become as it were godless-that the streets, the market-place, 
the porticos, were robbed of their divine protectors, and 
what was worse still, that these protectors, having been 
grossly insulted, carried away with them alienated sentiments, 
-wrathful and vindictive instead of tutelary and sympathis
ing. It was on the protection of the gods that all their 
political constitution as well as the blessings of civil life de
pended; insomuch that the curses of the gods were habitually 

1 Herodot. viii. 144; .iEschylus, Pers. 810; .fEschyl. Agam. 339; 
lsokrates, Or. iv. Panegyr. s. 182. The wrath for any indignity ofiered 
to the statue of a god or goddess, and impatience to punish it capitally, is 
manifested as far back as the ancient epic poem of Arktinus : see the 
argument of the 'Ill.iov nlp<7<s in Proclus, and Welcker, Griechische 
Tragodien, Sophoklts, sect. 21, vol. i. p. 162. Herodotus cannot explain 
the indignities offered by Kambyses to the Egyptian statues and holy 
customs, upon any other supposition than that of stark madness-~,ucfv'l 
<wycfll.ws-Herod. iii. 37-38. 

Timreus the Sicilian historian (writing about 320-290 B.c.) represented 
• :1e subsequent defeat of the Athenians as a divine punishment for the 
desecration of the Hermre, inflicted chiefly by the Syracusan Hermokrates 
son of Hermon and descendant of the god Hermes (Timrei Fragm. I03-I04, 
ed. Didot; Longinus, de Sublim. iv. 3). 

The etymological thread of connexion between the Hermre and Hermo
krates, is strange enough : but what is of importance to remark, is the 
deep-seated belief that such an act must bring after it divine punishment, 
and that J;he Athenians as a people were collectively responsible, unless 
they could appease the divine displeasure. If this was the view taken by 
the historian Timreus a century and more after the transaction, much more 
keenly was it present to the minds of the Athenians of that day. 
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invoked as sanction and punishment for grave offences, political 
as well as others : 1 an extension and generalisation of the 
feeling still attached to the judicial oath. This was, in the 
minds of the people of Athens, a sincere and literal conviction, 
-not simply a form of speech to be pronounced in prayers and 
public harangues, without being ever construed as a reality in 
calculating consequences and determining practical measures. 
Accordingly they drew from the mutilation of the Hermre the 
inference, not less natural than terrifying, that heavy public 
misfortune was impending over the city, and that the political 
constitution to which they were attached was in imminent 
danger of being subverted.2 

Such was the mysterious incident which broke in upon the 
eager and bustling movement of Athens, a few days before 
the Sicilian expedition was in condition for starting. In 
reference to that expedition, it was taken to heart as a most 
depressing omen. 3 It would doubtless have been so inter
preted, had it been a mere undesigned accident happening to 
any venerated religious object,-just as we are told that similar 
misgivings were occasioned by the occurrence, about this 
same time, of the melancholy festival of the Adonia, wherein 
the women loudly bewailed the untimely death of Adonis.4 

1 Thucyd. viii. 97 ; Plato, Legg. ix. pp. 871 b, 88I d. .q oroii VO!J.ov Ap&, 
&c. Demosthen. Fals. Legat. p. 363, c. 24, p. 404, c. 6o; Plutarch, 
Solon, c. 24. 

2 Dr. Thirlwall observes in reference to the feeling at Athens after the 
mutilation of the Hermre-

'' We indeed see so little connexion between acts of daring impiety and 
designs against the state, that we can hardly understand how they could 
have been associated together, as they were in the minds of the Athenians. 
But perhaps the difficulty may not without reason have appeared much less 
to the contemporaries of Alcibiades, who were rather disposed by their 
views of religion to regard them as inseparable." (Hist. Gr. ch. xxv. 
vol. iii. p. 394·) 

This remark, like so many others in Dr. Thirlwall's history, indicates 
a tone of liberality forming a striking contrast with Wachsmuth; and rare 
indeed among the learned men who have undertaken to depict the democracy 
of Athens. It might however have been stated far more strongly, for an 
Athenian citizen would have had quite as much difficulty in comprehending 
our disjunction of the two ideas, as we have in comprehending his assoria
tion of the two. 

8 Thucyd. vi. 27. Kal oro wpa-y!J.a !J.Et(&v.,s iJ.d!J.fJavov· oroii or£ -yap lt<1rJ.ov 
ol.,vos '3&1C£t £!vat, !Cal 'wl ~VIIOJ!J.OO"('f ll,..a veorr€p.,v wpa"(f'&.TOJV Kal 
li-fJ!J.OV /CaoraJ.6(f£OJS ')'E"YEV~(f8at. 

Cornelius Nepos, Alcibiad. c. 3· "Hoc quum appareret non sine 
magn~ multorum consensione esse factum," &c. · 

4 Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. r8 ; Pherekrates Fr. Inc. 84, ed:-M:eineke; 
Fragment. Comic. Grrec. vol. ii. p. 358, also p. u64; Aristoph. Frag. 
Inc. 120. 
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The mutilation of the Hermre, however, was something 
much more ominous than the worst accident. It pro
claimed itself as the deliberate act of organised con
spirators, not inconsiderable in number, whose names and 
final purpose were indeed unknown, but who had begun by 
committing sacrilege of a character flagrant and unheard of. 
For intentional mutilation of a public and sacred statue, where 
the material afforded no temptation to plunder, is a case to 
which we know no parallel : much more, mutilation by whole
sale-spread by one band and in one night throughout an 
entire city. Though neither the parties concerned, nor their 
purposes, were ever more than partially made out, the concert 
and conspiracy itself is unquestionable. 

It seems probable, as far as we can form an opinion, that 
the conspirators had two objects, perhaps some of them one 
and some the other :-to ruin Alkibiades-to frustrate or delay 
the expedition. How they pursued the former purpose, will 
be presently seen : towards the latter, nothing was ostensibly 
done, but the position of Teukrus and other metics implicated, 
renders it more likely that they were influenced by sympathies 
with Corinth and Megara, 1 prompting them to intercept an 
expedition which was supposed to promise great triumphs to 
Athens-rather than corrupted by the violent antipathies of 
intestine politics. Indeed the two objects were intimately 
connected with each other; for the prosecution of the enter
prise, while full of prospective conquest to Athens, was yet 
more pregnant with future power and wealth to Alkibiades 
himself. Such chances would disappear if the expedition could 
be prevented ; nor was it at all impossible that the Athenians, 
under the intense impression of religious terror consequent on 
the mutilation of the Hermre, might throw up the scheme 

1 Plutarch, Alkib. c. r8 ; Pseudo-Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator. p. 834, who 
professes to quote from Kratippus, an author nearly contemporary. The 
Pseudo-Plutarch however asserts-what cannot be true-that the Corinthians 
employed Leontine and Egestrean agents to destroy the Hermre. The 
Leontines and Egestreans were exactly the parties who had greatest interest 
':n getting the Sicilian expedition to start : they are the last persons whom 
•.he Corinthians would hav~ chosen as instruments. The fact is, that no 
!ureigners could well have done the deed: it required great familiarity 
with all the buildings, highways, and byways of Athens. 

The Athenian Philochorus (writing about the date 31o-28o B.c.) ascribed 
the mutilation of the Hermre to the Corinthians ; if we may believe the 
scholiast OIPAristophan~s-who however is not very careful, since he tells 
us that Thucydidts ascribed that act to Alkibiad~s and his friends ; which 
is not true (Philochor. Fragm. no, ed. Didot; Schol. Aristoph. Lysistr. 
1CJ94l· 
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altogether. Especially Nikias, exquisitely sensitive in his own 
religious conscience, and never hearty in his wish for going 
(a fact perfectly known to the enemy 1 ), would hasten to con
sult his prophets, and might reasonably be expected to renew 
his opposition on the fresh ground offered to him, or at least 
to claim delay until the offended gods should have been 
appeased. We may judge how much such a proceeding was 
in the line of his character and of the Athenian character, 
when we find him, two years afterwards, with the full con
currence of his soldiers, actually sacrificing the last opportunity 
of safe retreat for the half-ruined Athenian army in Sicily, and 
refusing even to allow the proposition to be debated, in con
sequence of an eclipse of the moon; and when we reflect that 
Spartans and other Greeks frequently renounced public designs 
if an earthquake happened before the execution.2 

But though the chance of setting aside the expedition 
altogether might reasonably enter into the plans of the con
spirators, as a likely consequence of the intense shock inflicted 
on the religious mind of Athens, and especially of Nikias-this 
calculation was not realised. Probably matters had already 
proceeded too far even for Nikias to recede. Notice had been 
sent round to all the allies; forces were already on their way 
to the rendezvous at Korkyra ; the Argeian and Mantineian 
allies were arriving at Peirreus to embark. So much the more 
eagerly did the conspirators proceed in that which I have stated 
as the other part of their probable plan; to work that exaggerated 
religious terror, which they had themselves artificially brought 
about, for the ruin of Alkibiades. 

Few men in Athens either had, or deserved to have, a 
greater number of enemies, political as well as private, than 
Alkibiades; many of them being among the highest citizens, 
whom he offended by his insolence, and whose liturgies and 
other customary exhibitions he outshone by his reckless 
expenditure. His importance had been already so much 
increased, and threatened to be so much more increased, 
by the Sicilian enterprise, that they no longer observed any 
measures in compassing his ruin. That which the mutilators 
of the Hermre seemed to have deliberately planned, his other 
enemies were ready to turn to profit. 

Amidst the mournful dismay spread by the discovery of so 
unparalleled a sacrilege, it appeared to the Athenian people
as it would have appeared to the Ephors at Spari<l0'r to the 

1 Thucyd. vi. 34· 
2 See Thucyd. v. 45; v. 50; viii. 5· Xenophon, Hellen. iv. 7, 4· 
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rulers in every oligarchical city of Greece-that it was their 
paramount and imperative duty to detect and punish the 
authors. So long as these latter were walking about unknown 
and unpunished, the temples were defiled by their presence, 
and the whole city was accounted under the displeasure of 
the gods, who would inflict upon it heavy public misfortunes.l 
Under this displeasure every citizen felt himself comprehended, 
so that the sense of public security as well as of private comfort 
were alike unappeased, until the offenders should be discovered 
and atonement made by punishing or expelling them. Large 
rewards were accordingly proclaimed to any person who could 
give information, and even impunity to any accomplice whose 
confession might lay open the plot. Nor did the matter stop 
here. Once under this painful shock of religious and political 
terror, the Athenians became eager talkers and listeners on 
the subject of other recent acts of impiety. Every one was 
impatient to tell all that he knew, and more than he knew, 
about such incidents; while to exercise any strict criticism 
upon the truth of such reports, would argue weakness of faith 
and want of religious zeal, rendering the critic himself a 
suspected man-" metuunt dubitasse videri." To rake out 
and rigorously visit all such offenders, and thus to display an 
earnest zeal for the honour of the gods, was accounted one 
auxiliary means of obtaining absolution from them for the 
recent outrage. Hence an additional public vote was passed, 
promising rewards and inviting information from all witnesses,
citizens, metics, or even slaves,-respecting any previous acts 
of impiety which might have come within their cognisance ; 2 

1 See the remarkable passage in the contemporary pleading of Antiphon 
on a trial for homicide (Orat. ii. Tetralog. I, I, IO). 

'Au6p.<f>op&v (J' VJltV ~u .. l TOvoe Jl«!.pov Kal lfvayvov liv-ra els .,.?. T<JltVTJ 'Twv 
8e~v ficTL0V'TU. J.Ua.{vetV 'Tf}V Q.'Yvfla.v a.lrrWv i'lf'[ 'TE Tds a.b-rCts 'Tpa7rj(as l6vTa. 
a~'YK«Ta?rtp.wA&.va.t ::ob~ &.~atT[?vs· ~" ~'"r -roVT6Jv a1 -r,~ O.q>opl'!:' 
}'I')'VOV'Tal 15v<TTVXE<S 6 a• 1rpa~EIS KaBI<TTaVTa<. 0<Keiav ovv 
XP'IJ T'I]V 'TIJlWpiav fJJ'TJITO.}l,VOVS, abTrji TO~'T'f' 'Ta TO~'TOV atr</3hJlO.'TO. aVO.· 
efwras, 115iav p.~v T'l]v uvp.cpopav Ka8apav 15€ T'l]v 1r&Xw KaTatrTfitra<. 

Compare Antiphon, De Crede Herodis, sect. 83, and Sophokllls, CEdip. 
Tyrann. 26, g6, I7o-as to the miseries which befell a country, so long as 
the person guilty of homicide remained to pollute the soil, and until he 
was slain or expelled. See also Xenophon, Hiero, iv. 4, and Plato, Legg. x. 
p. 885-910, at the beginning and the end of the tenth book. Plato ranks 
(il8p•s) outrage against sacred objects as the highest and most guilty species 
of il/3p<s ;~ving the severest punishment. He considers that the person 
committing such impiety, unless he be punished or banished, brings evil 
and the anger of the gods upon the whole population. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 27. 
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but at the same time providing that informers who gave false 
depositions should be punished capitally.l 

While the Senate of Five Hundred were invested with full 
powers of action, Diognetus, Peisander, Charikles, and others, 
were named commissioners for receiving and prosecuting 
inquiries; and public assemblies were held nearly every day 
to receive reports. 2 The first informations received, however, 
did not relate to the grave and recent mutilation of the 
Herm::e, but to analogous incidents of older date; to certain 
defacements of other statues, accomplished in drunken frolic 
-and above all to ludicrous ceremonies celebrated in various 
houses, 8 by parties of revellers caricaturing and divulging the 

1 Andokid~s de Mysteriis, sect. 20. 
2 Andokid~s de Mysteriis, sect. 14, 15, 26; Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 18. 
8 Those who are disposed to imagine that the violent feelings and pro

ceedings at Athens by the mutilation of the Hermre were the consequence 
of her democratical government, may be reminded of an analogous event 
of modern times from which we are not yet separated by a century. 

In the year 1766, at Abbeville in France, two young gentlemen of good 
family (the Chevalier d'Etallonde and Chevalier de Ia Barre) were tried, 
convicted and condemned for having injured a wooden crucifix which stood 
on the bridge of that town : in aggravation of this offence they were charged 
with having sung indecent songs. The evidence to prove tllese points was 
exceedingly doubtful : nevertlleless both were condemned to have their 
tongues cut out by the roots-to have their right hands cut off at the church 
gate-then to be tied to a post in tile market-place with an iron chain, and 
burnt by a slow fire. This sentence, after being submitted by way of 
appeal to the Parliament of Paris and by them confirmed, was actually 
executed upon the Chevalier de Ia Barre (d'Etallonde having escaped) in 
July 1766; with this mitigation, that he was allowed to be decapitated 
before he was burnt-but at the same time with this aggravation, that he 
was put to the torture, ordinary and extraordinary, to compel him to dis
close his accomplices (Voltaire, Relation de Ia Mort du Chevalier de Ia 
Barre, CEuvres, vol. xlii. p. 361-379, ed. Beuchot: also Voltaire, Le Cri 
du Sang Innocent, vol. xii. p. 133). 

I extract from this treatise a passage showing how (as in this mutilation 
of the Hermre at Athens) the occurrence of one act of sacrilege turns men's 
imagination, belief, and talk, to others, real or imaginary :-

" Tandis que Belleval ourdissoit secretement cette trame, il arriva mal
heureusement que le crucifix de bois, pose sur le pont d' Abbeville, etoit 
endommage, et !'on soup~onna que des soldats ivres avoient commis cette 
insolence inlpie. 

"Malheureusement l'eveque d'Amiens, etant aussi eveque d'Abbeville, 
donna a cette aventure une celebrite et une importance qu'elle ne meritoit 
pas. 11 fit lancer des monitoires : i1 vint faire une procession solennelle 
aupres du crucifix; et on ne par/a en Abbeville que de sacrileges pendant 
une ann!e entiere. On disoit qu'il se forn1oit une nouvelle secte qui brisoit 
les crucifix, qui jettoit par terre toutes les hosties, et les per~oit a coups de 
couteaux. On assuroit qu'ils avoient repandu beaucoup de ~ II y eut 
des femmes qui crurent en a voir ete temoins. On renouvela tousles contes 
calomnieux repandus contre les Juifs dans tant de villes de !'Europe. Vous 
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Eleusinian mysteries. It was under this latter head that the 
first impeachment was preferred against Alkibiades. 

So fully were the preparations of the armament now com
plete, that the trireme of Lamachus (who was doubtless 
more diligent about the military details than either of his 
two colleagues) was already moored in the outer harbour, and 
the last public assembly was held for the departing officers,1 

who probably laid before their countrymen an imposing 
account of the force assembled-when Pythonikus rose to 
impeaoh Alkibiades. "Athenians" (said he), "you are going 
to despatch this great force and incur all this hazard, at a 
moment when I am prepared to show you that your general 
Alkibiades is one of the profaners of the holy mysteries in a 
private house. Pass a vote of impunity, and I will produce 
to you forthwith a slave of one here present, who, though 
himself not initiated in the mysteries, shall repeat to you 
what they are. Deal with me in any way you choose, if 
my statement prove untrue." While Alkibiades strenuously 
denied the allegation, the Prytanes (senators presiding over 
the assembly, according to the order determined by Jot for 
that year among the ten tribes) at once made proclamation 
for all uninitiated citizens to depart from the assembly, and 
went to fetch the slave (Andromachus by name) whom 
Pythonikus had indicated. On being introduced, Andromachus 
deposed before the assembly that he had been with his master 
in the house of Polytion, when Alkibiades, Nikiades, and 
Meletus went through the sham celebration of the mysteries; 
many other persons being present, and especially three other 
slaves besides himself. We must presume that he verified 
this affirmation by describing what the mysteries were which 
he had seen-the test which Pythonikus had offered. 2 

connoissez, Monsieur, jusqu'a que! point Ia populace porte Ia credulite et 
le fanatisme, toujours encourage par les moines. 

"La procedure une fois commencee, il y eut une foule de delations. 
Chacun disoit ce I!JU'i! avoit vu ou cru voir-ce qu'il avoit entendu au cru 
entendre." 

It will be recollected that the sentence on the Chevalier de Ia Barre was 
passed, not by the people nor by any popular judicature ; but by a limited 
court of professional judges sitting at Abbeville, and afterwards confirmed 
by the Parlement de Paris, the first tribunal of professional judges in 
France. 

1 Andokides (De Myster. s. II} marks this time minutely-"Hv p.~v 7ap 
?~<KA7111!a "'2V ITTpa.T'TI"Yois Tols els ~<1{(]\.[av, N<Kl<f ""l Aap.&.x'f' ~<al'AA.~<</3<&.1ip, 
1<al 'Tp<~p'T/S 11 IT'Tp«'T'T/')'ls li/511 ~~Wpp.H -IJ /l.ap.J.xou· lr.vaiT'TttS Of fluO&liii<OS fV 'Tcf 
li~P.'f' Ei'lffv, &c. 

II Andokid. de Myster. s. II-IJ. 
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Such was the first direct attack made upon Alkibiades by 

his enemies. Pythonikus, the demagogue Androkles, and 
other speakers, having put in evidence this irreverent pro
ceeding (probably in substance true), enlarged upon it with 
the strongest invective, imputed to him many other acts of the 
like character, and even denounced him as cognisant of the 
recent mutilation of the Hermre. "All had been done (they 
said) with a view to accomplish his purpose of subverting 
the democracy, when bereft of its divine protectors-a purpose 
manifested by the constant tenor of his lawless, overbearing, 
antipopular demeanour." ~nfamous as this calumny was, so 
far as regarded the mutilation of the Herm::e, (for whatever else 
Alkibiades may have done, of that act he was unquestionably 
innocent, being the very person who had most to lose by it, 
and whom it ultimately ruined,) they calculated upon the 
reigning excitement to get it accredited, and probably to pro
cure his deposition from the command, preparatory to public 
trial. But in spite of all the disquietude arising from the recent 
sacrilege, their expectations were defeated. The strenuous 
denial of Alkibiades-aided by his very peculiar position as 
commander of the armament, as well as by the reflection that 
the recent outrage tended rather to spoil his favourite projects 
in Sicily-found general credence. The citizens enrolled to 
serve manifested strong disposition to stand by him ; the allies 
from Argos and Mantineia were known to have embraced the 
service chiefly at his instigation; the people generally had 
become familiar with him as the intended conqueror in Sicily, 
and were loath to be balked of this project. From all which 
circumstances, his enemies, finding little disposition to welcome 
the accusations which they preferred, were compelled to postpone 
them until a more suitable time.! 

But Alkibiades saw full well the danger of having such 
charges hanging over his head, and the peculiar advantage 
which he derived from his accidental position at the moment. 
He implored the people to investigate the charges at once; 
proclaiming his anxiety to stand trial and even to suffer death, 
if found guilty-accepting the command only in case he should 
be acquitted-and insisting above all things on the mischief to 
the city of sending him on such an expedition with the charge 
undecided, as well as on the hardship to himself of being 
aspersed by calumny during his absence, without power of 

1 Thucyd. vi. 29. Isokrat~s (Orat. xvi. De Bigis, sect. ~epresents 
these proceedings before the departure for Sicily, in a very inaccurate 
manner. 
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lefence. Such appeals, just and reasonable in themselves, and 
uged with all the vehemence of a man who felt that the ques
ion was one of life or death to his future prospects, were very 
1ear prevailing. His enemies could only defeat them by the 
rick of putting up fresh speakers, less notorious for hostility to 
l,.lkibiades. These men affected a tone of candour-depre
:ated the delay which would be occasioned in the departure of 
he expedition, if he were put upon his trial forthwith-and 
\roposed deferring the trial until a certain number of days 
tfter his return. 1 Such was the determination ultimately 
;dopted; the supporters of Alkibiades probably not fully 
~preciating its consequences, and conceiving that the speedy 
'eparture of the expedition was advisable even for his interest, 

t 
well as agreeable to their • own feelings. And thus his 

emies, though baffled in their first attempt to bring on his 
mediate ruin, carried a postponement which ensured to them 
sure for thoroughly poisoning the public mind against him, 
d choosing their own time for his trial. They took care to 

:eep back all further accusation until he and the armament had 
!eparted.2 

1 Thucyd. vi. 29. Olo' lx8pol oeouiTES 'TO .... O'Tpchevp.a p.t] elivovv (xv. 
'V 1]071 i'.ywv£(1/'Tat, 5 'TE o7;p.oS p.7, p.aAa~e£(1/Tat, 8epa:1re6wv ii'Tl ot' ;ICElVOP ol 'T' 
\PJ'E'iot ~VVEU'Tp&Tevov Ka.l TWv MaVTtvEwv 'TLVEs, lt7rETpE7rOV Kal &7rEU71"EuSov, 
.AAOV S p-f!-ropas lv tEV'TE s, ot (Myov VVV p.EV 7rAEiV avTOV Kal p.t) /CaTaCTXEtV 
t]v avaywy-f!v, ~A.80JI'Ta OE 1Cplveu8at lv np.<patS p'I/Ta'is, {:3ovA.op.evot tK pel(oPOS 
ta/3oA7js, 'i,v (p.eAAOV pqov av'TOV cl1r0V'TOS 7r0pteiv, p.eTrf.1rE}J-1rTOV 1COptCT8Ev'Ta 
lrrOv O:ywvluau8a.t. 
Compare Plutarch, Alkib. c. 19. 
2 The account which Andokides gives of the first accusation against 

Ukibiades by Pythonikus, in the assembly prior to the departure of the 
leet, presents the appearance of being substantially correct, and I have 
Jllowed it in the text. It is in harmony with the more brief indications 
f Thucydides. But when Andokides goes on to say, that '' in consequence 
f this information Polystratus was seized and put to death, while the rest 
f the parties denounced fled, and were condemned to death in their 
bsence" (sect. 13)-this cannot be true. Alkibiades most certainly did 
tOt flee, and was not condemned-at that time. If Alkibiades was not 
lten tried, neither could the other persons have been tried, who were 
.enounced as his accomplices in the same offence. My belief is that this 
Gformation, having been first presented by the enemies of Alkibiades 
>efore the sailing of the fleet, was dropped entirely for that time, both 
gainst him and against his accomplices. It was afterwards resumed, when 
he information of Andokides himself had satisfied the Athenians on the 
uestion of the Hermokopids : and the impeachment presented by Thessalus 
on of Kimon against Alkibiades, was founded, in part at least, upon the 
1formatio~nted by Andromachus. 
If Polystratus was put to death at all, it could only have been on this 

econd bringing forward of the charge, at the time when Alkibiades was 
ent for and refused to come home. But we may well doubt whether he 
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The spectacle of its departure was indeed so imposing, an1 

the moment so full of anxious interest, that it banished ever· 
the recollection of the recent sacrilege. The entire armament' 
was not mustered at Athens; for it had been judged expedien• 1 

to order most of the allied contingents to rendezvous at onct.' 
at Korkyra. But the Athenian force alone was astounding tc1 behold. There were one hundred triremes, sixty of whicl! 
were in full trim for rapid nautical movement-while th~ 
remaining forty were employed as transports for the soldiersl 
There were fifteen hundred select citizen hoplites, chosen frO!) 
the general muster-roll-and seven hundred Thetes, or citizenj 
too poor to be included in the muster-roll, who served as hor. 
lites on shipboard, (Epibatre or marines) each with a panopr. 
furnished by the state. To the.se must be added, five hundw 
Argeian and two hundred and fifty Mantineian hoplites, pa· 
by Athens and transported on board Athenian ships.l Tl: 
number of horsemen was so small, that all were conveyed in 
single horse transport. 

But the condition, the equipment, the pomp both of weal!' 
and force, visible in the armament, was still more impressi\ \ 
than the number. At daybreak on the day appointed, wher: 
all the ships were ready in Peirreus for departure, the militar~1 

force was marched down in a body from the city and embarked.{ 
They were accompanied by nearly the whole population, metic~ 
and foreigners as well as citizens, so that the appearance wa~ 
that of a collective emigration like the flight to Salamis sixty! 
five years before. While the crowd of foreigners, broughi 
thither by curiosity, were amazed by the grandeur of th' 
spectacle-the citizens accompanying were moved by deepe• 
and more stirring anxieties. Their sons, brothers, relatives 
and friends, were just starting on the longest and largest enter 
prise which Athens had ever undertaken ; against an islanc 
extensive as well as powerful, known to none of them accurate!~ 
-and into a sea of undefined possibilities ; glory and profi ( 
was put to death at that time or on that ground, when we see how inaccuratt. 
the statement of Andokides is as to the consequences of the information o j 
Andromachus. He mentions Panretius as one of those who fled in conse\ 
quence of that information and were condemned in their absence : bu :1 
Panretius appears afterwards, in the very same speech, as not having fie 
at that time (sect. 13, 52, 67). Harpokration states (v. lloll.vO'TpaTos), or 
the authority of an oration ascribed to Lysias, that Polystratus was put t 
death on the charge of having been concerned in the mutilation of th· 
Hermre. This is quite different from the statement of ~kides, an< 
would lead us to suppose that Polystratus was one of those against whon 
Andokides himself informed. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 43; vii. 57· 
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n the one side, but hazards of unassignable magnitude on the 
ther. At this final parting, ideas of doubt and danger became 
.r more painfully present than they had been in any of the 
:eliminary discussions; and in spite· of all the reassuring effect 
' the unrivalled armament before them, the relatives now 
~parating at the water's edge could not banish the dark 
resentiment that they were bidding each other farewell for the 
.st time. 
The moment immediately succeeding this farewell-when all 

te soldiers were already on board and the Keleustes was on 
1e point of beginning his chant to put the rowers in motion
as peculiarly solemn and touching. Silence having been en
lined fllld obtained, by sound of trumpet, the crews in every 
1ip, and the spectators on shore, followed the voice of the 

t
rald in praying to the gods for success, and in singing the 
an. On every deck were seen bowls of wine prepared, out 
which the officers and the Epibatre made libations, with 

, blets of silver and gold. At length the final signal was 
iven, and the whole fleet quitted Peirreus in single file
isplaying the exuberance of their yet untried force by a race 
f speed as far as JEgina.1 Never in Grecian history was an 
tvocation more unanimous, emphatic, and imposing, addressed 
> the gods ; never was the refusing nod of Zeus more stern or 
eremptory. All these details, given by Thucydides, of the 
iumphant promise which now issued from Peirreus, derive a 
ainful icterest from their contrast with the sad issue which will 
ereafter be unfolded. 

The fleet made straight for Korkyra, where the contingents 
f the maritime allies, with the·ships'for burden and provisions, 
·ere found assembled. The armament thus complete was 
assed in review, and found to comprise 134 triremes with two 
~hodian pentekonters; sroo hoplites; 48o bowmen, So of 
1em Kretan; 700 Rhodian slingers; and 120 Megarian exiles 
erving as light troops. Of vessels of burden, in attendance 
,ith provisions, muniments of war, bakers, masons and carpen
~rs, &c., the number was not less than soo ; besides which, 
1ere was a considerable number of private trading ships, 
>llowing voluntarily for purposes of profit.2 Three fast-sailing 
:iremes were despatched in advance, to ascertain which of the 
ities in Italy and Sicily would welcome the arrival of the 
rmament; and especially to give notice at Egesta that the 
uccour s~ed was now on its way, requiring at the same 
~me that the money promised by the Egestreans should be 

1 Thucyd. vi. 32; Diodor. xiii. 3· 2 Thucyd. vi. 44· 
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produced. Having then distributed by lot the armament int•l 
three divisions, one under each of the generals, Nikias, Alk:l 
biades, and Lamachus-they crossed the Ionic Gulf froni 
Korkyra to the Iapygian promontory. 

In their progress southward along the coast of Italy t: 
Rhegium they met with a very cold reception from the variouj 
Grecian cities. None would receive them within their walls oi 
even sell them provisions without. The utmost which thd 
would grant was, the liberty of taking moorings and of watet/ 
ing ; and even thus much was denied to them both at Tarer' 
tum and at the Epizephyrian Lokri. At Rhegium, immediate~ 

they were so far more hospitably treated, that a market 
provisions was furnished to them and' they were allowed t 
encamp in the sacred precinct of Artemis, not far from t 
walls. They here hauled their ships ashore and took repo. 
until the return of the three scout ships from Egesta ; whi 
the generals entered into negotiation with the magistrates a!' 
people of Rhegium, endeavouring to induce them to aid thl 
armament in re-establishing the .dispossessed Leontines, wh•! 
were of common Chalkidian origin with themselves. But th•( 
answer returned was discouraging. The Rhegines woul<j 
promise nothing more than neutrality, and co-operation in an.· 
course of policy which it might suit the other Italian Greeks tj 
adopt. Probably they, as well as the other Italian Greek~l 
were astonished and intimidated by the magnitude of th·l 
newly-arrived force, and desired to leave to themselves open lat.} 
tude of conduct for the future-not without mistrust of Athen 
and her affected forwardness for the restoration of the Leor 
tines. To the Athenian generals, however, such a negativ~ 
from Rhegium was an unwelcome disappointment; for tha 
city had been the ally of Athens in the last war, and they ha 1 

calculated on the operation of Chalkidic sympathies.! i' 
It was not until after the muster of the Athenians at Korkyr:j 

(about July 415 B.c.) that the Syracusans became thorough!: 
convinced both of their approach, and of the extent of theit 
designs against Sicily. Intimation had indeed reached SynJ 
cuse, from several quarters, of the resolution taken by th~ 
Athenians in the preceding March to assist Egesta and Leor: 
tini, and of the preparations going on in consequence. Then' 
was however a prevailing indisposition to credit such tiding j 
Nothing in the state of Sicily held out any enc~ement t~ 
Athenian ambition: the Leontines could give no aid, thfj 

1 Thucyd. vi. 44-46. 
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:gest:£ans very little, and that little at the opposite corner of 
1e island; while the Syracusans considered themselves fully 
,ble to cope with any force which Athens was likely to send. 
orne derided the intelligence as mere idle rumour; others 
nticipated, at most, nothing more serious than the expedition 
~nt from Athens ten years before.1 No one could imagine 
11e new eagerness and obstinacy with which she had just 
:1rown herself into the scheme of Sicilian conquest, nor the 
Jrmidable armament presently about to start. Nevertheless, 
1e Syracusan generals thought it their duty to make prepara
ons, and strengthen the military condition of the state.2 

Hermokrates, however, whose information was more com
Jete, judged these preparations insufficient, and took advantage 
f a public assembly-held seemingly about the time that the 
thenians were starting from Peir:£us-to impress such con
ction on his countrymen, as well as to correct their incredulity . 
. e pledged his own credit that the reports which had been 
rculated were not merely true, but even less than the full 

' uth; that the Athenians were actually on their way, with an 
· tmament on the largest scale, and vast designs of conquering 
)I Sicily. While he strenuously urged that the city should be 
;·Ut in immediate condition for repelling a most formidable 
, wasion, he deprecated all alarm as to the result, and held out 
11e firmest assurances of ultimate triumph. The very magni
:lde of the approaching force would intimidate the Sicilian 
ities and drive them into hearty defensive co-operation with 
yracuse. Rarely indeed did any large or distant expedition 
ver succeed in its object, as might be seen from t!le failure of 
1e Persians against Greece, by which failure Athens herself 
.ad so largely profited. Preparations, however, both effective 
.nd immediate, were indispensable ; not merely at home, but 
lY means of foreign missions, to the Sicilian and Italian Greeks 
-to the Sikels-and to the Carthaginians, who had for some 
ime been suspicious of the unmeasured aggressive designs of 
1.thens, and whose immense wealth would now be especially 

1 Thucyd. vi. 32-35. Mr. Mitford observes-" It is not specified by 
istorians, but the account of Thucydides makes it evident, that there had 
een a revolution in the government of Syracuse, or at least a great change 
, its administration, since the oligarchical Leontines were admitted to 
te rights of Syracusan citizens (ch. xviii. sect. iii. vol. iv. p. 46). The 
emocratical party now bore the sway," &c. 

, I cannot imagine upon what passage of Thucydides this conjecture is 
i;)unded. ~itford had spoken of the government as a democracy 
o>efore ; he contmues to speak of it as a democracy now, in the same 
~ naltered vituperative strain. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 41. Ta o€ Kal lTr•p.•p.•ll.f!p.•8a ijli7), &c. 
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serviceable-and to Lacedcemon and Corinth, for the purpo>; 
of soliciting aid in Sicily, as well as renewed invasion of Attic: e 
So confident did he (Hermokrates) feel of their powers m 
defence, if properly organised, that he would even advise th n 
Syracusans with their Sicilian 1 allies to put to sea at once, witi.f 
all their naval force and two months' provisions, and to sai 1 

forthwith to the friendly harbour of Tarentum; from whenc(t 
they would be able to meet the Athenian fleet and prevent i;l 
even from crossing the Ionic Gulf from Korkyra. They woul< · 
thus show that they were not only determined on defence, bu 
even forward in coming to blows ; the only way of taking 
down the presumption of the Athenians, who now speculatec' 
upon Syracusan lukewarmness, because they had rendered nc 
aid to Sparta when she solicited it at the beginning of the war 
The Syracusans would probably be able to deter or obstruc: 
the advance of the expedition until winter approached : in whid . 
case, Nikias, the ablest of the three generals, who was unde; ~ 
stood to have undertaken the scheme against his own consent ~ 
would probably avail himself of the pretext to return. 2 

Though these opinions of Hermokrates were espoused 
further by various other citizens in the assembly, the greater 
number of speakers held an opposite language, and placed 
little faith in his warnings. We have already noticed Hermo· 
krates nine years before as envoy of Syracuse and chief advise 
at the con3ress of Gela-then, as now, watchful to bar the doo 
against Athenian interference in Sicily-then, as now, belong.; 
ing to the oligarchical party, and of sentiments hostile to th· 
existi~g dem;:>cratica! constitution; but brave as well as intell'~ 
gent m fore1gn affa1rs. A warm and even angry debate aros,· 
upon his present speech. 3 Though there was nothing, in the. 
words of Hermokrates himself, disparaging either to the demo
cracy or to the existing magistrates, yet it would seem that his 

1 Thucyd. vi. 34· •o 5~ p.&.il.t(fTa. l-yrf, -r• vop.i(w ltriKa.tpov, op.•is liE lit a 
TO ~VV'T/8ES ~(fvxov ~l{l(fT' tl;v o~lws -rr•i8ot(f8•, llp.ws •lp~(f.TCJ.I. 

That "habitual quiescence" which Hermokrat~s here predicates of hi'. 
countrymen, forms a remarkable contrast with the restless activity, an<' 
intermeddling carried even to excess, which Perikles aud Nikias deprecate 
in the Athenians (Thucyd. i. 144; vi. 7). Both of the governments 
however were democratical. This serves as a lesson of caution respecting 
general predications about all democracies ; for it is certain that on~ 
democracy differed in many respects from another. It may be doubted 
however whether the attribute here ascribed by Hermokrates to his country· 
men was really deserved, to the extent which his languag~ies. 

s Thucyd. vi. 33-36. o 
B Thucyd. vi. 32-35· TWV ole "lvpa.KO(f!wv b oijp.os lv -rro71.71.p 1rpOs &71.71.~7\ovY 

lpt5t ~(fa.v, &c. t 
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.artisans who spoke after him must have taken up a more 
:riminative tone, and must have exaggerated that, which he 
: haracterised as the "habitual quiescence " of the Syracusans, 
1to contemptible remissness and disorganisation under those 

.dministrators and generals, characterised as worthless, whom 
he democracy preferred. Amidst the speakers, who in replying 
o Hermokrates and the others, indignantly repelled such in
inuations and retorted upon their authors-a citizen named 
\thenagoras was the most distinguished. He was at this time 
he leading democratical politician, and the most popular 
)rator, in Syracuse.l 

"Every one,2 (said he) except only cowards and bad citizens, 
nust wish that the Athenians would be fools enough to come 
tere and put themselves into our power. The tales which you 
tave just heard are nothing better than fabrications, got up 
') ·alarm you; and I wonder at the folly of these alarmists in 
ncying that the1r machinations are not detected.3 You will 

e too wise to take measure of the future from their reports : 
ou will rather judge from what able men such as the Athenians 
re likely to do. Be assured that they will never leave behind 
h.em the Peloponnesians in menacing attitude, to come hither 
nd court a fresh war not less formidable : indeed I think they 
ccount themselves lucky that we with our powerful cities have 
ever come across to attack them. And if they should come, 
s it is pretended-they will find Sicily a more formidable foe 
1an Peloponnesus: nay, our own city alone will be a match for 
vice the force which they can bring across. The Athenians, 
r 
' I Thucyd. vi. 35· 11"C1.p€li.OWV 3' alrTo7s 'A81jva-y&pas, ~. o-hf'OV ... 11"po<r-rJ.T7jS 
V teal ~V Tee 11"ap0VTI 11"19avC:,TaTOS 'TOLS 1I"OJV..o7s, t}I.E')'E TOIJ.OE, &c. 
The position ascribed here to Athenagoras seems to be the same as that 

rhich IS assigned to Kleon at Athens-&v~p 07jf'a')'oYyOs JtaT' ~JtEtvov Tbv 
:povov &v teal 'Tee .,.}I.Me• .... oavrf>'Ta'Tos, &c. (iv. 21). 

N dther o-hf'ov TpouTJ.T1/s, nor 07Jf'a-yw-y&s, denotes any express functions, 
r titular office (see the note of Dr. Amold)-at least in these places. It is 
ossible that there may have been some Grecian town constitutiOns, in which 
3"re was an office bearing such title : but this is a point which cannot be 
i:iirmed. Nor would the words o-hf'ov "KpouTcl.T7Js always imply an equal 
.cgree of power: the person so designated might have more power in 
ne town than in another. Thus in Megara (iv. 67) it seems that the 
ligarchical party had recently been banished : the leaders of the popular 
arty had become the most influential men in the city. See also iii. 7o
'dthias at Korkyra. 
~ Thucyd. vi. 36-40. I give the substance of what is ascribed to 

~thenagoras ~hucydides, without binding myself to the words. 
• Thucyd. VI:jb. Toh li' &-y-yell.ll.oVTas "Ta TooaiiTa teal "'P"i>&/3ovs Of<as 

~owiivTas Ti)s f'OV T0hf'7Js ob 8av}-'cl.(w, Ti)s o€ O.~vveulas, Ei f':q otona• lvo7J}I.oa 
j,Jia,. 
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knowing all this well enough, will mind their own business 
in spite of all the fictions which men on this side of th( 
water conjure up, and which they have already tried ofte1 

before, sometimes even worse than on the present occasion, il 
order to terrify you and get themselves nominated to the chi~ 
posts.1 One of these days, I fear they may even succeed, fron, 
our want of precautions beforehand. Such intrigues leave bu; 
short moments of tranquillity to our city : they condemn it to a~ 
intestine discord worse than foreign war, and have sometime~ 
betrayed it even to despots and usurpers. However, if you wiL 
listen to me, I will try and prevent anything of this sort at pre:. 
sent; by simple persuasion to you-by chastisement to thesf 
conspirators-and by watchful denunciation of the oligarchica; 
party generally. Let .me ask, indeed, what is it that yow' 
younger nobles covet? To get into command at your earl! 
age? The law forbids you, because you are yet incompetent 
Or do you wish not to be under equal laws with the m1ny .1 

But how can you pretend that citizens of the same city shou[~, 
not have the same rights? Some one will tell me 2 that demo:. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 38. 'All,ll,a TavTa, rf"nrep t"(?.. "'"~"'• o1 Tt 'AOrwa'iot "t''Y"W· 
<J'KOYTE·S Ttt u<f>lTepa. uin'OOv, e3 o18' 8·n aW(01JO"t, Ka.l Ev6Ev0e lfvOpES o~TE Ov-ra., · 
oliTE ll.v "(EV<i~teva, AO"(O?ro<ov<T<V. Oh E"(W oo vvv ?rpwTov, ¢,}1,}1,' &el t?rl<TTa~ta<, , 
j)To< A<i"(o« "t• TO<o'i<Toe, 1<al (n Tolrrwv """ovnOTipots, 1) tno•s, fJov}l,op.ivovs, 
l<<tT(l.?rA1]~avTaS TO vp.~TEpov 11'A1;8os a!JTovs Tijs 1T0AE6!S lfpx«v. Kal OfOOII<O, 
p.Ev-rot p.1)1rO'TE 1r0Ai\cl 1f'EtpWvTES Ka.l ICaTopOcfur(A}(rtJI, &c. ~ 

2 Thucyd. vi. 39· <P~<TE< 1'<S O'!!tOI<paT!av oi1Te ~vveTll11 oiJT' 1<Tov dvat. 
TOVS a· lxovTaS Ta XP~I'""" l<al li.pxetv lfptrrTa /3EA1'lrrTovs. 'E"(W OE </>'11·',' 
7rpwTa "'" oii~to71 {6~t?r<t11 W7IO!tdrr6at, OAt"(apxlav Of ~tlpos· (,.,., .. , <P 6"" I< a;. 
p.h &p!UTOVS El71a< XP'l~td-rwv TOVS 1TAOVUlovs, fJovMvrrat o' ~ 
fJEA.TUTTO. -robs ~uve-ro6s, ~ep'i11ac 0' ttv O.~eo6uaJ~Tas ~puT'ra. -roVs 1t'O'A.J\.o6s· K~ 
-ravTa b~tolws ""l KaTil. ~tlp1/ 1<al {vi'"'"""" iv 01/!tOI<paT['f lrro~totp<'iv. ' 

Dr. Arnold translates cp6ll,a1<as XP1/~tcl.Twv-" having the care of the publiC> 
purse "-as if it were cp671,a1<as ""'" 01/~torrlwv XP71~tcl.Twv. But it seems to me~ 
that the words carry a larger sense, and refer to the private property of these 
rich men, not to their functions as keepers of what was collected from taxa-: 
tion or tribute. Looking at a rich man from the point of view of the public, 
he is guardian of his own property until the necessities of the state require 
that he should spend more or less of it for the public defence or benefit: in , 
the interim, he enjoys it as he pleases, but he will for his own interest tak, l 

care that the property does not perish (compare vi. 9). This is the service 
which he renders, quatenus r£ch matt, to the state : he may also serve it in 
other ways, but that would be by means of his personal qualities : thus he 
may, for example, be intelligent as well as rich (~vveT&s as well as 1TAo6rrws), 
and then he may serve the state as counsellor-the second of the two 
categories named by Athenagoras. \Vhat that orator is here negativing 
is, the better title and superior fitness of the rich to exercise command-{ ' 
which wa5 the claim put forward in their behalf. Amr'"m goes on 
indicate what is their real position and service in a democracy; that the\ 
are to enjoy the revenue, and preserve the capital, of their wealth, subje~ 
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cracy is neither intelligent nor just, and that the rich are the 
persons best fitted to command. But I affirm, first, that the 
people are the sum total, and the oligarchy merely a fraction ; 
next, that rich men are the best trustees of the aggregate wealth 
existing in the community-intelligent men, the best counsellors 
-and the multitude, the best qualified for hearing and deciding 
after such advice. In a democracy, these functions, one and 
all, find their proper place. But oligarchy, though imposing on 
the multitude a full participation in all hazards, is not content 
even with an exorbitant share in the public advantages, but 
grasps and monopolises the whole for itself.1 This is just what 
you young and powerful men are aiming at, though you will 
never be able to keep it permanently in a city such as Syra
cuse. Be taught by me-or at least alter your views, and 
devote yourselves to the public advantage of our common city. 
Desist from practising, by reports such as these, upon the belief 
of m~n who know you too well to be duped. If even there be 
any truth in what you say-and if the Athenians do come-our 
city will repel them in a manner worthy of her reputation. She 
will not take you at your word, and choose you commanders, in 
order to put the yoke upon her own neck. She will look for 
berself-construe your cqmmunications for what they really 
mean-and instead of suffering you to talk her out of her free 
sOVernment, will take effective precautions for maintaining it 
1gainst you." 

Immediately after this vehement speech from Athenagoras, 
)ne of the Strategi who presided in the assembly interposed; 
;>ermitting no one else to speak, and abruptly closing the 
l.ssembly, with these few ·words:-" We generals deprecate this 

o demands for public purposes when necessary-but not to expect com
nand, unless they are perso~tally competent. Properly speaking, that 
¥hich he here affirms is true of the small lots of property taken in the 
nass, as well as of the large, and is one of the grounds of defence of 
)rivate property against communism. But the rich man's property is an 
tppreciable item to the state, individually taken: moreover, he is perpetu
,;ry raising unjust pretensions to political power, so that it becomes 
l<:Cessary to denne how much he is really entitled to. 

A passage in the financial oration of Demosthenes-11"epl ~vp.p.op<wv 
p. 185, c. 8) will illustrate what has been here said-Ael Tolvvv op.as Ta>.A.a 
ra.pacncev&7aU8at• 'Ta ae xp-l]p.a'TO. vVv }LEV ~fjv ToVs 1\EICT"'JP,Evovs lxetv
,!Jiiap.ov -y?tp av ~v Kall.ll.[ovt <T~(owro TV ?T6A<t ~?tv lie ?T08' 0 Katpos oli-ros 
:,>.6p, T6TE ~K6v-rwv El<Ttpep6v-rwv aUTWV 7\.ap.fJaVEtV. 

1 Thucyd~9· '07u-yapxla li€ -rwv p.€v Kwlivvwv -ro'is ?Toli.A.ols p.eTalilo<crn, 
·Eiw B' WcpeA.lp.wv oU wi\eoveK-re'i p.&·vov, O:A.A.c\ Kal ~6p:rrav CtrpeA.op.Ev7J txet· &. 
'p. W v o 1 7" e 0 v v cf.p. e v o' IC a l o l v Eo L 7r p o 8 v p. o V v T a.t, cl~6vaTa. 
te-y&>..v ..-6>.Et ""Tauxe'iv. 

VOL. VII. 
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interchange of personal vituperation, and trust that the hearersi 
present will not suffer themselves to be biassed by it. Let us( 
rather take care, in reference to the reports just communicated,; 
that we be one and all in a condition to repel the invader. And) 
even should the necessity not arise, there is no harm in/ 
strengthening our public force with horses, arms, and the other 1 

muniments of war. We generals shall take upon ourselves the': 
care and supervision of these matters, as well as of the missions: 
to neighbouring cities, for procuring information and for other, 
objects. We have indeed already busied ourselves for the: 
purpose, and we shall keep you informed of what we; 
learn." 1 

The language of Athenagoras, indicating much virulence ofl 
party-feeling, lets us somewhat into the real working of politics! 
among the Syracusan democracy. Athenagoras at Syracuse 1 
was like Kleon at Athens-the popular orator of the city. But/ 
he was by no means the most influential person, nor had he the! 
principal direction of public affairs. Executive and magisterial/ 
functions belonged chiefly to Hermokrates and his partisans,/' 
the opponents of Athenagoras. Hermokrates has already ap
peared as taking the lead at the congress of Gela nine years 
before, and will be seen throughout the coming period almost, 
constantly in the same position; while the political rank o~J 
Athenagoras is more analogous to that which we should call 
leader of opposition-a function of course suspended unde~ 
pressing danger, so that we hear of him no more. At Athem 
as at Syracuse, the men who got the real power, and handle l 
the force and treasures of the state, were chiefly of the rid~ 
families-often of oligarchical sentiments, acquiescing in th~ 
democracy as an uncomfortable necessity, and continually open\ 
to be solicited by friends or kmsmen to conspire against it.\ 
Their pr;oceedings were doubtless always liable to the scrutiny, i 
and their persons to the animadversion, of the public assembly: , 
hence arose the influence of the demagogue, such as Athen
agoras and Kleon-the bad side of whose character is so 
constantly kept before the readers of Grecian history. By what
ever disparaging epithets such character may be surrounded, it r 
is in reality the distinguishing feature of a free governmen~1 

under all its forms-whether constitutional monarchy or demo
cracy. By the side of the real political actors, who hold prin
cipal office and wield personal power, there are always abundan 
censors and critics-some better, others worse,-!n-respect o : 
honesty, candour, wisdom, or rhetoric-the most distinguishedj1 

of whom acquires considerable importance, though holding a, 
( 
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Junction essentially inferior to that of the authorised magistrate 
'or general. 

We observe here, that Athenagoras, far from being inclined 
to push the city into war, is averse to it even beyond reasonable 
limit ; and denounces it as the interested policy of the oligar
chical party. This may show how little it was any constant in
terest or policy on the part of the persons called Demagogues, 
to involve their city in unnecessary war; a charge which has 
been frequently advanced against them, because it so happens, 
that Kleon, in the first half of the Peloponnesian war, discoun
tenanced the propositions of peace between Athens and Sparta. 
We see by the harangue of Athenagoras that the oligarchical 
party were the usual promoters of war ; a fact which we should 
naturally expect, seeing that the rich and great, in most com
munities, have accounted the pursuit of military glory more 
conformable to their dignity than any other career. At Syra
cuse, the ascendency of Hermokrates was much increased by 
the invasion of the Athenians-while Athenagoras does not 
again appear. The latter was egregiously mistaken in his anti
cipations respecting the conduct of Athens, though right in 
his judgement respecting her true political interest. But it is 
very unsafe to assume that nations will always pursue their 
true political interest, where present temptations of ambition 
tor vanity intervene. Positive information was in this instance 
Ia surer guide than speculations a pn'ori founded upon 
1the probable policy of Athens. But that the imputations 

~
dvanced by Athenagoras against the oligarchical youth, of 
romoting military organisation with a view to their own 
eparate interest, were not visionary-may be seen by the 
nalogous case of Argos, two or three years before. The 

l.olemocracy of Argos, contemplating a more warlike and aggres
lve policy, had been persuaded to organise and train the select 
regiment of One Thousand hoplites, chosen from the oligar
chical youth: within three years, this regiment subverted the 
democratical constitution.1 Now the persons, respecting whose 
designs Athenagoras expresses so much apprehension, were 
exactly the class at Syracuse corresponding to the select 
Thousand at Argos. 

The political views, proclaimed in this remarkable speech, 
are deserving of attention, though we cannot fully understand 

1it without having before us those speeches to which it replies. 
Not only is-eemocratical constitution forcibly contrasted with 
oligarchy, but the separate places which it assigns to wealth, 
' l See above chap. !vi. 
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intelligence, and multitude, are laid down with a distinctness; 
not unworthy of Aristotle. I 

Even before the debate here adverted to, the Syracusan \ 
generals had evidently acted upon views more nearly approach-! 
ing to those of Hermokrates than to those of Athenagoras. I 
Already alive to the danger, and apprised by their scouts when I 
the Athenian armament was passing from Korkyra to Rhegium, 
they pushed their preparations with the utmost activity; dis-. 
tributing garrisons and sending envoys among their Sikel f 
dependencies, while the force within the city was mustered1 
and placed under all the conditions of war.l 

The halt of the Athenians at Rhegium afforded increased i 
leisure for such equipment. That halt was prolonged for mort i 
than one reason. In the first place, Nikias and his colleagues: 
wished to negotiate with the Rhegines, as well as to haul ashore) 
and clean their ships : next, they awaited the return of the. 
three scout-ships from Egesta: lastly, they had as yet formed( 
no plan of action in Sicily. 

The ships from Egesta returned with disheartening news. 
Instead of the abundant wealth which had been held forth as 
existing in, that town, and upon which the resolutions of the 
Athenians as to Sicilian operations had been mainly grounded 
-it turned out that no more than thirty talents in all could be 
produced. What was yet worse, the elaborate fraud, whereb 
the Egestreans had duped the commissioners on their first visit 
was now exposed; and these commissioners, on returning to 
Rhegium from their second visit, were condemned to the mortifi
cation of proclaiming their own credulity, under severe taunt' 
and reproaches from the army. Disappointed in the souru\ 
from whence they had calculated on obtaining money-for i;, 
appears that both Alkibiades and Lamachus had sincerely reliP/ 
on the pecuniary resources of Egesta, though Nikias was alw[ ~ 
mistrustful-the generals now discussed their plan of action, 

Nikias-availing himself of the fraudulent conduct on the 
1 

part of the Egestrean allies, now become palpable-wished to • 
circumscribe his range of operations within the rigorous letter 
of the vote which the Athenian assembly had passed. He:, 
proposed to sail at once against Selinus; then, formally tof 
require the Egestreans to provide the means of maintaining th~ 
armament, or, at least, of maintaining those sixty triremef 
which they themselves had solicited. Since this requisitio 
would not be realised, he would only tarry !~·enough tc 
obtain from the Selinuntines some tolerable terms of accommo1 

1 Thucyd. vi. 4 5· 

1 
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dation with Egesta, and then return home ; exhibiting, as they 
>ailed along, to all the maritime cities, this great display of 
Athenian naval force. And while he would be ready to profit 
by any opportunity which accident might present for serving 
the Leon tines or establishing new alliances, he ·strongly depre
cated any prolonged stay in the island for speculative enterprises 
-all at the cost of Athens.1 

A~ainst this scheme Alkibiades protested, as narrow, timid, 
and disgraceful to the prodigious force with which they had 
been entrusted. He proposed to begin by opening negotiations 
with all the other Sicilian Greeks-especially Messene, con
venient both as harbour for their fleet and as base of their 
military operations- to prevail upon them to co-operate against 
Syracuse and Selinus. With the same view, he recommended 
establishing relations with the Sikels of the interior, in order 
to detach such of them as were subjects of Syracuse, as well as 
to ensure supplies of provisions. As soon as it had been thus 
ascertained what extent of foreign aid might be looked for, he 
would open direct attack forthwith against Syracuse and Selin us; 
unless indeed the former should consent to re-establish 
Leont1ni, and the latter to come to terms with Egesta.2 

. Lamachus, delivering his opinion last, dissented from both 
his colleagues. He advised, that they should proceed at once, 
jwithout any delay, to attack Syracuse, and fight their battle 
:mder its walls. The Syracusans (he urged) were now in 
:error and only half-prepared for defence. Many of their 
-~itizens, and much property, would be found still lingering 
: hroughout the neighbouring lands, not yet removed within the 
:valls-and might thus be seized for the subsistence of their 
.rmy; 3 while the deserted town and harbour of Megara, very 
L ar to Syracuse both by land and by sea, might be occupied 
s~ the fleet as a naval station. The imposing and i11timidat
ing effect of the armament, not less than its real efficiency, was 
now at the maximum, immediately after its arrival. If ad
vantage were taken of this first impression to take an instant 
blow at their principal enemy, the Syracusans would be found 
destitute of the courage, not less than of the means, to resist: 
but the longer such attack was delayed, the more this first 
"mpression of dismay would be effaced, giving place to a 
, ·eactionary sentiment of indifference and even contempt, when 

1 Thucyd. vi. 47 ; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 14. 
2 Thucyd. vi.48. O~Tws ~li11 :2lvpa~<oV<Tats Kal :2JO,tvovvn brtXEtpe"iv, ~v 

··~ oi p.ev 'E'Y€<1'Talots ~up.flalvw<Ttv, oi ll€ A•ovT(vovs iw<Tt KaTotKl(•w. 
3 Compare iv. 104---describing the surprise of Amphipolis by Brasidas. 
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the much-dreaded armament was seen to accomplish little or 
nothing. As for the other Sicilian cities, nothing would 
contribute so much to determine their immediate adhesion, as 
successful operations against Syracuse.1 

But Lamachus found no favour with either of the other two, 
and being thus compelled to choose between the plans of 
Alkibiades and Nikias, gave his support to that of the former
which was the mean term of the three. There can be no 
doubt-as far as it is becoming to pronounce respecting that 
which never reached execution-that the plan of Lamachus 
was far the best and most judicious ; at first sight indeed the 
most daring, but intrinsically the safest, easiest, and speediest, 
that could be suggested. For undoubtedly the siege and 
capture of Syracuse was the one enterprise indispensable 
towards the promotion of Athenian views in Sicily. The 
sooner that was commenced, the more easily it would be 
accomplished: and its difficulties were in many ways aggra
vated, in no way abated, by those preliminary precautions upon 
which Alkibiades insisted. Anything like delay tended fear
fully to impair the efficiency, real as well as reputed, of an ancient 
aggressive armament, and to animate as well as to strengthen 
those who stood on the defensive-a point on which we shall 
find painfur evidence presently. The advice of Lamachus, 
alike soldier-like and far-sighted, would probably have been 
approved and executed either by Brasidas or by Demosthenes; 
while the dilatory policy still advocated by Alkibiades, even 
after the suggestion of Lamachus had been started, tends to 
show that if he was superior in military energy to one of his 
colleagues, he was not less inferior to the other. Indeed, when 
we find him talking of besieging Syracuse, unless the Syracusans 
would consent to the re-establishment of Leontini-it seems 
probable that he had not yet made up his mind peremptorily 
to besiege the city at all; a fact completely at variance with 
those unbounded hopes of conquest which he is reported as 
having conceived even at Athens. It is possible that he may 
have thought it impolitic to contradict too abruptly the 
tendencies of Nikias, who, anxious as he was chiefly to find 
some pretext for carrying back his troops unharmed, might 
account the proposition of Lamachus too desperate even to be 
discussed. Unfortunately, the latter, though the ablest soldier 
of the three, was a poor man, of no political position, and 
little influence among the hoplites. Had he p~essed, along 
with his own straightforward military energy, the wealth and 

1 Thucyd. vi. 49· 
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family ascendency of either of his colleagues, the achievements 
as well as the fate of this splendid armament would have been 
entirely altered, and the Athenians would have entered 
Syracuse, not as prisoners, but as conquerors. 

Alkibiades, as soon as his plan had become adopted by 
means of the approval of Lamachus, sailed across the strait in 
his own trireme from Rhegium to Messene. Though admitted 
personally into the city and allowed to address the public 
assembly, he could not induce them to conclude any alliance, 
or to admit the armament to anything beyond a market of 
provisions without the walls. He accordingly returned back 
to Rhegium, from whence he and one of his colleagues 
immediately departed with sixty triremes for Naxos. The 
Naxians cordially received the armament, which then steered 

~ southward along the coast of Sicily to Katana. In the latter 
place the leading men and the general sentiment were at this 
time favourable to Syracuse, so that the Athenians, finding 
admittance refused, were compelled to sail farther southward, 
and take their night-station at the mouth of the river Terias. 
On the ensuing day they made sail with their ships in single 
column immediately in front of Syracuse itself, while an 
advanced squadron of ten triremes were even despatched into 
the Great Harbour, south of the town, for the purpose of 
surveying on this side the city with its docks and fortifications, 
and for the further purpose of proclaiming from shipboard by 
the voice of the herald,-" The Leon tines now in Syracuse 
are hereby invited to come forth without apprehension and 
join their friends and benefactors, the Athenians." After this 
empty display, they returned back to ~atana.1 

We may remark that this proceeding was completely at 
variance with the judicious recommendation of Lamachus. It 
tended to familiarise the Syracusans with the sight of the 
armament piece-meal, without any instant action-and thus to 
abate in their minds the terror-striking impression of its first 
arrival. 

At Katana, Alkibiades personally was admitted into the town, 
and allowed to open his case before the public assembly, as 
he had been at Messene. Accident alone enabled him to 
carry his point-for the general opinion was averse to his 
propositions. While most of the citizens were in the assembly 
listening to his discourse, some Athenian soldiers without, 
observing a ~ostern-gate carelessly guarded, broke it open, 
and showed themselves in the market-place. The town was 

1 Thucyd. vi. so. 
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thus in the power of the Athenians, so that the leading men 
who were friendsc of Syracuse thought themselves lucky to 
escape in safety, while the general assembly came to a 
resolution accepting the alliance proposed by Alkibiades.I 
The whole Athenian armament was now conducted from 
Rhegium to Katana, which was established as head-quarters. 
Intimation was further received from a party at Kamarina, that 
the city might be induced to join them, if the armament 
showed itself: accordingly the whole armament proceeded 
thither, and took moorings off the shore, while a herald was 
sent up to the city. But the Kamarimeans declined to admit 
the army, and declared that they would abide by the existing 
treaty; which bound them to receive at any time one single 
ship-but no more, unless they themselves should ask for it. 
The Athenians were therefore obliged to return to Katana. • 
Passing by Syracuse both going and returning, they ascertained 
the falsehood of a report that the Syracusans were putting a 
naval force afloat; moreover they landed near the city and 
ravaged some of the neighbouring lands. The Syracusan 
cavalry and light troops soon appeared, and a skirmish with 
trifling loss ensued, before the invaders retired to their ships 2 

-the first blood shed in this important struggle, and again at 
variance with the advice of Lamachus. 

Serious news awaited them on their return to Katana. They 
found the public ceremonial trireme, called the Salaminian, 
just arrived from Athens-the bearer of a formal resolution of 
the assembly, requiring Alkibiades to come home and stand 
his trial for various alleged matters of irreligion combined with 
treasonable purposes. A few other citizens specified by name 
were commanded to come along with him under the same 
charge ; but the trierarch of the Salaminian was especially 
directed to serve him only with the summons, without any 
guard or coercion, so that he might return home in his own 
trireme.3 

This summons, pregnant with momentous results both to 
Athens and to her enemies, arose out of the mutilation of 
the Herma:! (described a few pages back) and the inquiries 
instituted into the authorship of that deed, since the departure 
of the armament. The extensive and anxious sympathies 
connected with so large a body of departing citizens, combined 

1 Polycenus (i. 40, 4) treats this acquisition of Katana as the result, not. 
of accident, but of a preconcerted plot. I follow the ac"Count as given by 
Thucydides. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 52. 8 Thucyd. vi. 53-61. 
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with the solemnity of the scene itself, had for the moment 
suspended the alarm caused by that sacrilege. But it speedily 
revived, and the people could not rest without finding out by 
whom the deed had been done. Considerable rewards, rooo 
and even ro,ooo drachms, were proclaimed to informers; of 
whom others soon appeared, in addition to the slave Andro
machus before mentioned. A metic named Teukrus had fled 
from Athens, shortly after the event, to Megara, from whence 
he sent intimation to the senate at Athens that he had himself 
been a party concerned in the recent sacrilege concerning the 
mysteries, as well as cognisant of the mutilation of the Hermre 
-and that if impunity were guaranteed to him, he would come 
back and give full information. A vote of the senate was 
immediately passed to invite him. He denounced by name 
eleven persons as having been concerned, jointly with himself, 
in the mock-celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries; and 
eighteen different persons, himself not being one, as the 
violators of the Hermre. A woman named Agariste, daughter 
of Alkmreonides-these names bespeak her great rank and 
family in the city-deposed further that Alkibiades, Axiochus, 
and Adeimantus, had gone through a parody of the mysteries 
in a similar manner in the house of Charmides. And lastly 
Lydus, slave of a citizen named Pherekles, stated that the like 
scene had been euacted in the house of his master in the deme 
Themakus-giving the names of the parties present, one of 
whom (though asleep and unconscious of what was passing) he 
stated to be Leogoras, the father of Andokides.l 

Of the parties named in these different depositions, the 
greater number seem to have fled from the city at once; but 
all who remained were put into prison to stand future trial.2 

1 Andokides de l\1ysteriis, sect. 14, 15, 35· In reference to the deposition 
of Agariste, Andokides again includes Alkibiades among those who fled 
into bauishmeut in consequence of it. Unless we are to suppose another 
Alkibiades, not the general in Sicily-this statement cannot be true. There 
was another Alkibiades, of the deme Phegus : but Andokides in mentioning 
him afterwards (sect. 65), specifies his deme. He was cousin of Alkibiades, 
and was in exile at the same time with him (Xenoph. Hellen. i. 2, 13). 

2 Andokides (sect. 13-34) affirms that some of the persons, accused by 
Teukrus as mutilators of the Hermre, were put to death upon his deposition. 
But I contest his accuracy on this point. For Thucydides recognises no 
one as having been put to death except those against whom Andokides 
himself informed (see vi. 27, 53, 6r). He dwells particularly upon the 
number of persons, and persons of excellent character, imprisoned on 
suspicion ; but he mentions none as having been put to death except 
those against \\'!ftom Andokides gave testimony. He describes it as a great 
harshness, and as an extraordinary proof of the reigning excitement, that 
the Athenians should have detained so many persons upon suspicion on the 

l 2 
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The informers received the promised rewards, after some 
debate as to the parties entitled to receive the reward ; for 
Pythonikus, the citizen who had produced the slave Andro
machus, pretendeq to the first claim, while Androkles, one of 
the senators, contended that the senate collectively ought to 
receive 1 the money-a strange pretension, which we do not 
know how he justified. At last however, at the time of the 
Panathenaic festival, Andromachus the slave received the first 
reward of Io,ooo drachms-Teukrus the metic, the second 
reward of I ooo drachms. 

A large numper of citizens, many of them of the first con
sideration in the city, were thus either lying in prison or had 
fled into exile. But the alarm, the agony, and the suspicion, 
in the public mind, went on increasing rather than diminishing. 
The information hitherto received had been all partial, and 
with the exception of Agariste, all the informants had been 
either slaves or metics, not citizens; while Teukrus, the only 
one among them who had stated anything respecting the 
mutilation of the Hermre, did not profess to be a party con
cerned, or to know all those who were.2 The people had 
heard only a succession of disclosures-all attesting a frequency 
of irreligious acts, calculated to insult and banish the local gods 
who protected their country and constitution-all indicating 
that there were many powerful citizens bent on prosecuting 
such designs, interpreted as treasonable-yet none communi
cating any full or satisfactory idea of the Hermokopid plot, of 
evidence of informers not entitled to credence. But he would not have 
specified this detention as extraordinary harshness, if the Athenians had 
gone so far as to put individuals to death upon the same evidence. Besides, 
to put these men to death would have defeated their own object-the full 
and entire disclosure of the plot and the conspirators. The ignorance in 
which they were of their internal enemies, was among the most agonising of 
all their sentiments ; and to put any prisoner to death until they arrived, or 
believed themselves to have arrived, at the knowledge of the whole-would 
tend so far to bar their own chance of obtaining evidence--.\ 8e a~JLos <I """' 
'A6'1)va.lwv l'tcrJL<Vos J..a.flrfw, &>s <jleTo, TO cra.tp€s, Ka.l 8ewov 'lrOIOVJL<Vol 7rpOTEpov 
el Tolls l'IT•f!ovJ..evovTa.s crtpwv Tti' "'"-M•• JL'Ii etcrovTa.l, &c. 

Wachsmuth says .(p. 194)-" The bloodthirsty dispositions of the people 
had been excited by the previous murders : the greater the number of 
victims to be slaughtered, the better were the people pleased," &c. This 
is an inaccuracy quite in harmony with the general spirit of his narrative. 
It is contradicted, implicitly, by the very words of Thucydides which he 
transcribes in his note xeS. 

1 Andokid. de Mysteriis, sect. 27-28. Ka.l 'Av8po~<J..~s v7rep 'T~s f!ouJ..~s. 
2 Andokid. de Myster. sect. 36. It seems th:1t Diognet~ who had bee~ 

commissioner of inquiry at the time when Pythonikus presented the first 
information of the slave Andromachus, was himself among the parties 
denounced by Teukrus (And. de l>Iyst. sect. 14, 15). 
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the real conspirators, or of their further purposes. The enemy 
was among themselves, yet they knew not where to lay hands 
upon him. Amidst the gloomy terrors, political blended with 
religious, which distracted their minds, all the ancient stories 
of the last and worst oppressions of the Peisistratid despots, 
ninety-five years before, became again revived. Some new 
despots, they knew not who, seemed on the point of occupying 
the acropolis. To detect the real conspirators, was the only 
way of procuring respite from this melancholy paroxysm : for 
which purpose the people were willing to welcome questionable 
witnesses, and to imprison on suspicion citizens of the best 
character, until the truth could be ascertained.1 

The public distraction was aggravated by Peisander and 
Charikles, who acted as commissioners of investigation ; furious 
and unprincipled politicians,2 at that time professing exaggerated 
attachment to the democratical constitution, though we shall 
find both of them hereafter among the most unscrupulous 
agents in its subversion. :These men loudly proclaimed that 
the facts disclosed indicated the band of Hermokopid con
spirators to be numerous, with an ulterior design of speedily 
putting down the democracy. They insisted on pressing their 
investigations until full discovery should be attained. And the 
sentiment of the people, collectively taken, responded to this 
stimulus; though individually, every man was so afraid of 
becoming himself the next victim arrested, that when the 
herald convoked th€ senate for the purpose of receiving 
informations, the crowd in the market-place straightway dis
persed. 

It was amidst such eager thirst for discovery, that a new 
informer appeared, Diokleides-who professed to communicate 
some material facts connected with the mutilation of the 
Hermre, affirming that the authors of it were three hundred in 
number. He recounted that on the night on which that 
incident occurred, he started from Athens to go to the mines 
of Laureion; wherein he had a slave working on hire, on 
whose account he was to receive pay. It was full moon, and 
the night was so bright that he began his journey, mistaking it 

1 Thucyd. vi. 53-60. ob lioKtJJ-d.(ovTes Tovs J'-'IJYuTd.s, aA.A.a ... a.v.,.o:s 
~'lr&'II"TwS luroliex&JJ-EVOt, lite'. 'li"OP'I)p&iv av8prfnrwv ... tunv ... d.vu XP'IJITTOVS T&iv 
7rOAtT&iv ~uA.A.aJJ-{Jd.vovTes KaTeliovv, XP'IJITtJJ-WTEpov .YryoVJJ-•Vot ilvat {Jauavluat 
.,.? 1rpa;rl'-a ~a\ eflpeiv, 1! lita 1'-'IJ~UTov 'll"ov'l)piav Twa Kal XP'IJtTTbv liotwvvTa elvat 
atTta8evTa a.vel.i.')'KTOV litacf>u')'etv. • • • 

• • • liewbv 7rotOVJJ-EVot, ei Tovs ~'ll"t/3ouA.evovTa.s ucp&iv Trf 1rll.~8et 1'-~ 
daoV'rat . . . 

i Andokid. de Myst. sect. 36. 
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for day-break.1 On reaching the propyheum of the temple of 
Dionysus, he saw a body of men about 300 in number descend
ing from the Odeon towards the public theatre. Being alarmed 
at such an unexpected sight, he concealed himself behind a 
pillar, from whence he had leisure to contemplate this body of 
men, who stood for some time conversing together, in groups 
of fifteen or twenty each, and then dispersed. The moon was 
so bright that he could discern the faces of most of them. As 
soon as they had dispersed, he pursued his walk to Laureion, 
from whence he returned next day and learnt to his surprise 
that during the night the Hermre had been mutilated; also 
that commissioners of inquiry had been named, and the 
reward of ro,ooo drachms proclaimed for information. Im
pressed at once with the belief, that the nocturnal crowd whom 
he had seen were authors of the deed, and happening soon 
afterwards to see one of them, Euphemus, sitting in the work
shop of a brazier-he took him aside to the neighbouring 
temple of Hephrestus, where he mentioned in confidence that 
he had seen the party at work and could denounce them,-but 
that he preferred being paid for silence, instead of giving 
information and incurring private enmities. Euphemus thanked 
him for the warning, desiring him to come next day to the 
house of Leogoras and his son Andokides, where he would see 
them as well as the other parties concerned. Andokides and 
the rest offered to him, under solemn covenant, the sum of 

1 Plutarch (Aikib. c. 20) and Diodorus (xiii. 2) assert that this testimony 
was glaringly false, since on the night in question it was new moon. I 
presume, at least, that the remark of Diodorus refers to the deposition of 
Diokleides, though he never mentions the name of the latter, and even 
describes the deposition referred to with many material variations as 
compared with Andokides. Plutarch's observation certainly refers to 
Diokleides, whose deposition (he says), affirming that he had seen and 
distinguished the persons in question by the light of the moon, on a night 
when it was new moon, shocked all sensible men, but produced no effect 
upon the blind fury of the people. Wachsmuth (Hellenisch. Alterth. vol. 
ii. ch. viii. p. 194) copies this remark from Plutarch. 

I disbelieve altogether the assertion that it was new moon on that night. 
Andokides gives in great detail the deposition of Diokleides, with a strong 
wish to show that it was false and perfidiously got up. But he nowhere 
mentions the fact that it was new moon on the night in question-though if 
we read his report and his comments upon the deposition of Diokleides, we 
shall see that he never could have omitted such a means of discrediting the 
whole tale, if the fact had been so (Andokid. de Myster. sect. 37-43). 
Besides, it requires very good positive evidence to make us believe, tha~ 
a suborned informer, giving his deposition not long after ,IJP.e of the most 
memorable nights that ever passed at Athens, would be so clumsy as to 
make particular reference to the circumstance that it was .full moon (<lvcu 
~· 1ravcrlli.7Jvov), if it had really been new moon. 
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two talents (or rz,oco drachms, thus overbidding the reward of 
zo,ooo drachms proclaimed by the senate to any truth-telling 
informer) with admission to a partnership in the benefits of 
their conspiracy, supposing that it should succeed. Upon his 
reply that he would consider the proposition, they desired him 
to meet them at the house of Kallias son of Telekles, brother
in-law of Andokides : which meeting accordingly took place, 
and a solemn bargain was concluded in the acropolis. Ando
kides and his friends engaged to pay the two talents to 
Diokleides at the beginning of the ensuing month, as the price 
of his silence. But since this engagement was never performed, 
Diokleides came with his information to the senate.! 

Such (according to the report of Andokides) was the story of 
this informer, which he concluded by designating forty-two 
individuals, out of the three hundred whom he had seen. The 
first names whom he specified were those of Mantitheus and 
Aphepsion, two senators actually sitting among his audience. 
Next came the remaining forty, among whom were Andokides 
and many of his nearest relatives-his father Leogoras, his first 
or second cousins and brother-in-law, Charmides, Taureas, 
Nisxus, Kallias son of Alkmreon, Phrynichus, Eukrates (brother 
of Nikias the commander in Sicily) and Kritias. But as there 
were a still greater number of names (assuming the total of 
three hundred to be correct) which Diokleides was unable to 
specify, the commissioner Peisander proposed that Mantitheus 
and Aphepsion should be at once seized and tortured, in order 
to force them to disclose their accomplices ; the Psephism 
passed in the archonship of Skamandrius, whereby it was 
unlawful to apply the torture to any free Athenian, being first 
abrogated. Illegal, not less than cruel, as this proposition was, 
the senate at first received it with favour. But Mantitheus and 
Aphepsion, casting themselves as suppliants upon the altar in 
the senate-house, pleaded so strenuously for their rights as 
citizens, to be allowed to put in bail and stand trial before the 
Dikastery, that this was at last graated.2 No sooner had they 

I Andokid. de ~Iyster. sect. 37-42. 
2 Considering the extreme alarm which then pervaded the Athenian 

mind, and their conviction that there were traitors among themselves whom 
yet they could not identify-it is to be noted as remarkable that they 
resisted the proposition of their commissioners for applying torture. We 
must recollect that the Athenians admitted the principle of the torture, as a 
good mode of .Iiciting truth as well as of testing depositions-for they 
applied it often to the testimony of slaves-sometimes apparently to that of 
metics. Their attachment to the established law, which forbade the appli· 
cation of it to citizens, must have been very great, to enable them to resist 
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provided their sureties, than they broke their covenant, mounted 
their horses and deserted to the enemy ; without any regard to 
their sureties, who were exposed by law to the same trial and 
the same penalties as would have overtaken the offenders 
themselves. This sudden flight, together with the news that 
a Bceotian force was assembled on the borders of Attica, 
exasperated still further the frantic terror of the public mind. 
The senate at once took quiet measures for seizing and im
prisoning all the remaining forty whose names had been 
denounced ; while by concert with the Strategi, all the citizens 
were put under arms-those who dwelt in the city, mustering 
in the market-place-those in and near the long walls, in the 
Theseium-those in Peirreus, in the square called the market
place of Hippodamus. Even the horsemen of the city were 
convoked by sound of trumpet in the sacred precinct of the 
Anakeion. The senate itself remained all night in the acropolis, 
except the Prytanes (or fifty senators of the presiding tribe) 
who passed the night in the public building called the Tholus. 

the great, special and immediate temptation to apply it in this case to 
Mantitheus and Aphepsion, if only by way of exception. 

The application of torture to witnesses and suspected persons, handed 
down from the Roman law, was in like manner recognised, and pervaded 
nearly all the criminal jurisprudence of Europe until the last century. I 
could wish to induce the reader, after having gune through the painful 
narrative of the proceedings of the Athenians concerning the mutilation 
of the Hermre, to peruse by way of comparison the .Storia della Colonna 
In.fame by the eminent Alexander 1\fanzoni, author of ' I Promessi Sposi.' 
This little volume, including a republication of Verri's 'Osservazioni su!la 
Tortura,' is full both of interest and instruction. It lays open the judicial 
enormities committed at Milan in I6Jo, while the terrible pestilence was 
raging there, by the examining judges and the senate, in order to get 
evidence against certain suspected persons called Untori; that is, men who 
were firmly believed by the whole population (with very few exceptions) to 
be causing and propagating the pestilence by means of certain ointment 
which they applied to the doors and walls of houses. Manzoni recounts 
with simple, eloquent, and impressive detail the incredible barbarity with 
which the official lawyers at Milan, under the authority of the senate, 
extorted, by force of torture, evidence against several persons, of having 
committed this imaginary and impossible crime. The persons thus con
victed were executed under horrible torments : the house of one of them 
(a barber named Mora) was pulled down, and a pillar with an inscription 
erected upon the site, to commemorate the deed. This pillar, the Colonna 
In.fame, remained standing in Milan until the close of the 18th century, 
The reader will understand, from Manzoni's narrative, the degree to which 
public excitement and alarm can operate to poison and barbarise the course 
of justice in a Christian city, without a taint of democracy, and with pro
fessional lawyers and judges to guide the whole proced!rre secretly-as 
compared with a pagan city, ultra-democratical, where judicial procedure: 
a.s well as d,ecision was all oral, public, and multitudinous. 
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Every man in Athens felt the terrible sense of an internal 
conspiracy on the point of breaking out, perhaps along with an 
invasion of the foreigner-prevented only by the timely dis
closure of Diokleides, who was hailed as the saviour of the 
city, and carried in procession to dinner at the Prytaneium.1 

Miserable as the condition of the city was generally, yet 
. more miserable was that of the prisoners confined. Moreover, 
worse, in every way, was still to be looked for-since the 
Athenians would know neither peace nor patience until they 
could reach, by some means or other, the names of the undis
closed conspirators. The female relatives and children of 
Andokides and his companions were by permission along with 
them in the prison,2 aggravating by their tears and wailings the 
affliction of the scene-when Charmides, one of the parties 
confined, addressed himself to Andokides as his cousin and 
friend, imploring him to make a voluntary disclosure of all 
that he knew, in order to preserve the lives of so many innocent 
persons his immediate kinsmen, as well as to rescue the city 
out of a feverish alarm not to be endured. "You know (he 
said) all that passed about the mutilation of the Hermre, and 
your silence will now bring destruction not only upon yourself, 
but also upon your father and upon all of us; while if you 
inform whether you have been an actor in the scene or not, 
you will obtain impunity for yourself and us, and at the same 
time soothe the terrors of the city." Such instances on the 
part of Charmides,3 aided by the supplications of the other 
prisoners present, overcame the reluctance of Andokides to 
become informer, and he next day made his disclosures to the 
senate. "Euphiletus (he said) was the chief author of the 
mutilation of the Herma!. He proposed the deed at a con
vivial party where I was present-but I denounced it in the 
strongest manner and refused all compliance. Presently I 
broke my collar-bone and injured my head, by a fall from a 
young horse, so badly as to be confined to my bed; when 
Euphiietus took the opportunity of my absence to assure the 
rest of the company falsely that I had consented, and that I 
had agreed to cut the Hermes near my paternal house, which 
the tribe £gels have dedicated. Accordingly they executed 
the project while I was incapable of moving, without my 

1 Andokid. de Myst. sect. 41-46. 
2 Andokid. de Myst. sect. 48: compare Lysias, Orat. xiii. cont. Agorat. 

sect. 42. -
3 Plutarch (Alkib. c. 21) states that the person who thus addressed himself 

to, aud persuaded, Andokid@s, was named Tim;eus. From whom he got 
the latter name, we do not know. 
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know ledge : they presumed that I would undertake the mutila
tion of this particular Hermes-and you see that this is the 
only one in all Athens which has escaped injury. When the 
conspirators ascertained that I had not been a party, Euphi
letus and Meletus threatened me with a terrible revenge unless 
I observed silence : to which I replied that it was not I, but 
their own crime, which had brought them into danger." 

Having recounted this tale (in substance) to the senate, 
Andokides tendered his slaves, both male and female, to be 
tortured, in order that they might confirm his story that he 
was in his bed and unable to leave it, on the night when the 
Hermre were mutilated. It appears that the torture was actually 
applied (according to the custom so cruelly frequent at Athens 
in the case of slaves), and that the senators thus became 
satisfied of the truth of what Andokides affirmed. He men
tioned twenty-two names of citizens as having been the 
mutilators of the Hermre. Eighteen of these names, including 
Euphiletus and Meletus, had already been specified in the 
information of Teukrus; the remaining four were, Panretius, 
Diakritus, Lysistratus, and Chreredemus-all of whom fled the 
instant that their names were mentioned, without waiting the 
chance of being arrested. As soon as the senate heard the 
story of Andokides, they proceeded to question Diokleides 
over again ; who confessed that he had given a false deposition, 
and begged for mercy, mentioning Alkibiades the Phegusian 
(a relative of the commander in Sicily) and Amiantus, as having 
suborned him to the crime. Both of them fled immediately 
on this revelation; but Diokleides was detained, sent before 
the Dikastery for trial, and put to death.! 

The foregoing is the story which Andokides, in the oration 
De Mysteriis delivered between fifteen and twenty years after
wards, represented himself to have communicated to the senate 
at this perilous crisis. But it probably is not the story which 
he really did tell-certainly not that which his enemies repre
sented him as having told : least of all does it communicate 
the whole truth, or afford any satisfaction to such anxiety and 
alarm as are described to have been prevalent at the time. 
Nor does it accord with the brief intimation ofThucydides, who 
tells us that Andokides impeached himself along with others 
as participant in the mutilation.2 Among the accomplices 

1 The narrative, which I have here given in substance, i.to be found in 
Andokid. de Myst. sect. 48-66. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 6o. Kal cl p.ev au.,.&s .,.. t<a8' ~av'Toii t<al t<<a' 
ltA.A.wv p:rw{m 'TO .,.c;;v 'EpfLwV, &c. 
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against whom he informed, his enemies affirmed that his 
own nearest relatives were included-though this latter state
ment is denied by himself. We may be sure, therefore, that 
the tale which Andokides really told was something very 
different from what now stands in his oration. But what it 
really was, we cannot make out. Nor should we gain much, 
even if it could be made out-since even at the time neither 
Thucydides nor other intelligent critics could determine how 
far it was true. The mutilation of the Herm::e remained to 
them always an unexplained mystery; though they accounted 
Andokides the principal organiser.1 

That which is at once most important and most incontestable, 
is the effect produced by the revelations of Andokides, true or 
false, on the public mind at Athens. He was a young man of 
rank and wealth in the city, belonging to the sacred family of 
the Kerykes-said to trace his pedigree to the hero Odysseus
and invested on a previous occasion with an important naval 
command; whereas the preceding informers had been metics 
and slaves. Moreover he was making confession of his own 
guilt. Hence the people received his communications with 
implicit confidence. They were so delighted to have got to 
the bottom of the terrible mystery, that the public mind 
subsided from its furious terrors into comparative tranquillity. 
The citizens again began to think themselves in safety and to 
resume their habitual confidence in each other, while the 

To the same effect, see the hostile oration of Lysias contra Andocidem, 
Or. vi. sect. 36, 37, 51: also Andokides himself, De Mysteriis, sect. 71; 
De Reditu, sect. 7. 

If we may believe the Pseudo-Plutarch (Vit. X. Orator. p. 834), Ando· 
kides had on a previous occasion been guilty of drunken irregularity and 
camaging a statue. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 6o. EV'raii8a ltva7rel8eTal •Ts 'rWV oeoeplvwv, 8cr7rEp 
~06tc£l a.lTtcf,'Ta.Tos £1Val, inrO TiiJTI ~vvBeup.oo-riiw-rwos, e'CTE lfpa Kal Tit OvTa. 
f''fiVvcraz, etTe 1<al oli• €1r' ltp¢6npa 7iip elKcl(eTaz· 7"0 o~ cra<Ph oboels oliTe 
7"67"E olin ficrnpov ~XEl e17rtLV 7rEpl 'rWV Opacrc£vTWV '7"0 fp"fOV. 

If the statement of Andokides in the Oratio de M ysteriis is correct, the 
deposition previously given by Teukrus the metic must have been a true 
one ; though this man is commonly denounced among the lying witnesses 
(see the words of the comic writer, Phrynichus ap. Plutarch. Alkib. c. 20). 

Thucydides refuses even to mention the name of Andokides, and ex
presses himself with more than usual reserve about this dark transaction
as if he were afraid of giving offence to great Athenian families. The 
bitter feuds which it left behind at Athens, for years after ards, are shown 
in the two orations of Lysias and of Andokides. If the story of Didymus 
be true, that Th•ydides after his return from exile to Athens died by a 
Yiolent death (see Biogr. Thucyd. p. xvii. ed. Arnold), it would seem pro
bable that all his reserve did not protect him against private enmities 
arising out of his historical assertions. · 
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hoplites everywhere on guard were allowed to return to their 
homes. 1 All the prisoners in custody on suspicion, except 
those against whom Andokides informed, were forthwith 
released : those who had fled out of apprehension, were 
allowed to return ; while those whom he named as guilty, were 
tried, convicted, and put to death. Such of them as had 
already fled, were condemned to death in their absence, and a 
reward offered for their heads.2 And though discerning men 
were not satisfied with the evidence upon which these sentences 
were pronounced, yet the general public fully believed them
selves to have punished the real offenders, and were thus 
inexpressibly relieved from the depressing sense of unexpiated 
insult to the gods, as well as of danger to their political con
stitution from the withdrawal of divine protection.3 Andokides 
himself was pardoned, and was for the time an object, 
apparently, even of public gratitude; so that his father 
Leogoras, who had been among the parties imprisoned, 
ventured to indict a senator named Speusippus for illegal pro
ceedings towards him, and obtained an almost unanimous 
verdict from the Dikastery.' But the character of a statue
breaker and an informer could never be otherwise than odious 
at Athens. Andokides was either banished by the indirect 
effect of a general disqualifying decree; or at least found that 
he had made so many enemies, and incurred so much obloquy, 
by his conduct in this affair, as to make it necessary for him to 
quit the city. He remained in banishment for many years, 
and seems never to have got clear of the hatred which his 
conduct in this nefarious proceeding so well merited. 5 

But the comfort arising out of these disclosures respecting 
1 Thucyd. vi. 60. '0 8t 8i),uos o Twv 'A8rwalwv 6-<T,u<vos ll.a/Mv, &Is <j$eTo, 

Tb <Ta<Jlls, &c. : compare Andokid. de Mysteriis, sect. 67, 68. 
2 Andokid. de Myster. sect. 66 ; Thucyd. vi. 6o ; Philochorus Frag

ment, III, ed. Didot. 
3 Thucyd. vi. 6o. n ,ulVTot 6-l\71.'1 7rO)I.lS 7r€pt<Jlavws w¢lll.'7'f'O : compare 

Andokid. de Reditu, sect. 8. 
4 See Andokid. de Mysteriis, sect. r7. There are several circumstances 

not easily intelligible respecting this -ypa<Jlh 7rapavo,uwv which Andokidi!s 
alleges that his father Leogoras brought against the senator Speusippus, 
before a Dikastery of 6000 persons (a number very difficult to believe), 
out of whom he says that Speusippus only obtained 200 votes. But if 
this trial ever took place at all, we cannot believe that it could have taken 
place until after the public mind was tranquillised by the disclosures of 
Andokides-especially as Leogoras was actually in prison along with 
Andokidi!s immediately before those disclosures were ~ven in. 

0 See for evidence of these general positions respecting the circumstanc !S 

of Andokid@s, the three Orations-Andokides de Mysteriis-Andokides 
de Reditu Suo-and Lysias contra Andokidem. 
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the Herma!, though genuine and inestimable at the moment, 
was soon again disturbed. There still remained the various 
alleged profanations of the Eleusinian mysteries, which had not 
yet been investigated or brought to atonement; profanations 
the more sure to be pressed home, and worked with a factitious 
exaggeration of pious zeal, since the enemies of Alkibiades 
were bent upon turning them to his ruin. Among all the 
ceremonies of Attic religion, there was none more profoundly 
or universally reverenced than the mysteries of Eleusis; 
originally enjoined by the goddess Demeter herself, in her visit 
to that place, to Eumolpus and the other Eleusinian patriarchs, 
and transmitted as a precious hereditary privilege in their 
families.l Celebrated annually in the month of September 
under the special care of the Basileus or second Archon, these 
mysteries were attended by vast crowds from Athens as well as 
from other parts of Greece, presenting to the eye a solemn and 
imposing spectacle, and striking the imagination still more 
powerfully by the special initiation which they conferred, under 
pledge of secrecy, upon pious and predisposed communicants. 
Even the divulgation in words to the uninitiated, of that which 
was exhibited to the eye and ear of the assembly in the interior 
of the Eleusinian temple, was accounted highly criminal : much 
more the actual mimicry of these ceremonies for the amuse
ment of a convivial party. · Moreover the individuals who held 
the great sacred offices at Eleusis (the Hierophant, the Daduch 
or Torch-bearer, and the Keryx or Herald)-which were trans
mitted by inheritance in the Eumolpida! and other great 
families of antiquity and importance, were personally insulted 
by such proceedings, and vindicated their own dignity at the 
same time that they invoked punishment on the offenders in 
the name of Demeter and Persephone. The most appalling 
legends were current among the Athenian public, and repeated 
on proper occasions even by the Hierophant himself, respect
ing the divine judgements which always overtook such impious 
men.2 

1 Homer, Hymn. Cerer. 475· Compare the Epigram cited in Lobeck, 
Eleusinia, p. 47· 

2 Lysias cont. Andokid. init. et fin.; Andokid. de Myster. sect. 29. 
Compare the fragment of a lost Oration by Lysias against Kinesias (Fragrn. 
xxxi. p. 490, Bekker; Athenreus, xii. p. 551)-where Kinesias and his 
friends are accused of numerous impieties, one of which consisted in cele
brating festivals on unlucky and forbidden days, " in derision of our ?ods 
and our laws" --:s Ka:ra:yeA.wvT<S TWV e.c;,,. Kctl TOlV vop.wv TwV ~p.•-r•pwv. 
The lamentable consequences which the displeasure of the gods had 
brought upon them are then set forth : the companions of Kinesias had all 
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Ct. When we recollect how highly the Eleusinian mysteries 

· JF were venerated by Greeks not born in Athens, and even 
~~J 

1
by ~oreig:ners, we shal~ not ~onder at the violent indignation 

' j,~c1ted m the Atheman mmd by persons who profaned or 
:;If'! pivu!g~~. them; especially at a moment when their re_ligious 

r'sensibihtles had been so keenly wounded, and so tardily and 
\ c:-te~ently h~ale~, in reference to. the He:m~.1 It wa~ about 
,... this same time 2 that a prosecutiOn was mstrtuted agamst the 

Melian philosopher Diagoras for irreligious doctrines. Having 
left Athens before trial, he was found guilty in his absence, 
and a reward was offered for his life. 

Probably the privileged sacred families, connected with the 
mysteries, were foremost in calling for expiation from the state 
to the majesty of the Two offended goddesses, and for punish
ment on the delinquents.3 And the enemies of Alkibiades, 
personal as well as political, found the opportunity favourable 
for reviving that charge against him which they had artfully 
suffered to drop before his departure to Sicily. The matter of 
fact alleged against him-the mock-celebration of these holy 
ceremonies-was not only in itself probable, but proved by 
reasonably good testimony against him and some of his 
intimate companions. Moreover, the overbearing insolence of 
demeanour habitual with Alkibiades, so glaringly at variance 
with the equal restraints of democracy, enabled his enemies to 

miserably perished, while Kin~sias himself was living in wretched health and 
in a condition worse than death--rh o' o!IT"'s lxovTa TocrovTov xp&vov o<a
TEJ...eLv, 1ea.~ ~ea.B' Etcdcr-r'TlV -fJ~J.Ipav lt.1f'o0vf]lTICOJITa. p.:q 86vaa6at TeA.evTijO"a.t Thv 
{:Jlov, TOOTO<S p.OVO<S 7rpocr~tm TOLS .,.(, 'I'Otav"Ta a .... p O~'TOS E~T)p.apTf/t<&crt. 

The comic poets Strattis and Plato also marked out Kin~sias among 
their favourite subjects of derision and libel, and seem particularly to have 
represented his lean person and constant ill-health as a punishment of the 
gods for his impiety. See Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Grrec. (Strattis), vol. 
ii. p. 768 (Plato), p. 679. 

1 Lysias cont. Andokid. sect. 50, sr; Cornel. Nepos, Alcib. c. 4· The 
expressions of Pindar (Fragm. g6) and of Sophokl~s (Fragm. 58, Brunck. 
-CEdip. Kolon. ro58) respecting the value of the Eleusinian mysteries are 
very striking : also Cicero, Legg. ii. I4. 

Horace will not allow himself to be under the same roof, or in the same 
boat, with any one who has been guilty of divulging these mysteries (Od. 
iii. 2, 26), much more then of deriding them. 

The reader will find the fullest information about these ceremonies in the 
Eleusinia, forming the first treatise in the work of Lobeck called Aglao
phamus ; and in the Dissertation called Eleusinia, in K. 0. Muller's 
Kleine SchrifJ:en, vol. ii. p. 242 seqq. 

2 Diodor. xiii. 6. 
3 We shall find these sacred families hereafter to be the most obstinate 

in opposing the return of Alkibiad~s from banishment (Thucyd. viii. 
53)-
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impute to him not only irreligious acts, but anti constitutional 
purposes ; an association of ideas which was at this moment 
the more easily accredited, since his divulgation and parody oJ 
the mysteries did not stand alone, but was interpreted in con
junction with the recent mutilation of the Herm:oe-as a. 
manifestation of the same anti-patriotic and irreligious feeling, 
if not part and parcel of the same treasonable scheme. And 
the alarm on this subject was now renewed by the appearanct! 
of a Lacedremonian army at the isthmus, professing to con
template some enterprise in conjunction with the BC£otians-, 
a purpose not easy to understand, and presenting every appear
ance of being a cloak for hostile designs against Athens. So 
fully was this believed among the Athenians, that they took 
arms, and remained under arms one whole night in the sacred 
precinct of the Theseium. No enemy indeed appeared, either 
without or within : but the conspiracy had only been prevented 
from breaking out (so they imagined) by the recent inquiries 
and detection. Moreover the party in Argos connected with 
Alkibiades were just at this time suspected of a plot for the 
subversion of their own democracy; which still further 
aggravated the presumptions against him, while it induced the 
Athenians to give up to the Argeian democratical government 
the oligarchical hostages taken from that town a few months 
before,1• in order that it might put those hostages to death, 
whenever it thought fit. f. .J;; 

Such incidents materially aided the enemies of Alkibiades in~'l 
their unremitting efforts to procure his recall and condemnation. ' 'V 
Among them were men very different in station and temper:~ 
Thessalus son of Kimon, a man of the highest lineage and of ·.-~ 
hen:dinrry oligarchical politics-as well as Androkles, a leading ~i\ • 
demagogue or popular orator. It was the Tormer-who preferred 
against him in the senate the memorable impeachment which, 
fortunately for our information, is recorded verbatim. 

'' Thessalus son of Kimon, of the Deme Lakiadre, hath 
impeached Alkibiades son of Kleinias, of the Deme Skam
bonidre, as guilty of crime in regard to the Two Goddesses 
Demeter and Persephone-in mimicking the mysteries and 
exhibiting them to his companions in his own house-wearing 
the costume of the Hierophant~applying to himself the name 
of Hierophant; to Polytion that of Daduch; to Theodorus, that 
of Herald-and addressing his remaining companions as Mysts 
and Epopts: altcontrary to the sacred customs and canons, of 

l Thucyd. vi. 53-61. 
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old established by the Eumolpidre, the Kerykes, and the 

,..Eleusinian priests." 1 

~ ~.,1 Similar impeachments being at the same time presented 
, -r1' against other citizens now serving in Sicily along with Alkibi
, .1 ',:}des, the accusers moved that he and the rest might be sent 
'"". ::Xor to come home and take their trial. We may observe that 
, . ' the indictment against him is quite distinct and special, making 

; .. (.m allusion to any supposed treasonable or anti-constitutional 
:. · . :projects. Probably however these suspicions were pressed by 
. ·(·· ;~is enemies in their preliminary speeches, for the purpose of 

,' inducing the Athenians to remove him from the command of 
•, the army forthwith, and send for him home. For such a step 

· '/it was indispensable that a strong case should be made out: 
>~ but the public was at length thoroughly brought round, and 

the Salaminian trireme was despatched to Sicily to fetch him. 
Great care however was taken, in sending this summons, to 
avoid all appearance of prejudgement, or harshness, or menace. 
The trierarch was forbidden to seize his person, and had in 
structions to invite him simply to accompany the Salaminian 
home in his own trireme; so as to avoid the hazard of offend
ing the Argeian and Mantineian allies serving in Sicily, or the 
army itself. 2 

~~~ It was on the return of the Athenian army-from their un
' •-:-'}successful attempt at Kamarina, to their previous quarters at 

Katana-that they found the Salaminian trireme newly arrived 
. :·]om Athens with this grave requisition against the general. 
.··/ Ve may be sure that Alkibiades received private intimation 

1 ~,., om his friends at Athens, by the same trireme, communicating 
~-'·to him the temper of the people; so that his resolution was 
<;Y'·~eedily taken. Professing to obey, he departed in his own 
11 "'~:ireme on the voyage homeward, along with the other persons 
;i , ;ticcused ; the Salaminian trireme being in company. But as 
;J.~~ soon as they arrived at Thurii in coasting along Italy, he and 
If:" his companions quitted the vessel and disappeared. After a 
' 'VI'in,Iitless search on the part of the Salaminian trierarch, the two 
"'-t,..V_,t';iremes were obliged to return to Athens without him. Both 

t,; 1 Plutarch, Alkib. c. 22. elrnrall.os Klp.owos !latw:lo71s, 'Ali.Kt/3tcUi71v 
Kll.<wiou l~<ap./3wvlo71v Ei<T~'Yi'"ll.ev ao<Keiv ..-epl .,.,), 8erf>, ·dw Af,p..,.,.pa Kal T~v 
K.,6p11V,,... Q.r'ltOJLlP;,_O{J!J.EVOV ore\ Jl.VG'T.f]pta., Ka.l t'OEtiCV~OV'Ta. :ois ariToiJ ,eTal~o:s ~V 'T~ 
o"dq. 7"!1 ectuTou, txol"Ta <TToll..f,v, ofav..-ep <EporpavT71S •xwv OE<KVUEI Tct <epa, Kct! 
ovop.&.(ovn IJ.O'T~V p.~v leporp&.v.,..,v, Uoll.vrlwva 0~ oq.oovxov, K~pUKIJ. • 0~ 
0eoowpov of>71')1da.• 'TOUS o' ti.ll.ll.ous eTa.lpous, fJ.O<T'T<tS Df'OG"CT.JIOpEVOV'TCT. Ka.l 
br01T'TCT.S, 1ra.pa Ta vbp.tp.a. Kal Ta KafJ<<T'1"711<07"CT. l!1r0 '1"' Ebp.oll.mo&v Ka.l K'f/pVKwll 
~eal TEiJv leploov orWv ~~ 'E11.evO'ivos. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 6r. 
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Alkibiades and the rest of the accused (one of whom 1 was his 
own cousin and namesake) were tried, condemned to death on 
non-appearance, and their property confiscated; while the 
Eumolpidre and the other Eleusinian sacred families pro
nounced him to be accursed by the gods, for his desecration of 
the mysteries 2-and recorded the condemnation on a plate of 
lead. . ~ 

frobably his disappearance and exile were acceptable to his t.-:f 
enemies at Athens : at any rate, they thus made sure of getting #(""' 
rid of him ; while had he come back, his condemnation to~~ 
death, though probable, could not be regarded as certain. In J' 
considering the conduct of t~e Athenians tO\~ards Alkibiades, ':..~ 
we have to remark, that the people were gmlty of no act of 't\'r 
injustice. He had committed-at least there was fair reason ~. 

1 
for believing that he had committed-an act criminal in the \,\ 
estimation of every Qreek ;_.:_tTi~- divulga-ti6n · and profanation V 
of the myste;i:s. Thi~ act-alleged against him i~ the indict- \)JJ 
men1 very d1stmctly, dtvested of all supposed ultenor purpose, f.! 
treasonable or otherwise-was legally punishable at Athens, • 
and was universally accounted guilty in public estimation; as /(v 
an offence at once against the religious sentiment of the people~ 
and against the public safety, by offending the Two goddesses 
(Demeter and Persephone), and driving them to withdraw 
their favour and protection. The same demand for legal 
punishment would have been supposed to exist in a Christian 
Catholic country, down to a very recent period of history-if 
instead of the Eleusinian mysteries we suppose_ the Sacrifice of 
the Mass to have been the ceremony ridiculed; though such 
a proceeding would involve no breach of obligation to secrecy. 
Nor ought we to judge what would have been the measure of 
penalty formerly awarded to a person convicted of such an 
offence, by consulting the tendency of penal legislation during 
the last sixty years. Even down to the last century it would 
have been visited with something sharper than the draught of 
hemlock, which is the worst that could possibly have befallen 
Alkibiades at Athens-as we may see by the condemnation 
and execution of the Chevalier de la Barre at Abbeville in 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i. 2, 13. 
~ Thucyd. vi. 6r; Plutarch, Alkib. c. 22-33; Lysias, Orat. vi. cont. 

Andokid. sect. 42. 
Plutarch says that it would have been easy for Alkibiades to raise a 

mutiny in tbe army at Katana, had he chosen to resist the order for 
coming home. B't!t this is highly improbable. Considering what his 
conduct became immediately afterwards, we shall see good reason to believe 
that he would have taken this step, had it been practicable. 
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q66. The uniform tendency of Christian legislation,l down 
to a recent peri'ou, leaves no room for reproaching the Athe
nians with excessive cruelty in th~ir penal visitation of offences 
against the religious sentiment. On the contrary, the Athe
nians are distinguished for comparative mildness and tolerance, 
as we shall find various opportunities for remarking. 

1 To appreciate fairly the violent emotion raised at Athens by the mutila
tion of the Hermre and by the profanation of the Mysteries, it is necessary 
to consider the way in which analogous acts of sacrilege have been viewed 
in Christian and Catholic penal legislation, even down to the time of the 
first French Revolution . 
. I transcribe the following extract from a work of authority on French 

.criminaljurisprudence-_!ousse, Traite de la Justice Criminelle, Paris, z;;r, 
part iv. tit. 27, vol. iii. p. 672:-

" Du Crime de Leze-Majeste Divine.-Les Crimes de Leze-Majeste 
Divine, sont ceux qui attaquent Dieu immediatement, et qu'on doit regarder 
par cette raison comme les plus atroces et les plus execrables. La Majeste 
~e Dieu peut etre offensee de plusieurs manieres.-r. En niant !'existence 
~e Dieu. 2. Par le crime de ceux qui attentent directement contre la 
Divinite: comme quand on profane ou qu'on foule aux pieds les saintes 
Hosties; ou qu'on frappe les Images de Dieu dans le dessein de !'insulter. 
·C'est ce qu'on appelle Crime de Leze-Majestt Divine au premier Chef" 

Again in the same work, part iv. tit. 46, n. 5, 8, ro, II, vol. iv. 
P· 97-99:-

" La jn·ojanation des Sacremens et des Mystdres de !a Religion est un 
sacrilege des plus extcrables. Tel est le crime de ceux qui emploient les 
choses sacn!es a des usages communs et mauvais, en derision des Mysteres; 
ceux qui profanent !a sainte Eucharistic, ou qui en abusent en quelque 
maniere que ce soit ; ceux qui, en mepris de Ia Religion, profanent les 
Fonts-Baptismaux ; qui jettent par terre les saintes Hosties, ou qui !es em
ploient a des usages viis et profanes; ceux qui, en derision de nos sacres 
Mystb·es les contrifont dans leun debauches; ceux qui frappent, mutilent, 
abattent, les Images comacrees a Dieu, ott a !a Sainte Vierge, ou aux Saints, 
en mepris de !a Religion ; et enfin, taus ceux qui commettent de sem
blab!es impietes. Taus ces crimes son! des crimes de Leze-Majestt! dtvine au 
premier Chef, parce qu'ils s'attaquent immediatement a Dieu, et ne se font 
a aucun dessein que de I' offenser." 

". . . La peine du Sacrilege, par I' Ancien Testament, etoit celle du feu, 
et d'etre lapide.-Par les Loix Romaines, les coupables etoient condamnts 
au fer, au feu, et aux betes farouches, suivant les circonstances.-En France, 
Ia peine du sacrilege est arbitraire, et depend de Ia qualite et des circon
stances du crime, du lieu, du temps, et de Ia qualite de l'accuse.-Dans le 
sacrilege au premier Chef, qui attaque !a Divinite, !a Sainte Vierge, et les 
Saints, v. g. a l'egard de ceux qui foulent aux pieds les saintes Hosties, ou 

·<jUi Jes jettent a terre, OU en abusent, et gui Jes emp!oient a des usages viis 
et profanes, Ia peine est le feu, !'amende honorable, et le poing coupe. II 
en est de meme de ceux qui profanent les Fonts-Baptismaux; ceux qui, en 
derision de nos Mystires, s' m moquent et.les contrifont dans leurs dlbauches : 
ils doivent etre punis de peine capitale, parceque ces crimes attaquent 
immediatement la Divinite." -

~f. J ousse proceeds to cite several examples of persons condemned to 
death for acts of sacrilege, of the nature above described. 
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Now in reviewing the conduct of the Athenians towards y~ 

Alkibiades, we -must consider, that this violation of the "~ 
mysteries, of which he was indicted in good legal form, was f'\ ' 
an action for which he really des~rved __ fll.lllishment-if any one!.,.,~.,...~ 
de_served it. EveQ his enemies did not fabricate this charge, 'l- ...:)I 
of impute it to himfalsely; ~though they were guilty of in-~ 
si~ious a~d unr;rincipled. mane£~vre_s to exa~per~te the pu~lic \\~\ 
mmd agamst him. Their machmat10ns begm \Vlth the mut1la- tc ~ 
tion of the Herm<e : an act of new and unparalleled wickedness, Jh 
to which historians of Greece seldom do justice .. It was not,, _.A' 
like the violations of the mysteries, a piece of indecent pastime~ J) 
committed within four walls, and never intended to become ~W 
known. It was an outrage essentially public, planned and t"\ 
executed by conspirators for the deliberate purpose of lacer-epe,:'~ 
ating the religious mind of Athens, and turning the prevalent ~
terror and distraction to political profit. Thus much is certain ; V. 
though we cannot be sure who the conspirators were, nor what .. 1 ;J 
was their exact or special purpose. That the destruction of l__. 
Alkibiades wa:s-one of"tne direCt- purposes of the conspirators, 
is highly probable. But his enemies, even if they were not 
among the original authors, at least took upon themselves half 
the guilt of the proceeding, by making it the basis of 
treacherous machinations against his person. Ho~v their 
scheme, which was originally contrived to destroy hiii!_ \:>efore 
the expedition dep"_art§a_,_ aCfi.rsL [iU]~,_ -'vas then artfully 
dropped, and- at length effectually revived, after a long train 
of calumny against the absentgeneral=rlas ~~en already re-. 
counted. It is among the dafl{estcnapters of Athenian 
politicaThistory, indicating, on the part of the people, strong 
religious excitability, without any injustice towards Alkibiades : 
but indicating, on the part of his enemies, as well as of the 
Hermokopids generally, a depth of wicked contrivance rarely 
paralleled in political warfare. · It is to these men, not to the 
people, that Alkibiades owes ljis expulsion, aided indeed by the 
effect of his own previous chatacter. In regard to the Herm::e, 
the Athenians condemned to death-after and by consequence 
of the deposition of Andokides-a small number of men who 
may perhaps have been innocent victims, but whom they sincerely 
believed to be guilty; and whose death not only tranquillised 
comparatively the public mind, but served as the only means 
qf rescue to a far larger number of prisoners confined on 
suspicion. In.-egard to Alkibiades; they came to no collective 
resolution, except that of recalling him to take his trial : a reso
lution implying no wrong in those who voted for it, whatever 
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may be the guilt of those who proposed and prepared 
perfidious means.l 

1 The proceedings in England in 1678 and 1679, in consequence of the ; 
pretended Popish Plot, have been alluded to by various authors and recently ' 
by Dr. Thirlwall, as affording an analogy to that which occurred at Athens ; 
after the mutilation of the Herrnre. But there are many material differences, 
and all, so far as I can perceive, to the adva.ntage of Athens. 

The "hellish and damnable plot of the Popish Recusants" (to adopt 
the words of the Houses of Lords and Commons-see Dr. Lingard's 
History of England, vol. xiii. ch. v. p. 88-words, the like of which were 
doubtless employed at Athens in reference to the Hermokopids) was base
less, mendacious, and incredible, from the beginning. It started from no 
real fact : the whole of it was a tissue of fa-lsehoods and fabrications pro
ceeding from Oates, Bedloe, and a few other informers of the worst 
character. 

At Athens, there was unquestionably a plot : the Hermokopids were · 
real conspirators, not few in number. No one could doubt that they con- , 
spired for other objects besides the mutilation of the Hermre. At the same ; 
time, no one knew what these objects were, nor who the conspirators : 
themselves were. I 

If before the mutilation of the Hermre, a man like Oates had pretended I 
to reveal to the Athenian people. a fabricated plot implicating Alkibiad&s I 
and others, he would have found no credence. It was not until after and 

1 by reason of that terror-striking incident, that the Athenians began to give 1 
credence to informers. And we are to recollect that they did not put l 
any one to death on the evidence of these informers. They contented 1 
themselves with imprisoning on suspicion, until they got the confession and( 
deposition of Andokides. Those Implicated in that deposition were con-/ 
demned to death. Now Andokid&s, as a witness, deserves but very quali
fied confidence : yet it is impossible to degmde him to the same level even 1 
as Teukrus or Diokleides-much less to that of Oates and Bedloe. We 
cannot wonder that the people trusted him-and under the peculiar circum
stances of the case, it was the least evil that they should trust him. The 
witnesses upon whose testimony the prisoners under the Popish Plot were 
condemned, were even inferior to Teukrus and Diokleides m presumptive 
credibility. 

The Athenian people have been censured for their folly in believing the 
democratical constitution in danger, because the Hermre had been mutilated. 
I have endeavoured to show, that looking to their religious ideas, the 
thread of connexion between these two ideas is perfectly explicable. And 
why are we to quarrel with the Athenians because they took arms, and put 
themselves on their guard, when a Lacedremonian or a Boeotian armed force 
was actually on their frontier? 

As for the condemnation of Alkibiad&s and others for profaning and di
vulging the Eleusinian mysteries, these are not for a moment to be put 
upon a level with the condemnations in the Popish Plot. These were true 
charges : at least there is strong presumptive reason for believing that they l 
were true. Persons were convicted and punished for having done acts , 
which they really had done, and which they knew to be legal crimes. J 
Whether it be right to constitute such acts legal crimes, or not-is j 
another question. The enormity of the Popish Plot co~isted in punishing, 
persons for acts which they had not done, and upon depositions of the most ; 
lying and worthless witnesses. ~ 
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In order to appreciate the desperate hatred with which the 

6ci.Ie Alkibiades afterwards revenged himself on his country
nen, it has been necessary to explain to what extent he had 
'USt ground of complaint against them. On being informed 
:hat they had condemned him to death in his absence, he is 
;aid to have exclaimed-" I shall show them that I am alive." 
He fully redeemed his word.! 

The recall and consequent banis!"lment of Alkibiades was 
mischievous to Athens in severarways. It transferred to the 

The state of mind into which the Athenians were driven after the cutting' 
)f the Hermre, was indeed very analogous to that of the English people 
:luring the circulation of the Popish Plot. The suffering, terror, and dis
:raction, I apprehend to have been even greater at Athens: but while the 
::ause of it was graver and more real, nevertheless the active injustice which 
it produced was far less, than in England. 

Mr. Fox observes, in reference to the Popish Plot-History of James II., 
ch. i. p. 33:-

"Although, upon a review of this truly shocking transaction, we may be 
fairly justified in adopting the milder alternative, and in imputing to the 
greater part of those concerned in it, rather an extraordinary degree of 
blind credulity, than the deliberate wickedness of planning and assisting in 
the perpetration of legal murder ; yet the proceedings on the Popish Plot 

~
ust always be considered as an indelible disgrace upon the English nation, 

which king, parliament, judges, juries, witnesses, prosecutors, have all 
eir respective, though certainly not equal, shares. Witnesses-of such a 

~aracter as not to deserve credit in the most trifling cause, upon the most 
Immaterial facts-gave evidence so incredible, or, to speak more properly, 
so impossible to be true, that it ought not to have been believed even 
if it had come from the mouth of Cato : and upon such evidence, from 
such witnesses, were innocent men condemned to death and executed. 
· rosecutors, whether attorneys and solicitors-general, or managers of im

eachment, acted with the fury which in such circumstances might be 
· xpected : juries partook naturally enough of the national ferment : and 
udges, whose duty it was to guard them against such impressions, were 
candalously active in confirming them in their prejudices and inflaming 
hdr passions." 

I have substituted the preceding quotation from Mr. Fox, in place of 
,hat from Dr. Lingard, which stood in my first edition. On such a point, 
t has been remarked that the latter might seem a partial witness, though 
n reality his judgement is noway more severe than that of Hume, or Mr. 
·ox, or Lord Macaulay. 

It is to be noted that the House of Lords, both acting as a legislative 
body, and in their judicial character when the Catholic Lord Stafford was 
tried before them (Lingard, Hist. Engl. ch. vi. p. 231-241), displayed a 

egree of prejudice and injustice quite equal to that of the judges and 
uries in the law-courts. 

Both the English judicature on this occasion-and the Milanese judica
ture on the occasion adverted to in a previous note-were more corrupted 

d driven to gre~er injustice by the reigning prejudice, than the purely 
popular Dikastery of Athens in the affair of the Herma:, and of the other 
1--rofanations. 

' Plutarch, Alkib. c. 22. 
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enemy's camp an angry exile, to make known her weak pointE 
and to rouse the sluggishness of Sparta. It offended a portim 
of the Sicilian armament-most of all probably the Argeianf 
and ;o.{antlneians-and slackened their zeal in the cause.1 

And what was worst of all, it left the armament altogether 
under the paralysing command of Nifdas. For Lamachus, 
though still equal in nominal authority, and now invested wit~ 
the command of one-half instead of one-third of the army,i 
appears to have had no real influence except in the field, or in~ 
the actual execution of that which his colleague had already 
resolved. 

The armament now proceeded-as Nikias had first suggested 
-to sail round from Katana to Selinus and Egesta. It was 
his purpose to investigate the quarrel between the two as well 
as the financial means of the latter. Passing through the 
strait and along the north coast of the island, he first touched 
at Himera, where admittance was refused to him ; he nex~ 
captured a Sikanian maritime town named Hykkara, togethe 
with many prisoners ; among them the celebrated courteza 
La!s, then a very young girl. 2 Having handed over this place 
to the Egestceans, Nikias went in person to inspect their cit)f 
and condition ; but could obtain no more money than thE\ 
thirty talents which had been before announced on the ~econ(i 
visit of the commissioners. He then restored the prisoners 
from Hykkara to their Sikanian countrymen, receiving a 
ransom of 120 talents, 3 and conducted the Athenian land-force 
across the centre of the island, through the territory of the 
friendly Sikels to Katana; making an attack in his way upo 
the hostile Sikel town of Hybla, in which he was repulsed. A. 
Katana he was rejoined by his naval force. 

It was now seemingly about the middle of October, an 
three months had elapsed since the arrival of the Atheniar: 
armament at Rhegium ; during which period they had achievec 
nothing beyond the acquisition of Naxus and Katana as allies 

1 Thucyd. ii. 6 5· .,.&. 'TE ~" .,.q; U'Tpa"To?rlllrp &p.{37>..6TEpa ~?roiovv, &c. 
2 The statements respecting the age and life of La1s appear involved ir. 

inextricable confusion. See the note of Goller ad Philisti Fragment. V. 
3 Diodor. xiii. 6; Thucyd. vi. 62. Kal .,.&vllpd?rolla & "'Ill o u a v, «a' 

t')'lvov"To t~ av"Twv e1«out ""'l e«a-rlw Tdl>..av-ra. The word &.,lllouav seems t, 
mean that the prisoners were handed over to their fellow-countrymen, tht 
natural persons to negotiate for their release, upon private contract of a 
definite sum. Had Thucydides said &?rllioV"To, it would have meant that the' 
were put up to auction for what they would fetch. Tms distinction is at 
least possible-and (in my judgement) more admissible than that proposed 
in the note of Dr. Arnold. 
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:xcept the insignificant capture of Hykl:ara. But Naxus and 
Katana, as Chalkidic cities, had been counted upon before· 
hand even by :Kikias; together with Rhegium, which had been 
found reluctant, to his great disappointment. What is still worse 
in reference to the character of the general, not only nothing 
.serious had been achieved, but nothing serious had been 
attempted. The precious moment pointed out by Lamachus 
for action, when the terrific menace of the untried armament 
·was at its maximum, and preparation as well as confidence was 
wanting at Syracuse, had been irreparably wasted. Every day 
the preparations of the Syracusans improved and their fears 
diminished. The invader, whom they had looked upon as so 
formidable, turned out both hesitating and timorous, 1 and 
when he disappeared out of their sight to Hykkara and Egesta 
-still more when he assailed in vain the insignificant Sikel 
Jost of Hybla-their minds underwent a reaction from dismay 
:o extreme confidence. The mass of Syracusan citizens, now 
·einforced by allies from Selinus and other cities, called upon 
:!-leir generals to lead them to the attack of the Athenian 
Josition at Katana, since the Athenians did not dare to 
ipproach Syracuse; while Syracusan horsemen even went so 
~r as to insult the Athenians in their camp, riding up to ask if 
:hey were come to settle as peaceable citizens in the island, 
.nstead of restoring the Leontines. Such unexpected humilia
ion, acting probably on the feelings of the· soldiers, at length 
;hamed Nikias out of his inaction, and compelled him to strike 
1 blow for the maintenance of his own reputation. He devised 
1 stratagem for approaching Syracuse in such a manner as to 
"Jude the opposition of the Syracusan cavalry-informing him
;elf as to the ground near the city through some exiles serving 
1long with him.2 

He despatched to Syracuse a Katans=an citizen, in his heart 
tttached to Athens, yet apparently neutral and on good terms 
vith the other side, as bearer of a pretended message and 
>roposition from the friends of Syracuse at Katana. ~Ll.ny of 
he Athenian soldiers (so the message ran) were in the habit of 
Jassing the night within the walls apart from their camp and 
trms. It would be easy for the Syracusans by a vigorous 
ttack at daybreak, to surprise them thus unprepared and 
lispersed ; while the philo-Syracusan party at Katana promised 
0 aid, by closing the gates, assailing the Athenians within and 
;etting fire to the ships. A numerous body of Katanreans 
,they added) were eager to co-operate in the plan now proposed. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 63; vii. 42. 2 Thucyd. vi. 63; Diodor. xiii. 6. 
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This communication, reaching the Syracusan generals at a 

moment when they were themselves elate and disposed to an 
aggressive movement, found such incautious credence, that 
they sent back the messenger to Katana with cordial assent 
and agreement for a precise day. Accordingly, a day or twc 
before, the entire Syracusan force was marched out toward~ 
Katana, and encamped for the night on the river Symrethus, in 
the Leontine territory, within about eight miles of Katana. 
But Nikias, with whom the whole proceeding originated, 
choosing this same day to put on shipboard his army, together 
with his Sikel allies present, sailed by night southward along 
the coast, rounding the island of Ortygia, into the Great 
Harbour of Syracuse. Arrived thither by break of day, he 
disembarked his troops unopposed south of the mouth of the 
Anapus, in the interior of the Great Harbour, near the hamlet) 
which stretched towards the temple of Zeus Olympius. Having 
broken down the neighbouring bridge, where the Hel6rine 
road crossed the Anapus, he took up a position protected 
by various embarrassing obstacles-houses, walls, trees, an~. 
standing ~vater-besides the steep ground of the Olympieior_) 
itself on his lt:ft wing : so that he could choose his own timl 
for fighting, and was out of the attack of the Syracusan hors 
For the protection of his ships on th~ shore, he provided · 
palisade work by cutting down the neighbouring trees; an 
even took precautions for his rear by throwing up a hasty fence 
of wood and stones touching the shore at the inner bay called. 
Daskon. He had full leisure for such defensive works, sincu 
the enemy within the walls made. no attempt to disturb himi 
while the Syracusan horse only discovered his manreuvre on 
arriving before the lines at Katana; and though they lost no 
time in returning, the march back was a long one.1 Such wa' 
the confidence of the Syracusans, however, that even after S( 

long a march, they offered battle forthwith : but as Nikias dia 
not quit his position, they retreated to take up their night
station on the other side of the Hel6rine road-probably a 
road bordered on each side by walls. 

On the next morning, Nikias marched out of his positior 
and formed his troops in order of battle, in two divisions, eacl 1 
eight deep. His front division was intended to attack; hi;. 
rear division (in hollow square with the baggage in the middle) 

I Thucyd. vi. 65, 66; Diodor. xiii. 6; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 13. ' . 
To understand the position of Nikias, as well as it can be made out from 

the description of Thucydid@s, the reader will consult the plan of Syracuse 
and its neighbourhood annexed to the present volume. 
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was held in reserve near the camp to lend aid where aid might 
Je wanted: cavalry there was none. The Syracusan hoplites, 
seemingly far more numerous than his, presented the levy in 
mass of the city, without any selection; they were ranged in 
the deeper order of sixteen, alongside of their Selinuntine 
1llies. On the right wing were posted their horsemen, the 
Jest part of their force, not less than I zoo in number; together 
with 200 horsemen from Gela, 20 from Kamarina, about so 
bowmen, and a company o~ darters. The hoplites, though 
t"ull of courage, had little training; and their array, never 
precisely kept, was on this occasion further disturbed by the 
immediate vicinity of the city. Some had gone in to see their 
families-others, hurrying out to join, found the battle already 
begun, and took rank wherever they could.1 

Thucydides, in describing this battle, gives us, according to 
1is practice, a statement of the motives and feelings which 
mimated the combatants on both sides, and which furnished 
:. theme for the brief harangue of Nikias. This appears 
mrprising to one accustomed to modern warfare, where the 
;oldier is under the influence simply of professional honour 
md disgrace, without any thought of the cause for which he 
~ fighting. In ancient times, such a motive was only one 
1mong many others, which, according to the circumstances of 
:he case, contributed to elevate or depress the soldier's mind 
Lt the eve of action. Nikias adverted to the recognised military 
Jre··eminence of chosen Argeians, Mantineians, and Athenians 
ts compared to the Syracusan levy in mass, who were full of 
~elief in their own superiority, (this is a striking confession of 
:he deplorable change which had been wrought by his own. 
iday,) but who would come short in actual conflict, from want 
,f discipline.2 Moreover, he reminded them that they were· 
·ar away from home-and that defeat would render them 
1ictims, one and all, of the Syracusan cavalry. He little 
hought, nor did his prophets forewarn him, that such a. 
:alamity, serious as it would have been, was even desirable for 
\thens-since it would have saved her from the far more 
'Vtrwhelming disasters which will be found to sadden the 
oming chapters of this history. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 67--Qg, 
2 Thucyd. vi. 68, 6g. ILVI.ws 'TE Kal 1rp~s l!.v5pas '1rav871p.d 'TE l!.p.vvop.lvovs, 

.al oiiK l1.1rol\lK.-ovs ~O"'Ir<p 1)p.iis· K«l 1rpou€n ::i:tKEI\<C~'Tas, ot v1r • p<J> p o vo vu ~,. 
,l;v ;1p.iis, ~'lrop.Evovut ll€ o~, Sul.-~ or~v brtuor.f,p.71v or1;s or&ll.p.71s ~uuw lx••v. 

This passage illustrates very clearly the meaning of the adverb 'lraVIl7]p..l. 
;ou.p.>n: r.avllap..!, 'lravop.tll..!, JEschylus, Sept. The b. 27 5· 
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While the customary sacrifices were being performed-, the 

slingers and bowmen on both sides became engaged in 
skirmishing. But presently the trumpets sounded, and Nikias 
ordered his first division of hoplites to charge at once rapidly, 
before the Syracusans expected it. Judging from his previous 
backwardness, they never imagined that he would be the first 
to give ..orders for charging; nor was it until they saw the 
Athenian line actually advancing towards them that they lifted 
their own arms from the ground and came forward to give the 
meeting. The shock was bravely encountered on both sides, 
and for some time the battle continued hand to hand with 
undecided result. There happened to supervene a violent 
storm of rain with thunder and lightning, which alarmed the 
Syracusans, who construed it as an unfavourable augury
while to the more practised Athenian hoplites, it seemed a 
mere ph::enomenon of the season,1 so that they still further, 
astonished the Syracusans by the unabated confidence with' 
which they continued the fight. At length the Syracusan army 
was broken, dispersed, and fled; first, before the Argeians on 
the right, next, before the Athenians in the centre. The 
victors pursued as far as was safe and practicable, without 
.disordering their ranks : for the Syracusan cavalry, which hadj 
not yet been engaged, checked all who pressed forward, and' 
enabled their own infantry to retire in safety behind the 
Helorine road. 2 1 

So little were the Syracusans dispirited with this defeat, thaJ 
they did not retire within their city until they had sent a~ 
adequate detachment to guard the neighbouring temple an([ 
sacred precinct of the Olympian Zeus; wherein there was mucl-i. 
·deposited wealth which they feared that the Athenians migh~ 
seize. Nikias, however, without approaching the sacred ground) 
contented himself with occupying the field of battle, burnt his' 
own dead, and stripped the arms from the dead of the enemy.\ 
The Syracusans and their allies lost 250 men, the Athenians 5o.3 

1 Thucyd. vi. 70. Tols li' Jp.7rEtpo-r€po•s -ril. p.€v '"(L"yv&,..va., ~ea.l &p<f l-rov• 1 
7n:pa.[vEtT8at Bo~eliv, ToVs ae U.v8etTT~'TaS, 7roi\V p.el((r) lK1ri\f]~tv M:q JILICWJJ.EVoUf" 

' ' 7rap•x•w. · 
The Athenians, unfortunately for themselves, were not equally unmoveG 

by eclipses of the moon. The force of this remark will be seen in the next 
chapter but one. At this moment, too, they were in high spirits an&. 
confidence ; which greatly affected their interpretation of such sud~en( 
weather-pha:nomena: as will be seen also illustrated by melancholy coil"( 
trast, in that same chapter. • 1 

2 Thucyd. vi. 70. 
3 Thucyd. vi. 7r. Plutarch (Nikias, c. r6) states that Nikias refused 
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On the morrow, having granted to the Syracusans their dead 

JQdies for burial and collected the ashes of his own dead, 
\'ikias re-embarked his troops, put to sea, and sailed back to 
i:lis former station at Katana. He conceived it impossible, 
.vithout cavalry and a further stock of money, to maintain his 
position near Syracuse or to prosecute immediate operations of 
siege or blockade. And as the winter was now approaching, 
he determined to take up winter quarters at Katana-though 
considering the mild winter at Syracuse, and the danger of 
marsh fever near the Great Harbour in summer, the change 
of season might well be regarded as a questionable gain. But 
he proposed to employ the interval in sending to Athens for 
cavalry and money, as well as in procuring the like reinforce
ments from his Sicilian allies, whose numbers he calculated 
now on increasing by the accession of new cities after his 
recent victory-and to get together magazines of every kind 
for beginning the siege of Syracuse in the spring. Despatch
ing a trireme to Athens with these requisitions, he sailed with 
his forces to Messene, within which there was a favourable 
party who gave hopes of opening the gates to him. Such a 
correspondence had already been commenced before the 
departure of Alkibiades : but it was the first act of revenge 
which the departing general took on his country, to betray the 
proceedings to the philo-Syracusan party in Messene. Accord
ingly these latter, watching their opportunity, rose in arms 
before the arrival of Nikias, put to death their chief antagonists, 
and held the town by force against the Athenians ; who after 
a fruitless delay of thirteen days, with scanty supplies and 
under stormy weather, were forced to return to Naxos, where 
they established a palisaded camp and station, and went into 
winter quarters.l . 

The recent stratagem of Nikias, followed by the movement 
into the harbour of Syracuse and the battle, had been ably 
planned and executed. It served to show the courage and 
discipline of the army, as well as to keep up the spirits of the 

from religious scruples to invade the sacred precinct, though his soldiers 
were eager to seize its contents. 

Diodorus (xiii. 6) affirms erroneously that the Athenians became masters 
of the Olympieion. Pausanias too says the same thing (x. 28, 3), adding 
that Nikias abstained from disturbing either the treasures or the offerings, 
and lllft them still under the care of the Syracusan priests. 

Plutarch furthtw states that Nikias stayed some days in his position 
before he returned to Katana. But the language of Thucydides indicates 
that the Athenians returned on the day after the battle. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 71-74. 
VOL. VII. K 
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soldiers themselves and to obviate those feelings of disappoin/ 
ment which the previous inefficiency of the armament tended 
to arouse. But as to other results, the victory was barren ( 
we may even say, positively mischievous-since it imparted <! 
momentary stimulus which served as an excuse to Nikias fo 1 

the three months of total inaction which followed-and sinct · 
it neither weakened nor humiliated the Syracusans, but gav< 
them a salutary lesson which they turned to account whil• . 
Nikias was in his winter quarters. His apathy during these 
first eight months after the arrival of the expedition at Rhegium 
{from July 415 B.c. to March 414 B.c.), was the cause of very 
deplorable calamities to his army, his country, and himself. 
Abundant proofs of this will be seen in the coming events : at 
present we have only to turn back to his own predictions and 
recommendations. All the difficulties and dangers to be sur
mounted in Sicily had been foreseen by himself and impressed 
upon the Athenians : in the first instance, as grounds against 
undertaking the expedition-but the Athenians, though un
fortunately not allowing them to avail in that capacity, fully 
admitted their reality, and authorised him to demand whatever 
force was necessary to overcome them.1 He had thus been 
allowed to bring with him a force calculated upon his own 
ideas, together with supplies and implements for besieging; 
yet when arrived, he seems only anxious to avoid exposing 
that force in any serious enterprise, and to find an excuse for 
conducting it back to Athens. That Syracuse was the grand 
enemy, and that the capital point of the enterprise was the 
siege of that city, was a truth familiar to himself as well as to 
every man at Athens: 2 upon the formidable cavalry of the 
Syracusans, Nikias had himself insisted, in the preliminary 
debates. Yet-after four months of mere trifling, and pretence 
of action so as to evade dealing with the real difficulty-the 
existence of this cavalry is made an excuse for a further post
ponement of four months until reinforcements can be obtained 
from Athens. To all the intrinsic dangers of the case, pre
dicted by Nikias himself with proper discernment, was thus 
superadded the aggravated danger of his own factitious delay; 
frittering away the first impression of his armament-giving 
the Syracusans leisure to enlarge their fortifications-and allow
ing the Peloponnesians time to interfere against Attica as well 
as to succour Sicily. It was the unhappy weakness of this 
commander to shrink from decisive resolutio!1'1 of every kind, 
and at any rate to postpone them until the necessity became 

1 Thucyd. vi. 21-26. 2 Thucyd. vi. 20. 
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minent: the consequence of which was (to use an expres

·on of the Corinthian envoy, before the Peloponnesian war, 
1 censuring the dilatory policy of Sparta), that never acting, 
et always seeming about to act, he found his enemy in double 
rce instead of single, at the moment of actual conflict.1 

Great indeed must have been the disappointment of the 
\thenians, when, after having sent forth in the month of June 
m expedition of unparalleled efficiency, they receive in the 
nonth of November a despatch to acquaint them that the 
~eneral has accomplished little except one indecisive victory; 
md that he has not even attempted anything serious-nor can 
io so unless they send him further cavalry and money. Yet 
he only answer which they made was, to grant and provide 
or this demand without any public expression of discontent 
~r disappointment against him.2 And this is the more to be 

~
1 Thucyd. i. 6g. ~uuxd(ere -yi't.p p.6vo1 'El\J..:fwwv, ;:, ll.aKellatp.6v•o•, ov 'Tj) 

f J ' \ ...,. I ' ' ' I vap.e• 'Tiva, al\l\a 'T!I p.el\A?JUEI ap.uv6p.e1101, Kal p.6vot o u"' a p X o p. e li?J v 'T 1) v 
V~1Jf1tV -rilJ.v Ex&pWv, iiAAt\ 8t7rA.autovp.Evrrv, ll.a-ra.A.Vov-res. 
2 Aluxplw lle f3•au8~v.,-as lx.7rel\O€iv, 'I) iiu.,-epov l7r<fJ-E'Ta7r~fJ-'"eu8a•, .,-?, 

rpw'TOV a<TI<~7r'TWS {3oul\euuap.~vovs-" It is disgraceful to be driven out of 
)icily by superior force, or to send back here afterwards for fresh reinforce
nents, through our own fault in making bad calculations at first." (Thucyd. 
ri. 21.) 

This was a part of the last speech by Nikias himself at Athens, prior to 
he expedition. The Athenian people in reply had passed a vote that he 
~nd his colleagues should fix their own amount of force, and should have 
!verything which they asked for. Moreover, such was the feeling in the 
~ity, that every one individually was anxious to put down his name to 
ferve (vi. 26-3r). Thucydides can hardly find words sufficient to depict 
~e completeness, the grandeur, the wealth public and private, of the 
~rmament. 
~ As this goes to establish what I have advanced in the text-that the 
fctions of Nikias in Sicily stand most of all condemned by his own previous 
tpeeches at Athens-so it seems to have been forgotten by Dr. Arnold 
lvhen he wrote his note on the remarkable passage, ii. 65, of Thucydides 
~·~ iliv ll.l\l\a. .,.. ,-ol\l\d, ws tv p.eydll.p 1r6l\et, Kal &pxhv lxo6up, i]p.apr/)011 
<cU 0 ~S ~ti<El\fav 'lrl\ovs· fis OV 'TO<TOVrOV yvrf>p.fJS ap.cf.p'TfJp.a ~V 1rpbs ots br-Ve
Ta.V, 8CTov oi EK1ffp.t/tavT€S, oU TQ. wp&utpopa TaL's olxop.Evots E?rt")'t
Y v W u IC o v T e s, ci.A.A?t llaTCt Tcls iOlas 1:ita..l3oi\Cts wepl T?js Toil 0-f,p.ou wpocr-ratTlas, 
r<£ 'TE ~v 'Tqi u'Tpa'T07rEO'f' ap.{3l\6'T€pa l1ro£ouv, Kal 'Ttt wepl 'TtJV 7r0l\IV 7rpW'TOV ~v 
~l\l\,Jl\o•s hapdxO?Jua.v.-Upon which Dr. Arnold remarks:-
' ";Thucydides here expresses the same opinion, which he repeats in two 
ther places (vi. 31 ; vii. 42), namely, that the Athenian power was fully 
dequate to the conquest of Syracuse, had not the expedition been mis
tana,g-ed by the general, and insufficiently supplied by the government at 
onw:. The words ov ra 1rp6ut{>opa .,-o7s olxop.~vo•s ~m-yqvri>u~roii'Tes signify 
not voting afterwards the needful supplies to their absent armament:' for 
Ti!das was prevented from improving his first victory over the Syracusans 
y the want of cavalry and money ; and the whole winter was lost before 
e could get supplied from Athens. And subsequently the armament was 
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noted, since the removal of Alkibiades afforded an inviting an 
even valuable opportunity for proposing to send out a fres 

allowed to be reduced to great distress and weakness, before the seco9 
expedition was sent to reinforce it."-Goller and Poppo concur in t~ 
explanation. 1 

Let us in the first place discuss the explanation here given of the wonJ 
Td. ?rp6cnpopa ~m"{<"fVdJ<IKOVTES. It appears to me that these words do no\ 
signify "vot£ng tlte needful supplies." i 

The word brt"{t"fvdJuKew cannot be used in the same sense with brt?rep.?rwl 
-'lrapa.<Ixiiv (vii. 2-IS)-lK?ropf(<w. As it would not be admissible to sa)1 

~1f'L"YL"fJicf.,(]'ICfUI 871"A.ct, Jl~ctS, 11f1revs, xp-hp.a.-ra, &c., SO neither can it be right 
to say brt"{<"fVW<IK<tJI Td. ?rp6u<j>opa, if this latter word were used only as 
a comprehensive word for these particulars, meaning "supplies." The 
words really mean-" taking further resolutions (after the expedition wa', 
gone) unsuitable or mischievous to the absent armament." Tip6u<j>opa i' 
used here quite generally-agreeing with /3ovli.E6p.aTa or some such wonl ( 
indeed we find the phrase Tdo ?rp&u<j>opa used in the most general sense, f(: 
"what is suitable"-" what is advantageous or convenient "--')'vp.vcl.cr,., • ~ 
7rp6u<j>opa-7rpcl.cru<Tat Ta 7rp6u<j>opa--'Tdo 7rpO<I<j>op' 171i~aT' --'Ta 1rp6u<j>opa ~pcf-1 
lfv--'TO Ta'icr~e 1rp6u<j>opov. Enripid. Hippo!. II2; Alkestis, 148; Iphit'; 
Au!. 160 B; Helen. 1299; Troades, 304. \ 

Thucydides appears to have in view the violent party contests whk j 
broke out in reference to the Herm:oe and the other irreligious acts h\ 
Athens, after the departure of the armament, especially to the mischief o 
recalling Alkibiades, which grew out of those contests. He does noi 
allude to the withholding of supplies from the armament; nor was it th~ 
purpose of any of the parties at Athens to withhold them. The party, 
acrimony was directed against Alkibiades exclusively-not against thj 
expedition. 1 

Next, as to the main allegation in Dr. Arnold's note-that one of tl.< 
causes of the failure of the Athenian expedition in Sicily, was, that it w2\ 
"insufficiently supplied by Athens." Of the two passages to which h~ 
refers in Thucydides (vi. 31 ; vii. 42), the first distinctly contradicts thi: 
allegation, by setting forth the prodigious amount of force sent-the seconl 
says nothing about it, and indirectly discountenances it, by dwelling upoi 
the glaring blunders of Nikias. ; 

After the Athenians had allowed Nikias in the spring to name ani 
collect the force which he thought requisite, how could they expect ti 
receive a demand for further reinforcements in the autumn-the army havin~ 
really done nothing? Nevertheless the supplies were smt, as soon as they 
could be, and as soon as Nikias expected them. If the whole winter wa:: 
lost, that was not the fault of the Athenians. ' 

Still harder is it in Dr. Arnold, to say-" that the armament was allowef 
to be reduced to great distress and weakness before the second expeditio\ 
was sent to reinforce it." The second expedition was sent, the mom en: 
that Nikias made known his distress and asked for it ; his intimation d 
diotress coming quite suddenly, almost immediately after most successft: 
appearances. \ 

It appears to me that nothing can be more incorrect or inconsistent wid 
the whole tenor of the narrative of Thucydid&s, than to charge tK 
Athenians with having starved their expedition. ~at they are reall1 

chargeable with, is-the having devoted to it a disproportionate fraction d 
their entire strength-perfectly enormous and ruinous. And so Thucydid1 
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lleague in his room. If there were no complaints raised 
ainst Nikias at Athens, so neither are we informed of any 
ch, even among his own soldiers in Sicily; though their 

isappointment must have been yet" greater than that of their 
ountrymen at home, considering the expectations with which 
ey had come out. We may remember that the delay of a 

ew days at Eion, under perfectly justifiable circumstances, and 
1hile awaiting the arrival of reinforcements actually sent for, 
aised the loudest murmurs against Kleon in his expedition 
~gainst Amphipolis, from the hoplites in his own army.l The 
:ontrast is instructive, and will appear yet more instructive as 
'e advance forward. 

Meanwhile the Syracusans were profiting by the lesson of 
heir recent defeat. At the next public assembly which ensued, 
{ermokrates addressed them in a mingled tone of encourage
~ent and admonition. While praising their bravery, he 
leprecated their want of tactics and discipline. Considering 
he great superiority of the enemy in this last respect, he 
egarded the recent battle as giving good promise for the 
llture ; and he appealed with satisfaction to the precautions 
1ken by Nikias in fortifying his camp, as well as to his speedy 
etreat after the battle. He pressed them to diminish the 
xcessive number of fifteen generals, whom they had hitherto 
•een accustomed to nominate to the command-to reduce the 
illmber to three, conferring upon them at the same time fuller 
lowers than had been before enjoyed, and swearing a solemn 
1J.th to leave them unfettered in the exercise of such powers
lst!y, to enjoin upon these generals the most strenuous efforts, 
luring the coming winter, for training and arming the whole 

lopulation. Accordingly Hermokrates himself, with Heraklei
.i:s and Sikanus, were named to the command. Ambassadors 
rere sent both to Sparta and to Corinth, for the purpose of 
ntreating assistance in Sicily, as well as of prevailing on the 
lainly conceives it, when he is describing both the armament of Nikias 
nd that of Demosthenes. 
Thucydides is very reserved in saying anything against Nikias, whom he 

·eats throughout with the greatest indulgence and tenderness. But he lets 
rop quite sufficient to prove that he conceived the mismanagement of the 
~neral as th~ cause of the failure of the armament-not as "one of two 
;uses," as Dr. Arnold here presents it. Of course I recognise fully the 

~
summate skill, and the aggressive vigour so unusual in a Spartan, of 
lippus-together with the effective influence which this exercised upon 

e result. But G.Jiippus would never have set foot in Syracuse had he 
t been let in, firsT through the apathy, next through the contemptuous 
nt of precaution, shown by Nikias (vii. 42). 

~ l Thucyd. v. 7· See chap. liv. of this History. 
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Peloponnesians to recommence a direct attack against Attica 
so as at least to prevent the Athenians from sending furth 
reinforcements to Nikias, and perhaps even to bring about tl 
recall of his army. 

But by far the most important measure which marked tl 
nomination of the new generals, was, the enlargement of tr 
line of fortifications at Syracuse. They constructed a ne 

1 
wall, enclosing an additional space and covering both the\ 
Inner and their Outer City to the westward-reaching from th' 
Outer sea to the Great Harbour, across the whole space frontin. 
the rising slope of the hill of Epipol~-and stretching far enoug' 
westward to enclose the sacred precinct of Apollo Temenite~ 
This was intended as a precaution, in order that if Nikias 
resuming operations in the spring, should beat them in th 
field and confine them to their walls-he might neverthele' 
be prevented from carrying a wall of circumvallation from s 
to sea without covering a great additional extent of ground 
Besides this, the Syracusans fitted up and garrisoned tl:. 
deserted town of Megara, on the coast to the north of Syracuse 
they established a regular fortification and garrison in th 
Olympieion or temple of Zeus Olympius, which they ha. 
already garrisoned after the recent battle with Nikias ; and thef1 
planted stakes in the sea to obstruct the convenient Iandini_ 
places. All these precautions were useful to them ; and '' 
may even say that the new outlying fortification, enclosing t' 
Temenites, proved their salvation in the coming siege-by 
lengthening the circumvallation necessary for the Athenians t: 
construct, that Gylippus had time to arrive before it was finishe<1 

But there was one further precaution which the Syracusar\ 
omitted at this moment, when it was open to them withm~l 
any hindrance-to occupy and fortify the Euryalus, or tl
summit of the hill of Epipol~. Had they done this no' 
probably the Athenians could never have made progress wit) 
their lines of circumvallation : but they did not think of J 
until too late-as we shall presently see. j 

Nevertheless, it is important to remark, in reference to th 
general scheme of Athenian operations in Sicily, that if Niki 

1 Thucyd. vi. 72, 73· 
2 Thucyd. vi. 7 5· 'Ereix•Cov ll~ ol :SvpaH:6<TtOI ~v Tt)i x••p.wvt ..-p6s TE . 

..-6il.et, 'TOV Tep.evi'T1JV ~vTos ..-ot'f/rrrf.p.evot, T€ixos ..-apa ..-iiv 'TO ..-pbs 'E1 
?roil.as 6pwv, 8..-.,s /-'~ llt' ~il.rf.rruovos EVa?rOTEi)(V'TOl &rrtv, 't}v a 
ucpcl.il.il.wVTa<, &c. 

I reserve the general explanation of the topography of Syracuse for t 
next chapter (when the siege begins), and the Appendix attached to it. 
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ad adopted the plan originally recommended by Lamachus
r if he had begun his permanent besieging operations against 
yracuse in the summer or autumn of 415 B.c., instead oi 
ostponing them, as he actually did, to the spring of 414 B.C. 
-he would have found none of these additional defences to 
ontend against, and the line of circumvallation necessary for 
is purpose would have been shorter and easier. Besides these 
ermanent and irreparable disadvantages, his winter's inaction 
t Naxos drew upon him the further insult, that the Syracusans. 
1arched to his former quarters at Katana and burned the tents 
·hich they found standing-ravaging at the same time the 
eighbouring fields. 1 

Kamarina maintained an equivocal policy which made both 
arties hope to gain it; and in the course of this winter the 
,thenian envoy Euphemus with others was sent thither to 
ropose a renewal of that alliance, between the city and Athens, 
·hich had been concluded ten years before. Hermokrates 
1e Syracusan went to counteract his object; and both of them, 
ccording to Grecian custom, were admitted to address the 
ublic assembly. 

Hermokrates began by denouncing the views, designs, and 
ast histor-y of Athens. He did not (he said) feat her power, 
rovided the Sicilian cities were united and true to each other : 
ven against Syracuse alone, the hasty retreat of the Athenians 

!
ter the recent battle had shown how little they confided in 
eir own strength. What he did fear, was, the delusive 
omises and insinuations of Athens, tending to disunite the 

land, and to paralyse all joint resistance. Every one knew 
jtat her purpose in this expedition was to subjugate all Sicily-
1at Leontini and Egesta served merely as convenient pretences 
) put forward-and that she could have no sincere sympathy 
)r Chalkidians in Sicily, when she herself held in slavery the 
:halkidians in Eubc:ea. It was in truth nothing else but an 
xtension of the same scheme of rapacious ambition, whereby 
he had reduced her Ionian allies and kinsmen to their present 
,Tetched slavery, now threatened against Sicily. The Sicilians 
ould not too speedily show her that they were no Ionians, 
aade to be transferred from one master to another-but 
utonomous Dorians from the centre of autonomy, Pelopon

sus. It would be madness to forfeit this honourable 
sition through jealousy or lukewarmness among themselves. 
t not the Kamarimeans imagine that Athens was striking 
r blow at Syracuse alone : they were themselves next 

1 Thucyd. vi. 7 5· 
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neighbours of Syracuse, and would be the first victims 
she were conquered. They might wish, from apprehension c 
envy, to see the superior power of Syracuse humbled: but th ~ 
could not happen without endangering their own existenct! 
They ought to do for her what they would have asked her t~ 
do if the Athenians had invaded Kamarina-instead of lendin£ 
merely nominal aid, as they had hitherto done. Their forme1 
alliance with Athens was for purposes of mutual defence, no1 
binding them to aid her in schemes of pure aggression. Tc 
hold aloof, give fair words to both parties, and leave Syracuse 
to fight the battle of Sicily single-handed-was as unjust as i1 
was dishonourable. If she came off victor in the struggle, sht 
would take care that the Kamarimeans should be no gainen 
by such a policy. The state of affairs was so plain that ht 
(Hermokrates) could not pretend to enlighten them : but ht 
solemnly appealed to their sentiments of common blood anc 
lineage. The Dorians of Syracuse were assailed by their eterna· 
enemies the Ionians, and ought not to be now betrayed b) 
their own brother Dorians of Kamarina. 1 

Euphemus, in reply, explained the proceedings of Athens ir 
reference to her empire, and vindicated her against the charge~ 
of Hermokrates. Though addressing a Dorian assembly, ht 
did not fear to take his start from the position laid down b) 
Hermokrates, that Ionians were the natural enemies of Dorians 
Under this feeling, Athens, as an Ionian city, had looked abmf 
to strengthen herself against the supremacy of her powerf~ 
Dorian neighbours in Peloponnesus. Finding herself after tl \ 
repulse of the Persian king at the head of those Ionians anj 
other Greeks who had just revolted from him, she had mad~ 
use of her position as well as of her superior navy to shake o. 
the illegitimate ascendency of Sparta. Her empire was justifie,{ 
by regard for her own safety against Sparta, as well as by th' 
immense superiority of her maritime efforts in the rescue c 
Greece from the Persians. Even in reference to her allies, sh., 
had good ground for reducing them to subjection, because thej 
had made themselves the instruments and auxiliaries of th 1 
Persian king in his attempt to conquer her. Prudential viewl 
for assured safety to herself had thus led her to the acquisitio 
of her present empire, and the same views now brought her 
Sicily. He was prepared to show that the interests of Kamarir 
were in full accordance with those of Athens. The rna' 
purpose of Athens in Sicily was to prevent he.-Sicilian enemi 
from sending aid to her Peloponnesian enemies-to accompli, 

1 Thucyd. vi. 77-80. 
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: \·hich, powerful Sicilian allies were indispensable to her. To 
, 1feeble or subjugate her Sicilian allies, would be folly: if she 
t' id this, they would not serve her purpose of keeping the 
· .:lyracusans employed in their own island. Hence her desire to 

e-establish the expatriated Leon tines, powerful and free, though 
. _!she retained the Chalkidians in Eubcea as subjects. Near home 

.o, she wanted nothing but subjects, disarmed and tribute-paying 
j \-while in Sicily, she required independent and efficient allies; 

1 so that the double conduct, which Hermokrates reproached as 
:inconsistent, proceeded from one and the same root of public 
l prudence. Pursuant to that motive, Athens dealt differently 
; with her different allies according to the circumstances of each. 
Thus, she respected the autonomy of Chios and Methymna, 

1 and maintained equal relations with other islanders near 
t Peloponnesus ; and such were the relations which she now. 
wished to establish in Sicily. 

5 No-it was Syracuse, not Athens, whom the Kamarinceans' 
o and other Sicilians had really ground to fear. Syracuse was 

:timing at the acquisition of imperial sway over the island; and 
: that which she had already done towards the Leon tines showed 
\what she was prepared to do, when the time came, against 
,. Kamarina and others. It was under this apprehension that 
·the Kamarinreans had formerly invited Athens into Sicily: it 

~ vould be alike unjust and impolitic were they now to repudiate 
: er aid, for she could accomplish nothing without them ; if 
, 1ey did so on the present occasion, they would repent it here
. · fter when exposed to the hostility of a constant encroaching 
t:: eighbour, and when Athenian auxiliaries could not again be 
"

1 ad. He repelled the imputations which Hermokrates had 
, :ast upon Athens-but the Kamarinreans were not sitting as 
;. udges or censors upon her merits. It was for them to consider 
· -vhether that meddlesome disposition, with which Athens was 
· <'eproached, was not highly beneficial as the terror of oppressors, . 
md the shield of weaker states, throughout Greece. He now 
:endered it to the Kamarineeans as their only security against 

; .;;yracuse ; calling upon them, instead of living in perpetual 
• ear of her aggression, to seize the present opportunity of 
c~ tttacking her on an equal footing, jointly with Athens.1 

:. In these two remarkable speeches, we find Hermokrates .. 
: et:ewing substantially the same line of counsel as he had taken 

'T p ten years before at the congress of Gela-to settle all Sicilian 
'; ifferences at h~me, and above all things to keep out the 
,. 1tervention of Athens; who if she once got footing. in Sicily · 

1 Thucyd. vi. 83-87. 
K 2 
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would never rest until she reduced all the cities successively. 
This was the natural point of view for a Syracusan politician ; 
but by no means equally natural, nor equally conclusive, for an 
inhabitant of one of the secondary Sicilian cities-especially of 
the conterminous Kamarina. And the oration of Euphemus is 
an able pleading to demonstrate that the Kamarinreans had far 
more to fear from Syracuse than from Athens. His arguments 
to this point are at least highly plausible, if not convincing : 
but he seems to lay himself open to attack from the opposite 
quarter. If Athens cannot hope to gain any subjects in Sicily, 
what motive has she for interfering? This Euphemus meets 
by contending that if she does not interfere, the Syracusans 
and their allies will come across and render assistance to the 
enemies of Athens in Peloponnesus. It is manifest, however. 
that under the actual circumstances of the time, Athens cou]( 
have no real fears of this nature, and that her real motives for 
meddling in Sicily were those of hope and encroachment, not 
of self-defence. But it shows how little likely such hopes were 
to be realised-and therefore how ill-advised the whole plan of 
interference in Sicily was-that the Athenian envoy could say to 
the Kamarinreans, in the same strain as Nikias had spoken at 
Athens when combating the wisdom of the expedition-" Such 
is the distance of Sicily from Athens, and such the difficulty o' 
guarding cities of great force and ample territory combinec' 
that if we wished to hold you Sicilians as subjects, we shoul 
be unable to do it : we can only retain you as free and powerf 
allies." 1 What Nikias said at Athens to dissuade his countr 
men from the enterprise, under sincere conviction-Euphem~ 
repeated at Kamarina for the purpose of conciliating that city 
probably, without beiieving it himself, yet the anticipation wa. 
not on that account the less true and reasonable. 

The Kamarinreans felt the force of both speeches, from 
Hermokrates and Euphemus. Their inclinations carried them 
towards the Athenians, yet not without a certain misgiving in 
case Athens should prove completely successful. Towards the 
Syracusans, on the contrary, they entertained nothing but 
unqualified apprehension, and jealousy of very ancient date
and even now, their great fear was, of probable suffering if the 
Syracusans succeeded against Athens without their co-operation 

1 Thucyd. vi. 86. -J,p.els p.€v ')'E olh·c ~p.p.cwa• ovvarol p.7J p.dJ' {;pJiw •t .,. 
Kctl ')'EVOp.EVOI l<aiWl Ka7Ep')'aa'aip.e8a, ao6Va701 H:a'T<tCTXE~ OtCt p.f;ICOS 'TE ?TA<f 

Kctl a?Top{if <j>u},a;c'i)s ?TOAEWV Jl.ETtAWV ICctl ?TC!.pC!.CTKEvp TJ?T€tpwr[/iwv, &c. 
This is exactly the language of ::\'ikias in his speech to the .Athenian~ 

vi. II. 
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In this dilemma, they thought it safest to give an evasive 
answer, of friendly sentiment towards both parties, but refusal 
of aid to either; hoping thus to avoid an inexpiable breach, 
whichever way the ultimate success might turn.l 

For a city comparatively weak and situated like Kamarina, 
such was perhaps the least hazardous policy. In December 
415 B.c., no human being could venture to predict how the 
struggle between Nikias and the Syracusans in the coming year 
would turn out; nor were the Kamarinreans prompted by any 
hearty feeling to take the extreme chances with either party. 
Matters had borne a different aspect indeed in the preceding 
month of July 415 B.c., when the Athenians first arrived. Had 
the vigorous policy urged by Lamachus been then followed up, 
the Athenians would always have appeared likely to succeed
if indeed they had not already become conquerors of Syracuse : 
so that waverers like the Kamarinreans would have remained 
attached to them from policy. The best way to obtain allies 
(Lamachus had contended) was, to be prompt and decisive in 
action, and to strike at the capital point at once, while tb,e 
intimidating effect of their arrival was fresh. Of the value 'of 
his advice, an emphatic illustration is afforded by the conduct 
of Kamarina.2 

Throughout the rest of the winter, Nikias did little or nothing. 
He merely despatched envoys for the purpose of conciliating 

, •he Sikels in the interior, where the autonomous Sikels, who 
lwelt in the central regions of the island, for the most part 

! Jeclared in his favour-especially the powerful Sikel prince 
Archonides-sending provisions and even money to the camp 
at Naxos. Against some refractory tribes, Nikias sent detach
ments for purposes of compulsion; while the Syracusans on 
their part did the like to counteract him. Such Sikel tribes as 
had become dependents of Syracuse, stood aloof from the 
struggle. As the spring approached, Nikias transferred his 
position from Naxos to Katana, re-establishing that camp which 
the Syracusans had destroyed. s 

He further sent a trireme to Carthage, to invite co-operation 
from that city ; and a second to the Tyrrhenian maritime cities 
on the southern coast of Italy, some of whom had proffered to 
him their services, as ancient enemies of Syracuse, and now 
realised their promises. From Carthage nothing was obtained. 
To the Sikels, Egestreans, and all the other allies of Athens, 
I 1 Thucyd. vi. 88. 

2 Compare the remarks of Alkibiad~s, Thucyd. vi. gr. 
~ Thucyd. vi. 88. 
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Nikias also sent orders for bricks, iron bars, clamps, and every
thing suitable for the wall of circumvallation, which was to be 
commenced with the first burst of spring. 

While such preparations were going on in Sicily, debates of 
portentous promise took place at Sparta. Immediately after 
the battle near the Olympieion and the retreat of Nikias into 
winter quarters, the Syracusans had despatched envoys to 
Peloponnesus to solicit reinforcements. Here again, we are 
compelled to notice the lamentable consequences arising out 
of the inaction of Nikias. Had he commenced the siege of 
Syracuse on his first arrival, it may be doubted whether any 
such envoys would have been sent to Peloponnesus at ail; at 
i!-IIY rate, they would not have arrived in time to produce 

~./decisive effects.! After exerting what influence they could 
(.#" {\llpon the Italian Greeks, in their voyage, the Syracusan envoys 

·• .:\reached Corinth, where they found the warmest reception 
· .<·:~:nd _obtained promises ?f speedy succour. The Corinthians 
:1,_.: {~mshed envoys of the1r own to accompany them to Sparta, 
i·. :,'1\~hd to back their request for Laced~monian aid. 
:,: •) ~They found at the congress at Sparta another advocate upon 
-'..)Avhom they could not reasonably have counted-Alkibiades. 
~·{',;,That exile had crossed over from Thuri.i. to the Elei.an port 
'.;-~'~" of Kyllene in Peloponnesus in a merchant-vessel,2 and now. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 88 ; vii. 42. 
2 Plutarch (Alkib. c. 23) says that he went to reside at Argos ; but this 

seems difficult to reconcile with the assertion of Thucydides (vi. 6 r) that 
his friends at Argos had incurred grave suspicions of treason. 

Cornelius Nepos (Alkib. c. 4) says, with greater probability of truth, 
that Alkibiades went from Thurii, first to Elis, next to Thebes. 

Isokrates (De Bigis, Orat. xvi. s. ro) says that the Athenians banished 
him out of all Greece, inscribed his name on a column, and sent envoys 
to demand his person from the Argeians ; so that Alkibiadf!s zvas compelled 
to take refuge with the Lacedaemonians. This whole statement of Iso
krates is exceedingly loose and untrustworthy, carrying back the commence
ment of the conspiracy of the Four Hundred to a time anterior to the 
banishment of Alkibiades. But among all the vague sentences, this 
allegation that the Athenians banished him out of all Greece stands 
prominent. They could only banish him from the territory of Athens ar.d 
her allies. Whether he went to Argos, as I have already said, seems to 
me very doubtful : perhaps Plutarch copied the statement from this 
passage of Isokrates. 

But under all circumstances, we are not to believe that Alkibiades turned 
against his country, or went to Sparta, upon compulsion. The first act of 
his hostility to Athens (the disappointing her of the acquisition of Messene) 
was committed before he left Sicily. Moreover Thuc~es represents him 
as unwilling indeed to go to Sparta, but only unwilling because he was 
afraid of the Spartans ; in fact waiting for a safe conduct and invitation 
from them. Thucydides mentions nothing about his going to Argos (vi. 88). 
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appeared at Sparta on special invitation and safe-conduct from~\.~ 
the Lacedremonians; of whom he was at first vehemently 
afraid, in consequence of having raised against them that~ 
Peloponnesian combination which had given them so much ~ 
trouble before the battle of Mantineia. He now appeared too, "' 1 
burning with hostility against his country, and eager to inflict ~'j 
upon her all the mischief in his power. Having been the chief~ 
evil genius to plunge her, mainly for selfish ends of his own, , 
into this ill-starred venture, he was now about to do his best{., 
to turn it into her irreparable ruin. His fiery stimulus, and 
unmeasured exaggerations, supplied what was wanting in 
Corinthian and Syracusan eloquence, and inflamed the tardy 
goodwill of the Spartan Ephors into comparative decision and 
activity.l His harangue in the Spartan congress is given to us 
by Thucydides-who may possibly have heard it, as he was 
then himself in exile. Like the earlier speech which he puts, I.L 

into the mouth of Alkibiaqes at Athens, it is characteristic in'71' 
a high degree ; and interesting in another point of view as the~\~ 
latest composed speech of any length which we find in his \,J 
history. I give here the substance, without professing to. 
translate the words. ,.ilj 

"First, I must address you, Lacedremonians, respecting thEY", 
prejudices current against me personally, before I can hope to~ 
tind a fair hearing on public matters. You know it was I, who G 
renewed my public connexion with Sparta, after my ancestors 
before me had quarrelled with you and renounced it. More
over, I assiduously cultivated your favour on all points, especi
ally by attentions to your prisoners at Athens : but while I was 
showing all this zeal towards you, you took the opportunity of 
the peace which you made with Athens to employ my enemies 
as your agents-thus strengthening their hands, and dishonour
ing me. It was this conduct of yours which drove me to unite 
with the Argeians and Mantineians; nor ought you to be 
angry with me for mischief which you thus drew upon your
selves. Probably some of you hate me too, without any good 
reason, as a forward partisan of democracy. My family were 
always opposed to the Peisistratid despots; and as all opposi
tion, to a ruling One or Few, takes the name of The People, 
so from that time forward we continued to act as leaders of 
the people.2 Moreover our established constitution was a 

-:-- 1 Thucyd. vi. 8&...._ 
2 Thucyd. vi. 89. Tols -yap Tvp&.vvo<S &el 71"0'TE o.&.cpopol liJf<EV, ... av oe TO 

~va:t.•rto{,p.EJIOV rr<fi OuvaO"rEVovTt Oijp.os Wv6p.aO'Ta.t· JCal &.1r' €Kelvou Eup:rra.p,p.r:LPEV 
1} 7rpOIITCI.IJla 1}f<tl' 'TOV 1rA.~Oovs. 
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democracy, so that I had no choice but to obey: though I did 
my best to maintain a moderate line of political conduct in the 
midst of the reigning licence. It was not my family, but others, 
who in former times as well as now, led the people into the 
worst courses-those same men who sent me into exile. I 
always acted as leader, not of a party, but of the entire city; 
thinking it right to uphold that constitution in which Athens 
had enjoyed her grandeur and freedom, and which I found 
already existing.1 For as to democracy, all we Athenians of 
common sense well knew its real character. Personally, I have 
better reason than any one else to rail against it-if one could 
say anything new about such confessed folly; but I did not 
think it safe to change the government, while you were standing 
by as enemies. 

"So much as to myself personally: I shall now talk to you 
about the business of the meeting, and tell you something 
more than you yet know. Our purpose in sailing from Athens, 
was, first to conquer the Sicilian Greeks-next, the Italian 
Greeks-afterwards, to make an attempt on the Carthaginian 
empire and on Carthage herself. If all or most of this suc
ceeded, we were then to attack Peloponnesus. We intended 
to bring to this enterprise the entire power of the Sicilian and 
Italian Greeks, besides large numbers of Iberian and other 
warlike barbaric mercenaries, together with many new triremes 
built from the abundant forests of Italy, and large supplies both 
of treasure and provision. We could thus blockade Pelopon
nesus all round with our fleet, and at the same time assail it 
with our land-force; and we calculated, by taking some towns 
by storm and occupying others as permanent fortified positions, 
that we should easily conquer the whole peninsula, and then 
become undisputed masters of Greece. You thus hear the 
whole scheme of our expedition from the man who knows it 
best; and you may depend on it that the remaining generals 
will execute all this, if they can. Nothing but your intervention 
can hinder them. If indeed the Sicilian Greeks were all 

It is to be recollected that the Lacedaomonians had been always opposed 
to -r6pavvm, or despots, and had been particularly opposed to the Peisi
stratid T6pavPot, whom they in fact put down. In tracing his democratical 
tendencies, therefore, to this source, Alkibiades took the best means of 
excusing them before a Lacedaomonian audience. 

1 Thucyd. vi. 89. 7]p.€is ~~ Toil ~6wrravTos 7rpDElfT'T/f.!EV, ~tKatovvT€s, ~~~ <; 
<IXhp.aTt p.eyilfT'T/ 7J 1r&lus lTVXE J<al tA.Ev8Epomf.-r'T/ olilfa, J<al 81rEp tliJ~aT& Tti~ 
TDUTO ~vvlitalfw(•tv• l7r€l O'T/JJ.DKpa-riav -y• J<al 1-yt-yv~v oi tppovovv-rls n, 
Kal auTOS OU~€VOS &v xiipov, 3lf(f! J<liJI A.otliopi}lfatp.t• aA.A.a 7r€pl bp.oA.o-youp.IV'T/S 
C.voias ouli~v ttv J<CILJIOV AE"(OLTO" J<al TO p.E8tlfTrivat C.UT~V OUK ili&lw -q,.,.,, 
alftpaA.fs Elvat, flp.wv 7roA.Ep.[wv 7rpDrrKa01)p.Evwv. 
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united, they might hold out ; but the Syracusans standing alone 
cannot-beaten as they already have been in a general action, 
and blocked up as they are by sea. If Syracuse falls into the 
hands of the Athenians, all Sicily and all Italy will share the 
same fate; and the danger which I have described will be soon 
upon you. 

" It is not therefore simply for the safety of Sicily-it is for 
the safety of Peloponnesus--that I now urge you to send 
across, forthwith, a fleet with an army of hoplites as rowers; 
and what I consider still more important than an army-a 
Spartan general to take the supreme command. Moreover you 
must also carry on declared and vigorous war against Athens 
here, that the Syracusans may be encouraged to hold out, and 
that Athens may be in no condition to send additional rein
forcements thither. You must further fortify and permanently 
garrison Dekeleia in Attica : 1 that is the contingency which 
the Athenians have always been most afraid of, and which 
therefore you may know to be your best policy. You will thus 
get into your own hands the live and dead stock of Attica, 
interrupt the working of the silver mines at Laureion, deprive 
the Athenians of their profits from judicial fines 2 as well as of 
their landed revenue, and dispose the subject-allies to withhold 
their tribute. 

"None of you ought to think the worse of me because I 
make this vigorous onset upon my country in conjunction 'vith 
her enemies-! who once passed for a lover of my country.3 
Nor ought you to mistrust my assurances as coming from the 
reckless passion of an exile. The worst enemies of Athens are 
not those who make open war like you, but those who drive 
her best friends into hostility. I loved my country 4 while I 
was secure as a citizen-! love her no more, now that I am 

1 The establishment and permanent occupation of a fortified post in 
Attica, had been contemplated by the Corinthians even before the be!'"in-
ning of the war (Thucyd. i. 122). "' 

2 The occupation of Dekeleia made it necessary for the larger number of 
Athenians to be almost incessantly under arms. Instead of a city, Athens 
became a guard-post, says Thucydides (vii. 28}. There was therefore 
seldom leisure for the convocation of that numerous body of citizens who 
formed a Dikastery. 

3 Thucyd. vi. 92. Kal x•ipwv ovo<vl &.~tid 001ceiv iJp,wv elvat, .Z ry ~p.au-rov 
p,eTii Twv ... o>..ep,twTdTwv, ¢<71.6-;roAis 'lroTe ooJ<wv elva.<, viiv '')'J<paTws ~ ... <pxoJl.a<. 

4 Thucyd. vi. 92. To .,., </>Ill.o7roll.t ovJ< ~v $ &.o<J<ov)l.a< lxw, &.71.71.' 'v ;p 
4a¢aAWs ~1roAtTeV8rJV. OliO' brl 1rarplOa oO(J'av t'n 1ryoVp.at viiv lEva') 1roAV. 

'..;< )J.nAAOJI 'T~JI OVIC ~JI,IC'TU<T8at. Kal cpt71.011'0A!S oihos l>p8i<s, ovx bs a .. 
'T~v <at;,'Tov &.olJ<;:'S ~"'-oll.<,uaS')J.~ -~1rip, &.li.A' f>s !tv h 1ravorhs 'Tp07rov ~,(! .,.o, 
E1rl6U)l.EtJI 7r<tpa8p aunw avall.af3etv. 
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wronged. In fact, I do not conceive myself to be assailing a 
country still mine : I am rather trying to win back a country 
now lost to me. The real patriot is not he, who having unjustly 
lost his country, acquiesces in patience-but he whose ardour 
makes him try every means to regain her. 

" Employ me without fear, Laced<emonians, in any service 
of danger or suffering: the more harm I did you formerly as 
an enemy, the more good I can now do you as a friend. But 
above all, do not shrink back from instant operations both in 
Sicily and in Attica, upon which so much depends. You will 
thus put down the power of Athens, present as well as future ; 
you will dwell yourselves in safety ; and you will become 
the leaders of undivided Hellas, by free consent and without 
force." 1 

t l\ Enormous consequences turned upon this speech-no less 
~~'lbasterly in reference to the purpose and the audience, than 
~JI ~ infamous as an indication of the character of the speaker. If 
~ .'/its contents became known ·at Athens, as they probably did, r the enemies of Alkibiades would be supplied with a justification 
~·~ of their most violent political attacks. That imputation which 
. .,'they had taken so much pains to fasten upon him, citing in 
, .. • proof of it alike his profligate expenditure, overbearing inso-

lence, and derision of the religious ceremonies of the state 2-

that he detested the democracy in his heart, submitted to it 
only from necessity, and was watching for the first safe oppor
tunity of subverting it-appears here in his own language as 
matter of avowal and boast. The sentence of condemnation 
against him would now be unanimously approved, even by 
those who at the time had deprecated it ; while the people 
would be more firmly persuaded than before of the reality of 
the association between irreligious manifestations and treason
able designs. Doubtless the inferences so drawn from the 
speech would be unsound, because it represented, not the 
actual past sentiments of Alkibiades, but those to which he 
now found it convenient to lay claim. As far as so very selfish 
a politician could be said to have any preference, democracy 
was, in some respects, more convenient to him than oligarchy. 
Though offensive to his taste, it held out larger prospects to 
his love of show, his adventurous ambition, and his rapacity 
for foreign plunder; while under an oligarchy, the jealous 
restraints, and repulses imposed on him by a few equals, would 
be perhaps more galling to his temper th~se arising from'-,-

1 Thucyd. vi. 89-92. 
2 Thucyd. vi. 28. 
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the whole people.l He takes credit in his speech for madera-,) 
tion as opposed to the standing licence of democracy. But 
this is a pretence absurd even to extravagance, which Athenians "1' 
of all parties would have listened to with astonishment. Such ~ 
licence as that of Alkibiades himself had never been seen at t 
Athens; and it was the adventurous instincts of the democracy 
towards foreign conquest- combined with their imperfect ~ 
apprehension of the limits and conditions under which alone q. 
their empire could be permanently maintained- which he 
stimulated up to the highest point, and then made use of for 
his own power and profit. As against himself, he had reason 
for accusing his political enemies of unworthy manceuvres; 
and even of gross political wickedness, if they were authors or 
accomplices (as seems probable of some) in the mutilation of 
the Hermre. But most certainly, their public advice to the 
commonwealth was far less mischievous than his. And if we 
are to strike the balance of personal political merit between 
Alkibiades and his enemies, we must take into the comparison 
his fraud upon the simplicity of the Lacedremonian envoys, 
recounted in the last preceding chapter but one of this history. 

If then that portion of the speech of Alkibiades, wherein he 
touches llpon Athenian politics and his own past conduct, is 
not to be taken as historical evidence, just as little can we trust 
the following portion in which he professes to describe the real 
purposes of Athens in her Sicilian expedition. That any such 
vast designs as those which he announces were ever really 
contemplated even by himself and his immediate friends, is 
very improbable; that they were contemplated by the Athenian 
public, by the armament, or by Nikias, is utterly incredible. 
The tardiness and timid movements of the armament (during 
the first eight months after arriving at Rhegium) recommended 
by Nikias, partially admitted even by Alkibiades, opposed only 
by the unavailing wisdom of Lamachus, and not strongly 
censured when known at Athens-conspire to prove that their 
minds were not at first fully made up even to the siege of Syra
cuse ; that they counted on alliances and money in Sicily which 
they did not find ; and that those, who sailed from Athens with 
large hopes of brilliant and easy conquest, were soon taught to 
see the reality with different eyes. If Alkibiades had himself 
conceived at Athens the designs which he professed to reveal 
in his speech at Sparta, there can be little doubt that he would 

1 See a remarkabre"pa~ of Thucyd. viii. 89-p~ov 'Tlz &:n:o/3alvov'Ta, &s 
o/J" &n:o 7 wv b~<olwv, ~A.arruovl'-ev6s 'T<s </>~pet-and the note in explanation of 
it, in a later chapter of this History, vol. viii. chap. !Jill. 
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have espoused the scheme of Lamachus-or rather would have 
originated it himself. We find him indeed, in his speech 
delivered at Athens before the determination to sai~ holding 
out hopes, that by means of conquests in Sicily, Athens might 
become mistress of all Greece. But this is there put as an 
alternative and as a favourable possibility-is noticed only in 
one place, without expansion or amplification-and £bows that 
the speaker did not reckon upon finding any such expectations 
prevalent among his hearers. Alkibiades could not have 
ventured to promise, in his discourse at Athens, the results 
which he afterwards talked of at Sparta as having been actually 
contemplated-Sicily, Italy, Carthage, Iberian mercenaries, &c., 
all ending in a blockading fleet large enough to gird round 
Peloponnesus.1 Had he put forth such promises, the charge 
of juvenile folly which Nikias urged against him would probably 
have been believed by every one. His speech at Sparta, 
though it has passed with some as a fragment of true Grecian 
history, seems in truth little better than a gigantic romance, 

Jiressed up to alarm his audience.2 

r. ~?Intended for this purpose, it was eminently suitable and 
~¥effective. The Laced~monians had already been partly moved 
~by the representations from Corinth and Syracuse, and were 
~~en prepared to send envoys to the latter place with en
p couragement to hold out against Athens. But the peace of 

Nikias, and the alliance succeeding it, still subsisted between 
Athens and Sparta. It had indeed been partially and in
directly violated in many ways, but both the contracting parties 
still considered it as subsisting, nor would either of them yet 
consent to break their oaths openly and avowedly. For this 
reason-as well as from the distance of Sicily, great even in 
the estimation of the more nautical Athenians-the Ephors 
could not yet make up their minds to despatch thither any 
positive aid. It was exactly in this point of hesitation between 
the will and the deed, that the energetic and vindictive exile 
from Athens found them. His flaming picture of the danger 
impending-brought home to their own doors, and appearing 
to proceed from the best informed of all witnesses-overcame 
their reluctance at once ; while he at the same time pointed 
out the precise steps whereby their interference would be 
rendered of most avail. The transfer of Alkibiades to Sparta 
thus reverses the superiority of force between the two contend
ing chiefs of Greece-" Momentumque f~utatus Curio '-,_, 

1 Thucyd. vi. 12-17. 2 Plutarch, Alkib. c. 17. 
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rerum." 1 He had not yet shown his power of doing his 
country good, as we shall find him hereafter engaged, during 
the later years of the war : his first achievements were but too 
successful in doing her harm. 1.J 

The Laced::-emonians forthwith resolved to send an auxiliaryt 
force to Syracuse. But as this could not be done bef()re thet- ~ 
spring, they nominated Gylippus commander, directing him "t 
to proceed thither without delay, and to take counsel with the ( 
Corinthians for operations as speedy as the case admitted. 2 ~ 
We do not know that Gylippus had as yet given any positive ~ 
evidence of that consummate skill and activity which we shall 
presently be called upon to describe. He was probably chosen 
on account of his superior acquaintance with the circumstances 
of the Italian and Sicilian Greeks; since his father Kleandridas, 
after having been banished from Sparta fourteen years before 
the Peloponnesian war, for taking Athenian bribes, had been 
domiciliated as a citizen at Thurii.3 Gylippus desired the 
Corinthians to send immediately two triremes for him, to 
Asine in the Messenian Gulf, and to prepare as many others as 
their docks could furnish. 

CHAPTER LIX 

FROM THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE SIEGE OF SYRACUSE BY 
NIKIAS-DOWN TO THE SECOND ATHENIAN EXPEDITION 
UNDER DElllOSTHENES AND THE RESUMPTION OF THE 

GENERAL WAR 

THE Athenian troops at Katana, probably tired of inaction, 
were put in motion in the early spring, even before the arrival 
of the reinforcements from Athens, and sailed to the deserted 
walls of Megara, not far from Syracuse, which the Syracusans 
had recently garrisoned. Having in vain attacked the Syra
cusan garrison, and laid waste the neighbouring fields, they 
re·embarked, landed again for similar purposes at the mouth 
of the river Terias, and then, after an insignificant skirmish, 
returned to Katana. An expedition into the interior of the 
island procured for them the alliance of the Sikel town of 
Kentoripa; and the cavalry being now arrived from Athens, 

1 Lucan,~v. 819. 
2 Thucyd. vi. 93~lutarch, Alkib. c. 23; Diodor. xiii. 7• 
3 Thucyd. vi. 104. 
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they prepared for operations against Syracuse. Nikias had 
received from Athens 250 horsemen fully equipped, for whom 
horses were to be procured in Sicily 1-30 horse-bowmen and 
300 talents in money. He was not long in furnishing them 
with horses from Egesta and Katana, from which cities he also 
received some further cavalry-so that he was presently able 
to muster 65o cavalry in all. 2 

Even before this cavalry could be mounted, Nikias made 
his first approach to Syracuse. For the Syracusan generals on 
their side, apprised of the arrival of the reinforcement from 
Athens, and aware that besieging operations were on the point 
of being commenced, now thought it necessary to take the 
precaution of occupying and guarding the roads of access to 
the high ground of Epipoh:e which overhung their outer city. 

Syracuse consisted at this time of two parts, an inner and 
outer city. The former was comprised in the island of Ortygia, 
the original settlement founded by Archias, and within which 
the modern city is at this moment included : the latter or outer 
city, afterwards known by the name of Achradina, occupied 
the high ground of the peninsula north of Ortygia, but does 
not seem to have joined the inner city, or to have been com
prised in the same fortification. This outer city was defended, 
on the north and east, by the sea, with rocks presenting great 
difficulties of landing-and by a sea-wall ; so that on these 
sides it was out of the reach of attack. Its wall on the land
side, beginning from the sea somewhat eastward of the entrance 
of the cleft now called Santa Bonagia or Panagia, ran in a 
direction westward of south as far as the termination of the 
high ground of Achradina, and then turned eastward along the 
stone quarries now known as those of the Capucins and 
Novanteris, where the ground is in part so steep, that probably 
little fortification was needed. This fortified high land of 
Achradina thus constituted the outer city; while the lower 
ground, situated between it and the inner city or Ortygia, 
seems at this time not to have been included in the fortifica
tions of either, but was employed (and probably had been 
employed even from the first settlement in the island), partly 

1 Horses were so largely bred in Sicil,r, that they even found their way 
into Attica and Central Greece-Sophokles, CEd. Kolon. JI2-

" , c ... • ')'VVAa~x· O~W y , 

~Te~xovaav lJIJ.WV a.cruov, tTvata~ E7rt 

TIWAov f3ej3Wcrav. 

If the Scholiast is to be trusted, the Sicil~vere of unusually 
great size. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 95-98. 
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for religious processions, games, and other multitudinous cere
monies-partly for the burial of the dead, which, according to 
invariable Grecian custom, was performed without the walls of 
the city. Extensive catacombs yet remain to mark the length 
of time during which this ancient N ekropolis served its purpose. 

To the north-west of the outer city-wall in the direction of the 
port called Trogilus, stood an unfortified suburb which after
wards became enlarged into the distinct walled town of Tyche. 
West of the southern part of the same outer city-wall (nearly 
south-west of the outer city itself) stood another suburb
afterwards known and fortified as Neapolis, but deriving its 
name, in the year 415 :u.c., from having within it the statue 
and consecrated ground of Apollo Temenites 1 (which stood a 
little way up on the ascent of the hill of Epipolre), and stretch
ing from thence down southward in the direction of the Great 
Harbour. Between these two suburbs lay a broad open space, 
the ground rising in gradual acclivity from Achradina to the 
westward, and diminishing in breadth as it rose higher, until 
at length it ended in a small conical mound called in modern 
times the Belvedere. This acclivity formed the eastern ascent 
of the long ridge of high ground called Epipolre. It was a 
triangle upon an inclined plane, of which Achradina was the 
base: to the north as well as to the south, it was suddenly 
broken off by lines of limestone cliff (forming the sides of the 
triangle), about fifteen or twenty feet high, and quite pre
cipitous, except in some few openings made for convenient 
ascent. From the western point or apex of the triangle, the 
descent was easy and gradual (excepting two or three special 
mounds or cliffs) towards the city, the interior of which was 
visible from this outer slope.2 

1 At the neighbouring city of Gela, also, a little without the walls, there 
,tood a large brazen statue of Apollo-of so much sanctity, beauty, or noto
riety, that the Carthaginians in their invasion of the ishind (seven years 
afkr the siege of Syracuse by Nikias) carried it away with them and trans
ported it to Tyre \Diodor. xiii. 1oS). 

2 In reference to all these topographical details, the reader is requested 
to consult the two Plans of Syracuse annexed to the end of this volume, 
together with the explanatory Appendix. The very perspicuous description 
of Epipolre, also, given by Mr. Stanley (as embodied in Dr. Arnold's 
Appendix to the third volume of his Thucydides), is especially commended 
> his attention. 
In the Appendix to this volume, I have been unavoidably compelled to 

~peat a portion of the matter contained in my general narrative : for which 
~petition I hope t~oned. 
In Plan I., the letters ~. D represent the wall of the Outer City as 

: seems to have stood when Nikias first arrived in Sicily. The letters, E, 
: represent the wall of the Inner City at the same moment. 
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According to the warfare of that time, Nikias could only 

take Syracuse by building a wall of circumvallation so as to 
cut off its supplies by land, and at the same time blockading it 
by sea. Now looking at the Inner and Outer city as above 
described, at the moment when he first reached Sicily, we see 
that (after defeating the Syracusans and driving them within 
their walls, which would be of course the first part of the 
process) he might have carried his blockading wall in a 
direction nearly southerly from the innermost point of the cleft 
of Santa Bonagia, between the city-wall and the Temenites so 
as to reach the Great Harbour at a spot not far westward of 
the junction of Ortygia with the mainland. Or he might have 
landed in the Great Harbour, and executed the same wall, 
beginning from the opposite end. Or he might have preferred 
to construct two blockading walls, one for each city separately : 
a short wall would have sufficed in front of the isthmus joining 
Ortygia, while a separate wall might have been carried to shut 
up the outer city, across the unfortified space constituting the 
N ekropolis, so as to end not in the Great Harbour, but in the 
coast of the N ekropolis opposite to Ortygia. Such were the 
possibilities of the case at the time when Nikias first reached 
Rhegium. But during the many months of inaction which he 
had allowed, the Syracusans had barred out both these pos
sibilities, and had greatly augmented the difficulties of his 
intended enterprise. They had constructed a new wall, cover
ing both their inner and their outer city-stretching across the 
whole front which faced the slope of Epipolre, from the Great 

1 
Harbour to the opposite sea near Santa Bonagia-and ex
panding westward so as to include within it the statue and 
consecrated ground of Apollo Temenites, with the cliff near 
adjoining to it known by the name of the Temenite Cliff. This . 
was done for the express purpose of lengthening the line ' 
indispensable for the besiegers to make their wall a good 
blockade.1 After it was finished, Nikias could not begin his 
blockade from the side of the Great Harbour, since he would 
have been obstructed by the precipitous southern cliff of 
Epipolre. He was under the necessity of beginning his wall 
from a portion of the higher ground of Epipolre, and of carrying 

I 

1 Thucyd. vi. 75. 'Enlx•(ov li~ «al ol lupa«<ktot ~~~ .,.q; X<tp.wvt 'To6.,..i 
1rp0s 'T€ 'Tp 'li"Oll.<t, 'TOV T<p.<vin)v ~V'TOs '11"0L1)11'<J.p.<vot, 'T € tX o s '11" ap a '11" a II 'T ~ 
1rpOs 'Tas 'E'li"L'li"Oll.as opwv, 8'1!"c.>S p.f} OL~OIIOS €VC<'11"0'TE£. 
XL<T'TOL &utv, 'l)v l'lpa ucp&.ll.ll.•»v'Tat, &c. ~ j 

In Plan I., the letters G, H, I represent this additional or advance• '\ 
fortification. 

\ 
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it both along a greater space and higher up on the slope, until 
he touched the Great Harbour at a point farther removed from 
Ortygia. 

Syracuse having thus become assailable only from the side 
of Epipolce, the necessity so created for carrying on operations 
much higher up on the slope gave to the summit of that 
eminence a greater importance than it had before possessed. 
Nikias, doubtless furnished with good local information by 
the exiles, seems to have made this discovery earlier than the 
Syracusan generals, who (having been occupied in augmenting 
their defences on another point where they were yet more 
vulnerable) did not make it until immediately before the open
ing of the spring campaign. It was at that critical moment 
that they proclaimed a full muster, for break of day, in the low 
mead on the left bank of the Anapus. After an inspection of 
arms, and probably final distribution of forces for the approach
ing struggle, a chosen regiment of 6oo hoplites was placed 
under the orders of an Andrian exile named Diomilus, in order 
to act as garrison of Epipolce, as well as to be in constant 
readiness wherever they might be wanted.1 These men were 
intended to occupy the strong ground on the summit of the 
hill, and thus obstruct all the various approaches to it, seem
ingly not many in number, and all narrow. 

But before they had yet left their muster, to march to the 
summit, intelligence reached them that the Athenians were 
already in possession of it. Nikias and Lamachus, putting 
their troops on board at Katana, had sailed during the preced
ing night to a landing-place not far from a place called Leon 
or the Lion, which was only six or seven furlongs from Epipolce, 
and seems to have lain between Megara and the peninsula of 
Thapsus. They here landed their hoplites, and placed their 
fleet in safety under cover of a palisade across the narrow 
isthmus of Thapsus, before day and before the Syracusans had 
any intimation of their arrival. Their hoplites immediately 
moved forward with rapid step to ascend Epipolce, mounting 
seemingly from the north-east, by the side towards Megara and 
farthest removed from Syracuse ; so that they first reached the 
summit called Euryalus, near the apex of the triangle above 
described. From hence they commanded the .slope of Epipolce 
beneath them and the town of Syracuse to the eastward. They 
were presently attacked by the Syracusans, who broke up 

I their muster ir~ o ~ as soon as they heard the news. 
But as the road by\:· h they had to march, approaching 

l Thucyd. vi. g6. 
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Euryalus from the south-west, was circuitous, and hardly less 
than three English miles in length-they had the mortification j 
of seeing that the Athenians were already masters of the posi- i 
tion ; and when they hastened up to retake it, the rapid pace \ 
had so disordered their ranks, that the Athenians attacked 1 
them at great advantage, besides having the higher ground. j 
The Syracusans were driven back to their city with loss, Diom- ' 
ilus with half his regiment being slain; while the Athenians ' 
remained masters of the high ground of Euryalus, as well as of 
the upper portion of the slope of Epipol::e.l 

This was a most important advantage-indeed seemingly 
essential to the successful prosecution of the siege. It was 
gained by a plan both well laid and well executed, grounded 
upon the omission of the Syracusans to occupy a post of which 
they did not at first perceive the importance-and which in 
fact only acquired its pre-eminent importance from the new 
enlargement made by the Syracusans in their fortifications. To 
that extent, therefore, it depended upon a favourable accident 
which could not have been reasonably expected to occur. 
The capture of Syracuse was certain, upon the supposition that 
the attack and siege of the city had been commenced on the 
first arrival of the Athenians in the island, without giving time 
for any improvement in its defensibility. But the moment 
such delay was allowed, success ceased to be certain, depend
ing more or less upon this favourable turn of accident. The 
Syracusans actually did a great deal to create additional diffi
culty to the besiegers, and might have done more, especially in 
regard to the occupation of the high ground above Epipol::e. 
Had they taken this precaution, the effective prosecution of 
the siege would have been rendered extremely difficult-if not 
completely frustrated. 

On the next morning, Nikias and Lamachus marched their 
army down the slope of Epipol::e near to the Syracusan walls, ( 
and offered battle, which the enemy did not accept. They 
then withdrew the Athenian troops ; after which their first 
operation was to construct a fort on the high ground called ~ 
Labdalum, near the western end of the upper northern cliffs 
bordering Epipol::e, on the brink of the cliff, and looking 
northward towards Megara. This was intended as a place of 
security wherein both treasures and stores might be deposited~· 
so as to leave the army unencumbered in its motions. The 
Athenian cavalry being now comple'~e new arrivals 
from Egesta, Nikias descended fro1fl'Labdalum to a ne\ 

1 Thucyd. vi. 9"!· 
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position called Syke, lower down on Epipohe, seemingly about 
midway between the northern and southern cliffs. He here 
constructed, with as much rapidity as possible, a walled 

!enclosure, called the Circle, intended as a centre from whence 
, the projected wall of circumvallation was to start northward 
ftowards the sea at Trogilus, southward towards the Great 
1 Harbour. This Circle appears to have covered a considerable 
space, and was further protected by an outwork, the front of 
which measured one thousand feet.! Astounded at the rapidity 
with which the Athenians executed this construction,2 the 
Syracusans marched their forces out, and prepared to give 
battle in order to interrupt it. But when the Athenians, relin
quishing the work, drew up on their side in battle order-the 
Syracusan generals were so struck with their manifest superiority 
in soldierlike array, as compared with the disorderly trim of 

1eir own ranks, that they withdrew their soldiers back into the 
ity without venturing to engage; merely leaving a body of 
orse to harass the operations of the besiegers, and constrain 
1em to keep in masses. The newly-acquired Athenian 
avalry, however, were here brought for the. first time into 
ffective combat. With the aid of one tribe of their own 
oplites, they charged the Syracusan horse, drove them off 

.. ith some loss, and erected their trophy. This is the only 
occasion on which we read of the Athenian cavalry being 
brought into conflict; though Nikias had made the absence of 
cavalry the great reason for his prolonged inaction. 

Interruption being thus checked, Nikias continued his 
blockading operations; first completing the Circle,3 then 
beginning his wall of circumvallation in a northerly direction 
from the Circle towards Trogilus : for which purpose a portion 

1 Thucyd. vi. g8. ~xwpovv 1rpbs .,.~v ::Sv~<~v oi 'A011""''io<, tva1rep 1Cct0E(6f.levo1 
€TE(Xt<Tav 'T~W IC.{ntA.ov Ottt. -rcf.xovs. 

The probable position of this Athenian K6JCA.os or Circle will be found 
on both the Plans in the Appendix, marked by the letter K. 

2 The Athenians seem to have surpassed all other Greeks in the diligence 
and skill with which they executed. fortifications: see some examples, 
Thucyd. v. 75-82; Xenoph. Hellen. 1v. 4, 18. 

3 Dr, Arnold in his note on Thucyd. vi. g8, says that the Circle is spoken 
of, in one passage of Thucydides, as if it had never been completed. I con
strue this one passage differently from him {vii. z, 4)--'r</1 ltA.i\rp Toil 1<V1<A.ou 
1rp'Os Tbv TprfJ-y<A.ov E1rl 'T~V h<pav 8dA.M<rav : where I think 'T(f lfA.Mp 'TOV 

K6JCA.ov is equivalent to h€pw9< Tov ~<6KA.ov-as plainly appears from the 
accompanying mention of Trogilus and the northern sea. I am persuaded 
~hat t~e <:;ir~le .was· h~and Dr. ~mold himself indicates two passages 
m wh1ch 1t 1s d1stmctly spo~f as havmg been completed. See Appendix 
to this volume. 
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of his forces were employed in bringing stones and wood, and 
depositing them in proper places along the intended line. So 
strongly did Hermokrates feel the inferiority of the Syracusan 
hoplites in the field, that he discouraged any fresh genera 
action, and proposed to construct a counter-wall or cross-wall 
traversing the space along which the Athenian circumvallatim 
must necessarily be continued, so as to impede its further pro 
gress. A tenable counter-wall, if they could get time to carr; 
it sufficiently far to a defensible terminus, would complete!] 
defeat the intent of the besiegers: but even if Nikias shoulC 
interrupt the work by his attacks, the Syracusans calculated or 
being able to provide a sufficient force to repel him, during the 
short time necessary for hastily constructing the palisade OJ 

front outwork. Such palisade would serve them as a tempor· 
ary defence, while they finished the more elaborate cross-wall 
behind it; and would, even at the worst, compel Nikias tc 
suspend all his proceedings and employ his whole force tc 
dislodge them.l 

I 
1 Thucyd. vi. 99· "Y'7rOT€tX.I(etlf ot iffLEIVOV ~00/CEI e1vat (-rols lvpatco· 

uiots) ?i ~tciivo• (the Athenians) ~f<Ell.ll.ov if~<tv -rl> -r•<xos· teal •l <f>OauE<av, 
a7rOI<AV<TEIS -yi-yv<u8at, Kal U.l'a l<al tv TOOT'f ell7rt/30'T/8oi'Ev, f<Epos aVTI7rEf<7rEIV 
au-rol Ti)S <TTpaT<US, 1<al <f>8avEIV ltv TOlS <TTavpoi's 7rpo1<aTall.afL{3avoVTES 
-ras ~<f>&oovs· ~1<eivovs oe ltv 1ravof<lvovs -roil tp-yov 1rav-ras t.v ,.pbs ucpils 
-rpe1reu8at.-The probable course of this first counter-wall is marked on 
Plan I. by the letters N, 0. 

The Scholiast here explains -ras ~<f>6oovs to mean -ra /3d<T<f<a-adding 
bll.i-ya at Ta brt/3a8i)vat ovvafLEVa, otlt. TD TEAflaTWOES elva< TD xwpiov. 
Though he is here followed by the best commentators, I cannot think that 
his explanation is correct. He evidently supposes that this first counter
wall of the Syracusans was built (as we shall see presently that the second 
counter-work was) across the marsh, or low ground between the southern 
cliff of Epipolre and the Great Harbour. " The ground being generally 
marshy (nll.f<a-rwo<s) there were only a few places where it could be 
crossed." But I conceive this supposition to be erroneous. The first 
counter-wall of the Syracusans was carried, as it seems to me, up the slope 
of Epipolre, between the Athenian Circle and the southern cliff: it com
menced at the Syracusan newly-erected advanced wall, enclosing the 
Temenites. This was all hard, firm ground, such as the Athenians could 
march across at any point : there might perhaps be some roughnesses here 
and there, but they would be mere exceptions to the general character of 
the ground. 

It appears to me that -ras ~rp&oovs means simply " the attacks of the 
Athenians "-without intending to denote any special assailable points :-
7rpo~<a-rall.a,u{3avHv rits ~rp6oovs means " to get beforehand with the attacks " 
(see Thucyd. i. 57; v. 30). This is in fact the more usual meaning of 
trpooos (compare vii. 5 ; vii. 43 ; i. 6 ; v. 35 ; vi. 63), " attack, approach, 
visit," &c. There are doubtless other passag~htch it means "the 
way or road through which the attack was ~: " in one of these how
ever (vii. 51) all the best editors now read ~u6oov instead of ~cp&oov. I 
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Accordingly they took their start from the postern-gate near 

the grove of Apollo Temenites; a gate in the new wall erected 
mr or five months before to enlarge the fortified space of the 
ity. From this point, which was lower down on the slope of 
:pipolre than the Athenian Circle, they carried their palisade 
nd counter-wall up the slope, in a direction calculated to 
1tersect the intended line of hostile circumvallation southward 
f the Circle. The nautical population from Ortygia could be 
mployed in this enterprise, since the city was still completely 
ndisturbed by sea and mistress of the Great Harbour-the 
lthenian fleet not having yet moved from Thapsus. Besides 
his active crowd of workmen, the sacred olive-trees in the 
~emenite grove were cut down to serve as materials; and by 
uch efforts the work was presently finished to a sufficient dis
ance for traversing and intercepting the blockading wall 
rrtended to come southward from the Circle. It seems to 
Lave terminated at the brink of the precipitous southern cliff 
f Epipolre, which prevented the Athenians from turning it and 
.ttacking it in flank; while it was defended in front by a 
tockade and topped with wooden towers for discharge of 
nissiles. One tribe of hoplites was left to defend it, while 
he crowd of Syracusans who had either been employed on 
he work or on guard, returned back into the city. 

I 

During all this process, Nikias had not thought it prudent to 
rrterrupt them.! Employed as he seems to have been on the 
:ircle, and on the wall branching out from the Circle north
rard, he was unwilling to march across the slope of Epipolre 
o attack them with half his forces, leaving his own rear exposed 
o attack from the numerous Syracusans in the city, and his 
,wn Circle only partially guarded. Moreover, by such delay 
1e was enabled to prosecute his own part ofthe circumvallation 
rithout hindrance, and to watch for an opportunity of assault
ng the new counter-wall with advantage. Such an opportunity 
oon occurred, just at the time when he had accomplished the 
urther important object of destroying the aqueducts which 
upplied the city, partially at least, with water for drinking. 
l'he Syracusans appear to have been filled with confidence 
lOth by the completion of their counter-wall, which seemed an 
:ffective bar to the besiegers-and tr his inaction. The tribe 

It will be seen that arguments have bren founded upon the inadmissible 
ense ':Vhich the Scho~ here gives to t e wor~ lcpolioL: see Dr. Arno~~' 
Iem01r on the Map of~e, Appen ix to h1s ed. of Thucyd. vol. m • 
. 27!. 

1 Thucyd. vi. roo, 
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left on guard presently began to relax in their vigilance : instead 
of occupying the wall, tents were erected behind it to shelter 
them from the midday sun ; while some even permitted them
selves to take repose during that hour within the city walls. 
Such negligence did not escape the Athenian generals, who 
silently prepared an assault for midday. Three hundred 
chosen hoplites, with some light troops clothed in panoplies for 
the occasion, were instructed to sally out suddenly and run 
across straight to attack the stockade and counter-wall; while 
the main Athenian force march~d in two divisions under Nikias 
and Lamachus; half towards the city walls to prevent any suc
cour from coming out of the gates-half towards the Temenite 
postern-gate from whence the stockade and cross-wall com
menced. The rapid forward movement of the chosen three 
hundred was crowned with full success. They captured both the 
stockade and the counter-wall, feebly defended by its guards; l 
who, taken by surprise, abandoned their post and fled alon~ 
behind their wall to enter the city by the Temenite postern 
gate. Before all of them could get in, however, both the 
pursuing three hundred and the Athenian division which 
marched straight to that point, had' partially come up with 
them : so that some of these assailants even forced their way 
along with them through the gate into the interior of the 
Temenite city-wall. Here however the Syracusan strength 
within was too much for them : these foremost Athenians and 
Argeians were thrust out again with loss. But the general move
ment of the Athenians had been completely triumphant They 
pulled down the counter-wall, plucked up the palisade, and 
carried the materials away for the use of their own circumvallation. 

As the recent Syracusan counter-work had been carried to 
the brink of the southern cliff, which rendered it unassailable 
in flank-Nikias was warned of the necessity of becoming 
master of this cliff, so as to deprive them of the same resource 
in future. Accordingly, without staying to finish his blockad
ing wall regularly and continuously from the Circle southward, 
across the slope of Epipolre-he left the Circle under guard and 
marched across at once to take possession of the southern cliff, 
at the point where the blockading wall was intended to reach 
it. This point of the southern cliff he immediately fortified as 
a defensive position, whereby he accomplished two objects. 
First, he prevented the Syracusans from again employing the 
cliff as a flank defence for a second c~r-wal].l Next, he 

1 Thucyd. vi. IOI. Tji s• 0(fT<pa[t ",.~ i) !dJic 71.0 u helx<(ov ol 
• ABrwa'ioL TIIV "P'f/f<JIOV TOll V?I"Ep TOil ell.ous, fls TWJI 'E11"L11"0AWV -ra6rp 7rpos TOY 

\. 
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acquired the means of providing a safe and easy road of communi
cat~on between the high ground of Epipol~ and the low marshy 
ground beneath, which divided Epipol~ from the Great Har
bour, and across which the Athenian wall of circumvallation 
must necessarily be presently carried. As his troops would 
have to carry on simultaneous operations, partly on the high 
ground above, partly on the low ground beneath, he could 
not allow them to be separated from each other by a pre
cipitous cliff which would prevent ready mutual assistance. 
The intermediate space between the Circle and the fortified 
point of ·he cliff, was for the time left with an unfinished 
wall, with he intention of coming back to it (as was in fact 
afterward~ done, and this portion of wall was in the end 
complete< ). The Circle, though isolated, was strong enough 
for the tir:. e to maintain itself against attack, and was adequately 
~arrisoned 

By this 1ew movement, the Syracusans were debarred from 
1 arrying e second counter-wall on the same side of Epipol~, 
'.ince the enemy were masters of the terminating cliff on the 
•outhern side of the slope. They now turned their operations 
o the lower ground or marsh between the southern cliff of 
Epipol~ and the Great Harbour ; being as yet free on that 
side, since the Athenian fleet was still at Thapsus. Across 
that marsh-and seemingly as far as the river Anapus, to 

P,E'Ya11 lltp.Eva op~, l!al p7rEp av'Tois /3paxv'Ta'T011 E')'['Y11E'TO 1!a'Ta/3acrt oti< Toil 
bp.&llov Kal Toil ~llovs Js Tlw ll<p.eva Tb 7rep<TeEx<crp.a. 

I give in the text what I believe to be the meaning of tbis sentence, 
though the words it1rb Toil Klncllov are not clear, ancl have been differ
ently construed. Goller in his first edition has construed them as if it 
stood itp~tf.p.evot it1ro Toil KV«llov: as if the for)!ification now begun 
on the cliff was continuous and in actual junc\!ion with the Circle. 
In his second edition he seems to relinquish this 6pinion, and to trans
late them in a manner similar to Dr. Arnold, ho considers tbem as 
equivalent to cl.'!ro Toil KV«llov opp.d!p.evo<, but not t all implying that the 
fresh work performed was continuous with the ircle-which he belieYes 
not to have been the fact. If thus construed, the words would imply 
"starting from the Circle as a base of operat" ons." Agreeing with Dr. 
Arnold in his conception of the event signified, incline, in construing the 
words, to proceed upon the analogy of two o· three passages in Thucyd. 
i. 7 ; i. 46 ; i. 99 ; vi. 64-AI o€ 'lr""'"al '!r6 ··~ lld!. 'Tf/71 A!/(T'TElav E'lrl'lrOAlJ 

; itv'T<O'XOVO'a11 Ct71'0 Oall&O'O''I)S p.allllov [0'0'110'U.V • : •• ~EO''TI o€ 
A.tp:fw, «al wOi\ts i11rEp aVToil ~eeLTat &. 8ai\dcru71s €v Ttl 'Ei\atd-nOt 
•djs 0<0'7rpwTloos, 'Ecpvp.,. In these passa &71'6 is used in the same sense 

0 as we find li7ro0ev, iv. 125, signifying "ap from, at some distance from;" 
"but not implying any accompanying id of motion, or proceeding from, 
either literal or metap~ 

" The Athenians began to fortify, at Le distance from their Circle, the 
:!iff above the marsh," &c. 
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serve as a flank barrier-they resolved to carry a palisade work 
with a ditch, so as to intersect the line which the Athenians 
must next pursue in completing the southernmost portion of 
their circumvallation. They so pressed the prosecution of 
this new cross palisade, beginning from the lower portion of 
their own city-walls, and stretching in a south-westerly direction 
across the low ground as far as the river Anapus, that by the 
time the new Athenian fortification of the cliff was completed, 
the new Syracusan obstacle was completed also, 1 and a stockade 
with a ditch seemed to shut out the besiegers from reaching 
the Great Harbour. 

Lamachus overcame the difficulty before him with ability 
and bravery. Descending unexpectedly, one morning before 
daybreak, from his fort on the cliff at Epipolie into the low . 
ground beneath-and providing his troops with planks and 
broad gates to bridge over the marsh where it was scarcely 
passable-he contrived to reach and surprise the palisade with 
the first dawn of morning. Orders were at the same time given 
for the Athenian fleet to sail round from Thapsus into the 
Great Harbour, so as to divert the attention of the enemy, and 
get on the rear of the new palisade work. But before the fleet 
could arrive, the palisade and ditch had been carried, and its 
defenders driven off. A large Syracusan force came out from 
the city to sustain them, and retake it j bringing on a general 
action in the low ground between the Cliff of Epipolie, the 
Harbour, and the river Anapus. The superior discipline of 
the Athenians proved successful: the Syracusans were defeated 
and driven back on all sides, so that their right wing fled into 
the city, and th~ir left (including the larger portion of their 
best force, the ho emen), along the banks of the river Anapus, 
to reach the bri e. Flushed with victory, the Athenians 
hoped to cut them ff from this retreat, and a chosen body of 
300 hoplites ran fast in hopes of getting to the bridge first. In 
this hasty movement they fell into such disorder, that the 
Syracusan cavalry tur ed upon them, put them to flight, and 
threw them back upon the Athenian right wing, to which the 
fugitives communicate their own panic and disorder. The 
fate of the battle appean to be turning against the Athenians, 
when Lamachus, who w on the left wing, hastened to their 
aid with the Argeian hopl s and as many bowmen as he could 
collect. His ardour earn 1 him incautiously forward, so that ; 
he crossed a ditch, with ver. ~w foll~efore the remaining· 

1 The course and extent (as I '• ceive it) of this second counter-work, 
palisade, and ditch, will be foun. rked on Plan I., by the letters P, Q. 
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troops could follow him. He was here attacked and slain, 1 

in single combat with a horseman named Kallikrates: but the 
:'yracusans were driven back when his soldiers came up, and 
!ud only just time to snatch and carry off his dead body, with 
v, hich they crossed the bridge and retreated behind the Anapus. 
Th-: rapid movement of this gallant officer was thus crowned 
,, ith complete success, restoring the victory to his own right 
wing; a victory dearly purchased by the forfeit of his own life.2 

~leanwhile the visible disorder and temporary flight of the 
~thenian right wing, and the withdrawal of Lamachus from 
he left to reinforce it, imparted fresh courage to the Syracusan 
-ight, which had fled into the town. They again came forth to 

l-enew the contest; while their generals attempted a diversion 

1
- y sending out a detachment from the north-western gates of r1e city to attack the Athenian Circle on the mid-slope of 
'l:pipol::e. As this Circle lay completely apart and at consider
ab~e distance from the battle, they hoped to find the garrison 
t nprepared for attack, and thus to carry it by surprise. Their 
1nanceuvre, bold and well-timed, was on the point of succeeding. 
; 'hey carried with little difficulty the covering outwork in front, 

:md the Circle itself, probably stript of part of its garrison to 
reinforce the combatants in the lower ground, was only saved 
by the presence of mind and resource of Nikias, who was lying 
:n within it. He directed the attendants to set fire to a quantity 
of wood which lay, together with the battering engines of the 
army in front of the Circle-wall, so that the flames prevented 
all further advance on the part of the assailants, and forced 
hem to retreat. The flames also served as a signal to the 
\thenians engaged in the battle beneath, who immediately 
;.:nt reinforcements to the relief of their general ; while at the 
mme time the Athenian fleet, just arrived from Thapsus, was 
>een sailing into the Great Harbour. This last event, threaten
j,-, ~ the Syracusans on a new side, drew off their whole atten
ti0n to the defence of their city. Their combatants from the 
f.dd, and their detachment from the Circle, were each brought 
' ~:k within the walls.s 

Had the recent attempt on the Circle succeeded, carrying 
:with it the death or capture of Nikias, and combined with the 

~
'heath of Lamachus in the field on that same day-it would 
.ave greatly brightened the prospects of the Syracusans, and 

t Thucyd. vi. 102 ; Plutarch, Nikias, c. r8. Diodorus errone
_sly places the battle, in ~ir~ Lamachus was slain, after the arrival of 

;_~ :i?pus (xiii, 8). k ~ Thucyd. vi. 102. 3 Thucyd. vi. 102. 
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might even have arrested the further progress of the siege, fron 
the want of an authorised commander. But in spite of sue,, 
imminent hazard, the actual result of the day left the Athenian~ 
completely victorious, and the Syracusans more discouraged 
than ever. What materially contributed to their discouragt: 
ment, was, the recent entrance of the Athenian fleet into th,; 
Great Harbour, wherein it was henceforward permanent!; 
established, in co-operation with the army, in a station near the: 
left bank of the Ana pus. 

Both army and fleet now began to occupy themselv.:; 
seriously with the construction of the southernmost part of th< 
wall of circumvallation; beginning immediately below tht 
Athenian fortified point of descent from the southern cliff o 
Epipohe and stretching across the lower marshy ground to th'. 
Great Harbour. The distance between these two extrem~ 
points was about eight stadia or nearly an English mile : tht 
wall was double, with gates, and probably towers, at suitablt 
intervals-inclosing a space of considerable breadth, doubtless 
roofed over in part, since it served afterwards, with the help ot 
the adjoining citadel on the cliff, as shelter and defence of th, 
whole Athenian army.I The Syracusans could not interrupt' 
this process, nor could they undertake a new counter-wall ur, 
the mid-slope of Epipolre, without coming out to fight a general 
battle, which they did not feel competent to do. Of course the 
Circle had now been put into condition to defy a second 
surprise. 

But not only were they thus compelled to look on withou~ 
hindering the blockading wall towards the Harbour.-It was 
now, for the first time, that they began to taste the rea' 
restraints and privations of a siege.2 Down to this moment; 
their communication with the Anapus and the country beyond, 
as well as with all sides of the Great Harbour, had been oper 
and unimpeded; whereas now, the arrival of the Athenian 
fleet and the change of position of the Athenian army, had cut 
them off from both, 3 so that little or no fresh supplies of 

1 The southern part of the Athenian line of circumvallation is mark,£ 
both on Plans I. and II. by the letters K L, M. In the first Plan, i 
appears as intended and unfinished; in ~e second Plan it appears a' 
completed. 

2 Thucyd. vi. IOJ. o!a a€ E!JCbs &.vepw'lrwv a1ropo6vrwv JCal p.iill.ll.ov 'I) 1rp\ 
7rOA.lOp!COVJ.LfV~11, &c. 

" Diodorus however is wrong in stating (xiii. 7) that the Athenia, 
occupied the temple of Zeus Olympius and t~olichn~ or hamlet surroun,' 
ing it, on the right bank of the Anapli'-" These posts remained alwa: 
occupied by the Syracu:;ans, throughout the whole war (Thucyd. vii. " 
37). 
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provision could reach them except at the hazard of capture 
from the hostile ships. On the side of Thapsus, where the 

lnorthern cliff of Epipolce affords only two or three practicable 
1·passages of ascent, they had before been blocked up by the 
[Athenian army and fleet; and a portion of the fleet seems still 
to have been left at Thapsus. Nothing now remained open, 
except a portion, especially the northern portion, of the slope 
of Epipolce. Of this outlet the besieged, especially their 
numerous cavalry, doubtless availed themselves, for the purpose 
of excursions and of bringing in supplies. But it was both 
longer and more circuitous for such purposes than the plain 
fear the Great Harbour and the Helorine road : moreover, it 
.had to pass by the high and narrow pass of Euryalus, and 
'might thus be rendered unavailable to the besieged, whenever 
1Nikias thought fit to occupy and fortify that position. Un
'fortunately for himself and his army, he omitted this easy, but 
capital precaution, even at the moment when he must have 
fknown Gylippus to be approaching. 

In regard to the works actually undertaken, the order 
followed by Nikias and Lamachus can be satisfactorily explained. 
Having established their fortified post on the centre of the 
slope of Epipolce, they were in condition to combat opposition 
and attack any counter-wall on whichever side the enemy might 
erect it. Commencing in the first place the execution of the 
northern portion of the blockading line, they soon desist from 
this, and turn their attention to the southern portion, because 
it was here that the Syracusans constructed their first two 
counter-works. In attacking the second counter-work of the 
Syracusans, across the marsh to the Anapus, they chose a 
suitable moment for bringing the main fleet round from 
Thapsus into the Great Harbour, with a view to its co-operation. 
f.fter clearing the lower ground, they probably deemed it advis
able, in order to establish a safe and easy communication with 
their fleet, that the double wall across the marsh, from Epipolce 
to the Harbour, should stand next for execution; for which 
~here was this further reason-that they thereby blocked up 
~e most convenient exit and channel of supply for Syracuse. 
J'here are thus plausible reasons assignable why the northern 
portion of the line of blockade, from the Athenian camp on 
Epipolce to the sea at Trogilus, was left to the last, and was 
'ound open-at least the greater part of it-by Gylippus. 

While the Syracus8J)s thus began to despair of their situation, 
the prospects of the Atli'Wlians were better than ever ; pro
nising certain and not very distant triumph. The reports 

VOL. VII. L 
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circulating through the neighbouring cities all representee 
them as in the full tide of success, so that many Sikel tribes, 
hitherto wavering, came in to tender their alliance, while threcl 
armed pentekonters also arrived from the Tyrrhenian coasr: 
Moreover abundant supplies were furnished from the Italiat ! 
Greeks generally. Nikias, now sole commander since th<.' 
death of Lamachus, had even the glory of receiving and dis
cussing proposals from Syracuse for capitulation-a necessity 
which was openly and abundantly canvassed within the city 
itself. The ill-success of Hermokrates and his colleagues had 
caused them to be recently displaced from their functions a~, 
generals,-to which Herakleides, Eukles, and Tellias wen1 
appointed. But this change did not inspire the Syracusann 
with confidence to hazard a fresh battle, while the temper o \ 
the city, during such period of forced inaction, was melanchol~( 
in the extreme. Though several propositions for surrenderj 
perhaps unofficial, yet seemingly sincere, were made to Nikias,: 
nothing definitive could be agreed upon as to the terms.! Hac';' 
the Syracusan government been oligarchical, the present! 
distress would have exhibited a large body of malcontents upor:: 
whom he could have worked with advantage; but the demo-! 
cratical character of the government maintained union at home; 
in this trying emergency.2 ( 

We must take particular note of these propositions in orde1 
to understand the conduct of Nikias during the present critica.' 
interval. He had been from the beginning in secret corre
spondence with a party in Syracuse ; 3 who, though neither 
numerous nor powerful in themselves, were now doubtless both 
more active and more influential than ever they had been, 
before. From them he received constant and not unreasonable' 
assurances that the city was on the point of surrendering and' 
could not possibly hold out. And as the tone of opinior 
without, as well as within, conspired to raise such an impressiot ~ 
in his mind, so he suffered himself to be betrayed into a fataf 
languor and security as to the further prosecution of the be 
sieging operations. The injurious consequences of the deatr 
of Lamachus now became evident. From the time of tl 
departure from Katana down to the battle in which that galla 1' 

officer perished (a period seemingly of about three month<\ 
from about March to June 4I4 B.c.), the operations of the 
siege had been conducted with great vigour as well as unre-

1 Thucyd. vi. 103 . 
..-67-.<v. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 55· 

-n:oA.A.U. i"A.l'fE'TO -n:p6s 'TE ~1£E'iPov K<Xl -n:A.elw t-r< Ka-ril. -r'lw , 
s Thucyd. vii. 49-86. , 
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mitting perseverance; while the building-work, especially, had 
bt·en so rapidly executed as to fill the Syracusans with amaze-
1ment. But so soon as Nikias is left sole commander, this 
~·igorous march disappears and is exchanged for slackness and 
b.pathy. The wall across the low ground near the harbour 
1might have been expected to proceed more rapidly, because 
the Athenian position generally was much stronger-the chance 
of opposition from the Syracusans was much lessened-and 
the fleet had been brought into the Great Harbour to co
operate. Yet in fact it seems to have proceeded more slowly: 
Nikias builds it at first as a double wall, though it would have 
been practicable to complete the whole line of blockade with 
~ single wall before the arrival of Gylippus, and afterwards, if 
!necessary, to have doubled it either wholly or partially ; instead 
bf employing so much time in completing this one portion, 
that Gylippus arrived before it was finished, scarcely less than 
.two months after the death of Lamachus. Both the besiegers 
~nd their commander now seem to consider success as certain, 
without any chance of effective interruption from within-still 
less from without; so that they may take their time over the 
work, without caring whether the ultimate consummation comes 
a month sooner or later. 

Though such was the present temper of the Athenian troops, 
Nikias could doubtless have spurred them on and accelerated 
the operations, had he himself been convinced of the necessity 
of doing so. Hitherto, we have seen him always overrating 
the gloomy contingencies of the future, and disposed to calcu
late as if the worst was to happen which possibly could happen. 
But a great part, of what passes for caution in his character, 
was in fact backwardness and inertia of temperament, aggra
vated by the melancholy addition of a painful internal complaint. 
H he wasted in indolence the first six months after his arrival 
in Sicily, and turned to inadequate account the present two 
months of triumphant position before Syracuse-both these 
mistakes arose from the same cause ; from reluctance to act 

l
xcept under the pressure and stimulus of some obvious neces
ty. Accordingly he was always behindhand with events: but 
hen necessity became terrible, so as to subdue the energies 
f other men-then did he come forward and display un

wonted vigour, as we shall see in the following chapter. But 
~ow, relieved from all urgency of apparent danger, and misled 
by the delusive hope;; held out through his correspondence in 
the town, combined witr..,the atmosphere of success which 
rhilarated his own armament-Nikias fancied the surrender 
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of Syracuse inevitable, and became, for one brief moment\ 
preceding his calamitous end, not merely sanguine, but even,' 
careless and presumptuous in the extreme. Nothing short! 
of this presumption could have let in his destroying enemy: 
Gylippus.1 ) 

That officer-named by the Laceda:monians commander in\ 
Sicily, at the winter meeting which Alkibiades had addressed 
at Sparta-had employed himself in getting together forces 
for the purpose of the expedition. But the Laceda:monians, 
though so far stimulated by the representations of the Athenian 1 
exile as to promise aid, were not forwa1d to perform the promise.! 
Even the Corinthians, decidedly the most hearty of all in be-! 
half of Syracuse, were yet so tardy, that in the month of June,; 
Gylippus was still at Leukas, with his armament not quitej 
ready to sail. To embark in a squadron for Sicily against the\ 
numerous and excellent Athenian fleet, now acting there, wasi 
a service not tempting to any one, and demanding both per·! 
sonal daring and devotion. Moreover every vessel from Sicily,j 
between March and June 414 n c., brought intelligence of 
progressive success on the part of Nikias and Lamachus- thus' 
rendering the prospects of Corinthian auxiliaries still more' 
discouraging. J 

At length, in the month of June, arrived the news of that, 
defeat of the Syracusans wherein Lamachus was slain, and o~ 
its important consequences in forwarding the operations of the·. 
besiegers. Great as those consequences were, they were still\ 
further exaggerated l::y report. It was confidently affirmed, by· 
messenger after messenger, that the wall of circumvallation had· 
been completed, and that Syracuse was now invested on a!: 
sides.2 Both Gylippus and the Corinthians were so far misled' 
as to believe this to be the fact, and despaired, in consequence, 
of being able to render any effective aid against the Athenians( 
in Sicily. But as there still remained hopes of being able to 
preserve the Greek cities in Italy, Gylippus thought it im
portant to pass over thither at once with his own little squadronj 
of four sail-two Laceda:monians and two Corinthians-anQ,i 
the Corinthian captain Pythen ; leaving the Corinthian mai{ 
squadron to follow as soon as it was ready. Intending then t~ 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. r8. 
2 Thucyd. vi. !04. &s abro'is a! &yyell.[o.t ~cpolr"'" aetvo.l Ko.l ?ra<TO.t ~ .... l TO 

abro Neu<Tf.""""'• &s 1/1>71 ?rO.VTEAWS u:rroTETEtXl<TjJ-ivo.t o.l lupd!<OU<To.l ei<Tt, -r0s 
}l-EV "ltK<ll.lo.s obKen ~71.,..[/lo. oblle}J-Io.v eixev b r6ll.t,..,..os, rf7v ll€ 'Iro.ll.lo. 
{3ovli.6J1-evos ?rEP<?rot0<To.t, &c. Compare Plutarch, ~ikias, c. r8. , 

It will be seen from Thucydides, that G,.tippus heard this news while h•l: 
was yet at Leukas. 
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let only in Italy, Gylippus did not fear falling in with the 
Athenian fleet. He first sailed to Tarentum, friendly and 
1varm in his cause. From hence he undertook a visit to 
Thurii, where his father Kleandridas, exiled from Sparta, had 
formerly resided as citizen. After trying to profit by this 
opening for the purpose of gaining the Thurians, and finding 
nothing but refusal, he passed on farther southward, until he 
came opposite to the Terin::ean Gulf, near the south-eastern 
cape of Italy. Here a violent gust of wind off the land over
took him, exposed his vessels to the greatest dangers, and 
drove him out to sea, until at length, standing in a northerly 
direction, he was fortunate enough to find shelter again at 
Tarentum.! :But such was the damage which his ships had 
sustained, that he was forced to remain here while they were 
r.. tled ashore and refitted.2 

)o untoward a delay threatened to intercept altogether his 
"- -r progress. For the Thurians had sent intimation of his 

as well as of the number of his vessels, to Nikias at 
lSe ; treating with contempt the idea of four triremes 

o attack the powerful Athenian fleet. In the present 
d. vi. 104. "Apa.s (tUi\n,.,ros) 1ra.p~1ri\et 'TtJV 'I~ai\la.v 11:a.l O.p,.a.0"8els 

KaTd. TO.v Teptva'iov ~e&A1rov, t,s l1c1rPE'i ra{rrp p.E'Ya.s, Ka.TU. Boplav 
rocplp<'Ta.t is TO ,.tl\a.-yo•, Kal ... &.l\tV x••p.cur8els ~s 'Ta 1-'ci.AtO"Ta. nfi 

rp.lu-yft. 
1 the commentators here construe the words H:a.'Ta Bopia.v ~UT1JKWs 
greed with 3s or l'tv•l-'os, I cannot but think that these words 
with r6i\t?r?ros. Gylippns is overtaken by this violent off-shore 
1e is sailing southward along the eastern shore of what is now 
ria Ultra : ''setting his ship towards the north or standing to the 
e the English nautical phrase), he is carried out to sea, from 

ter great difficulties he again gets into Tarentum." If Gylippus 
d out to sea when in this position, and trying to get to Tarentum, 
naturally lay his ccurse northward. \Vhat is meant by the words 
a.v ~O"T1JICWs, as applied to the wind, I confess I do not under-

llor do the critics throw much light upon it. Whenever a point of 
pass is mentioned in conjunction with any wind, it always seems to 
1e point .from whence the wind blows. Now, that /Ca.-.a. Bopta.v 
means "a wind which blows steadily from the north," as the com-

:ors affirm-! cannot believe without better authority than they 
:e. Moreover Gylippus could never have laid his course for Tarentum 
~ had been a strong wind in this direction ; while such a wind would 
orwarded him to Lokri, the very place whither he wanted to go. 

c mention of the Ttrinaan Gulf is certainly embarrassing. If the words 
· right (which perhaps may be doubted), the explanation of Dr. Arnold 
his nme seems the best which can be offered. Perhaps indeed-for 
mgh improbable, this is not wholly impossible-Thucydides may himself 
ve committed a geographical inadvertence, in supposing the Terim1::an 
tlf to be on the east side of .Calabria. See Appendix to this volume. 
' Thucyd. vi. 104. 
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sanguine phase of his character, Nikias sympathised with th ' 
flattering tenor of the message and overlooked the gravity ( ·:. 
the fact announced. He despised Gylippus as a mere privatee j 
nor would he even take the precaution of sending four shir , 
from his numerous fleet to watch and intercept the new-cornu\ 
Accordingly Gylippus, after having refitted his ships at Taren-\ 
tum, advanced southward along the coast without opposition 
to the Epizephyrian Lokri. Here he first learnt, to his great 
satisfaction, that Syracuse was not yet so completely blockaded, 
but that an army might still reach and relieve it from th 
interior, entering it by the Euryalus and the heights of Epipolre 
Having deliberated whether he should take the chance o 
running his ships into the harbour of Syracuse, despite th 
watch of the Athenian fleet-or whether he should sail throu 
the strait of Messina to Himera at the north of Sicily, 
from thence levy an army to cross the island and rel 
Syracuse by land-he resolved on the latter course, and v 
forthwith through the strait, which he found altogeth 
guarded. After touching both at Rhegium and at Mess 
arrived safely at Himera. Even at Rhegium, there 
Athenian naval force; though Nikias had indeed se 
four Athenian triremes, after he had been apprised that 
had reached Lokri-rather from excess of precaut' 
because he thought it necessary. But this Athenia 
reached Rhegium too late : Gylippus had already 
strait, and fortune, smiting his enemy with blindne 
him unopposed on the fatal soil of Sicily. 

The blindness of Nlkias would indeed appear unac 
were it not that we shall have worse yet to reco 
appreciate his misjudgement fully-and to be sensibl 
are not making him responsible for results which c 
have been foreseen-we have only to turn back to w 
been said six months before by the exile Alkibiades at Sp 
"Send forthwith an army to Sicily (he exhorted the L 
monians)-but send at the same time, what will be ye 
valuable than an army-a Spartan to take the suprem 
mand." It was in fulfilment of such recommendation 
wisdom of which will abundantly appear, that Gylippus 
been appointed. And had he even reached Syracuse alor 
in a fishing-boat, the effect of his presence, carrying the grea 
name of Sparta with full assurance of Spartan intervention t 
come, not to mention his great personal ability-would hav 
sufficed to give new life to the hesiv6ed. Yet Nikias-having 
through a lucky accident, timely notice of his approach, whe 
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squadron of four ships would have prevented his reaching 
e island-disdains even this most easy precaution, and 
:glects him as a freebooter of no significance. Such, 
:glect too is the more surprising, since the well-known philo
l.conian tendencies of Nikias would have led us to expect, 
at he would overvalue, rather th_an undervalue, the imposing 
cendency of the Spartan name. , 
Gylippus, on arriving at Him~ra as commander named by 

Jarta and announcing himself its forerunner of Peloponnesian 
inforcements, met with a hearty welcome. The Himerreans 
:reed to aid him with a body of hoplites, and to furnish 
moplies for the seamen in his vessels. On sending to 
~linus, Gela, and some of the Sikel tribes in the interior, he 
:ceived equally favourable assurances; so that he was enabled 
1 no very long time to get together a respectable force. The 
tterest of Athens among the Sikels had been recently weakened 
y the death of one of her most active partisans, the Sikel 
~ince Archonides - a circumstance which both enabled 
ylippus to obtain more of their aid, and facilitated his march 
:ross the island. He was enabled to undertake this inland 
tarch from Himera to Syracuse, at the head of 7oo hoplites 
om his own vessels, seamen and epibatre taken together
::>oo hoplites and light troops, with 100 horse, from Himera
)me horse and light troops from Selinus and Gela-and 1ooo 
ikds.1 With these forces, some of whom joined him on the 
:arch, he reached Eurya.Ius and the heights of Epipolre above 
yracuse-assaulting and capturing the Sikel fort of Ietre in 
is way, but without experiencing any other opposition. 

His arrival was all but too late-and might have been 
ctually too late, had not the Corinthian admiral Gongylus got 
) Syracuse a little before him. The Corinthian fleet of twelve 
·iremes, under Erasinides-having started from Leukas later 
1an Gylippus, but as soon as it was ready-was now on its 
·ay to Syracuse. But Gongylus had been detained at Leukas 
y some accident, so that he did not depart until after all the 
~st. Yet he reached Syracuse the soonest; probably striking 
straighter course across the sea, and favoured by weather. 

Ie got safely into the harbour of Syracuse, escaping the 
ct:1.enian guardships; whose watch doubtless partook of the 
beral negligence of the besieging operations. 2 

The arrival of Gongylus at that moment was an accident of 
.nspeakable moment-and was in fact nothing less than the .. 

l Thucyd. vii. r. 2 Thucyd. vii. 2-7. 
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salvation of the city. Among all the causes of despair in tr 
Syracusan mind, there was none more powerful than the circu 
stance, that ~hey. had not. as ~et he~rd of any relief approachin 
or of any active mtervention m their favour, from Peloponnesu\ 
Their discouragement increasing from day to day, and the in~ 
terchange of propositions with Nikias becoming more frequent~ 
matters had at last so ripened that a public assembly was just\ 
about to be held to sanction a definitive capitulation.1 It was 
at this critical juncture that Gongylus arnved, apparently a 
little before Gylippus reached Himera. He was the first to 
announce that both the Corinthian fleet, and a Spartan com 
mander, were now actually on their voyage, and might be : 
expected immediately-intelligence which filled the Syracusans' 
with enthusiasm and with renewed courage. They instantlf 
threw aside all idea of capitulation, and resolved to hold om1 
to the last. \ 

It was not long before they received intimation that Gylippus· 
had reached Himera (which Gongylus at his arrival could no 
know) and was raising an army to march across for their relief 
After the interval necessary for his preparations and for hi 
march (probably not less than between a fortnight and three 
weeks), they learnt that he was approaching Syracuse by t 
way of Euryalus and Epipohe. He was presently seen comin 
having ascended Epipolre by Euryalus; the same way by whicS 
the Athenians had come from Katana in the spring, when they~ 
commenced the siege. As he descended the slope of Epipolrej 
the. whole Syracusan force went out in a body to hail his arrivi1 

and accompany him into the city.2 

Few incidents throughout the whole siege of Syracuse appe 
so unaccountable as the fact, that the proceedings and marc 
of Gylippus, from his landing at Himera to the moment of hi1 
entering the town, were accomplished without the smallest·, 
resistance on the part of Nikias. After this instant th•; 
besiegers pass from incontestable superiority in the field, an<j' 
apparent certainty of prospective capture of the city-to ' 
state of inferiority, not only excluding all hope of capture 
but even sinking step by step into absolute ruin. Yet Nikia 
had remained with his eyes shut and his hands tied; nc 
making the least effort to obstruct so fatal a consummatio· 1 
After having despised Gylippus in his voyage along the coa \. 
of Italy as a freebooter with four ships, he now despises hi~ 
not less at the head of an army marching from Himera. II'· 

1 Thucyd. vi. I03 ; vii. 2. Pmtarch, Nikias, c. 19. 
2 Thucyd. vii. 2. 
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e was taken unawares, as he really appears to have been,1 the 
>~.ult was altogether his own, and the ignorance such as we 
mst almost call voluntary. For the approach of Gylippus 

.mst have been well known to him beforehand. He must 
.1ave learnt from the four ships which he sent to Rhegium, that 
Gylippus had already totJ.ched thither in passing through the 
strait, on his way to Himera. He must therefore have been 
well aware, that the purpose was to attempt the relief of 
Syracuse by an army from the interior; and his correspondence 
among the Sikel tribes must have placed him in cognisance 
of the equipment going on at Himera. Moreover, when we 
recollect that Gylippus reached that place without either troops 
or arms-that he had to obtain forces not merely from Himera, 

·but also from Selin us and Gela,-as well as to sound the Sikel 
towns, not all of them friendly ;-lastly, that he had to march 
all across the island, partly through hostile territory-it is 
impossible to allow less interval than a fortnight, or three 
weeks, between his landing at Himera and his arrival at 

. Epipolre. Further, Nikias must have learnt, through his in
telligence in the interior of Syracuse, the important revolution 
which had taken place in Syracusan opinion through the arrival 
~d Gongylus, even before the landing of Gylippus in Sicily was 
·"-nown. He was apprised, from that moment, that he had to 
-take measures, not only against renewed obstinate hostility 
within the town, but against a fresh invading enemy without. 
Lastly, that enemy had first to march all across Sicily, during 
which march he might have been embarrassed and perhaps 
defeated ; 2 and could then approach Syracuse only by one 
road; over the high ground of Euryalus in the Athenian rear

·•.hrough passes few in number, easy to defend, by which Nikias 
llad himself first approached, and through which he had only 
?,'Ot by a well-laid plan of surprise. Yet Nikias leaves these 
passes unoccupied and undefended; he takes not a single new 
precaution ; the relieving army enters Syracuse as it were over 
1 broad and free plain. 

If we are amazed at the insolent carelessness, with which 
~ikias disdained the commonest precautions for repelling the 
:oreknown approach, by sea, of an enemy formidable even 

1 Thucyd. vii. 3· O[ o< , A87)VU.,ol, u.l"' v' li lw s 'T 0 v 'TE rvll.lmrov ICU.l Tow 

,vpu.Koulwv urpluw f1r<OVTwv, &c. 
2 Compare an incident in the ensuing year, Thucyd. vii. 32. The 

Athenians;, at a moment when they had become much weaker than they 
were now, had influence enough among the Sikel tribes to raise opposition 
tu the march of a corps coming from the interior to the help of Syracuse. 
This auxiliary corps was defeated and nearly destroyed in its march. 

L 2 
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single-handed-what are we to say of that unaccountable 
blindness which led him to neglect the same enemy when. 
coming at the head of a relieving army, and to omit the most 
obvious means of defence in a crisis upon which his future' 
fate turned? Homer would have designated such neglect as 
a temporary delirium inflicted by the fearful inspiration of 
Ate : the historian has no such explanatory name to give-and 
can only note it as a sad and suitable prelude to the calamities 
too nearly at hand. 

At the moment when the fortunate Spartan auxiliary was thus 
allowed to march quietly into Syracuse, the Athenian double 
wall of circumvallation between the southern cliff of Epipol::e 
and the Great Harbour, eight stadia long, was all but com-. 
pleted: a few yards only of the end close to the harbour were . 
wanting. But Gylippus cared not to interrupt its completion. 
He aimed at higher objects, and he knew (what Nikias un
happily never felt and never lived to learn) the immense 
advantage of turning to active account that first impression, 
and full tide of confidence, which his arrival had just infused 
into the Syracusans. Hardly had he accomplished his junction 
with them, when he marshalled the united force in order of 
battle, and marched up to the lines of the Athenians. Amazed 
as they were, and struck dumb by his unexpected arrival, they 
too formed in battle order, and awaited his approach. His 
first proceeding marked how much the odds of the game were 
changed. He sent a herald to tender to them a five days' 
armistice, on condition that they should collect their effects 
and withdraw from the island. Nikias disdained to return' any 
reply to this insulting proposal ; but his conduct showed how 
much he felt, as well as Gylippus, that the tide was now turned. 
For when the Spartan commander, perceiving now for the first \ 
time the disorderly trim of his Syracusan hoplites, t.hought fit 
to retreat into more open ground farther removed from the 
walls, probably in order that he might have a better field for 
his cavalry-Nikias declined to follow hirJ!, and remained in · 
position close to his own fortifications. 1 This was tantamount . 
to a confession of inferiority in the field. It was a virtual : 
abandonment of the capture of Syracuse-a tacit admission 
that the Athenians could hope for nothing better in the end, j 
than the humiliating offer which the herald had just made tol 
them. So it seems to have been felt by both parties; for 
from this time forward, the Syracu~ans become and continue 

' Thucyd. viL 3· 
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aggressors, the Athenians remaining always on the defensive, 
except for one brief instant after the arrival of Demosthenes. 

After drawing off his troops and keeping them encamped for 
that night on the Temenite cliff (seemingly within the added 
fortified enclosure of Syracuse), Gylippus brought them out 
again the next morning, and marshalled them in front of the 
Athenian lines, as if about to attack. But while the attention 
of the Athenians was thus engaged, he sent a deta<;hment to 
surprise the fort of Labdalum, which was not within view of 
their lines. The enterprise was completely successful. The 
fort was taken, and the garrison put to the sword ; while the 
Syracusans gained another unexpected advantage during the 
day, by the capture of one of the Athenian triremes which 
was watching their harbour. Gylippus pursued his successes 
actively, by immediately beginning the construction of a fresh 
counter-wall, from the outer city-wall in a north-westerly direc
tion aslant up the slope of Epipolce; so as to traverse the 
intended line of the Athenian circumvallation on the north 
side of their Circle, a'nd render blockade impossible.1 He 
availed himself, for this purpose, of stones laid by the Athenians 
for their own circumvallation, at the same time alarming them 
by threatening attack upon their lower wall (between the 
southern cliff of Epipolce and the Great Harbour)-which 
was now just finished, so as to leave their troops disposable 
for action on the higher ground. Against one part of the wall, 
which seemed weaker than the rest, he attempted a nocturnal 
surprise, but finding the Athenians in vigilant guard without, 
he was forced to retire. This part of the wall was now 
heightened, and the Athenians took charge of it themselves, 

I 
distributing their allies along the remainder. a 

These attacks however appear to have been chiefly intended 
as di¥ersions, in order to hinder the ~nemy from obstructing 
the completion of the counter-wall. Now was the time for 
Nikias tP adopt vigorous aggressive measures both against this 
wall and\ against the Syracusans in the field-unless he chose 
to relinqUish all hope of ever being able to beleaguer Syracuse . 

• And indeed he seems actually to have relinquished such hope, 
even thus. early after he had seemed certain master of the city. 
For he now undertook a measure altogether new; highly 
important in itself, but indicating an altered scheme of policy. 
He resolved to fortify Cape Plemmyrium+-the rocky promon 

1 Thucyd. vii. 4· The probable direction of this third Syracusan counter
wall will be seen in Plan II., mlrked by the letters S, T, U. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 4· 
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tory which forms one extremity of the narrow entrance of the 
Great Harbour, immediately south of the point of Ortygia
and to make it a secure main station for the fleet and stores. 
The fleet had been hitherto stationed in close neighbourhood 
of the land-force, in a fortified position at the extremity of the 
double blockading wall between the southern cliff of Epipolre 
and the Great Harbour. From such a station in the interior ' 
of the harbour, it was difficult for the Athenian triremes to 
perform the duties incumbent on them-of watching the two 
ports of Syracuse (one on each side of the isthmus which joins 
Ortygia to the mainland) so as to prevent any exit of ships 
from within, or ingress of ships from without-and of ensuring 
the unobstructed admission by sea of supplies for their own 
army. For both these purposes, the station of Plemmyrium 
was far more convenient; and N:kias now saw that hence
forward his operations would be for the most part maritime. 
Without confessing it openly, he thus practically acknowledged 
that the superiority of land-force had passed to the side of his 
opponents, and that a successful prosecution of the blockade 
had become impossible.1 

Three forts, one of considerable size and two subsidiary, 
were erected on the sea-board of Cape Plemmyrium, which 
became the station for triremes as well as for ships of burthen. 
Though the situation was found convenient for all naval 
operations, it entailed also serious disadvantages; being desti
tute of any spring of water, such as the memorable fountain 
of Arethusa on the opposite island of Ortygia. So that for 
supplies of water, and of wood also, the crews of the ships 
had to range a considerable distance, exposed to surprise from 
the numerous Syracusan cavalry placed in garrison at the 
temple of Zeus Olympius. Day after day, losses were sustained 
in this manner, besides the increased facilities given for deser
tion, which soon fatally diminished the efficiency of each ship's 
crew. As the Athenian hopes of success now declined, both 
the slaves, and the numerous foreigners who served in their 
navy, became disposed to steal away. And though the ships 
of war, down to this time, had been scarcely at all engaged in . 
actual warfare, yet they had been for many months continually 
at sea and on the watch, without any opportunity of hauling 
ashore to refit. Hence the naval force, now about to be called 
into action as the chief hope of the Athenians, was found 
lamentably degenerated from that ostentatious perfection in 

• 
1 Thucyd. vii. 4· 
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which it had set sail fifteen months before, from the harbour 
of Peineus. 

The erection of the new forts at Plemmyrium, while by with
drawing the Athenian forces it left Gylippus unopposed in the 
prosecution of his counter-wall, at the same time emboldened 
him by the manifest decline of hope which it implied. Day 
after day he brought out his Syracusans in battle-array, 
planting them near the Athenian lines; but the Athenians 
showed no disposition to attack. At length he took advantage 
of what he thought a favourable opportunity to make the 
attack himself; but the ground was so hemmed in by various 
walls-the Athenian fortified lines on one side, the Syracusan 
front or Temenitic fortification on another, and the counter
wall now in course of construction on a third-that his cavalry 
and darters had no space to act. Accordingly, the Syracusan 
hoplites, having to fight without these auxiliaries, were beaten 
and driven back: with loss, the Corinthian Gongylus being 
among the slain.l On the next day, Gylippus had the prudence 
to take the blame of this defeat upon himself. It was a conse
quence of his own mistake, (he publicly confessed) in having 
made choice of a confined space wherein neither cavalry nor 
darters could avail. He would presently give them another 
opportunity, in a fairer field, and he exhorted them to show their 
inbred superiority as Dorians and Peloponnesians, by chasing 
these Ionians with their rabble of islanders out of Sicily. 
Accordingly, after no long time, he again brought them up in 
order of battle; taking care, however, to keep in the open 
space, beyond the extremity of the walls and fortifications. 

On this occasion, Nikias did not decline the combat, but 
marched out into the open space to meet him. He probably 
felt encouraged by the result of the recent action ; but there 
was a further and more pressing motive. The counter-wall of 
intersection, which the Syracusans were constructing, was on 
the point of cutting the Athenian line of circumvallation-so 
that it was essential for Nikias to attack without delay, unless 
he formally abnegated all further hope of successful siege. 
Nor could the army endure, in spite of altered fortune, irre
vocably to shut themselves out from such hope, without one 
struggle more. Both armies were therefore ranged in battle 
order on the open space beyond the walls, higher up the slope 
of Epipol::e; Gylippus placing his cavalry and darters to the 
right of his line, on the highest and most open ground. In 
the midst of the action ~tween the hoplites on both sides. 

1 Thucyd. vii. 5 ; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 19. 
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these troops on the right charged the left flank of the Athenians 
with such vigour, that they completely broke it. The whole 
Athenian army underwent a thorough defeat, and only found 
shelter within its fortified lines. And in the course of the very 
next night, the Syracusan counter-wall was pushed so far as to 
traverse and get beyond the projected line of Athenian blockade, 
reaching presently as far as the edge of the northern cliff: so 
that Syracuse was now safe, unless the enemy should not only 
recover their superiority in the field, but also become strong 
enough to storm and carry the new-built wa!J.l 

Further defence was also obtained by the safe arrival of 
the Corinthian, Ambrakiotic, and Leukadian fleet of twelve 
triremes under Erasinides, which Nikias had vainly endeavoured 
to intercept. He had sent twenty sail to the southern coast of 
Italy; but the new-comers were fortunate enough to escape 
them. 

Erasinides and his division lent their hands to the execution 
of a work which completed the scheme of defence for the cie'y. 
Gylippus took the precaution of constructing a fort or redoubt 
on the high ground of Epipolre, so as to command the approach 
to Syracuse from the high ground of Euryalus; a step which 
Hermokrates had not thought of until too late, and which 
Nikias had never thought of at all, during his period of triumph 
and mastery. He erected a new fort 2 on a suitable point of 
the high ground, backed by three fortified positions or encamp
ments at proper distances in the rear of it, intended for bodies 
of troops to support the advanced post in case it was attacked. 
A continuous wall was then carried from this advanced post 
down the slope of Epipolre, so as to reach and join the counter
wall recently constructed; whereby this counter-wal~ already 
traversing and cutting the Athenian line of circumvallation, 
became in fact prolonged up the whole slope of Epipolre, and 
barred all direct access from the Athenians in their existing 
lines up to the summit of that eminence, as well as up to the 
northern cliff. The Syracusans had now one continuous and 
uninterrupted line of defence; a long single wall, resting at 
one extremity on the new-built fort upon the high ground of 
Epipolre-at the other extremity, upon the city-wall. This 
wall was only single; but it was defended along its whole 
length by the permanent detachments occupying the three 
several fortified positions or encampments just mentioned. 

1 Thucyd. vii. 5, 6. 
~ This new upper fort is marked on Plaft II. by the letter V. The three 

fortified encampments are marked XXX. 
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One of these positions was occupied by native Syracusans; 
a second by Sicilian Greeks ; a third by other allies. Such 
was the improved and systematic scheme of defence which the 
genius of Gylippus first projected, and which he brought to 
execution at the present moment: 1 a scheme, the full value 
of which will be appreciated when we come to describe 
the proceedings of the second Athenian armament under 
Den10sthenes. 

Not content with having placed the Syracusans out of the 
reach of danger, Gylippus took advantage of their renewed 
confidence to infuse into them projects of retaliation against 
the enemy who had brought them so near to ruin. They 
began to equip their ships in the harbour, and to put their 
seamen under training, in hopes of qualifying themselves to 
contend with the Athenians even on their own element; while 
Gylippus himself quitted the city to visit the various cities of 
the island, and to get together further reinforcements, naval as 
well as military. And as it was foreseen that Nikias on his 
part would probably demand aid from Athens-envoys, Syra
cusan as well as Corinthian, were despatched to Peloponnesus, 
to urge the necessity of forwarding additional troops-even in 
merchant-vessels, if no triremes could be spared to convey 
them. 2 Should no reinforcements reach the Athenian camp, 
the Syracusans well knew that its efficiency must diminish by 
every month's delay, while their own strength, in spite of heavy 
cost and effort, was growing with their increased prospects of 
success. 

If such double conviction was present to sustain the ardour 
of the Syracusans, it was not less painfully felt amidst the 
Athenian camp, now blocked up like a besieged. city, and 

1 Thucyd. vii. 7. M<'Ttt o€ 'TOV'To, aY 'T< 'TWV Kopw8lwv vii•s Kal 'Ap:rrpart:<
w-rWv ~.:al AEvKa8lCrJv ~a€1rA.Euuav al {nr6A.onro' OWOeKa (-i}pxe Of alrrWv ,Epcun
vfo71s Koplvllws), Kal ~vv<'T<ix<crav 'TO :>..o11rov 'Tots ::f.vpart:oulo<s 
f'EXP' 'Tov ~")'rt:apulov nlxovs. The new wall of junction thus con
structed is marked on Plan II. by the letters V, W, T. 

These words of Thucydid@s are very obscure, and have been explained 
by different commentators in different ways. The explanation which I here 
give does not (so far as I know) coincide with any of them ; yet I venture 
to think that it is the most plausible, and the only one satisfactory. Com
pare the Memoir of Dr. Arnold on his Map of Syracuse (Arn. Thuc. vol. 
iii. p. 273), and the notes of Poppo and Goller. Dr. Arnold is indeed so 
little satisfied with any explanation which had suggested itself to him, that 

·· he thinks some words must have dropped out. The reader will find a 
defence of my views in the Appendix annexed to the Plan of Syracuse in 
f'is volume. • 

2 Thucyd. vii. 7· 
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enjoying no free movement except through their ships and 
their command of the sea. Nikias saw that if Gylippus should 
return with any considerable additional force, even the attack 
upon him by land would become too powerful to resist
besides the increasing disorganisation of his fleet. He became 
fully convinced that to remain as they were was absolute ruin. 
As all possibility of prosecuting the siege of Syracuse success
fully was now at an end, a sound judgement would have 
dictated that his position in the harbour had become useless as 
well as dangerous, and that the sooner it was evacuated the 
better. Probably Demosthenes would have acted thus, under 
similar circumstances; but such foresight and resolution were 
not in the character of Nikias-who was afraid moreover of the 
blame which it would bring down upon him at home, if not 
from his own army. Not venturing to quit his position without 
orders from Athens, he determined to send home thither an 
undisguised account of his critical position, and to solicit 
either reinforcements or instructions to return. 

It was now indeed the end of September (B.c. 414), so that 
he could not hope even for an answer before midwinter, nor 
for reinforcements (if such were to be sent) until the ensuing 
spring was far advanced. Nevertheless he determined to 
encounter this risk, and to trust to vigilant precautions for 
safety during the interval-precautions which, as the result will 
show, were within a hair's breadth of proving insufficient. But 
as it was of the last importance to him to make his countrymen 
at home fully sensible of the grave danger of his position-he 
resolved to transmit a written despatch ; not trusting to the 
oral statement of a messenger, who might be wanting either in 
courage, in presence of mind, or in competent expression, to 
impress the full and sad truth upon a reluctant audience.1 

Accordingly he sent home a despatch, which seems to have 
reached Athens about the end of November, 1md was read 
formally in the public assembly by the secretary of the city. 
Preserved by Thucydides verbatim, it stands as one of the 
most interesting remnants of antiquity, and well deserves a 
literal translation. 

"Our previous proceedings have been already made known 
to you, Athenians, in many other despatches ; 2 but the present 

' Thucyd. vii. 8. 
2 Thucyd. vii. I I. ~v ifll.ll.cus 1roll.ll.a!s ~7r<<1Toll.a!s. The word despatches, 

which I use to translate brt<1To/l..a!s, is not in.applic~ble to or~!, as we~! ~ tr 
written messages, and thus retams the amb1gmty mvolved m the ongmal; 
for bn11ro/l.a!s, though usually implying, d~s not necessarily imply, writte 
communications. 
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cns1s is such as to require your deliberation more than ever, 
when you shall have heard the situation in which we stand. After 
we had overcome in many engagements the Syracusans, against 
whom we were sent, and had built the fortified lines which we 
now occupy-there came upon us the Lacedcemonian Gylippus, 
with an army partly Peloponnesian, partly Sicilian. Him too 
we defeated, in the first action ; but in a second we were over
whelmed by a crowd of cavalry and darters, and forced to 
retire within our lines. And thus the superior number of our 
enemies bas compelled us to suspend our circumvallation, and 
remain inactive : indeed we cannot employ in the field even 
the full force which we possess, since a portion of our hoplites 
are necessarily required for the prQtection of our walls. Mean
while the enemy have carried out a single intersecting counter
wall beyond our line of circumvallation, so that we can no 
longer continue the latter to completion, unless we had force 
enough to attack and storm their counter-wall. And things 
have come to such a pass, that we, who profess to besiege 
others, are ourselves rather the party besieged-by land at 
least, since the cavalry leave us scarce any liberty of motion. 
Further, the enemy have sent envoys to Peloponnesus to 
obtain reinforcements, while Gylippus in person is going round 
the Sicilian cities ; trying to stir up to action such of them as 
are now neutral, and to get, from the rest, additional naval and 
military supplies. For it is their determination (as I under
stand) not merely to assail our lines on shore with their land
force, but also to attack us by sea with their ships. 

" Be not shocked when I tell you, that they intend to 
become aggressors even at sea. They know well, that our 
fleet was at first in high condition, with dry ships 1 and excellent 
crews : but now the ships have rotted, from remaining too 

The words of Thucydid~s (vii. 8) may certainly be construed to imply 
that Nikias had never on any previous occasion sent a written communica
tion to Athens; and so Dr. Thirlwall understands them, though not without 
hesitation (Hist. Gr. ch. xxvi. vol. iii. p. 418). At the same time I think 
them reconcileable with the supposition, that Nikias may previously have 
sent written despatches, though much shorter than the present-leaving 
details and particulars to be supplied by the officer who carried them. 

Mr. Mitford states the dir'ect reverse of that which Dr. Thirlwall under
stands-" Nicias had used the precaution of frequently sending despatches 
in writing, with an exact account of every transaction" (ch. xviii. sect. v. 
vol. iv. p. 100) • 

./ Certainly the statement of Thucydid&s does not imply this. 
1 It seems that in Greek ship-building, moist and unseasoned wood was 

preferred, from the facility ofbenliing it into the proper shape (Theophrastus., 
Hist. Plant. v. 7, 4). 
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long at sea, and the crews are ruined. Nor have we the means 
of hauling our ships ashore to refit : since the enemy's fleet, 
equal or superior in numbers, always appears on the point of 
attacking us. We see them in constant practice, and they can 
choose their own moment for attack. Moreover, they can keep 
their ships high and dry more than we can ; for they are not 
engaged in maintaining watch upon others; while to us, who 
are obliged to retain all our fleet on guard, nothing less than 
prodigious superiority of number could ensure the like facility. 
And were we to relax ever so little in our vigilance, we should 
no longer be sure of our supplies, which we bring in even now 
with difficulty close under their walls. 

" Our crews, too, have been and are still wasting away, from 
various causes. Among the seamen who are our own citizens, 
many, in going to a distance for wood, for water, or for pillage, 
are cut off by the Syracusan cavalry. Such of them as are 
slaves, desert, now that our superiority is gone and that we 
have come to equal chances with our enemy ; while the 
foreigners whom we pressed into our service, make off straight 
to some of the neighbouring cities. And those who came, 
tempted by high pay, under the idea of enriching themselves 
by traffic rather than of fighting, now that they find the enemy 
in full competence to cope with us by sea as well as by land, 
either go over to him as professed deserters, or get away as 
they can amidst the wide area of Sicily.1 Nay, there are even 

1 Thucyd. vii. 13. Kal oi ~'VOL oi p.ev &va')'JC«<T'rol 'ff/3&.vns, <Mh Jea•ri't. 
Ttts 7rOli.Els &,.,.oxwpov(J'tv, oi 13€ Vn-1> 1-'•'Y&.ll.ov p.tff8ov TO 'O"pwrov brap8,vT<S, Kal 
ol6p.evo1 XP"f/!J.«Tteiff8at p.all.ll.ov 'fJ p.axeiff0at, bwoh 1rapa ')'VWp.7Jv vaVTIKov .,.. 
01} Kal Ttti\A.a &.1rO T(;nl7rOl\ej.ilwv G.v8€UTWTct dpWcrw, ol p.Ev E7r, alvrop.oA.(as 
7rpocf>dG'eL 0.7rlpxovTat, ot OE &s f!KO..UTOL OVvavTat• 7TOi\i\~ 0' n ~uceAla. 

All the commentators bestow long notes in explanation of this phrase 
~..-' a.~TD!J.oll.(as 1rpo<j>&.ffEl &,.,.lpxovTa< : but I cannot think that any of them 
are successful. There are even some who despair of success so much, as to 
wish to change a.lrrop.oll.las by conjecture : see the citations in Poppo's long 
note. 

But surely the literal sense of the words is here both defensible and 
instructive-" Some of them depart under pretence (or profession) of being 
deserters to the enemy." All the commentators reject this meaning, because 
they say, it is absurd to talk of a man's announcing beforehand that he 
intends to desert to the enemy, and giving that as an excuse for quitting 
the camp. Such is not (in my judgement) the meaning of the word TrpO</>dffH 
here. It does not denote what a man said before he quitted the Athenian 
camp (he would of course say nothing of his intention to any one), but the 
colour which he would put upon his conduct after he got within the),' 
Syracusan lines. He would present himself to them as a deserter to their~ 
cause : he would profess anxiety to take part in the defence : he would 
pretend to be tired of the oppressive Atllenian dominion-for it is to be 
recollected, that all or most of these deserters were men belonging to the 
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some who while trafficking here on their own account, bribe 
the trierarchs to accept Hykkarian slaves as substitutes, and 
thus destroy the strict discipline of our marine. And you 
know as well as I, that no crew ever continues long in perfect 
condition, and that the first class of seamen, who set the ship 
in motion and maintain the uniformity of the oar-stroke, is but 
a small fraction of the whole number. 

"Among all these embarrassments, the worst of all is, that I 
as general can neither prevent the mischief, from the difficulty 
of your tempers to govern-nor can I provide supplementary 
recruits elsewhere, as the enemy can easily do from many 
places open to him. We have nothing but the origina.l stock 
which we brought out with us, both to make good losses and 
to do present duty; for Naxus and Katana, our only present 
allies, are of insignificant strength. And if our enemy gain but 
one further point-if the Italian cities, from whence we now 
draw our supplies, should turn against us, under the impression 
of our present bad condition, with no reinforcement arriving 
from you-we shall be starved out, and he will bring the war 
to triumphant close, even without a battle. 

"Pleasanter news than these I could easily have found to 
send you ; but assuredly nothing so useful, seeing that the full 
knowledge of the state of affairs here is essential to your 
deliberations. Moreover I thought it even the safer policy to 
tell you the truth without disguise ; understanding as I do 
your real dispositions, that you never listen willingly to any but 

subject-allies of Athens. Those who passed over to the Syracusan lines 
would naturally recommend themselves by making profession of such dis
positions, even though they did not really feel any such : for their real reason 
was, that the Athenian service had now become irksome, unprofitable, and 
dangerous--while the easiest manner of getting away from lt was, to pass 
over as a deserter to Syracuse. 

Nildas distinguishes these men from others, "who got away, as they 
could find opportunity, to some part or other of Sicily_" These latter also 
would of course keep their intention of departing secret, until they got safe 
away into some Sicilian town ; but when once there, they would make no 
profession of any feeling which they did not entertain_ If they said any
thing, they would tell the plain truth, that they were making their escape 
from a position which now gave them more trouble than profit. 

It appears to me that the words br' ahot-to"Alas .,,po¢&o-., will bear this sense 
perfectly well, and that it is the real meaning of Nikias_ 

Even before the Peloponnesian war was begun, the Corinthian envoy at 
Sparta affirms that the Athenians cannot depend upon their seamen stand

~ ing true to them, since their navy was manned with hired foreign seamen 
I rather than with natives-wv!)'T~ -yi'tp 'A07)vaiwv 7) ovvat-t<s p.il.l\1\ov -1) olKe(a 

(Thucyd- i_ 121). The stateme~ of Nikias proves that this remark was to 
a certain extent well founded. 
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the most favourable assurances, yet are angry in the end, if 
they turn to unfavourable results. Be thoroughly satisfied, 
that in regard to the force against which you originally sent us, 
both your generals and your soldiers have done themselves no 
discredit. But now that all Sicily is united against us, and 
that further reinforcements are expected from Peloponnesus, 
you must take your resolution with full knowledge that we here 
have not even strength to contend against our present difficulties. 
You must either send for us home-or you must send us a 
second army, land-force as well as naval, not inferior to that 
which is now here; together with a considerable supply of 
money.· You must further send a successor to supersede me, 
as I am incapable of work from a disease in the kidneys. I 
think myself entitled to ask this indulgence at your hands : for 
while my health lasted, I did you· much good service in various 
military commands. But whatever you intend, do it at the 
first opening of spring, without any delay : for the new succours 
which the enemy is getting together in Sicily, will soon be here 
-and those which are to come from Peloponnesus, though 
they will be longer in arriving, yet if you do not keep watch, 
will either elude or forestall you as they have already once 
done." 1 

Such was the memorable despatch of Nikias which was read 
to the public assembly of Athens apout the end of November 
or beginning of December 4r4 B.c . .---brought by officers who 
strengthened its effect by their own oral communications, and 
answered all such inquiries as were put to them.2 We have 
much reason to regret that Thucydides gives no account of the 
debate which so gloomy a revelation called forth. He tells us 
merely the result. The Athenians resolved to comply with the 
second portion of the alternative put by Nikias; not to send 
for the present armament home, but to reinforce it by a second 
powerful armament both of land and naval force, in prosecution 
of the same objects. But they declined his other personal 
request, and insisted on continuing him in command ; passing 
a vote, however, to name Menander and Euthydemus, officers 
already in the army before Syracuse, joint commanders along 

{.......,.qith him, in order to assist him in his laborious duties. They 
"'--'~t Eurymedon speedily, about the winter solstice, in com-
~ rr: &and of ten triremes to Syracuse, carrying one hundred and 
~venty &lents of silver, together with assurances of coming aid 
.~ffer!ng army. And they resolved to equip a new andl:>-

formidable force, under Demosthepes and Eurymedon, to go 
1 Thucyd. vii. II-r 5· 2 Thucyd. vii. I o. 
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,thither as reinforcement in the earliest months of the spring. 
~Demosthenes was directed to employ himself actively in getting 
svch larger force ready.l ' L7 

This letter of Nikias-so authentic-so full of matter-ancvr'~ 
so characteristic of the manners of the time-suggests several'"/~~ 
serious reflections, in reference both to himself and to the)~/....,.wo 
Athenian people. As to himself, there is nothing so remarkable'/ ~1t.•,. 
as the sentence of condemnation which it pronounces on his., 
own past proceedings in Sicily. When we find him lamenting 
the wear and tear of the armament, and treating the fact as 
notorious, that even the best naval force could only maintain 
itself in good condition for a short time-what graver con
demnation could be passed upon those eight months which he 
wasted in trifling measures, after his arrival in Sicily, before com
mencing the siege of Syracuse ? When he announces that the 
arrival of Gylippus with his auxiliary force before Syracuse,-
made the difference to the Athenian army between triumph and 
something bordering on ruin-the inquiry naturally suggests 
itself, whether he had done his best to anticipate, and what 
precautions he had himself taken to prevent, the coming of the 
Spartan general. To which the answer must be, that so far 
from anticipating the arrival of new enemies as a 12ossible 
danger, he had almost invited them from abroad by his delay-
and that he had taken no precautions at all against them, though 
forewarned and having sufficient means at his disposal. The 
desertion and demoralisation of his naval force, doubtless but 
~oo real, was, as he hims~lf points out, mainly the consequence 
pf this turn of fortune, and was also the first commencement of 
~hat unmanageable temper of the Athenian soldiery, numbered 
1mong his difficulties. For it would be injustice to this 
Linfortunate army not to recognise that they first acquiesced 
patiently in prolonged inaction, because their general directed 
it ; and next, did their duty most gallantly in the operations 
of the siege, down to the death of Lamachus. 

1 Thucyd. vii. r6. There is here a doubt as to the reading; between 120 
~al ents---or 20 talents. 

I agree with Dr. Arnold and other commentators in thinking that the 
money taken out by Eurymedon was far more probably the larger sum of 
:he two, than the smaller. The former reading seems to deserve the 
)reference. Besides, Diodorus states that Eurymedon took out with him 
r40 talents: his authority indeed does not count for much-but it counts 
or something-in coincidence with a certain force of intrinsic probability 
:Diodor. xiii. 8). 

On an occasion such as this, to 8end a very small sum such as 20 talents, 
;vould produce a discouraging effect upon the armament. 
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_J.f even with our imperfect knowledge of the case, the rui 

i~o,pplained of by Nikias be distinctly traceable to his ow . 

~
~ssness and oversight, much more must this conviction hav ( 

v' ,~/;~felt by intei!igent Athenians, both in the camp and in thL 
city, as we shall see by the conduct of Demosthenes 1 hereafter 
tb be related. Let us conceive the series of despatches, to 
which Nikias himself alludes as having been transmitted home, 
from their commencement. We must recollect that the 
expedition was originally sent from Athens with hopes of the 
most glowing character, and with a consciousness of extra
ordinary efforts about to be rewarded with commensurate 
triumphs. For some months, the despatches of the general 
disclose nothing but movements either abortive or inglorious; 
adorned indeed by one barren victory, but accompanied by an 
intimation that he must wait till the spring, and that reinforce
ments must be sent to him, before he can undertake the really 
serious enterprise. Though the disappointment occasioned by 
this news at Athens must have been mortifying, nevertheless his 
requisition is complied with; and the despatches of Nikias, 
during the spring and summer of 414 B.c., become cheering. 
The siege of Syracuse is described as proceeding successfully, 
and at length, about July or August, as being on the point of 
coming to a triumphant close-in spite of a Spartan adventurer 
named Gylippus, making his way across the Ionian sea with a 
force too contemptible to be noticed. Suddenly, without an)~ 
intermediate step to smooth the transition, comes a despatch! 
announcing that this adventurer has [\larched into Syracuse ajt1 

the head of a powerful army, and that the Athenians are throwr 
upon the defensive, without power of proceeding with thr 
siege. This is followed, after a short time, by the gloomy an< 
almost desperate communication above translated. 

r:!L~-1 When we thus look at the despatch, not merely as it stand 
!ff.- "tingly, b~t as falling in series wi~h i!s antecedents-the naturai~ 
'!.....', J!~ct which we should suppose 1t hkely to produce upon the, 
-~~~~Af1_enian~ ~ould be, a vehement burs~ ofwra~h and_displea~ure( 
· ~ a~ Nikias. Upon the most candid and Impartial scrutmy,l 
f''< ~e e eri'ed nothing less. And when we consider, further, the 

character generally ascribed by historians of Greece to the 
Athenian people ; that they are represented as fickle, ungrateful 
and irritable, by standing habit;r-as abandoning upon the most 
trifling grounds those whom th~y had once esteemed, forgetting 
all prior services, visiting upog innocent generals the unavoid-' 
able misfortunes of war, and imp~led by nothing better than 

1 Thucyd. vii. 42. I 
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~magogic excitements-we naturally expect that the blame 
,any deserved by Nikias would be exaggerated beyond all due 
1easure, and break forth in a storm of violence and fury.· Yet 
.•hat is the actual resolution taken in consequence of his 
lespatch,after the full and free debate ofthe Athenian assembly? 
~ot a word of blame or displeasure is proclaimed. Doubtless 
here must have been individual speakers who criticised him 
LS he deserved. To suppose the contrary, would be to think 
neanly indeed of the Athenian assembly. But the general vote 
vas one not simply imputing no blame, but even pronouncing 
:ontinued and unabated confidence. The people positively 
efuse to relieve him from the command, though he himself 
olicits it in a manner sincere and even touching. So great is 
he value which they set upon his services, and the esteem 
vhich they entertain for his character, that they will not avail 
herriselves of the easy opportunity which he himself provides 
o get rid of him. 
It is not by way o~ compliment to the Athenians that I make 

hese remarks on their present proceeding. Quite the contrary. 
['he misplaced confidence of the Athenians in Nikias,-on 
nore than one previous occasion, but especially on this,
>etrays an incapacity of appreciating facts immediately before 
heir eyes, and a blindness to decisive and multiplied evidences 
1f incompetency, which is one of the least creditable manifesta
~ons of their political history.l ~But we do learn from it a clear 
esson, that the habitual defects' of the Athenian character were 
'lery different from what historians commonly impute to them./ • 
nstead of being fickle, we find them tenacious in the extrem{ 
f confidence once bestowed, ana--of schemes once embarked 
pon : instead of ingratitude for services actually rendered, we 

\nd credit given for services which an officer ought to have 
endered, but has not ! instead of angry captiousness, we 
!iscover an indulgence not merely generous but even culpable, 
n the midst of disappointment and humiliation : instead of a 
mblic assembly, wherein, as it is commonly depicted, the 
:riminative orators were omnipotent, and could bring to con
!enmation any unsuccessful general however meritorious,-we 
ee that even grave and well-founded accusations make no 
mpression upon the people in opposition to pre-established 
>ersonal esteem ;-and personal esteem for a man who not only 
vas no demagogue, but in every respect the opposite of a 
lemagogue; an oligarch by taste, sentiment, and position, who 
·ielded to the democracy nothing more than sincere obedience, 
:oupled with gentleness and munificence in his private bearing. 
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If Kleon had committed but a small part of those capita~ 
blunders which discredit the military career of Nikias, he would 
have been irretrievably ruined. So much weaker was his hole 
upon his countrymen, by means of demagogic excellences, asr 
compared with those causes which attracted confidence tc; 
Nikias-his great family and position, his wealth dexterousl:l 
expended, his known incorruptibility against bribes, and eve1 i 
comparative absence of personal ambition, his personal courag~ 
combined with reputation for caution, his decorous private lift~ 
and ultra-religious habits. All this assemblage of negativ<1 
merits, and decencies of daily life, in a citizen whose station' 
might have enabled him to act with the insolence of Alkibiades,t 
placed Nikias on a far firmer basis of public esteem than the( 
mere power of accusatory speech in the public assembly or the\ 
dikastery could have done. It entitled him to have the mostl 
indulgent construction put upon all his shortcomings, an( 
spread a fatal varnish over his glaring incompetence for all grav1 I 

. pand rfi->J2onsible command. 
v...A~!ncident now before us is one of the most instructive it 
~~·~i!f history, as an illustration of the usual sentiment, an(f 
. "JA..t;trongest causes of error, prevalent among the Atheniar 
r;tz. .... :si;.~zyJr;racy-and as a refutation of that exaggerated mischie: 

which it is common to impute to the person called a Demal 
gogue. Happy would it have been for Athens had she now had 
Kleon present, or any other demagogue of equal power, at tho} 
public assembly which took the melancholy resolution of semi( 
ing fresh forces to Sicily and continuing Nikias in the command~/ 
The case was one in which the accusatory eloquence of th 
demagogue was especially called for, to expose the real pa 
mismanagement of Nikias-to break down that undeserve~ 
confidence in his ability and caution which had grown intd 
a sentiment of faith or routine-to prove how much mischief 
he had already done, and how much more he would do i\ 
continued.1 Unluckily for Athens, she had now no demagogue 
who could convince the assembly beforehand of this truth, andl

1 

prevent them from taking the most. unwise and destructive 
resolution ever passed in the Pnyx. 

What makes the resolution so p¢culiarly discreditable, is, 

1 Plutarch (Nikias, c. 20) tells us that the Athenians had been disposel·' 
to send a second armament to Sicily, even before the despatch of Niki ' 
reached them ; but that they had been prevented by certain men who wer 
envious (<b8ovrp) of the glory and good fortune of Nikias. 

No judgement can be more inconsistillt with the facts of the case tha. 
this-facts recounted in general terms even by Plutarch himself. 

I 
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hat it was adopted in defiance of clear and resent evidence.a.t.::·,... 
ro persist in the siege 0 yracuse, under present Ctrcumstances~·;r.;7l 
vas sad m1sjudgement; ~o per.sist in it with Nikias as. ~ommander,~··~ 
1•as hardly less than msamty. The first expedttwn, thoug~l:l 'k:, 
~ven fhat was rash and ill-conceived, nevertheless presente ~ 
empting hopes which explain, if they do not excuse, the tod' ·"!
ight estimate of impossibility of lasting possession. Moreover -, 
here was at that time a confusion,-between the narrow objects 
:onnected with Leontini and Egesta, and the larger acquisitions 
.o be realised through the siege of Syracuse,-which prevented 
my clear and unanimous estimate of the undertaking in the 
:\thenian mind. But now, the circumstances of Sicily were 
·ully known : the mendacious promises of Egesta had been 
!X posed ; the hopes of allies for Athens in the island were seen 
:o be futile; while Syracuse, armed with a Spartan general and 
Peloponnesian aid, had not only become inexpugnable, but had 
tssumed the aggressive : lastly, the chance of a renewal of 
Peloponnesian hostility against Attica had been now raised into 
:ertainty. While perseverance in the siege of Syracuse, there-
ore, under circumstances so unpromising and under such 
1ecessity for increased exertions at home, was a melancholy 
mprudence in itself-perseverance in employing Nikias con
Terted that imprudence into ruin, which even the addition of 
m energetic colleagul! in the person of Demosthenes was 
1ot sufficient to avert. ' Those who study the conduct of the 
\thenian people on this occasion, will not 'be disposed to "' 
·epeat against them the charge of fickleness which forms ont!" 
>f the standing repro:i:cnes against democracy. Their mistake 
1ere arose from the very opposite quality; from inability to get 
:lear of two sentiments which had become deeply engraven 
m their minds-ideas of Sicilian conquest, and confidence in 
~ikias. 

A little more of this alleged fickleness-or easy escape from 
Jast associations and impressibility to actual circumstances
vould have been at the present juncture a tutelary quality to 
\thens. She would then have appreciated more justly the 
ncreased hazards thickening around her both in Sicily and at 
wme. War with Sparta, though not yet actually proclaimed, 
1ad become impending and inevitable. Even in the preceding 
vinter, the Laceda:!monians had listened favourably to the 
ecommendation of Alkibiades 1 that they should establish a 
ortified post at Dekeleia in Attica. They had not yet indeed 
>rought themselves to exec~tion of this resolve; for the peace 

1 Thucyd. vi. 93· 
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between them and Athens, though indirectly broken in man i 
ways, still subsisted in name-and they hesitated to break ~ 
openly, partly because they knew that the breach of peace ha,l 
been on their side at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war : 
attributing to this fault their capital misfortune at Sphakteria,. 
Athens on her side had also scrupulously avoided direct violatio 
of the Laced~monian territory, in spite of much solicitatio I 
from her allies at Argos. But her reserve on this point gav'l 
way during the present summer, probably at the time when he 
prospect of taking Syracuse appeared certain. The Laced~ 
monians having invaded and plundered the Argeian territory.\ 
thirty Athenian triremes were sent to aid in its defence, unde 1 
Pythodorus with two colleagues. This armament disembarkec\ 
on the eastern coast of Laconia near Prasi~ and committee( 
devastations : which direct act of hostility-coming in additiorl 
to the marauding excursions of the garrison of Pylus, and ~ 
the refusal of pacific redress at Athens-satisfied the Laced 
monians that the peace had been now first and undeniabl' 
broken by their enemy, so that they might with a safe conscienc~ 
recommence the war.2 ( 

Such was the state of feeling between the two great powers cl 
Central Greece in November 414 B.c., when the envoys arrive 
from Syracuse-envoys from Nikias on the one part, fro 
Gylippus and the Syracusans on the other-each urgently cal 
ing for further support. The Corinthians and Syracusan 
vehemently pressed their claim at Sparta; Alkibiades als 
renewed his instances for the occupation of Dekeleia. It wa 
in the face of such impending liability to renewed Peloponnesi 
invasion that the Athenians took their resolution, above com 
mented on, to send a second army to Syracuse and prosecut 
the siege with vigour. If there were any hesitation yet remain 
ing on the part of the Laced~monians, it disappeared so soo 
as they were made aware of the imprudent resolution of Athens 
which not only created an imperative necessity for sustainin 
Syracuse, but also rendered Athens so much more vulnerabl 
at home, by removing the better part of her force. Accordingly, 
very soon after the vote passed at Athens, an equally decisive 
resolution for direct hostilities was adopted at Sparta. It was 
determined that a Peloponnesian allied force should be imme 
diately prepared, to be sent at the first opening of spring t 
Syracuse ; and that at the same time Attica should be invaded 
and the post of Dekeleia fortified. Orders to this effect wer 
immediately transmitted to the w,Pole body of Peloponnesia 

1 Thucyd. vii. r8. 2 Thucyd. vi. 105; vii. r8. 
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lies; especially requisitions for implements, materials, and 
::>rkmen, towards the construction of the projected fort at 
ekeleia.1 

CHAPTER LX 

WM THE RESUMPTION OF DIRECT HOSTILITIES BETWEEN 

ATHENS AND SPARTA DOWN TO THE DESTRUCTION OF 

THE ATHENIAN ARMAMENT IN SICILY 

THE Syracusan war now no longer stands apart, as an event 
r itself, but becomes absorbed in the general war rekindling 
troughout Greece. Never was any winter so actively and 
ttensively employed in military preparations, as the winter of 
q-413 B.c., the months immediately preceding that which 
hucydides terms the nineteenth spring of the Peloponnesian 
ar, but which other historians call the beginning of the 
1ekeleian war.2 While Eurymedon went with his ten triremes 
' Syracuse even in midwinter, Demosthenes exerted himself 
,l the winter to get together the second armament for early 
lring. Twenty other Athenian triremes were further sent 
1und Peloponnesus to the station of Naupaktus-to prevent 
1y Corinthian reinforcements from sailing out of the Corinthian 
ulf. Against these latter, the Corinthians on their side pre
ued twenty-five fresh triremes, to serve as a convoy to the 
ansports carrying their hoplites. 8 In Corinth, Sikyon, and 
reotia, as well as at Lacedremon, levies of hoplites were going 
1. for the armament to Syracuse-at the same time that 
rerything was getting ready for the occupation of Dekeleia. 
astly, Gylippus was engaged with not less activity in stirring 
p all Sicily to take a more decisive part in the coming year's 
ruggle. 
From Cape Trenarus in Laconia, at the earliest moment of 

lring, embarked a force of 6oo Lacedremonian hoplites (Helot:; 
1d Neodamodes) under the Spartan Ekkritus-and 300 

reotian hoplites under the Thebans Xenon and Nikon, with 
te Thespian Hegesandrus. They were directed to cross the 
:a southward to Kyrene in Libya, and from thence to make 
teir way along the African coast to Sicily. At the same time 
body of 700 hoplites under Alexarchus-partly Corinthians, 

utly hired Arcadians, pa,tly Sikyonians, under constraint 
l Thucyd. vii. I 8. E Diodor. xiii. 8. 8 Thucyd. vii. I 7, 
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from their powerful neighbours 1-departed from the north-we~ 
of Peloponnesus and the mouth of the Corinthian Gulf of Sicii· 
-the Corinthian triremes watching them until they were pas 
the Athenian squadron at Naupaktus. 

These were proceedings of importance: but the most impo~ 
tant of all was the re-invasion of Attica at the same time by t~ 
great force of the Peloponnesian alliance, under the Sparta 
king Agis, son of Archidamus. Twelve years had elapsed sine 
Attica last felt the hand of the destroyer, a little before th 
siege of Sphakteria. The plain in the neighbourhood of Athe~ 
was now first laid waste, after which the invaders proceeded t1 
their special purpose of erecting a fortified post for occupatiot 
at Dekeleia. The work, apportioned among the allies present 
who had come prepared with the means of executing it, wa: 
completed during the present summer, and a garrison wa 
established there composed of contingents relieving each oth~ 
at intervals, under the command of king Agis himself. Dekelei( 
was situated on an outlying eminence belonging to the rang( 
called Parnes, about fourteen miles to the north of Athens- · 
near the termination of the plain of Athens, and commandir: 
an extensive view of that plain as well as of the plain of Eleusi 
The hill on which it stood, if not the fort itself, was visib 
even from the walls of Athens. It was admirably situat 
both as a central point for excursions over Attica, and ~ 
communication with Bceotia; while the road from Athens 
Oropus, the main communication with Eubcea, passed throug 
the gorge immediately under it. 2 ' 

\Ve read with amazement, and the contemporary world sa·/ 
with yet greater amazement, that while this important work w::J 
actually going on, and while the whole Peloponnesian co~ 
federacy was renewing its pressure with redoubled force upm 
Athens-at that very moment, 8 the Athenians sent out, no 
only a fleet of thirty triremes under Charikles to annoy th( 
coasts of Peloponnesus, but also the great armament whid 
they had resolved upon under Demosthenes, to push offensiv( 
operations against Syracuse. The force under the latter genera 
consisted of 6o Athenian and 5 Chian triremes; of 12oc 
Athenian hoplites of the best class, chosen from the citizer 
muster-roll; with a considerable number of hoplites besides 
from the subject-allies and elsewhere. There had been alsc 

1 Thucyd. vii. 49-58. :Stl<vd,vwt &vwy"'"rTol rTTpaTEVOV'TES. 
2 Thucyd. vii. rg-28, with Dr. Arnold's note. 
s Thucyd. vii. 20. li.p.a T~s i!.EI<Ell.tias T<ii TE<X<rrp.<iJ, &c. 

Isokrates, Orat. viii. De Pace, s. ro2, p. 236 Bekk. 
Compai 

I 
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Lgaged on hire rsoo peltasts from Thrace, of the tribe called 
~ii; but these men did not arrive in time, so that Demosthenes 
et sail without them.! Charikles having gone forward to take 
board a body of allies from Argos, the two. fleets joined at 
Egina, inflicted some devastations on the coasts of Laconia, 

~
d established a strong post on the island of Kythera to en
urage desertion among the Helots. From hence Charikles 
turned with the Argeians, while Demosthenes conducted his 
~mament round Peloponnesus to Korkyra.2 On the Eleian 
bast, he destroyed a transport carrying hoplites to Syracuse, 
b.ough the men escaped ashore: next he proceeded to 
:akynthus and Kephallenia, from whence he engaged some 
dditional hoplites-and to Anaktorium, in order to procure 
arters and slingers from Akarnania. It was here that he was 
1et by Eurymedon with his ten triremes, who had gone forward 
> Syracuse in the winter with the pecuniary remittance urgently 
:quired, and was now returning to act as colleague of Demo
henes in the command.3 The news brought by Eurymedon 

-om Sicily was in every way discouraging. Yet the two 
~Jmirals were under the necessity of sparing ten triremes from 

• ~eir fleet to reinforce Konon at Naupaktus, who was not 
l]rong enough alone to contend against the Corinthian fleet 
t.hich watched him from the opposite coast. To make good 
C-•is diminution, Eurymedon went forward to Korkyra, with 
' .e view of obtaining from the Korkyneans fifteen fresh triremes 
'ld a contingent of hoplites-while Demosthenes was getting 
•gether the Akarnanian darters and slingers.4 

, 1 Thucyd. vii. 20-27. 2 Thucyd. vii. 26. 
, J Thucyd. vii. JI. "OVTt li' a!mp (Demostheni's) 1repl To.vTa (Anakto
am) Evpvp.lliwv cbraVTq, tJs TOTE 'TOV XE<JJ.WVOS Ta xp-hp.aTa I!'Y"'" Tjj 

·''T paT t ~ U 1r e r. I p. 4> 8 '1}, ~eal Cr.'Y'Yh ... At:t, &c. 
- The meaning of this passage appears quite unambiguous, that Eurymedon 
ad been sent to Sicily in the winter to carry the sum of 120 talents to 
likias, and was now on his return (see Thucyd. vii. It). Nevertheless we 
tad ln Mr. Mitford-" At Anactorium Demosthen~s found Eurymed0n 
11/ecting provisions for Sicily," &c. Mr. Milford further says in a note 
1UOting the Scholiast--"HTOI Ta 7rp~s Tpocptw xp-hrnp.a, Kal tra AOl7rCt UVYTEi· 
pvTa aiJTo<s, Schol.)-"This is not the only occasion on which Thucydides 
:ses the term xp-hp.aTa for necessaries in general. Smith has translated 
ccordingly : but the Latin has pecuniam, which does not express the sense 
1tended here" (ch. xviii. sect. vi. vol. iv. p. uS). 

There cannot be the least doubt that the Latin is here right. The 
-.efinite article makes the point quite certain, even if it were true (which I 

_Jlubt) that Thucydid@s sometimes uses the word xp-hp.ara to mean " neces
ries in general." I doubt still more whether he ever uses lf'Y"'" in th.: 
nse of "collecting." • 
4 Thucyd. vii. JI. 
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Eurymedon not only brought back word of the distressel 

condition of the Athenians in the harbour of Syracuse, bt'\ 
had also learnt, during his way back, their heavy additiona;' 
loss by the capture of the fort at Plemmyrium. Gylippuj 
returned to Syracuse early in the spring, nearly about the tim

1 
when Agis invaded Attica and when Demosthenes quitte( 
Peineus. He returned with fresh reinforcements from thl 
• • • • • • I 
mtenor, and Wlth redoubled ardour for deciSive operatiOn') 
against Nikias before aid could arrive from Athens. It wr. 
his first care, in conjunction with Hermokrates, to inspire thl 
Syracusans with courage for fighting the Athenians on shit
board. Such was the acknowledged superiority of the latte 
at sea, that this was a task of some difficulty, calling for all th 
eloquence and ascendency of the two leaders : " The Athenian~ . 
(said Hermokrates to his countrymen) have not been always 
eminent at sea as they now are : they were once landsmen like 
you, and more than you-they were only forced on shipboard 
by the Persian invasion. The only way to deal with bold men 
like them, is to show a front bolder still. They have often by 
their audacity daunted enemies of greater real force than them 
selves, and they must now be taught that others can play th( 
same game with them. Go right at them before they expect 
it-and you will gain more by thus surprising and intimidating 
them, than you will suffer by their superior science." Such 
lessons, addressed to men already in the tide of success, were 
presently efficacious, and a naval attack was resolved.! · 

The town of Syracuse had two ports, one on each side o· 
the island of Ortygia. The lesser port (as it was called after
wards, the Portus Lakkius) lay northward of Ortygia, between 
that island and the low ground or N ekropolis near the oute1 
city: the other lay on the opposite side of the Isthmus ot 
Ortygia, within the Great Harbour. Both of them (it appears) 
were protected against attack from without, by piles and stakes 
planted in the bottom in front of them. But the lesser port 
was the more secure of the two, and the principal docks of the 
Syracusans were situated within it ; the Syracusan fleet, eighty 
triremes strong, being distributed between them. The entire 
Athenian fleet was stationed under the fort of Plemmyrium, 
immediately opposite to the southern point of Ortygia. 

Gylippus laid his plan with great ability, so as to take the 

1 Thucyd. vii. 21. Among the topics of encouragement dwelt upon ~ 
Hermokrates, it is remarkable that he makes no mention of that which t~ ' 
sequel proved to be the most importani of all-the confined space of 1 
harbour, which rendered Athenian ships and tactics unavailing. 
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thenians completely by surprise. Having trained and prepared 

1e naval-force as thoroughly as he could, he marched out his 
.nd-force secretly by night, over Epipol1e and round by the 

. ght bank of the Anapus, to the neighbourhood of the fort of 
1 lemmyrium. With the first dawn of morning, the Syracusan 
. eet sailed out, at one and the same signal, from both the 
1 :>rts ; 45 triremes out of the lesser port, 35 out of the other. 
< oth squadrons tried to round the southern point of Ortygia, 

) as to unite and to attack the enemy at Plemmyrium in 
· :mcert. The Athenians, though unprepared and confused, 
astened to man 6o ships; with 25 of which they met the 
5 Syracusans sailing forth from the. Great Harbour-while 
'lth the other 35 they encountered the 45 from the lesser port, 
-~nmediately outside of the mouth of the Great Harbour. In the 
former of these two actions the Syracusans were at first victors ; 

11 the second also, the Syracusans from the outside forced 
lleir way into the mouth of the Great Harbour, and joined 
lleir comrades. But being little accustomed to naval warfare, 
b.ey presently fell into complete confusion, partly in conse
!uence of their unexpected success ; so that the Athenians, 
ecovering from the first shock, attacked them anew, and 
ompletely defeated them ; sinking or disabling eleven ships, 
,f three of which the crews were made prisoners, the rest being 
aostly slain.1 Three Athenian triremes were destroyed also. 

But this victory, itself not easily won, was more than counter
>alanced by the irreparable loss of Plemmyrium. During the 
TSt excitement at the Athenian naval station, when the ships 
1ere in course of being manned to meet the unexpected onset 
rom both ports at once, the garrison of Plemmyrium went to 
he water's edge to watch and encourage their countrymen, 
.. ·aving their own walls thinly guarded, and little suspecting 
b.e presence of their enemy on the land side. This was just 
vhat Gylippus had anticipated. He attacked the forts at day
lreak, taking the garrison completely by surprise, and captured 
hem after a feeble resistance ; first the greatest and most 
mportant fort, next the two smaller. The garrison sought 
afety as they could, on board the transports and vessels of 
mrden at the station, and rowed across the Great Harbour to 
1.e land-camp of Nikias on the other side. Those who fled 
·om the greater fort, which was the first taken, ran some risk 
om the Syracusan triremes, which were at that moment 

i (torious at sea. But by the time that the two lesser forts 
••.:re taken, the Athenian flee.t had regained its superiority, so 

1 Thucyd. vii. 23 ; Diodor. xiii. 9; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 20. 
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that there was no danger of similar pursuit in the crossing of 
the Great Harbour. 

This well-concerted surprise was no less productive to the 
captors than fatal as a blow to the Athenians. Not only were 
many men slain, and many made prisoners, in the assault
but there were vast stores of every kind, and even a large stock 
of money found within the fort ; partly belonging to tht: 
military chest, partly the property of the trierarchs and of private 
merchants, who had deposited it there as in the place of greatest 
security. The sails of not less than forty triremes were also 
found there, and three triremes which had been dragged up 
ashore. Gylippus caus(·d one of the three forts to be pulled 
down, and carefully garrisoned the other two. 1 

Great as the positive loss was here to the Athenians at a _ 
time when their situation could ill bear it-the collateral damage 
and peril growing out of the capture of Plemmyrium was yet/ 
more serious, besides the alarm and discouragement which it · 
spread among the army. The Syracusans were now masters of 
the mouth of the harbour on both sides, so that not a single 
storeship could enter without a convoy and a battle. What 
was of not less detriment-the Athenian fleet was now forced 
to take station under the fortified lines of its own land-force, 
and was thus cramped up on a small space in the innermost 
portion of the Great Harbour, between the city-wall and the:, 
river Anapus; the Syracusans being masters everywhere else, 
with full communication between· their posts all round, hem· 
ming in the Athenian position both by sea and by land. 

To the Syracusans, on the contrary, the result of the recent 
battle proved every way encouraging; not merely from the 
valuable acquisition of Plemmyrium, but even from the seat 
fight itself; which had indeed turned out to be a defeat, but 
which promised at first to be a victory, had they not thrown 
away the chance by their own disorder. It removed all super·· 
stitious fear of Athenian nautical superiority ; while their 
position was so much improved by having acquired the com
mand of the mouth of the harbour, that they began even to 
assume the aggressive at sea. They detached a squadron of 
twelve triremes to the coast of Italy, for the purpose of inter-.; 
cepting some merchant-vessels coming with a supply of money 
to the Athenians. So little fear was there of an enemy at sea,c 
that these vessels seem to have been coming without convoy,; 
and were for the most part destroyed by the Syracusans, togethet'' 
with a stock of ship-timber which. the Athenians had collected 

1 Thucyd. vii. 23, 24. 
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near Kaulonia. In touching at Lokri on their return, they 
took aboard a company of Thesp~an hoplites who had made 
their way thither in a transport. They were also fortunate 
enough to escape the squadron of twenty triremes which Nikias 
detached to lie in wait ,for them near Megara-with the loss of 
one ship, however, including her crew.1 

One of this Syracusan squadron had gone forward from Italy 
with envoys to Peloponnesus, to communicate the favourable 
news of the capture of Plemmyrium, and to accelerate as much 
as possible the operations against Attica, in order that no rein
forcements might be sent from thence. At the same time, 
other envoys went from Syracuse-not merely Syracusans, but 
also Corinthians and Lacedremonians-to visit the cities in the 
interior of Sicily. They made known everywhere the prodigious 
improvement in Syracusan affairs arising from the gain of 
Plemmyrium, as well as the insignificant character of the recent 
naval defeat. They strenuously pleaded for further aid to 
Syracuse without delay; since there were now good hopes of 
being able to crush the Athenians in the harbour completely, 
before the reinforcements about to be despatched could reach 
them.2 

While these envoys were absent on their mission, the Great 
Harbour was the scene of much desultory conflict, though not 
of any comprehensive single battle. Since the loss of Plem
myrium, the Athenian naval station was in the north-west 
interior corner of that harbour, adjoining the fortified lines 
occupied by their land-army. It was enclosed and protected 
by a row of posts or stakes stuck in the bottom and standing out 
of the water.3 The Syracusans on their side had also planted a 
stockade in front of the interior port of Ortygia, to defend 

'

their ships, their ship-houses, and their docks within. As the 
two stations were not far apart, each party watched for oppor
tunities of occasional attack or annoyance by missile weapons 
'o the other ; and daily skirmishes of this sort took place, in 
w'lich on the whole the Athenians seem to have had the 
advantage. They even formed the plan of breaking through 
the outworks of the Syracusan dockyard and burning the ships 
within. They brought up a ship of the largest size, with 
wooden towers and side defences, against the line of posts 
fronting the dockyard, and tried to force the entrance, either 
by means of divers who sawed them through at the bottom, or 

1 by buat-crews who fastened ropes round them and thus unfixed 
, or plucked them out. All t.his was done under cover of the 

1 Thucyd. vii. 25. 2 Thucyd. vii. 25. 3 Thucyd. vii. 38. 
VOL. VII. M 
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great vessel with its towers manned by light-armed, wh 
exchanged showers of missiles with the Syracusan bowmen m 
the top of the ship-houses, and prevented the latter from 
coming near enough to interrupt the operation. The Athenians 
contrived thus to remove many of the posts planted-even the 
most dangerous among them, those which did not reach to the 
surface of the water, and which therefore a ship approaching 
could not see. But they gained little by it, since the Syracusans 
were able to plant others in their room. On the whole, n< 
serious damage was done either to the dockyard or to tht 
ships within. And the state of affairs in the Great Harbour 
stood substantially unaltered, during all the time that the 
envoys were absent on their Sicilian tour-probably three 
weeks or a month.1 

These envoys had found themselves almost everywhere well 
received. The prospects of Syracuse were now so triumphant, 
and those of Nikias with his present force so utterly hopeless, 
that the waverers thought it time to declare themselves; and 
all the Greek cities in Sicily, except Agrigentum, which stili 
remained neutral (and of course except Naxos and Katana), 
resolved on aiding the winning cause. From Karnarina came 
soo hoplites, 400 darters, and 300 bowmen; from Gela, 5 
triremes, 400 darters, and zoo horsemen. Besides these, an 
additional force from the other cities was collected, to march 
to Syracuse in a body across the interior of the island, under the 
conduct of the envoys themselves. But this part of the scheme 
was frustrated by Nikias, who was rendered more vigilant by 
the present desperate condition of his affairs, than he had been 
in reference to the cross march of Gylippus. At his instance, 
the Sikel tribes Kentoripes and Haliky.:ei, allies of Athens, were 
prevailed upon to attack the approachi'ng enemy. The)i 
planned a skilful ambuscade, set upon them unawares, ant 
dispersed them with the loss of 8oo men. All the envoys wen\ 
also slain, except the Corinthian, who conducted the remaining 
force (about rsoo in number) to Syracuse. 2 

This reverse-which seems to have happened about the time 
when Demosthenes with his armament was at Korkyra on 
the way to Syracuse-so greatly dismayed and mortified the 
Syracusans, that Gylippus thought it advisable to postpone 
awhile the attack which he intended to have made immediately 
on the reinforcement arriving.3 The delay of these few days 
proved nothing less than the salvation of the Athenian army. 

It was not until Demosthene~ was approaching Rhegium, 
1 Thucyd. vii. 25. 2 Thucyd. vii. 32, 33· 3 Thucyd. vii. 33· 
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'thin two or three days' sail of Syracuse, that the attack was 
~termined on without further delay. Preparation in every way 

1ad been made for it long before, especially for the most 
:ffective employment of the naval force. The captains and 
hip-masters of Syracuse and Corinth had now become fully 
~ware of the superiority of Athenian nautical manreuvre, and 
>f the causes upon which that superiority depended. The 
\thenian trireme was of a build comparatively light, fit for 
1pid motion through the water, and for easy change of 
.irection : its prow was narrow, armed with a sharp projecting 
>eak at the end, but hollow and thin, not calculated to force 
ts way through very strong resistance. It was never intended 
o meet, in direct impact and collision, the prow of an enemy : 
>uch a proceeding passed among the able seamen of Athens 
or gross awkwardness. In advancing against an enemy's 
•esse!, they evaded the direct shock, steered so as to pass by it 
·--then by the excellence and exactness of their rowing, turned 
.wiftly round, altered their direction, and came back before the 
~nemy could alter his: or perhaps rowed rapidly round him
>r backed their ship stern foremost-until the opportunity was 
ound for driving the beak of their ship against some weak part 
>f his-against the midships, the quarter, the stern, or the oar
>lades without. In such manreuvres the Athenians were 
mrivalled : but none such could be performed unless there 
vere ample sea-room-which rendered their present naval 
>tation the most disadvantageous that could be imagined. 
rhey were cooped up in the inmost part of a harbour of small 
limensions, close on the station of their enemies, and with all 
:he shore, except their own lines, in possession of those 
~nemies; so that they could not pull round from want of space, 
1
tor could they back water because they durst not come near 

1
,wre. In this contracted area, the only mode of fighting 
10ssible was by straightforward collision, prow against prow; a 
>rocess, which not only shut out all their superior manreuvring, 
)Ut was unsuited to the build of their triremes. On the other 
1and, the Syracusans, under the advice of the able Corinthian 
;teersman Aristo, altered the construction of their triremes to 
neet the special exigency of the case, disregarding all idea of what 
~d been generally looked upon as good nautical manreuvring.l 
:nstead of the long, thin, hollow, and sharp, advancing beak, 

! 1 Th.ucyd. vii. 36. -rii a~ 7rp0npov &.IJ.a8[tt TWV 1W/3Ep111J'l'WV OOI<OVtrp .Ivat, 
l..;; iiVTl->rprppov C"'l'"POVITIU, p.rf.ll.ttrT' tl.v a~TOl xp-6tratr8a·· 1rli.EtiTTOII -yap Ell ab-rtj 
lx~iuE<v, &c. • 
f Diodor. xiii. IO. 
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striking the enemy considerably above the water-level, a1 
therefore doing less damage-they shortened the prow, bt, 
made it excessively heavy and solid-and lowered the elevatio\ 
of the projecting beak : so that it became not so muc : 
calculated to pierce, as to break in and crush by main forctj' 
all the opposing part of the enemy's ship, not fat above tht 
water. \Vhat were called the epotids-" ear-caps'' or nozzles 
projecting forwards to the right and left of the beak, were made\ 
peculiarly thick and sustained by under-beams let -into the hul' 
of the ship. In the Attic build, the beak stood forwards very 
prominent, and the epotids on each side of it were kept back, 
sc;rving the same purpose as what are called Catheads in modern 
ships, to which the anchors are suspended : but in the 
Corinthian build, the beak projected less and the epotids more 
-so that they served to strike the enemy : instead of having: 
one single beak, the Corinthian ship might be said to have 
three nozzles.1 The Syracusans relied on the narrowness of 
the space, for shutting out the Athenian evolutions, and bring
ing the contest to nothing more than a straightforward collision ;, 
in which the weaker vessel would be broken and stove in at· 
the prow, and thus rendered unmanageable. . 

Having completed these arrangements, their land-force wa~ · 
marched out under Gylippus to threaten one side of the\ 
Athenian lines, while the cavalry and the garrison of the 
Olympieion marched up to the other side. The Athenian~. 
were putting themselves in position to defend their walls fron·;' 
what seemed to be a land-attack, when they saw the Syracusar 
fleet, So triremes strong, sailing out from its dock prepared fo · 
action : upon which they too, though at first confused by thi j 
unexpected appearance, put their crews on shipboard, and wen/ 

1 Compare Thucyd. vii. 34-36; Diodor. xili. ro; Eurip. I ph. Taur~ 
1335· See also the notes of Arnold, Poppo, and Didot, on the passage~ 
of Thucydld~s. 

It appears as if the W'T"T/p(o•s or sustaining beams were something new, 
now provided for the first time-in order to strengthen the ep6tid and 
render it fit to drive in collision against the enemy. The words which . 
Thucydldes employs to describe the position of these Ct.wrnpio•s, are to me not ~ 
fully intelligible, nor do I think that any of the commentators clear them~ 
up satisfactorily. 

It is Diodorus who specifies that the Corinthians lowered the level c 
their yrows, so as to strike nearer to the water-which Thucydid~s does nc~ 
mentiOn. 

A captive ship, when towed in as a prize, was disarmed by being deprivt 
of her beak (Athemeus, xii. p. 535). Lysander reserved the beaks of th 
Athenian triremes captured at .!Egospoeami to grace his triumphal retur 
(Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 3, 8). . 

\ 
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~t of their palisaded station, 7 5 triremes in number, to meet 
he enemy. The whole day passed off however in desultory 
md indecisive skirmish ; with trifling advantage to the Syra
:usans, who disabled one or two Athenian ships, yet merely 
ried to invite the Athenians to attack, without choosing 
hemselves to force on a close and general action.1 

It was competent to the Athenians to avoid altogether a 
1aval action (at least until the necessity arose for escorting 
resh supplies into the harbour) by keeping within their station; 
md as Demosthenes was now at hand, prudence counselled 
:uch reserve. Nikias himself, too, is said to have deprecated 
mmediate fighting, but to have been out-voted by his two 
1ewly-appointed colleagues Menander and Euthydemus; who, 
mxious to show what they could do without Demosthenes, took 
heir stand upon Athenian maritime honour, which peremp
orily forbade them to shrink from the battle when offered.2 

Though on the next day the Syracusans made no move
nent, yet :N"ikias foreseeing that they would speedily recom
nence, and noway encouraged by the equal manifestations 
>f the preceding day, caused every trierarch to repair what 
lamage his ship had sustained ; and even took the precaution 
>f further securing his naval station by mooring merchant
ressels just alongside of the openings in the palisade, about 
wo feet apart. The prows of these vessels were provided with 
jolphins-or beams lifted up on high and armed at the end 
l.'ith massive heads of iron, which could be so let fall as to 
:rush any ship entering : 3 any Athenian trireme which might 
)e hard pressed, would thus be enabled to get through this 
Jpening where no enemy could follow, and choose her own 
:irne for sailing out again. Before night, such arrangements 
IVere completed. At the earliest dawn of next day, the 
..;yracusans reappeared, with the same demonstrations both of 
and-force and naval-force as before. The Athenian fleet 
1aving gone forth to meet them, several hours were spent in 
:he :ike indecisive and partial skirmishes, until at length the 
..;yracusan fleet sailed back to the city-again without bringing 
m any general or close combat. The Athenians, construing 

1 Thucyd. vii. 37, 38. 
2 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 20. Diodoms (xiii. IO) represents the battle as 

1aving been brought on against the wish and intention of the Athenians 
:enerally, not alluding to any difference of opinion among the commanders. 

3 Thucyd. vii. 41. a! K<pa'iat 5eil.<j><vocp&po• : compare Pollux, i. 85, and 
Fragment vi. of the comedy of the poet Pherekrates, entitled 'A-ypto<
\feineke, Fragm. Comic. Gn:cc .. val. ii. p. 258, and the Scholiast. ad 
,\ri~toph. Equit. 7 59· 
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such retirement of the enemy as evidence of backwardness ar 
unwillingness to fight,! and supposing the day's duty at a 
end, retired on their side within their own station, disembarked 
and separated to get their dinners at leisure-having tasted n 
food that day. 

But ere they had been long ashore, they were astonished to 
see the Syracusan fleet sailing back to renew the attack, in full/! 
battle order. This was a manceuvre suggested by the Corinthian 
Aristo, the ablest steersman in the fleet; at whose instance,! 
the Syracusan admirals had sent back an urgent request to the • 
city authorities, that an abundant stock of provisions might for 
that day be brought down to the sea-shore, and sale be ren
dered compulsory ; so that no time should be lost, when the 
fleet returned thither, in taking a hasty meal without dispersion: 
of the crews. Accordingly the fleet, after a short, but sufficient, 
interval, allowed for refreshment thus close at hand, was brought 
back unexpectedly to the enemy's station. Confounded at the 
sight, the Athenian crews forced themselves again on board, l 
most of them yet without refreshment, and in the midst of~ 
murmurs and disorder. 2 On sailing out of their station, the 
indecisive skirmishing again commenced, and continued for 
some time-until at length the Athenian captains became so: 
impatient of prolonged and exhausting fatigue, that they re·• 
solved to begin of themselves, and make the action close a&;, 
well as general. Accordingly the word of command was given,: 
and they rowed forward to make the attack, which was chee~r' 
fully received by the Syracusans. By receiving the attac 
instead of making it, the latter were better enabled to ensure 
straightforward collision of prow against prow, excluding all 
circuit, backing, or evolutions, on the part of the enemy : a 
any rate, their steersmen contrived to realise this plan, an~ 
to crush, stave in, or damage, the forepart of many of th 
Athenian triremes, simply by superior weight of material and 
solidity on their own side. The Syracusan darters on the 
deck, moreover, as soon as the combat became close, were 
both numerous and destructive ; while their little boats rowed 
immediately under the sides of the Athenian triremes, broke 
the blades of their oars, and shot darts in through the oar-holes, 
against the rowers within. At length the Athenians, after sus 
taining the combat bravely for some time, found themselves a 
such disadvantage, that they were compelled to give way anql 

1 Thucyd. vii. 40. Ol 3' 'A81]va'iot, vop.lcravT<s avToVs C:.s ,jcrcr'l}p.tvovs crcpwl' 
.,.pbs TlJV 'II"Oll.tv &vru<po6cracr8rJ.t, &c. • 

2 Thucyd. vii. 40. 

. ' 
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seek shelter within their own station. The armed merchant

_3sels which Nikias had planted before the openings in the 
1alisade were now found of great use in checking the pursuing 
)yracusans ; two of whose triremes, in the excitement of 
·ictory, pushed forward too near to them and were disabled by 
he heavy implements on board-one of them being captured 
vith all her crew. The general victory of the Syracusans, 
wwever, was complete: seven Athenian triremes were sunk or 
iisabled, many others were seriously damaged, and numbers of 
>eamen either slain or made prisoners.! 

Overjoyed with the result of this battle, which seems to have 
>een no less skilfully planned than bravely executed, the 
;yracusans now felt confident of their superiority by sea as 
vell as on land, and contemplated nothing less than the com
>lete destruction of their enemies in the harbour. The 

generals were already concerting measures for renewed 11ttack 
both by land and by sea, and a week or two more would pro
bably have seen the ruin of this once triumphant besieging 
armament, now full of nothing but discouragement. The 
mere stoppage of supplies, in fact, as the Syracusans were 
masters of the mouth of the harbour, would be sure to starve 
it out in no long time, if they maintained their superiority at 
sea. All their calculations were suspended, however, and the 
hopes of the Athenians for the time revived, by the entry of 
Demosthenes and Eurymedon with the second armament into 
the Great Harbour; which seems to have taken place on the 
:ery day, or on the second day, after the recent battle.2 So 
.mportant were the consequences which turned upon that post
-~ onement of the Syracusan attack;, occasioned by the recent · 
defeat of their reinforcing army from the interior. So little did 
either party think, at that moment, that it would have been a 
mitigation of calamity to Athens, if Demosthenes had not 
arrived in time; if the ruin of the first armament had been 
actually consummated before the coming of the second ! 

Demosthenes, after obtaining the required reinforcements at 
Knrkyra, had crossed the Ionian sea to the islands called 
( "hcerades on the coast of Iapygia; where he took aboard a 
band of 150 Messapian darters, through the friendly aid of the 

J native prince Artas, with whom an ancient alliance ~as re
:newed. Passing on farther to Metapontum, already in alliance 
wi-:.h Athens, he was there reinforced with two triremes and 
:Lhree hundred darters, with which addition he sailed on to 

1 Thucyd. vii. 4I. 2 Thucyd. vii. 42. 
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Thurii. Here he found himself cordially welcomed; for tl}~ 
philo-Athenian party was in full ascendency, having recently 
got the better in a vehement dissension, and passed a sentence 
of banishment against their opponents.1 They not only took a 
formal resolution to acknowledge the same friends and the 
same enemies as the Athenians, but equipped a regiment of 
7oo hoplites and 300 darters to accompany Demosthenes, who 
remained there long enough to pass his troops in review and ~ 
verify the completeness of each division. After having held 
this review on the banks of the river Sybaris, he marched his 
troops by land through the Thurian territory to the banks of 
the river Hylias which divided it from Kroton. He was here I 
met by Krotoniate envoys, who forbade the access to their J 
territory: upon which he marched down the river to the sea-, 
shore, got on shipboard, and pursued his voyage southward 
along the coast of Italy-touching at the various towns, all 
except the hostile Lokri. 2 

His entry into the harbour of Syracuse 3-accomplished in 
the most ostentatious trim, with decorations and musical ac
companiments-was no less imposing from the magnitude of 
his force, than critical in respect to opportunity. Taking 
Athenians, allies, and mercenary forces, together-he con
ducted 73 triremes, sooo hoplites, and a large number of 
light troops of every description ; archers, slingers, darters, 
&c., with other requisites for effective operation. At the sight 
of such an armament, not inferior to the first which had arrived 
under Nikias, the Syracusans lost for a moment the confidence 
of their recent triumph, and were struck with dismay as well as 
wonder.4 That Athens could be rash enough to spate such an 
armament, at a moment when the full burst of Peloponnesian 
hostility was reopening upon her, and when Dekeleia was in 
course of being fortified-was a fact out of all reasonable pro
bability, and not to be credited unless actually seen. And 
probably, the Syracusans, though they knew that Demosthenes 
was on his way, had no idea beforehand of the magnitude of 
his armament. 

On the other hand, the hearts of the discomfited and be
leaguered Athenians again revived as they welcomed their new 
comrades. They saw themselves again masters by land as well 
as by sea; and they displayed their renewed superiority by 
marching out of their lines forthwith and ravaging the lands 
near the Anapus ; the Syracusans not venturing to engage in a 

1 Thucyd. vii. 33-57· 
3 Plutarch, N ikias, c. 21. 

• 2 Thucyd. vii. 35· 
4 Thucyd. vii. 42. 
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~eneral action, and merely watching the movement with some 
cavalry from the Olympieion. 

But Demosthenes was not imposed upon by this delusive 
show of power, so soon as he had made himself master of the 
full state of affairs, and had compared his own means with 
those of the enemy. He found the army of Nikias not merely 
worn down with long-continued toil, and disheartened by pre
vious defeat, but also weakened in a terrible degree by the 
marsh fever general towards the close of summer, in the low 
ground where they were encamped.! 

He saw that the Syracusans were strong in multiplied allies, 
extended fortifications, a leader of great ability, and general 

· belief that theirs was~ the winning cause. Moreover, he felt 
·deeply the position of Athens at home, and her need of all her 
citizens against enemies within sight of her own walls. But 
above all, he came penetrated with the deplorable effects which 
had resulted from the mistake of Nikias, in wasting irreparably 
so much precious time, and frittering away the first terror
striking impression of his splendid armament. All these con
siderations determined Demosthenes to act without a moment's 
delay, while the impression produced by his arrival was yet 
unimpaired-and to aim one great and decisive blow, such as 
might, if successful, make the conquest of Syracuse again pro
bable. If this should fail, he resolved to abandon the whole 
enterprise, and return home with his armament forthwith. 2 

By means of the Athenian lines, he had possession of the 
southernmost portion of the slope of Epipolre. But all along 
that slope from east to west, immediately in front or to the, 
north of his position, stretched the counter-wall built by the 
Syracusans ; beginning at the city-wall on the lowest ground, 
and reaching up first in a north-westerly, next in a westerly 
direction, until it joined the fort on the upper ground near the 
cliff, where the road from Euryalus down to Syracuse passed. 
The Syracusans as defenders were on the north side of this 
counter-wall; he and the Athenians on the south side. It was 
a complete bar to his progress, and he could not stir a step 
without making himself master of it ; towards which end there 
were only two possible means-either to storm it in front, or to 
turn it from its western extremity by marching round up to the 
Euryalus. He began by trying the first method. But the wall 
was abundantly manned and vigorously defended; his battering 
machines were all burnt or disqualified, and every attempt 
which he made was com~etely repulsed.3 There remained 

l Thucyd. vii. 47-50. 2 Thucyd. vii. 42. 8 Thucyd. vii. 43· 
l\1 2 
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only the second method-to turn the wall, ascending by cir
cuitous roads to the heights of Euryalus behind it, and then 
attacking the fort in which it terminated. 

But the march necessary for this purpose-first, up the valley 
of the Anapus, visible from the Syracusan posts above j next, 
ascending to the Euryalus by a narrow and winding path-was 
so difficult, that even Demosthenes, naturally sanguine, de
spaired of being able to force his way up in the daylight, 
against an enemy seeing the attack. He was therefore con
strained to attempt a night-surprise, for which, Nikias and his 
other colleagues consenting, he accordingly made preparations 
on the largest and most effective scale. He took the command 
himself, along with ~Ienander and Eurymedon (Nikias being 
left to command within the lines) 1-conducting hoplites and 
light troops, together with masons and carpenters, and all 
other matters necessary for establishing a fortified post--lastly, 
giving orders that every man should carry with him provisions 
for five days. 

Fortune so far favoured him, that not only all these pre- ~ 
liminary arrangements, but even his march itself, was accom- ~ 
plished without any suspicion of the enemy. At the beginning \ 
of a moonlight night, he quitted the lines, moved along the low 
ground on the left bank of the Anapus and parallel to that 
river for a considerable distance-then following various roads 1 
to the right, arrived at the Euryalus or highest pitch of Epipohe, ; 
where he found himself in the same track by which the ~ 
Athenians in coming from Katana a year and a half before- ; 
and Gylippus in coming from the interior of the island about\ 
ten months before-had passed, in order to get to the slope 
of Epipol::e above Syracuse. He reached, without being dis
covered, the extreme Syracusan fort on the high ground- l 
assailed it completely by surprise-and captured it after a 

1 feeble resistance. Some of the garrison within it were slain ; · 
but the greater part escaped, and ran to give the alarm to the 
three fortified camps of Syracusans and allies, which were 
placed one below another behind the long continuous wall, 2 on 

1 Thucyd. vii. 43· Diodorus tells us that Demosthen@s took with him I 
ro,ooo hoplites, and ro,ooo light troops-numbers which are not at all to ~ 
be trusted (xiii. II). 

Plutarch (Nikias, c. 21) says that Nikias was extremely averse to the . 
attack on Epipolre : Thucydides notices nothing of the kind, and the\ 
assertion seems improbable. 

The course taken by Demosthen@s in his night-march will be found 
marked on Plan II. annexed to this v~ume. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 42, 43· Kal (Demosthenes) opwv ..-o 'Irapa..-elxurp.a ..-wv 
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the declivity of Epipolce-as well as to a chosen regiment of 
six hundred Syracusan hoplites under Hermokrates,l who 
formed a night-watch or bivouac. This regiment hastened up 
to the rescue, but Demosthenes and the Athenian vanguard, 
charging impetuously forward, drove them back in disorder 
upon the fortified positions in their rear. Even Gylippus, and 
the Syracusan troops advancing upwards out of these positions, 
were at first carried back by the same retreating movemer>t. 

So far the enterprise of Demosthenes had been successful 
beyond all reasonable hope. He was master not only of the 
outer fort of the Syracusan position, but also of the extremity 
of their counter-wall which rested upon that fort: the co·.mter
wall was no longer defensible, now that he had got on the 
north or Syracusan side of it-so that the men on the parapet, 

o;;vpcucoulwv, tF ltaf)Avuav 11"Ep<Te<xluac <t<f>a< Taus 'AIJrwalovs, chr.\ouv T€ Sv, tcal, 
~l E-rrutpaT1,uet~ 'TLS ,.;;,v TE ,E7rt7f'oAWv 'T1}s O.va/3rlG'eoos, Kal a08ts Toil EJ' aln-als 
<tTpaTo7r~Bov, f'ta[.,s liv auTO "-71</>0~v (ouS€ -yil.p v1rop.€ivac b.v <t<f>as ouBeva) 
-/j1rel-yeTo i11"c1Je<t8ac Tj) 11"e[p'f· 

vii. 43· tcal .qp.~pas p.€v aavvuTa i60tcE< eivac .\aOeiv 7rpo<te,\IJOVTUS tcal 
U.va{3dv-ras, &c. 

Dr. Arnold and Goller both interpret this description of Thucydides (see 
their notes on this chapter, and Dr. Arnold's Appendix, p. 275) as if 
Nikias, immediately that the Syracusan counter-wall had crossed his 
blockading line, had evacuated his circle and works on the slope of 
Epipolre, and had retired down exclusively into the lower ground below. 
Dr. Thirlwall too is of the same opinion (Hist. Gr. vol. iii. ch. xxvi. p. 
432-434)· 

This appears to me a mistake. What conceivable motive. can be 
assigned to induce Nikias to yield up to the enemy so important an advan
tage? If he had once relinquished the slope of Epipolre to occupy ex
clusively the marsh beneath the southern cliff-Gylippus and the Syracusans 
would have taken good care that he should never again have mounted that 
cliff; nor could he ever have got near to the 1rapuTriX<<tp.u. The moment 
when the Athenians did at last abandon their fortifications on the slope of 
Epipolre (Til. lfvw Te(X'II) is specially marked by Thucydides afterwards-vii. 
6o : it was at the last moment of desperation, when the service of all was 
needed for the final maritime battle in the Great Harbour. Dr. Arnold 
(p. 275) misinterprets this passage, in my judgement, evading the dir-:ct 
sense of it. 

The words of Thucydid@s, vii. 42-el ~,.<~<pa.T-i}<tec€ ns Tow Te 'E7rc7roAwv 
Tijs &va{3duec.JS tcul u~Ocs TOV '" avTals <1TPCI.T011"E6ov-are more correctly 
conceived by M. Firmin Didot in the note to his translation, than by 
Arnold and Goller. The urpur&,.eoov here indicated does not mean 
the Athenian Circle, and their partially completed line of circumval
lation on the slope of Epipolre. It means the ground higher U? than this, 
which they had partially occupied at first while building the fcJrt of Lab-

- dalum, and of which they had been substantially masters until the arrival 
of Gylippus, who had now converted it into a camp or uTpuT&rreliov of the 
Syracusans. . • 

1 Diolor. xiii. I I. 
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where it joined the fort, made no resistance and fled. Some 
of the Athemans even began to tear down the parapets, and 
demolish this part of the counter-wall ; an operation of ex 
treme importance, since it would have opened to Demosthenes 
a communication with the southern side of the counter-wall, 
leading directly towards the Athenian lines on Epipola!. At 
any rate, his plan of turning the counter-wall was already 
carried-if he could only have maintained himself in his actual 
position, even without advancing farther-and if he could have 
demolished two or three hundred yards of the upper extremity 
of the wall now in his power. Whether it would have been 
possible for him to maintain himself without farther advance, 
until day broke, and thus avoid the unknown perils of a night
battle, we cannot say. But both he and his men, too much 
flushed with sue ess to think of halting, hastened forward to 
complete their victory, and to prevent the disordered Syracusans 
from again recovering a firm array. Unfortunately however 
their ardour of pursuit (as it constantly happened with Grecian 
hoplites) disturbed the regularity of their own ranks, so that 
they were not in condition to stand the shock of the Bceotian 
hoplites, just emerged from their position, and marching up 
in steady and excellent order to the scene of action. The 
Bceotians charged them, and after a short resistance, broke 
them completely, forcing them to take flight. The fugitives 
of the van were thus driven back upon their own comrades 
advancing from behind-still under the impression of success
ignorant of what had passed in front-and themselves urged 
on by the fresh troops closing up in their rear. 

In this manner the whole army presently became one scene 
of clamour and confusion, wherein there was neither command 
nor obedience, nor could any one discern what was passing. 
The light of the moon rendered objects and figures generally 
visible, without being sufficient to discriminate friend from foe. 
The beaten Athenians, thrown back upon their comrades, were 
in many cases mistaken for enemies and slain. The Syra
cusans and Bceotians, shouting aloud and pursuing their advan
tage, became intermingled with the foremost Athenians, and 
both armies thus grouped into knots which only distinguished 
each other by mutual demand of the watchword. That test 
also soon failed, since each party got acquainted with the 
watchword of the other-especially that of the Athenians, 
among whom the confusion was the greatest, became well known 
to the Syracusans, who kept toget!.er in larger parties. Above 
all, the effect of the p::ean or war-shout, on both sides, was 
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remarkable. The Dorians in the Athenian army (from Argos, 
Korkyra, and other places) raised a prean not distinguishable 
from that of the Syracusans : accordingly their shout struck 
terror into the Athenians themselves, who fancied that they 
had enemies in their own rear and centre. Such disorder and 
panic presently ended in a general flight. The Athenians 
hurried back by the same roads which they had ascended : but 
these roads were found too narrow for terrified fugitives, and 
many of them threw away their arms in order to scramble or 
jump down the cliffs, in which most of them perished. Even 
of those who safely effected their descent into the plain below, 
many (especially the new-comers belonging to the armament of 
Demosthenes) lost their way through ignorance, and were cut 
off the next day by the Syracusan horse. With terrible loss of 
numbers, and broken spirit, the Athenians at length found 
shelter within their own lines. Their loss of arms was even 
greater than that of men, from the throwing away of shields by 
those soldiers who leaped the cliff.! 

The overjoyed Syracusans erected two trophies, one upon 
the road to Epipolce, the other upon the exact and critical spot 
where the Bcx:otians had first withstood and first repe1led the 
enemy. By a victory, so unexpected and overwhelming, their 
feelings were restored to the same pitch of confidence which 
had animated them before the arrival of Demosthenes. Again 
now masters of the field, they again indulged the hope of 
storming the Athenian lines and destroying the armament ; 
to which end, however, it was thought necessary to obtain 
additional reinforcements, and Gylippus went in person with 
this commission to the various cities of Sicily-while Sikanus 
with fifteen triremes was despatched to Agrigentum, then 
understood to be wavering, and in a political crisis. 2 

During the absence of Gylippus, the Athenian generals were 
left to mourn their recent reverse, and to discuss the exigencies 
of their untoward position. The whole armament was now full 
of discouragement and weariness ; impatient to escape from a 
scene where fever daily thinned their numbers, and where they 
seemed destined to nothing but dishonour. Such painful 
evidences of increasing disorganisation only made Demosthenes 
more strenuous in enforcing the resobtion which he had taken 

1 Thucyd. vii. 44, 45· 
2 Thucyd. vii. 46. Plutarch (Nikias, c. 21) states that the number of 

. slain was 2000. Diodorus gives it at 2500 (xiii. II). Thucydides does 
not state it at all. 

These two authors probably b•th copied from wme commoB authority, 
nor Thucydides ; perhaps Philistus. 
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before the attack on Epipolre. He had done his best to strike 
one decisive blow : the chances of war had turned out against 
him, and inflicted a humiliating defeat ; he now therefore 
insisted on relinquishing the whole enterprise and returning 
home forthwith. The season was yet favourable for the 
voyage (it seems to have been the beginning of August), while 
the triremes recently brot1ght, as yet unused, rendered them 
masters at sea for the present.' It was idle (he added) to waste 
more time and money in staying to carry on war against 
Syracuse, which they could not now hope to subdue ; especially 
when Athens had so much need of them all at home, against 
the garrison of Dekeleia.1 

This proposition, though espoused and seconded by Eury
medon, was peremptorily opposed by Nikias; who contended, 
first, that their present distress and the unpromising chances 
for the future, though he admitted the full reality of both, 
ought not nevertheless to be publicly proclaimed. A formal 
resolution to retire, passed in the presence of so many persons, 
would inevitably become known to the enemy, and therefore 
could never be executed with silence and secrecy 2-as such a 
resolution ought to be. But furthermore, he (Nikias) took a 
decided objection to the resolution itself. He would never 
consent to carry back the armament, without specific authority 
from home to do so. Sure he was, that the Athenian people 
would never tolerate such a proceeding. When submitted to 
the public assembly at home, the conduct of the generals 
would be judged, not by persons who had been at Syracuse and 
cognisant of the actual facts, but by hearers who would learn 
all that they knew from the artful speeches of criminative 
orators. Even the citizens actually serving-though now loud 
in cries of suffering, and impatient to get home-would alter 
their tone when they were safe in the public assembly; and 
would turn round to denounce their generals as having been 
bribed to bring away the army. Speaking his own personal 

1 Thucyd. vii. 47· 
2 Thucyd. vii. 48. 'o li€ Nuclas lv6p.t(e p.Ev 1<al aln·hs ..-ovrJpa utpwv Ta 

1rpJ:yp.a'Ta elva<, 'Tr! ll€ 71.6')''1' olnc ~{3o~li.E'To ab'Ta &.o-8ev?j &..-olieucvvva•, obli' 
lp.tpavws utpiis o/1J¢<(op.evovs p.e'Ta ..-oll.ll.wv 'TiJV lt.vaxwp1J<T<v To'is ..-oll.e
p.lots l<aTa-y-yeli.Tous -yi-yve<f8at • ll.a8e'iv -yap llv, b..-6.,-e fJovll.otv'To, 'Toiho 
1TOtoi7V'TES '?ro'A.Atl ~'TTOV. 

It seems probable that some of the taxiarchs and trierarchs were present 
at this deliberation, as we find in another case afterwards, c. 6o. Possibly 
Demosthenes might even desire that they should be present, as witnesses 
respecting the feeling of the army ; and also as supporters, if the matter 
came afterwards to be debated in the puelic assembly at Athens. It is to 
this fact that the words ~p.tpa.vws p.eTCi. ..-oll.ll.wv seem to allude. 
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feelings, he knew too well the tempers of his countrymen to 
expose himself to the danger of thus perishing under a charge 
alike unmerited and disgraceful. Sooner would he incur any 
extremity of risk from the enemy.1 It must be recollected too 
(he added) that if their affairs were now bad, those of Syracuse 
were as bad, and even worse. For more than a year, the war 
had been imposing upon the Syracusans a ruinous cost, in sub
sistence for foreign allies as well as in keeping up outlying posts 
-so that they had already spent 2ooo talents, besides heavy 
debts contracted and not paid. They could not continue in 
this course longer; yet the suspension of their payments would 
at once alienate their allies, and leave them helpless. The 
cost of the war (to which Demosthenes had alluded as a reason 
for returning home) could be much better borne by Athens; 
while a little further pressure would utterly break down the 
Syracusans. He (Nik:ias) therefore advised to remain where 
they were and continue the siege ; 2 the more so as their fleet 
had now became unquestionably the superior. 

Both Demosthenes and EurymedoQ protested in the 
strongest language against the proposition of Nikias .. Especially 
they treated the plan of remaining in the Great Harbour as 
fraught with ruin, and insisted, at the very least, on quitting 
this position without a moment's delay. Even admitting (for 
argument) the scruples of Nikias agai~st abandoning the 
Syracusan war without formal authority from home, they still 
urged an immediate transfer of their camp from the Great 
Harbour to Thapsus or Katana. At eitl:.er of these stations 
they could prosecute operations against Syracuse, with all the 
advantage of a wider range of country for supplies, a healthier 
spot, and above all of an open sea, which was absolutely indis
pensable to the naval tactics of Athenians; escaping from that 
narrow basin which condemned them to inferiority even on 
their own proper element. At all events to remove, and 
remove forthwith, out of the Great Harbour-such was the 
pressing requisition of Demosthenes and Eurymedon.s 

1 Thucyd. vii. 48. Olit<ovv {Jo6J..err8a< airrt!s 'Y•, ~.,<rr'T&}Levos'Tas 'A91)vaiwv. 
<P6rre<s, .hrl alrrxpi/- 'Y• ah!~ t<al &.oit<ws inr' 'A01)valwv &.7ro?..ev8a<, p.ii,J..Xov 'lj 
{nrO TiiJV 1roAeJ.dwv1 el Sel, ~ewOuveVuas TOiiTo 1ra8e'iv, faEq;. 
. The situation of the last word lat~ in this. sentence is perplexing, because 
1t can hardly be construed except either with &.1ro}\Eu8cu or with af>'TOS -r• : 
for Nikias could not run any risk of perishing separately by the hands of 
the enemy-unless we are to ascribe to him an absurd rhodomontade quite 
foreign to his character. Compare Plutarch, Nikia$, c. 22. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 48. 'TplfJe<v oQv.lcp1) xp~vcu 7rpO<Tt<a8w<evovs, &c. 
a Thucyd. vii. 49• '0 0~ fl1)}Lorr1Jev1)S 1repl p.~v 'TOV1rpOO'I<a8~cr8a< oba' 
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But even to the modified motion of transferring the actual 

position to Thapsus or Katana, Nikias refused to consent. He 
insisted on remaining as they were ;-and it appears that 
::\Ienander and Euthydemus 1 (colleagues named by the 
assembly at home before the departure of the second arma
ment) must have voted under the influence of his authority; 
whereby the majority became on his side. Nothing less than 
being in a minority, probably, would have induced Demo
sthenes and Eurymedon to submit-on a point of such 
transcendent importance. 

It was thus that the Athenian armament remained without 
quitting the Harbour, yet apparently quite inactive, during a 
period which cannot have been less than between three weeks 
and a month, until Gylippus returned to Syracuse with fresh 
reinforcements. Throughout the army, hope of success 
appears to have vanished, while anxiety for return had bec01;ne 
general. The opinions of Demosthenes and Eurymedon were 
doubtless well known, and orders for retreat were expected, but 
never came. Nikias obstinately refused to give them, during 
the whole of this fatal interval ; which plunged the army into 
the abyss of ruin, instead of mere failure in their aggressive 
enterprise. 

So unaccountable did such obstinacy appear, that many 
persons gave Nikias credit for knowing more than he chose to 
reveal. Even Thucydides thinks that he was misled by that 
party in Syracuse, with whom he had always kept up a secret 
correspondence, (seemingly apart from his colleagues,) and who 
still urged him, by special messages, not to go away ; assuring 
him that Syracuse could not possibly go on longer. Without 
fully trusting these intimations, he could not bring himself to 
act against them. He therefore hung back from day to day, 
tefusing to pronounce the decisive word.2 

Or.wuoVv EveOExero-TO 0€ f,VfJ.7raZ' ~l1rE£v, obBevl 'Tp&1rrp oi ltp11 
apE({ICEIV lv 'T<p au'Tql ~'TI !-<EVEIV, a/1.11.' 8TI TaXIff'TO. 1)15?) l(o.l fit, 
p.l/1./I.EIV l~av[({T(J.({ea.. Kal <I Evpv,..towv av'Tql 'TOV'TO ~UV?)y6pevev. 

1 Thucyd. vii. 69; Diodor. xiii. rz. 
2 Thucyd. vii. 48. •A l-rr<({Taflevos TtjJ ,..<v ~P'Y'I' lT• l-rr' &,..cf>&

.,..pa ~xwv Kal li<affK07rwv &veZxe, Tql 15' iflrpo.veZ T6Te ,>,.&yep 
ovK ~¢'1 &-rr&~e•v T't,v ffTpaT<av. 

The insignificance of the party in Syracuse which corresponded with 
Nikias may be reasonably inferred from Thucyd. vii. 55· It consisted in 
part of those Leontines who had been incorporated into the Syracusan 
citizenship (Diodor. xiii. r8). 

Polyrenus (i. 43, r) has a tale respecting a revolt of the slaves or villeins 
{ol~rlTa.<) at Syracuse during the Athenian siege, under a leader named 
Sosikrat€'s-a revolt suppressed by the stratagem of Hcrmokrates. That 
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Nothing throughout the whole career of Nikias is so inex

plicable as his guilty fatuity-for we can call it by no lighter 
name, seeing that it involved all the brave men around him in 
one common ruin with himself-at the present critical juncture. 
How can we suppose him to have really believed that the 
Syracusans, now in the flood-tide of success, and when Gylippus 
was gone forth to procure additional forces, would break down 
and be unable to carry on the war? Childish as such 
credulity seems, we are nevertheless compelled to admit it as 
real, to such an extent as to counterbalance all the pressing 
motives for departure; motives, enforced by discerning col
leagues as well as by the complaints of the army, and brought 
home to his own observation by the experience of the late 
naval defeat. At any rate, it served as an excuse for that fatal 
weakness of his character which made him incapable of taking 
resolutions founded on prospective calculations, and chained 
him to his actual position until he was driven to act by 
imminent necessity. 

But we discern on the present occasion another motive, 
which counts for much in dictating his hesitation. The other 
generals think with satisfaction of going back to their country, 
and rescuing the force which yet remained, even under circum
stances of disappointment and failure. Not so Nikias: he 
knows too well the reception which he had deserved, and which 
might possibly be in store for him. Avowedly indeed, he 
anticipates reproach from the Athenians against the generals, 
but only unmerited reproach, on the special ground of bringing 
away the army without orders from home ;-adding some harsh 
criticisms upon the injustice of the popular judgement and the 
perfidy of his own soldiers. But in the first place, we may 
remark that Demosthenes and Eurymedon, though as much 
responsible as he was for this decision, had no such fear of 
popular injustice; or if they had, saw clearly that the obliga
tion of braving it was here imperative. And in the next place, 
no man ever had so little reason to complain of the popular 
judgement as Nikias. The mistakes of the people in regard to 
him had always been those of indulgence, over-esteem, and 
over-constancy. But Nikias foresaw tJo wel: that he would 
have more to answer for at Athens than the simple fact of 
sanctioning retreat under existing circumstances. He could 

various attempts of this sort took place at Syracuse during these two trying 
years, is by no means improbable. In fact, it is difficult to understand 
how the numerous predial slav~~S were kept in order during the £reat 
pressure and danger, prior to the coming of Gylipp.1s. 
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not but remember the pride ap.d sanguine hopes under which 
he had originally conducted the expedition out of Peir~us, 
contrasted with the miserable sequel and ignominious close,
even if the account had been now closed, without worse. 
He could not but be conscious, more or less, how much of all 
this was owing to his own misjudgement ; and under such 
impressions, the idea of meeting the free criticisms and scrutiny 
of his fellow-citi:?ens (even putting aside the chance of judicial 
trial) must have been insupportably humiliating. To Nikias,
a perfectly brave man, and suffering withal under an incurable 
disease,-life at Athens had neither charm nor honour left. 
Hence, as much as from any other reason, he was induced to 
withhold the order for departure ; clinging to the hope that 
some unforeseen boon of fortune might yet turn up-and 
yielding to the idlest delusions from correspondents in the 
interior of Syracuse.! 

Nearly a month after the night-battle on Epipol~,ll Gylippus 
and Sikanus both returned to Syracuse. The latter had been 
unsuccessful at Agrigentum, where the philo-Syracusan party 
had been sent into banishment before his arrival; but Gylippus 
brought with him a considerable force of Sicilian Greeks, 
together with those Peloponnesian hoplites who had started 
from Cape T~narus in the early spring, and who had made 
their way from Kyrene first along the coast of Africa, and then 
across to Selinus. Such increase of strength immediately 
determined the Syracusans to resume the aggressive, both by 
land and by sea. In the Athenians, as they saw the new allies 
marching in over Epipol~, it produced a deeper despondency, 
combined with bitter regret that they had not adopted the pro
position of departing immediately after the battle of Epipol~, 
when Demosthenes first proposed it. The late interval of 
lingering hopeless inaction with continued sickness, had further 
weakened their strength, and Demosthenes now again pressed 
~he resolution for immediate departure. Whatever fancies 
Nikias may have indulged about Syracusan embarrassments, 
-were dissipated by the arrival of Gylippus ; nor did he venture 
to persist in his former peremptory opposition-though even 

1 Thucyd. vii. 49· 'Awrtli.Eyawras 8l< Toil Nudov, ~1<vos ns 1<al p.ll-..7-..?)rr<S 
lveyoVETo, /Cat &p.a v'II"Ovota p.~ .,., 1<ai 11"7-..kov elll~s 8 Nt!Clas lrrxvpiC'T/'Tat. 

The language of Justin respecting this proceeding is just and discriminat
ing-" Nicias, seu pudore male actre rei, seu metu destitutre spei civium, 
seu impellente fato, manere contendit" Gustin, iv. 5). 

2 This interval may be inferred (see Dodwell, Ann. Thucyd. vii. 50) 
from the state of the moon at the time of.the battle of Epipolre, compared 
with the subsequent eclipse. 
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now he seems to have assented against his mvn conviction.1 

He however insisted with good reason, that no formal or public 
vote should be taken on the occasion-but that the order 
should be circulated through the camp, as privately as possible, 
to be ready for departure at a given signal. Intimation was 
sent to Katana that the armament was on the point of coming 
away-with orders to forward no further supplies.2 

This plan was proceeding successfully: the ships were made 
ready-much of the property of the army had already been 
conveyed aboard without awakening the suspicion of the enemy 
-the signal would have been hoisted on the enl>uing morning 
-and within a few hours, this fated armament would have 
found itself clear of the harbour, with comparatively small 
loss 3-when the gods themselves (I speak in the language 
and feelings of the Athenian camp) interfered to forbid its 
departure. On the very night before (the 27th August, 413 
B.c.)-which was full moon-the moon was eclipsed. Such a 
portent, impressive to the Athenians at all times, was doubly 
so under their present despondency, and many of them con
strued it as a divine prohibition against departure until a certain 
time should have elapsed, with expiatory ceremonies to take off 
the effect. They made known their wish for postponement to 
Nikias and his colleagues; but their interference was super
fluous, for Nikias himself was more deeply affected than any 
one else. He consulted the prophets, who declared that the 
army ought not to decamp until thrice nine days, a full circle 
of the moon, should have passed over.4 And Nikias took 
upon himself to announce, that until after the interval indi
cated by them, he would not permit even any discussion or 
proposition on the subject. 

1 Thucyd. vii. so. C:,s aOTOLS olJ~~ J Nldas t .... op.oiws ~VaVTIOVTO, 
&c. Diodor. xiii. 12. '0 Nudas ~va-yKci.u81) uv-yxwp1iua•, &c. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 6o. 
3 Diodor. xiii. 12. Ol UTp«TiwTa• .,.a, lfi<<V1) ~., • .,.{eevTo, &c. Plutarch, 

Nikias, c. 23. 
4 The moon was totally eclipsed on this night, August 27, 413 B.c., from 

27 minutes past 9 to 34 minutes past ro P.M. (Wurm, De Ponderib. Grrecor. 
sect. xciv. p. 184)-speaking with reference to an observer in Sicily. 

Thucydides states that N ikias adopted the in junction of the prophets, 
to tarry thrice nine days (vii. so). Diodorus says three days. Plutarch 
intimates that Nikias went beyond the injunction of the prophets, who only 
insisted on three days, while he resolved on remaining for an entire lunar 
period (Plutarch, Nikias, c. 23). 

I follow the statement of Thucydides : there is no reason to believe that 
Nikias would lengthen the time beyond what the prophets prescribe<::. 

The erroneous statement respeoliing this memorable event, in so respect
able an author as Polybius, is not a little surprising (Polyb. ix. 19). 
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The decision of the prophets, which }l"ikias thus made his 

own, was a sentence of death to the Athenian army : yet it 
went along with the general feeling, and was obeyed without 
hesitation. Even Demosthenes, though if he had commanded 
alone, he might have tried to overrule it-found himself com
pelled to yield. Yet according to Philochorus (himself a pro
fessional diviner, skilful in construing the religious meaning 
of events), it was a decision decidedly wrong; that is, wrong 
according to the canonical principles of divination. To men 
planning escape or any other operation requiring silence and 
secrecy, an eclipse of the moon, as hiding light and producing 
darkness, was (he affirmed) an encouraging sign, and ought to 
have made the Athenians even more willing and forward in 
quitting the harbour. We are told, too, that Nikias had 
recently lost by death Stilbides, the ablest prophet in his 
service; and that he was thus forced to have recourse to 
prophets of inferior ability.! His piety left no means untried 
of appeasing the gods, by prayer, sacrifice, and expiatory 
ceremonies, continued until the necessity of actual conflict 
arrived. 2 

The impediment thus finally and irreparably intercepting the 
Athenian departure, was the direct, though unintended conse
quence, of the delay previously caused by Nikias. We cannot 
doubt, however, that, when the eclipse first happened, he re
garded it as a sign confirmatory of the opinion which he had 
himself before delivered, and that he congratulated himself 
upon having so long resisted the proposition for going away. 
Let us add, that all those Athenians who were predisposed to 
look upon eclipses as signs from heaven of calamity about to 
com~, would find themselves strengthened in that belief by 
the unparalleled woes even now impending over this unhappy 
army. 

What interpretation the Syracusans, confident and victorious, 
put on the eclipse, we are not told. But they knew well how 
to interpret the fact, which speedily came to their knowledge, 
that the Athenians had fully resolved to make a furtive escape, 
and had only been prevented by the eclipse. Such a resolu
tion, amounting to an unequivocal confession of helplessness, 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 22 ; Diodor. xiii. I2; Thucyd. vii. 50. Stilbidts 
was eminent in his profession of a prophet : see Aristophan. Pac. I02SJ, 
with the citations from Eupolis and Philochorus in the Scholia. 

Compare the description of the effect produced by the eclipse of the sun · 
at Thebes, immediately prior to the last expedition of Pelopidas into 
Thessaly (Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 3r). • 

2 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 24. 
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~mboldened the Syracusans still further, to crush them as they 
.vere in the harbour, and never to permit them to occupy even 
my other post in Sicily. Accordingly Gylippus caused his 
:riremes to be manned and practised for several days : he then 
:lrew out his land-force, and made a demonstration of no great 
;ignifi.cance against the Athenian lines. On the morrow, he · 
brought out all his forces, both land and naval ; with the 
!ormer of which he beset the Athenian lines, while the fleet, 76 
triremes in number, was directed to sail up to the Athenian 
naval station. The Athenian fleet, 86 triremes strong, sailed 
:lut to meet it, and a close, general, and desperate action took 
place. The fortune of Athens had fled. The Syracusans first 
beat the centre division of the Athenians; next, the right 
division under Eurymedon, who in attempting an evolution to 
outflank the enemy's left, forgot those narrow limits of the 
harbour which were at every turn the ruin of the Athenian 
mariner-neared the land too much-and was pinned up 
against it, in the recess of Daskon, by the vigorous attack of 
the Syracusans. He was here slain, and his division destroyed: 
successively, the entire Athenian fleet was beaten and driven 
ashore. 

Few of the defeated ships could get into their own station. 
Most of them were forced ashore or grounded on points with
out those limits; upon which Gylippus marched down his 
land-force to the water's edge, in order to prevent the retreat 
of the crews as well as to assist the Syracusan seamen in haul
ing off the ships as prizes. His march however was so hurried 
and disorderly, that the Tyrrhenian troops, on guard at the 
flank of the Athenian station, sallied out against them as they 
approached, beat the foremost of them, and drove them away 
from the shore into the marsh called Lysimeleia. More Syra
cusan troops came to their aid ; but the Athenians also, anxious 
above all things for the protection of their ships, came forth in 
greater numbers; and a general battle ensued in which the 
latter were victorious. Though they did not inflict much loss 
upon the enemy, yet they saved most of their own triremes 
which had been driven ashore, together with the crews-and 
carried them into the naval station. Except for this success 
on land, the entire Athenian fleet would have been destroyed : 
as it was, the defeat was still complete, and eighteen triremes 
were lost, all their crews being slain. This was probably the 
division of Eurymedon, which having been driven ashore in 
the recess of Daskon, was too far off from the Athenian station 
to receive any land assistance. As the Athenians were hauling 
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in their disabled triremes, the Syracusans made a last effort to 
destroy them by means of a fireship, for which the wind hap
pened to be favourable. But the Athenians found means to 
prevent her approach, and to extinguish the flames. 1 

Here was a complete victory gained over Athens on her own 
element-gained with inferior numbers-gained even over the 
fresh, and yet formidable fleet recently brought by Demo
sthenes. It told but too plainly on which side the superiority 
now lay-how well the Syracusans had organised their naval 
strength for the specialties of their own harbour-how ruinous 
had been the folly of Nikias in retaining his excellent seamen 
imprisoned within that petty and unwholesome lake, where 
land and water alike did the work of their enemies. It not 
only disheartened the Athenians, but belied all their past 
experience, and utterly confounded them. Sickness of the 
whole enterprise, and repentance for having undertaken it, now 
became uppermost in their minds : yet it is remarkable that 
we hear of no complaints against Nikias separately.2 But 
repentance came too late. The Syracusans, fully alive to the 
importance of their victory, sailed round the harbour in triumph 
as again their own,s and already looked on the enemy within it 
as their prisoners. They determined to close up and guard the 
mouth of it, from Plemmyrium to Ortygia, so as to leave no 
further liberty of exit. 

Nor were they insensible how vastly the scope of the contest 
was now widened, and the value of the stake before them 
enhanced. It was not merely to rescue their own city from 
siege, nor even to repel and destroy the besieging army, that 
they were now contending. It was to extinguish the entire 
power of Athens, and liberate the half of Greece froin depend
ence; for Athens could never be expected to survive so terrific 
a loss as that of the entire double armament before Syracuse.4 

The Syracusans exulted in the thought that this great achieve
ment would be theirs ; that their city was the field, and their 
navy the chief instrument, of victory; a lasting source of glory 
to them, not merely in the eyes of contemporaries, but even in 
those of postenty. Their pride swelled when they reflected on 
the Pan-Hellenic importance which the siege of Syracuse had 

1 Thucyd. vii. 52, 53 ; Diodor. xiii. I 3· 
2 Thucyd. vii. 55· ol p.~v • A8rwalol ~v "II"<XV"Tl ll~ &ovp.{a.s ~<Tav, ICtU h 

7rapcl.71.0'yos abTO'is f'E"f<XS ;Jv, 7ro71.b ll~ p.ef(wv ~.,., "T~s u-rpanlas o p.e-rcl.p.el\os. 
a Thucyd. vii. 56. Ol ll~ lvpa~<&cno• -r&v T< 71.tp.eva eb6h 7rape7r71.eov 

&liews, &c. • 
4 Thucyd. vii. 56. 
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now acquired, and when they counted up the number and 
variety of Greek warriors who were now fighting, on one side 
or the other, between Euryalus and Plemmyrium. With the 
exception of the great struggle between Athens and the Pelo
ponnesian confederacy, never before had combatants so many 
and so miscellaneous been engaged under the same banners. 
Greeks continental and insular-Ionic, Doric, and h:olic
autonomous and dependent-volunteers and mercenaries
from Miletus and Chios in the east to Selinus in the west 
-were all here to be found; and not merely Greeks, but also 
the barbaric Sikels, Egest::eans Tyrrhenians, and Iapygians. 
If the Laced::emonians, Corinthians, and Bc:eotians, were fight
ing on the side of Syracuse-the Argeians and Mantineians, 
not to mention the great insular cities, stood in arms against 
her. The jumble of kinship among the combatants on both 
sides, as well as the cross action of different local antipathies, 
is put in lively antithesis by Thucydides.l But amidst so vast 
an assembled number, of which they were the chiefs, the pay
roasters, and the centre of combination-the Syracusans might 
well feel a sense of personal aggrandisement, and a conscious
ness of the great blow which they were about to strike, sufficient 
to exalt them for the time above the level even of their great 
Dorian chiefs in Peloponnesus. 

It was their first operation, occupying three days, to close up 
the mouth of the Great Harbour, which was nearly one mile 
broad, with vessels of every description-triremes, traders, 
boats, &c.-anchored in an oblique direction, and chained 
together. 2 They at the same time prepared their naval force 
with redoubled zeal for the desperate struggle which they knew 
to be coming. They then awaited the efforts of the Athenians, 
who watched their proceedings with sadness and anxiety. 

1 Nikias and his colleagues called together the principal officers 
Ito deliberate what was to be done. As they had few provisions 
remaining, and had counter-ordered their further supplies, some 
instant and desperate effort was indispensable ; and the only 
point in debate was, whether they should burn their fleet and 
letire by land, or make a fresh maritime exertion to break out 
of the harbour. Such had been the impression left by the 
recent sea-fight, that many in the camp leaned to the former 
scheme.8 But the generals resolved upon first"trying the latter, 
and exhausted all their combinations to give to it the greatest 

ossible effect. They now evacuated the upper portion of 
1 Thucyd. vii. 57, 58. • 2 Thucyd. vii. 59; Diodor. xiii. 14. 
3 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 24. 
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their lines, both on the higher ground of Epipol::e, and even 
on the lower ground, such portion as was nearest to the 
southern cliff; confining themselves to a limited fortified space 
close to the shore, just adequate for their sick, their wounded, 
and their stores ; in order to spare the necessity for a large 
garrison to defend them, and thus leave nearly their whole 
force disposable for sea-service. They then made ready every 
trireme in the station, which could be rendered ever so imper
fectly seaworthy, constraining every fit man to serve aboard 
them, without distinction of age, rank, or country. The 
triremes were manned with double crews of soldiers, hoplites 
as well as bowmen and darters-the latter mostly Akarnanians ; 
while the hoplites, stationed at the prow with orders to board 
the enemy as quickly as possible, were furnished with grap
pling-irons to detain the enemy's ship immediately after the 
moment of collision, in order that it might not be withdrawn 
and the collision repeated, with all its injurious effects arising 
from the strength and massiveness of the Syracusan epotids. 
The best consultation was held with the steersmen as to t 
arrangement and manceuvres of every trireme, and no precau- · 
tion omitted which the scanty means at hand allowed. In the 
well-known impossibility of obtaining new provisions, every 
man was anxious to hurry on the struggle.1 But Nikias, as he 
mustered them on the shore immediately before going aboard, 
saw but too plainly that it was the mere stress of desperation 
which impelled them; that the elasticity, the disciplined con· 
fidence, the maritime pride, habitual to the Athenians or 

1 
shipboard-was extinct, or dimly and faintly burning. \ 

He did his best to revive them, by exhortations unusual!)) 
emphatic and impressive. "Recollect (he said) that you too 
not less than the Syracusans, are now fighting for your ow1 
safety and for your country; for it is only by victory in th• 
coming struggle that any of you can ever hope to see hi· 
country again. Yield not to despair like raw recruits after : 
first defeat : you, Athenians and allies, familiar with the unex 
pected revolutions of war, will hope now for the fair turn o 
fortune, and fight with a spirit worthy of the great fore 
which you see here around you. We generals have now mad. 
effective provision against our two great disadvantages-th 
narrow circuit of the harbour, and the thickness of the enemy 
prows.2 Sad as the necessity is, we have thrown aside all or 

1 Thucyd. vii. 6o. 
2 Thucyd. vii. 62. • A a~ i'tpo,..ya ~vl'ioop.<v brl 'Tp 'TOV ll.tp.€vos U'TEVO'T7J· l 

,. ,Jbs Tbv p.lll.ll.ov'Ta 6xll.ov Twv vewv lueuOa•, &c. l 
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Lther ian skiii and tactics, and have prepared to fight under 
!,e c< ,nditions forced upon us by the enemy-a land battle on 
hipb )ard.1 It will be for J m to conquer in this last desperate 
trug: ;le, where there is nc friendly shore to receive you if you 
tve ·vay. You, hoplites c t the deck, as soon as you have the 
:nerr y's trireme in conta< ., keep him fast, and relax not until 
rcu · tave swept away his 1: )plites and mastered his deck. You, 
;ean en and rowers, must et keep up your courage, in spite of 
his sad failure in our n eans, and subversion of our tactics. 
Vou are better defended on deck above, and you have more 
.rin mes to help you, than in the recent defeat. Such of you 
ts a ·e not Athenian citizens, I entreat to recollect the valuable 
Jri; ileges which you have hitherto enjoyed from serving in the 
1avy of Athens. Though not really citizens, you have been 
·ep 1ted and treated as such : you have acquired our dialect, 
rot have copied our habits, and have thus enjoyed the admira
io: t, the imposing station, and the security, arising from our 
~rot empire.2 Partaking as you do freely in the benefits of 
h~ t empire, do not now betray it to these Sicilians and 
~c rinthians whom you have so often beaten. For such of you 
LS are Athenians, I again remind you that Athens has neither 
rc ,;h triremes, nor fresh hoplites, to replace those now here. 
; 1less you are now victorious, her enemies near home will find 
tt r defenceless j and our countrymen there will become slaves 
c Sparta, as you will to Syracuse. Recollect, every man of 

1 Thucyd. vii. 62. 'Es ro&ro ')'dp ~h ~Va')'KdtrfJ.E8a, t/,rrn 'lre(o,_,.axe<v a:~ro 
1V veWv, Kal TO p..f,Te a.b-roUs U.vaKpoVea'8at, p.~TE EKElvovs ~~v, JJcptAtp.ov 

~ dve'Ta,. 
2 Thucyd. vii. 63. Tal's ~~ vav·nus :~rapaww, 1<al lv rrjj abrrjj .,.,:;Be 1<al 
OfJ.at, fJ.h li<?rE'IrA.'iix8al n rats ~VfJ.</Jopa'is lf')'aV . • • • i1<elv71v re rhv f]Bov~v 
'8v}J-itrr8at, C:.s a~[a ttr'Tl ~Latrd.rracr8aL, at TEWS 'A871valo: VOJ.tt(6fJ.EVO< 
al fJ.'ii ~vro, -l]p.wv T'ijs re </Jwv'ijs rfi l1rtrrT-h!-'?1 1<al rwv rp01rwv -r\} 
LfJ.-i)CTEL, i6avfJ.a(ecr8e l<ariJ. T~V 'El..l..ttoa, Ka} r1js apx'ijs T'ijS -iJfJ.ETEflaS 001< 
1-..arrcrov l<aril. ro ~</JEAelrr8a<, ls 'TE rl> rpofJepov ro'is V1r'1/K6ots l<al 'TO fJ.h 
lhKeiu6at 1r~AV TAeLov, p.erelxe-re, l/Jcr'Te ~eowwvol p.&vo' fAeviJEp(J)S 7]f.iiv 'J"ljs 
px'iis tlv-res, /Jtf(alws ab-rhv vvv fJ.h ~<a-ra:~rpoiJiooTe, &c. 

Dr. Arnold (together with Goller and Poppo), following the Scholiast, 
xplain these words as having particular reference to the metics in the 
>.thenian naval service. But I cannot think this correct. All persons in 
bat service-who were freemen, but yet not citizens of Athens-are here 
,esignated ; partly metics, doubtless, but partly also citizens of the islands 
nd dependent allies-the ~ovOt vav{JdTat alluded to by the Corinthians 
ad by Perikles at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. i. 121--

43) as the ~V71Th BVvafJ.tS fJ.al..A.ov 'I) olKela of Athens. \Vithout doubt 
here were numerous for¢ign seamen in the warlike navy of Athens, \\h<> 
cri,·ed great consideration as w~ as profit from the service, and often 
assed themselves off for Athenian citizens when they really were not so. 
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you, that you now going aboard here are the all of Athens
her hoplites, her ships, her entire remaining city, and he 
splendid name.! Bear up then and conquer, every man witr 
his best mettle, in this one last struggle-for Athens as well as! 
yourselves, and on an occasion which will never return." 

If, in translating the despatch written home ten months. 
before by Nikias to the people of Athens, we were compelltdj 
to remark, that the greater part of it was the bitterest condem·~ 
nation of his own previous policy as commander-so we art>i 
here carried back, when we find him striving to palliate rh~ 
ruinous effects of that confined space of water which paralyse 
the Athenian seamen, to his own obstinate improvidence in 
forbidding the egress of the fleet when insisted on by Demol 
sthenes. His hearers probably were too much absorbed with 
the terrible present, to revert to irremediable mistakes of the 
past. Immediately on the conclusion of his touching address, 
the order was given to go aboard, and the seamen took their! 
places. But when the triremes were fully manned, and the 
trierarchs, after superintending the embarkation, were them-j 
selves about to enter and push off-the agony of Nikias was 
too great to be repressed. Feeling more ke~nly than any ma]1 
the intensity of this last death struggle, and the serious, bu 
inevitable shortcomings of the armament in its present con
dition-he still thought that he had not said enough for the 
occasion. He now renewed his appeal personally to the trier
archs,-all of them citizens of rank and wealth at Athens .. 
They were all familiarly known to him, and he addressed him
self to every man separately by his own name, his father'" 
name, and his tribe-adjuring him by the deepest and most 
solemn motives which could touch the human feelings. Some 
he reminded of their own previous glories, others of th~ 
achievements of illustrious ancestors, imploring them not to 
dishonour or betray these precious titles : to all alike he re
called the charm of their beloved country, with its full political 
freedom and its unconstrained licence of individual agency to 
every man : to all alike he appealed in the names of their! 
wives, their children, and their paternal gods. He cared not 
for being suspected of trenching upon the commonplaces ofrhe-1 
toric: he caught at every topic which could touch the inmos~ 
affections, awaken the in-bred patriotism, and rekindle thi 
abated courage of the officers, whom he was sending forth t 

1 Thucyd. vii. 64. •o-r, o! lv ""'s vavtrlv {;p.ow vvv ltr6p.evo<, Kal 1re(o 
'TOLS 'A8'1/valo<S Eltrl Kal vfi<s, Kal 7] 0'7T0.\jJL11"0S 7r6il.ts, Kal 'TO Jl.E"fiL gvop.a TOJJ 

'A8'1/VWV • • • 

I 
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this desperate venture. He at length constrained himself to 
leave off, still fancying in his anxiety that he ought to say more 
-and proceeded to marshal the land-force for the defence of 
the lines, as well as along the shore, where they might render 
1s much service and as much encouragement as possible to the 
:ombatants on shipboard.1 

Very different was the spirit prevalent, and very opposite the 
burning words uttered, on the sea-board of the Syracusan 
station, as the leaders were mustering their men immediately 
before embarkation. They had been apprised of the grappling 
irons now about to be employed by the Athenians, and had 
~uarded against them in part by stretching hides along their bows, 
so that the ''iron-hand" might slip off without acquiring any 
hold. The preparatory movements even within the Athenian 
station being perfectly visible, Gylippus sent the fleet out with 
the usual prefatory harangue. He complimented them on the 
great achievements which they had already performed in break
ing down the naval power of Athens, so long held irresistible.z 
He reminded them that the sally of their enemies was only a 
last effort of despair, seeking nothing but escape, undertaken 
without confidence in themselves, and under the necessity of 
throwing aside all their own tactics in order to copy feebly 
those of the Syracusans.8 He called upon them to recollect 
the destructive purposes which the invaders had brought with 
them against Syracuse, to inflict with resentful hand the finishing 
stroke upon this half-ruined armament, and to taste the delight 
::>f satiating a legitimate revenge. 4 

The Syracusan fl.eet-76 triremes strong, as in the last battle 
-was the first to put off from shore; Pythen with the Corin
thians in the centre, Sikanus and Agatharchus on the wings_ 
A certain proportion of thetn were placed near the mouth 
::>f the harbour, in order to guard the barrier; while the rest 
were distributed around the harbour, in order to attack the 
Athenians from different sides as soon as they should approach. 

l See the striking chapter of Thucyd. vii. 69. Even the tame style of 
Diodorus (xiii. 15) becomes animated in describing this scene. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 65. 
8 Thucyd. vii. 66, 67. 
4 Thucyd. vii. 68. 1rp~s eov lr.Ta~[av Te 'Tota6T'fiV • op'Y!J 7rpo0'-

~[~wp.<v, 1<al vop.liTwp.EP li.p.a p.€v vop.tp.J,To.Tov <ivat 1rpos 'TOVS lvaJ!Tlous, ot &.v &!s 
E'lrl 'Ttp.wpl" 'TOU 'lrpOO''Ir<O'OPTOS 011Cate60'wO'tJI a'lrO'IrAijO'al Tijs -yvd,p.'fiS 'TO Oup.ou
··•vov, ll.p.a li€ lxepolis &.p.6va0'9a• tyyevrw&p.<voviJp.!v, tcal (To A<-y&wv&v 1rou) 
/litiT'TOV •lvat. 

This plain and undisguised iiiiVocation of the angry and revengeful 
>assions should be noticed, as a mark of character and manners. 
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Moreover the surface of the harbour swarmed with the ligh/ 
craft of the Syracusans, in many of which embarked youthfu' 
volunteers, sons of the best families in the city ; 1 boats of nc 
mean service during the battle, saving or destroying the seamer. 
cast overboard from disabled ships, as well as annoying th 
fighting Athenian triremes. The day was one sacred tc 
Herakles at Syracuse ; and the prophets announced that th 
god would ensure victory to t~1e Syracusans, provided they stood 
on the defensive, and did not begin the attack.2 Moreover th 
entire shore round the harbour, except the Athenian statio~ 
and its immediate neighbourhood, was crowded with Syracusar 
soldiers and spectators ; while the walls of Ortygia, immediate! 
overhanging the water, were lined with the feebler populatio 
of the city, the old men, women, and children. From thei. 
Athenian station presently came forth I ro triremes, undel( 
Demosthenes, Menander, and Euthydemus-with the cus-, 
to mary poean, its tone probably partaking of the general sadness: 
of the camp. They steered across direct to the mouth of the\ 
harbour, beholding on all sides the armed enemies ranged 1 
along the shore, as well as the unarmed multitudes who were; 
imprecating the vengeance of the gods upon their heads ; whil1 
for them there was no sympathy, except among the fellow1 
sufferers within their own lines. Inside of this narrow basin,'\ 
rather more than five English miles in circuit, 194 ships of war, 
each manned with more than 200 men, were about to join\ 
battle-in the presence of countless masses around, all with f 
palpitating hearts, and near enough both to see and hear; the\ 
most picturesque battle (if we could abstract our minds from ' 
its terrible interest) probably in history, without smoke or other 
impediments to vision, and in the clear atmosphere of Sicily
a serious and magnified realisation of those Naumachire which 
the Roman emperors used to exhibit with gladiators on the i. 

Italian lakes, for the recreation of the people. 

1 Diodorus, xiii. 14. Plutarch has a simiiar statement, in reference to/ 
the previous battle: but I think he must have confused one battle with the 1 
other-for his account can hardly be made to harmonise with Thucydidcs . 
(Plutarch, Nikias, c. 24). i 

It is to be recollected that both Plutarch and Diodorus had probably1' 
read the description of the battles in the Great Harbour of Syracuse, cor 
tained in Philistus ; a better witness, if we had his account before us, eve. 
than Thucydides ; since he was probably at this time in Syracuse, and wa \ 
perhaps actually engaged. 

2 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 24, 25. Timreus reckoned the aid of Herakles a, 
having been one of the great causes of Syracusan victory over the Athenians. 
He gave several reasons why the god w!S provoked against the Athenians: 
see Timxus, Ftagm. ro4, ed. Didot. 
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,1 The Athenian fleet made directly for that portion of the 
t·~,ani~.:r where a narrow opening (perhaps closed by a moveable 

·bain) had been left for merchant-vessels. Their first impetu
. TJS attack broke through the Syracusan squadron defending it, 
-.. nd they were already attempting to sever its connecting bonds, 
, when the enemy from all sides crowded in upon them and 
•torc~::d them to desist. Presently the battle became general, 
·and the combatants were distributed in various parts of the 
~<trbour. On both sides a fierce and desperate courage was 

'lisplayed, even greater than had been shown on any of the 
• ormer occasions. At the first onset, the skill and tactics of 
;he steersmen shone conspicuous, well seconded by zeal on the 
jpart of the rowers and by their ready obedience to the voice of 
the Keleustes. As the vessels neared, the bowmen, slingers 
·md throwers on the deck hurled clouds of missiles against the 
:enemy-next was heard the loud crash of the two impinging 
·metallic fronts, resounding all along the shore.1 When the 
'vessels were thus once in contact, they were rarely allowed to 
·separate : a strenuous hand-fight then commenced by the 
hoplites in each, trying respectively to board and master their 
tnemy's deck. It was not always however that each trireme 
:had its own single and special enemy : sometimes one ship had 
two or three enemies to contend with at once-sometimes she 
kll aboard of one unsought, and became entangled. After a 
certain time, the fight still obstinately continuing, all sort of 
battle order became lost; the skill of the steersman was of 
::ale avail, and the voice of the Keleustes \Yas drowned 
amidst the universal din and mingled cries from victors as well 
as vanquished. On both sides emulous exhortations were 
:;oured forth, together with reproach and sarcasm addressed to 
my ship which appeared flinching from the contest; though 
actitious stimulus of this sort was indeed but little needed. 

1 The destructive impact of these metallic masses at the heads of the 
hips of war, as well as the periplus practised by a lighter ship to avoid 
hect collision against a heavier-is strikingly illustrated by a passage in 
;;utarch's Life of Lucullus, where a naval engagement between the Roman 
:eneral, and Neoptolemus the admiral of Mithridates, is described. "Lu
:ullus was on board a Rhodian quinquereme, commanded by Damagoras, a 
',;ilful Rhodian pilot; while Neoptolemus was approaching with a ship 
.. uch heavier, and driving forward to a direct collision : upon which 
.Jamagoras evaded the blow, rowed rapidly round, and struck the enemy 
n the stern." . , , , oe(ua.s /, l>.a/<U."))6pa.s Tb fJJ.pos 'TijS #aO"LALKi)S, Ka.l 'T ~ V 

·paX 0 T 1J 'T a 'To V X a A JC W p. a 'f o s, oin! E-r&Ap.'f/U€ uvp:rreueiv lr.vTl7rpqJpos,. 
•11.11.' o~ews tK 11"Ep<a')lw')'i)s c1.1rouTpNas tKeil.euuev brl "'P6i<vav lf>uauea, · Kal 
r~«r8eluns lvTa.vOa Ti)s vews €3e~C16o T~v 'lril.'f/'JI~" lx./3il.a{Jij 'JI<Vo!<lvnv, li. .. e IH; 
·aZs 8ail.aTTE6ovCT< Ti)s vews p.ep<CT< ... pou ... euovuctv.-Plutarch, Lucull. c. 3· 
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Such was the heroic courage on both sides, that for a long 

time victory was altogether doubtful, and the whole harbour 
was a scene of partial encounters, wherein sometimes Syra
cusans, sometimes Athenians, prevailed. According as success : 
thus fluctuated, so followed the cheers or wailings of the spec- . 
tators ashore. At one and the same time, every variety of 
human emotion might be witnessed ; according as attention 
was turned towards a victorious or a defeated ship. It was 
among the spectators in the Athenian station, above all, whose 
entire life and liberty were staked in the combat, that this 
emotion might be seen exaggerated into agony, and overpass
ing the excitement even of the combatants themselves.1 Those 
among them who looked towards a portion of the harbour 
where their friends seemed winning, were full of joy and thanks
giving to the gods : such of their neighbours as contemplated 
an Athenian ship in difficulty, gave vent to their feelings in 
shrieks and lamentation ; while a third group, with their eyes 
fixed on some portion of the combat still disputed, were 
plunged in all the agitations of doubt, manifested even in the 
tremulous swing of their bodies, as hope or fear alternately 
predominated. During all the time that the combat remained 
undecided, the Athenians on shore were distracted by all these 
manifold varieties of intense sympathy. But at length the 
moment came, after a long-protracted struggle, when victory 
began to declare in favour of the Syracusans, who, perceiving 
that their enemies were slackening, redoubled their efforts as 
well as their shouts, and pushed them back towards the land. 
All the Athenian triremes, abandoning further resistance, were 
thrust ashore like shipwrecked vessels in or near their own 
station; a few being even captured before they could arrive there. r 
The diverse manifestations of sympathy among the Athenians 1 
in the station itself were now exchanged for one unanimous I 
shriek of agony and despair. The boldest of them rushed to ) 
rescue the ships and their crews from pursuit, others to man { 
their walls in case of attack from land: many were even para
lysed at the sight, and absorbed with the thoughts of their own 
irretrievable ruin. Their souls were doubtless still further sub-[ 
dued by the wild and enthusiastic joy which burst forth in 
maddening shouts from the hostile crowds around the harbour, 
in response to their own victorious comrades on shipboard. ~ 

Such was the close of this awful, heart-stirring, and decisive 
combat. The modern historian strives in vain to convey the 
impression of it which appears in.the condensed and burning 

1 Thucyd. vii. 7I. ; 

\ 
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)hrases of Thucydidh We find in his description of battles 
;enerally, and of this battle beyond all others, a depth and 
Lbundance of human emotion which has now passed out of 
nilitary proceedings. The Greeks who fight, like the Greeks who 
ook on, are not soldiers withdrawn from the community, and 
;pecialised as well as hardened by long professional training
)Ut citizens with all their passions, instincts, sympathies, joys, 
tnd sorrows, of domestic as well as political life. Moreover 
he non-military population in ancient times had an interest of 
:he most intense kind in the result of the struggle ; which made 
he difference to them, if not of life and death, at least of the 
)Xtremity of happiness and misery. Hence the strong light 
md shade, the Homeric exhibition of undisguised impulse, the 
.ragic detail of personal motive and suffering, which pervades 
his and other military descriptions of Thucydides. When we 
:ead the few but most vehement words which he employs to 
iepict the Athenian camp under this fearful trial, we must 
·ecollect that these were not only men whose all was at stake, 
)Ut that they were moreover citizens full of impressibility
;ensitive and demonstrative Greeks, and indeed the n1ost 
;ensitive and demonstrative of all Greeks. To repress all 
nanifestations of strong emotion was not considered, in ancient 
:imes, essential to the dignity of the human character. 

Amidst all the deep pathos, however, which the great historian 
1as imparted to the final battle at Syracuse, he has not ex
)lained the causes upon which its ultimate issue turned. 
:::onsidering that the Athenians were superior to their enemies 
n number, as I Io to 76 triremes-that they fought with 
~ourage not less heroic-and that the action was on their own 
!lement; we might have anticipated for them, if not a victory, 
tt least a drawn battle, with equal loss on both sides, But we 
nay observe-I. The number of I ro triremes was formed by 
ncluding some hardly seaworthy.l 2. The crews were com
Josed partly of men not used to sea-service; and the Akarna-
1ian darters, especially, were for this reason unhandy with 
':J.eir missiles. 2 3· Though the water had been hitherto the 
~lement favourable to Athens, yet her superiority in this respect 
;vas declining, and her enemies approaching nearer to her, even 
n the open sea. But the narrow dimensions of the harbour 

I Thucyd. vii. 6o. TCts va.vs a?rdua.s oua.• ~(Tall Kctl livva.Ta.l "a.l a,.)\. 0 w-
E pat. • 

2 Thucyd. vii. 6o. ,.dvTa. Tlva ~ufJ•fJd(ovTEs ?rii.7Jpwua.• -U.va."'Y"ductvTEs 
~uf3a{vetV 0CTTLS 1eal 0'JfWO"OiJV ~8&-.ceL 7}AtK£as fJ.E"T€XCtJV f'7TL -r1,8ELOS 
;iva.•. Compare also the speech of Gylippus, c. 67. 
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would have nullified her superiority at all times, and placed ht~ 
even at great disadvantage-without the means of twisting am;' 
turning her triremes so as to strike only at a vulnerable point 
of the enemy-compared with the thick, heavy, straightforwarC: 
butting of the Syracusans; like a nimble pugilist of light weigh' 
contending, in a very confined ring, against superior weight 
and muscle. 1 For the mere land-fight on shipboard, Athenians 
had not only no advantage, but had on the contrary the odds 
against them. 4· The Syracusans enjoyed great advantagt; 
from having nearly the whole harbour lined round with their 
soldiers and friends; not simply from the force of encouragir.g' 
sympathy, no mean auxiliary-but because any of their triremes,; 
if compelled to fall back before an Athenian, found protection: 
on the shore, and could return to the fight at leisure ; while an 
Athenian in the same predicament had no escape. 5· The'
numerous light craft of the Syracusans doubtless rendered great 
service in this battle, as they had done in the preceding
though Thucydides does not again mention them. 6. Lastly, 
both in the Athenian and Syracusan characters-the pressure 
of necessity was less potent, as a stimulus to action, than hope
ful confidence and elation, with the idea of a flood-tide yet 
mounting. In the character of some other races, the Jews for 
instance, the comparative force of these motives appears to bt: : 
reversed. 

About 6o Athenian triremes, little more than half of the 
fleet which came forth, were saved as the wreck from this 
terrible conflict. The Syracusans on their part had also 
suffered severely; only so triremes remaining out of 76. The · 
triumph with which, nevertheless, on returning to the city, they; 
erected their trophy, and the exultation which reigned among'~ 
the vast crowds encircling the harbour, was beyond all measure 
or precedent. Its clamorous manifestations were doubtless 
but too well heard in the neighbouring camp of the Athenians, 
and increased, if anything could increase, the soul-subduing 
extremity of distress which paralysed the vanquished. So 
utterly did the pressure of suffering, anticipated as well as 

1 The language of Theokritus, in describing the pugilistic contest 
between Pollux and the Bebrykian Amykus, is not inapplicable to the 
position of the Athenian ships and seamen when cramped up in thi' 
harbour (IdylL xxii. 91)-

. . . , . . . . . JK 0• JrlpOJOev 
"'Hpwe~ KpcnepOv IToAvBnJ~eea OapuVvttTKOV, 
AeLOuSrt:s- p.lj rrWS" p.w E7rL{3piuaS' Oa.p.&.uer.ev, 
XWp~ Evt UTe t. 11 cf:, Tt.TVT. Eva>..iy~e.wr; O.v~p. 

Compare Virgil's picture of Entellus and Dari!s, .tEneid, v. 430. 
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actual, benumb their minds and extinguish their most sacred 
associations, that no man among them, not even the ultra
religious Nikias, thought of picking up the floating bodies or 
asking for a truce to bury the dead. This obligation, usually 
so serious and imperative upon the survivors after a battle, now 
passed unheeded amidst the sorrow, terror, and despair, of the 
living man himself. 

Such despair, however, was not shared by the generals; to 
their honour be it spoken. On the afternoon of this terrible 
defeat, Demosthenes proposed to Nikias that at daybreak the 
ensuing morning they should man all the remaining ships
even now more in number than the Syracusan-and make a 
fresh attempt to break out of the harbour. To this Nikias 
agreed, and both proceeded to try their influence in getting the 
resolution executed. But so irreparably was the spirit of the 
seamen broken, that nothing could prevail upon them to go 
again on shipboard: they would hear of nothing but attempt

! ing to escape by land.1 Preparations were therefore made for 
ommencing their march in the darkness of that very night. 
~he roads were still open, and had they so marched, a portion 
f them, at least, might even yet have been saved. 2 But there 
ccurred one more mistake-one further postponement-which 
.ut off the last hopes of this gallant and fated remnant. 

The Syracusan Hermokrates, fully anticipating that the 
\.thenians would decamp that very night, was eager to prevent 
heir retreat, because of the mischief which they might do if 
:stablished in any other part of Sicily. He pressed Gylippus 
.nd the military authorities to send out forthwith, and block up 
he principal roads, passes, and fords, by which the fugitives 
muld get off. Though sensible of the wisdom of his advice, 
he generals thought it wholly unexecutable. Such was the 
tniversal and unbounded joy which now pervaded the city, in 
onsequence of the recent victory, still further magnified by the 
ircumstance that the day was sacred to Herakles-so wild the 
)llity, the feasting, the intoxication, the congratulations, amidst 
1en rewarding themselves after their recent effort and triumph, 
nd amidst the necessary care for the wounded-that an order 
) arm and march out would have been as little heeded as the 
rder to go on shipboard was by the desponding Athenians. 
'erceiving that he could get nothing done until the next 
wrning, Hermokrates resorted to a stratagem in order to 
elay the departure of the Athenians for that night. At the 
ioment when darkness was ,beginning, he sent down some 

1 Thucyd. vii. 72. 2 Diodor. xiii. r8. 
VOL. VII. N 
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confidential friends on horseback to the Athenian wall. These 
men, riding up near enough to make themselves heard, and 
calling for the sentries, addressed them as messengers from the 
private correspondents of Nikias in Syracuse, who had sent to 
warn him (they affirmed) not to decamp during the night, i,.as
much as the Syracusans had already beset and occupied the 
roads; but to begin his march quietly the next morning after 
adequate preparation.! 

This fraud (the same as the Athenians had themst.lves 
practised two years before,2 in order to tempt the Syracusans 
to march out against Katana) was perfectly successful: the 
sincerity of the information was believed, and the advice 
adopted. Had Demosthenes been in command alone, we 
may doubt whether he would have been so easily duped; for 
granting the accuracy of the fact asserted, it was not the less 
obvious that the difficulties, instead of being diminished, wou:d 
be increased tenfold on the following day. We have seen, 
however, on more than one previous occasion, how fatally J 
Nikias was misled by his treacherous advices from the philo-1 
Athenians at Syracuse. An excuse for inaction was always/' 
congenial to his character ; and the present recommendation,, 
moreover, fell in but too happily with the temper of the arm~ ' 
-now benumbed with depression and terror, like those un 
fortunate soldiers, in the Retreat of the Ten Thousand Greeks, 
who were yielding to the lethargy of extreme cold on the snows 
of Armenia, and whom Xenophon vainly tried to arouse.3 

Having remained over that night, the generals determined also 
to stay the next day,-in order that the army might carry away 
with them as much of their baggage as possible-sending for
ward a messenger to the Sikels in the interior to request that , 
they would meet the army, and bring with them a supply of~1 

provisions.4 Gylippus and Hermokrates had thus ample time, 
on the following day, to send out forces and occupy all the 
positions convenient for obstructing the Athenian march., 
They at the same time towed into Syracuse as prizes all th1' 
Athenian triremes which had been driven ashore in the recent 
battle, and which now lay like worthless hulks, unguarded anc' 
unheeded 5-seemingly even those within the station itself. 

It was on the next day but one after the maritime defea 
that Nikias and Demosthenes put their army in motion tr 
attempt retreat. The camp had long been a scene of sicknes 

1 Thucyd. vii. 73; Diodor. xiii. r8. 
" Xenophon. Anab. iv. 5, rs, 19; w 8, rs. 
4 Thucyd. vii. 77· 

2 Thucyd. vi. 64. 

5 Thucyd. vii. 74· 
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1
and death from the prevalence of marsh fever; but since the 

1recent battle, the number of wounded men and the unburied 
bodies of the slain, had rendered it yet more pitiable. Forty 
thousand miserable men (so prodigious was the total, including 
aH ranks and functions) now set forth to quit it, on a march of 
which few could hope to see the end; like the pouring forth of 
the population of a large city starved out by blockade. Many 
had little or no provisions to carry-so low had the stock 
bec0me reduced; but of those who had, every man carried his 
own-even the horsemen and hoplites, now for the first time 
either already left without slaves by desertion, or knowing that 
no slave could now be trusted. But neither such melancholy 
equality of suffering, nor the number of sufferers, counted for 
much in the way of alleviation. A downcast stupor and sense 
of abasement possessed every man; the more intolerable, when 
they recollected the exit of the armament from Peirreus two 
years before, with prayers, and solemn preans, and all the splen
did dreams of conquest-set against the humiliation of the 
closing scene now before them, without a single trireme left out 
of two prodigious fleets. 

But it was not until the army had actually begun its march 
that the full measure of wretchedness was felt and manifested. 
It was then that the necessity first became proclaimed, which 
no one probably spoke out beforehand, of leaving behind not 
merely the unburied bodies, but also the sick and the wounded. 
The scenes of woe, which marked this hour, passed endurance 
or description. The departing soldier sorrowed and shuddered, 
with the sentiment of an unperformed duty, as he turned from 
the unburied bodies of the slain; but far more terrible was the 
trial, when he had to tear himself from the living sufferers, who 
implored their comrades, with wailings of agony and distraction, 
not to abandon them. Appealing to all the claims of pious 
friendship, they clung round their knees, and even crawled 
along the line of march until their strength failed. The silent 
dejection of the previous day was now exchanged for universal 
tears and groans, and clamorous outbursts of sorrow, amidst 
which the army could not without the utmost difficulty be 
iisengaged and put in motion. 

After such heart-rending scenes, it might seem that their cup 
:)f bitterness was exhausted; but worse was yet in store-and 
lthe terrors of the future dictated a struggle against all the 
!:niseries of past and present. The generals did their best to 
1 •eep up some sense of order ~s well as courage; and Nikias, par-
icularly, in this closing hour of his career, displayed a degree 

l 
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of energy and heroism which he had never before seemed tc \( 
possess. Though himself among the greatest personal sufferers 
of all, from his incurable complaint, he was seen everywhere in 
the ranks, marshalling the troops, heartening up their dejection, ' 
and addressing them with a voice louder, more strenuous, and 
more commanding than was his wont. 

"Keep up your hope still, Athenians (he said), even as we . 
are now: others have been saved out of circumstances worse i 
than ours. Be not too much humiliated, either with your de
feats or with your present unmerited hardships. I too, having 1 

no advantage over any of you in strength (nay, you see the 
condition to which I have been brought by my disease), and . 
accustomed even to superior splendour and good fortune in ' 
private as well as public life-I too am plunged in the same 
peril with the humblest soldier among you. Nevertheless my 
conduct has been constantly pious towards the gods, as well as 

1 

just and blameless towards men; in recompense for which, my I 
hope for the future is yet sanguine, at the same time that our 
actual misfortunes do not appal me in proportion to their in
trinsic magnitude.1 Perhaps indeed they may from this time 

1 Thucyd. vii. 77· Ka[To< 1roll.li.C. J.I.~V ~s 6Eoh VOJ.I.<J.I.a oeo<pT?)J.I.a<, 1roll.li.Q.) 
OE b &vepdnrovs liE KaLa teal ave7rl¢8ova. , A v ()' a; v -h J.l."" £A 1r1 s /J J.l.'" s I 
Opa<Te4a. -roil J.I.Ell.ll.ovTos, a.! oe ~VJ.I.<j>opa1 ou tca.T' lt.~la.v o~ 
cpo/3oVut. T&xa 0' 'b.v Ko.l Awcp1;creta.v·1~eava. 70.p -ro"is TE woAep.lots elrrVX7JTat, 
;;:a;) Et 'T<p 0EWV l1r(</J80VO< ~<TTpa;TE{)(fG;JJ.EV, aptco6VTWS 1jo1) 'TETLJ.I.WpfiJJ.E6a;. 

I have translated the words ou KaT' lt.~[av, and the sentence of which 
they form a part, differently from what has been hitherto sanctioned by the 
commentators, who construe KaT' a~lav as meaning ''according to our 
desert" -understand the words al ~vJJ.¢opal ou KaT' lt.~[a;v as bearing the 
same sense with the words Tais 1rapii. T~v a~lav KaKo7rpaylats some lines 
before-and likewise construe ou, not with <J>o,8ov<T<, but with KaT' lt.~lav, 
assigning to cpo,8ov<T< an affirmative sense. They translate-" Quare, 
quamvis noslra fortuna prorsus ajflicta videatur (these words have no j 
parallel in the original), rerum tamen futurarum spes est audax : sed clades, 1 
quas nullo nostro merito accepimus, nos jam terrent. At fortasse cessa- \ 
bunt," &c. M. Didot translates-" Aussi j'ai un ferme espoir dans l'avenir :' 
malgre fejfroi que des mallzeurs non merites nous causent." Dr. Arnold 
passes the sentence over without notice. 

This manner of translating appears to me not less unsuitable in reference 
to the spirit and thread of the harangue, than awkward as regards the , 
individual words. Looking to the spirit of the harangue, the object of I 
encouraging the dejected soldiers would hardly be much answered by 1 

repeating (what in fact had been glanced at in a manner sufficient and · 
becoming, before) that "the unmerited reverses terrified either Nikias, 
or the soldiers." Then as to the words-the expressions &v8' iSv, /Jp.ws, J.I.EY f 
and o.!, seem to me to denote, not only that the two halves of the sentence; 
apply both of them to Nikias-but that the first half of the sentence is 
in harmony, not in opposition, with the second. Matthire (in my judge
ment, erroneously) refers (Gr. Gr. § 623) 8JJ.ws to some words which hav1' 
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onvard abate; for our enemies have had their full swing of 
~ood fortune, and if at the moment of our starting we were 

Jreceded ; I think that SfLwS contributes to hold together the first and the 
;econd affirmation of the sentence. Now the Latin translation refers the 
irst half of the sentence to Nikias, and the last half to the soldiers whom 
1e addresses; while the translation of M. Didot, by means of the word 
onalgr!, for which there is nothing corresponding in the Greek, puts the 
;econd half in antithesis to the first. 

I cannot but think that oil ought to be construed with <f>o{Jau<r<, and 
:hat the words t<aT' U.~lav do not bear the meaning assigned to them by 
:he translators. 'A~lav not only means, "desert, merit, the title to that 
which a man has earned by his conduct" -as in the previous phrase 1rapa 
dw &glav-but it also means "price, value, title to be cared for, capacity 
Jf exciting more or less desire or aversion "-in which last sense it is predi
:ated as an attribute, not only of moral beings, but of other objects besides. 
fhus Aristotle says (Ethic. Nikom. iii. II )-6 -y?tp ofiTws llxwv, fLall.ll.ov 
i')'a1f~ -rcls TotaVTas 7]Bovas T1js U.~las· 0 8~ crJ.,cppwv oV -rotoVTos, &c. 
Again, ibid. iii. 5· '0 fLEP o~v a oe> ftal o'ii EVEJ(a, V'lrOfLtVWP J(O.t <f>o{JOVfL€POS, 
<al &>s oel, t<ttl g.,.., lifLolws OE Kal 8appwv U.vlip<<as· KaT' U.~lav -y&.p, !<ttl 
;,S &.v d 71.6-yas, 1rJ.a"XEI ICO.t 1rpJ.TTEL 0 avl!pi!as. Again, ibid. iv. 2. !ittt 'TOUTO 
~rY'TL 'TOV !LE')'O.A07rp<7rous, ~P rp &.v 7rOtV -yJv.,, !LE')'all.o7rpe7rws 1f'ot€iv· TO -yap 
rotoV-rov oUx eVu-rr,p/3A7J-rov, Kal ~xov Ka.T' &.~ lav -roil Oa:rravi]p.a'fos. Again, 
ibid. viii. J4. 'Axp•>av -yil.p ~PTa oli <f>a<r< l!elv t<rov lix<~v" li.ELTovp-ylav TE 

yap -ylve<r8at, Kal oil <f>tll.lav, el !L'ti !<aT' U.Elav Twv l!p-ywv lir;Ta< Ta ~" Ti)s 
:J>tll.las. Compare also ibid. viii. 13. 

Xenophon, Cyrop. viii. 4, 32. To -yap 1roll.ll.a oaKovvTa llx•w fL't} KaT' 
~ g l a. Ti)s obrYlas .palvE<r8at w<f><li.OVVTa TOVS <j>lll.ovs, U.vell.ev8eplav ~p.o<-y< 
5oJCeZ 7rEpt&.7rTELV. Compare Xenophon, Memorab. ii. 5, 2. IJJr;1r<p Twv 
olK<Twv, oUTw Kal Twv cplll.wv, e/r;lv U.~la<; also ibid. i. 6, II, and Isokrates 
cont. Lochit. Or. xx. s. 8 ; Plato, Legg. ix. p. 876 E. 

The words KaT' U.~lav in Thucydides appear to me to bear the same 
meaning as in these passages of Xenophon and Aristotle-" in proportion 
to their value," or to their real magnitude. If we so construe them, 
the words, ave' Cliv, 3p.ws p.<v, and li<, all fall into their proper order : the 
whole sentence after ¢.v8' Cliv applies to Nikias personally, is a corollary 
from what he had asserted before, and forms a suitable point in an harangue 
for encouraging his dispirited soldiers-" Look bow I bear up, who have as 
much cause for mourning as any of you. I have behaved well both towards 
~ods and towards men : in return for which I am comparatively comfortable 
both as to the future and as to the present : as to the future, I have strong 
hopes-at the-same time that as to the present I am not overwhelmed by 
the present misfortunes in proportion to their prodigious intensity." 

This is the precise thing for a man of resolution to say upon so terrible an 
occasion. 

The particle o1J has its appropriate meaning-al 1!1; ~ufL</>opetl oil KaT' U.~lo.v 
of] .po{Jov<r<-" and the present distresses, though they do appal me, do not 
~ppal me assuredly in proportion to their actual magnitude." Lastly, the 
particle Ka£ (in the SUCCeeding phrase TJ.Xa o' l:,v /CO.t l\w¢fJ<retav) does 
not fit on to the preceding passage as usually construed : accordingly the 
Latin translator, as well as M. Didot, leave it out and translate-" At 
fortasse cessabunt." "Mais peut-etre vont-ils cesser." It ought to be 
translated-" And perhaps they lllay even abate," which implies that what 
had been asserted in the preceding sentence is here intended not to be 
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under the jealous wrath of any of the gods, we have already 
undergone chastisement amply sufficient. Other people befor 
us have invaded foreign lands, and by thus acting under com
mon human impulse, have incurred sufferings within the limit 
of human endurance. We too may reasonably hope hen~e
forward to have the offended god dealing with us more mildly 
--for we are now objects fitter for his compassion than for his 
jealousy.! Look moreover at your own ranks, hoplites so 
numerous and so excellent: let that guard you against ex
cessive despair, and recollect that wherever you may sit down, 
you are yourselves at once a city; there is no city in Sicily that 
can either repulse your attack or expel you if you choose to 
stay. Be careful yourselves to keep your march firm and 
orderly, every man of you with this conviction-that whatever 
spot he may be forced to fight in, that spot is his country and 
his fortress, and must be kept by victorious effort. As our 
provisions are very scanty, we shall hasten on night and day 
alike ; and so soon as you reach any friendly village of the 
Sikels, who still remain constant to us from hatred to Syracuse, 
then consider yourselves in security. \Ve have sent forward to 
apprise them, and entreat them to meet us with supplies. 
Once more, soldiers, recollect that to act like brave men is now 
a matter of necessity to you-and that if you falter, there is no 
refuge for you anywhere. Whereas if you now get clear of 
your enemies, such of you as are not Athenians will again enjoy 
the sight of home, while such of you as are Athenians will live 
to renovate the great power of our city, fallen though it now be. 

contradicted, but to be carried forward and strengthened: see Kiihner, 
Griech. Gramm. sect. 725-728. Such would not be the case as the sentence 
is usually construed. 

1 Thucyd. vii. 77• 'li<a.vil. ")'ap Tots TE 1roll.ep.lots elrr6x'I/'Ta.<, Ktzl et "'I' 
8efiw ~.,.[cp8ovot tcrTpa.n6rra.p.ev, b:zroxpcfwrws 111571 T<Ttp.wp~p.e8a• ;jll.8ov ")'dp 
7rOU I<O.) /f.ll.ll.ot TtVEs ~071 tcp' htpovs, t<td av8pcfnreta 15pcf.rra.VTES aVEI<Ta f11:a8ov. 
Ka.l 7Jp.as EliCOS vvv Ta TE a11:0 TOV 8eov £Mrf(e<V 'iJ1f:tWrepa. ~~EtV" o!KTou "tap a11:' 
a.vTfiw C.~u!JTepo< 1115'1 lrrp.£v :f) cp8&vou. 

This is a remarkable illustration of the doctrine, so frequently set forth in 
Herodotus, that the gods were jealous of any man or any nation who was 
pre-eminently powerful, fortunate, or prosperous. Nikias, recollecting the 
immense manifestation and promise with which his armament had started 
from Peirreus, now believed that this had provoked the jealousy of some 
cf the gods, and brought about the misfortunes in Sicily. He comforts 
his soldiers by saying that the enemy is now at the same dangerous pin
nacle of exaltation, whilst they have exhausted the sad effects of the divine 

Compare the story of Amasis and Polykrates in Herodotus (iii. 39), and 
the strikin~ remarks put into the mouth ai Paulus .!Emilius by Plutarch (Vit. 
Paul. lEm!l. c. 36). 

jealousy. I 
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't men that make a city-not walls, nor slzips without 
/tef;. '' 1 

rl ae efforts of both commanders were in full harmony with 
:he e strenuous words. The army was distributed into two 
div ;ions; the hop lites marching in a hollow oblong, with the 
ba: ~age and unarmed in the interior. The front division was 
co 1manded by .:-.rikias, the rear by Demosthenes. Directing 
th tr course towards the Sikel territory, in the interior of the 
isl nd, they first marched along the left bank of the Anapus 
u· .til they came to the ford of that river which they found 
guarded by a Syracusan detachment. They forced the passage 
however without much resistance, and accomplished on that 
day a march of about five miles, under the delay arising from 
the harassing of the enemy's cavalry and light troops. Encamp
ing for that night on an eminence, they recommenced their 
march with the earliest dawn, and halted, after about two miles 
and a half, in a deserted village on a plain. They were in 
hopes of finding some provisions in the houses, and were even 
under the necessity of carrying along with them some water 
from this.spot; there being none to be found farther on. As 
their intended line of march had now become evident, the 
Syracusans profited by this halt to get on before them, and to 
occupy in force a position on the road, called the Akr::ean cliff. 
Here the road, ascending a high hill, formed a sort of ravine 
bordered on each side by steep cliffs. The Syracusans erected 
a wall or barricade across the whole breadth of the road, and 
occupied the high ground on each side. But even to reach 
this pass was beyond the competence of the Athenians ; so 
impracticable was it to get over the ground in the face of 
overwhelming attacks from the enemy's cavalry and light 
troops. They were compelled, after a short march, to retreat 
to their camp of the night before.2 

Every hour added to the distress of their position; for their 
food was all but exhausted, nor could any man straggle from 
the main body without encountering certain destruction from 
the cavalry. Accordingly, on the next morning, they tried one 
more desperate effort to get over the hilly ground into the 
interior. Starting very early, they arrived at the foot of the 
hill called the Akr::ean cliff, where they found the barricades 
placed across the road, with deep files of Syracusa.n hoplites 
behind them, and crowds of light troops lining the cliffs on 
each border. They made the most strenuous and obstinate 

1 Thucyd. vii. 77. ~ Avop<S -yap n-olus, Kal ob -relx11, abo~ v~•s lwopwv KEval. 
2 Thucyd. vii. 78. • 
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efforts to force this inexpugnable position, but all their struggles 
were vain, while they suffered miserably from the missiles of 
the troops above. Amidst all the discouragement of this 
repulse, they were yet further disheartened by storms of thunder 
and lightning, which occurred during the time, and which they 
construed as portents significant of their impending ruin.1 

This fact strikingly illustrates both the change which the 
last two years had wrought in the contending parties-and 
the degree to which such religious interpretations of phamomena 
depended for their efficacy on predisposing temper, gloomy 
or cheerful. In the first battle between Nikias and the 
Syracusans, near the Great Harbour, some months before the 
siege was begun, a similar thunderstorm had taken place : on 
that occasion, the Athenian soldiers had continued the battle 
unmoved, treating it as a natural event belonging to the season, 
-and such indifference on their part had still further imposed 
upon the alarmed Syracusans. 2 Now, both the self-confidence 
and the religious impression had changed sides.3 

Exhausted by their fruitless efforts, the Athenians fell back 
a short space to repose, when Gylippus tried to surround them 
by sending a detachment to block up the narrow road in their 
rear. This however they prevented, effecting their retreat into 
the open plain, where they passed the night, and on the 
ensuing day, attempted once more the hopeless march over 
the Akrrean cliff. But they were not allowed even to advance 
so far as the pass and the barricade. They were so assailed 
and harassed by the cavalry and darters, in flank and rear, 
that in spite of heroic effort and endurance, they could not 
accomplish a progress of so much as one single mile. 
Extenuated by fatigue, half-starved, and with numbers of 
wounded men, they were compelled to spend a third miserable 
night in the same fatal plain. 

As soon as the Syracusans had retired for the night to their 
camp, Nikias and Demosthenes took counsel. They saw 
plainly that the route which they had originally projected, over 
the Akrrean cliff into the Sikel regions of the interior and from 
thence to Katana, had become impracticable ; and that their 
unhappy troops would be still less in condition to force it on 
the morrow than they had been on the day preceding. Accord
ingly they resolved to make off during the night, leaving 
numerous fires burning to mislead the enemy; but completely 

1 Thucyd. vii. 79· <l..p' il)v oi 'AO')va<ot !J.all.ll.ov (.,., -1}8v!J.ovv, Kal ivo;u(ov 
;7rl 'T~ Ucf>ET,pcp lJA€8pqJ Kal TaiJTa 7Tcf.VTa -y(-yveu8o.t. 

" Thucyd. vi. 70. s•see abvvc, ch. !viii. 
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to alter the direction, and to turn down towards the southern 
coast on which lay Kamarinaand Gela. Their guides informed 
them that if they could cross the river Kakyparis, which fell 
into the sea south of Syracuse, on the south-eastern coast 
of Sicily-or a river still farther on called the Erineus-they 
might march up the right bank of either into the regions of 
the interior. Accordingly they broke up in the night, amidst 
confusion and alarm ; in spite of which the front division of 
the army under Nikias got into full march, and made consider
able advance. By daybreak this division reached the south
eastern coast of the island not far south of Syracuse and fell 
into the track of the Helorine road, which they pursued until 
they arrived at the Kakyparis. Even here, however, they 
found a Syracusan detachment beforehand with them, raising 
a redoubt, and blocking up the ford; nor could Nikias pass 
it without forcing his way through them. He marched straight 
forward to the Erineus, which he crossed on the same day, and 
encamped his troops on some high ground on the other side.1 

Except at the ford of the Kakyparis, his march had been 
all day unobstructed by the enemy. . He thought it wiser to 
push his troops as fast as possible in order to arrive at some 
place both of safety and subsistence, without concerning him
self about the rear division under Demosthenes. That division, 
the larger half of the army, started both later and in greater 
disorder. Unaccountable panics and darkness made them 
part company or miss their way, so that Demosthenes, with 
all his efforts to keep them together, made little progress, and 
fell much behind Nikias. He was overtaken by the Syracusans 
during the forenoon, seemingly before he reached tlte Kaky-

l paris, 2-and at a moment when the foremost division was 

1 Thucyd. vii. 8o-82. 
2 Dr. Arnold (Thucyd. vol. iii. p. 28o, copied by Goller ad vii. 8r) 

thinks that the division of Demosthen<!s reached and passed the river 
Kakyparis ; and was captured between the Kakyparis and the Erineus. 
But the words of Thucyd. vii. 8o, 81 do not sustain this. The 
division of Nikias was in advance of Demosthen<!s from the beginning, 
and gained upon it principally during the early part of the march, 
before daybreak ; because it was then that the disorder of the division 
of Demosthen~s was the most inconvenient: see c. 8r-&s .. ijs vvK'Tos 
The ~vveTap&x811uav, &c. When Thucydid~s therefore says that "at 
daybreak they arrived at the sea" (111-'a ali Tji E'f' &:tp<KvovvTa< ls 'T~v 
8&AaTTav, c. 8o), this cannot be true botk of Nikias and Demosthenes. 
If the former arrived there at daybreak, the latter cannot havl! come to the 
«arne point till some time after daybreak. Nikias must have been before
nand with Demosthen~s when he r:ached the sea-and considerably more 
beforehand when he reached the Kakyparis: moreover we are expressly 

N2 
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nearly six miles ahead, between the Kakyparis and the 
Erineus. 

When the Syracusans discovered at dawn that their enemy 
had made off in the night, their first impulse was to accuse 
Gylippus of treachery in having permitted the escape. Such 
ungrateful surmises, however, were soon dissipated, and the 
cavalry set forth in rapid pursuit, until they overtook the rear 
division, which they irpmediately began to attack and impece. 
The advance of Demosthenes had been tardy before, and his 
division disorganised; but he was now compelled to turn and 
defend himself against an indefatigable enemy, who presently 
got before him, and thus stopped him altogether. Their 
numerous light troops and cavalry assailed him on all sides 
and without intermission; employing nothing but missiles, 
however, and taking care to avoid any close encounter. While 
this unfortunate division were exerting their best efforts both 
to defend themselves, and if possible to get forward, they found 
themselves enclosed in a walled olive-ground, through the 
middle of which the road passed; a farm bearing the name, and 
probably once the property, of Polyzelus, brother of the despot 
Gelon.l Entangled and huddled up in this enclosure, from 
whence exit at the farther end in the face of an enemy was 
found impossible, they were now overwhelmed with hostile 
missiles from the walls on all sides.2 Though unable to get 

told that Nikias did not wait for his colleague-that he thought it for the 
best to get on as fast as possible with his own division. 

It appears to me that the words &.qmcvovwra.t, &c. (c. 8o) are not to be 
understood both of Nikias and Demosthen~s, but that they refer back to 
the word a.bTots, two or three lines behind : " the Athenians (taken 
generally) reached the sea "-no attention being at that moment paid to the 
difference between the front and the rear divisions. The Athenians might I 
be said, not improperly, to reach the sea-at the time when the division of 1 
Nikias reached it. 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 27. 
2 Thucyd. vii. 81. Ka.l .,.&.,.. ')'VOVs (sc. Demosthen~s) Tovs ~vpa.~eoufous 

~td!ICovTa.s ob 1<pobxd!pet p.aA.A.ov 1) ~s p.rf.xrw ~vve.,.rf.uueTo, i!ws ~v~ta.Tpll3wv 
KUKi\oV-ra.l TE {nr' abT5:w, 1cal Ev 1rol\J\~ 8opV/3qJ a.VT&s TE teal ol p.er' abToV 
'AOrwa.<ot ;)ua.v· &.vetl\1/elvns ')'ttp ~s 'Tt xwplov, $ ICOICA'f' p.ev T<<xfov 1<Eptijv, 
tloos H ~vOev 'TE /Ca.l ~VIJEV, ~A.rf.a.s ~· obiC oA.l')IO.S elxev, i!13&.A.A.OV'TO 
?r•p<ITTa.o&v. 

I translate tlll'bs ~€ ~vOev .,.. ~ea.l l!viJev differently from Dr. Arnold, from 
Mitford, and from others. These words are commonly understood to mean 
that this walled plantation was bordered by two roads, one on each side. 
Certainly the words might have that signification ; but I think they also 
mav have the signification (compare ii. 76) which I have given in the text, 
and which seems more plausible. It certainly is very improbable that the i 
Athenians should have gone out of the.road, in order to shelter themselves 
in the plantation ; since they were fully a ware that there was no safety for l 
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at the enemy, and deprived even of the resources of an active 
despair, they endured incessant harassing for the greater part 
of the day, without refreshment or repose, and with the number 
of their wounded continually increasing ; until at length the 
remaining spirit of the unhappy sufferers was thoroughly 
b:;:oken. Perceiving their condition, Gylippus sent to them a 
herald with a proclamation ; inviting all the islanders among 
them to come forth from the rest, and promising them freedom 
if they did so. The inhabitants of some cities, yet not many
a fact much to their honour-availed themselves of this offer, 
and surrendered. Presently, however, a larger negotiation was 
opened, which ended by the entire division capitulating upon 
terms, and giving up their a~ms. Gylippus and the Syracusans 
engaged that the lives of all should be spared; that is, that 
none should be put to death either by violence, or by intoler
able bonds, or by starvation. Having all been disarmed, they 
were forthwith conveyed away as prisoners to Syracuse-6ooo 
in number. It is a remarkable proof of the easy and opulent 
circumstances of many among these gallant sufferers, when 
we are told that the money which they had about them, even 
at this last moment of pressure, was sufficient to fill the 
concavities of four shields.1 Disdaining either to surrender 
or to make any stipulation for himself personally, Demosthenes 
was on the point of killing himself with his own sword the 
moment that the capitulation was concluded ; but his intention 
was prevent.::d, and he was carried off a disarmed prisoner, by 
the Syracusans.2 

On the next day, Gylippus and the victorious Syracusans 
overtook Nikias on the right bank of the Erineus, apprised 

them except in getting away. If we suppose that the plantation lay exactly 
in the road, the word avfii\7Jelll'r€S becomes perfectly explicable, on which 
I do not think that Dr. Arnold's comment is satisfactory. The pressure of the 
troops from the rear into the hither opening, while those in the front could 
not get out by the farther opening, would naturally cause this crowd and 
huddling inside. A road which passed right through the walled ground, 
entering at one side and coming out at the other, might well be called 
boos (v8ev n Kal (v8ev. Compare Dr. Arnold's Remarks on the Map 
of Syracuse, vol. iii. p. 28 I ; as well as his note on vii. 8 r. 

I imagine the olive-trees to be here named, not for either of the two 
reasons mentioned by Dr. Arnold, but because they hindered the Athenians 
from seeing beforehand distinctly the nature of the enclosure into which 
they were hastening, and therefore prevented any precautions from being 
taken-such as that of forbidding too many troops from entering at once, &c. 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 27 ; Thucyd. vii. 82. 
2 This statement depends upon the very good authority of the contem

porary Syracusan Philistus : see Pausanias, i. 29, 9 ; Philisti Fragm. 46. 
ed. Didot. 
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him of the capitulation of Demosthenes, and summoned him 
to capitulate also. He demanded leave to send a horseman, 
for the purpose of verifying the statement ; and on the return 
of the horseman, he made a proposition to Gylippus-that his 
army should be permitted to return home, on condition of 
Athens reimbursing to Syracuse the whole expense of the war, 
and furnishing hostages until payment should be made ; one 
citizen against each talent of silver. These conditions were 
rejected; but Nikias could not yet bring himself to submit to 
the same terms for his division as Demosthenes. Accordingly 
the Syracusans recommenced their attacks, which the Athenians, 
in spite of hunger and fatigue, sustained as they best could 
until night. It was the intention of Nikias again to take 
advantage of the night for the purpose of getting away. But 
on this occasion the Syracusans were on the watch, and as 
soon as they heard movement in the camp, they raised the 
pxan or war-shout; thus showing that they were on the look
out, and inducing the Athenians again to lay down the arms 
which they had taken up for departure. A detachment of 
300 Athenians, nevertheless, still persisting in marching off, 
apart from the rest, forced their way through the posts of the 
Syracusans. These men got safely away, and nothing but the 
want of guides prevented them from escaping altogether.1 

During all this painful retreat, the personal resolution dis
played by Nikias was exemplary. His sick and feeble frame 
was made to bear up, and even to hearten up stronger men, 
against the extremity of hardship, exhausting the last fragment 
of hope or even possibility. It was now the sixth day of the 
retreat-six days 2 of constant privation, suffering, and endurance 
of attack-yet Nikias early in the morning attempted a fresh 
march, in order to get to the river Asinarus, which falls into 
the same sea, south of the Erineus, but is a more considerable 
stream, flowing deeply imbedded between lofty banks. This 
was a last effort of despair, with little hope of final escape, 
even if they did reach it. Yet the march was accomplished, 
in spite of renewed and incessant attacks all the way, from 
the Syracusan cavalry; who even got to the river before the 
Athenians, occupying the ford, and lining the high banks near 
it. Here the resolution of the unhappy fugitives at length 
gave way: when they reached the river, their strength, their 
patience, their spirit, and their hopes for the future, were all 
extinct. Tormented with raging thirst, and compelled by the 

1 Thucyd. vii. 83. • 
2 Plutarch (Nikias, c. 27) says ei'ght days, inaccur,ttdy. 
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attacks of the cavalry to march in one compact mass, they 
rushed into the ford all at once, treading down and tumbling 
over each other in the universal avidity for drink. Many thus 
perished from being pushed down upon the points of the 
spears ; or lost their footing among the scattered articles of 
baggage, and were thus borne down under water.l Meanwhile 
the Syracusans from above poured upon the huddled mass 
showers of missiles, while the Peloponnesian hoplites even 
descended into the river, came to close quarters with them, 
and slew considerable numbers. So violent nevertheless was 
the thirst of the Athenians, that all other suffering was endured 
in order to taste relief by drinking. And even when dead and 
wounded were heaped in the river-when the water was tainted 
and turbid with blood, as well as thick with the mud trodden 
up-still the new-comers pushed their way in and swallowed it 
with voracity.2 

Wretched, helpless, and demoralised as the army now was, 
Nikias could think no further of resistance. He accordingly 
surrendered himself to Gylippus, to be dealt with at the dis
cretion of that general and of the Laced:oemonians; 3 earnestly 
imploring that the slaughter of the defenceless soldiers might 
be arrested. Accordingly Gylippus gave orders that no more 
should be killed, but that the rest should be secured as 
captives. Many were slain before this order was understood; 
but of those who remained, almost all were made captive, 
very few escaping. Nay, even the detachment of Joo, who 
had broken out in the night, having seemingly not known 
whither to go, were captured and brought in by troops sent 
forth for the purpose.4 The triumph of the Syracusans was 
in every way complete : they hung the trees on the banks of 
the Asinarus with Athenian panoplies as trophy, and carried 
back their prisoners in joyous procession to the city. 

The number of prisoners thus made is not positively 
specified by Thucydides, as in the case of the division of 
Demosthenes, which had capitulated and laid down their arms 
in a mass within the walls of the olive-ground. Of the cap
tives from the division of Nikias, the larger proportion were 
seized by private individuals, and fraudulently secreted for their 

1 Thucyd. vii. 85; see Dr. Arnold's note. 
2 Thucyd. vii. 84. . . . . i!j3aAAOV li.vw6•v 'TOVs 'A8rwalovs, rr l v o v'T rf. s 

T ;~-::. 0 v s 7f 0 A}\~ v s a C1 p. ~ p 0 v s, Ka.l lv I(O[A.CJJ UvTt Tcf 1rO'Tap.c;J Ev ucpfqcv 
a.uTots Tapcurcrop.evovs. 

3 Thucyd. vii. 8 5, 86 ; Philistus, Fragm. 46, ed. Didot ; Pausanias, i. 
29, 9· • 

• Thucyd. vii. 85 ; Plutarch, Nikia.S, c. 27. 
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own profit; the number obtained for the state being compara
tively small, seemingly not more than rooo.l The various 
Sicilian towns became soon full of these prisoners, sold as 
slaves for private account. 

Not less than 4o,ooo persons in the aggregate had started 
from the Athenian camp to commence the retreat, six days 
before. Of these probably many, either wounded or otherwise 
incompetent even when the march began, soon found them
selves unable to keep up, and were left behind to perish. Each 
of the six days was a day of hard fighting and annoyance from 
an indefatigable crowd of light troops, with little, and at last 
seemingly nothing, to eat. The number was thus successively 
thinned, by wounds, privations, and straggling; so that the 
6ooo taken with Demosthenes, and perhaps 30oo or 4ooo 
captured with Nikias, formed the melancholy remnant. Of 
the stragglers during the march, however, we are glad to learn 
that many contrived to escape the Syracusan cavalry and get 
to Katana-where also those who afterwards ran away from 
their slavery under private masters, found a refuge.2 These 
fugitive Athenians served as auxiliaries to repel the attacks 
of the Syracusans upon K.atana.3 

It was in this manner, chiefly, that Athens came to receive 
again within her bosom a few of those ill-fated sons whom she 
had drafted forth in two such splendid divisions to Sicily. 
For of those who were carried as prisoners to Syracuse, fewer 
yet could ever have got home. They were placed, for safe 
custody, along with the other prisoners, in the stone-quarries of 
Syracuse-of which there were several, partly on the southern 
descent of the outer city towards the Nekropolis, or from the 
higher level to the lower level of Achradina-partly in the 
suburb afterwards called Neapolis, under the southern cliff 
of Epipoh:e. Into these quarries-deep hollows, of confined 
space, with precipitous sides, and open at the top to the sky
the miserable prisoners were plunged, lying huddled one upon 
another, without the smallest protection or convenience. For 

1 Thucydidf!s states, roughly and without pretending to exact means 
of knowledge, that the total number of captives brought to Syracuse under 
public supervision, W<tS not less than 7000-tA:fttf>~rwav oe ol ~{,1-'"Iravres, 
aKpt/3El<[o /-'EV Xe<A<"Ir~V ~~mr<i'V, 31-'ws 0~ obK ~A.cf<T<TOVS ~"Ir'TaK<<TXtA.lwv (vii. 87). 
As the number taken with Demosthenes was 6ooo (vii. 82), this leaves 
1000 as having been obtained from the division of Nikias. 

2 Thucyd. vii. 8s. 'li"OAA.ol OE 31-'WS tcal otltpv-yov, oi!-'EJf Kal 'll"ll.pa!YTl~a, 
o! oe t<al oovA.•6uavres Kal o<aotopdutcovres ffurepov. The word 'll"apavrlKa 
means, during the retreat. 

" Lysias pro Polystrato, Orat. xx. seer. 26-28, c. 6, p. 686 R. 
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they received each day a ration of one pint of 

bread (half the daily ration of a slave) with no more 
a pint of water, so that they were not preserved 

'the pangs either of hunger or of thirst. Moreover the 
of the midday sun, alternating with the chill of the 

umn nights, was alike afflicting and destructive ; while the 
1ts of life having all to be performed where they were, 
bout relief-the filth and stench presently became insup-

>rtable. Sick and wounded even at the moment of arrival, 
any of them speedily died; and happiest was he who died 
e first, leaving an unconscious corpse, which the Syracusans 
mld not take the trouble to remove, to distress and infect the 
rvivors. Under this condition and treatment they remained 
r seventy days; probably serving as a spectacle for the 
umphant Syracusan population, with their wives and children, 
come and look down upon, and to congratulate themselves 

l their own narrow escape from sufferings similar in kind at 

l
ast, if not in degree. After that time, the novelty of the 

pectacle had worn off; while the place must have become a 
en of abomination and a nuisance intolerable even to the 
tizens themselves. Accordingly they now removed all the 

urviving prisoners, except the native Athenians and the few 
talian or Sicilian Greeks among them. All those so removed 
ere sold for slaves.! The dead bodies were probably at the 

~arne time taken away, and the prison rendered somewhat less 
loathsome. What became of the remaining prisoners, we are 
1ot told. It may be presumed that those who could survive 
;o great an extremity of suffering might after a certain time be 
1Ilowed to get back to Athens on ransom. Perhaps some of 
:hem may have obtained their release-as was the case (we 
ne told) with several of those who had been sold to private 
nasters-by the elegance of their accomplishments and the 
iignity of their demeanour. The dramas of Euripides were 
;o peculiarly popular throughout all Sicily, that those Athenian 
Jrisoners who knew by heart considerable portions of them, 

1 Thucyd. vii. 87. Diodorus (xiii. zo-32) gives two long orations pur
lOrting to have been held in the Syracusan assembly, in discussing how the 
>risoners were to be dealt with. An old citizen, named Nikolaus, who 
>as lost his two sons in the war, is made to advocate the side of humane 
reatment ; while Gylippus is introduced as the orator recommending 
tarshness and revenge. 

From whom Diodorus borrowed this, I do not know; but his whole 
ccount of the matter appears to me untrustworthy. 

One may judge of his accuracy when one finds him stating that the 
risoners received each two ch0!1ti~ of barley-meal-instead of two koty!a; 
1e chcenix being four times as much as the kotyl~ (Diodor. xiii. 19). 
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won the affections of their masters. Some eve 
stragglers from the army are affirmed to have procl 
themselves, by the same attraction, shelter and hos 
during their flight. Euripides, we are informed, liv 
receive the thanks of several among these unhappy suffi 
after their return to Athens.1 I cannot refrain from mentrl 
ing this story, though I fear its trustworthiness as matter 
fact is much inferior to its pathos and interest. 

Upon the treatment of Nikias and Demosthenes, not merel 
the Syracusans, but also the allies present, were consulte 
and much difference of opinion was found. To keep the 
in confinement simply, without putting them to death, w, 
apparently the opinion advocated by Hermokrates. 2 B
Gylippus, then in full ascendency and an object of de 
gratitude for his invaluable services, solicited as a reward 
himself to be allowed to conduct them back as prisoners 
Sparta. To achieve this would have earned for him sign 
honour in the eyes of his countrymen ; for while Demosthene 
from his success at Pylus, was their hated enemy-Nikias h< 
always shown himself their friend, as far as an Athenian cou: 
do so. It was to him that they owed the release of the 
prisoners taken at Sphakteria; and he had calculated upc 
this obligation when he surrendered himself prisoner 
Gylippus, and not to the Syracusans. 

In spite of all his influence, however, Gylippus could n' 
carry this point. First, the Corinthians both strenuous .! 
opposed him themselves, and prevailed on the other allies t \ 
do the same. Afraid that the wealth of Nikias would alwa~ \ 
procure for him the means of escaping from imprisonment, o. -~ 
as to do them further injury-they insisted on his being pe:· 
to death. Next, those Syracusans, who had been in secret 
correspondence with Nikias during the siege, were yet more 

1 
anxious to get him put out of the way ; being apprehensiw 
that, if tortured by their political opponents, he might disclot .. 
their names and intrigues. Such various influences prevailet j 
so that Nikias, a$ well as Demosthenes, was ordered to be pt 
to death by a decree of the public assembly, much to th 
discontent of Gylippus. Hermokrates vainly opposed tt 
resolution, but perceiving that it was certain to be carried, ht 
sent to them a private intimation before the discussion closed; 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 29 ; Diodor. xiii. 33· The reader will see how tr e 
Carthaginians treated the Grecian prisoners 11 hom they took in Sicily- !1 

Diodor. xiii. III. 
2 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 28; Diodor. xirr. rg. 
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and procured for them, through one of the sentinels, the 
means of dying by their own hands. Their bodies were pub
.idy exposed before the city gates to the view of the Syracusan 
:itizens; 1 while the day on which the final capture of Nikias 
md his army was accomplished, came to be celebrated as an 
mnual festival, under the title of the Asinaria, on the twenty
-ixth day of the Dorian month Karneius. 2 

Such was the close of the expedition, or rather of the two 
.·xpeditions, undertaken by Athens against Syracuse. Never 
1 Grecian history had a force so large, so costly, so efficient, 
. nd full of promise and confidence, been sent forth ; never in 
~recian history had ruin so complete and sweeping, or victory 
,) glorious and unexpected, been witnessed.3 Its consequences 
·ere felt from one end of the Grecian world to the other, as 
ill appear in the coming chapters. 
The esteem and admiration felt at Athens towards Nikias 

J.d been throughout lofty and unshaken : after his death it 
as exchanged for disgrace. His name was omitted, while 
tat of his colleague Demosthenes was engraved, on the 
neral pillar erected to commemorate the fallen warriors. 

, his difference Pausanias explains by saying that Nikias was 
mceived to have disgraced himself as a military man by his 
>luntary surrender, which Demosthenes had disdained.4 

1 Thucyd. vii. 86 ; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 28. The statement which 
·ntarch here cites from Tima:us respecting the intervention of Hermo
ates, is not in any substantial contradiction with Philistus and Thucydides . 

. ne word ~<<ll.•v<t8ov-ras seems decidedly preferable to l<a-rall.•v<teEwras, in 
~ text of Plutarch. 
~ Plutarch, Nikias, c. 28. Though Plutarch says that the month Karneius 
"that which the Athenians call Metageitnion," yet it is not safe to affirm 
at the day of the slaughter of the Asinarus was the 16th of the Attic 
vnth Metageitnion. We know that the civil months of different cities 
ldom or never exactly coincided. See the remarks of Franz on this point 
his comment on the valuable Inscriptions of Tauromenium, Corp. Inscr. 

'· No. 5640, part xxxii. sect. 3, p. 640. 
The surrender of Nikias must have taken place, I think, not less than 
enty-four or twenty-five days after the eclipse (which occurred on the 27th 
August)-that is about Sept. 21. Mr. Fynes Clinton (F. H. ad ann. 413 

c.) seems to me to compress too much the interval between the eclipse 
,,d the retreat ; considering that the interval included two great battles, 
~th a certain space of time, before, between, and after. 
The p.<-r6>rwpov noticed by Thucyd. vii. 79 suits with Sept. 2 I : 

,mpare Plutarch, Nikias, c. 22. 
3 Thucyd. vii. 87. 
4 Pausan. i. 29, 9 ; Philist. Fragm. 46, ed. Didot. 
Justin erroneously says that Demosthenes actually did kill himself, rather 
an submit to surrender-before. the surrender of Nikias ; who {he says) 
d not choose to follow the example :-
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The opinion of Thucydides deserves special notice, in the 

face of this judgement of his countrymen. While he says not 
a word about Demosthenes, beyond the fact of his being put 
to death, he adds in reference to Nikias a few words of marked 
sympathy and commendation. "~uch, or nearly such, (he 
says) were the reasons why Nikias was put to death; though 
he assuredly, among all Greeks of my time, least deserved to 
come to so extreme a pitch of ill-fortune, considering his exact 
performance of established duties to the divinity." 1 

If we were judging Nikias merely as a private man, and 

"Demosthenes, amisso exercitu, a captivitate gladio et voluntaria morte 
se vindicat : Nicias autem, ne Demosthenis quidem exemplo, ut sibi 
consuleret, admonitus, cladem suorum auxit dedecore captivitatis" (Justin, 
iv. 5). 

Philistus, whom Pausanias announces himself as following, is an excellent 
witness for the actual facts in Sicily ; though not so good a witness for the 
impression at Athens respecting those facts. 

It seems certain, even from Thucydides, that Nikias, in surrendering 
himself to Gylippus, thought that he had considerable chance of saving his 
life-Plutarch too so interprets the proceeding, and condemns it as 
disgraceful (see his comparison of Nikias and Crassus, near the end). 
Demosthenes could not have thought the same for himself: the fact of 
his attempted suicide appears to me certain, on the authority of Philistus, 
though Thucydides does not notice it. 

1 Thucyd. vii. 86. Kal o p.€v 'Tatctf,.rv =!) 8n ~yy6'Ta.'Ta. 'To6.,..w a.l'Ti,. 
l'Te8v1)J<EL, 1l~<<<T'Ta. li~ lf~<os &v 'TWV -ye br' lp.ov 'Eil.il.f)vwv es 'Tov'To liv<T'Tvxla.s 
il.<p<lct<T8a<, o<0. 'T~V VEVOJ.l.<<Tp.ivT)V ~S 'TO 8€iov l'Jr<'Tf)OEV<I'<V. 

So stood the text of Thucydides, until various recent editors changed the 
last words, on the authority of some MSS., to li ,a, 'T't/v 'lta<Ta.v l s Ct.pe.,.~v 
VEVOJ.l.l<Tp.iVT)JI E7rl'Tf)OEV<TlV. 

Though Dr. Arnold and some of the best critics prefer and adopt the 
latter reading, I confess it seems to me that the former is more suitable 
to the Greek vein of thought, as well as more conformable to truth 
about Nikias. 

A man's good or bad fortune, depending on the favourable or unfavour
able disposition of the gods towards him, was understood to be determined 
more directly by his piety and religious observances, rather than by his 
virtue (see passages in Isokrates de Permutation. Orat. xv. sect. 301 ; 
Lysias, cont. Nikomach. c. 5, p. 854)-though undoubtedly the two ideas 
went to a certain extent together. Men might differ about the virtue 
of Nikias ; but his piety was an incontestable fact; and his "good fortune" 
also (in times prior to the Sicilian expedition) was recognised by men like 
Alkibiades, who most probably had no very lofty opinion of his virtue 
(Thucyd. vi. 17). The contrast between the remarkable piety of Nikias, 
and that extremity of ill-fortune which marked the close of his life-was 
very likely to shock Grecian ideas generally, and was a natural circum
stance for the historian to note. Whereas if we read, in the passage, 
?ra<Ta.v ls &p<'Tf)v-the panegyric upon Nikias becomes both less special 
and more disproportionate-beyond what even Thucydides (as far as we 
can infer from other expressions, see v6 I 6) would be inclined to bestow 
upon him-more in fact than he says in commendation even of Perikles. 
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setting his personal conduct in one scale, against his personal 
suffering on the other, the remark of Thucydides would be 
natural and intelligible. But the general of a great expedition, 
upon whose conduct the lives of thousands of brave men as 
well as the most momentous interests of his country depend, 
cannot be tried by any such standard. His private merit 
becomes a secondary point in the case, as compared with the 
discharge of his responsible public duties, by which he must 
stand or fall. 

Tried by this more appropriate standard, what are we to say 
of Nikias? We are compelled to say, that if his personal 
suffering could possibly be regarded in the light of an atone- • 
ment, or set in an equation against the mischief brought by 
himself both on his army and his country-it would not be 
greater than his deserts. I shall not here repeat the separate 
points in his conduct which justify this view, and which have 
been set forth as they occurred, in the preceding pages. 
Admitting fully both the good intentions of Nikias, and his 
personal bravery, rising even into heroism during the last few 
days in Sicily-it is not the less incontestable, that first, the 
failure of the enterprise-next, the destruction of the arma
ment-is to be traced distinctly to his lamentable misjudgement. 
Sometimes petty trifling-sometimes apathy and inaction
sometimes presumptuous neglect-sometimes obstinate blind
ness even to urgent and obvious necessities-one or other of 
these his sad mental defects, will be found operative at every 
step whereby this fated armament sinks down from exuberant 
efficiency into the last depth of aggregate ruin and individual 
misery. His improvidence and incapacity stand proclaimed, 
not merely in the narrative of the historian, but even in his 
own letter to the Athenians, and in his own speeches both 
before the expedition and during its closing misfortunes, when 
contrasted with the reality of his proceedings. The man 
whose flagrant incompetency could bring such wholesale ruin 
upon two fine armaments entrusted to his command, upon the 
Athenian maritime empire, and ultimately upon Athens herself 
-must appear on the tablets of history under the severest 
condemnation, even though his personal virtues had been 
loftier than those of Nikias. 

And yet our great historian-after devoting two immortal 
books to this expedition-after setting forth emphatically both 
the glory of its dawn and the wretchedness of its close, with a 
dramatic genius parallel to th~ CEdipus Tyrannus of Sophokles 
-when he comes to recount the melancholy end of the two 
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commanders, has no words to spare for Demosthenes (far the 
abler officer of the two, who perished by no fault of his 
own), but reserves his flowers to strew on the grave of Nikias, 
the author of the whole calamity-" What a pity! Such a 
respectable and religious man ! " 

Thucydides is here the more instructive, because he exactly 
represents the sentiment of the general Athenian public 
towards ~ikias during his lifetime. They could not bear to 
condemn, to mistrust, to dismiss, or to do without, so respect
able and religious a citizen. The private qualities of Nikias 
were not only held to entitle him to the most indulgent 
construction of all his public short-comings, but also ensured 
to him credit for political and military competence altogether 
disproportionate to his deserts. When we find Thucydides, 
after narrating so much improvidence and mismanagement on 
the grand scale, still keeping attention fixed on the private 
morality and decorum of Nikias, as if it constituted the main 
feature of his character-we can understand how the Athenian 
people originally came both to over-estimate this unfortunate 
leader, and continued over-estimating him with tenacious 
fidelity even after glaring proof. of his incapacity. Never in 
the political history of Athens did the people make so fatal a 
mistake in placing their confidence. 

In reviewing the causes of popular misjudgement, historians 
are apt to enlarge prominently, if not exclusively, on dema
gogues and the demagogic influences. Mankind being usually 
considered in the light of governable material, or as instruments 
for exalting, arming, and decorating their rulers-whatever 
renders them more difficult to handle in this capacity, ranks 
first in the category of vices. Nor can it be denied that this 
was a real and serious cause. Clever criminative speakers 
often passed themselves off for something above their real 
worth : though useful and indispensable as a protection against 
worse, they sometimes deluded the people into measures 
impolitic or unjust. But, even if we grant, to the cause of 
misjudgement here indicated, a greater practical efficiency than 
history will fairly sanction-still it is only one among others 
more mischievous. Never did any man at Athens, by mere 
force of demagogic qt'alities, acquire a measure of esteem at 
once so exaggerated and so durable, combined with so much 
power of injuring his fellow-citizens, as the anti-demagogic 
Nikias. The man who, over and above his shabby manreuvre 
about the expedition against SP,hakteria, and his improvident 
sacrifice of Athenian interests •in the alliance with Sparta 
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1:nded by bringing ruin on the greatest armament ever sent 
··orth by Athens, as well as upon her maritime empire-was 
~1ot a leather-seller of impudent and abusive eloquence, but 
a man of ancient family and hereditary wealth-munificent 
and affable, having credit not merely for the largesses which 
ilc bestowed, but also for all the insolences, which as a rich 
man he might have committed, but did not commit-free f:com 
all pecuniary corruption-a brave man, and above all, ?n 
ultra-religious man, believed therefore to stand high in the.. 
favour of the gods, and to be fortunate. Such was the esteem 
which the Athenians felt for this union of good qualities 
purely personal and negative, with eminent station, that they 
presumed the higher aptitudes of command,1 and presumed 
them unhappily after proof that they did not exist-after proof 
that what they had supposed to be caution was only apathy 
and mental weakness. No demagogic arts or eloquence would 
ever have created in the people so deep-seated an illusion as 
the imposing respectability of Nikias. Now it was against the 
overweening ascendency of such decorous and pious incom
petence, when aided by wealth and family advantages, that the 
demagogic accusatory eloquence ought to have served as a 
natural bar and corrective. Performing the functions of a 
constitutional opposition, it afforded the only chance of that 
tutelary exposure whereby blunders and short-comings might 
be arrested in time. How insufficient was the check which it 
provided-even at Athens, where every one denounces it as 
having prevailed in devouring excess-the history of Nikias is 
an ever-living testimony. 

CHAPTER LXI 

FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF THE ATHENIAN ARMA~fENT IN 

SICILY, DOWN TO THE OLIGARCHICAL CONSPIRACY OF THE 

FOUR HUNDRED AT ATHENS 

IN the preceding chapter, we followed to its melancholy 
close the united armament of Nikias and Demosthenes, first in 
the harbour and lastly in the neighbourhood of Syracuse, 
towards the end of September 413 B.c. 

1 A good many of the features depicted by Tacitus (Hist. i. 49) in Galba, 
suit the character of Nikias-muah more than those of the rapacious and 
unprincipkd Crassus, with whom Plutarch compares the latter :-
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The first impression which we derive from the perusal of 

that narrative is, sympathy for the parties directly concerned
chiefly for the number of gallant Athenians who thus miserably 
perished, partly also for the Syracusan victors, themselves a few 
months before on the verge of apparent ruin. But the distant 
and collateral effects of the catastrophe throughout Greece 
were yet more momentous than those within the island in which 
· ;:curred. 

have already mentioned, that even at the moment when 
1 ,e mosthenes with his powerful armament left Peirreus to go to 

{
\~ Sicily, the hostilities of the Peloponnesi:tn confederacy against 
~~hens herself had been already recommenced. Not only was 

• Spartan king Agis ravaging Attica, but the far more impor~ nt step of fortifying Dekeleia, for the abode of a perma-
11:" nent garrison, was in course of completion. That fortress, 
,t.~ving been begun about the middle of March, was probably 
,.; " the month of June in a situation to shelter its garrison, N which consisted of contingents periodically furnished, and 

~
• • re,Iieving each other alternately, from all the different states 
~f the confederacy, under the permanent command of king 

, Agis himself. 
And now began that incessant marauding of domiciliateJ 

enemies-destined to last for nine years until the final capture 
of Athens-partially contemplated even at the beginning of the 
Peloponnesian war-and recently enforced, with full compre
hension of its disastrous effects, by the virulent antipathy of 

" the exile Alkibiades.1 The earlier invasions of Attica had 
~~een all temporary, continuing for five or six weeks at the 
r ~thest, and leaving the ~ountry in repose for the remainder of 
IY'· ~Yhj year. But the Athemans now underwent from henceforward ¥1 fatal experience of a hostile garrison within fifteen miles of 
~ eir city; an experience peculiarly painful this summer, as well 

_,J m its novelty, as from the extraordinary vigour which Agis 
oJ"~ • isplayed in his operations. His eKcursions were so widely 

~
1\0 ~tended, that no part of Attica was secure or could be 
~dered productive. Not only were all the sheep and cattle 

"' ~estroyed, but the slaves too, especially the most valuable 
r (.'V slaves or artisans, began to desert to Dekeleia in great 

"Vetus in familift nobilitas, magnre opes: ipsi medium ingenium, magis 
extra vitia, quam cum virtutibus. Sed claritas natalium, et metus temporum, 
obtentui fuit, nt quod segnitia .fuit, sapientia vocaretur. Dum vigebat retas, 
militari laude apud Germanias fioruit : proconsul, Africam moderate ; jam 
senior, citeriorem Hispaniam, pari justitia continuit. llfajor j>rivato visus, 
dum privatus.fuit, et omnium co1zsensu aljax imperii, nisi imperasset." 

1 Thucyd. i. I22-·J42; vi. go. 
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numbers: more than zo,ooo of them soon disappeared in this 
way. So terrible a loss of income both to proprietors of land 
and to employers in the city, was further aggravated by the in
creased cost and difficulty of import from Eubcea. Provisions 
and cattle from that island had previously come overland from 
Or6pus, but as that road was completely stopped by the 
ga.rrison of Dekeleia, they were now of necessity sent round 
Cape Sunium by sea; a transit more circuitous and expensive, 
hesides being open to attack from the enemy's privateers.1 In 
r'e midst of such heavy privations, the demands on citizens 
and metics for military duty were multiplied beyond measure. 
The presence of the enemy at Dekeleia forced them to keep 
watch day and night throughout their long extent of wall, 
comprising both Athens and Peineus: in the daytime the hop
Ftes of the city relieved each other on guard, but at night, 
nearly all of them were either on the battlements or at the 
vl::.ri.ous military stations in the city. Instead of a city, in fact, 
..:\thens was reduced to the condition of something like a 
military post. 2 Moreover the rich citizens of the state, who 
served as horsemen, shared in the general hardship; being 
called on for daily duty in order to restrain at least, since they 
could not entirely prevent,. the excursions of the garrison of 
Dekeleia: their efficiency was however soon impaired by the 
laming of their horses on the hard and stony soiLS , 

Besides the personal efforts of the citizens, such exigenciesi~'~~ 
pressed heavily on the financial resources of the state. Already V 
the immense expense incurred, in fitting out the two large 
armaments for Sicily, had exhausted all the accumulations laid 
by in the treasury during the interval since the peace of 
;:-..rikias; so that the attacks from Dekeleia, not only imposing 
heavy additional cost, but at the same time abridging the 
means of paying, brought the finances of Athens into positive 
embarrassment. 'With the view of increasing her revenues, 
she altered the principle on which her subject-allies had 
htherto been assessed. Instead of a fixed sum of annual 

1 Thucyd. viii. 4· About the extensive ruin caused by the Lacedremo
nians to the olive-grounds in Attica, see Lysias, Or. vii. De Olea Sacra, 
5~Ct. 6, 7• 

An inscription preserved in M.'·Boeckh's Corp. Inscr. (Part ii. No. 93, 
p. 132) gives some hint how landlords and tenants met tbis inevitable 
damage from the hands of the invaders. The Deme 1Ex6neis lets a farm to 
a certain tenant for forty years, at a fixed rent of 140 drachmre ; but if 
an invading enemy shall drive him out or injure his farm, the Deme is to l receive one half of the year's prod~e, in place of the year's rent. 

1 
" Thucyd. vii. 28, 29. s Thucyd. vii. 27. 
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tribute, she now required from them payment of a duty of 5 
per cent. on all imports and exports by sea.l How this new 
principle of assessment worked, we have unfortunately no 
information. To collect the duty, and take precautions 
against evasion, an Athenian custom-house officer must have 
been required in each allied city. Yet it is difficult to under
stand how Athens could have enforced a system at once 
novel, extensive, vexatious, and more burdensome to the 
payers-when we come to see how much her hold over those 
payers, as well as her naval forci!, became enfeebled, before the 
close even of the actual year. 2 

'PO Her impoverished finances also compelled her to dismiss a 
.~dy of Thracian mercenaries, whose aid would have been 

:1' very useful against the enemy at Dekeleia. These Thracian 
~peltasts, 1300 in numb_er, had been l;ired at a drachma per 

.;-d.~ each man, to go w1th Demosthenes to Syracuse, but had 
.~f'Ot reached Athens in time. As soon as they came thither, 
r ,~fte Athenians placed them under the command of Diitrepht:s, 
~ t~<mduct them back to their native country-with instructions 
~1!15 do damage to the Breotians, as opportunity might occur, in 

:-' his way through the Euripus. Accordingly Diitrephes, putting 
them on shipboard, sailed round Sunium and northward along 
the eastern coast of Attica. After a short disembarkation near 
Tanagra, he passed on to Chalkis in Eubrea in the narrowest 
part of the strait, from whence he crossed in the night to the 
Breotian coast opposite, and marched up some distance from 

1 Thucyd. vii. 28. 
2 Upon this new assessment on the allies, determined by the Athenians, 

Mr. Mitford remarks as follows :-
" Thus light, in comparison of what we have laid upon ourselves, was 

the heaviest tax, as far as we learn from history, at that time known in the 
world. Yet it caused much discontent among the dependent common
wealths ; the arbitrary power by which it was imposed being indeed reason
ably execrated, though the burden itself was comparatively a nothing." 

This admission is not easily reconciled with the frequent invectives in 
which Mr. Mitford indulges against the empire of Athens, as practising a 
system of extortion and oppression ruinous to the subject-allies. 

I do not know, however, on what authority he affirms that this was "the 
heaviest tax then known in the world ; " and that "it caused much discon
tent among the subject commonwealths." The latter assertion would indeed ~ 
be sufficiently probable, if it be true that the tax ever came into operation : 
but we are not entitled to affirm it. 

Considering how very soon the terrible misfortunes of Athens came on, I 
cannot but think it a matter of uncertainty whether the new assessment r· 
ever became a reality throughout the Athenian empire. And the fact that 
Thucydid(ls does not notice it as an adliitional cause of discontent among { 
the allies, is one reason for such doubts. 

I 
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~he sea to the neighbourhood of the Breotian town Mykalessu~. 
He arrived here unseen-lay in wait near·a temple of Hermes 
1bout two miles distant-and fell upon the town unexpectedly 
tt break of day. To the Mykalessians-dwelling in the centre 
)f Breotia, not far from Thebes and at a considerable distance 
:rom the sea-such an assault was not less unexpected than 
formidable. Their fortifications were feeble-in some parts 
low, in other parts even tumbling down; nor had they even 
taken the precaution to close their gates at night : so that the 
barbarians under Diitrephes, entering the town without the 
;mallest difficulty, began at once the work of pillage and 
:l.estruction. The scene which followed was something alike 
~ovel and revolting to Grecian eyes. Not only were all the 
1ouses, and even the temples, plundered-but the Thracians 
'urther, manifested that raging thirst of blood which seemed 
inherent in their race. They slew every living thing that came 
.n their way; men, women, children, horses, cattle, &c. 
fhey burst into a school, wherein many boys had just been 
1ssembled, and massacred them all. This scene of blood
;hed, committed by barbarians who had not been seen in 
Jreece since the days of Xerxes, was recounted with horror 
md sympathy throughout all Grecian communities, though 
\'Iykalessus was in itself a town of second-rate or third-rate 
nagnitude.1 V 

The succour brought from Thebes, by Mykalessian fugi- ·, 
:ives, arrived unhappily only in time to avenge, not to save, the'\Lt~ 
nhabitants. The Thracians were already retiring with the. ~.(!; 
)Ooty which they could carry away, when the Breotarch Ye"' 
)kirphondas overtook them both with cavalry and hoplites ;:>
tfter havi_ng put to death some greedy plunderer~ wh? tarried~ 
oo long m the town. He compelled them to relmqmsh most ~ 
)f their booty, and pursued them to the sea-shore; not without . ~<1' 
t brave resistance from these peltasts, who had a peculiar way il-l' 
)f fighting which disconcerted the Thebans. But when they 
mived at the sea-shore, the Athenian ships did not think it 
;afe to approach very close, so that not less than 2 so Thracians 
'>ere slain before they could get aboard ; 2 and the Athenian 

1 Thucyd. vii. 29, 30, 3 r. I conceive that oiiup oiJ p.eya'A.n is the right 
eading-and not oliup p.eyci'A.p-in reference to Mykalessus. The words &s 
· ... 1 p.ey€8et in c. 31 refer to the size of the city. 

The reading is however disputed among critics. It is evident from the 
anguage of Thucydides that the catastrophe at Mykalessus made a profound 
m,pression throughout Greece. 

Thucyd. vii. 30; Pausanias, i. 23, 3· Compare Meineke, ad Ari-
tophanis Fragment. "Hpwes, Yo!. ii. •p. 1069. 
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commander Diitrephes was so severely wounded that he die< 
shortly afterwards. · The rest pursued their voyage home 

:JWrd. 
~w; ,.,.¥eanwhile the important station of Naupaktus and tht 
\:~[If9Uth of the Corinthian Gulf again became the theatre o 
I.,Vf~~i'l"aval encounter. It w1ll be recollected that this was the scent 
~"'r. (j)[ the memorable victories gained by the Athenian admira 
' p,.;¥""Phormion in the second year of the Peloponnesian war, 1 

~ • ., :wherein the nautical superiority of Athens over her enemies, 
s ,to ships, crews, and admiral, had been so transcendent]) 

nifested. In that respect, matters had now considerabl) 
!.tv c;; ged. While the navy of Athens had fallen off since th{ 

·~t"' ays of Phormion, that of her enemy had improved: Ariston, 
f'l, and other skilful Corinthian steersmen, not attempting to copy 

' Athenian tactics, had studied the best mode of coping witb 
them, and had modified the build of their own triremes 
accordingly,2 at Corinth as well as at Syracuse. Seventeen 
years before, Phormion with eighteen Athenian triremes woulc 
have thought himself a full match for twenty-five Corinthian. 
But the Athenian admiral of this year, Konon, also a perfectly 
brave man, now judged so differently, that he constrained 
Demosthenes and Eurymedon to reinforce his eighteen triremes 
with ten others-out of the best of their fleet, at a time when 
they had certainly none to spare-on the ground that the 
Corinthian fleet opposite of 2 5 sail was about to assume thE 
offensive against him.s 

Soon afterwards Diphilus came to supersede Konon witb 
some fresh ships from Athens, which made the total number ol 
triremes 33· The Corinthian fleet, reinforced so as to be 
nearly of the same number, took up a station on the coast ol 

n. Achaia opposite Naupaktus, at a spot called Erineus, in the 
-?:.' territory of Rhypes. They ranged themselves across the 

'~!.Q,.,moj.Ith of a little indentation of the coast, or bay in the shape 
;'1'"_ :f (\l,f}...ia crescent, with two projecting promontories as horns : 
\J"j.,.~~~ij,.. of these promontories was occupied by a friendly land
~t1,~'1fce, thus supporting the line of triremes at both flanks, 
·~~\<,.T.his was a position which did not permit the Athenians to sail 
. _;M:hrough the line, or manc:euvre round it and in the rear of it. 

K Accordingly, when the fleet of Diphilus came across from 
Naupaktus, it remained for some time close in front of thE 
Corinthians, neither party venturing to attack; for the straight-

1 See vol. vi. ch. xlix. of this History. 
2 See the preceding chapter. 
3 Thucyd. vii. JI. Compare the ,anguage of Phormion, ii. 88, 89. 
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orward collision was destructive to the Athenian ships with 
1eir sharp, but light and feeble beaks-while it was favourable 
) the solid bows, and thick epotids or ear-projections, of the 
:orinthian trireme. After considerable delay, the Corinthians 
,t length began the attack on their side-yet not advancing far 
nough out to sea, to admit of the mana:uvring and evolutions 
f the Athenians. The battle lasted some time, terminating 
·ith no decisive advantage to either party. Three Corinthian 
riremes were completely disabled, though the crews of all 
scaped by swimming to their friends ashore: on the Athenian 
ide, not one trireme became absolutely water-logged, but 

seven were so much damaged, by straightforward collision 
with the stronger bows of the enemy, that they became almost 
useless after they got back to Naupaktus. The Athenians had 
so far the advantage, that they maintained their station, while 
the Corinthians did not venture to renew the fight: moreover 
Joth the wind and the current set towards the northern shore, 
o that the floating fragments and dead bodies came into 

possession of the Athenians. Each party thought itself en
titled to erect a trophy; but the real feeling of victory lay on 
the side of Corinth, and that of defeat on the side of Athens. 
The reputed maritime superiority of the latter was felt by both 
p3.rties to have sustained a diminution; and such assuredly 
1\"0Uld have been the impression of Phormion, had he been o~ 
~live to witness the conflict.1 t,.~ 
t This battle appears to have taken place, so far as we can,...~ 
make out, a short time before the arrival of Demosthenes at~~ 
Syracuse, about the close of the month of May. We cannot~ 
doubt that the Athenians most anxiously expected news from 
that officer, with some account of victories obtained in Sicily, 
to console them for having sent him away at a moment when • 
his services were so cruelly wanted at home. Perhaps they ~ 
may even have indulged hopes of the near capture of Syracuse,"~ 
as a means of restoring their crippled finances. Their \.V 
disappointment would be all the more bitter when they came ., 
to receive, towards the end of June or beginning of July, V...t 
despatches announcing the capital defeat of Demosthenes in \'1";--

~
·s attempt upon Epipol::e, and the consequent extinction of \:('V" 
1 hope that Syracuse could ever be taken. After these 
espatches, we may perhaps doubt whether any others subse
uently reached Athens. The generals would not write home 
uring the month of indecision immediately succeeding, when 
emosthenes was pressing f~r retreat, and Nikias resisting l 1 Thucyd. vii. 34· 
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it. They might possibly, however, write immediately on 
taking their resolution to retreat, at the time when they 
sent to Katana to forbid further supplies of provisions :-bill · 
this was the last practicable opportunity-for closely afterward / 
followed their naval defeat, and the blocking up of the moutl · 
of the Great Harbour. The mere absence of intelligenc·~ 
would satisfy the Athenians that their affairs in Sicily wen(' 
proceeding badly. But the closing series of calamities, dow1 
to the final catastrophe, would only come to their knowledg•\ 
indirectly; partly through the triumphant despatches trans 

· ed from Syracuse to Sparta, Corinth, and Thebes-partl) 
ugh individual soldiers of their own armament whc ; 
ped. 

~ . ~ccording to the tale of Plutarch, the news was first made 
.,~nown at Athens through a stranger, who, arriving at Peir::eus, 
1 )went into a barber's shop, and began to converse about it as 
,J.·f J\llpon a theme which must of course be uppermost in every 
""";ope's mind. The astonished barber, hearing for the first time 

! y \"'such fearful tidings, ran up to Athens to communicate it to the 
· archons as well as to the public in the market-place. The 

public assembly being forthwith convoked, he was brought 
before it, and called upon to produce his authority, which he 
was unable to do, as the stranger had disappeared. He was 
consequently treated as a fabricator of uncertified rumours for 
the disturbance of the public tranquillity, and even put to thf 
torture.1 How much of this improbable tale may be true, Wt f' 
cannot determine; but we may easily believe that neutra1s'j 
passing from Corinth or Megara to Peir::eus, were the earliest1 
communicants of the misfortunes of Nikias and Demosthene~! 
in Sicily during the months of July and August.· Present!)) 
came individual soldiers of the armament, who had got away . 
from the defeat and found a passage home; so that the bac·( 
news was but too fully confirmed. But the Athenians were· 
long before they could bring themselves to believe, even upon: 
the testimony of these fugitives, how entire had been thf l 
destruction of their two splendid armaments, without even ;: \ 
feeble remnant left to console them.2 ) 

As soon as the full extent of their loss was at length forcer( 
upon their convictions, the city presented a scene of th 
deepest affiiction, dismay and terror. Over and above th 
extent of private mourning, from the loss of friends and relr 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 30. He gives the story without much confidence--
'A87Jvalovs ol <Paut, &c. • 

2 Thucyd. viii. I. 
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;ives, which overspread nearly the whole city-there prevailed~~-<'1-4 

~
tter despair as to the public safety. Not merely was the q 
mpire of Athens apparently lost, but Athens herself seemed J~l.-: 
tterly defenceless. Her treasury was empty, her docks nearly ~W 
.estitute of triremes, the flower of her hoplites as well as of her I 
eamen had perished in Sicily without leaving their like behind, 

L nd her maritime reputation was irretrievably damaged; while 
1 er enemies, on the contrary, animated by feelings of exuberant 
t onfidence and triumph, were further strengthened by the 
t.ccession of their new Sicilian allies. In these melancholy 
nonths (October, November, 413 B.c.) the Athenians expected 
wthing less than a vigorous attack, both by land and sea, from 
the Peloponnesian and Sicilian forces united, with the aid of 
:heir own revolted allies-an attack which they knew themselves 
to be in no condition to repel.l "' 

Amidst so gloomy a prospect, without one ray of hope toy:-{: 
:heer them on any side, it was but poor satisfaction to vent 0t:.. 
:heir displeasure on the chief speakers who had recommended '~""!:~ 
:heir recent disastrous expedition, or on those prophets and ~ (: 
reporters of oracles who had pr01;nised them the divine blessing \ry'~ 
11pon it.2 After this first burst both of grief and anger, however, ~ 

1 Thucyd. viii. I. ndvTa /)} ,-avTax&Bev abToOs 'Jo.{nm, &c. 
; 2 Thucyd. viii. I. 'E7rEtoij IJ€ ¥-yv,.,uav, xaAE1Tol f'~V ;juav Tols ~V/L'I'PO
,U/L1)8EIO't TWV P'YJT&pwv .,-hv ~1<1rAOVP, {/,u,.-ep OV/C av-rol >Jl7J</>tC1'dfLEVot, &c. 
1 From these latter words, it would seem that Thucydides considered the 
l\thenians, after having adopted the expedition by their votes, to have de
P.arred themselves from the right of complaining of those speakers who had 
,tood forward prominently to advise the step. I do not at all concur in his 
~pinion. The adviser of any important measure always makes himself 
norally responsible for its justice, usefulness, and practicability ; and he 
very properly incurs disgrace, more or less according to the case, if it turns 
>Ut to present results totally contrary to those which he had predicted. 'Ve 
:mow that the Athenian law often imposed upon the mover of a proposition 
.tot merely moral, but even legal, responsibility; a regulation of doubtful 
Jropriety under other circumstances, but which I believe to have been useful 
.t Athens. 

It must be admitted however to have been hard upon the advisers of this 
xpedition, that-from the total destruction of the armament, neither 

-ee.erals nor soldiers returning-they were not enabled to show how much 
,f the ruin had arisen from faults in the execution, not in the plan conceived. 
:'he speaker in the Oration of Lysias->repl l'i7Jf!E6crews TOV Ntl<lov aoe"A.<J>ov 
Or. xviii. sect. 2)-attempts to transfer the blame from Nikias upon the 

· dvisers of the expedition-a manifest injustice. 
Demosthenes (in the Oration de Corona, c. 73) gives an emphatic and 

uble statement of the responsibility which he cheerfully accepts for himself 
.; a political speaker and adviser-responsibility for seeing the beginnings 
ad understanding the premonitory signs of coming events, and giving his 

':•Juntrymen warning beforehand : l~lv Ta 7rp&-yf'a'Ta apXOf!EVO. KO.l 7rpoaur8€-
9at ""! >rpomrelv To'is lf"A"A.ots. ThiS is the just view of the subject; and 
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:. ~hey began gradually to look their actual situafion in the face! 
~~\Jt'nd the more energetic speakers would doubtless administer th.· 
~. • salutary lesson of reminding them how much had been achieve; 

by their forefathers sixty-seven years before, when the approaq 
of Xerxes threatened them with dangers not less overwhelmintsi 
Under the peril of the moment, the energy of despair reviveq 
in their bosoms : they resolved to get together, as speedily aJ 
they could, both ships and money-to keep watch over thei{ 
allies, especially Eubcea-and to defend themselves to tht 
last. A Board of ten elderly men, under the title of Probuli, 
was named to review the expenditure, to suggest all practi
cable economies, and propose for the future such measures as 
occasion might seem to require. The propositions of these 
Prob1lli were for the most part adopted, with a degree of unani
mity and promptitude rarely seen in an Athenian assembly
springing out of that pressure and alarm of the moment which{ 
silenced all criticism.1 Among other economies, the Athenians 
abridged the costly splendour of their choric and liturgic cere·! 
monies at hom.e, and brought ba~k the recent garrison whidj 
they had established on the Lacoman coast.· They at the samt 1 
time collected timber, commenced the construction of new ship5• 
and fortified Cape Sunium in order to prott;ct their numerou 1 
transport ships in the passage from Eubc:ea to Peir<eus.2 ~ 

applying the measure proposed by Demosthen&s, the Athenians had amp . 
ground to be displeased with their orators. I 

1 Thucyd. viii. 1. ...&.vTa. lie 1rpos To ... a.pa.xpTi!J.a. 1r<p<li<h, li1r•p rf><il.ei llTip.< 
..rotftV, E'TOt!J.O< ~O'av ei!Ta.IC'T<tv : compare Xenoph. Mem. iii. 5, 5· 1 

2 Thucyd. viii. 1-4. About the functions of this Board of ProbOli, muc1 
has been said for which there is no warrant in Thucydides---Twv TE t<aTa Tt;·\· 
..roil.<v "' ~s evTeii.E<a.v <Trocppov(<Ta<, t<nl &.pxfw T<Va. 7Tpe<Tf3V'Tepwv &vopwv eA.e<T6a.. 
olnvES 1r•pl Tr;,v 1ra.povTwv &s &.v t<a.<pos if ... po{3ovl\<V<Tov<T<. UdVTa. lie ... p&s "~ 
..ra.pa.xpTi!J.a. 1r<p<l'ie€s, g,.,P <J><Mt l'iil~J.os 7ro<eiv, hot!J.o< ?}<Ta.v •hcutTEtv. 1 

Upon which Dr. Arnold remarks-" That is, no measure was to be suti 
mitted to the people, till it had first been approved by thil' Council t 
Elders." And such is the general view of the commentators. '. 

No such meaning as this, however, is necessarily contained in the won\ 
npo{3ovl\o<. It is indeed conceivable that persons so denominated mighu 
be invested with such a control ; but we cannot infer it, or affirm it, simply\ 
from the name. Nor will the passages in Aristotle's Politics, wherein the 
np&{3oull.o< occurs, authorise any inference with respect to this Board · 
in the special case of Athens (Aristotel. Politic. iv. II, 9; iv. 12, 8; vi. 5,: 
10-13). 

The Board only seems to have lasted for a short time at Athens, being' 
named for a temporary purpose, at a moment of peculiar pressure and dis-J 
couragement. During such a state of feeling, there was little necessity for 
throwing additional obstacles in the way of new propositions to be made to · 
the people. It was rather of importa~e to enciJUrage the suggestion of new 
measures, from men of sense and experience. A Board destined merely for 
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While Athens was thus struggling to make head against her'\o~tf 

:1isfortunes, an the rest of Greece was full of excitement and ~W 
,;;gressive scheming against her. So grave an event as the t(f 
:estruction of this great armament had never happened since(.i,r! 

tl1e expedition of Xerxes against Greece. It not only roused \.IU 
tbe most distant cities of the Grecian world, but also the jJ. 
:'ersian satraps and the court of Susa. It stimulated the " l 

tnemies of Athens to redoubled activity; it emboldened her ~
sulJject-allies to revolt; it pushed the neutral states, who all (J.;-·1 

feared what she would have done if successful against Syracuse, rf 
now to declare war against her, and put the finishing stroke to P·f..' 
her power as well as to her ambition. All of them, enemies, i(:· 
st.bjects, and neutrals, alike believed that the doom of Athens. Ch
was sealed, and that the coming spring would see her captured. !~'
Earlier than the ensuing. spring, the Lacedremonians did not ~.-.
feel disposed to act ; but they sent round their instructions to (.,• · 
the allies for operations both by land and sea to be then com- i J · 

menced ; all these allies being prepared to do their best, in 
hopes that this effort would be the last required from them, 
md the most richly rewarded. A fleet of IOo triremes was 
clirected to be prepared against the spring ; so of these being 
mposed in equal proportion on the Lacedremonians themselves 
,nd the Bceotians-15 on Corinth-15 on the Phocians and 

t ,okrians-Io on the Arcadians, with Pellene and Sikyon-ro 
. m ~Iegara, Trcezen, Epidaurus, and Hermione. It seems to 

tave been considered that these ships might be built and 
wnched during the interval between September and March.1 

:ontrol and hindrance, would have been mischievous instead of useful under 
·" reigning melancholy at Athens. 
The Board was doubtless merged in the Oligarchy of Four Hundred, like 

d the other magistracies of the state, and was not reconstituted after their 
"pusition. 
I cannot •hink it admissible to draw inferences as to the functions of this 

Board of Probilli now constituted, from the proceedings of the Prob(llus in 
Ari>tophanis Lysistrata, as is done by Wachsmuth (Hellenische Alterthums
l, .nde, i. 2, p. 198), and by Wattenbach (De Quadringentorum Athenis 
F~ctione, p. 17-21, Berlin 1842). 

Schoman (Ant. Jur. Pub. Gra:cor. v. xii. p. r8r) says of these Upo/3ovil.ot 
" Videtur autem eorum potestas fere annua fuisse." I do not distinctly 

undtrstand what he means by these words; whether he means that the 
Board continued permanent, but that the members were annually changed. 
[ f this be his meaning, I dissent from it. I think that the Board lasted until 
t.~ time of the Four Hundred, which would be about a year and a half 

a t•m its first institution. 
: ' Thucyd. viii. 2, 3· AaiCEOatp.ovtot li€ T~v 1rp&u.,.a~w Ta(s 7rOil.<utv et<aTiw 
~ iEWV '1'7)S VO.V"11"1)"(fas l..-otOVV'TO, &~: COmpare also C. 4-1rapeut<evJ{ovro 

1 
-rJw vav11"1)"(iav, &c. 
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The same large hopes, which had worked upon men's minds at 
the beginning of the war, were now again rife in the bosoms of 
the Peloponnesians ;1 the rather as that powerful force from 
Sicily, which they had then been disappointed in obtaining, 
might now be anticipated with tolerable assurance as really 
forthcoming. 2 

From the smaller allies, contributions in money were exacted 
for the intended fleet by Agis, who moved about during this 
autumn with a portion of the garrison of Dekeleia. In the 
course of his circuit, he visited the town of Herakleia, near the 
~1aliac Gulf, and levied large contributions on the neighbouring 
CEtreans, in reprisal for the plunder which they had taken from 
that town, as well as from the Phthiot Ach::cans and other 
subjects of the Thessalians, though the latter vainly entered 

'their protest against his proceedings.8 

, ~1.1\ It was during the march of Agis through Bceotia that the 
· ·~nhabitants of Eubcea (probably of Chalkis and Eretria) applied 
'?' ..to him, entreating his aid to enable them to revolt from Athens ; 
. •J'I 'which he readily promised, sending for Alkamenes at the head 
·\J .of 300 N eodamode hoplites from Sparta, to be despatched across 

to the island as harmost. Having a force permanently at his 
disposal, with full liberty of military action, the Spartan king at 
Dekeleia was more influential even than the authorities at home, 
so that the disaffected allies of Athens addressed themselves in 
preference to him. It was not long before envoys from Lesbos 
visited him for this purpose. So powerfully was their claim 

~: .. IJ. .<>Jtilorced by the Bceotians (their kinsmen of the LEolic race), 
)If( who engaged to furnish ten triremes for their aid, provided 
,'~.-\Agis would send ten others-that he was induced to postpone 
\"~~'ntis promise to the Eubceans, and to direct Alkamenes as bar
fa -rnost to Lesbos instead of Eubcea, 4 without at all consulting the 
: ).~'fWthorities at Sparta. 
~',?The threatened revolt of Lesbos and Eubcea, especially the 
:,\J jatter, was a vital blow to the empire of Athens. But this was 
~Yhot the worst. At the same time that these two islands were 
r~ ~gotiating with Agis, envoys from Chios, the first and most 

·;flowerful of all Athenian allies, had gone to Sparta for the same 
Y' purpose. The government of Chios-an oligarchy, but dis
:~.tinguished for its prudent management and caution in avoiding !•\ risks-considering Athens to be now on the verge of ruin, even 

' 1 Thucyd. viii. 5· lJV'TWII ob8~v llll.ll.o ~ t/;rnrep apxop.EIIWII tv I<O:TO:CTKEujl TOV 
. 1roll.€p.ou: compare ii. 7· J 

2 Thucyd. viii. 2 : compare ii. 7 ; ~. 85. 3 Thucyd. viii. 3· 
4 Thucyd. viii. 5· · 
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n the estimation of the Athenians themselves, thought itself~ 
safe, together with the opposite city of Erythrre, in taking '(,.) 
measures for achieving independence.1 Y."~ 

Besides these three great allies, whose example in revolting V.J 
.was sure to be followed by others, Athens was now on the g#. 

·point of being assailed by other enemies yet more unexpected- f.t'IJ 
1the two Persian satraps of the Asiatic seaboard, Tissaphernes f, 
,and Pharnabazus. No sooner was the Athenian catastrophe in-.."~-"' 
1 Sicily known at the court of Susa, than the Great King claime~!t\'~ 
[from these two satraps the tribute due from the Asiatic Greek~ 
. on the coast; for which they had always stood enrolled in the \P' 
tribute records, though it had never been actually levied sine~' 
the complete establishment of the Athenian empire. The only J" 
way to realise this tribute, for which the satraps were thus made ' 
debtors, was to detach the towns from Athens, and break up (;/" 
her empire ; 2 for which purpose Tissaphernes sent an envoy to ~'\: 
Sparta, in conjunction with those of the Chians and Erythrrea.ns. ~r/ 
He invited the Lacedremonians to conclude an alliance with the ¥~ 
~Great King, for joint operations against the Athenian empire in ·'v 

I 
Asia; promising to furnish pay and maintenance for any forces 
which they might send, at the rate of one drachma per day for· 
each maa of the ships' crews. 3 He further hoped by means of 
this aid to reduce Amorges, the revolted son of the late satrap 

1 Pissuthnes, who was established in the strong maritime town of 
Iasus, with a Grecian mercenary force and a considerable 
treasure, and was in alliance with Athens. The Great King 
had sent down a peremptory mandate, that Amorges should 
either be brought prisoner to Susa or slain. 

At the same moment, though without any concert, there 
arrived at Sparta Kalligeitus and Timagoras-two Grecian 
exiles in the service of Pharnabazus, bringing propositions of a 
similar character from that satrap, whose government 4 compre
hended Phrygia and the coast lands north of LEolis, from the 

1 Thucyd. viii. 7-24. 
2 Thucyd. viii. 5· ''l',. o {Ja.u<l\lws "'fap "e w u.,.! ~ .. 6-yxave 1re1rpa-yp.lvos 

(Tis;;aphernes) 'I'OVS ~IC T1js ~a.vi"OV apx1js <J>Opovs, ofls 3<' 'A011Jia{ovs Oo11'0 Tiiw 
'El\l\1}vlowv ,..&;.. • .,, ob ovv&.p.evos 11'p&.uueu0a<, ~11'w<J>ell\1}UE. Tovs 'I'E O~JI <J>&povs 
p.al\l\ov ~vop.<(e ICOJJ.<E'iuOa.< Ka.IC<I,uas Tolls 'A01}va.lovs, &c. 

1 I have already discussed this important passage at some length, in its 
bearing upon the treaty concluded thirty-seven years before this time between 
Athens and Persia. See note to chap. xlv. vol. v. of this History. 

3 Thucyd. viii. 29. Kal p.1Jvos p.€v Tporpfw, lJJu?l'ep u1J'fUT1J ~" 'Tp Aa· 
ICEOa.lp.oJI<, ~s opaxp.1w 'A'TI"IIC~V ~IC&.U'T'f .r&ua<s Tats va.vul odowiCE, 'TOV Of 
l\oc.rov xp&vov ~{Jool\ero Tp<<I,f3o'A.ov o<o&vat, &c. 

4 The satrapy of Tissaphernes ex~nded as far north as Antandrus and 
dramyttium (Thucyd. viii. 108). 
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Propontis to the north-east corner of the Elreatic Gulf. Eager 
to have the assistance of a Lacedremonian fleet in order to 
detach the Hellespontine Greeks from Athens, and realise the 
tribute required by the court of Susa, Pharnabazus was at the 
same time desirous of forestalling Tissaphernes as the medium 
of alliance between Sparta and the Great King. The two 
missions having thus arrived simultaneously at Sparta, a strong 
competition arose between them-one striving to attract thr 
projected expedition to Chios, the other to the Hellespont : 1 

for which latter purpose, Kalligeitus had brought twenty-five 
talents, which he tendered as a first payment in part. 

From all quarters, new enemies were thus springing up against 
Athens in the hour of her distress, so that the Lacedremonians 
had only to choose which they would prefer; a choice in which 
they were much guided by the exile Alkibiades. It so happened 
that his family friend Endius was at this moment one of the 
Board of Ephors; while his personal enemy King Agis, with 
whose wife Timrea he carried on an intrigue,2 was absent in 

mand at Dekeleia. Knowing well the great power and 
rtance of Chios, Alkibiades strenuously exhorted the 

.~ tan authorities to devote their first attention to that island. 
,",;~· .. *-' Perirekus named Phrynis, being sent thither to examine 
·· •{\lf\.vhether the resources alleged by the envoys were really forth
::\:,_i"coming, brought back a satisfactory report, that the Chian fleet 
, f.J'!Ias not less than sixty triremes strong : upon which the 
,!,:,'{;/f:acedremonians concluded an alliance with Chios and Erythrre, 
; ,r;.~aging to send a fleet of forty sail to their aid. Ten of thes' 
~Vl t~iremes, now ready in the Lacedremonian ports (probably a; 
l ~~ium), were directed immediately to sail to Chios, under th,: 
Jl ~d~~ral Melanchridas. It seems to have been now midwinte1 
:,:.): -but Alkibiades, and still more the Chian envoys, insisted on 
: \;, \}he necessity of prompt action, for fear that the Athenians 
~ ·~ spould detect the intrigue. However, an earthquake just then 
'>~'!: ('intervening, was construed by the Spartans as a mark of divine 
\?'" displeasure, so that they would not persist in sending either the 

same commander or the same ships. Chalkideus was named to 
supersede Melanchridas ; while five new ships were directed to 
be equipped, so as to be ready to sail in the early spring along 
with the larger fleet from Corinth.s 

As soon as spring arrived, three Spartan commissioners were 

1 Thucyd. viii. 6. 
2 Thucyd. viii. 6-12; Plutarch, Alkibiad. 

Alkibiad. c. 3· • 
a Thucyd. viii. 6. 

c. 23, 24; Cornelius Nepos. 

j 
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;ent to Corinth (in compliance with the pressing instances of 
:he Chian envoys) to transport across the isthmus from the 
:=:orinthian to the Saronic Gulf, the thirty-nine triremes now in 
:he Corinthian port of Lech<eum. It was at first proposed to 
lend off all, at one and the same time, to Chios-even those a 
which Agis had been equipping for the assistance of Lesbos ; .1' 
l.lthough Kalligeitus declined any concern with Chios, and~'"\'~ 
refused to contribute for this purpose any of the money which;\ 
b.e had brought. A general synod of deputies from the alliest;J.Y !I(.C 
was held at Cor~nth, wherein it was determined, with. the con-\1. ~ 
currence of Agts, to despatch the fleet first to Chtos under V{~,~· 
Chalkideus-next, to Lesbos under Alkamenes-lastly, to the ("((.,•· 
Hellespont, under Klearchus. But it was judged expedient to rJ" . 
divide the fleet, and bring across twenty-one triremes out of the,~· > 
thirty-nine, so as to distract the attention of Athens, and divide ?' ·r 
her means of resistance. So low was the estimate formed of "fo"' · 
these means, that the Laced:oemonians did not scruple to 
despatch their expedition openly from the Saronic Gulf, where 
the Athenians would have full knowledge both of its numbers 
and of its movements.1 ~ ~ 

Hardly had the twenty-one triremes, however, been brough~ll
across to Kenchre<e, when a fresh obstacle arose to delay their t~ 
departure. The Isthmian festival, celebrated every alternate 't~.r 
year, and kept especially holy by the Corinthians, was just'~ 

tproaching. They would not consent to begin any military I~J 
l'erations until it was concluded, though Agis tried to elude~if· 
1eir scruples by offering to adopt the intended expedition as.t..t.: , 
.s own. It was during the delay which thus ensued that the Jr", 
thenians were first led to conceive suspicions about Chios, (),.... 
p.ither they despatched Aristokrates, one of the generals of the pV 

'he Chian authorities strenuously denied all projects of ~~ · 
md being required by Aristokrates to furnish some "'(; 
· ~f their good faith, sent back along with him seven tr· 

'the aid of Athens. It was much against their own 
.-rtey were compelled thus to act. But being aware that 
.n people were in general averse to the idea of revolting 

IF' ruhens, they did not feel confidence enough to proclaim 
ieir secret designs without some manifestation of support from 
eloponnesus, which had been so much delayed that they knew 
ot when it would arrive. The Athenians, in their present 
ate of weakness, perhaps thought it prudent to accept 

r'icient assurances, for fear of driving this powerful island 
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which they were invited along with other Greeks-they dis.! 
covered further evidences of the plot which was going on, and 
resolved to keep strict watch on the motions of the fleet now 
assembled at Kenchrere, suspecting that this squadron was 
in~ed to second the revolting party in Chios.1 

~1~hortly after the Isthmian festival, the squadron actually 
started from Kenchrere to Chios, under Alkamenes ; but an 

, :'" · equal number of Athenian ships watched them as they saile~ 
along the shore, and tried to tempt them farther out to sea 

.'with a view to fight them. Alkamenes however, desirous o 
.,;,avoiding a battle, thought it best to return back; upon which 

v vJ'l\"'e Athenians also returned to Peirreus, mistrusting the fidelity 
· · of the seven Chian triremes which formed part of their fleet. 
· . "'~~ppearing presently with a larger squadron of 37 triremes, 
:.':,,.Ailey pursued Alkamenes (who had again begun his voyage 
·(· ' along the shore southward) and attacked him near the unir 
' habited harbour called Peirreum, on the frontiers of Corinth an\ 

-... 

Epidaurus. They here gained a victory, captured one of his 
ships, and damaged or disabled most of the remainder. Alka
menes himself was slain, and the ships were run ashore, where 
on the morrow the Peloponnesian land-force arrived in sufficient 
numbers to defend them. So inconvenient, however, was theii 
station on this desert spot, that they at first determined to burn 
the vessels and depart. It was not without difficulty that,. the\ 
were induced, partly by the instances of King Agis, to E; j 

1 Thucyd. viii. 10. 'Ev a< TDIJ'rtp .,.q, ~ICT9,uta ~-ylveTD' !Cal ol 'A9rfVciiot ( ~;);, 
-yb,8710'av -ydp) ~e.cfJpovv ~s airrc:l.· ""l ICaTc:l.li71ll.a ,uiill.ll.ov auTols T<l TWV xi:f 
<<t>dv11. ~· 

The language of Thucydid~s in this passage deserves notice. T 
Athenians were now at enmity with Corinth : it was therefore remarkar 
and contrary to what would be expected among Greeks, that they shoulc 
present with their Thel'lry or solemn sacrifice at the Isthmian fest· 
Accordingly Thucydid~s, when he mentions that they went thither, 
it rig~t t.o add the explanat.ion-i11'71"f"ftill.0'!0'av -ydp-;-" f 
been mv1ted "-"for the festival truce had been formally s1gr -: 
That the heralds who proclaimed the truce should come an<'.. • ~ 
a state in hostility with Corinth, was something unusual, an ~.._ 
special notice: otherwise, Thucydid~s would never have thought 1 \ 

while to mention the proclamation-it being the uniform practice. '\_ 
We mt1st recollect that this was the first Isthmian festival which < ~ 

taken place since the resumption of the war between Athens and the Pe. ~ 
ponnesian alliance. The habit of leaving out Athens from the Corinthia( 
herald's proclamation had not yet been renewed. In regard to the Isthmia/ 
festival, there was probably greater reluctance to leave her out, because tvh: 
festival was in its origin half Athenian-said to have been established, 
revived after interruption, by Theseus ; and the Athenian Thel'lry enjoye 
1rpo•lip£a or privileged place at the games (Plutarch, Tr~ Ar. 
ment. ad Pindar. Isthm. Schol.). 
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, the ships until an opportunity could be found for eluding the 
blockading Athenian fleet ; a part of which still kept watch 
off the shore, while the rest were stationed at a neighbouring 
islet.1 · 

The Spartan Ephors had directed Alkamenes, at the moment• J 
of his departure from Kenchrere, to despatch a messenger to~ 
Sparta, in order that the five triremes under Chalkideus and~')~ 

,Alkibiades might leave Laconia at the same moment. And W 
these latter appear to have been actually under way, when a f NV" 
second messenger brought the news of the defeat and death of'l'~; • 
Alkamenes at Peirreum. Besides the discouragement arising 
from such a check at the outset of their plans against Ionia, ~.J 
the Ephors thought it impossible to begin operations with so ~ 
small a squadron as five triremes, so that the departure of J.~ 
Chalkideus was for the present countermanded. This resolu- ~ 
tion, perfectly natural to adopt, was only reversed at the ~!\."' 
'trenuous instance of the Athenian exile Alkibiades, who urged C"' 
them to permit Chalkideus and himself to start forthwith. (,1.14 
Small as the squadron was, yet as it would reach Chios before 
the defeat at Peirreum became public, it might be passed off 
as the precursor of the main fleet; while he (Alkibiades) 
pledged himself to procure the revolt of Chios and the other 
Ionic cities, through his personal connexion with the leading 
men-who would repose confidence in his assurances of the 
at' · ~ssness of Athens, as well as of the thorough determination 
op ·parta to stand by them. To these arguments, Alkibiades 
',~uded an appeal to the personal vanity of Endius; whom he 
1~tigated to assume for himself the glory of liberating Ionia as 

t.ell as of first commencing the Persian alliance, instead of 
w.wing this enterprise to King Agis. 2 ,~,. 
ye,By these arguments,-assisted doubtless by his personal l'r\c 
rev• '~nee, since his advice respecting Gylippus and respecting o-~: 
evid.eu.:-:. 2·1.d turned out so successful-Alkibiades obtained f\\t~ 
triremes to of the Spartan Ephors, and sailed along with '# 
will that th. 1h the five triremes to Chios. Nothing less than , 1 

the Ch.5 .. 6 y and ascendency could have extorted, from men both ~ 
froTY .. ad backward, a determination apparently so rash, yet in G• 
tl- .e of such appearance, admirably conceived, and of the \. ·· 
'.ghest importance. Had the Chians waited for the fleet now 
blocked up at Peirreum, their revolt would at least have been 
long delayed, and perhaps might not have occurred at all : the 
3.ccomplishment of that revolt by the little squadron of Alki
biades was the :proximate caus~ of all the Spartan successes in 

' "' · '. viii. 11. 2 Thucyd. viii. 12. 
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Ionia, and was ultimately the means even of disengaging the 
fleet at Peineum, by distracting the attention of Athen-s. So 
well did this unprincipled exile, while playing the game of 
Sparta, know where to inflict the dangerous wounds upon his 

•<::ountry! 
r. There was indeed little danger in crossing the lEgean to 

.. ~nia, with ever so small a squadron; for Athens in her present 
. , ~stitute condition had no fleet there, and although Strombi
, .. chides was detached with eight triremes from the blockading 
, .. · ~et off Peirreum, to pursue Chalkideus and Alkibiades as soon 
!- ~'S their departure was known, he was far behind them, and 
.. lsoon returned without success. To keep their voyage secret, 
·, ·they detained the boats and vessels which they met, and did 

\ r:not liberate them until they reached Korykus in Asia Minor, 
.. the mountainous land southward of Erythrre. They were here 
v visited by their leading partisans from Chios, who urged them 

~o sail thither at once before their arrival could be proclaimed . 
. ~. Accordingly they reached the town of Chios (on the eastern 

coast of the island, immediately opposite to Erythrre on the 
continent) to the astonishment and dismay of every one, except 
the oligarchical plotters who had invited them. By the con
trivance of these latter, the Council was found just assembling, 
so that Alkibiades was admitted without delay, and invited 
to state his case. Suppressing all mention of the defeat at 
Peirreum, he represented his squadron as the foremost of a 
large Lacedremonian fleet actually at sea and approaching
and affirmed Athens to be now helpless by sea as well as by 
land, incapable of maintaining any further hold upon her allies. 
Under these impressions, and while the population were yet 
under their first impulse of surprise and alarm, the oligarchical 
Council took the resolution of revolting. The example was 
followed by Erythrre, and soon afterwards by Klazomenre, 
determined by three triremes from Chios. The Klazomenians 
had hitherto dwelt upon an islet close to the continent; on 
which latter, however, a portion of their town (called Polichne) 
was situated, which they now resolved, in anticipation of attack 
from Athens, to fortify as their main residence. Both the 
Chians and Erythrreans also actively employed themselves in 
fortifying their towns and preparing for war.1 

In reviewing this account of the revolt of Chios, we find 
occasion to repeat remarks already suggested by previous 
revolts of other allies of Athens-Lesbos, Akanthus, Torone, 
Mende, Amphipolis, &c. Con~rary to what is commonly , 

1 Thucyd. viii. 14. 
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: intimated by historians, we may observe, first, that Athens did 
not systematically interfere to impose her own democratical~ 
government upon her allies-next, that the empire of Athen$, j 
though upheld mainly by an established belief in her superior \--P 
force, wa~ nevertheless by no means odious, nor the prop~sitionY,. 
of revoltmg from her acceptable, to the general population of ;~ 
her allies. She had at this moment no force in Ionia ; and -.,fi 
the oligarchical government of Chios, wishing to revolt, was .~ 
only prevented from openly declaring its intention by the e:~:, 
reluctance of its own population-a reluctance which it over- V 
carne partly by surprise arising from the sudden arrival of~ 'I 
Alkibiades and Chalkideus, partly by the fallacious assurance ;,. } 
of a still greater Peloponnesian force approaching,! Nor would \:,. 
the Chian oligarchy themselves have determined to revolt, had ·· 
they not been persuaded that such was now the safer course, 
inasmuch as Athens was ruined, and her power to protect, not 
less than her power to oppress, at an end. 2 The envoys of 
Tissaphernes had accompanied those of Chios to Sparta, so 
that the Chian government saw plainly that the misfortunes of 
Athens had only the effect of reviving the aggressions and 
pretensions of their former foreign master, against whom Athens 
had protected them for the last fifty years. We may well doubt 
therefore whether this prudent government looked upon the 
change as on the whole advantageous. But they had no motive 
to stand by Athens in her misfortunes, and good policy seemed 
now to advise a timely union with Sparta as the preponderant 
force. The sentiment entertained towards Athens by her allies 
(as I have before observed) was more negative than positive. 
It was favourable rather than otherwise, in the minds of the 
general population, to whom she caused little actual hardship 
or oppression; but averse, to a certain extent, in the minds 
of their leading men-since she wounded their dignity, and 

1 Thucyd. viii. 9· At•rzov li' l')',PE'T"O Tijs a?I"OU'T"OAijS 'T"WP vefiw, 0 I p. h 
?l"oi\i\ol 'T"wP Xlwv obt< dliO'T"ES 7"cl '11"pauuop.eva, o/ li' oi'.[')'OI ~vv
EtliOTEs, .,.& .,.. '11"i'.ij8os ob {Jovi\op.evol '~~""' 'll"oi'.tp.<ov lfx•<v, .,.p[v .,., 
t<al lu~vp~v r.&{Jwrn, Hal ToUs ll<i'.O?roVV'11ulovs obt<'n 7rpouli•xop.evot il~•w, 
3n li<eTptf3ov. 

Aiso viii. 14. '0 li~ 'Ai\t<<f3ul.o'11s t<al !J XaAt<<liEvs ••••• '~~"poEvyyevop.<vo< 
'T"WV ~vp.1rpauu&wrwv Xlwv 'T"t<Tl, t<al I<EAEVOP'T"WP KC<7"ct7rAEtP p.~ 7rpO<t7rOV7"ctS is 
.,.~v .,..&r.tv, cl.cpucvovv"T"a< alcpvllitot To'is Xlots. Kal ol p.h 1ror.r.ol iv 8av
p.a"T"t ~rrav ""l lt<7ri'.fJ~<<' To'is lio br.l')'oiS .rap<Ut<<vau.,.o &u.,.. 
f3ovr.-f)v .,.. 'T"VXELV ~VAAE')'op.iv'11P, t<al "fEPOJL,PWV AO"fWV a?I"O .,.. 'T"OV 'Ai\t<t{3trlliov, 
ws 1lMat .,.. vij•s 1ror.r.al 7rpou.,.r.lovut, ""l .,.a .,...el .,.ijs .,..or.topt<las .,.c;,v iv 
ll<tpalrp vewv ob li'11AWO"rlP'Twv, cl.cplu"T"al''T"at X'iot, /Cal av8ts 'Epv8pa'iot, 'A817valwv. 

2 See the remarkable passage of J"hucyd. viii. 24, about the calculations 
of the Chian government. 
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offended that love of town autonomy which was instinctive in 
t~Grecian political mind. 

'.} he revolt of Chios, speedily proclaimed, filled every man J 
_.d. Athens with dismay. It was the most fearful symptom, as L 
;~ll as the heaviest aggravation, of their fallen condition; 
especially as there was every reason to apprehend that the 
;~xample of this first and greatest among the allies would be 

. ·~o,on followed by the rest. The Athenians had no fleet or 
. ',.ibrce even to attempt its reconquest : but they now felt the 
_)~ full importance of that reserve of zooo talents, which Perikles 
. ~~1'JE..tf!' set aside in th~ first year of t~e war. against the special f 

, ~ergency of a host1le fleet approachmg Petr<eus. The penalty ' 
\1offieath had been decreed against any one who should propose 
Jf.~evote this fund to any other purpose ; and in spite of 

<·::·!Severe financial pressure, it had remained untouched for twenty 
· 1 years. Now, however, though the special contingency foreseen 

.... ,'.Alad not yet arisen, matters were come to such an extremity, 
~'I.. that the only chance of saving the remaining empire was by the 1 
f"' appropriation of this money. An unanimous vote was accord- ' 

ingly passed to abrogate the penal enactment (or standing 
Qfder) against proposing any other mode of appropriation; 
after which the resolution was taken to devote this money to 
present necessities. 1 

By means of this new fund, they were enabled to find pay 
.- a~ equipment for all the triremes ready or nearly ready in 
.,...-m.~ir harbour, and thus to spare a portion from their block
, •• a~~g fleet off Peir<eum; out of which Strombichides with his 
~adron of eight triremes was despatched immediately to 
y;tlonia-followed, after a short interval, by Thrasykles with 
~elve others. At the same time, the seven Chian triremes 
~~hich also formed part of this fleet, were cleared of their 
vt_rews ; among whom such as were slaves were liberated, while 

;t •Ahe freemen were put in custody. Besides fitting out an equal 
!.-"number of fresh ships to keep up the numbers of the block

ading fleet, the Athenians worked with the utmost ardour to 
get ready thirty additional triremes. The extreme exigency of 
the situation, since Chios had revolted, was felt by every one : 
yet with all their efforts, the force which they were enabled 
to send was at first lamentably inadequate. Strombichides, 
arriving at Samos, and finding Chios, Erythr<e, and Klazomen<e r 
already in revolt, reinforced his little squadron with one Samian 
trireme, and sailed to Teos (on the continent, at the southern ~ 
coast of that isthmus, of which J.<-lazomen<e is on the northern) 

1 Thucyd. viii. 15. 
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in hopes of preserving that place. But he had not been long 
there when Chalkideus arrived from Chios with twenty-three 
triremes, all or mostly Chian; while the forces of Erythrre and 
Klazomenre approached by land. Strombichides was obliged 
to make a hasty flight back to Samos, vainly pursued by the 
Chian fleet. Upon this evidence of Athenian weakness, and 
the superiority of the enemy, the Teians admitted into their 
town the land-force without; by the help of which, they now 
demolished the wall formerly built by Athens to protect the 
city against attack from the interior. Some of the troops of 
Tissaphernes lending their aid in the demolition, the town was 
laid altogether open to the satrap ; who moreover came himself r 
shortly afterwards to complete the work.1 ,. .t;.\ 

Having themselves revolted from Athens, the Chian govern:W~ 
ment were prompted by considerations of their own safety to~~ 
instigate revolt in all other Athenian dependencies; and Alkii,V\, 
biades now took advantage of their forwardness in the cause to~ 1 
make an attempt on Miletus. He was eager to acquire this V 
important city, the first among all the continental allies of I'(J 
Athens-by his own resources and those of Chios, before the I} 
fleet could arrive from Peirreum ; in order that the glory of the ~ 
exploit might be ensured to Endius, and not to Agis. Accord- J. 
ingly he and Chalkideus left Chios with a fleet of twenty-five ~Y 
triremes, twenty of them Chian, together with the five which llll 
they themselves had brought from Laconia : these last five -If 
had been re-manned with Chian crews, the Peloponnesian "~ 
crews having been armed as hoplites and left as garrison in the ~· 
island. Conducting his voyage as secretly as possible, he was V! 
fortunate enough to pass unobserved by the Athenian station p 
at Samos,_, w~ere Strombichides hll;d just been reinforced .by ., '11 
Thrasykles w1th the twelve fresh tnremes from the blockadmg \;; 
fleet at Peirreum. Arriving at Miletus, where he possessed 
established connexions among the leading men, and had 
already laid his train, as at Chios, for revolt-Aikibiades pre
vailed on them to break with Athens forthwith : so that when 
Strombichides and Thrasykles, who came in pursuit the moment 
they learnt his movements, approached, they found the port 
shut against them, and were forced to take up a station on the 
neighbouring island of Lade. So anxious were the Chians for 
the success of Alkibiades in this enterprise, that they advanced 
with ten fresh triremes along the Asiatic coast as far as Aurea 
(opposite to Samos ), in order to hear the result and to tender 
aid if required. A message ~om Chalkideus apprised them 

VOL. VII. 
1 Thucyd. viii. 16. 
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394 History of Greece at t he was master of Miletus, and that Amorges (the Persian 
. · ly of Athens, at ~asus) was on his way at the head of an 
~my : upon which they returned to Chios-but were unex

,' "-rectedly seen in the way (off the temple of Zeus, between 
) .. :Le(>edos and Kolophon) and pursued, by sixteen fresh ships 
..-..l'~t arrived from Athens, under the command of Diomedon. 
~"Of the ten Chian triremes, one found refuge at Ephesus, and 
,;:'five at Teos: the remaining four were obliged to run ashore 
w N"'it~d became prizes, though the crews all escaped. In spite of 
f.J:'·j~hs check, however, the Chians had come again with fresh 
('~;)P~ and some land-forces, as soon as the Athenian fleet had 
i"_~dn,e back to Samos-and procured the revolt both of Lebedos 
,.' and Erce from Athens.! 

. It was at Miletus, immediately after the revolt, that the first 
treaty was concluded between Tissaphernes, on behalf of him
self and the Great King-and Chalkideus, for Sparta and 
her allies. Probably the aid of Tissaphernes was considered 
necessary to maintain the town, when the Athenian fleet was 
watching it so closely on the neighbouring island : at least it 
)~ difficult to explain otherwise an agreement so eminently 

\_,..(:lishonourable as well as disadvantageous to the Greeks:-
. · Y;,"'' " The Lacedcemonians and their allies have concluded 
· · ~iance with the Great King and Tissaphernes, on the follow
"4~ing conditions. The king shall possess whatever territory and 
{ ..C·ities he himself had, or his predecessors had before him. 
,._~The king, and the Lacedcemonians with their allies, shall 
1 . ~ointly hinder the Athenians from deriving either money or 

other advantages from all those cities which have hitherto 
furnished to them any such. They shall jointly carry on war 
against the Athenians, and shall not renounce the war against 
them, except by joint consent. Whoever shall revolt from the 
king, shall be treated as an enemy by the Lacedcemonians and 
their allies; whoever shall revolt from the Lacedcemonians, 
shall in like manner be treated as an enemy by the king." 2 

As a first step to the execution of this treaty, Miletus was 
handed over to Tissaphernes, who immediately caused a citadel 
to be erected and placed a garrison within it.3 If fully carried 
out, indeed, the terms of the treaty would have made the Great 
King master not only of all the Asiatic Greeks and all the 
islanders in the JEgean, but also of all Thessaly and Bceotia 
and the full ground which had once been covered by Xerxes.4 

Besides this monstrous stipulation, the treaty further bound the 
1 Thucyd. viii. 17-19. 
s Thucyd. viii. 84-109. 

• 2 Thucyd. viii. 18. 
4 Thucyd. viii. 44· 
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Lacedremonians to aid the king in keeping enslaved any Greeks 
who might be under his dominion. Nor did it, on the other 
hand, secure to them any pecuniary aid from him for the pay
ment of their armament-which was their great motive for 
courting his alliance. We shall find the Lacedremonian author
ities themselves hereafter refusing to ratify the treaty, on the 
ground of its exorbitant concessions. But it stands as a 
melancholy evidence of the new source of mischief now open
ing upon the Asiatic and insular Greeks, the moment that the 
empire of Athens was broken up-the revived pretensions of 
their ancient lord and master; whom nothing had hitherto 
kept in check, for the last fifty years, except Athens, first as 
representative and executive agent, next as successor and mis
tress of the confederacy of Delos. We thus see against what 
evils Athens had hitherto protected them : we shall presently 
see, what is partially disclosed in this very treaty, the manner 
in which Sparta realised her promise of conferring autonomy 
on each separate Grecian state. r. 

The great stress of the war had now been transferred to '' 
Ionia and the Asiatic side of the JEgean sea. The enemies of(.~ 
Athens had anticipated that her entire empire in that quarter A 
would fall an easy prey: yet in spite of two such serious de- ·a 
fections as Chios and Miletus, she showed an unexpected. { 
energy in keeping hold of the remainder. Her great and t..J 
capital station, from the present time to the end of the war,-~ 
was Samos ; and a revolution which now happened, ensuring'l-, 
the fidelity of that island to her alliance, was a condition indis/U' 
pensable to her power C?f maintaining the struggle in Ionia. ~. 

We have heard nothmg about Samos throughout the whole · 
war, since its reconquest by the Athenians after the revolt of 
440 B.c. : but we now find it under the government of an 
oligarchy called the Geomori (the proprietors of land)-as at 
Syracuse before the rule of Gelon. It cannot be doubted that 
these Geomori were disposed to follow the example of the 
Chian oligarchy, and revolt from Athens ; while the people at 
Samos, as at Chios, were averse to such a change. Under this 
state of circumstances, the Chian oligarchy had themselves 
conspired with Sparta, to trick and constrain their Demos by 
surprise into revolt, through the aid of five Peloponnesian 
ships. The like would have happened at Samos, had the 
people remained quiet. But they profited by the recent warn
ing, forestalled the designs of their oligarchy, and rose in insur
rection, with the help of three Athenian triremes which then 
chanced to be in the port. •The oligarchy were completely 
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History of Greece 
defeated, but not without a violent and bloody struggle; two 
hundred of them being slain, and four hundred banished. 
This revolution secured (and probably nothing less than a 
democratical revolution could have secured, under the existing 
state of Hellenic affairs) the adherence of Samos to the 
Athenians ; who immediately recJgnised the new democracy, 
and granted to it the privilege of an equal and autonomous 
ally. The Samian people confiscated and divided among 
themselves the property of such of the Ge6mori as were slain 
or banished: 1 the survivors were deprived of all political 
privileges, and the other citizens (the Demos) were forbidden 
to intermarry with them. 2 We may fairly suspect that this 

1 Thucyd. viii. 2I. 'E')'IVETO 0~ ICaTh .-bv xpovov TOVTOV IC<tl "' ~v "ldl"l' 
E1ravcl.uTa.trts V1rO ToV Of}p.ov T.o'is Ouva:To'is, p.eTtt JA67]vala1J', ot 
lTvXOV lv Tpurl vav<Tl 7rapOV7"Er. KallJ o'ijpos lJ "lap(wv is otaiCo<T(ovs plv TWas 
ToVs 1rdwras TiiJJI OvvaTWv lt:rriKTEUie, TE'rpa.tcoulovs 0€ <Pvrfi (1Jp.ufHtO.VTEs, «al 
avTol T~V ')"iiv auTWV !Cal olK(as VEtpdp.evot, 'A61)va(wv TE <Ttp[<TtV auTOVOJ.<(av 
J.tETtt TavTa ws {3 E {3 a ( o t s 1) o 1Jt/t11<P<<Taplvwv, .-a /l.ot7rd. o«pKovv .-~v '71"0/l.w, Kal 

TOLS ')'EWJ.<OpOtS J.<ETEO[ooO"aV oliTE lf/1./l.ov OU~EVOS, oliTE lKOOVVat ova' a')'a')'f0"6at 
7rap' lKElvwv ouo' ls lKelvovs ouoevl r .. , TOV OfJJ.<OV l~'ijv. 

2 Thucyd. viii. zr. The dispositions and plans of the "higher people" 
at Samos, to call in the Peloponnesians and revolt from Athens, are fully 
admitted even by Mr. Mitford; and implied by Dr. Thirlwall, who argues 
that the government of Samos cannot have been oligarchical, because, if it 
had been so, the island would already have revolted from Athens to the 
Peloponnesians. 

Mr. Mitford says (ch. xix. sect. iii. vol. iv. p. 191)-" Meanwhile the 
body of the higher people at Samos, more depressed than all others since 
their reduction on their former revolt, were proposing to seize the opportunity 
that seemed to o!ftr through the prevalence of the Peloponnesian arms, of mend
ing their condition. The lower people, having inte!Hgence of thdr design, 
rose upon them, and with the assistance of the crews of three Athenian ships 
then at Sam6s, overpowered them," &c. &c. &c. 

" The massacre and robbery were rewarded by a decree of the Athenian 
people, granting to the perpetrators the independent administration of the 
affairs of their island ; which since the last rebellion had been kept under 
the immediate control of the Athenian government." 

To call this a massacre is perversion of language, It was an insurrection 
and intestine conflict, in which the "higher people" were vanquished, but 
of which they also were the beginners, by their conspiracy (which Mr. 
Mitford himself admits as a fact) to introduce a foreign enemy into the 
island. Does he imagine that the " lower people " were bound to sit still 
and see this done? And what means had they of preventing it, except by 
insurrection? which inevitably became bloody, because the "higher people" 
were a strong party, in possession of the powers of government, with great 
means of resistance. The loss on the part of the assailants is not made 
known to us, nor indeed the loss in so far as it fell on the followers of the 
Ge6mori. Thucydides specifies only the number of the Gebmori them
selves, who were persons of individual importance. 

I do not clearly understand what i~a Mr. Mitford forms to himself of 
the government of Samos at this time. He seems t0 ~onceive it as demo-
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latter prohibition was only the retaliation of a similar exclusion, 
which the oligarchy, when in power, had enforced to maintain 

cratical, yet under great immediate control from Athens-and that it kept 
the " higher people " in a state of severe depression, from which they sought 
to relieve themselves by the aid of the Peloponnesian arms. 

But if he means by the expression "under the immediate control of the 
Athenian government," that there was any Athenian governor or garrison 
at Samos, the account here given by Thucydides distinctly refutes him. 
The conflict was between two intestine parties, "the higher people and the 
lower people." The only Athenians who took part in it were the crews of 
three triremes, and even they were thereby accident (oll .. vxo>' 'll"ap&vr•s), 
not as a regular garrison. Samos was under an indigenous government ; but 
it was a subject and tributary ally of Athens, like all the other allies, with 
the exception of Chios and Methymna (Thucyd. vi. 85). After this revolu
tion, the Athenians raised it to the rank of an autonomous ally-which 
Mr. Mitford is pleased to call "rewarding massacre and robbery;" in the 
language of a party orator rather than of an historian. 

But was the government of Samos, immediately before this intestine con
test, oligarchical or democratical? The language of Thucydides carries to 
my mind a full conviction that it was oligarchical-under an exclusive aris
tocracy called the Ge6mori. Dr. Thirlwall however (whose candid and 
equitable narrative of this event forms a striking contrast to that of Mr. 
Mitford) is of a different opinion. He thinks it certain that a democratical 
government had been established at Samos by the Athenians, when it was 
reconquered by them (B.c. 440) after its revolt. That the government con
tinued democratical during the first years of the Peloponnesian war, he 
conceives to be proved by the hostility of the Samian exiles at Anrea, whom 
he looks upon as oligarchical refugees. And though not agreeing in Mr. 
Mitford's view of the peculiarly depressed condition of the "higher people" 
at Samos at this later time, he nevertheless thinks that they were not actually 
in possession of the government. "Still (he says) as the island gradually 
recovered its prosperity, the privileged class seems also to have looked 
upward, perhaps contrived to regain a part of the substance of power under 
different forms, and probably betrayed a strong inclination to revive its 
ancient pretensions on the first opportunity. Tltat it had not yet advanced 
beyond this point, may be .-egarded as certain; because otherwise Samos 
would have been among the foremost to revolt from Athens: and on the 
other hand, it is no less clear, that the state of parties there was such as to 
excite a high degree of mutual jealousy, and great alarm in the Athenians, 
to whom the loss of the island at this juncture would have been almost 
irreparable" (Hist. Gr. ch. xxvii. vol. iii. p. 477, 2nd edit.). Manso 
(Sparta, book iv. vol. ii. p. 266) is of the same opinion. 

Surely the conclusion which Dr. Thirlwall here announces as certain, 
cannot be held to rest on adequate premises. Admitting that there was an 
oligarchy in power at Samos, it is perfectly possible to explain why this 
oligarchy had not yet carried into act its disposition to revolt from Athens. 
We see that none of the allies of Athens-not even Chios, the most power
ful of all-revolted without the extraneous pressure and encouragement of 
a foreign fleet. Alkibiades, after securing Chios, considered Miletus to be 
next in order of importance, and had moreover peculiar connexions with 
the leading men there (viii. 17) ; so that he went next to detach that place 
from Athens. Miletus, being on the continent, placed him in immediate 
communication with Tissaphernes, ,.or which reason he might naturally 
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the purity of their own blood. What they had enacted as a 
privilege was now thrown back upon them as an insult. 

deem it of importance superior even to Samos in his plans. Moreover, not 
only no foreign fleet had yet reached Samos, but several Athenian ships had 
arrived there : for Strombichid~s, having come across the Ai:gean too late 
to save Chios, made Samos a sort of central station (viii. 16). These cir
cumstances, combined with the known reluctance of the Samian Demos or 
commonalty, are surely sufficient to explain why the Samian oligarchy had 
not yet consummated its designs to revolt. And hence the fact, that no 
revolt had yet taken place, cannot be held to warrant Dr. Thirlwall's 
inference, that the government was 1zot oligarchical. 

We have no information how or when the oligarchical government at 
Samos got up. That the Samian refugees at Aurea, so actively hostile to 
Samos and Athens during the first ten years of the Peloponnesian war, were 
oligarchical exiles acting against a democratical government at Samos (iv. 
7 5), is not in itself improbable ; yet it is not positively stated. The govern
ment of Samos might have been, even at that time, oligarchical ; yet, if it 
acted in the Athenian interest, there would doubtless be a body of exiles 
watching for opportunities of injuring it, by aid of the enemies of Athens. 

Moreover, it seems to me, that if we read and put together the passages 
of Thucydid~s, viii. 21, 63, 73, it is impossible without the greatest violence 
to put any other sense upon them, except as meaning that the government 
of Samos was now in the hands of the oligarchy or Ge6mori, and that the 
Demos rose in insurrection against them, with ultimate triumph. The 
natural sense of the words t'll"a;vclu'T«<Tts, E'li"«Vl<T'T«!-'«<, is that of insurrection 
against an established government: it does not mean "a violent attack by 
one party upon another" -still less does it mean, "an attack made by a 
party in possession of the government ; " which nevertheless it ought to 
mean, if Dr. Thirlwall be correct in supposing that the Samian government 
was now democratical. Thus we have, in the description of the Samian 
revolt from Athens-Thucyd. i. IIS (after Thucydid~s has stated that the 
Athenians established a democratical government, he next says that the 
Samian exiles presently came over with a mercenary force)-K«l 'll"pw'Tov 1-'EV 
'Tqi 5-hwl' E'li"«V~IT'T'1/<T«v, K«l EKpcl'T'1/<T«V Twv 'li"Ml<TTwv, &c. Again, v. 
23-about the apprehended insurrection of the Helots against the Spartans 
-'flv a€ .q liov}..ela; E'li"II;VI<T'T?i'T«I: compareXenoph. Hellen. v. 4.19; Plato, 
Republ. iv. 18, p. 444; Herodot. iii. 39-120. So also livv«Tol is among 
the words which Thucydides uses for an oligarchical party, either in govern
ment or in what may be called opposition (i. 24 ; v. 4). But it is not 
conceivable to me that Thucydides would have employed the words .q 
~ ... a;vclu'T«CTIS ~ ... b 'TOV a.f,,..ov 'TOtS 5uva;'Toi's-if the Demos had at that time 
been actually in the government. 

Again, viii. 63, he says, that the Athenian oligarchical party under Pei
sander a.V-rCiw -rWv 'lap.!wv 7rpoVTpEt/ta.v-ro -roils 5vva.ToVs &cr-re 1TetpCur8at p.e-rO. 
ucpidv Oi\t'Ya.PX7J91jvat, ~eal1rep ~?ra.vact-r&.v'Tas a.V-roVs &.AA..f,A.ots Yva p.TJ 
o}.., 'Y a; p x w v'T a;'· Here the motive of the previous ~ ... a;vclu'T«<Tts is clearly 
noted-it was in order that they might not be under a1t oligarchical govern
ment: for I agree with Kriiger (in opposition to Dr. Thirlwall), that this 
is the clear meaning of the words, and that the use of the present tense 
prevents our construing it, "in order that their democratical government 
might not be subverted, and an oligarchy put upon them "-which ought to 
be the sense, if Dr. Thirlwall's view were just. 

Lastly, viii. 73, we have ol 'Yap To:• Twv l«,..iwv i'li"«V«<TTclvTu 
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On the other hand, the Athenian blockading fleet was sur

prised and defeated, with the loss of four triremes, by the Pelo
ponnesian fleet at Peirreum, which was thus enabled to get to 
Kenchrere, and to refit in order that it might be sent to Ionia. 
The sixteen Peloponnesian ships which had fought at Syracuse 
had already come back to Lechreum, in spite of the obstruc
tions thrown in their way by the Athenian squadron under 
Hippokles at Naupaktus.1 The Lacedremonian admiral Asty
ochus was sent to Kenchrere to take the command and proceed 
to Ionia as admiral in chief: but it was some time before he 
could depart for Chios, whither he arrived with only four 
triremes, followed by six more afterwards.2 

Before he reached that island, however, the Chians, zealous 
in the new part which they had taken up, and interested for 
their own safety in multiplying defections from Athens, had 
themselves undertaken the prosecution of the plans concerted 
by Agis and the Lacedremonians at Corinth. They originated 

T 0 t S 8 V P"T Ot S "" l /i PTE S 8 ij /'0 s, fJ. ET"/3 "A A OfJ.E VO I "li81s-i-y.fvoPTO 
TE is TP'""OO'lovs ~VVlllfJ.OT"'• ""l (p.<AAOP TOtS liAAOIS clis li 1, p. 't' li v Tl itr~81,tre
<T8"'· Surely these words-ol l.,.."''"UTavTes Tots livv"Tots ""l liv-res 8;JI'os
" those who having risen in arms against the wealthy and powerful, were now a 
Demos or a democracy" -must imply that the persons against whom a rising 
had taken place had hen a governing oligarchy. Surely also, the words 
p.eT"/3"AAOp.evo• .. -oe .. , can mean nothing else except to point out the strange 
antithesis between the conduct of these same men at two different epochs 
not far distant from each other. On the first occasion, they rose up against 
an established oligarchical government, and constituted a democratical 
government. On the second occasion, they rose up in conspiracy against 
this very democratical government, in order to subvert it, and constitute 
themselves an oligarchy in its place. If we suppose that on the first occa
sion, the established government was already democratical, and that the 
persons here mentioned were not conspirators against an established oligar
chy, but merely persons making use of the powers of a democratical govern
ment to do violence to rich citizens-all this antithesis completely vanishes. 

On the whole, I feel satisfied that the government of Samos, at the time 
when Chios revolted from Athens, was oligarchical like that of Chios itself. 
Nor do I see any difficulty in believing this to be the fact, though I cannot 
state when and how the oligarchy became established there. So long as the 
island performed its duty as a subject-ally, Athens did not interfere with the 
form of its government. And she was least of all likely to interfere, during 
the seven years of peace intervening between the years 421-4I4J!.C. There 
was nothing then to excite her apprehensions. The degree to which Athens 
intermeddled generally with the internal affairs of her subject-allies, seems 
to me to have been much exaggerated. 

The Samian oligarchy or Gei\mori, dispossessed of the government on this 
occasion, were restored by Lysander, after his victorious close of the Pelo
ponnesian war-Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 3, 6-where they are called ol &pX"to• 
1rOA'iTa.!, 

1 Thucyd. viii. I 3· • 2 Thucyd. viii. 20-23. 
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an expedition of their own, with thirteen triremes under a 
Lacedremonian Pericekus named Deiniadas, to procure the 
revolt of Lesbos ; with the view, if successful, of proceeding 
afterwards to do the same among the Hellespontine dependen
cies of Athens. A land-force under the Spartan Eualas, partly 
Peloponnesian, partly Asiatic, marched along the coast of the 
mainland northward towards Kyme, to co-operate in both these 
objects. Lesbos was at this time divided into at least five 
separate city-governments-Methymna at the north of the 
island, Mitylene towards the south-east, Antissa, Eresus and 
Pyrrha on the west. Whether these governments were oligar
chical or democratical, we do not know ; but the Athenian 
kleruchs who had been sent to Mitylene after its revolt sixteen 
years before, must have long ago disappeared.1 The Chian 
fleet first went to Methymna and procured the revolt of that 
place, where four triremes were left in guard, while the remain
ing nine sailed forward to Mitylene, and succeeded in obtaining 
thi!t important town also. 2 

• j.,I\.Jl"heir proceedings however were not unwatched by the 
'i.:\rAthenian fleet at Samos. Unable to recover possession of 
~eos, Diomedon had been obliged to content himself with 
\,.curing neutrality from that town, and admission for the 
:l":ir.*ssels of Athens as well as of her enemies : he had moreover 
\1 ·fa.iled in an attack upon Erre.8 But he had since been 
_v,'Strengthened partly by the democratical revolution at Samos, 
.y- partly by the arrival of Leon with ten additional triremes from 

Athens : so that these two commanders were now enabled to 
sail, with twenty-five triremes, to the relief of Lesbos. Reach
ing Mitylene {the largest town in that island) very shortly after 
its revolt, they sailed straight into the harbour when no one 
expected them, seized the nine Chian ships with little resist
ance, and after a successful battle on shore, regained possession 
of the city. The Lacedremonian admiral Astyochus-who had 
only been three days arrived at Chios from Kenchrere with his 
four triremes-saw the Athenian fleet pass through the channel 
between Chios and the mainland, on its way to Lesbos; and 
immediately on the same evening followed it to that island, to 
lend what aid he could, with one Chian trireme added to his 
own four, and some hoplites on board. He sailed first to 
Pyrrha, and on the next day to Eresus, on the west side of the 
island, where he first learnt the recapture of Mitylene by the 
Athenians. He was here also joined by three out of the four 

1 See vol. vi. of this History, ch. I. • 
2 Thucyd. viii. 22. s Thucyd. viii. 20. 
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Chian triremes which had been left to defend that place, and~ 
which had been driven away, with the loss of one of their num- fJ' 
ber, by a portion of the Athenian fleet pushing on thither from j{' 
Mitylene. Astyochus prevailed on Eresus to revolt from Athens, iJ' 
and having armed the population, sent them by land together,~ 
with his own hoplites under Eteonikus to Methymna, in hopes (f'l 
of preserving that place-whither he also proceeded with his y 
fleet along the coast. But in spite of all his endeavours, ... 
J\Iethymna as well as Eresus and all Lesbos was recovered by .~ 
the Athenians, while he himself was obliged to return with his ~ 
force to Chios. The land troops which had marched along thet11f' 
mainland, with a view to further operations at the fl.ellespont, 
were carried back to Chios and to their respective homes.! 

The recovery of Lesbos, which the Athenians now placed in 
a better posture of defence, was of great importance in itself, 
and arrested for the moment all operations against them at the 
Hellespont. Their fleet from Lesbos was first employed in 
the recovery of Klazomeme, which they again carried back to 
its original islet near the shore-the new town on the main
land, called Polichna, though in course of being built, being 
not yet sufficiently fortified to defend itself. The leading anti
Athenians in the town made their escape, and went farther up 
the country to DaphnO.s. Animated by such additional suc
cess-as well as by a victory which the Athenians, who were 
blockading Miletus, gained over Chalkideus, wherein that 
officer was slain-Leon and Diomedon thought themselves in 
a condition to begin aggressive measures against Chios, now • 
their most active enemy in Ionia. Their fleet of twenty-five 
sail was well equipped with Epibatre; who, though under ordi
nary circumstances they were Thetes armed at the public cost, 
yet in the present stress of affairs were impressed from the 
superior hoplites in the city muster-roll.2 They occupied the 
little islets called CEnussre, near Chios on the north-east-as 
well as the forts of Sidussa and Pteleus in the territory of 

1 Thucyd. viii. 23. a'lr<ICOf'!CT81J 0~ ml.ll.w /C(/.Ti'J. 7r6li.ELS /Cal b a 7r 0 T & " 
v.&v 'IrE ~6s, tis l1rl rov 'El\71.-hlf'lrOVTov lf<hli.1JlfEv UvaL. 

Dr. Arnold and Goller suppose that these soldiers had been carried over 
to Lesbos to co-operate in detaching the island from the Athenians. But 
this is not implied in the narrative. The land-force marched along by land 
towards Klazomenre and Kymt'! (b 1re~s II.~ ITell.o7roVV1Jtriwv r• rwv 1rap6PTw>· 
1<a.l rwv ain-o6ev ~Vf'f'&.xwv ... appet ~~ Kll.a~of<evwv r• J<al KOILTJ•). Thucy
did~s does not say that they ever crossed to Lesbos: they remained near 
Kym~ prepared to march forward, after that island should have been 
conquered, to the Hellespont. 

• Thucyd. viii. 24, with Dr. Arnol~'s note. 
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~rythrre ; from which positions they began a series of harass
mg operations against Chios itself. Disembarking on the 
island at Kardamyle and Bolissus, they not only ravaged the 
neighbourhood, but inflicted upon the Chian forces a bloody 
defeat. After two further defeats, at Phanre and at Leukonium, 
the Chians no longer dared to quit their fortifications ; so that 
the invaders were left to ravage at pleasure the whole territory, 
being at the same time masters of the sea around, and 

eking up the port. 
; he Athenians now retaliated upon Chios the hardships 

~ ~nder which Attica itself was suffering; hardships the more 
:.- painfully felt, inasmuch as this was the first time that an enemy 

~:J.ad ever been seen in the island, since the repulse of Xerxes 
v..,.r:m Greece, and the organisation of the confederacy of Delos, 
.~"'fuore than sixty years before. The territory of Chios was 
~ highly cultivated, 1 its commerce extensive, and its wealth 
;..,;.!' among the greatest in all Greece. In fact, under the Athenian 

empire, its prosperity had been so marked and so uninterrupted, 
that Thucydides expresses his astonishment at the undeviating 
prudence and circumspection of the government, in spite of 
circumstances well calculated to tempt them into extravagance. 
"Except Sparta (he says),2 Chios is the only state that I know, 
which maintained its sober judgement throughout a career 
of prosperity, and became even more watchful in regard to 
security, in proportion as it advanced in power." He adds, 
that the step of revolting from Athens, though the Chian 
government now discovered it to have been an error, was at 
any rate a pardonable error; for it was undertaken under the 
impression, universal throughout Greece and prevalent even in 
Athens herself after the disaster at Syracuse, that Athenian 
power, if not Athenian independence, was at an end-and 
undertaken in conjunction with allies seemingly more than 
sufficient to sustain it. This remarkable observation of Thucy
dides doubtless includes an indirect censure upon his own 
city, as abusing her prosperity for purposes of unmeasured 
aggrandisement; a censure not undeserved in reference to the 
enterprise against Sicily. But it counts at the same time as a 

1 Aristotel. Politic. iv. 4, I ; Athenreus, vi. p. 26 5· 
2 Thucyd. viii. 24. Kal p.eTd. TovTo oi p.ev X1ot 11~11 olndTt bre~f,ecrav, oi ~

('AIJ1Jva'iot) 'T~II XWpav, /CaAWS KaTEO'ICEVacTJLiV1}11 /Cal a?Ta!J~ OVO'all tho 'TWV 
M?J~IKWII p.lxp< TOTE, ~te:~rop61}crav. X1ot -yd.p p.&vot p.eTd. AaiCE~atp.ovlovs, iiiv 
i-yw pcr80p.1Jv, .~~atp.ov~crai!'TES ll.p.a Kal ECTw</>pOV1JCTav, /Cal 8cr'l' E'II:E~[~ov ~ 
11:0ll.<s a~To1s e11:l TO p.•<(ov, TOCT'f' Kal eKocrp.ovvTo <xvpW...epov, &c. 

viii. 45· Oi X1ot • • • 71:ll.ovcrtW'Ta...''ot 6vTES TWV 'Ell.ll.~vwv, &c. 
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valuable testimony to the condition of the allies of Athens 
under the Athenian empire, and goes far in reply to the charge 
of practical oppression against the imperial city. 

The operations now carrying on in Chios indicated such an 
unexpected renovation in Athenian affairs, that a party in the 
island began to declare in favour of reunion with Athens. 
The Chian government were forced to summon Astyochus, 
with his four Peloponnesian ships from Erythrre, to strengthen 
their hands, and keep down opposition ; by seizing hostages 
from the suspected parties, as well as by other precautions. 
While the Chians were thus endangered at home, the Athenian 
interest in Ionia was still further fortified by the arrival of a 
fresh armament from Athens at Samos. Phrynichus, Ono
makles, and Skironides conducted a fleet of forty-eight tri
remes, some of them employed for the transportation of 
hoplites ; of which latter there were aboard 1000 Athenians, 
and 1500 Argeians. Five hundred of these Argeians, having 
come to Athens without arms, were clothed with Athenian 
panoplies for service. The newly-arrived armament imme
diately sailed from Samos to Miletus, where it effected a dis
embarkation, in conjunction with those Athenians who had 
been before watching the place from the island of Lade. The 
Milesians marched forth to give them battle; mustering 8oo 
of their own hoplites, together with the Peloponnesian seamen 
of the five triremes brought across by Chalkideus, and a body~ 
of troops, chiefly cavalry, yet with a few mercenary hoplites,~ 
under the satrap Tissaphernes. Alkibiades also was present 
and engaged. The Argeians were so full of contempt for the

2
-J 

Ionians of Miletus who stood opposite to them, that theY'\'C- , 
rushed forward to the charge with great neglect of rank or ~ 
order ; a presumption which they expiated by an entire defeat, ·~ 
with the loss of 300 men. But the Athenians on their wing~ 
were so completely victorious over the Peloponnesians and'\..u 
others opposed to them, that all the army of the latter, and 1..,! 
even the Milesians themselves on returning from their pursuit vr· 
of the Argeians, were forced to shelter themselves within the 
walls of the town. The issue of this combat excited much 
astonishment, inasmuch as on each side, Ionian hoplites were 
victorious over Dorian.l 

For a moment, the Athenian army, masters of the field under 
the walls of Miletus, indulged the hope of putting that city 
under blockade, by a wall across the isthmus which connected 
it with the continent. But these hopes soon vanished when 

1 Thucyd. ~i. 25, 26. 
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they were apprised, on the very evening of the battle, that the 
main Peloponnesian and Sicilian fleet, 55 triremes in number, 
was actually in sight. Of these 55, 22 were Sicilian (20 from 
Syracuse and two from Selinus) sent at the pressing instance 

Q,. C!tJlermokrates and under his command, for the purpose of 
~:~king the final blow at Athens-so at least it was anticipated, 
~·' in the beginning of 412 B.c. The remaining 33 triremes being 
~'-/ Peloponnesian, the whole fleet was placed under the temporary 
1,7 command of Theramenes until he could join the admiral 

•J/Astyochus. Theramenes, halting first at the island of Lerus 
('(' (off the coast towards the southward of Miletus), was there first 
~ ~ormed of the recent victory of the Athenians, so that he 
GJI1 Jhought it prudent to take station for the night in the neigh
c.l~'bouring Gulf of Iasus. Here he was found by Alkibiades, who 

came on horseback in all haste from Miletus, to the Milesian 
town of Teichiussa on that Gulf. Alkibiades strenuously urged 
him to lend immediate aid to the Milesians, so as to prevent 
the construction of the intended wall of blockade; representing 
that if that city were captured, all the hopes of the Peloponne
sians in Ionia would be extinguished. Accordingly he prepared 
to sail thither the next morning; but during the night, the 
Athenians thought it wise to abandon their position near 
Miletus and return to Samos with their wounded and their 
baggage. Having heard of the arrival of Theramenes with his 
fleet, they preferred leaving their victory unimproved, to the 
hazard of a general battle. Two out of the three commanders, 
indeed, were at first inclined to take the latter course, insisting 
that the maritime honour of Athens would be tarnished by 
retiring before the enemy. But the third, Phrynichus, opposed 
with so much emphasis the proposition of fighting, that he at 
length induced his colleagues to retire. The fleet (he said) had 
not come prepared for fighting a naval battle, but full of hop
lites for land-operations against Miletus : the numbers of the 
newly-arrived Peloponnesians were not accurately known ; and 
a defeat at sea, under existing circumstances, would be utter 
ruin to Athens. Thucydides bestows much praise on Phryni
chus for the wisdom of this advice, which was forthwith acted 
upon. The Athenian fleet sailed back to Samos; from which 
place the Argeian hoplites, sulky with their recent defeat, 
demanded to be conveyed home.! 

On the ensuing morning, the Peloponnesian fleet sailed from 
the Gulf of Iasus to Miletus, expecting to find and fight the 
Athenians, and leaving their wasts, sails, and rigging (as was 

1 Thucyd. viii. 26, 27. 
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usual when going into action) at Teichiussa. Finding Miletus 
already relieved of the enemy, they stayed there only one day 
in order to reinforce themselves with the 2 5 triremes which 
Chalkideus had originally brought thither, and which had 
been since blocked up by the Athenian fleet at Lade-and 
then sailed back to Teichiussa to pick up the tackle there 
deposited. Being now not far from Iasus, the residence of 
Amorges, Tissaphernes persuaded them to attack it by sea, 
in co-operation with his forces by land. No 0ne at Iasus was 
aware of the arrival of the Peloponnesian fleet: the triremes 
approaching were supposed to be Athenians and friends, so \~ 
that the place was entered and taken by surprise; 1 though 1 
strong in situation and fortifications, and defended by a power- (...,~i 
ful. band of Grecian me.rc~nar~es. The capture of Iasu~, in "j1 
whrch the Syracusans drstmgmshed themselves, was of srgnal • J 
advantage from the abundant plunder which it distributed 
among the army ; the place being rich from ancient date, and 
probably containing the accumulations of the satrap Pissuthnes, 
father of Amorges. It was handed over to Tissaphernes, along 
with all the prisoners, for each head of whom he paid down 
a Daric stater, or twenty Attic drachmre-and along with 
Amorges himself, who had been taken alive and whom the 
satrap was thus enabled to send up to Susa. The Grecian 
mercenaries captured in the place were enrolled in the service 
of the captors, and sent by land under Pedaritus to Erythrre, 
in order that they might cross over from thence to Chios.2 

The arrival of the recent reinforcements to both the oppos
ing fleets, and the capture of Iasus, took place about the 
autumnal equinox or the end of September; at which period, 
the Peloponnesian fleet being assembled at Miletus, Tissa
phernes paid to them the wages of the crews, at the rate of 
one Attic drachma per head per diem, as he had promised by 
his envoy at Sparta. But he at the same time gave notice for 
the future (partly at the instigation of Alkibiades, of which 
more hereafter) that he could not continue so high a rate of 

1 Phrynichus the Athenian commander was afterwards displaced by the 
Athenians-by the recommendation of Peisander, at the time when this 
displacement suited the purpose of the oligarchical conspirators-on the 
charge of having abandoned and betrayed Amorges on this occasion, and 
caused the capture of lasus (Thucyd. viii. 54). 

Phrynichus and his colleagues were certainly guilty of grave omission in 
not sending notice to Amorges of the sudden retirement of the Athenian 
fleet from Miletus ; the ignorance of which circumstance was one reason 
why Arnorges mistook the Peloponne.ian ships for Athenian. 

2 Thucyd. viii. 28. 
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pay, unless he should receive express instructions from Susa; 
and that until such instructions came, he should give only half 
a drachma per day. Theramenes, being only commander for 
the interim, until the junction with Astyochus, was indifferent 
to the rate at which the men were paid (a miserable jealousy 
which marks the low character of many of these Spartan 
officers) : but the Syracusan Hermokrates remonstrated so 
loudly against the reduction, that he obtained from Tissa
phernes the promise of a slight increase above the half 
drachma, though he could not succeed in getting the entire 
drachma continued.1 For the present, however, the seamen 
were in good spirits; not merely from having received the high 
rate of pay, but from the plentiful booty recently acquired at 
Iasus; 2 while Astyochus and the Chians were also greatly 
encouraged by the arrival of so large a fleet. Nevertheless 
the Athenians on their side were also reinforced by 35 fresh 
triremes, which reached Samos under Strombichides, Char
minus, and Euktemon. The Athenian fleet from Chios was 
now recalled to Samos, where the commanders mustered their 
whole naval force, with a view of redividing it for ulterior 

, operations. 
;/'\tit ..Considering that in the autumn of the preceding year, 
~~mediately after the Syracusan disaster, the navy of Athens 
~ qad been no less scanty in number of ships than defective in 
•- _11equipment-we read with amazement, that she had now at 
f'l" ... ~amos no less than 104 triremes in full condition and dispos

t.¥ ble for service, besides some others specially destined for the 
sport of troops. Indeed the total number which she had 

JJ t out, putting together the separate squadrons, had been 
1";., 128.s So energetic an effort, and so unexpected a renovation 
~"..~f affairs from the hopeless prostration of last year, was such 
}~~~.no Grecian state except Athens could have accomplished; 
.~r even Athens herself, had she not been aided by that 
~ reserve fund, consecrated twenty years before through the 

long-sighted calculation of Perikles. 

1 Thucyd. viii. 29. What this new rate of pay was, or by what exact 
fraction it exceeded the half drachma, is a matter which the words of 
Thucydidt!s do not enable us to make out. None of the commentators can 
explain the text without admitting some alteration or omission of words : 
nor do any of the explanations given appear to me convincing. On the 
whole, I incline to consider the conjecture and explanation given by 
Paulmier and Dobree as more plausible than that of Dr. Arnold and Goller, 
or of Poppo and Hermann. 

2 Thucyd. viii. 36. • 
3 Thucyd. viii. 30 : compare Dr. Arnold's note. 
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t 
The Athenians resolved to employ 30 triremes in making a 

anding, and establishing a fortified post, in Chios; and lots:~,.-
eing drawn among the generals, Strombichides with two I 

others were assigned to the command. The other 74 triremes, ~ 
remaining masters of the sea, made descents near Miletus, >I' ].~ 
trying in vain to provoke the Peloponnesian fleet out of that ~ 1 harbour. It was some time before Astyochus actually went~ 
thither to assume his new command-being engaged in opera- ., 
tions near to Chios, which island had been left comparatively ~ 
free by the recall of the Athenian fleet to the general muster 
at Samos. Going forth with twenty triremes-ten Pelopon
nesian and ten Chian-he made a fruitless attack upon Pteleus, 
the Athenian fortified post in the Erythrrean territory ; after 
which he sailed to Klazomenre, recently re-transferred from 
the continent to the neighbouring islet. He here (in conjunc-
tion with Tamos, the Persian general of the district) enjoined 
the Klazomenians again to break with Athens, to leave their 
islet, and to take up their residence inland at Daphnfis, where 
the philo-Peloponnesian party among them still remained 
established since the former revolt. This demand being 
rejected, he attacked KlazomP-nre, but was repulsed, although 
the town was unfortified ; and was presently driven off by a 
severe storm, from which he found shelter at Kyme and 
Phokrea. Some of his ships sheltered themselves during 
the same storm on certain islets near to and belonging to 
Klazomenre; on which they remained eight days, destroying 
and plundering the property of the inhabitants, and then 
rejoined Astyochus. That admiral was now anxious to make 
an attempt on Lesbos, from which he received envoys promis-
ing revolt from Athens. But the Corinthians and others in 
his fleet were so averse to the enterprise, that he was forced to 
relinquish it and sail back to Chios; his fleet, before it arrived 
there, being again dispersed by the storms, frequent in the 
month of November.! 

Meanwhile Pedaritus, despatched by land from Miletus (at 
the head of the mercenary force made prisoners at Iasus, as 
well as of soo of the Peloponnesian seamen who had originally 
crossed the sea with Chalkideus and since served as hoplites), 
had reached Erythrre, and from thence crossed the channel to 
Chios. To him and to the Chians, Astyochus now proposed 
to undertake the expedition to Lesbos ; but he experienced 
from them the same reluctance as from the Corinthians-a 
strong proof that the tone of. feeling in Lesbos had been 

1 Thucyd. viii. 31, 32. 
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found to be decidedly philo-Athenian on the former expe .1/ 
dition. Pedaritus even peremptorily refused to let him hav• 
the Chian triremes for any such purpose-an act of direc. \ 
(nsubordination in a Lacedremonian officer towards the 1 
admiral-in-chief, which Astyochus resented so strongly, that 1 
he immediately left Chios for Miletus, carrying away with him ' 
all the Peloponnesian triremes, and telling the Chians, in terms , 
of strong displeasure, that they might look in vain to him for l 

aid, if they should come to need it. He halted with his fleet l' 

for the night under the headland of Korykus (in the Erythrrean 
territory), on the north side; but while there, he received an 
intimation of a supposed plot to betray Erythrre by means of 1 

prisoners sent back from the Athenian station at Samos. , 
Instead of pursuing his voyage to Miletus, he therefore re- J 

turned on the next day to Erythrre to investigate this plot, : 
which turned out to be a stratagem of the prisoners themselves j 
in order to obtain their liberation.1 

1 
The fact of his thus going back to Erythrre, instead of\ 

pursuing his voyage, proved, by accident, the salvation of his , 
fleet. For it so happened that on that same night the Athenian \ 
fleet under Strombichides-3o triremes accompanied by some , 
triremes carrying hoplites-had its station on the southern side I 
of the same headland. Neither knew of the position of the 1 

other, and Astyochus, had he gone forward the next day 
towards Miletus, would have fallen in with the superior 
numbers of his enemy. He further escaped a terrible storm, 
which the Athenians encountered when they doubled the 
headland going northward. Descrying three Chian triremes, 
they gave chase, but the storm became so violent that even 
these Chians had great difficulty in making their own harbour, 
while the three foremost Athenian ships were wrecked on the 
neighbouring shore, all the crews either perishing or becoming 
prisoners.2 The rest of the Athenian fleet found shelter in 
the harbour of Phcenikus on the opposite mainland-under 
the lofty mountain called Mimas, north of Erythrre. 

As soon as weather permitted, they pursued their voyage to 
Lesbos, from which island they commenced their operations 
of invading Chios and establishing in it a permanent fortified 
post. Having transported their land-force acr<.:'ss from Lesbos, 
they occupied a strong maritime site called Delphinium, seem
ingly a projecting cape having a sheltered harbour on each side, 
not far from the city of Ch.ios. 3 They bestowed great labour 

1 Thucyd. viii. 32, 33· • 2 Thucyd. viii. 33, 34· 
3 Thucyd. viii. 34-38. Ae:>..cplvwv •••• }up.€ vas txov, &c. 
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nd time in fortifying this post, both on the land and the sea 

1 ide, during which process they were scarcely interrupted at all 
· ither by the Chians, or by Pedaritus and his garrison; whose 
maction arose not merely from the discouragement of the 
previous defeats, but from the political dissension which now 
reigned in the city. A strong philo-Athenian party had pro
nounced itself; and though Tydeus its leader was seized by 
Pedaritus and put to death, still his remaining partisans were 
so numerous, that the government was brought to an oligarchy 
narrower than ever-and to the extreme of jealous precaution, 
not knowing whom to trust In spite of numerous messages 
sent to Miletus, entreating succour and representing the urgent 
peril to which this greatest among all the Ionian allies of Sparta 
was exposed-Astyochus adhered to his parting menaces, and 
refused compliance. The indignant Pedaritus sent to prefer 
complaint against him at Sparta as a traitor. Meanwhile the 
fortress at Delphinium advanced so near towards completion, 
that Chios began to suffer from it as much as Athens suffered 
from Dekeleia, with the further misfortune of being blocked 
up by sea. The slaves in this wealthy island-chiefly foreigners 
acquired by purchase, but more numerous than in any other 
Grecian state except Laconia-were emboldened by the mani
fest superiority and assured position of the invaders to desert 
in crowds; and the loss arising, not merely from their flight, 
but from the valuable information and aid which they gave to 
the enemy, was immense.! The distress of the island increased 
every day, and could only be relieved by succour from without, 
which Astyochus still withheld. 

That officer, on reaching Miletus, found the Peloponnesian 
force on the Asiatic side of the h:gean just reinforced by a 
squadron of twelve triremes under Dorieus; chiefly from 
Thurii, which had undergone a political revolution since the 

That the Athenians should select Lesbos on this occasion as the base of 
their operations, and as the immediate scene of last preparations, again"t 
Chios-was only repeating what they had once done before (c. 24), and 
what they again did afterwards (c. roo). I do not feel the difficulty which 
strikes Dobree and Dr. Thirlwall. Doubtless Delphinium was to the 
north of the city of Chios. 

1 Thucyd. viii. 38-40. About the slaves in Chios, see the extracts from 
Theopompus and Nymphod(\rus in Athenreus, vi. p. 265. 

That from Nymphod6rus appears to be nothing but a romantic local 
legend, connected with the Chapel of the Kind-hearted Hero ("Hpwos 
~bp.•voils) at Chios. 

Even in antiquity, though the institution of slavery was universal and 

!noway disapproved, yet the slave-trade, or the buying and selling of slaves, 
was accounted more or less odious. • 

-
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Athenian disaster at Syracuse, and was now decidedly in thE 

~ hands of the active philo-Laconian party; the chief persom 
friendly to Athens having been exiled.1 Dorieus and his 
squadron, crossing the lEgean in its southern latitude, had 
arrived safely at Knidus, which had already been conquered 
by Tissaphernes from Athens, and had received a Persian 
garrison.2 Orders were sent from Miletus that half of this 
newly-arrived squadron should remain on guard at Knidus, 
while the other half should cruise near the Triopian Cape to 
intercept the trading-vessels from Egypt. But the Athenians, 
who had also learned the arrival of Dorieus, sent a powerful 
squadron from Samos, which captured all these six triremes 
off Cape Triopium, though the crews escaped ashore. They 
further made an attempt to recover Knidus, which was very 
nearly successful, as the town was unfortified on the sea side. 
On the morrow the attack was renewed ; but additional 
defences had been provided during the night, while the crews 
of the ships captured near Triopium had come in to help; so 
that the Athenians were forced to return to Samos without any 
further advantage than that of ravaging the Knidian territory. 
Astyochus took no step to intercept them, nor did he think 
himself strong enough to keep the sea against the 7 4 Athenian 
triremes at Samos, though his fleet at Miletus was at this 
moment in high condition. The rich booty acquired at Iasus 
was unconsumed ; the Milesians were zealous in the confeder
ate cause; while the pay from Tissaphernes continued to be 
supplied with tolerable regularity, yet at the reduced rate 
mentioned a little above. s 

.J. ·'tYhough the Peloponnesians had hitherto no ground of 
KJ...~mplaint (such as they soon came to have) against the satrap 
~~;\'/" .ior irregularity of payment, still the powerful fleet now at 
·., iletus inspired the commanders with a new tone of con-
~ c}h!ce, so that they became ashamed of the stipulations of 
1•,) at treaty to which Chalkideus and Alkibiades, when first 
~ landing at Miletus with their scanty armament, had submitted. 

Accordingly Astyochus, shortly after his arrival at Miletus, and 
even before the departure of Theramenes (whose functions 
had expired when he had handed over the fleet), insisted on I 
a fresh treaty with Tissaphernes, which was agreed on, to the 
following effect:-

1 See the Life of Lysias the Rhetor, in Dionysius of Halikamassus, c. i.f 
2 Thucyd. viii. 35-109. 

p. 453 Reisk, and in Plutarch, Vit. X. Oratt. p. 835. ( 

3 Thucyd. viii. 35, 36. Kal ')'lt.p /fueos Uilao-ro &. p "o 6 v -r w s, &c. 

i 
' 
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"Convention and alliance is concluded, on the following 
:onditions, between the Lacedremonians with their allies-and 
<.ing Darius, his sons, and Tissaphernes. The Lacedremonians 
md their allies shall not attack or injure any territory or any 
:ity which belongs to Darius or has belonged to his father or 
'ncestors ; nor shall they raise any tribute from any of the 
aid cities. Neither Darius nor any of his subjects shall 
'ttack or injure the Lacedremonians or their allies. Should 
he Lacedremonians or their allies have any occasion for 
he king-or should the king have any occasion for the 
:-acedremonians or their allies-let each meet as much as 
nay be the wishes expressed by the other. Both will carry 
m jointly the war against Athens and her allies : neither party 
:hall bring the war to a close, without mutual consent. The 
cing shall pay and keep any army which he may have sent for 
md which may be employed in his territory. If any of the 
:ities parties to this convention shall attack the king's territory, 
he rest engage to hinder them, and to defend the king with 
heir best power. And if any one within the king's territory, 
>r within the territory subject to him, 1 shall attack the 

-

:..acedremonians or their allies, the king shall hinder them · ~ 
md lend his best defensive aid." r _ V~"~ 

Looked at with the eyes of Pan-Hellenic patriotism, this \,t¥'V. 
;econd treaty of Astyochus and Theramenes was less disgraceful Jt.r)· 
:han the first treaty of Chalkideus. It did not formally pro-?"'h 
:laim that all those Grecian cities which had ever belonged to· ~ V:. '! 
:he king or to his ancestors, should still be considered as his V.f .) 
mbjects; nor did it pledge the Lacedremonians to aid the king ./o 
n hindering any of them from achieving their liberty. It still 
tdmitted, however, by implication, undiminished extent of the 
{ing's dominion, the same as at the maximum under his pre
iecessors-the like undefined rights of the king to meddle with 
}recian affairs-the like unqualified abandonment of all the 
}reeks on the continent of Asia. The conclusion of this 
:reaty was the last act performed by Theramenes, who was lost 

I Thucyd. viii. 37· Kal 1fv 'rtS 'rWJI ~, -rfi {3acr•"-''<H xdJp'f 11 !lcr'lls 
hcrt}l,eos lfpxu ~,.1 -r~v AaiCeliatp.ovlwv tp 11 -rwv ~vp.p.&.xwv, {3acr•"-•h 
C'JJAV,TOO fCallt.J.LuVITCJJ JCaTd T~ ~UVa'T&V. 

The distinction here drawn between the king's territory, and the territory 
>71tr which the king holds empire-deserves notice. By the former phrase 
s understood (I presume) the continent of Asia, which the court of Susa 

f

oked upon, together with all its inhabitants, as a freehold exceedingly 
cred and peculiar (Herodot. i. 4) : by the latter, as much as the satrap 
ould find it convenient to lay hands u~n, of that which had once belonged 
Darius son of Hystaspes or to Xerxes, in the plenitude of their power. 
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at sea shortly afterwards, on his voyage home, in a small boat-- -l 
no one knew how.l -

Astyochus, now alone in command, was still importuned byi 
the urgent solicitations of the distressed Chians for relief, anc' 
in spite of his reluctance, was compelled by the murmurs of hi~: 
own army to lend an ear to them-when a new inciden'J, 
happened which gave him at least a good pretext for directin€ ( 
his attention southward. A Peloponnesian squadron of 27\ 
triremes under the command of Antisthenes, having started 
from Cape Malea about the winter tropic or close of 412 B.c., 
had first crossed the sea to Melos, where it dispersed ten 
Athenian triremes and captureq three of them-then after
wards, from apprehension that tbese fugitive Athenians would 
make known its approach at Samos, had made a long circuit 
round by Krete, and thus ultimately reached Kaunus at the 
south-eastern extremity of Asia Minor. This was the squadron 
which Kalligeitus and Timagoras had caused to be equipped, 
having come over for that purpose a year before as envoys from 
the satrap Pharnabazus. Antisthenes was instructed first to 
get to Miletus and put himself in concert with the main Lace
dEemonian fleet ; next, to forward these triremes, or another: 
squadron of equal force, under Klearchus, to the Hellespont, : 
for the purpose of co-operating with Pharnabazus against the 
Athenian dependencies in that region. Eleven Spartans, the 
chief of whom was Lichas, accompanied Antisthenes, to be 
attached to Astyochus as advisers, according to a practice not 
unusual with the LacedEemonians. These men were not only 
directed to review the state of affairs at Miletus, and exercise 
control co-ordinate with Astyochus-but even empowered, if 
they saw reason, to dismiss that admiral himself, upon whom 
the complaints of Pedaritus from Chios had cast suspicion ; and 
to appoint Antisthenes in his place. 2 

No sooner had Astyochus learnt at Miletus the arrival of 
Antisthenes at Kaunus, than he postponed all idea of lending 
aid to Chios, and sailed immediately to secure his junction 
with the 2 7 new triremes as well as with the new Spartan coun
sellors. In his voyage southward he captured the city of Kos, 
unfortified and half ruined by a recent earthquake, and then 
passed on to Knidus; where the inhabitants strenuously urged 
him to go forward at once, even without disembarking his men{ 
in order that he might surprise an Athenian squadron of 2( 

1 Thucyd. viii. 38. a7ro7rll.lwv tv ~<<ll.'fl"' ii<Pavi(•.-a•. < 
2 Thucyd. viii. 39· Kal .tp'f/TO av.-ois, is Mill.'f/TOV ii<P<KO}J-lVovs T w v T ( 

ifll.ll.wv {vV<7r<p.<ll.e'irr8at, fi p.lll.ll.'l• tfptrrTa f{<w, &c. ; 
1 
I 
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riremes under Charmlnus; which had been despatched from 
;amos, after the news received from Melos, in order to attack 
md repel the squadron under Antisthenes. Charminus, having 
tis station at Syme, was cruising near Rhodes and the Lykian 
:oast, to watch, though he had not been able to keep back, the 
>eloponnesian fleet just arrived at Kaunus. In this position 
te was found by the far more numerous fleet of Astyochus, the 
.pproach of which he did not at all expect. But the rainy and 
.lazy weather had so dispersed it, that Charminus, seeing at first 
only a few ships apart from the rest, mistook them for the 
smaller squadron of new-comers. Attacking the triremes thus 
seen, he at first gained considerable advantage-disabling three 
and damaging several others. But presently the dispersed 
vessels of the main fleet came in sight and closed round him, 
so that he was forced to make the best speed in escaping, first 
to the island called Teutlussa, next to Halikarnassus. He did 
not effect his escape without the loss of six ships; while the 
victorious Peloponnesians, after erecting their trophy on the 
island of Syme, returned to Knidus, where the entire fleet, 
including the 27 triremes newly arrived, was now united.! The 
Athenians in Samos (whose affairs were now in confusion, from 
:::auses which will be explained in the ensuing chapter) had 
:ept no watch on the movements of the main Peloponnesian 
teet at Miletus, and seem to have been ignorant of its departure 
mtil they were apprised of the defeat of Charminus. They then 
sailed down to Syme, took up the sails and rigging belonging 
to that squadron, which had been there deposited, and then, 
after an attack upon Loryma, carried back their whole fleet 
(probably including the remnant of the squadron of Charminus) 

~to Samos. 2 

l Though the Peloponnesian fleet now assembled at Knidus 
consisted of 94 triremes, much superior in number to the 
Athenian, it did not try to provoke any general action. The 
time of Lichas and his brother commissioners was at first spent 
in negotiations with Tissaphernes, who had joined them at 
Knidus, and against whom they found a strong feeling of dis
content prevalent in the fleet. That satrap (now acting greatly 
under the advice of Alkibiades, of which also more in the 
c:oming chapter) had of late become slack in the Peloponnesian 
:ause, and irregular in furnishing pay to their seamen, during 
~. 1e last weeks of their stay at Miletus. He was at the same 
•. 1 Thucyd. viii. 42. 
: 2 Thucyd. viii. 43· This defeat of ~harm!nus is made the subject of a 
• ·t by Aristophanes-Thesmophor. Sro, with the note of Paulmier. 

.. 
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., time full of promises, paralysing all their operations by assur

ances that he was bringing up the vast fleet of Phenicia to their 
aid : but in reality his object was, under fair appearances, 
merely to prolong the contest and waste the strength of both 
parties. Arriving in the midst of this state of feeling, and dis
cussing with Tissaphernes the future conduct of the war, Lichas 
not only expressed displeasure at his past conduct, but even 
protested against the two conventions concluded by Chalkideus 
and by Theramenes, as being, both the one and the other, a 
disgrace to the Hellenic name. By the express terms of the 
former, and by the implications of the latter, not merely all the 
islands of the .Mgean, but even Thessaly and Bceotia, were 
acknowledged as subject to Persia; so that Sparta, if shE 
sanctioned such conditions, would be merely imposing upon 
the Greeks a Persian sceptre, instead of general freedom, for 
which she professed to be struggling. Lichas, declaring that 
he would rather renounce all prospect of Persian pay, than 
submit to such conditions, proposed to negotiate for a fresh 
treaty upon other and better terms-a proposition, which 
Tiso4i>hernes rejected with so much indignation, as to depart 
~hout settling anything.1 

A)v.[: His desertion did not discourage the Peloponnesian coun
~ ~.,J- .sellors. Possessing a fleet larger than they had ever before 
: '"\,Jhad united in Asia, together with a numerous body of allies 
~}~they calculated on being able to get money to pay their mer 
l·\1: without Persian aid; and an invitation, which they just nov 
~.jlkeived from various powerful men at Rhodes, tended t< 
~t:\~ strengthen such confidence. The island of Rhodes, inhabitec 
ff~i)Y a Dorian population considerable in number as well a~ 
~ 1/1 istinguished for nautical skill, was at this time divided between ,, 
r \:- hree separate city-governments, as it had been at the epoch of' 
\r\ the Homeric Catalogue-Lindus, Ialysus, and .Kameirus; fm'-· 

the city called Rhodes, formed by a coalescence of all these 
three, dates only from two or three years after the period which 
we have now reached. Invited by several of the wealthy men 
of the island, the Peloponnesian fleet first attacked Kameirus, 
the population of which, intimidated by a force of 94 triremes, 
and altogether uninformed of their approach, abandoned their 
city, which had no defences, and fled to the mountains.2 All 

1 Thucyd. viii. 43· 
2 Thucyd. viii. 44· O[ a' ~. -r1)v 'P6aov, bru'7JPVKEvopivwv <brl> TWV /ivva· 

-rw-rc:rwv ltvapwv, -r1)v -yvdJp.7Jv eixov 11'1\.<lv, &c. 
• • • Kat 11'pou{3ail.6v-res Kap.e(p'f -ri)s 'Poo(as 11'pdJ-rp, vavut T'O'O'apu< Kat 

ivev-f]KovTa, E~€cfJ &1311ua.v p.E v ito V s 1rol\.Ao6 s, o l11c e l 0 ,;Tas Ta-
11' p au u 6 p. • v a, Kat (<f>v-yov, ltl\.1\.ws TE Kat b.-r«xiu-rov oilu7Js -ri)s 11'61\.ews, &c. 
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the three Rhodian towns, destitute of fortifications, were partly _ 
persuaded, partly frightened, into the step of revoltin!) from 
Athens and allying themselves with the Peloponnesians. The 
Athenian fleet, whose commanders were just now too busy with 
political intrigue to keep due military watch, arrived from 
Samos too late to save Rhodes, and presently returned to the 
former island, leaving detachments at Chalke and Kos to 
harass the Peloponnesians with desultory attacks. t2· 

The Peloponnesians now levied from the Rhodians a con
tribution of 32 talents, and adopted the island as the main ' ., 
station for their fleet, instead of Miletus. We can explain this .t. ~ 
change of place by their recent unfriendly discussion with • '~ 
Tissaphernes, and their desire· to be more out of his reach.1~c>'!d"~ 
But what we cannot so easily explain, is-that they remained 1"1"1-"' 
on the island without any movement or military action, and ~~\;..,i 
actually hauled their triremes ashore, for the space of no less v
than eighty days ; that is, from about the middle of January to , pf.· 
the end of March 411 B.C. While their powerful fleet of 94,. yr:., 
triremes, superior to that of Athens at Samos, was thus lying~ 
idle-their allies in Chios were known to be suffering severe :'to 
and increasing distress, and repeatedly pressing for aid : 2 ~ - ~ 
moreover the promise of sending to co-operate with Phamabazus I} ·. 
against the Athenian dependencies on the Hellespont, remained Y'' 
unperformed. 3 We may impute such extreme military slackness 
mainly to the insidious policy of Tissaphernes, now playing a 
double game between Sparta and Athens. He still kept up 
mtelligence with the Peloponnesians at Rhodes-paralysed 
their energies by assurances that the Phenician fleet was actually 
on its way to aid them-and ensured the success of these 
intrigues by bribes distributed personally among the generals 
and the trierarchs. Even Astyochus the general-in-chief took 
his share in this corrupfl)iiTgain; against which not one stood 
out except the Syracusan Hermokrates.4 Such prolonged 

We have to remark here, as on former occasions of revolts among the 
dependent allies of Athens-that the general population of the allied city 
manifests no previous discontent, nor any spontaneous disposition to revolt. 
The powerful men of the island (those who, if the government was demo
cratical, formed the oligarchical minority, but who formed the government 
itself, if oligarchical) conspire and bring in the Peloponnesian force, un
known to the body of the citizens, and thus leave to the latter no free 
choice. The real feeling towards Athens on the part of the body of the 
citizens is one of simple acquiescence, wifh little attachment on the one 
hand-yet no hatred, or sense of practical suffering, on the othf!r. 

1 Thucyd. viii. 44: compare c. 57· 2 Thucyd. viii. 40-55. 
3 Thucyd. viii. 39· • 
' Thucyd. viii. 45· Suggestions of Alkibiades to Tissaphernes-Kcd .-oh 
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c:-:> inaction of the armament, at the moment of its greatest force, 

was titus not simply the fruit of honest mistake, like the tar& 
ness of Nikias in Sicily-but proceeded from the dishonesty 
and personal avidity of the Peloponnesian officers. 

\VI have noticed, on more than one previous occasion, the 
·' <("many evidences which exist of the prevalence of persona: 
J; ~ corruption-even in its coarsest form, that of direct bribery-

t;<fmong the leading Greeks of all the cities, when acting indi 
•t;ridually. Of such evidences the incident here recorded is not . 

... ,. tl;J.e least remarkable. Nor ought this general fact ever to be, 
.·_1 _·t:lforgotten by those :who dis_cuss the q':lestion between oligarchy 

· " and democracy, as It stood m the Greoan world. The confident , 
· -~ pretensions put forth by the wealthy and oligarchical Greeks ' 

to superior virtue, public as well as private-and the quiet 
repetition, by various writers modern and ancient, of the 
laudatory epithets implying such assumed virtue-are so far 
from being borne out by history, that these individuals wen 
perpetually ready as statesmen to betray their countrymen, or 
as generals even to betray the interests of their soldiers, for the 
purpose of acquiring money themselves. Of course it is not 
meant that this was true of all of them ; but it was true 
sufficiently often, to be reckoned upon as a contingency mon 
than probable. If, speaking on the average, the leading men 
of a Grecian community were not above the commission 01 

political misdeeds thus palpable, and of a nature not to be 
disguised even from themselves-far less would they be aboVe 
the vices, always more or less mingled with self-delusion, of 
pride, power-seeking, party-antipathy or sympathy, love of ease, 
&c. And if the community were to have any chance ot 
guarantee against such abuses, it could only be by full licence 
of accusation against delinquents, and certainty of trial before 
judges identified in interest with the people themselves. Such 
were the securities which the Grecian democracies, especially 
that of Athens, tried to provide; in a manner not always wise, 
still less always effectual-but assuredly justified, in the amplest 
manner, by the urgency and prevalence of the evil. Yet in the 
common representations given of Athenian affairs, this evil is 
overlooked or evaded ; the precautions taken against it are 
denounced as so many evidences of democratical ill-temper and 

'l'pt?)p&.pxovs Kal 'I'OVS O''l'pa'I'?)')'OVs 'I'OW 'ITOAewv lo[oaO'IC€V 11!0''1'€ OOV'I'a xp1;- : 
p. a 'I' a a?,.,. o v 7r e <o-at, 11!o-'l'e ~v-y x "'pi) o- '" Tav'l'a ~a v'l' q;, 7rAlw .,.r;, ' 
:SvpaKocrlcov- 'I'OV'I'wV oe 'Epp.oKp<h?)s -i)vav'l'tov'l'o p. & vo s 07rep Toil ~6p.7raV'I'os 
~vp.p.aX<Koil. 

About the bribes to Astyochus hi~self, see also c. so. 
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; and the class of men, through whose initiatory action 

;];> •• tch precautions were enforced, are held up to scorn 
, l- ·r agogues and sycophants. Had these Peloponnesian 

" · 'l ~ and trierarchs, who under the influence of bribes 
L 1 two important months in inaction, been Athenians, 

·>ht have been some chance of their being tried and 
•h• l; though even at Athens the chance of impunity to 

r 1, through powerful political clubs and other sinister 
-s, was much greater than it ought to have been. So 
"' it consistent with the truth, however often affirmed, 

· JC cial accusation was too easy, and judicial condemnation 
, .. _uent. When the judicial precautions provided at 

,s ue looked at, as they ought to be, side by side with 
. , :: -they will 8e found imperfect indeed both in the 

.nd in the working, but certainly neither uncalled-for 
rn-;· -severe. 

APPENDIX 

' " .PLANATION OF THE PLAN OF SYRACUSE, AND THE 
OPERATIONS DURING THE ATHENIAN SIEGE 

., · :.-. Jescription given of this memorable event by Thucydid~s, 
-- i. a good deal which is only briefly and imperfectly explained. 
, ' ,, ,1ly has left us various difficulties, in the solution of which 
- c • advance beyond conjecture more or less plausible; but 
·' some which appear to me to admit of a more satisfactory 
'l t'1an has yet been offered. 
·, .. \old, in an Appendix annexed to the third volume of his 

• '-·~s (p. 265 seq.), together with two Plans, has bestowed 
, ·' as on the elucidation of these difficulties : also Colonel 

-, . - his valuable remarks on 1he Topography of Syracuse (the 
_ 1 ,,t which, prior to their appearance in the Transactions of 

K< ·, d Society of Literature, I owe to his politene::;s) ; Serra di 
' :he fourth volume of his Antichita di Sicilia; and Saverio 

,the architect employed in 1839, in the examination and 
• ' • ·t of the ground which furnished materials for the work of 

Falco) in a separate pamphlet-Zur Topographie von 
_ ', printed in the Gettinger Studien for 1845, and afterwards 

' ~'"~ at Gottingen. With all the aid derived from these com· 
:c c, : ;-,rrive at conclusions on some points different from all of 

\01. VII. p 
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them, which I shall now. proceed shortly to state-keeping close\ 
and exclusively to Tbucydides and the Athenian siege, and r 
professing to meddle with Syracuse as it stood afterwards. 

The excavations of M. Cavallari (in 1839) determined one po 1 

of some importance which was not before known ; the situation a 
direction of the western wall of the outer city or Achradina. Tl 
wall is not marked on the Plan of Dr. Arnold nor alluded to in · 
Remarks : but it appears in that of Colonel Leake and in Serra 
Falco as well as in Cavallari ; and will be found noted in the PI· 
hereunto annexed. 

Respecting Achradina, Colonel Leake remarks (p. 7)-" That. 
was distinctly divided by nature into an upper portion to the north
east, adjacent to the outer sea-and a lower in the opposite 
direction, adjacent to the two harbours of Syracuse." Now M .. 
Cavallari, in his Dissertation (p. 15 seq.), offers strong reason for 
believing that the wall just indicated enclosed only the former 1 
these two portions ; that it did not reach from the outer sea acros.' 
to the Great Harbour, but turned eastward by the great ston• . 
quarries of the Capncines and Novanteris, leaving the "lowt. 
portion adjacent to the two harbours," open and unfortified. Tht.: 
inner and the outer city (Ortygia and Achradina) were thus at thi: 
time detached from each other, each having its own separate, 
fortification, and not included within any common wall. They , 
were separated from each other by this intermediate low ground, i 
which is even now full of tombs, and exhibits an extensive Nekro- · 
polis. We know that it was the habit, almost universal, among the 
Greeks, to bury their dead close to the town, but without the walls 
Colonel Leake's remarks (p. 6) tend much to confirm the idea tha· 
the burial-place of the inner and outer city of Syracuse mus 
originally have been without the walls of both ; though he seem: 
not to have been acquainted with M. Cavallari's Dissertation, anc 
conceives the original western wall of Achradina as reaching acros~ 
all the way to the Great Harbour. As far as we can trust th1 
language of Diodorus, which is certainly loose, he describes the ' 
fortifications of Ortygia and Achradina as completely distinct, 
during the troubles consequent upon the expulsion of the Gel on ian 
dynasty-.,-ijs ?r6A.Ews ICCI'rE!I.ti{JovTO Tf}v 'rE 'Axpa.ofvr)V ICO.l .,-)1" Nijuol'' ap.
q>a-rEpwv TWv 'T&1rwv 'TOVTwv ~x6JI'rwv l'Owv Teixos, KaAids ~ea-relJ'JCevalf!-'lvov 
(xi. 73). Here Diodorus seems to conceive Achradina and Ortygia 
as constituting only a part of Syracuse ; which was certainly true 
from and after the time of the despot Dionysius, but was not true 
either at the time which immediately followed the Gelonian 
dynasty, or at the period of the Athenian siege. 

That Ortygia and Achradina must originally have joined, and 
must have been from the first included in one common fortification, 
has been assumed without any positive proof, because it seemed 
natural. But this presumption is outweighed by the fact that the 
ground between the two constitutes the N ekropolis, which thus 
raises a stronger counter-presUBJ.ption that that ground could not 
originally have been included within the fortifications. 
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If the inner and the outer city were originally separate towns and 

,parate fortifications, did they ever become united, and at what 
1e? In my fifth volume (ch. xliii. p. 310-329) I expressed 
self inaccurately on this subject, being then unacquainted with 

e Remarks either of Colonel Leake or M. Cavallari. I said that 
the pacification which succeeded after the settlement of the 

mbles consequent on the expulsion of the Gelonian dynasty, "we 
ty assume as certain, that the separate fortifications of Ortygia 
d Achradina were abolished, and that from henceforward there 
ts only one fortified city, until the time of the despot Dionysius, 
ore than fifty years afterwards." I now believe that they re-

.named separate at the time when Nikias first arrived in Sicily. 
But I cannot go along with M. Cavallari in thinking that they con
tinued so permanently, even throughout and after the Athenian 
siege. It seems clear to me that during that siege, they must have 
"een covered by a common fortification-the new wall built by the 

yracusans after the arrival of Nikias in Sicily. The feelings of the 
;reeks about the propriety of burial without the walls of the town, 
mid not but give way to the necessity of protecting themselves 

.gainst a besieging enemy ; and this necessity was first presented 
o them by the prospect of a siege from Athens. Having once 
1ecome familiar with the protection of one common wall, reaching 

from sea to harbour all across, and covering both inner and outer 
itv, they were not likely to forego it afterwards. 
We may thus lay it down that when Nikias first threatened 

Syracuse, and when the first battle was fought near the Olympieion 
'October 415 B.c.),-the two towns of which Syracuse was com
•osed were still distinct and separately fortified. Assuming Nikias 
o land in the Great Harbour, and to gain a victory rendering him 
Jaster of the field, he would be able to occupy the open space be
ween them, to cut them off from each other, and to blockade both 
vith comparatively little trouble; either separately by distinct walls 
·Or jointly by one blockading wall running across from sea to sea 

<estward of the wall of Achradina, but eastward of the Temenites. 
As soon as Nikias returned to his winter quarters at Katana, the 

Syracusans busied themselves in guarding against this danger. 
" They built during the winter an outer protecting wall along the 
whole space fronting Epipolre, comprehending the Temenites 
within it, in order that the enemy might be hindered from carrying 
lheir wall of circumvallation across any space smaller than that 
which was thus enclosed.'' 'Enlx•(ov Ill; Kal oi ~upa~<&cno< lv ... c;; XH!J.o>V< 
:rp&s .,.. TP 11'0A.e<, Tbv T•JL•vlnw lv.,.bs 1I'OI'IJCTci.JLEVo<, ni'xos 1raplL 1riiv TO 1rpbs 
Ttts 'E11'111'0AttS opiiw, 81rws JL~ lit' eA.cl.crcrovos E~a1rOTEfX<CT1"0l ~<TIP (vi. 7 5). lt 
appears to me that the wall thus described began probably at the 
innermost cleft of Santa Bonagia, was carried in a direction rather 
west of south, to the outside of Apollo Temenites, and from thence 
down to the Great Harbour--so as to form an outer covering wall, 
and materially to increase the difficulties with which the besiegers 
would have to contend. I have marked on the annexed Plan what 
( imagine to have been its directien by the letters G, H, I. The 

I p z 
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commentators, in marking out where they supposed this new wa!; 
to have ranged, seem to me to attend only to a part of the sen
tence of Thucydides, and not to the whole : they conceive an out
lying wall carried out from the fortifications of the city just for th 
purpose of enclosing the Temenites-but they do not advert to tht 
other words of the historian, that the new wall was " carried along 
the entire .frontage towards Epipol(J!, for the special purpose c 
rendering an extended and difficult blockade indispensable to th 
besiegers." The wall, as I have ventured to delineate it, does litt' 
more than render the full meaning of all these words taken togethe, 
in the way in which the Syracusan purpose could be most easil) 
accomplished. The new wall, starting from the cleft of Santa 
Bonagia, would not actually join the old wall, but it would neverthe
less serve as a new, advanced, and defensible protection to the city, 
securing both the inner city (Ortygia) and the outer city (Achra
dina) at once. At this time, probably, the Syracusans were more 
afraid of a second attack from the side of the Great Harbour, since 
this was the place where Nikias had made his recent disembarka
tion ; and the new wall now constructed was an important additional 
defence from that side. 

They next began to turn their attention to defence from the sid( 
of Epipolre. 

In this latter scheme, however, they were forestalled by the 
Athenians, who started from Katana without their knowledge, dis
embarked their troops near a place or spot called Leon, and 
hastened by a forced march up to the summit of Epipolre called 
Euryalus-which they approached from the plain of Thapsus, the 
side farthest removed from Syracuse. Colonel Leake, and Kiepert 
in his map, place Leon on the sea-shore, south of the peninsula of 
Thapsus, and about half-way between that point and Achradina---, 
immediately under the steep ascent direct from the sea to Euryalus l 
and Kieper! draws a line straight from Leon (so placed) to the 
Euryalus, as if he supposed that the Athenian army clambered 
straight up. But this is difficult to suppose : for Thucydides says 
that the Athenian army ran towards the Euryalus (~xC:,pe< lip&p.<p, vi. 
97) : and it does not seem possible for hoplitcs to have run straight 
up the side of the cliff as it stands marked on the map. I agree:, 
with Dr. Arnold (ad Thuc. vi. 97) that the words of Thucydides de 
not necessarily imply that the place called Leon was on the sea! 
nor intimate what distance it was from the sea. It seems mon

1 likely that Leon, as well as the landing-place of Nikias, was a plac<
1 somewhere north of the peninsula of Thapsus, and that the Athe"J 

nian troops, having come there on shipboard from Katana, were1 disembarked before the fleet reached that peninsula. There pro-\ 
bably was a regular road or mountain-path, ascending from tho I 
plain of Thapsus and reaching Euryalus from the northern side oJ 
Epipolre-a road good enough, in most parts, for the Athenians tc" 
pass over at a run. This ascent, as being the farthest remove( 
from Syracuse, would be the most likely for them to be able t-: 
accomplish without the knowl'Mge of the Syracusans. ( 
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The position of the fort of Labdalum, built by Nikias, has been 
differently marked by different authors. Colonel Leake places it· 
(Notes on Syracuse, p. 53) higher up than Mongibellisi, between 
hat point and Belvedere. I incline to think that this is higher 

than the reality. The words of Thucydides-br' l'urpots rois 
1Cp1Jp.vois -row 'E,.mo;>..wv opwv 1rp~s ra M'')'"pa-are translated by him 
'on the highest rocks of Epipohe, looking towards Megara," bu, 
t appears to me that they rather mean-" on the extremity of tlze 
'ijfs of Epipolx, looking towards Megara." The position fixed on 

JY Colonel Leake seems inconveniently distant from the main 
)perations of Nikias lower down on Epipolx : moreover, if the fort 
of Labdalum had been there placed, it would have guarded the 
path from Belvedere down to Epipolx, and would have obstructed 
Gylippus in his march by that path into Syracuse-which we shall 
find hereafter that it did not. I think that the fort of Labdalum 
must have been on the edge of the cliff somewhat eastward of 
'Mongibellisi, and more to the westward than it stands in the Plan 
:of Goller : see Goller's note, ad vi. 97, and the Plan annexed to his 
'""hucydides-and the remarks of Mr. Stanley and Dr. Arnold-in 

.mold's Thucydid. p. 267-269. 
Two other problems come next. I. The site of Syke. 2. What 
the Athenian Circle! 
The Athenians, having finished and garrisoned Labdalum, 

hescended to Syke, sat down, and fortified the Circle with all 
' '." Many writers consider Syke as a corruption or local 

.nciation of Tyche, designating the hamlet or suburb joining 
edina at its north-western extremity, just at the lower extremity 
: northern cliff of Epipolx. Colonel Leake and others place 
on the opposite side of the slope of Epipolx, near upon the 
~rn cliff. But the reason which he gives for placing Syke near 
•uthern cliff, is not adequate. He founds his opinion upon a 

mstruction of a passage of Thucydides (vi. 99), which appears to 
te less correct and convenient than that adopted by Dr. Arnold, 
ith whose note on the passage I perfectly concur. 
I think there is no ground for identifying the place called Syke 

ith the Syracusan suburb afterwards known as Tyche, from the 
emple ofF ortune : and I agree with Dr. Arnold (p. 270) in placing 
yke "on the middle of the slope of Epipolx, exactly to the south
ard of Targetta "-or at least nearly southward of that point. So 
so M. Firmin Didot places it, in the Plan prefixed to the fourth 
)lume of his French translation of Thucydides. 
I also perfectly agree with Dr. Arnold and M. Firmin Didot, in 

msidering that the expression The Circle (o KvK;>..os) means (-not 
1e entire wall of circumvallation projected by the Athenians, but) 
separate walled enclosure, to serve as a central point from whence 

1e wall was to be carried northward towards Trogilus, and south
ard-first to the southern cliff of Epipolx, afterwards to the Great 
[arbour. 'M. Didot defends this opinion in an elaborate note (ad 
hucyd. vi. 98): Dr. Arnold also gives some reasons which (in my 
dgement) are not so strong as thl!y might have been made. He 
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considers one passage of Thucydides as making against him, 

-which, properly construed, is in his favour; and he therefor6 
proposes a double sense for the word ~<V~<Aos-sometimes meaning 
"the entire circumvallation "-sometimes "the central walled 
enclosure separately." I think that b ~<V~<Aos always has the latter 
meaning, and that the double sense supposed by Dr. Arnold is not 
to be found in Thucydides. 

The next doubt is, about the first counter-wall constructed by the 
Syracusans to cut and obstruct the intended line of blockade. 
Goller, M. Didot, and Mr. Dunbar, suppose this counter-wall 
(t1oy~<cl.pu•ov 'TEixos) to have been carried across Epipoh:e, north of the 
Athenian Circle or ~<V~<Aos. On the other hand, Colonel Leake 
(p. 56), Dr. Arnold, and Dr. Thirlwall, suppose it to have been 
carried south of the Athenian Circle, but along the platform of 
Neapolis under Epipoh:e, and not at all on Epipolre itself. See 
Dr. Arnold's remarks, pp. 270, 271 ; and the Plans of Goller, and 
M. Didot, and Colonel Leake. 

The first of these suppositions is wholly inadmissible. If it were 
adopted, the counter-wall would have been carried exactly acros~· 
the spot where the Athenians were then actually working, and ~; 
battle must immediately have ensued, which was what the Syrai· 
cusans did not desire. The great reason which seems to have 
induced Goller and others to adopt this supposition, is, a theo~ 
about the third or last counter-wall (ioy~<c!.pu•ov nlxos) constructeC: ( 
the Syracusans .• and its supposed junction with the first. I s ,. 
hereafter show that this last-mentioned theory is erroneous, wh ( 
come to explain the third or last counter-wall. ~ 

The second supposition, whereby this first counter-w: • 
represented to have been carried along the platform of Nee f 
has not the like force of positive argument against it. "\..._ 
appears to me less probable than that which I have giver. '· 
text, and in which I describe this counter-wall as having strdchtl 
upward along the slope of Epipola, south of the Athenian Circle , 
from a point of the city-wall beneath, to the brink or crest of thl 
southern cliff above. 

Respecting the nature and purpose of a counter-wall built by/ 
besieged parties such as the Syracusans-there is one point whic~. 
the expositors are apt to forget. To answer the purpose conte ;' 
plated by the besieged, such a counter-wall must not only trave \' 
the enemy's intended line of blockade, but it must have somethi. 
for both its extremities to rest upon. Of course it starts from thi•\ 
city-wall, therefore one of its extremities is perfectly well supported 
but unless the other or farther extremity be supported also, the 
besiegers will be able to turn it, and get behind it, without taking 
the trouble to attack it in front. The besiegers are naturally the 
strongest in the field-otherwise they would not be engaged it 
constructing a wall of circumvallation. What advantage woulc 
the besieged gain, therefore, by carrying out a counter-wall acros: 
the besieging line of blockade-if the farther extremity of thei 
counter-wall rested upon mere• open space, so that the besieger· 
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ould have nothing to do but to march along its front, and get 

ound behind it? 
That the counter-wall now built by the Syracusans was not to be 

thus turned, is sufficiently evident ; otherwise the Athenians would 
not have taken the risk and trouble of storming it in front. It 
must therefore have had something for its farther extremity to rest 
upon. Now in the course which I suppose it to have taken, this is 
provided for. The precipitous southern cliff formed its farther 
extremity, and prevented the Athenians from turning it, ·SO that 
they were compelled to attack it in front, wherein they were able 
and fortunate enough to succeed. What still further confirms my 
view, that the steep southern cliff formed the flank support of this 
first counter-wall, is-that the Athenians, immediately after their 
victory, take possession of the southern cliff and fortify it, so as to 
prevent it from ever again serving the Syracusans for the like 
purpose ; vi. IOI, I, Tjj 0~ VITT<pal!f a11"0 TOV ldJI(AOU lTEiXt(ov TOV "P'IIf<VOV 
T~JV lnr~p Toii Ei\.ovs, &c. 

Now if we adopt the supposition of Dr. Arnold and others, that 
this counter-wall ran along the platform of Neapolis, upon what 

,are we to suppose that its farther extremity rested, or what was 
:here to prevent the Athenians from turning it, and getting behind 

· :t? If it had been possible for them to turn it, they would not 
':!a,ve attacked it in front. Upon the supposition which I am now 

" · ,sidering, no satisfactory answer can be given to this question. 
spt :olonel Leake and Dr. Arnold suppose that the Athenians got 
pro. ·n the openings in the southern cliff of Epipohe, in order to 
Ach ·k this counter-wall which was on the lower platform. But in 
of l Jescription which Thucydides gives of the attack, there is 
Syk '1g to indi~ate any such de~cent on ~h.e part of the assailants ; 
souf i at all hke what he says m descnbmg the attack upon the 
tl ,. Syracusan counter-work, where he expressly mentions the 
c· .the>.,ans as descending from Epipolre to the level ground,-a~Tol 
1 .repl 6p6pov KaTafJavTEs ci.,-1> TCiw 'E,-mo'Awv ls TO bp.a'A&v (vi. IOI), &c. 
· .::olonel Leake (p. 56) founds an argument upon the words of 
Thucydides 7rpoKaTa'Aap.f3J.vovns Ttts lcp&oous, which he interprets to 
mean the two or three ,.pou{3J.um or practicable openings in the cliff 
(or descent. But I have already remarked in my note that 'Ttts 

·- .&oous seems to me to mean "the attacks of the enemy "-not "the 
,ds by which he might attack." Besides, if the attack were made 
·the manner thus supposed-by the Athenians from the cliff, upon 

,he Syracusan counter-wall running along the lower level-this 
would imply that the Athenians were previously in possession and 

·occupation of the southern brink or edge of the cliff; whereas 
Thucydides, in his next chapter, tells us that they moved thither 
afterwards, from the Circle (vi. IOI, I). 

The words vwoT<<xf(ew-Kchw8ev orov KVK'Aou 'Twv'A6'lvalwv-(vi. 99) 
do not necessarily imply that this new counter-wall ran along a 
platform upon a lower level than Epipolre. They merely imply that 
it began at a point lower on the slope and ran up to a higher ; the 
first half of its course being on 1l lower level than the Athenian 
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Circle. I will here add, that Thucydides, in his description, man.} 

-'\ests no knowledge of that intermediate level which exposit<,:,..._ 
speak of as the platform of Neapolis. He mentions only the · 
above, and the marsh beneath. 

Respecting the second counter-work of the Syracusan 
palisade and ditch dug across the marsh-there is no m:., 
difficulty, except that none of the commentators tell us upon wt •. .t 
support its farther extremity rested, or what prevented it from being 
turned. That this was impossible, we know, because the Athenians 
attacked it in front : and hence I have described this palisade and 
ditch as reaching to the river Anapus, which prevented the At~~
nians from turning it. As a confirmation of this idea, we may s ·(! 

that Thucydides (describing the battle which ensued when th;, 
Athenians attacked the palisade in front and stormed it) tells u" 
that the defeated Syracusans on the left flank took flight and ran 
away" alonJ{ the banks of the Anapus "-ol p.~v .,.~ ae~<hv Klpas txov-ro 
1r p h s -rhv 1r6Aw lcJwyov, ol a< ~ ... l -r<ji euwv6p.q>, 1r a ph .,. • v .,. o-r a p. 6 v ( ··~. 
ror ). This implies that their position was already close upon t' 
banks of the river, and therefore that the counter-work must ha 
reached as far as the river. 

After their defeat, the Syracusans made no further attempt a: 
constructing counter-works. The Athenians went on with tht.11 
double wall across the marsh from Epipohe to the Great Harbour 
When Gylippus arrived, this wall was almost finished, except a sm«;~ 
portion near the harbour, which was terminated soon afterwarc:s. 
Besides this, the southern portion of the blockading wall upon tb.., 
high ground of Epipolre was also executed ; so that the Athenian 
wall of circumvallation, from the Circle (on the centre of the slope 
of Epipolre) southward down to the Great Harbour, was complete. 
But the portion of Epipolre north of the Athenian Circle was ro~ 
yet walled across, though some progress had been made towards it, 
and stones had been laid along most of the line. By this roau 
Gylippus and his army entered Syracuse. 

We have now to follow the proceedings of Gylippus-especiaily 
in reference to his third and final counter-wall, about which there is 
much to be cleared up. 

After he had regained superiority in the field-at least apparently, 
by offering the Athenians battle, and by their refusing to accept it 
and after he had surprised and captured the fort of Labdalum-!:J,: 

·commenced the construction of a new counter-wall or ~'YK&.putov -reL.xo.;. 
He constructed a simple wall from the city across Epipo!(l! interstt t
in§; the line of blockade (which was yet not filled up) to the north of 
the Athenian Circle. Kal p.e-ra -rav-ra ~-relx•(ov ol lupaKO<T<ot Kal ol ~{,,.... 
p.axo< 5ta 'TO!V 'E'li"L1f"OAWV1 a'll"h -ri)s 1r6AEWS ap~J.p.evo<, lfvw 1rphs -rh ty1«f.p<TIOJI -r•i
xos Ct1rAUVV' 8TrWS ol • A8"1va(ot, 'l)v ,.,.~ avvaiV'TO KWAV<Ta<, P."lK''Tt oTol 'Tf 3,utv 
a'll"o-r••xlua< (vii. 4). I agree with Dr. Arnold, Col. Leake, and others, in 
construing 1rpos -rh ~'YK&.puwv here as itself equivalent to an adjective or 
adverb. Others construe the passage as if -re<xos were understood a 
second time, and as if two walls were $poken of-livw 1rpos'To ~'Y"&.puwv 
-r•<xos, -re<xos aTrAovv: thus assumif!g that two walls are indicated-one 
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,r them, an ~'YKdpu1ov .,.•<xos already existing-another, a .,.•<xos cb·ll.ovv 
J~011t to be constructed to meet it. Grammatically speaking, such
H construction is at least harsh ; but those who adopt it are unable 
to ~xplain what wall is meant by this ~'YKdpu1ov .,.•<xas assumed as 
pro:· existing. Didot and Goller think that it was the first counter
work constructed by the Syracusans : but there are two fatal 
oh'ections to this-first, that the Athenians had destroyed this 
· o':nter-work, after their victory (vi. 100)-next, that it passed to the 
,, •Hth, and not to the north, of the Athenian Circle, and therefore 
,.,,. ,·er could have joined the third counter-work now projected. 

\ ;ylippus pursued the building of his new counter-wall, and after 
;;< .ning a victory over Nikias, succeeded in carrying it across the 
.\chenian line of blockade between the Circle and Trogilus: he 
e1nployed partly the very stones which the Athenians had laid down 
on that line for their own intended wall (vii. 6, 7). He carried the new 
w:J.ll beyond this Athenian line as far as the northern cliff of Epipolre, 
which served as a flank support, and prevented his new wall from 
being turned. After this important step, the consummation of the 
projected line of blockade became impossible, unless the Athenians 
could attack his new wall in front, and take it by storm ; for which 
,·,eir present force was inadequate. Even a victory in the field 
, ained by the Athenians would now be insufficient for the success 
r the siege. Compare vii. I I, and vii. 6. &u.,.e p.n eiva.1 (.,.l'll'<pl'l'flXlrra.l 

,, -roos, ~~~ p.-/j ns '!'b '11'apa-relx1rrp.a rov'l'o 'll'o71.71.j) rrTpan? ~ ... e71.8wv E'll.p-which is 
• \e expression of N ikias in his letter to the Athenians, and is rather 
· ore precise than the expression of Thucydides himself-~"e!vovs o~ 
~he Athenians) ICt>l'71'aV'I'cl'll'aUIII a'II'EU'!'fP"'KEIIal, Ei KaliCpUTOLfll, p.n &.v .. .,.. ucpiis 

~ ro.,..,xlua1-where we must construe Kpa.Tolev as alluding simply 
t > a victory gained in the field-as distinguished from a superiority 
~" marked as to enable the Athenians to storm the counter-wall. 

But the defensive plans of Gylippus were not yet completed. He 
~c'lew that the Athenian army might be materially strengthened, as 
on fact it afterwards was : and being just now reinforced by twelve 
~ .orinthian triremes, he employed them "in assisting to complete 
the remainder of his scheme of fortifications as far as the (new) 
counter-wall.'' 

Such are the words of Thucydides-MeTa o~ roii'l'o aY .,.~ .,.r;"' Kop1vlllow 
d~ES tcal , Ap.wpatcUN'T~JV JCal i\t:vKa.Blwv ~uJ-rrAevuav a[ {nr&Aonrol OWOeKa, Aa.8oVual 
·djV TWV 'A8'1)Va(wv cpvll.aK-/jv, ICal ~ v 11 E 7' e£ X I U a II 7' 0 ~ 0 I'll' b V '7' o t s 
: vpa_1<oulo1s P.EXPI Tov t'YIC<>p<Tlov .,.elxovs (vii. 7). 

This passage has greatly perplexed expositors. Many different 
"lterpretations of it haYe been proposed ; but not one of them seems 

,. > me satisfactory. And Dr. Arnold, after rejecting various explana
cons proposed by others, and vainly attempting to elucidate it in 
~ way c~nvincing to his own mind, pronounces it to be unintelligible 
at least, If not cor~pt (Arnold, pp. 274, 275). Colonel Leake explains 
the passage by saymg-"The Syracusan cross-wall was now united 
vtith the enclosure of Temenitis, and thus largely extended the 
dimensions of that out-work of Achradina" (Notes on Syracuse, 
;J. 67). And Dr. Arnold (p. 27 5) iaclines to the same supposition. 
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But in the first place, it is difficult to see what the Syracusan. 

=="gained by carrying out an additional wall, in the manner here 
described, which gave them no new security; besides that Colonel 
Leake (in his Plan) represents the third Syracusan counter-work as 
if it rose straight up the slope of Epipohe, which is hardly consistent 
with the words of Thucydides, o<a Twv 'Em1ro.\wv. Moreover Nikias 
in his letter written afterwards to the Athenians describes the new 
counter-wall, whereby Gylippus had frustrated the scheme o1 
blockade, as being still, even in October, and after all that Gylippus 
had done to improve it, a single or simple wall (oi o€,.apqucooop:hKacnv 
7}p.iv nixos b.\ovv, vii. II). Such a description cannot be held to 
apply to the counter-wall as it stands delineated in Colonel Leake's 
Plan. 

It appears to me that the words of Thucydides (~vvtT<lxurav To 
.\ot1rov To is :::SupaKo<rlots p.txp• Tov t-yKapulou Telxous) admit of a different 
explanation, which will be found both consistent with all the 
existing circumstances, and explanatory of all which follow. 

To find out what is meant by To .\o<,.ov-that remainder which 
the Syracusans thus fortified with the help of the Corinthians and 
others-we have only to compare the fortifications as they stood 
when Gylippus entered Syracuse, with the fortifications as they 
stood a few months afterwards, when Demosthenes and his second 
armament arrived from Athens. Now three distinct constructions 
are mentioned as existing at this later period, which had not been 
in existence at the earlier. 

r. A fort (Telx•up.a, vii. 43, 3) on the higher ground of Epipol::e, 
guarding the entrance to Epipol::e from the Eurya.Ius. 

2. A cross-wall (,.apaTElx<up.a, vii. 42, 4; 43, 1-5) which joined this 
fort at one extremity, and was carn'ed down the slope of .t.pipola: 
until it joined the counter-wall or ~ -y K & p u ' o v 1' • i x o s - (p.t XP' Toil 
i-yKapulou TElxous). 

3· Three strong encampments (7rpoT<<xlup.a'Ta), placed at different 
points up the slope of Epipol::e, along this cross-wall and on the 
north side of it ; that is, behind it, speaking with reference to the 
Athenian camp. These encampments were necessary for the 
accommodation of those who were to defend the cross-wall, as well 
as to succour the fort (No. 1) in case it were attacked by an enemy 
from the Euryalus. For the cross-wall was single (or simple) and 
therefore had no permanent accommodation except for a few 
necessary sentries. 

All these three works will be found distinctly specified by Thucy· 
dides, where he describes the subsequent operations of Demosthenes 
None of them yet existed when Gylippus entered Syracuse : the 
upper portion of Epipol::e was then unoccupied, except by the 
Athenian fort of Labdalum. Here then we have the t·emai1zder (Tc 
.\ot1rlw ~vv<'TEix•uav) which the Syracusans and Corinthians are now 
stated to have jointly constructed. 

The words p.txp• Tov l-yKapulou T<ixous have here a plain and instruc
tive meaning. First the Syracusans constructed the upper fort tc 
defend the entrance to Epipola!'from Euryalus ; next they carriec 
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.own the cross-wall or "lrapa-relx<rrf'a continuously from the fort until_ 
t joined the counter-wall or ~'Y"clprrtov -re<xos which had already been 
~xtended across the Athenian line of blockade. The 1r«p«-rEix<rrf'a 
md the ~'Y"clprrtov -re<xos-the cross-wall and the counter-wall, were 
:hus made to form one continuous wall-not indeed in the same line, 
·or the former probably met the latter at an angle-yet stzll one 
ontinuous wall, beginning at the fort on the high-ground of Epipolce, 
raversing the Athenian line of blockade on the northern side of the 
lope, and ending at the wall of Syracuse £!self They are in fact 
poken of as one wall, and both together are called the 1r«p«7<lXt<Tf'« 
.nd the -re!xos hil.ouv (compare vii. I I, 3 ; vii. 42, 4; vii. 43, I-5). 
["hat this ?rape<-relx.<rrf'« or cross-wall joined the upper fort on the high 
:round of Epipohe, Thucydides distinctly intimates, when he tells 
ts that the Athenians under Demosthenes, as soon as they had 
ucceeded in their nocturnal surprise of the fort, began to pull down 
he adjacent portion of the cross-wall with its battlements (vii. 43, 
:). Here then is one terminus of the cross-wall or parateichisma ; 
.nd the words now under discussion-,.,exp! orov i')IK«pulov orelxovs
nform us what became of the other terminus. The reader will see 
t marked on the annexed Plan. 

I am aware, that in putting this interpretation upon the words, I 
lepart from all the previous commentators ; but I venture to assert, 
hat while the words are most literally construed, there is no other 
nterpretation of them which can be rendered consistent with the 
.ctual and subsequent course of events. 

Gylippus had carried his ty~eaprrlou-refx:as or counter-wall across the 
troposed line of Athenian circumvallation : so far Syracuse was 
afe, as long as the Athenian army continued without reinforcement. 
)ut what if a large reinforcement came from Athens, as was very 
trobable? On that supposition Syracuse was not safe; since all 
he upper portion of Epipolre, together with the road on to 
~pipolre from the Euryalus, remained unoccupied and un
lefended. The first thing necessary was to provide a fort for 
he defence of the entrance upon Epipolre from Euryalus ; in 
•rder that this important point might not be seized by a 
1ew Athenian army, who, if masters of the upper ground 
,f Epipolre, would still block up Syracuse, in spite of the recent 
rustration of the lower line of blockade begun by Nikias. But the 
prt on the upper ground of Epipolre could never be maintained 
~nless it were joined by a continuous line of defence with Syracuse 
fself. Had it not been so joined, Demosthenes with his force, 
uperior in the field, would have marched from the Athenian camp 
•P the slope of Epipolre, would have cut off the upper fort from all 
.ommunication with Syracuse, and would have been still able to 
ccomplish an effective blockade of the latter. What hindered him 
rom effecting this, was, the continuous wall down the slope of 
~pipol~ from the upper fort to the town below, which divided the 
'hole slope of Epipolre into two parts, confining the Athenians to 
1e southern half and excluding them from the uppermost portion. 
Vithout the recognition of this continuous wall, no one can under-
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stand the operations of Demosthenes, who found himself completely 

==Tiampered by it, and after vainly trying to storm and batter it in 
front, had nothing left except to get round it by a night march over 
the Euryalus and assail the upper fort where the wall terminated. 

By means of this upper fort, guarding the entrance to Epipolre 
from Euryalus-combined with the >rapanlx•up.a or continuous line 
of connecting wall, reaching down to the city-Gylippus first pro{ 
vided for Syracuse a complete scheme of defence ; which sam 
scheme was afterwards carried out with greater elaboration and cost( 
by the despot Dionysius, when he constructed the continuous line~ 
of wall along both the northern and southern cliffs of Epipolre, 
meeting and terminating in his new fort at Euryalus, as the apex of . 
the triangle of which the wall of Achradina was the base. i 

No objection can be made to the phrase-~uv<Telx•uav TO ,\o1>rOv Toi',;. 
lupaKoulon P.~XP' Tov ~-yKapulou T<ixous-when explained according to./1 
the above suggestions-except its most vexatious conciseness. 
Thucydides, having present to his own mind the <;Pmplete state of 
defence as it stood when Demosthenes arrived, unfortunately pre
sumes the reader to know it also ; and therefore contents himself.• 
with saying TO ,\om&v or the remainder-which to any one who,1 

possessed that knowledge, would convey a clear meaning. Dr. I 
Arnold says- "To "-o•>rov simply is obscure, and to my mind 
suspicious. I cannot but think that the text in this place has 
sustained some injury, or else that Thucydides wrote carelessly and 
confusedly" (p. 27 5). I am the last to deny the obscurity of th 
passage, after having written so long a note to explain it, and after 
calling in question the views of so many other expositors. But it is 
an obscurity, unhappily, frequent enough in Thucydides, and arising 
out of that extreme parsimony of words which he seems to 'have 
thought an excellence. Still the passage construes well ; and does 
not at all deserve to be called "confused." Nor is there the small
est ground for Dr. Arnold's suspicion of the text. The phras 
~uv<T<lx•uav ai v1/es, meaning "the men out of the ships," which h( 
objects to as "not being the way in which Thucydides common!} 
writes" (p. 275), may be sustained by reference to iii. 17, where a 
v1/<s occurs in exactly the same signification. 

END OF VOL. VII. 
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PLAN I.-ILLUSTRATING THE OPERATIONS OF THE SIEGE BEFORE THE ARRIVAL of\ QYLIPPUS. 
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